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The present age may be considered an epoch of transition in the deve
lopment of the kingdom of God ; and, as such, it is full of signs. Amongthe most striking of them, is a greater zeal for the spread of the Gospel and
the Bible through all nations, combining many and various agencies for
that work ; as well as a closer union among all earnest Christians, seekers
of salvation and truth, of aU lands, however widely separated�a new Ca
tholic Church, which, amid all the diversity of outward ecclesiastical
forms, is preparing that unity of the spirit which has Christ for its founda
tion. Especially is it matter of rejoicing to see a growing spirit of fraternal
union between the Christians of the Old World and those of the New�a
land in which Christianity (the destined leaven for all the elements of
humanity, how various soever) develops its activities under secular rela
tions so entirely novel.
It was, therefore, very gratifying to me to learn that Professors M'Clin-
TOCK and Blumenthal had determined to put this volume, the fruit ofmy
earnest inquiries, before the transatlantic Christian public in an English
dress. To see a wider sphere of influence opened for views which we our
selves (amid manifold struggles, yet guided, we trust, by the Divine Spirit)
have recognized as true, and which, in our opinion, are fitted to make a
way right on through the warring contradictions of error, cannot be other
wise than grateful to us. For truth is designed for all men : he who
serves the truth, works and strives for all men. The Lord has given to
each his own charisma, and with it each must work for all. What is true
and good, then, is no man's own ; it comes from the Father of Lights, the
Giver of every good gift, who lends it to us to be used for all. And what
is true, must prove itself such by bearing the test of the general Christian
consciousness.
But the pleasure with which I write these words is not unmingled with
anxiety. To write a history of the greatest Life that has been manifested
upon earth�that Life in which the Divine glory irradiated earthly exist
ence�is indeed the greatest of human tasks. Yet the attempt is not
presumptuous (as I have said in the preface to the German edition), if it
be made upon the Gospel basis : every age witnesses new attempts of the
kind. It is part of the means by which we are to appropriate to ourselves
this highest life; to become more and more intimate with it; to bring it
nearer and nearer to ourselves. Every peculiar age will feel itself com
pelled anew to take this Divine Life to itself through its ovm study of it,
by means of science, animated by the Holy Spirit ; to gain a closer living
intimacy with it, by copying it. To eat His flesh and drink His blood (in
the spiritual sense) is indeed the way to this intimacy ; but science also baa
its part to do, and this work is its highest dignity. But yet, in view of
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the grandeur and importance of this greatest of tasks, m view of the diffi
culties that environ it, and our own incapacity to execute it adequately,
we cannot see our work diffused into wider and more distant circles, with
out fear and trembling. We are fully conscious of the dinmess that sur
rounds us, growing out of the errors and defects of an age just freeing
itself from a distracting infidelity. May we soon receive a new outpouring
of the Holy Ghost, agahi bestowing tongues of fire, so that the Lord's
gToat works may be more worthily praised !
I have another, and a peculiar source of anxiety. Tliis book has arisen
(and it bears the marks of its origin) amid the intellectual struggles which
yet agitate Germany, and constitute a preparatory crisis for the future.
'ITiose who are vmacquainted with those struggles may, perhaps, take
offence at finding not only many tilings in the book hard to understand,
but also views at variance with old opinions in other countries yet undis
turbed. The English churches (even those of the United States, where
everything moves more freely) have perhaps, on the whole, been but
elightly disturbed by conflicting opinions of precisely the kind that find
place among us. Had they to deal with the life-questions with which we
have to do, they would be otherwise engaged than in vehement contro
versies about church order and other unessential points. It would be
easier, then, for them to forget their minor differences, and rally under the
one banner of the Cross against the common foe. Perhaps a nearer
acquaintance with the religious condition of other lands may contribute to
this end.
I am, notwithstanding, still afi-aid that some readers, unacquainted with
the progress of the German mind, which has developed new intellectual
neccbsities even for those who seek the truth Ijelievingly, may take offence
at some of the sentiments of this book. Especially will this be likely to
happen with those who have not been accustomed to distinguish what is
Divine 'from what is human in the Gospel record; to discriminate its
immutable essence from the changeful foi-ms in which men have appre
hended it ; in a word, with those who exchange the Divine reality for the
li ail supjiort of traditional beliefs and ancient harmonies. I would lead
no man into a trial which he could not endure ; I would willingly give
offence to none, unless, indeed, it were to be a transitory offence, tending
afterward to enlarge his Christian knowledge and confirm his faith. How
far this may be the case, I am not sufficiently acquainted with the trans
atlantic Church to be a competent judge. Nor would I, on my own sole
responsibility, have introduced this work (which arose, as I have said,
among the struggles of our own country) to a foreign public : this I leave
to the esteemed translators, hoping that their judgment of the condition of
things there may be well founded.
But of this I am certain, that the fall of the old form of the doctrine of
Inspiration, and, indeed, of many other doctrinal prejudices, will not only
not involve the fall of the essence of the Gospel, but wiU cause it no detri
ment whatever. Nay, I believe that it will be more clearly and accurately
understood ; that men will be better prepared to fight with and to conquer
that inrushing infidelity against which the weapons of the old dogmatismi
must be powerless in any land; and that from such a struggle a new
theology, purified and renovated in the spirit of the Gospel, must arise.
Everywhere we see the signs of a new creation ; the Lord will build him
self, in science as well as in life, a new tabernacle in which to dwell � and
neither a stubborn adherence to antiquity, nor a profane appetit^ for
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novelty, can hinder tliis work of the Lord which is now preparing. May
we never forget the words of the great apostle, " Where the Spirit of theLord vs, there is Liberty." Whatever in this book rests upon that one
foundation than which none other can be laid, will bear all the fires of the
time; let the wood, hay, and stubble which find place in all works of men
be burned up.
'
Perhaps the impulse* which the American mind has received from the
profound Coleridge, who (like Schleieemachek among ourselves) haatestified that Christianity is not so much a definite system of conceptions
as a power of life, may have contributed, and may still fiirther contribute,
to prepare the way for a new tendency of scientific theology in your beloved
country.
A. Neandee.
Berlin, November 4, 1847.
TRANSLATORS' PREFACE.
The work, of which an English version is presented in this volume,
appeared originally in 1837. It has already passed through four editions,
from the last of which-f- this translation has been made.
It is well known that Dr. NeandER has been engaged for many years
in writing a "General History of the Christian Religion and Church,"
and that he has published separately an account of the " Planting and
Training of the Early Christian Church by the Apostles." He would
doubtless have felt himself constrained, at some period, to give a history
of the life and ministry of the Divine Founder of the Church ; and, indeed,
he states as much in the preface to this work (page xiv.). The execution
of this part of his task, however, would, perhaps have been deferred until
the completion of his General History, had not the " signs of the times "
urged him to undertake it at once. Its immediate occasion was the pub
lication, in 1835, of Steadss's "Life of Christ,"$ a work which, as every
one knows, created a great sensation, not merely in the theological cii-cles
of Germany, but also throughout Europe. A brief sketch of the state
and progress of parties in Gennany may be useful to readers not familiar
with the literature of that country ; and we here attempt it, only regretting
our incapacity to give it fully and accurately.
Notwithstanding the dread with which German theology is regarded by
many English and some American divines, it was not in German soil that
the first seeds of infidelity in modem times took root. It was by the
deistical writers of England, in the early part of the last century, that the
authenticity of the sacred records was first openly assailed. The attacks
* Not, it is to be hoped, a one-sided, partisan tendency, as is justly remarked by
Professor Porter, whose article on " Coleridge and his American Disciples," in the
Bibliotlieca Sacra, for February, 1847, I have read with great interest.
t Das Leben Jesu Christi, in seinem geschichtlichen Zusaramenhange und seiner
greschichtlichen Entwickelung dargestellt von Dr. August Neander, vierte uud
verbesserte Auflage, Hamburg, bei Freidrich Perthes, 1845.
t Das Leben Jesu, Kritischbearbeitet von Dr. David Friedrich Strauss. 2 Bde
Tubingen, J835, 4te Aufl. 1840.
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of ToLand, Chubb, Morgun, tuc, were directed mainly against the credi
bility and sincerity of the sacred writers ; and their blows were aimed,
avowedly, against the whole fabric of Christianity. It is needless to say
that they failed, not merely in aceomplisliing their object, but in making
any very strong or permanent impression on the English mind. Nor has
an infidelity of exactly the same type ever obtained firm footing in Ger
many. The English Deism, first pj-omulgated in the Wolfenbvittel frag
ments, set the German theologians at work upon the canon of Scripture,
and upon Biblical literature in general, with a zeal and industry unknown
before ; and many of them pushed their inquiries with a freedom amounting
to recklessness ; but a direct and .absolute denial of the authority of the
word of God is a thing almost unknown among them. Still, professed
theologians, of great talents and learning, and holding high official positions,
adopted a theory (the so-called Iiationalidm) more dangerous than avowed
infidelity, and succeeded, for a time, in diffusing its poison to a painful
extent.
The declared aim of the Eationalists was to interpret the Bible on
rational principles ; that is to say, to find nothing in it beyond the scope
of human reason. Not sup]iosing its writers to be impostors, nor denying
the record to be a legitimate source, in a certain sense, of religious instruc
tion, they sought to free it of everything supernatural; deeming it to be,
not a direct Divine revelation, but a product of the human mind, aided,
indeed, by Divine Providence, but in no extraordinary or miraculous way.
The miracles, therefore, had to be explained away ; and this was done in
any mode that the ingenuity or philutiophy of the expositor might suggest.
Sometimes, for instance, they were no miracles at all, but simple, natural
facts ; and all the old interpreters had misunderstood the writers. Some
times, again, the writers of the sacred history misunderstood the facts,
deeming them to be miraculous when they were not ; e. g. when Christ
"healed the sick," he merely prescribed for them, as a kind physician,
with skill and success; when he
" raised the dead," he only restored men
from a swoon or trance ; when he "subdued the storm," there was simply
a happy "coincidence," making a strong impression upon the minds of
the disciples; when he fed the "five thousand," he only set an example oi
kindness and benevolence which the rich by-standers eagerly followed by
opening their stores to feed the hungry multitude, &c. &c. But even this
elastic exegesis, when stretched to its utmost capacity, would not explain
every case : some parts of the narratives were stubbornly unyielding, and
new methods were demanded. For men who had gone so far, it was easy
to go farther ; the text itself was not spared ; this passage was doubtful,
that was corrupt, a third was spurious. In short, "criticism," as this
desperate kind of interpretation was called, was at last able to make any
thing, and Ln a fair way to make nothing, out of the sacred records. But
still the rationalist agreed with the orthodox supernaturalist in admitting
that there was, at bottom, a basis of substantial truth in the records ; and
asserted that his eflfbrts only tended to free the substantive verity from the
envelopments of fe,ble or perversion with which tradition had invested it.
The admission was a fatal one. The absurdities to which the theory led
could not long remain undetected. It was soon shown, and shown efiec-
tually, that this vaunted criticism was no criticism at all ; that the objec
tions which it offered to the Gospel history were as old as Porphyry, or,
at least, as the English Deists, and had been refuted again and again ;
that the errors of interpretation into which the older expositors had fallen
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might be avoided without touching the truth and inspiration of the Evan
gelists ; and, in a word, that there could be no medium between open infi
delity and the admission of a supernatural revelation. Durinir the first
quarter of the present century the conflict was waged with ardour on both
sides, but with increasing energy on the side of truth ; and every year
weakened the forces of rationalism. Still, the theological mind of Ger
many was to a considerable extent unsettled : its Tholucks and Hengsten-
bergs stood strong for orthodoxy ; its Twesten and Nitszch applied the
clearest logic to systematic theology ; its INIarheineche and Daub philoso
phized religiously ; its Bretschneider and Hase upheld reason as the judge
of revelation ; while not a few maintained the old rationalism, though
with less and less of con\-iction, or at least of boldness.
It was at this point, that Strauss conceived the audacious idea of apply
ing the mythical theory to the whole structure of the Evangelical history.
All Germany has been more or less infected with the mytho-mania, since
the new school of archaeologists have gone so deeply into the heathen
mythology. A mythis omnis priscorum hominum cum historia turn philoso-
phia procedit, says Heyne: and Bauer asks, logically enough, "if the early
history of every people is mythical, why not the Hebrew ?"* The mere
application of this theory to the sacred records was by no means original
with Strauss: he himself points out a number of instances in which
Eichhom, Gabler, Vater, &c., had made use of it. His claim is to have
given a completeness to the theory, or rather to its application, which
former interpreters had not dreamed of ; and, to tell the truth, he has
made no halting work of it. That Jesus lived ; that he taught in Judea ;
that he gathered disciples, and so impressed them with his life and teaching
as that they believed him to be the Messiah ; this is nearly the sum of
historical truth contained in the Evangelists, according to Strauss. Yet
he ascribes no fraudulent designs to the writers ; his problem is, therefore,
to account for the form in which the narratives appear ; and this is the
place for his theory to work. A Messiah was expected ; certain notions
were attached to the Messianic character and o&Lce ; and with these Christ
was invested by his followers. "Such and such a thing must happen to
Messiah ; Jesus was the Messiah ; therefore, such and such a thing must
have happened to him." "The expectation of a Messiah had flourished
in Israel long before the time of Christ ; and at the time of his appearance
it had ripened into full bloom ; not an indefinite longing, either, but an
expectation defined by many prominent characteristics. Moses had pro
mised (Deut. xviii. 15) 'a prophet like unto himself,' a passage applied, in
Christ's time, to IMessiah (Acts iii. 22 ; vii. 37). The Messiah was to
Ipring of David's fine, and ascend his throne as a second David (Matt,
veil. 42; Luke i. 32); and therefore he was looked for, in Christ's time,
to be bom in the little town of Bethlehem (John vii. 42 ; Matt. ii. 5). In
the old legends, the most wonderful acts and destinies had been attributed
to the prophets : could less be expected of the Messiah ? Must not his
life be illustrated by the most splendid and significant incidents from the
lives of the prophets? Finally, the Messianic whole, was ex
pected to be a period of signs and wonders. The eyes of the blind were
to be opened ; the deaf ears to be unstopped ; the lame were to leap, &c.
(laa. XXXV. &c.). These expressions, part of which, at least, were purely
figurative, came to be literally understood (Matt. xi. 5 ; I>uke vii. 21, seq.) ;
and thus, even before Christ's appearance, the image of Messiah was con-
Strauss, i. � 8.
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tinually filling out with new features. And thus many of the legendp
respecting Jesus had not to be newly invented ; they existed, ready-made,
in the Messianic hopes of the people, derived chiefly from the Old Testa
ment, and only needed to be transferred to Christ and adapted to hia
character and teachings."*
These extracts contain the substance of Strauss's theory ; his book ia
little more than an application of it to the individual parts of the history
of Christ as given in the Evangelists. A few instances of his procedure
wiU suffice. He finds the key to the miraculous conception Ln Matt. i. 22 :
"AU this was done that it might be fulfilled which was spoken of the
Lord by the prophet, saying,"f &c. "The birth of Jesus, it was said, must
correspond to this passage ; and what was to be, they concluded, really
did occur, and so arose the myth." The account of the star of the Magians,
and of their visit from the East, arose from a similar application of Num
bers xxiv. 17 ; Psa. Ixxii. 10 ; Isa. Ix. 1-6, J &c. The temptation ofChrist
was suggested by the trials of Job ; its separate features helped out by
Exod. xxxiv. 28 ; Lev. xvi. 8, 10 ; Deut. ix. 9, � &c. The Transfiguration
finds a starting-point in Exod. xxxiv. 29-35. || So we might go through
the book.
The appearance of the work, as we have said, produced a wonderful
sensation in Germany ; greater, by far, than its merits would seem to have
authorized. It was the heaviest blow that unbelief had ever struck against
Christianity; and the question was, what should be done? The Prussian
government was disposed to utter its ban against the book ; and many
evangelical theologians deemed this the proper course to pursue in regard
to it. But Dr. Neander deprecated such a procedure as calculated ^ to
give the work a spurious celebrity, and as wearing, at least, the aspect of
a confession that it was unanswerable. He advised that it should be met,
not by authority, but by argument, believing that the truth had nothing
to fear in such a conflict. His counsel prevailed ; and the event has shown
that he was right. Replies to Strauss poured forth in a torrent; the Gos
pel histories were subjected to a closer criticism than ever ; and to-day
the public mind of Germany is nearer to an orthodox and evangelical view
of their contents than it has been for almost a century.
Besides the general impulse given by Strauss to the study of the Four
Gospels, he has done theology another good service. His book has given
a deadly blow to rationalism properly so called. Its paltry criticism and
beggarly interpretations of Scripture are nowhere more efiiectually dis
sected than in his investigations of the different parts of the history and
of the expositions that have been given of it. In a word, he has driven
rationalism out of the field to make way for his myths ; and Neander,
Ebrard, and others have exploded the myths ; so that nothing remains but
a return to the simple, truthful interpretations which, in the main, are
given by the evangelical commentators. �
But, it may be asked, why trouble ourselves with controversies of this
kind here ? We cannot help it. Strauss's book, at first, could not find a
respectable publisher in England; and a garbled translation, containing
its very worst features, was put owt in a cheap form for the million. The
same, or a similar abridgment, has been circulated to a considerable extent
in this country. And within the last year a translation of the whole
work, from the last German edition, has been published in London in
three handsome volumes. That the soil ofmany minds is ready to receiva
� Strauss, i. 5 14. t Ibid. i. S 29. t Ibid. S 36. \ Ibid. S 56. || Ibid. S 107
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Its pestileixt doctrines, both in that country and in our own, is too sadly
true to be denied. The Westminster Review for April, 1847, contains an
article on Strauss and Parker which talks about the Evangelists in the
coolest strain of infidelity imaginable, and refers, with obvious compla
cency, to the signs of " unbelief or illumination" (it cares not which) that
are at present so abundant in England.
To a certain extent, as we have remarked, Neander's Life of Christ has
a polemic aim against Strauss. But this is a small part of its merits ;
indeed, but for the notes, an ordinary reader would not detect any such
specific tendency. It unfolds the life of the Saviour from the record with
great clearness and skiU ; it invests the outline, thus obtained, with the
fresh colours of life, without resorting to forced constructions and vain
imaginings ; and, above all, it seeks, with child-hke humility and reve
rence, to learn and exhibit the mind of the Spirit. The characteristic of
spirituality, so strongly stamped upon all the works of this great writer,
is especially prominent here. None, we think, can read the book without
becoming not merely better acquainted with the facts of the life of Christ,
but more anxious than ever to drink into its spirit.
At the same time, it is not to be concealed that Neander differs in his
views on some points of doctrine, as well as of interpretation, from most
Evangelical theologians. We wish to state distinctly that we do not hold
ourselves responsible for these peculiarities of opinion. It was at one
time our purpose to append notes to such passages as we deemed most
objectionable ; but after mature deliberation this intention was laid aside.
It is hardly fair to criticise a man in his own pages, even if one is able to
do it. The general spirit and tendency of the work cannot, we are sure,
be otherwise than beneficial, or we should never have attempted to trans
late it. Its specific errors can be met and refuted elsewhere.
The noble candour of Neander in the letter which precedes this preface
must disarm all severity. Let us remember, in our judgment of what
may appear to us even grave errors of opinion Ln the book, that its author
has fought for every step of ground that has been gained of late years by
spiritual religion in Germany ; and, while we lament the " dimness
" which
this great man confesses with such Christian-like humility, let us acknow
ledge the grandeur of his idea of the kingdom of God, and the earnestness
of his devotion to it. His starting-point, and many of his paths, are
different from ours ; it must, therefore, gladden our hearts, and may, per
haps, confirm our faith, to see that he reaches, after all, the general results
of Evangelical theology.
One word for the translation. We have tried to do our best ; but we
feel that we have not done very well. It is hard to translate German;
and of all German that we have tried to put into intelligible English,
Neander's is the hardest. We have not attempted a literal version (for
we want the book to be read) ; nor, on the other hand, have we willingly
gone into mere paraphrase. We have sought to seize the sense of the
author, and to express it in our own tongue ; but none can be better
assured than ourselves that we have very often failed. Readers of the
origmal work wiU see that we have taken some liberties with it which
demand explanation. The division of the text into books, chapters, and
sections will, we hope, make the work more intelligible and acceptable to
English readers. In many of the author's paraphrases of Scripture pas
sages, we have substituted the words of the English version, where it could
be done without affecting the sense ; and many passages, also, to whicli
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be had merely alluded, are ouoted at length. A few sentences have been
transferred from the text to "the notes; and a few passages of the notes, oi
purely polemical interest, which would have needed explanation to put
them fairly before the American public, have been omitted. In all that
we have done, we have endeavoured to comply with the spirit of Dr.
Neander's wishes, as kindly communicated to us by himself.
January 5. 1848
PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.
In the Preface to my Representation of the Christian Religion and
Church in the Apostolic Age, I as-;igned rsy reasons for the separate pub
lication of that work, and stated its relations to my General History of
the Church. It remained for nie to treat of that which formed the ground
of the manifestation and existence of the Apostolical Church itself, viz.
the Life and Ministry of the Divine Founder of the Church ; and I have,
moreover, been urged from many quarters to execute this necessary por
tion of my work. I was made to pause in the former undertaking by the
lofty sacredness of the subject and its many difficulties : how much more,
then, in the latter! But the signs of the times (to which, as a historian
of the Church, I could not but take heed), the uncertainty of human
affairs, and the opportunity afforded by a pause in my General History,
have overcome my scruples, and led me, trusting in God, to go on with
this work.
Yet well may he hesitate who undertakes to write the life of Christ !
"\^Tio, indeed (as Herder finely answered Lavater), could venture, after
John, to write the life of Christ?"* Who will not agree with Anna
Maria von Schurmann, that such an attempt is " to paint the sun with
charcoal: the life of a Christian is the best picture of the life of Clirl.^t''"t
Yet why should not history (though assured that its descrijitiori must
be far behind the reality) occupy itself with the highest manifestation that
has appeared in humanity�a manifestation which sanctifies, but does not
spurn, the labours of men? Tlie artist, inspired by devotion, paints a pic
ture of Christ without any aid from history, merely Iroiii intuition of the
idea of Christ. But we have the lineaments of the historical Christ, in
fragments at least; and there is wanting only insight into their connexi(jii
to frame them into a haimonious whole. A\'e feel the necessity of calling
up vividly before our minds, in our own stage of life and scientific jiro-
gress, this realized Ideal, which belongs to all ag<;s; and at p.articular
epochs in the mutations of time this necessity is always felt anew. The
* " /wTite the life of Christ�I? Xever. The Evanjfehsts have written it as it can
and ought to be written. Ltt /(.s, however, not �';-i7p it, but /�v i>///r it ' " (lieitrage
zur naheren Kcnntniss Lavater's, von Ulrich Hegencr: Leips. ls.J(i � May the good
Zurichers, who have lately shown thtm-clve^ v,, wortliy of their ^irfs in their resist
ance to revolutionary violence and their enthn-iasm for the faith iIu^uki C/insliiiiiuin
dogma populiirr, Aiifrustin. opus inipert. c. Jnlian, ii. -2,. erect a Cljri-tian natioriaJ
memorial by an edition, as compl' tc as possii.iL-, of I.avalerS correspondeiv^e.
r Rciphar'l Plan Jesu, l ; ileubner's Ajitii.
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image of Christ, not of yesterday nor to-day, ever renews its youth among
men, and, as the world grows old, penetrates it with a heaven-tending,
youthful vigour. \Vha.t Photics says of the various ideas of Christ amongdifferent nations may be applied to different periods of time, viz. "that
each, by a new representation, must make itself familiar with the imageof Christ." Obviously, however, the peculiarities of different periods must
be distinguished. Some periods mark a new creation in the Christian
Church and in humanity, as already appeared; others, by dissolution and
crisis, prepare the way for it. Our age belongs to the latter class : we
stand between the old world and a new one to be called into being by the
ever old and ever new Gospel. For the fourth time, Christianity is pre
paring a new epoch in the life of humanity. Our labours can only be
preparatory to that new creation, when, after the regeneration of life and
science, the great acts of God shaD be proclaimed with new tongues of
fire !*
But it may be questioned, also, whether it is possible, from the autho
rities in our hands, to exhibit a connected description of the life of Cheist?
Christian consciousness will be satisfied with nothing less than an intuition
of Christ's life as a whole ; and, therefore, science must undertake to free
it from all alloy, and to found it on a substantial basis. It is by means of
the Christian consciousness that we feel ourselves allied to all Christianity,
since the outpouring of the Holy Ghost�Christian consciousness, the
living source from which everything in life and science, which has really
enriched the Church, has proceeded and must proceed; a far different
thing from the changeful culture of the day, which, without it, must ever
be ephemeral and transitory. To serve this last, is the most wretched of
servitudes. It is, indeed, time for a new beginning of Biblical criticism,
of New Testament exegesis, of inquiries into the formation of the canon.
There are great difficulties, indeed, especially in the chronology,+ in the
work which we have to do. But this, instead of deterring, must only
stimulate us to greater efforts. We must only guard against relinquishing
our hopes too hastily, and keep aloof from all prejudices either of anti
quity or novelty ; and then this undertaking may be one of the prepara
tions, however trifling, for a new epoch in this part of history.
As for those who deny that our field is properly historical, and place it
in a pre-historical and mythical region, I need say nothing here, as I have
sought to refute them in the course of the work itself.
In regard to my relations to the various theological parties of the age,
I must refer to the Preface to the first volume of my
"Apostolic Age ; "
and to my letter to Dewar, chaplain to the British Embassy in Hamburg.
Whatever appears to me to be true, or most probable, after candid and
earnest inquiry, with all reverence for the sacredness of the subject, I
utter, without looking at consequences. 'Whoever has a good work to do
must, as Luther says, let the devil's tongue run as it pleases. There are
two opposite parties whom I cannot hope to please, viz. those who will
forcibly make all things riew, and fe-ncy, in their folly, that they can shake
the rock which ages could not undermine; and those who would retain,
* Most keenly does the author feel (as did his late friend, B. Jacobi, who has left
behind him a blessed and honoured memory) that his work bears the marks of its
oroduction in an age of crisis, of isolation, of pain, and of throes.
t Wherever I have not sure grounds for decision, I say "perhaps:" nor ami
ashamed of it, unfashionable as "perhaps" is, now a-days, in matters of science,
Would that our young votaries of science would lay to heart the excellent words oi
NiKJBUHii, on the degrees of confidence, in the
" Lebeusnachrichten," ii. 208.
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and forcibly reintroduce, even at the expense of all genuine love of truth,
everything that is old; nay, even the woin-out and the obsolete. I shall
not please those hypercritics who subject the sacred writings to an arbi
trary subtilty, at once supei'rational and sophistical ; nor those, on tho
other hand, who believe that here aU ciiticism�or at least all criticism
on internal grounds�cometh of evU. Both these tendencies are alike at
variance with a healthful sense for truth and conscientious devotion to it ;
both are alike inimical to genuine culture. There is need of criticism
where anything is communicated to us in the form of an historical tradition
in written records ; and I am sure that an impartial criticism, applied to
tho Scriptures, is not only consistent with that child-like faith, without
which there can be no Christianity or Christian theology,* but is necessary
to a just acutenessf and profoundness of thought, as well as to that true
consecration of mmd which is so essential to theology. The child-like
faith of the theologian who cannot violently rid himself of the critical
element of his times or of himian nature, is thus proved, as it were, in the
fire of temptation ; this is the tentalio (particularly in this age of scientific
struggle) which must go along with oratio and medifutio, in the depths of
the earnest and humble spirit. Without this priestly consecration, therp
can be no theology. It thrives best in the calmness of a soul consecrated
to God. \Vhat grows amid the noisy bustle of the world and the empty
babble of the age is not theology.
God reveals himself in his word as he does in his works. In both we
see a 5e\{-revcaUng, se\i-conceulln;j God, who makes himself known only to
those who earnestly seek him ;I in both we find stimulants to faith and
occasions for unbelief; in both we find contradictions, whose higher har
mony is hidden, except from him who gives up his whole mind in reverence ;
in both, in a word, it is the law of revelation that the heart of man should
be tested in receiving it ; and that, in the spiritual life as well as in the
bodily, man must eat his bread in the sweat of his brow,
Berlin, July 18, 1837.
PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION.
The reception of this work among the opposing theological parties of
the age has been such as I anticipated in the Preface to the first edition.
It is, therefore, the less necessary for me to vindicate myself against special
accusations on any side. I am satisfied that th- � principles of my theolo
gical procedure are in the main correct, and that their claims will finally
* But the theologian must have more than amerely critical mind and critical aims �
he needs a spiritual mind, a deep acquaintance with divine things ; and he must
study the Scriptures with his heart as well as head, unless he wishes his theology to
be robbed of its salt by his criticism.
t Not too sharp, so as to be notched.
t This is the pervadmg thought of Pascal ftl,^ sage for all centuries) in his Pensiet
though blended w^th many errors of Catholicism and absolute Predestination. Great
thanks are due to Faugere for the edition of tliis work (1844) in its original form
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be justified. To answer the revilings or false inferences of fanatical prejudice on either hand, or to enter into purely personal controversy, forms no
part of my purpose. Yet, in order to leave no room for doubt as to my
own theologica,l stand-point, it appears necessary that I should notice a
few of the opinions that have been passed upon the work.
A review from the pen of Consistorial Counsellor Schulz has appeared
in the Allgemdne Darmstddtische KirchenzeitVAig, which opposes me merely
by dictatorial decisions ; and, by isolating various passages* of my work
from their connexion, ascribes to me opinions which are foreign to my
whole theological system. What I say will not be disputed by any one
who candidly examines that review and compares it with my work. I
have called the attention of my readers in this edition to these perversions
of my words, perversions in which Schulz shakes hands with men of a
school directly opposite to his own. Were I not satisfied of his integrity,
I should be under the necessity of calling them diahonest perversions ; as
the case is, I see in them only the prejudice of that enthusdasm of reason so
admh-ably characterized by Jacobi in his remarks upon "Reason which is
not Reason" (ii. 492). Of those who are enslaved by this enthusiasm, he
says, "Their belief is always reason, nor can they recognize another's
reason except in his belief. They inquire not how he feels, perceives, ob
serves, or infers, but only what his opinions are�whether they agree with
their canon or not ; and that decides the matter." This stand-point as
surely generates a prejudice which precludes all just judgment of the
opinions of others, and leads (though unconsciously) to falsehood, as does
the enthusiasm for an absolute system of doctrines which lays down, as a
standard, a definite number of articles of faith, or principles therewith
connected, and makes this standard a criterion of every one's claim to
Christianity. In the judgments formed of my work, as well as in many
other matters of our time, these two sets of prejudices have led to similar
results.
"^Yhat," inquires Schulz several times, "wdl the believers in creeds
say to this ?" Now, as to the opinion of this or that set of men, I am in
different ; it concerns me only to know how far my statements accord with
truth, especially Christian truth. It is proper that I should say, however,
that I go along with those who oppose "creed-believers" (to use ScHULz's
term) so far as this, viz. that I could not subscribe to any of the existing
symbols (except the Apostles' creed, which testifies to those fundamental
facts of Christianity that are essential to the existence of the Christian
Church) as an unconditional expression of my religious convictions.
I believe that our path lies, through the strifes and storms of the pre
sent time, to a new creation in the Church, when the same Holy Spiritf
that works in the life of the Church, and produces all truly Christian
creeds as expressions (defective, indeed, as all human representations of
the Divine must be, and stamped with the varying culture of the time)
* The reviewer has been able to point out but one oversight�certainly no proof of
careless haste in a work on such a subject. The mistake was one which might have
happened to any one in an unlucky moment, which could not fail to be noticed by
any one, and which, in fact, was noticed by myself as soon as I glanced again at the
passage.
t The Holy Spirit going out from faith in Christ, who was crucified for the sins ot
men, who truly rose from the dead and ascended to heaven ; the Holy Spirit, whi.-h
has proved itself the same since the first Christian Pentecost, at aU times, among all
people, learned or unlearned ; not the changeful spirit of the times, which corresponds
more nearly to what is called in the New Testament the spirit of tbe world, and
whose manifestations stand opposed to those of the Holy Spirit.
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nie cliief points of controvei-sy turn upon essential differonces of
religious thought and feeling. These fundamental dififerences are clearly
set forth by Dr. Strauss in the closing dissertation of his third edition,
and in his essay on the Permanent and the Transitory (das Bleibende und
Vergdngliche) in Christianity. They are to be found chiefly in opposing
\-iews of the relation of God to the world, of the personality of spirit, of
the relation between the here and the hereafter, and of the nature of sin.
The controversy, to our mind, does not lie between an old and a new
A'iew of Christianity, but between Christianity and a human invention
directly opposed to it. It is nothing less than a struggle betweenChristian
Theism and a system of world and self-deification. This system (by a
relative historical necessity) had to unfold itself in theological and philo
sophical rationalism, in order to be overthrown by the power of Christian
truth in the natural progress of life and thought. Symptoms of it can be
defected in the sects of the Middle Ages, and in many of the manifesta
tions that preceded the Eeformation ; and it would have broken forth
at an earlier period, had not the Evangelical enthusiasm of the
Reformation suppressed it for a time. ^Ve may apply here the words of
Melancthon, uttered, with his deep historical insight, in a connexion
akin to this: Dogmatum semina, quw lunge graviora tumultus aliquando
excitaiwra fturant, nisi Lutherus exortus esset ac studia hominum alio trax-
i.-<set (Corpus Reformator. torn. i. f. 1083). Far be it from me to judge the
heart of any man ; in this regard each must be his own accuser. A man
that knows he serves a truth above the range of the human mind knows,
at the same time, how far below it he himself stands, and how high, on
the other hand, others, whose individual culture modified by the spirit of
the age may have laid them open to error, may in heart be raised abov*
their error. "Whoever has entered into the struggles of his age will be
\villing, at the same time that he judges himself, to be mild in his
judgments of others, who although they may have been further carried
away by those same struggles, ha\ e ju eserved a seemly and becoming
moderation. It is the principle alone that is in question, and that cannot
be judged too strictly.
I conclude with the golden words of one of the greatest men of modem
times in testimony of the truth, and in oi)j)osltion, not only to the vain
attempt to amalgamate Christianity with the principle of modern mis-
culture, but also to the spirit which seeks to reduce all minds to one
mode of doctrinal conception�to the stand-point which strives to make
the piece-woi'k of human knowledge absolute. "The man who does not
hold Christ's earthly life, with all its miracles, to be as properly and
really historical as any event in the sphere of histoiy, and who does not
receive all points of the Apostolic Creed with the fullest conviction I do
not conceive to be a Protestant Christian. And as for that Christianitywhich is such according to the fashion of the modern philosophers andPantheists, without a personal God, without immortality, with Jut and
individuahty of man, without historical faith� it may be a very in
genious and subtle philosophy, but it is no Christianity at all Againand again have I said that I know not what to do with a metaphvsicalGod ; and that I will have no other but the God of the Bible who isIteart to heart. Whoever can reconcile the metaphysical God with theGod of the Bible, may try it, and write symbolical books to suit all
ages ; but he who admits the absolute inexplicability of the main ooint
which can only be approached by asymptotes, will never grieve at tho
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iiuiKissiDility of possessing any system of religion."* l\Iay the man who,with rare world-historical insight, was able to explain the signs of the
times, be heard of many !
Berlin, May 6, 1839.
PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION.
I HAVE sought, in this fourth edition, to improve, as far as I could,
both the matter and form of the work ; but do not deem it necessaiy to
add anything to what has been said in former prefaces upon my mode of
treating the subject. I have thought it best, in spite of a desire to
economize space, to republish those prefaces ; adding here and there a
remark called for by the relations of the times, which I should have
otherwise put into a separate preface. Although I would vrillingly have
buried in oblivion the unpleasant personal allusions (contained in the
second preface) to a man whom I honour and esteem, I have considered
it necessary to repubUsh it, in view of the truths which it contains, and
their bearing upon the times.
And now let my book, with the blessing of GoD, enter anew among
the strifes of the age ; standing in the midst of which, I shall not suffer
myself to be shaken or perplexed by the " ra iv fika^j dfifOTefxiiOtv
KTiivirai."
A. Neander.
Berlin, August 3, IS 15.
* Leben Niebukr's Thl. ii. 344. We cannot be too grateful to the publishers fjr
l>attiug forth this treasure of sound feeling and profound truth.
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INTEODUCTION.
CHAPTER I.
THE IDEA OF THE HISTORY OF CHRIST IN GENERAIi.
� 1.�The Indifference of Criticism rejected.
It has been often said that, in order to true inquiry, we must
Uike nothing for granted. Of late this statement has been
reiterated anew, with special reference to the exposition of the
Life of Christ. At the outset of our work we refuse to meet
such a demand. To comply with it is impracticable ; the very
attempt contradicts the sacred laws of our being. We cannot
entirely free ourselves from presuppositions, which are born
with our nature, and which attach to the fixed course of pro
gress in which we ourselves are involved. They control oux
consciousness, whether we will or no ; and the supposed
freedom from them is, iu fact, nothing else but the exchange
of one set for another. Some of these prepossessions, springing
from a higher neces.sity, foimded in the moral order of the
universe, and derived from the eternal laws^ of the Creator,
constitute the very ground and support of our nature. From
such we mmt not free ourselves.
But we are ever in peril of exchanging these legitimate
sovereigns of our spiritual being, against which nothing but
arbitrary will can rebel, for the prepossessions of a self-created
or traditional prejudice, which have no other than an arbitrary
origin, and which rule by no better title than usurpation. But
for this peril, the way of the science of Ufe would be as safe as
the way of life itself. Life moves on in the midst of such
diversified and ever-commingling prepossessions, especially iu
� [Voraussetzv/agslosigkeit : "freedom from presuppositions."]
Ofwhich, says Sophocles, beautifully,
(j}v uXvfiTrog
irarr/p fiSvoQ, ovSe inv ^vara
<pvaiQ av'tpwv triKrtv, ovSi
fiav TTort XaOa KaraKOifiaati
fityag iv tovtoiq SitoQ
dot yTipdffKti..
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our own time, which, torn by contrarieties (contrarieties, how
ever, which subserve a higher wisdom by balancing each other),
forms the period of transition to a new and better creation.
On the one hand we behold efforts to bring the human mind
again into bondage to the host of arbitrary prejudices which
had long enough enslaved it ; and, on the other, we see a justi
fiable protest against these prejudices running into the extreme
of rejecting even those holy prepossessions which ougld to rule
our spiritual being, and which alone can offer it true freedom.
What, then, is the duty of Science ? Must she dismiss all
prepossessions, and work out her task by unassisted thought 1
Far from it. From nothing nothing comes ; the Father of
spirits alone is a Creator. Empty indeed is that enthusiasm
which seeks only the mere sound of truth�abstract, formal
trutli.<= This absolute abnegation of all prepossessions would
free the soul from those holy ties by which alone it can connect
itself with its source�the source of all truth�and comprehend
it by means of its revelations in humanity. The created spirit
cannot deny its dependence upon God, the only creative
Spirit ; and it is its obvious destination to apprehend the reve
lation of God in creation, in nature, and in history. So, the
work of science can only be to distinguish the prepossessions
which an inward necessity constrains us to recognize, from
such as are purely voluntary. Indeed, the healthfulness of our
spiritual life depends upon our ridding ourseh es of the latter,
and, at the same time, yielding in lowUness and singleness of
heart to the former, as the law of the Creator, as the means by
which light from heaven may be conveyed to our minds. All
that the intellect has to do in regard to these last, is to demon
strate their necessity, and to show that our being contradicts
itself in rebelling against them.
� 2.�The Truth, that Christ is God-Man, presupposed.
What, then, is the special presupposition with which we
must approach the contemplation of the Life of Christ 1 It ia
one on which hangs the very being of the Christian as such ;
the existence of the Christian Church, and the nature of
Christian consciousness. <! It is one at whose touch of power
<= It is one of Pascal's best thoughts, that "On se fait une idole de la
verite meme ; car la verite hors de la charite n'est pas Dieu ; c'cst son
image, et une idole, qu'il ne faut point aimer, ni adorer, et encore moins
feut-il aimer ou adorer son contraire, qui est le menson"-e."
<* It was one of the epoch-making indications of Schleieemacuer's
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the dry hones of the old world sprung up in all the \'igour of a
new creation. It gave birth to all that culture (the modern as
distinguished from the ancient) from which the Germanic
nations received their peculiar intellectual life, and from which
the emancipation of the mind, grown too strong for its bonds,
was developed in the Reformation. It is the very root ahd
ground of our modern civilization ; and the latter, even in its
attempts to separate from this root, must rest upon it : indeed,
should such attempts succeed, it must dissolve into its original
elements, arid assume an entirely new form. It is, in a word,
the beUef that Jesus Christ is the Son ofGod in a sense which
cannot he predicated of any human being,�the perfect image of
the personal God in the form of that humanity that was
estranged from him ; that in hinn the source of the Divine life
itself in humanity appeared ; that by him the idea of humanity
was realized.
� 3.�This presupposed Truth and tlie Historical Accounts mutually coniria
and illustrate each other.
But as man's higher nature can only reach its true destiny
in Christian consciousness, from which the great First Truth
just mentioned is inseparable, it is necessary that this first
influence upon theology that he succeeded in stamping this phrase (Chris
tian consciousness) as current, with the meaning that he assigned to it, in
an age which (although some men, blind to the lesson of history, look
back upon it longingly as the golden age of our nation) was guided only
by the naked understanding, and destitute at once of feith and of true
historical insight. He used it to denote Christianity as an undeniable,
self-revealing power, entering into the life of humanity ; an immediate,
internal power in the spiritual world, from which went forth, and is ever
going forth, the regeneration of the life of man, and which produces pheno
mena which can be explained in no other way. This phrase, and the
thought which it expresses, are able to maintain their ground against that
formalism of thought which is so hostile to every thing immediate, and
wishes to substitute empty abstractions for the Hving powers that move
the human race, as well as against that low and mean view of the world
(impertinently obtrusive as it has been of late) which owns no power above
those which build railways and set steam-engines a-going. _ As the intuitive
consciousness of God indicates to the human mind the existence, the omni
present power, and the self revelation of a personal Deity, so does this
" Christian consciousness " testify that Christ lived, and that he continues,
by his Spirit, to operate upon mankind. The works of creation only
reveal God to him who already has a consciousness of the Divine existence ;
for he who has not God within can find him nowhere. So it is only he
who has a "Christian consciousness" that can recognize Christ in the
fragments of tradition and the manifestations of history, or that can com
prehend the historv of CHiiisx and his Cliurcli.
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truth should be sho-\vn to be essential also to the general con
sciousness of man. That it is so can be proved from its
harmony with the imiversal and essential prepossessions of
hiunan nature ; but the exhibition of this proof belongs more
properly to the department of Apologetics. It is shown to be
a necessary and not a volimtary prepossession ; first, because
it satisfies a fundamental want of human nature, a want
created by history, and foreshadowing its own ftdfilment ; and,
secondly, because tliis view of Christ's person arose from the
direct impression which his appearance among men made upon
tho eye-^vitnesses, and, through them, upon the whole human
race. This image of Christ, which has always propagated itself
in the consciousness of the Cliristian Church, originated in,
and ever points back to, the revelation of Christ himself,
without which, indeed, it could never have arisen. As man's
limited intellect could never, without the aid of revelation,
have originated the idea of God, so the image of Christ, of
which we have s2:)oken, could never have sprung from the con
sciousness of sinful humanity, but mxist be regarded as the
reflection of the actual Ufe of such a Christ. It is Christ's
self-revelation, made, through all generations, in the fragments
of his history that remain, and in the workings of his Spirit
vv'hich inspiies these fragments, and enables us to recognize in
them one complete whole. � It is a stream of the Divine Life
* Strauss, in his "Leben Jesu" (part ii. p. 719), has drawn a just
distinction between the abstract idea of human perfection which is involved
in our consciousness of sinfulnesss, and seems inseparable from our natural
tendency to the idea of God, and the " actual {concrete) working out of the
picture, with the traits of individual reality." In relation to this last he
says, "Such a faultless picture could not be exhibited by a sinful man in
a sinful age; but," adds he, "such an age, itself not free from these
defects, would not be conscious of them ; and if the picture is only sketcli^d,
and stands in need of much illustration, it may, even in a later and more
clear-sighted age, willing to afford favourable illustrations, be regarded as
faultless." In opposition to this, we have to say that the picture of the
Life of Christ which has been handed down to us does not exhibit the spirit of
that age, but a far higher Spirit, which, manifesting itself in the lineaments
of the picture, exerted a regenerating influence not only in that age, but on
all succeeding generations. The image of human perfection, concretely pre
sented in the Life of Christ, stands in manifold contradiction to the tenden
cies of humanity in that period ; no one of them, no combination of them,
dead, as they were, could account for it. Whence, then, in that impure age,
came such a picture (a picture which the age itself could not completely
understand, of which the age could only now and then seize a congenial
trait to make a caricature of), the contempj,ting ofwhich raised the human
i*c<) of that and following ages to a new development of spiritual life'
Tlie study of this picture has yiveii a new view of the destiny of humanity ;
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wMch has spread abroad through all ages since the establish
ment of the Christian Church. And the peculiar mark of this
Divine Life is precisely this, that it is grounded in a conscious.
ness of absolute dependence upon Christ ; that it fs^ notliing
else but a constant renewing after the image of Christ. But
as we often find this stream darkened and troubled, we are
necessarily led back to Him, the well-spring from whom the
fuU-flowing fountain of Divine Life gushes forth in all its
purity ; the Son of God, and the Redeemer of men. He who
could with Divine confidence present himself as such to man
kind, and call all men to come unto him to satisfy the cravings
of their higher nature, must have had within himself the
authority of an infallible consciousness.
Now if we can show that the Life of Christ, without the aid
of the First Truth which forms the ground of our conception
of it, must be urdnteUigible, whUe, on the contrary, with its
assistance, we can frame the Life into a harmonious whole,
then its claims will be established even in the exposition of
the Life itself^ Nay, the idea of Christ which has come do^vn
to us through Christian consciousness (the chief element of
which is the impress which He himself left upon the souls of
the Apostles) will, by comparisonwith the living manifestation
(i. e., of Christ in his life), be more and more distinctly defined
and developed in its separate features, and more and more
freed from foreign elements.
So it is in considering the life of any man who has materially
and beneficially affected the progress of the race, especially if
the results of his labours have touched upon our own interests.
"We form in advance some idea of such a man, and are not
a new conception of what the ideal of human virtue should be, and a new
theory ofmorals : all which vanish, however, when we withdraw our gaze
from its lineaments. The spirit of ethics, which had taken to itself only
certain features of the picture broken from their connection with the
whole, and was corrupted by foreign elements that had bound themselves
up with the Christian consciousness, was purified again in contemplating
the unmutilated historical Prototype in the days of the Eeformation.
Aud whenever the spirit of the age cuts itself loose, either in the populai
turn of thought or in the schools of philosophy, from this historical rela
tion, it estranges itself also from the ethics of Christianity, and sets up a
new and different ideal of perfection from that which the revelation of
Christ has grounded in the consciousness of man.
So much for what Strauss, 1. c, and Baur (Gnosis, p. 655) have said
against Schleierrnacher.
' Tdf vTToOiatig Troiovfitvog ovk apxag, aWci ri^ ovTi vTVodkaug, oiov
'fmtaatiQ re kui opfjtag, as Plato says, in a different connection, at the end
of the sixth book of the Republic.
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disposed, from any douLtful acts of his that may be laid before
us, to change our preconceived notion for an oj)] osite one.
But while this preconceived idea may be our guide in studying
the life of such a man, the study itself will contribute to
enlarge and rectify the individual lineaments of the picture.
But we must not lose sight of one imi>urtant difference. In
all other men there is a contrast between the ideal and the
phenomenal. While in many of their traits we may discern
th(> Divine princijtle Avhich forms their individuality, the art lie-
type of their manifestation in time, in otliers we see opposing
elements, wliich go to make a mere caricature of that principle.
We can obtain no clear ^�icw of the aim of the life of such
men, unless we can seize upon the liiglicr element which forms
the individual character; just as an artist might depict accu
rately a man's organic features, and, for want of the peculiar
intellectual expression, fail completely in giving the entire
living physiognomy. But ^\�ithout a conception of the living
whole we could not detect the separate features which mar the
harmony of the picture. On the other side, again, if we con
template the whole apart from the individual features, we shall
only form an arbitrary ideal, not at all corresponding to the
reality.
In Christ, however, the ideal and the phenomenal never
contradict each other. All depends upon our vie^s ing rightly
together the separate features in their connexion ^vith the
higher unity of the whole. We presuppose this view of the
Avhole, in order to a just conception of the parts, and to avoid
regarding any necessary feature in the Light of a caricature.
Tliis can the more ea.sily be done, as the phenomena which we
are here to contemplate stand alone, and can be compared with
no other. And as, even in studying the life of an eminent
man, we must commune with his spirit in order to obtain a
complete view of his being, so we must yield ourselves up to
the Spirit of Christ, whom we acknowledge aud adore as
exalted above us, that He himself may show us his Divine
image in the mirror of his Life, and teach us how to distin
guish all prejudices of our own creating from the necessary
laws of our being.
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CHAPTER II.
SOURCES FOR THE HISTORY OF CHRIST.
� 4.�Traditional Origin of the Synoptical Gospels.
In using tlie authorities, I shaU foUow the general rules ot
historical criticism, and seek the truth by comparing the
iadividual accounts with themselves and with each other. A
correct judgment of the nature of the authorities may be
derived from thus examining them in detail.
The settled result of my investigations on this subject may
be stated as follows : The historical remains, as well as the
nature of the case, show that the writing of the Gospel history
did not originate in any design to give a connected account of
the life and public ministry of Christ as a whole, but rather
grew out of a series of traditional accoimts of separate scenes
in his history. These accounts were partly transmitted by
word of mouth, and partly laid down in written memoirs.
The commission of the whole to writing naturally soon followed
the spread of Christianity among the Greeks, a people much
accustomed to writing. There can be no doubt that Paul
made use of written memoirs of the life of Christ,s The
objections of Weisse against this view are of no importance.
Our first three Gospels resulted from the compilation of such
separate materials, as Luke himself states in his introduction.''
Matthew's Gospel, in its present form, was not the production
of the apostle whose name it bears, but was founded on an
account written by him in the Hebrew language, chiefly (but
not wholly) for the purpose of presenting the discourses of
Christ in a collective form.
� 5.�Genuineness of John's Gospel.
.John's Gospel, which contains the only consecutive account
of the labours of Christ, arose in a very different way. It
could have emanated from none other than that
" beloved dis
ciple" upon whose soul the image of the Saviour had left its
deepest impress. So far from this Gospel's having been
written by a man of the second century (as some assert), we
cannot even imagine a man existing in that century so littlo
affected by the contrarieties of his times and so far exalted
above them. Could an age involved in perpetual contradictions,
an age of religious materialism, anthropomorphism, and one-
e See my Apostol. Geschichte, 3rd edit. p. 131.
" Luke i. 1, 2.
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Bided intellectualism, have given birth to a production liko
this, wliich bears the stamp of none of these deformities?
How mighty must the man have been who, in tliat age, could
produce from his own mind such an image of Christ as this?
And this man, too, in a period almost destitute of eminent
minds, remained in total obscurity ! "Was it necessary for the
master-spirit, who felt in himself the capacity and the calling
to accomplish the greatest achievement of his day; to resort to
a pitiful trick to smuggle his ideas into circulation 1
And then, too, while it is thought sufficient to say of the
three other Gospels that they were compiled from imdesigned
fables, we are told that such a Gospel as this of John was the
work of sheer invention, as lately Dr. Banir has confessed, with
praiseworthy candour. Strange that a man, anxious for the
credit of his inventions, should, in the chronology and topo-
gi'aphy of his Life of Christ, give the lie to the Church tradi
tions of his time, instead of chiming in with them ; stranger
still, that in spite of his bold contradiction of the opinions of
his age in regard to the history, his fraud should be successfal!
In short, the more openly this criticism declares itself against
the Gospel of John, the more palpably does it manifest its own
wilful disregard of history.
� 6.�Results of Criticism.
A comparison of the representation of Christ derived from
the traditions of the Apostolic Church, with that which the
direct and personal knowledge of the beloved disciple affords
to us, vrill not only aid our general conception of his image as
a whole, but will also prove the identity of these two represen
tations with each other, from their agreement as well in the
separate features as in the general picture.
It must be regarded as one of the greatest boons which the
purifying process of Protestant theology in Germany has con
ferred upon faith as well as science, that the old, mechanical
view of Inspiration has been so girnerally abandoned. That
doctrine, and the forced harmonies to which it led, demanded
a clerk-like accuracy in the evangelical accounts, and could not
admit even the slightest contradictions in them; but we are now
no more compelled to have recourse to subtUties against whicli
our sense of truth rebels. In studying the historical connexion
of our Saviour's Ufe and actions by the appUcation of an un
fettered criticism, we reach a deeper sense in many of his say
ings than the bonds of the old dogmatism would have allowed.,
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The inquiring reason need no longer find its free sense of truth
opposed to faith ; nor is reason bound to subjugate herself, not
to faith, but to arbitrary dogmas and artificial hyjjotheses. The
chasms iu the Gospel history were unavoidable in the trans
mission of Divine truth through such lowly human means. The
precious treasure has come to us ia earthen vessels. But this
only affords room for the exercise of our faith�a faith whose
root is to be found, not ia science, not in demonstration, but
in the humble and self-denying submission of our spirits. Our
scientific view^s may be defective in many poiats ; our know
ledge itself may be but fragmentary; but our religious interests
wiU find all that is necessary to attach them to Christ as the
/ground of salvation and the archetype of holiness.
BOOK 1.
THE BIRTE AND CHILDHOOD OF JESUS.
CHAPTER I.
PRELIMINARY REMARKS.
� 7.�Scantiness of our Information in regard to this Pei-iod of Christ's Life,
�Nothing further really essential to the Interests of Religion.
Ix writing the life of any eminent man, we should not bo
likely to begin with a period when his character was ftdly de
veloped and his world-historical importance recognized. On
the contrary, we should study the growth of his being�seek
for the bud which concealed the seed, and the powers that
conspired to unfold it.
We cannot fail to have the same desire in studying that
Life which far transcends every other, both in its own iatrinsic
excellence and in its bearing upon the history of the human
race ; but Ave are kept within very narrow Hmits on this point
by the paucity of our materials, consisting, as they do, of frag
mentary accoimts, whose literal accuracy we have no right to
presuppose. To exhibit these features in the life of Christ did
not belong to the Apostolic mission, which was designed to
meet religious rather than scientific wants ; to relate the
mighty acts of Christ, from the beginning of his ministry to
the time of his ascension, rather than to show how, and under
what conditions, his inner nature gradually manifested itself.
It belongs to science to give a pragmatico-genetical develop
ment of the history; religious faith occupies itself only with
the immediate facts themselves. We cannot expect this part
of the history to give so accurate a detail as that which treats
of Christ's public ministiy and his redemptive acts; nor do
the wants of faith reauire it.
� 8.�Fundamentally opposite Modes of apprehending the Accounts.
The problems offered to scientific inquiry at this point are,
first, to distinguish the objective reality of the events from tho
' I do not enter into the minute researches which are necessary to fix
the exact date of Christ's birth.
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svhjective form in wliicli they are apprehended in the ai>
counts; and, secondly, to fill up, as far as may be, the chasms
which necessarily arise iu the Idstory from its being composed
of detached narratives. These problems nearly involve each
other ; for we must obtain a clear view of the events them
selves, before we can solve the difficulties that arise in con
necting them together. Of these, various views may be taken,
difierent in themselves, yet each in harmonywith the interests
of religion.
But this cannot be said of all the different views which may
be taken of the subject. The attempt might be made, for in
stance, to explain the life of Christ just as that of any eminent
man, on the natural principles of human development ; reject
ing, of course, the first truth of Christian belief in Christ as
the Son of God and our Sa\dour. This theory, den}dng the
supernatural element of Christianity, necessarily leads its ad
vocates to consider everything in the Gospel accounts which
contradicts it as simply mythical. Thus, even in what may be
called the ante-historical part of our work, we find arrayed
against us those views which always reject the supernatural in
the events of the life of Christ ; although this is a dispute
which cannot be settled empirically by inquiries into the sepa-
i"ate accounts ; for this very distinction of historical and non-
historical presupposes a final decision between these opposing
views made elsewhere. Thus, the Deistic and Pantheistic
theories, which, although they arise from directly opposite
modes of thought, agree perfectly in opposing supernaturalism,
must deny, in the outset, what the supematural-theistic views
hold to be essential to the idea of a genuine world-redeeming
Christ.
We must, then, in order to bring the individual features
into harmony with our portraiture of Christ, form the latter
definitely from a view of his whole life, and of the organism of
that Christian consciousness which grows out of his impress
left upon humanity, and manifests his perpetual revelation.
In relation to the individual features of the history, it only
remains to prove, by naked liistorical inquiry, that there is no
sufficient ground, apart from the general prejudices of ration
alism, to deny their historical basis ; and to show that the
origin of the accounts themselves cannot be explained without
the actual occurrence of the events which they describe on the
very groimd where they arose.
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CHAPTER II.
THE MIRACULOUS CONCEPTION.
S 9.�Tlie MirOfCulous Conception demanded k priori, mid confirmed
h posteriori.
If, then, we conceive the manifestation of Christ to have
been a supernatural commimication of the Divine nature for the
moral renewal of man, a new beginning in the chain of human
progress ; in one word, if we conceive it as a miracle, this
conception itself, apart from any historical accounts, would
lead us to form some notion of the beginning of his hmnan Hfe
that would harmonize with it.
It is true, this human life of Christ took its appointed place
in the course of historical events�nay, all history was arranged
with reference to its incorporation ; yet it entered into history,
not as part of its offspring, but as a liigher element. "What
ever has its origin in the natural course of humanity must bear
the stamp of humanity ; must share in the sinfulness which
stains it, and take part in the strifes which distract it. It was
impossible, therefore, that the second Adam, the Divine pro
genitor of a new and heavenly race, could derive his origin
from the first Adam in the ordinary course of nature, or could
represent the type of the species, the people, or the family from
which he sprung, as do the common children of men. We
must conceive him, not as a individual representative of the
type which descended from our first parents, but as the crea
tive origin of a new type. And so our own idea of Christ
compels us to admit that two factors, the one natural, the
other supernatural, were coefiicient in his entrance into human
life ; and this, too, although we may be unable, a priori, to
state how that entrance was accomplished.
But at this point the historical accounts come to our aid, by
testifying that what our theory of the case requires did, in
fact, occur. The essential part of the history is found precisely
in those features in which the idea and the reality harmonize ;
and we must not only hold fast these essential facts which are
so important to the interests of religion, but carefully distin
guish them from imimportant and accidental parts, which
might, perhaps, be involved in obscurity or contradiction.
� 10.�Mythical View of the Miraculous Conception.�No Trace of it in the
Narrative.�No such Mythus could have originated ammig the Jews.
The accounts of ^Matthew and Luke agree in stating that the
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oirtli of Clirist was the result of a direct creative act of God,
and not of the ordinary laws of human generation. They who
deny this must make one of two assumptions ; either that all
the accounts are absolute fables, or that sovie actual fact wiw
the ground-work of the fabulous conception.
Those who adopt the former view tell us that, after Cluist
had made himself conspicuous by his great acts, men, struck
with his extraordinary character, formed a theory of his birth
to correspond with it. But this assumption is utterly irrecon-
cHeable with the simple and prosaic style in which Matthew
tells the story of Joseph's perplexity at finding Mary pregnant
before her time ;j and the supposition that this prosaic narra
tive was the ofispring of some previous mythical description, is
out of all harmony with the character of the primitive Christian
times. As for the second assumption, those who adopt it can
assign no possible lact to explain the origin of the account, but
one of so base a nature as utterly to shock every rehgious
feeling, and every just notion of the overruling ProA-idence of
God. Had such an occurrence ever been deemed possible, the
fanatical enemies of Christ would very soon have made use of
it."^ Both these assumptions faihng, nothing remains but to
admit that the birth of Christ was a phenomenon out of the
ordinary course of nature.'
Nor would such a mythus have been consistent with Jewish
modes of thought. The Hindoo mind might have originated
j We cannot believe, notwithstanding what Strauss says on this point
in his 3rd edition, that a fable could originally be presented in so prosaic a
garb as that of Matthew. Cases are not wanting, however, in which the
substance of a mythus, after it had come to be received as history, has
been given out in a prosaic form.
They would have done so before Jewish malevolence employed the
history of the miraculous conception to invent the fable which Celsus first
made use of�Orig. i. 32. Had any such legends been in circulation
before, we should find some trace of them in the Evangelists, who do not
conceal the accusations that were made ag;dnst Christ.
' Schleiermacher, whose reverence for sacred things forbade him to adopt
the latter of these two suppositions, while his conscientious love of truth
compelled him to admit the reality of the history, says, in comparing the
statements of Matthew and Luke {Critical Inqiuricx, p. 47), "We maywell leave the statement of Matthew in the judicious indefiniteness in
which it is expressed ; while the traditional basis of the poetical announce
ment in Luke rebukes those imjiious explanations which soil the veil they
cannot lift." But, in sober ti-uth, no one can admit the veracity of the
history, and, at tlie same time, deny the miraculous conception, without
falling into the very conclusion which Schleiermacher rejects with such
pious indignation.
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a fable of this character, though in a different form from that
m which the account of the EvangeUsts is given ; but the
Jewish had totally different tendencies. Such a fable as the
birth of the Messiah from a virgin could have arisen any where
else easier than among the Jews ; their doctrine of the Divine
Unity, which placed an impassable gulf between God and the
world ; their high regard for the marriage relation, which led
them to abhor unwedded life ; and, above all, their full persua
sion that the Messiah was to be an ordinary man, undis-
tiuguished by any tiling supernatiu-al, and not to be endowed
with Diviue power before the time of his solemn consecration
to the Messiahship, ail conspired to render such an invention
impossible among them. The accounts of Isaac, Samson, and
Samuel cannot be quoted as in point ; these cases rather illus
trate the Hebrew notion of the blessing of fruitfulness ; and
in them all the Divine power was shown, not in excluding
the male, but in rendering the long-barren female fruitful,
contrary to all human expectation. The conception of Christ
wordd have been analogous to these, had Mary, after long
barrenness, borne a son, or had Joseph been too old to expect
offspring at the time."'
It was on this very account, viz., because the miraculous
conception was foreign to the prevailing Jewish modes of
thought," that one sect of the Ebionites, who could not free
" �. g. in the apocryphal Gospel of James, ch. ix. it is stated, that
when the priest was about to give Mary as a wife to the aged Joseph, the
latter said, " I have sons and am old, while she is yet young ; shall I not
then become a mockery for the sons of Israel ? ' '
" Professor Weisse, in his work, " Die Evangelische Geschichte " (The
Gospel History, critically and philosophically treated, Leips. 1838), admits
that the Jews could not have invented this mythus, but ascribes to it a
heathen origin. How, in view of the relations that subsisted between
early Christianity and heathenism, the pagan mythus of the sons of the
gods could so soon have been transformed into a Christian one ; and how
the latter could have found its way into St. Matthew's Gospel, which un
questionably had a Jewish-Christian origin, are among the incomprehen
sibilities which abound in Prof W.'s very intelligible work. He says,
p. 178, that "as Paul found himself involuntarily compelled, in addressing
the Athenians, to quote Greek poetry {For we are also his offspring.
Acts xvii. 28), so it is possible that the apostles to the heathen were led
to adopt the pagan mythus of the sons of the gods, in order to make known
to them the truth, that Christ is the son of God, in a form suited to their
way of thinking, and that their figurative language, literally understood,
formed the starting-point for such a mythus." Things very heterogeneous
are thrown together in this passage. What religious scruples need have
hindered Paul from alluding to the consciousness of the Divine origin of
the human race, which the Athenians themselves had expressed, and to the
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themselves from their old prejudices, refused to admit the
doctrine ; and the section which contains the account is ex
cluded from the Ebionitish rescension of the Gospel to the
Hebrews, which arose from the same som'ce as our Matthew.
As for the single obscure passage in Isa. \Ti., it could hardly
have given rise to such a tradition among the people of Pales
tine, where, unquestionably, Matthew's Gospel originated.
� 11.�Objections to the Narrative drawn from the subsequent Dispositiom of
Christ's Ktlalivcs, answered {I) from the Nature of the Case; {2) from tJtt
name Jescs.
An objection to the credibility of the narrative has been
raised on the ground that if such events had really preceded
the birth of Christ, his own relatives would have been better
disposed to recognize him as the Messiah. It is possible that
the circumstances of his birth did raise their expectations to a
lofty pitch ; but as for thirty years no indications corresponding
with ordinary views of the Messiah manifested themselves, their
first impressions gradually wore away, only to be revived, how
ever, by the great acts which Jesus performed after the open
ing of his public career. And as for INIaiy (in whom a doubt
of tliis sort would appear stUl more strange, as she was directly
cognizant of the miraculous featm'es of the history), there is no
proof whatever that she ever lost the memory of her visions,
vague idea wliich they entertained of an unknown God ? Nor was such
an allusion hkely to be misunderstood. How could a man, imbued with
Jewish feelings in regard to the heathen mythology (feelings which his
conversion to Christianity would by no means weaken), compare the birth
of the Holy One�of the Messiah�with those pagan fables, whose im
purity could inspire him with nothing but disgust? Weisse has trans
ferred his own mode of contemplating the heathen myths to a people that
would have revolted from it.
It is quite another thing whenWeisse adduces the comparisons in which
the early Christian apologists indulged. These men, themselves of heathen
origin, were accustomed to the allegorical interpretations of the mythology,
md it was natural for them to seek and occupy a position intermediate
between their earher and later views. But, so far from these comparison*
aaving given rise to the accounts of the supernatural conception, it was
-ihe latter which caused the former. They wished to show to the heathen
that this miraculous event was not altogether foreign to their own relitrious
ideas, while they carefully guarded against the sensual forms of thought
involved in the myths ; and, as they could presuppose this event, they had a
right to employ the myths as they did, inasmuch as these poetical efiFusions
of natural religion anticipated (though in sadly-distorted caricatures) the
great truth of Christianity, that the union of the divine with the human
Qature was brought about by a creative act of Omnipotence. The early
apologists expressed this in their own way : "Satan invented these fables bjf
imitating the truth.''
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or relinqiiislied the hopes they are so well calculated to i-aise,
Her conduct at the marriage of Cana proves directly the rc
verse. She ob^-iously expected a miracle from Christ immcdi
ately after the proclamation of his Messiahsliip by John tht
.Baptist. The confirmation which John's Gospel, by its recital
of this miracle, aftbrds to the other evangelists, is the more
striking, as John himself gives no account of the events accom
panying the birth of Christ. �
" (a) John's silence in regard to the miraciriov's conception is no proof
that he was either ignorant of the accounts of that event or disbelieveu
them. His object was to testify to what he had himself seen and heard,
and to declare how the glory of the Only begotten had been unveiled to
him in contemplating Christ's manifestation on earth. But that he recog.
nized the miraculous conception is evident from his emphatic declarations
(in opposition to the ordinary Jewish idea of the Messiah), that the Divine
and the human were originally united in the person of Christ, and that
the Logos itself became flesh in him ; while at the same time he avers
that " that which is born of the flesh is flesh." No man could hold these two
ideas together without believing in the immediate agency of GoD in the
generation of Christ, {b) The objection that Jesus was known among the
Jews as the son of Joseph and Mary, and that this fact was adduced
against his claims, has been sufficiently met in the text ; but it has been
urged further that Christ himself, when this objection was brought against
him (Matt. xiii. 55), did not allude to the miraculous conception. As to
this, we need only say that it was far more likely and natural that Jesus
should call men's attention to the proofs of his Divinity which were before
their eyes in his daily acts, showing, at the same time, that the causes of
their disbelief lay in themselves, rather than that he should dwell upon the
circumstances which preceded his birth, the proof of which had to rest
upon the testimony of INlary alone, (c) Nor is Paul's silence on this
point proof of his not acknowledging it. It only shows that, for hia
religious sense, the sufferings and resurrection of Christ, the centre and
support of the Christian system, stood out more prominently than the
miraculous conception. In the passages in which he speaks of Christ's
origin, he had a different object in view than to treat of this subject ;
e. g. in Rom. ix. 5,
" Wh.ose are the fathers, and of whom, as concern
ing the flesh, Chri.st came, who is over all, God blessed for ever;" and in
Rom. i. 4, where he brings out prominently the two-fold manifestation of
Christ, as'the Son of David and as the Son of God, raised above all human
and national relationships, as he revealed himself after the resurrection.
If we could infer from such passages Paul's disbelief in themiracle, we can
draw precisely the opposite conclusion from Gal. iv. 4 ; although, as the
case is, we do not lay much stress upon the expression "born of a woman."
And if Paul could represent Jesus as the Son of God from heaven, as being
without sin in the flesh (-rap?), in which sin before had reigned, while at
the same time he taught the propagation of smfulness, from Adam down,
it is likely that the supernatural generation of Jesus was so firmly esta
blished in the connection of his own thoughts, that he felt the less necessity
to give it individual prominence. We shall have occasion to make a simdar
remark hereafter in regard to the omission of the account of Christ's as
cension as an individual event.
O
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The name Jesus itself affords additional proof that liis
parents Avere led by some extraordinary circumstances to
expect that he Avould be the Messiah. Such names as TJim-
dorus, Tlieodoret, Dorotheus, among the Greeks, Asere usually
bestowed because the parents had obtained a son after long
desire and expectation. As. names Avere also gi\('n among the
Jews Avith reference to their significancy, and as the name
Jesus betokens "Him through avIkuu Jehovah bestoAvs salva
tion j" and, moreover, as the IMessiah, the bearer of this salva
tion, Avas generally expected at the time, it must certainly
appear probable to us that the name Avas given Avith reference
to that expectation. Not that this conclusion necessarily
foUoAvs, because the name Jesus, Joshua, Avas common among
the Jews ; but yet, compared Avdth the accoimts, it certainly
affords confirmatory evidence.
� 12.�Analogical Ideas among the Heathe-a.
Moreover, inferences in favour of the accounts of the mira
culous conception, as well as against them, may be obtained by
comparing them Avith the ancient my^ths of other reUgions.
The spirit of the pagan mythology could not have penetrated
among the Jews, and therefore cannot be assigned to explain
the similarity between the Christian and pagan views. We
must seek that explanation rather in the relations that subsist
between mj^thical natural religion and historical revealed re-
Ugion ; between the idea, forming, from the enslaved conscious
ness which it sways, an untrue actualization ; and the idea,
grounded in truth, and developing itself therefrom into cleai'
and free consciousness.
The truth Avhich the religious sense can recognize at the
bottom of these myths, is the earnest desire, inseparable from
man's spirit, for communion Avith God, for participation in the
Divine nature as its trae Ufe�its anxious longing to pass the
gulf which separates the Cod-derived soul from its original�
its Avish, even though unconscious, to secure that union Avith
God which alone can renew human nature, and which Chris
tianity shows us as a living reaUty. Nor can Ave be astonished
to find the facts of Christianity thusanticijiatedin poetic forms
(^embodying in imaginative ci-eations the innate yet indistinct
cravings of the .spirit) in the mythical elements of the old re
ligions, when we remember that human nature itself, and all
the forms of its development, as well as the whole course of
human histoiy, were intended by God to find their fuU accom-
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plishment in Clirist. But the genius of Christianity is mis
taken by those who despise the simplicity of the Gospel historv,
and contrast it with the poetry of religion. The opposition,
apparently essential to the mere natm-al man, between poetry,
transcending the limits of the actual, aud the ])i-()se of common
reality, is taken away by the manifestation of Christ, and icUl
bo done away wherever Christianity passes into flesh and
blood. The peculiarity of Christian ethics is indeed founded
upon this.
The characteristic difference between the rehgion of Theism
and that of the old niA-thology lies in this one point : that in
the evangelical histories the Divine power is represented as
operating immediately, and not by the interposition of natural
causes ; while, in the mytliical conceptions, the Divine causality
is made co-efficient with natural agencies ; the Divine is
brought clown to the sphere of the natmal, and its manifesta
tion is thus physically explained.? Thus the Gospel histories,
precisely as a j ust idea of Christ wotdd lead us to presuppose,
attribute to the creative agency of God alone the introduction
of that new member of himianity through which the regenera
tion of the race is to be accomplished.
CHAPTER III.
THE BIRTH OF CHRIST.
� 13.�Tlie Birth of Christ in its Relations to the Jewish Tlieoci-acy.
As the entrance of Christ into the course of humanity was
brought about by the co-working of supernatm*al with natural
elements, so both these agencies conspired in jyreparing tlie wdy
for that great event, the centre of all things, and the aim of all
preceding history. So we interpret the relatisjns of the Jcnn s
and heathens to the appearance of Christ. The natural deve
lopment of the heathen was destined, under the Divine guidance,
to prepare them for receiving the new light which emanated
from Jesus ; and the history of the Jeunsh people was all pre-
P Baumr/arten-Crusius has noticed this distinction in his Biblical Theo
logy, p. 397 ; but Strams denies it, and asserts that the expression vwq
Btov in Luke i. 35, is to be taken entirely in a physical sense. There is
no such meaning in the passage ; it predicates the terms
" tlte holy one,"
" tlie Son of God," of Christ, on the ground of the special agency of the
Holy Spirit in his birth. He who was conceived under such an agency
must stand in a special relation to God. Not merely the Jewish mode of
thuiking on the subject, but also the fact that Jesus is designated both
as the Son of David and the Son of God, exclude the physical mterpre-
tation.
c 2
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paratoiy to the appearance ami ministry of Christ, who was tj
come forth out of their midst. This prejiaration was accom
plished by means of a chain of separatii, Init organically con
nected re\elations, all tending toward the full revelation in
ITiJi, -w hose whole life was itself to be the highest manifestation
of God to man.
There was pecuhar fitness in Christ's being bom among the
Jewish people. His Hfe revealed the kinydoiii of God, which
was to be set up over all men, and it i)r()perly commenced in a
nation whose poHtical life, always dcAelojied in a theocratic
form, was a continual tjqje of that kingdom. He was the
culminating point of this development : in Him the kingdom
of God, no longer Hmited to tliis single people, was to show its
true design, and, unfettered l)y jihysical or national restraints,
to assert its authority over the whole human race. The parti
cular typifies the universal : the earthly, the celestial ; so
David, the monarch who had raised the political theocracy of
the .Jtnvs to the pinnacle of glory, typified that greater monarch
in whom the kingdom of God was to display its glory. Not
w ithout reason, therefore, was it that Christ, the summit of
the theocracy, sprang from the fallen Hne of royal David.l
"1 However the discrepancies in the two genealogies of Christ may be
explained, his descent from the race of David was admitted from the
beginning, and the evangelists took it for granted as indisputable. How
Wcis>ie should deny this, as he does (p. is unaccountable. His argu
ments can convince no one endowed with the slightest powers of observa
tion, and need no answer. The only one which is at all plausible is that
founded on jNIark xii. 35, and that depends upon the question whether
Mark uses these words in their original application ; a question which
we shall hereafter have occasion to exaiinne. Certainly, if they admit of
more than one interpretation, we shall adopt any other sooner than that
which comes into conflict with Paul, who assumed Christ's descent from
David as certain. Could the apostles have embraced a notion wliich the
>Sa\nour himself had denounced as an invention of the scribes ? There w is
nothing in Paul's turn of feeling or thought to incline him towards it, had
it not been established on other grounds ; on the contrary, the doctrine
that Christ was not the Son of David, but the Son of God and the Lord of
David, would have afforded him an excellent point of attack against
Judaism. Although Luke's genealogy is not directly stated as following
the line of Alary, yet it may have done so, and have only been improperly
placed where it is. Justin Martyr (Dial. c. Tryph. f 3^:7) was acquainted
with such a gerealogy referring to Mary. Luke i. 3-2-o."), seems to show
that Mary was of David's race. Her relationsliip to Elizai)etli, the mo-�her
of John Baptist, does not prove the contrary ; for members of the tribe A
Levi were not restrained from intermarriage with other tribes ; and
Elizabeth, although of that tribe on the father's side, and herself tlie
wife of a priest, might very well have sprung from the tribe of Judah on
�ue mother's side,
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� 14.�The Miraculous Events that accompanied the Birth of Christ.
Tlie Divine purpose ia the supernatural conception of Jesua
could not have been accomplished -without some pro-vidential
fore-warnings to his parents ; nor could these intimations of tho
certainty of the approaching birth of the theocratic King have
been given by ordiaary, natural means. In the sphere of the
greatest miracle of human history, the miracle which was to
raise mankind to communion -with Heaven, we do not wonder
to see rays of light streaming from the ia-visible world, at othei
times so dark.
From the very nature of the case, we can expect no ful"
accoimt of those extraordinary manifestations of which, natu �
rally enough, Mary alone could testify."^ But a mere mythus,
destitute of historical truth, and only serving as the veil of an
ideal tmth, is a very different thing from what we are here
stating, -viz., that a lofty history may be imparted ia a form
which must have more than its mere literal force ; and that
events of a lofty character necessarily impart their higher tone
to the language in which they are conveyed. In this latter
case, we may harmlessly differ in our modes of arranging the
materials, and of filling up the chasms of the history, so that
we only hold fast the substantial facts which form its basis.
The course of the events described ia Matt. i. 18-25, may be
arranged as follows :�When ]\Iary informed Joseph of the
remarkable communication that had been made to her, he could
not at once bring himself to believe it ; which was not at all
strange, considering its extraordinary character, and how little
he was prepared for it. A struggle ensued ia his feehngs, and
then occurred the night vision which brought his mind to a
final decision.^
� 15.�The Taxing.�Birth of Christ at Bethlehem.
By a remarkable interposition of Pro-vidence, iaterwoven,
however, -with the course of events in the world, was it brought
' Mary could only have been taught to expect the Sa-viour in a -way
harmonizing with her -views at the time, and with the prevailing Jewish
ideas of the Messiah, viz. that the Messiah should come of the line of
David, to establish an everlasting kingdom among the Jews. But this
was only 'i covering for the higher idea of the Redeemer, the founder of
the eternal kingdom of God.
� We need be the less afraid of a free unliteral interpretation when we
find a difference in the subjective conception of these events by even the
evangelists themselves, Matthew speaking only of dreams and visions, auj
Luke of objective phenomena, viz. the appearance of angels.
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about that the promised King shoukl be born in Bethlehem (&a
T^Iicah the prophet had foretold), the very place where tho
house of David had its origin ; while, at the same time, thu
lowly circumstances of his birth were in striking contrast with
the inherent dignity and glory that were veiled in the new-
bom child.
The Emperor Augustus had ordered a general census of the
Eoman empire, partly to obtain correct statistics of its resources,'
and partly for purposes of taxation." As Judea was then a
dependency of the empire, and Augustus probably intended to
reduce it entirely to the state of a Roman province, he Avished
to secure similar statistics of that country, and ordered King
Herod to take the census. In performing this duty, Herod
followed the Jewish usage, viz., a diAasion by tribes.^ Joseph
� This was not confined to the Roman provinces, but extended also to
the Socii.�Tacit. Ann. i. xi.
" Cassiodor. i. iii. ep. 52 : Augusti temporibus orhis Romanus agris divisut
caisuque dcscriptus, ut posscssio sui nidli haheretur inccrta, quani pro tribu-
torum sitsciperet quantitatibus solvevdam. (Conf. Savvj'iiifs dissertation in
ihe " Zeitschrift fiir die ;j;eschichtl. RechtsAvissenschaft,
" Bd. Ad. H. 3.)
This language of thj learned statesman shows that he followed older
accounts rather than a Christian report drawn fi-om Luke ; and the
expression of Tacitus confirms this conclusion. There is no ground,
therefore, for the doubts started by Strauss, 3rd ed. p. 2.57.
' Luke's account of the matter is so prosaic and straightforward, that
none but a prejudiced mind can find a trace of the mythical in it. Ex
amine the Apocryphal Gospels, and you will see the difference between
history and fable. And even if it could be shown that the census was
incorrect, and that the gathering at Bethlehem was due to some other
cause, no suspicion would thereby be cast upon the entire narration ; the
only reasonable conclusion would be, that Luke, or the writer from whom
be copied, had fallen into an anachronism, or an erroneous combination of
facts, in assigning the census as the cause of the gathering. Such an error
could not affect in any way the interests of religion. Moreover, what
right have we to demand of Luke so exact a knowledge of the history of
his times, in things that did not materially concern his purpose ? Such
'inachronisms, in things indifferent, are common to writers of all ages.
But the account itself contains no marks of improbability. The emperor
would naturally order Herod, whom he still recognized as king, to take
the census, and Herod as naturally followed the JeAvish usage in doing it.
It was the policy of the emperor, at that time, to treat the Jews with
kindness, and therefore he would naturally make the first attempt at a
census as delicately as possible. How repugnant such a measure was to
them is shoAvn by Josephus's account of the tumults that arose on account
of the census under Qinrinus, twelve years afterward. Luke may have
gone too far in extending (as his langnaye seems to imply) the census over
ihe whole empire ; or perhaps, in stating the gradual census of the wholti
empire as a simultaneous one. Perhaps he mistook this assessment for tho
census which occurred twelve years later, and on that account en oneoiuly
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aud Maxy belonged to the tribe of Da\ id, and therefore had to
repair to Bethlehem, the seat of that tribe. On account of tho
throng, they could find no shelter but a stable, and the new
born infant had to be laid in a man<:er."'
� 16.�The Annovmcement to the Shepherds.
It is in accordance with the analogy of history that great
manifestations and epochs, designed to satisfy the spiritual
wants of ages, should be anticipated by the prophetic yearnhigs
of pure and susceptible hearts, inspired by a secret Divine
consciousness. All great events that have introduced a new
developement of human history have been preceded by un
conscious or conscious prophecy. This may seem strange to
such as ascribe to God the apathy of the Stoics, or who believe
only in the cold, iron necessity of an immanent spirit of na-
tm-e ; but to none who believe in a personal, self-conscious
Deity, a God of eternal love, who is nigh unto every man, and
listens willingly to the secret sighs of longing soids, can it
appear unworthy of such a Being to foreshadow great world-
historical epochs by res])onding to such longings in special reve
lations.
Far more probable, then, would such manifestations be, in
reference to the highest object of human longings, the greatest
of all world-historical phenomena ; and so, at the time of
Christ's coming, the people of Judea, guided by the pro
phecies of the Old Testament, yearned for the appearance of
the Messiah with an anxiety only rendei-ed more intense by
mentioned Quirinus. Nevertheless, Quirinus may have been actually
present at this assessment, not, indeed, as governor of the province, but
as imperial commissioner ; for Josephus expressly says that he had held
many other offices before he was governor of Syria, at the time of the
second census. I do not agree with any of the explanations, either ancient
or modem, which attempt to make Luke's statement agree exactly with
history ; they all seem to me to be forced and unphilological ; while the
want of exactness in Luke is easily explained, and is of no manner of im
portance for the object which he had in view.
" The tradition in Jmtin Martxjr (Dial. c. Tryph. 304, a), that they
found shelter in a cave near the town, which had before been used for a
cattle stall {iv (nrqXaUi) tlvI (jrvtyyvq rijc KMfir]c), may be true, although
we should not like to vouch for it. It is more likely that the ])rophecy in
Isaiah xxxiii. 16 (which Justin refers to in the Alexandrian version), was
applied to this tradition after it arose, than that the tradition arose from
the prophecy. At that time men were accustomed to find eveiy where in
the Old Testament predictions and types of Christ, whether warranted hy
the connection or not. Tlie tradition does not specify such a cave as tho
passage in Isaiah would lead one to expect, nor, indeed, d les the passago
seem distinctly to refer to the Messiah.
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the oppressions under wliich they groaned. This feeUng would
naturally be kept alive in Bethlehem, associated as the place
was with recollections of the family of David, from which the
Messiah wus to come. So, even among the shepherds, who
kept nightly watch over the flocks, were some m ho anxiously
awaited the ajiijearance of the Messiah. It is true, the account
does not say that the shepherds thus longed for the Messiah.
But we are justifled by what followed in jiresupposing it as the
gTOund for such a communication's being especially made to
them ; and it is not unlikely that th(;se simple soids, untaught
in the traditions of the scribes, and nourished by communion
with God, amid the freedom of nature, in a solitude congenial
to meditation and prayer, had formed a purer idea of the
IMessiah, from the necessities of their own hearts, than pre
vailed at that time among the Jews. A \dsion from Heaveii
conducted them on that night, so big Avith interest to man's
salvation, to the place where the object of their desire was to
be born.-''
� 17.�The Saa-ifice of Pwijlcatlon, avd the Ransom of the First-horn;
their Weight as I'ruof agaiitsl the Mgtliical Theory.
The mass of the Jewish people, whose minds were darkened
by their material and political \iews, entertained a totaUy
false idea of the Messiah ; but thei'e were many at Jenisalem
^ Justly and beautifully says Schleiermaclier, "There is something re
markable, something divine, in the satisfaction not seldom afforded in extra
ordinary times even to individual longings." We agree with this great
teacher in thinking that this account came indirectly from the shepherds
themselves, as it recites so particularly what occurred to themselves per
sonally, and makes so little mention of what happened to the child after
their ari'ival. Tliu facts may be sujtposed to have been as follows : The
faithful were anxious to preserve the minute features of the life of JesuH.
(We cannot be persuaded by the as--ertions of modern Idealism that this
feeling had no existence. We see e\'ery day how anxiously men Idok for
individual traits in the childhood of L;reat men.) Es])ecially would any one
who had the opportunity prosecute such researches in the remarkable place
where Christ was born. Perhaps one of these inquirers there found one of
the shepherds who had witnessed these events, and whose memorj- of tiiem
was vividly recalled after his conversion to Christianity. We cannot be
sure that such a man would give with literal accuracy the words that he
had heard ; but, taking them as they stand, it is astonishing how fi-ee they
arc; from the materialism which always tinged Jewi,~h expression, and in
how purely spiritual a-way they describe the sublime transaction of which
they treat. Whether we follow the received vei-sion or that of the Cod.
Alex., we find the same thought expressed in the statement of the shep
herds, viz., " That God is i^lorified in the Messiah, who brings peace and
joy to the earth, and restores man again to the Divine favour."
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who louged for a purer salvation, and these, also, were to
receive a sign that the object of their hopes had at last ap
peared.
Forty days after the birth of the infant Jesus his parents
carried him to the temple at Jerusalem, in order to offer,
according to their means, the prescribed sacrifice for the puri
fication of jNIary, and to pay the usual ransom for their first
born, y This appears strange, in view of the extraordinary
circumstances that preceded and followed the birth of the
cliild, which, one might suppose, would make it an exception
to ordinary rules. The points which the Levitical law had ia
view seem not to have existed here : so remarkable a birth
might have precluded the necessity of the Levitical purifi
cation. The ransom which had to be paid for other first-bom
sons, ia view of their original obligation to the priesthood,
could hardly be necessary in the case of an infant who was one
day to occupy the summit of the Theocracy. It would be
natural to suppose that Mary must have hesitated, and laid
her scmples before the priests for decision before she could
make up her mind to perform these ceremonies. But we
cannot judge of such extraordinary events by common stand
ards. Slary did not venture to speak freely in public of these
wonderful things, or to anticipate the Divine purposes in any
way ; she left it to God to educate the child, which had been
announced to her as the Messiah, so as to fit him for his
calling, and, at the proper time, to authenticate his mission
publicly and conspicuously.
Now a mythm generally endeavours to ennoble its subject,
and to adapt the story to the idea.^ If, then, the Gospel nar
rative were mythical, woidd it have invented, or even suffered
to remain, a circumstance so foreign to the idea of the myth,
and so little calculated to dignify it as the above 1 A mythus
would have introduced an angel, or, at least, a vision, to hinder
y Exod. xiii. 2, 12 ; Num. iii. 45 ; xviii. 15 ; Levit. xii. 2.
� The remarks of Strauss, 1. c., p. 320, do not at all weaken what is
here said. He adduces, also, the fact that Luke (iii. 21) states the baptism
without mentioning John's previous refusal (Matt. iii. 14) ; but all the
force of this hes in his presupposition that Luke's narrative is also
mythical, which I deny. As to Gal. iv. 4, we of course bcUeve that
Christ strictly fillfilled the Mosaic law; but this fact, on Jewish principles,
is no parallel to the other, viz. that Mary, under the circumstances of the
miraculous birth, needed purification, and that the Messiah, who was
destined for the highest station in the Theocracy, needed a lansomfrom the
obligation to the priesthood.
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JNIary from submitting the child to a ceremony so unworthy of
its dignity ; or the jiriests would have I'eceived an intimation
from heaven to bow before the infant, and prevent its being
thus reduced to the level of ordinary children. Nothing of
all this took place : but, instead of it, simply and imostenta-
tiously, the high dignity and destiny of the child were revealed
to two faithful souls.
� 18.�Simeon's Prophetic Discowrse.
The aged and devout Simeon," who had longed and prayed
for the coming of JNIessiah's kingdom, had received the Divine
assurance that he should not die without seeing the desire of
his heart. Under a peculiarly vivid impulse of this presenti
ment, he entered the Temple just as the infant Jesus was
brought in. The Divine glory irradiating the child's features
harmonized with the longing of his inspired soul ; he recog
nized the manifested Mes.siah, took the infant in his arms, aud
exclaimed, in a burst of ins])ired gratitude, " Lord, now let thy
servant depart in peace according to thy promise, for mine eyes
have seen thy salvation lohich thou hast pre2)ared before the fa/^e oj
all people, a light to eidighten the Gentiles, and the glory of thy
peojde IsraeV ^ Then, turning to JNIary, he exclaimed, "Be
hold, this child is set for the fall and rising again of many in
Israel, and for a sign which shall be spoJcen against ; and a
sivord shall pierce through thine own soul also, that the tJiougJUs
ofmany hearts may be revealed.^'
Notice, now, the remarkable idea of the Messiah which these
words convey ; precisely such a one as we should expect from
* Wo have no reason to suppose him to be the Rabbi Simeon, the father
of Gamaliel, as no distinguishing mark of eminence is assigned to him.
It is said in Luke ii. 33, that " Joseph and Mary marvelled" at the
words of Simeon. Now it is strange that what he said should appear
marvellous to the parents, who were already cognizant of so many
wonderful events in the history of the child. But we are to remember
that the first three Gospels do not contain connected histories, but compi
lations of separate memoirs ; and again, the writer of the narrative may
have been so imbued with wonder at the extraordinary whole, as to transfer
this feeling to his expression in detailing tlie separate parts, again and
again. The narrative would have worn a very different aspect, had Luke
designed to compose a systematic work, with the parts accurately adjusted,
instead of writing, as he did, with a simple and straightforward candour.
The results of Messiah's apyiearance among men depend upon their
own spiritual dispositions ; salvation for the believer, destruction for tho
unbeliever. Around his banner the hosts of the faithful gather ; but
infidels renct and fight against it. Salvation and doom are correktive
ideas ; alj world-historical epochs are epochs of condemnation.
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a longing Jew, of deejj, spiritual piety. Although it cannot be
said to contain really Christian elements, it is for above the
ordinary conceptions of the times ; and this not only confirms
the truth of the narrative, but stamps the discourse as Simeon's
own, and not a speech composed in his name."^ It is true,
Simeon conceives the kingdom of IMessiah as tending to glorify
the Jewish people, but yet extends its blessings also over the
heathen, and believes that the light of the knowledge of God
will illumine tiiem also. Nor does he conceive ^Messiah's
kingdom as trivunphing at one� by displays of miraculous
power, but rather as developing itself after stiiiggles with pre
vailing corruptions, and after a gradual purifying of the theo
cratic nation. The conflict with the corrupt part of the nation
was to be severe before the IMessiah could lead his faithful ones
to victory. The foreboding of suffering to Mary, so iude-
finitely expressed, bears no mark of post factwm invention.
But the inspired idea of Messiah in the pious old man
obviously connected the sufferings which he was to endure iu
liis strife against the corrupt people with those which were
foretold of him in Isaiah liii.
The other devout one, to whom the destiny of the infant
Jesus was revealed, was the aged Anna, who heard Simeon's
words, shared in his joyful anticipations, and united in his song
of thanksgiving. ^
g 19. The Longing of tfie Heathen for a Saviour . �TheStarofthe Wise Men.
Not only dwellers about Bethlehem, but also men from a
far-distant land, imbued with the longing desires of which we
have spoken, were led to the place where Christ was born, by
a sign suited to their peculiar mode of life, a fact which fore
shadowed that the hopes of heathen as well as Jews, imcon-
scious as well as C(mscious longings for a Sa\dour, were
afterward to be gratified, f We have before remarked, that
d The accurate report of this discourse is accounted for by the supposi
tion that the account came indirectly from Anna : not only the discourse,
but the whole occurrence, must have made a deep impression upon her
"^"we agree with Schleiermacher in thinking it probable that the narrative
came indirectly from Anna. She is far more minutely described
in it than
Simeon although the latter and his discourse constitute the
most important
part of the account, while her words are not reportxid at all.
f If this narrative is to be considered as mythical, we must yet ascribe
its origin to the same source which produced the Hebrew Gospel,
viz the
Jewish-Christian congregations in Palestine-a hkely origin, indeed, for
a
myth ascribing so gi-eat interest and importance to
uncircumcised heathen!
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the natund development of the heathen mind worked in llio
same direction as the movement of revealed religion among the
Jews to prepare the way for Christ's ajjjiearance, which was
the aim and end of all previous human history. There is
something analogous to the law and the prophets (which, under
revealed religion, led directly, and by an organically-arranged
connexion, to Christ), in the sporadic and detached revelations,
which, here and there among the heathen, arose from the
Divine consciousness implanted in humanity. As, under the
Law, man's sense of its insufficiency to work out his justi
fication was accompanied by the promise of One who should
accomplish what the Law could never do, so, in the progress
of the pagan mind under the law of nature, there arose a sense
of the necessity of a new revelation from heaven, and a longing
desire for a higher order of things. The notion of a Messiah,
can-ied about by the Jews in their intercourse with different
nations, everywhere found a point of contact with the rehgious
sense of men ; and thus natural and revealed reKgion worked
into each other, as well as sepai-ately, in preparing the way for
the appearance of Christ, s
Thus it happened that a few sages in Arabia (or in some
part of the Parthian kingdom), who inquired for the course of
human events in that of the stars, became convinced that a
certain constellation or star ^ which they beheld was a token '
of the birth of the great King who was expected to arise in
An extravagant exaggeration of the real occurrence was subsequently
made, probably from a fragment of one of the recensions of the Hebrew
Gospel (Ignat. Epist. ad Ephes. ij 19) : " The star sparkled brilliantly
beyond all other stars ; it was a strange and wonderful sight. The other
stars, with the sun and moon, formed a choir around it, but its blaze out
shone them all."
g We do not insist upon TacU. Hist. 5, 13, and Sucton. Vespasian, 4.
who speak of a rumour H])ieM(l over the whole East, of the approaching
appearance of the great Kin^^ r�s it is yet doubtful whether these passages
are not imitated from Josephus.
^ Tt is necessary to distinguish what is objectively real in the narrative
from what arises from the sulijeotive stand-point of the author of our
Matthew's Gospel, wlio certainly did not receive the account from an
eye-witness. Not merely philological exe-esi.s, but also historical cri
ticism, are required for this ; and if the result of such an inquiry be
pronounced arbitrary, because it does not either affirm or reject theobjective reality of a-ery fhiiK/ in the account, then must nil historical
criticism be pronounced arbitrary also, for it has no other mode of procedure in testing tlie accuracy of a narrative.
' Conf Bishop MuiiU-r's treatise on the " Star of the Wise INlen " and
Idekr's Chronology, ii. 399. It is immaterial wheth -r the sa'-es \s ere led
to seek for the sign by a theory of their own. or by a traditional one.
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the East. It is not necessary to suppose that an actual
miracle was wrought in this case ; the course of natural cA ents,
under Divine guidance, was made to lead to Clirist, just as the
general moral culture of the heathen, though umler natural
forms, was made to lead to the knowledge of the Sa\ iour.
The Magi studied astrology, and in their study found a sign
ofChrist. If it offends us to find that God has used the errors
of man to lead him to a knowledge of the great truths of sal
vation, as if thereby He had lent himself to sustain the False,
then must we break in pit'ecs the chain of human events, in
which the True and the False, the Good and the Evil, are so
inseparably hnked, that the latter often serves for the point of
transifion to the former. Especially do we see this in the his
tory of the spread of Christianity, where superstition often
paves the way for faith. God condescends to the platforms of
men in training them for belief in the Eedcemer, and meets
the aspirations of the truth -seeking soul even in its error N In
the case of the wise men, a real truth, perhaps, lay at the
bottom of the error ; the truth, namely, that the greatest of
all events, which was to produce the greatest revolution in
humanity, is actually connected with the epochs of the mate
rial universe, although the links of the chain may be hidden
from our view.
In the narrative before us, we need not attach the same in
disputable certainty to the details as to the general substance.
That the Magians should be led, by their astrological i-esearches,
to a presentiment of the birth of the Saviour in Judea�that
their own longings should impel them to journey to Jerusalem
and do homage to the infant in whom lay veiled the mighty
King�this is the lofty, the Divine element in the transaction,
which no one who believes in a guiding, eternal love�no one
who is conscious of the real import of a Redeemer�can fail to
recognize.
We cannot vouch with equal positiveness for the accuracy of
Matthew's statement of the means by which the sages learned,
after their arrival in Jerusalem, that the chosen child was to
� ffamarin strikingly says, How often has God conclcscended, not
merely to the feelings and thoughts of i/ien, hut even to their failings and
their prejudices I liut this very condescension (one of the highest marks
of his love to man), which is exhibited everywhere in the Bible, affords
subjects of derision to those weaklings who look into the word of God for
displays of human wisdom, for the gratification of their pert and idle
curiosity, or for the spirit of their own times or their own sect."�
Wuiku, i. 08.
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be born in Bethlehem ; but it matters little whether they wei '
directed tliither by Herod, or in some other way. At any rate
in so small a place as Bethlehem, they might easily ha\ e been
guided to the exact place by providential means not out of the
common way ; for instance, by meeting -with some of the shep�
herds, or other devout persons, who had taken jiart in the great
event ; and they, perhaps, described the Avhole as it appeared
to them subjectively, when, after reaching the abode, they
looked up at the starry heavens.
� 20.�TIlc Massacre of the Innocents and the Flight into Egypt.
The account of the massacre of the infants at Bethlehem
cannot appear incredible when we consider the character of the
man to whom this act of blind and senseless cruelty, worthy of
an insane tp-ant, is ascribed.
It was that Herod, whose crimes, committed in �vdolation of
every natural feeling, ever urged him on to new deeds of cmelty;
whose path to the throne, and whose throne itself, were stained
with human blood ; whose vengeance against conspirators, not
satiated with their own destruction, demanded that of their
A\ hole families whose rage was hot, up to the very hour of his
death, against his nearest kindi-ed : whose wife, Mariamne, and
three sons, Alexander, Aristobulus, and Antijiater, fell v ictims
to Ids suspicions, the last just before his death ; who, in a word,
certainly desei'ved that the Emperor Augustus should have said
of liim, " Ilerudls malleni porcus esse, quam jiliics."^ It was that
Herod who, at the close of a blood-stained life of seventy years,
goaded by the furies of an evil conscience, racked by a painful
and incurable disease, waiting for death, but desiring life, raging
against God and man, and maddened by the thought that the
Jews, instead of bewailing his death, would rejoice over it as
the greatest of blessings, commanded the worthies of the nation
to be assembled in the circus, and issued a secret order� that,
after his death, they should all be slain together, so that tJieir
kindred, at least, might have cause to weep for his death."
Joseph. Archaeol. xv. viii. � 4.
' These words were applied, in the fifth century, by an anachronism of
the pagan writer Macrobius, to the massacre of the infants at Bethlehem.
Saturnal. ii. 4.
" It was never executed.
Josephus (ArchaeoL xvii. 6, 5) says of him : " ^ItXaiva xoM avrbv
iTTi Tramp t^aypiaivovrra." Even Sch Iosser admits (View of Ancient
History and Civihzation, iii. 1, p. 261) that the account of the mas,sacr�
of the infants, viewed in this connection, offers no improbability.
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Can we deem tlie crime of sacrificing a few cHldren to hi&
rage and blind suspicion too atrocious for such a monster 1
As we have no reason to question the narrative of the
tyrant's attempts upon the life of the wonderful child whose
birth had come to his ears, we can readily connect therewith
the .flight into Egyijt. On the supposition that this flight
actually took place, it was natural enough, especially with a
view to obviate any objections which the issuing of the Messiah
from a profane land might suggest to Jewish minds, for men
to seek analogies between this occurrence and the history of
Moses and the theocratic people ; while, on the other hand, it
woidd be absurd to suppose that a legend of the flight, without
any historical basis, should have had its origin solely in the
desire to find such analogies.
Thus, in the very beginning of the Hfe of Him who was to
save the world, we see a foreshadowing of what it was after
ward to be. The believmg souls, to whom the lofty import of
that Ufe was shown by Divine signs, saw in it the fulfilment
of their longings ; the power of the world, ever subservient to
e\al, raged against it, but, amid all dangers, the hand of God
guided and brought it forth victorious."
� 21.�The Retw-n to Nazareth.
Joseph and Maiy remained but a short time with the chiLd
in Egypt. The death of Herod soon recalled them to Pales
tine, and they returned to their old place of abode the Uttle
town of Nazareth,P in Galilee.
� Instead of seeing the expression of the idea in the fects, we might,
with the ideahstic ghost-seers, invert the order of tilings, and say that
" the idea wrought itself into history in the popular traditions "� (whose
origin, by the way, it would be hard to explain after what has been said)
" of the Christians." In that case we must consider every thing remark
able, every scintillation of Divinity in the lives of individual men, as
absolutely fabulous. This were, indeed, to degrade and atheize all history
and all hfe � and such is the necessary tendency of that criticism which
rejects aU immediate Divine influence.
P It was formerly thought that Matthew and Luke contradicted each
other here. Luke states that Nazareth was the home of Joseph and
Mary, and that, having gone to Bethlehem for a special purpose (the
taxing), they remained long enough to perform the necessary ceremonies
after the birth of the child, and then returned home. According to
Matthew, Bethlehem appears to have been their settled place of abode, and
they were only induced, by special considerations, to betake themselves to
Nazareth after their return fi-om Egypt. The apparent contradiction
vanishes when we consider that the memoirs were collected and written
independently of each other.
liuke may have received the account of the journey of Christ's parents
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g 22.�Brothers and Sisters of Jestts ; ihe Mention of them in tht Oofpel
Narrative, Proof of its Historiad Charncter.
Various scattered statements in the EvangeUsts lead us to
couclude that Christ had younger brothers and sisters.i The
religious principles of Joseph and JNIary offered no hindrance
to this; it harmonizes well with the Christian view of the
sanctity of wedlock ; nor is there ain'thing at A ariance with it
in the authentic traditions of the apostolic age.
But had the miracidous concejition been inytMcal, the idea
of later-bom children would have been abhorrent to the spirit
which originated such a myth. In later times, indeed, this
idea did appear abhorrent to some minds; but it still remains
a mystery why the mythical spirit did not exercise its |�owei
in remodelling the historical elements.
It is worthy of note that JNIark and John agree in stating
that these brothers of the Saviour remained luibelievers during
his stay on earth, a fact which illustrates the truthfulness ol
the liistory, since it by no means tended to glorify either Christ
or his brothers, one of whom, at least (James), was in lugh
to Bethlehem, without learning either their intention to remain there with
the child, or the cause that led them to change that intention ; while thj
author of the Greek text of Matthew may have adhered to the separate
statements that were given to him, in ignorance of the special cause of the
journey to Bethlehem. Both accounts maybe equally true, and harmonize
well with each other, although those who put them inijierfectly together
may not perceive the argument. Moreover, even in IMatthew (xiii. 54)
we find Nazareth named as Christ's " own country." There is no impro
bability in supposing that Joseph and Mary were induced, by the remark
able events which marked the birth of the child at Bethlehem, and by the
revelation of his destiny that was vouchsafed to them, to fix their residence
at the seat of the tribe of David, in the vicinity of the Holy City ; but
that fear of Archelaus, who emulated his father's cruelty and contempt of
holy things, led them to change this purpose. This much is certain, that
Matthew's statement of the apprehension which grew out of Archelaus's
accession to the government agrees precisely with the testimony of histoi"V
in regard to that prince, who, in the tenth year of his reign, was accused
before Augustus of various crimes, and exiled to Vienna.�Joseph, xvii.
xiii. 2.
1 Tlie word 'iixiq, in i\Iatt. i. 25, in ccmnection with the statement tliat
Jesus was Mary's first-born, leads us to infer Matthew's knowledge
of children subsequently bom to her (conf De Wette on the passage),
which we the more certainly conclude, as the same Evangelist mentions
brothers and sisters of Jesus especially, together with his mother.�See
Matt. xiii. 55. Tliis view is the most natural in such passages as name
them together, e. g. Luke viii. 21 ; Mark iii. 31 ; John ii. 12 ; vii. 3.
It would be forced work indeed to suppose that in all these passage*
iStX^oi is placed for dvxl/ioL
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repute among the Jewish Christians. It is not to be won
dered at that tJm prophet loas urithout Iwnour among those who
dwelt under the same roof, and saw liim grow up under the
same laws of ordinary human nature with themselves. True,
this daily contact afforded them many opportunities of behold
ing the Divinity that streamed through the veil of his flesh,
yet it required a spiritual mind and a Lively faith to recognize
the revealed Son of God in the lowly garb of humanity. The
impression of humanity made upon their senses day after day,
and thus grown iuto a habit, could not be made to yield to the
Divine manifestations, unless in longer time than was required
for others; but when it did yield, and, after such long-
continued opposition, they acknowledged their brother as the
Son of God and the Messiah, they only became thereby the
more trustworthy witnesses.
� 23.�Consciousness of Messiahsliip in the Mind of Jesus.�Jetus among the
Doctors.
The extraordinary circumstances of the birth of Christ not
only served as portents of the greatest event in the world's
history, but also, perhaps, furnished external occasions for the
development, in the mind of Jesus, of the consciousness of his
Messiahship. True, this development, far from admitting of
mechanical illustrations, required, above all, an inward light in
the depths of the higher self-consciousness, the internal testi
mony of the Spuit; but such a testimony by no means
precludes the agency of external impressions, acting as suggestive
occasions. The inward Divine light and the revelation from
outward events touch upon each other; and this connexion
between the internal and the external belongs to the essence
of purely human development."^
Of the early history of Jesus we have only a single incident ;
but that incident strikingly illustrates the manner in which
the consciousness of his Divine nature developed itself in the
mind of the child. Jesus had attained his twelfth year, a
period which was regarded among the Jews as the dividing
lin-i between childhood and youth, and at which regular
religious instruction and the study of the Law were generally
entered upon. For that reason, his parents,who were accustomed
'
' Weisse maintains (I cannot see on wliat grounds) tha^t this view
degrades the Divine element in the inner calling of Christ to a mechamoni
result of circumstances, p. 264.
� Luke (ii. 42) says,
" that they went to Jerusalem every year at the jeaal
of the Passover." Tliis maj mean either that Joseph attended yearly no
D
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to visit Jerusalem together* annually at the time of the
Passover, took him with them then for the first time. When
the feast was over, and they were setting out on their
return, they missed their son ; this, however, does not seem to
have alarmed them, and perhaps he was accustomed to remain
with certain kindred families or friends; indeed, we are told
(Luke ii. 44) that they expected to find him
" in the company,"
at the evening halt of the caravan. Disappointed in tliis
expectation, they returned the next morning to Jerusalem,
and on the following day found him in the synagogue of the
Temple among the priests, who had been led by his questions
into a conversation on points of faith.^ His parents re
proached him for the uneasiness he had caused them, and he
replied, " Why did you seek me ? Did you not know tJuit I
mu^t be about my Father s business 1
" Now these words of
Jesus contain no explanation, beyond his tender years,^ of the
relations which he sustained to the Father; they manifest
simply the consciousness of a child, a depth, to be sure, but yet
only a depth of presentiment.
We can draw various important inferences from this inci
dent in the early life of Christ. At a tender age he studied
the Old Testament, and obtained a better knowledge of its
religious value by the light that was within liim than any
human instruction could have imi)arted. Nor was this
beaming forth of an immediate consciousness of Divine things
in the mind of the child, in advance of the development of his
powers of discursive reason, at all alien to the character and
progress of human nature, but entirely in harmony with it.
otlier feast but this, which would imply that it was not the general custom
in Galilee to attend the tliree chief feasts at Jerusalem, or that Mary used
to accompany him to this feast only. In either case, it proves the pecuhar
eminence of the Passover.
' Mary accompanied her husband, although the Jewish law did not
demand it.
" How little of the mythical there is in this may be seen from the case
of Josephus, who states of himself, that when he was fourteen years old
the priests of the city met with him to put questions to him about the
law.
" The addition of extravagant and fabulous colourings to historical
elements may be seen in sucli instances as the following from Irenaiua, on
the childhood of .Jesus, taken out of an apocryphal Gospel originatinsr
in Palestine : " When the teacher told the boy to pronounce A leph, he did
so. But when he told him to say Bi f/i, the child replied, ' Tell me the
meaning of Aleph, and then I will tell you what Beth is' " (an allusion to
the mystical import of the letters, according to the Kabbala). There was
aiiy number of such apocryjjhal Gospels, as Irenaeus says.
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Nor need we wonder that the infinite riches of the hidden
spiritual life of the child first manifested themselves to his
consciousr.ess, as if suggested by his conversation with the
doctors, and that his direct intuitions of Divine tmth, the
flashes of spiritual light that emanated from liim, amazed the
masters in Israel. It not unfrequently happens, in our human
life, that the questions of others are thus suggestive to great
minds, and, like steel upon the flint, draw forth their inner
hght, at the same time revealing to their own souls the
unknown treasures that lay in their liidden depths. But they
give more than they receive; the outward suggestion only
excites to action their creative energy ; and men of reflective
and receptive, rather than creative minds, by inciting the latter
to know and develop their vast resources, may not only leam
much from their utterance, but also diffiise the streams which
gush with overflowing fulness from these abundant well-springs.
And these remarks applpng�in a sense in which they apply
to no other�to that mind, lofty beyond all human comparison,
whose creative thoughts are to fertiUze the spiritual life ofman
through all ages, and whose creative power sprang from its
mysterious union with that Divine Word, which gave birth to
all things, show us that His consciousness developed itself
gradually, and in perfect accordance with the laws of human
Ufe, from that mysterious union which formed its ground.
And further�without in the least attempting to do away
with the pecuUar form of the chilcVs spiritual Ufe�we can
recognize in this incident a dawning sense of his Divine mis
sion in the mind of Jesus : a sense, however, not yet unfolded
in the form in which the corruption of the world, objectively
presented, alone could occasion its development. The child
found congenial occupation in the things of God: in the
Temple he was at home. And, on the other hand, we see an
opening consciousness of the peculiar relation in which he
stood to the Father as the Son of God. We deUght to find in
the early Uves of eminent men some gUmpses of the future,
some indications of then- after greatness ; so we gladly recog
nize, in the pregnant words of the chUd, a foreshadowing of
what is afterward so fully revealed to us in the discourses of
the completely manifested Christ, especially as they are given
to us in John's Gospel.
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BOOK II.
THE MENTAL CULTURE OF JESUS. HIS LIFE
TO THE TIME OF HIS PUBLIC MIISISTKY.
CHAPTER I.
JESUS NOT EDUCATED IN THE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOLS OF THE JEWS.
"VVe have already seen that in the eaidy progress of the
inind of Christ everything Avas original and direct, and that
external occasions were needed only to bring out his inward
Belf-acti\ ity. As we must sup])use that liis development was
suijsei|ueutly continued in the same way, we come at once tu
the conclusion that His edut'ation for a teacher was not due tu
any of the theological schools then existing in Judea. But we
can reach this conclusion also by comparing the peculiar ten
dencies of those schools with the aims of Christ, with his mode
of life and instruction, and Av ith the spirit which he diffused
around him.
� 2i.�The Pharisees.
In the outset, hoAv unhke Christ was the legal spirit of
Pharisaism, Avitli its soul-crushing statutes, its dead theology
of the letter, and its barren subtUties ! Some few of the sect,
endowed with a more earnest religious sense, and a more
sincere love of truth than their fellows, could not resist the
impression of Christ's Divine manifestation ; but they came to
him Avith a full knowledge of the difference between his mode
of teaching and theirs, and not as a teacher sprang from among
themselves. They had first to oxcrcome their surprise at his
strange and extraordinary language, lieforc they could enter
into closer connexion Avith him. They had to renounce the
Avisdoni of their schools, to disclaim their legal righteousness,
and to attach themselves to Clirist with the same sense of
deficiency in themselves, and the same desire for Avhat he alone
could impart, as all other men.
� 2.5.�The Sadducees.
The spirit of the Sadducees picseiits a still more rugged
(jontrast to the spirit, of Christ. 'Iheii- schools agreed ia nothing
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but denying ; theb- only bond of union was opposition to the
Pharisees, against whom they strove to re-estabhsh the original
Hebraism, freed from the foreign elements which the Pharisaic
statutes had mixed up with it. But an agreement in negation
can be only an apparent one, if the negation rests upon an
opposite positive principle. Thus certain negative doctrines,
that agree with Protestantism in rejecting the authority and
traditions of the Romish Chm-ch, separate themselves further
from Protestantism than the Romish doctrine itself, by the
affirmative piincipie on which they rest then- denial, and by
carrying that denial too far. The single positive principle of
Sadduceeism was the one-sided prominence given by them to
morality, which they separated from its necessary inward union
with religion. But Christ's combat with the Pharisees arose
out of the fullest interpenetration of the moral and rehgious
elements. The Sadducees wish to cut off the progressive
developement of Hebraism at an arbitrary point. They re
fused to recognize the growing consciousness of God, which,
derived from the Mosaic institute, formed a substantial feature
of Judaism, and hence could not comprehend the higher reli
gious element from which, as a germ, under successive DiAdne
revelations, the spiritual life of Judaism was to be gradually
developed.^ Rejecting all such growth as foreign and false,
they held a subordinate and isolated point to be absolute and
perpetual ; adhering to the letter rather than the spirit. To
" See below for the way in which Chkist illustrated this to the Saddu
cees. As to the CaTvon, it cannot be actually proved that the Sadducees
held it differently from other Jews. It is true, Josephus says (Archaeol.
xiii. X. 6), that they rejected everything but the Mosaic law�dirtp nvK
avaykypaTT-ai iv roiq MwiiffEwc vofioig. But the Mosaic law is not her'.
opposed to the rest of the Canon, but to oral traditions ; and the only
question was whether the Mosaic law alone, or in connection with oral
tradition, was to be held as authority for religious usages. The remaining
books of the Old Testament were not in dispute, as no religious usages at
all were derived from them. Still, it is not unlikely that the Sadducees
went so far in their opposition to Pharisai.sm, as to reject all doctrines
that could not be shown to have a Mosaic origin, and to consider the Pen
tateuch as the sole, or, at least, the chief, source of religious truth. As
we find such views of the Canon among the Jewish-Christian sects (C� the
Clementines) we may infer that they previously existed among the Jews.
They would hardly have denied Immortality and the Resurrection, if they
had held the prophets to be law in the same sense as the Pentateuch ;
although it is possible that they interpreted such passages of the Prophety
in another way. The general terms in which Josephus speaks of the
recognition of the Canon among the Jews (i. c. Apion, � 8) do not suffice to
prove that there were no differences in this respect in the different sectsr
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the forced allegorizing of the Pharisees in interpreting the
Scripture, they opposed a slavishly literal and narrow exegesi;^.
But Christ, on the other hand, while he rejected the Pharisaic
traditions, received into his doctrines all the riches of Divine
knowledge, which the progressive growth of Theism, up to the
time of John the Baptist, had brought forth. His agreement,
then, with the Sadducees, consisting, as it did, solely in oppo
sition to Pharisaism, was merely negative and apparent.
Some have detected an affinity between the moral teaching
of Christ and the Anti-Eudcenionism of the Sadducees, the
principle, namely, that man must do good for its own sake,
without the hope of futrure recompense.^ But here, again,
Christiaiuty agrees with Sadduceeism only in what it denies,
not in what it affirms. The divine life of Christianity has no
more affinity for that selfish Eudisemonism wliich seeks the good
as means to an end, than for the spirit of Sadduceeism which
denies the higher aims of moral action, and makes it altogether
" of the earth, earthly." These opposite errors sprang from
one common source, namely, the debasement of the spiritual
life into worldliness, and therefore Christianity is alike antago
nistic to them both, whether seen in the w^orldly admission of
a future life by the Pharisees, or in its worldly rejection by the
Sadducees. Yet in the doctrine of the former, it must be
admitted, lay a germ of truth which only needed to be freed
from selfish and sensual tendencies to show itself in its full
spiritual import, y
� 26.�The Essenes.
The secrecy which the sect of the Essenes affected has given
rise to many subtle and arbitrary hypotheses. Some have
found in its ardent religious spirit ground for believing in a
^ No reliance is to be placed in the Talmudic tradition in Pirhe Aboth,
I. 3, according to which the principle thus perverted to the denial of a
future life came from Antigonus Ish Socho, or Simeon the Just. The
prevalent orthodoxy was always inclined to ascribe error to the perversion
of some orthodox doctrine.
y Dr. Von Colin arrives at the conclusion that "the moral philosophy of
the Sadducees was better than that of the Pharisees, because the New
Testament does not attack their moral principles, but only their denial of
the Resurrection."�(Bibl. Theol. i. 450.) We do not admit the inference.
This silence of the New Testament can be readily accounted for on the
ground that Sadduceeism had few points in common with Christianity ;
and while it was necessary to guard men frequently against Pharisaie
abuses of great truths (e. g., of the truth that morality and religion are
inseparable), the open contrast of Sadduceeism made such special contro
versy with its teachers unnecessar/.
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conuexiou between it and Christianity.^ This argument, by
proving too much, proves nothing ; on the same pi-inciple we
might show a connexion between Christianity and e^'eiy form
under which mysticism has appeared and reappeared in the
history of religion. But there were other points of simi
larity between Essenism and Chnstiaiuty, besides tins mystic
element which has its source in man's native rehgious tenden
cies. Essenism grew out of Judaism, and was pervaded by a
moral beUef in God, a spirit which was nourished and strength
ened by habits of seclusion from the stir of life, of rehgious
communion, and of quiet prayer and meditation. Other resem
blances may be discovered between Essenism and the doctrine
of Christ, or the forms of the first Christian communities ; but
they may be traced, like those just mentioned, to sources com
mon to both, and therefore afibrd no proof of a real connexion
between them. A closer examination will demonstrate that
the similarities were only apparent, w-hUe the differences v ere
essential.
For instance, the Essenes prohibited oaths, and so did Christ.
Here is a resemblance. But the former, confounding the
spirit with the letter, made the prohibition�which grew out
of their mle of absolute veracity and miitual confidence in each
other�a positive law, unconditionally binding, not only within
their own community, but in the general intercourse of life.
Christ prohibited oaths, on the other hand, not by an enact
ment binding only from without, but by a law developing itself
outwardly from the new spiritual Ufe which he himself im
planted in his followers. Paul knew that an asseveration, made
for right ends, and in the spirit of Christ's command, was no
violation of that command.
Again, the law of the Essenes prohibited slavery, and so was
Christ's intended to subvert it. The sect agreed with the Sa
viour in seeing that aU men alike bear the image of God, and
that none can have the right, by holding their fellows as pro
perty, to degrade that image into a brate or a chattel. So
far Essenism and Christianity agree , but see wherein they
diSer. The one was a formula for a small circle of devotees ;
the other was a system for the regeneration of mankind : the
one made positive enactments, acting by pressure from with-
' First alluded to in an unpublished treatise of /. G. Wachter, De Pri-
wiordiis Christiana Religionis, libri duo. See, especi;illy, Reinhard's
Versuch iiber den Plan Jesu (Reinhard's Plan of the Foundei- of Chi-ia-
tianily, translated by A. Kaufinan, Andover).
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oxit; the other implanted nev,- moral principles, to work from
within : the one put its law in force at once, and declared that
no slave could be held in its communion ; . the other gave no
direct command upon the subject. Yet the whole spirit of
Christ's teaching tended to create in men's minds a moral sense
� /�111*
of the evil of a relation so utterly subversive of all that is good
in humanity, and thus to effect its entire abolition.
Let us take another apparent resemblance. The Essenss
devoted themselves much to liealing the sick, and so did Christ
(and the gift of healing was imparted to the first congrega
tions) ; but the agencies which they employed were essentially
chfferent. They made use of natural remedies, drawn from the
vegetable and mineral kingdoms, and handed down the know
ledge thereof in their books ;^ but the Saviour and his apostles
wrought their cures by no intermediate agents, but by the
direct operation of power from on high.*^ Even when Christ
did make use of physical means, the results were always out of
proportion to them.
Finally, let us compare the scope of Essenism, as a whole,
with the aims of Christ's mission. Essenism, probably origi
nating in a commingling of Judaism with the old Oriental''
theosophy, manifested a spfrit at once monkish and schismatic.''
How strong a contrast does such a system present to the active
spirit of the Gospel, aiming only to implant holy feelings, and
so to secure holy Uves, seeking everywhere for needy souls,
and, wherever the need appears, pouring forth its exhaustless
treasures without stint ! Such a spirit broke away at once the
v. all of separation between man and man, which the aristocratic
* Joseph. B. J. ii. viii. 6 : tvQev {i. e. from old writings) avTolg vpb(
JipaTTt'iav TraOwv pi'Cai re dXt^trr/pioi Kal XiOaiv lSi6Tr]Teg dvtpivviuvTai,^ Cf. what is said further on, under the head of "The Miracles of
Chnst."
" Some modem writers prefer to derive Essenism from Alexandrian
Platonism transplanted into Palestine, but I can find no proof that their
view explains the general character or the individual features of Essenism
as well as that in the text. Moreover, I remain of the opinion that the
doctrines of the Tlierapcutw and the Essenes were alhed, but independent
religious tendencies.
^ T can give no other translation than the following to the passage in
Joticphus (Archaeol. xviii. i. 5) which speaks of the Essenes. It will be
seen that I take the word upyofxtvoi, not in the passive, but in the middk
sanse.
" They send, it is true, their offerings to the temple, but they
bring no sacrifices, because they so greatly prefer their own way of pun-
lying and sanctifying themaelves ; and, for fear of defilement by taking partwith the rest of the people, they keep away from the common sanctuary,
and make their sacrifices apart, surrounded only by the initiated."
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and exclusive spiritual life of Essenism was ever striving tr
build up.
� 27.�Supposed Tnflmnce of the Alexandrian-Jewish Doctrines.
A few words in regard to the supposed influence of tho
doctrines of the Alexandrian Jews upon Christ's culture. Even
admitting that these doctrines penetrated into Palestine, it can
by no means be presupposed that they entered into Gahlee,
and especially into the narrow circle of the common people
within which he was educated. The grounds on which some
profess to find traces of such an influence in the discourses of
Christ would serve as well to prove that Christianity derived
its origiu from Brama or Buddhu.^
� 28.�Affinity of Christianity, as absolute Truth, for the vanous opposing
Religious Systems.
On the dissolution of Judaism, its elements, originally joined
together in a living unity, necessarily produced various religious
tendencies, which mutually opposed and excluded each other.
In all these we can find something akin to the new creation of
Christianity. And wherever Christianity appears for the firs^.
time, or reveals itself anew in its own glory, it must ofier some
points of aflinity for the difierent opposing systems. The living,
perfect truth has points of tangency for the one-sided forms of
error; though we may not be thereby enabled to put togethei
the perfect whole from the scattered and repellent fragments.
� 29.�Christ's Teaching revealed from icithin, not received from leithout.
Had the source of Christ's mighty power been merely a doo
trine, it might have been received, or at least suggested, from
abroad. But his power lay in the impression which his mani
festation and life as the Incarnate God produced ; and this
could never have been derived from without.^ The pecuUar
import of his doctrine, as such, consists in its relation to him
self as a part of his self-revelation, an image of his unoriginated
and inherent Hfe; and this alone suflfices to defy aU attempts
ac external explanation.
' Cf. my Kirchengeschichte, 2nd edit., part i., for the relation between
the Alexandrian theology and Christianity.
' We recall here the profound sentiment of a prophetic German mind :
" The pearl of Christianity is a life hidden in God, a truth in Christ tiie
IMediator, a power which consists neither in words and forms, nor in dogmas
aud outward acts ; it cannot, therefore, be valued by the common standardu
Df logic or ethios. '
'
�Hamann, iv. 265
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� 30.�Tlu: Popular Sentiment in regard to Christ's Connection with the
Schools.
Had Jesus been trained in the Jewish seininaries,? his oppo
nents would, doubtless, have reproached him with the arrogance
of setting up for master where he himself had been a pupil.
But, on the contrary, we find that they censured him for at
tempting to explain the Scriptures without having enjoyed the
advantages of the schools (John vii. 15). His first appearance
as a teacher in the synagogue at Nazareth caused even greater
surprise, as he was known there, no"^ as one learned in the
Law, but rather as a carpenter's son, who had, perhaps, himself
worked at his father's trade.'' The general imjiression of his
8 Dr. Paulus supposes that Christ, because he was called Rabbi, not only
by his disciples, but by the distinguished Rabbi Nicodemus, and even by
his enemies (John vi. 25), obtained that title in the way usual among the
Jews ; and he intimates that Christ studied with the rabbis of the Essenes,
and perhaps obtained the degree from them (Life of Christ, i. 1, 122). But
when we remember that he stood at the head of a party which recognized
his prophetic character, we can see why others, who did not recognize it,
would yet call him their master, e. g.. Matt. xvii. 24 ; 6 ciddfTKaXog vfiiLv.
Nicodemus, however, did really acknowledge him as a Divine teacher ; nor
were those who addressed him as Rabbi, in John vi. 25, by any means his
enemies. Tliis style of address, therefore, does not imply his possession of
a title from a Jewish tribunal, but rather arose in the circle of followers
that he gathered around him. As to the Essenes, it cannot be proved that
they created rabbh, as cUd the Jewish synagogues ; and if they did, such
titles would hardly be recognized by the prevailing party, the Pharisees.
It cannot be decided certainly that this was the case. There was a
tradition in primitive Christian times to that effect ; so Justin Martyr
Dialog, c. Tryph. 316) says: ravra ra reicroriKd tpya t'lpyd'^tTO iv
dvQpu)iroig u)v, Kcii ^vyd, Oid rovrwv Ka\ ra Tijg CtxdioiTvvtjQ avfi^oka
Si�d(TKU)v Kai ivipyri f3iou. It may be that this, and the tradition, also,
that Christ was destitute of personal beauty, were rather ideal than histo
rical conceptions, framed to confonn with his humble C(mdition " in the form
of a servant." Christ was not to come forth from a high position, but from
a lowly workshop ; as, according to the reproach of Celsus, his first followers
were mechanics. But the report may have been true, and was, if the
ordinary reading of Mark vi. 3 be correct. Against this has been adduced
the following passage in Orig. cont. Cels. vi. 36, viz. : on bvCafiov tUv iv
Talg iKKXricriaig (ptpojxivwv tifuyyfXiojv TtKriov avrbg o 'irjCOUQ dvaye-
ypaTTTai. The reading in Mark vi. 3 may have been altered before the
time of Origen, from a false pride that took offence at Christ's working as
a common mechanic, and a foolish desire to conciliate the pagans, who
reproached Christians with this feature in the life of their founder. FritzBcht
fbunds an ineffectual argument on the following internal ground, viz. :" Christ's working at a irade would not have interfered with his app'earing
as a public teacher. The Jews had no contemj)t for artizans, and even the
serines sometimes supported themselves by mechanical toils. ' ' True, the
'cribes might occasionally work at trades without reproach, but to ba
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discourses e\ eiywhere was, that they contained totally different
materials from those furnished by the theological schools
(Matt. vii. 29).
CHAPTER II.
COURSE OF Christ's life up to the opening of his
PUBLIC ministry.
� 31.�Growing Consciousness of Bis AlcssiaJisJdp in Christ.
Although so many years of our Saviour's life are veded in
obscurity, we cannot believe that the fuU consciousness of a
Divine call, which he displayed in his later years, was of sudden
groAvth. If a great man acconipUshes, within a very brief
period, labours of paramount importance to the world, and
which he himself regards as the task of his life, we must pre
sume that the strength and energies of his previous years were
concentrated into that limited period, and that the former only
constituted a time of preparation for the latter.
Most of aU must this be true of the labours of Christ, the
greatest and most important that the world has known. "We
have the right to presume that He who assumed as his task
the salvation of the human race made his whole previous ex
istence to bear upon this mighty labour. The idea of the
Messiah, as Redeemer and King, streamed forth in Divine
light, from the course of the theocracy and the scattered inti
mations of the Old Testament, in full extent and clearness,
and in Divine light he recognized this Messiahship as his own;
and this consciousness of God within him harmonized with the
extraordinary phenomena that occurred at his birth.
merely a mechanic (and no scribe) was quite a different thing ; so that the
ensuing objection, " How comes this carpenter to set up cts our teacher ?" was
quite in character, even among Jews. It does not follow because, after
ward, only designations of family are given in the passage, that therefore
the first resignation was fixed uoon him only as " the son of the carpenter;"
for, certainly, the two idea^, ''he him.self is only a carpenter," and "his
relations live among us as ordinary people," hang well together. They
could utter, first, the most cutting contrast, " he is a carpenter, like the
others, and he now will be a prophet," and then mention only his relations
who were yet living, but not Joseph, who was already dead.
It is perfectly in accordance with the genius of Christianity (although
not necessarily flowing from it), that the //?V;/(Csi should thus spring from an
humble walk of life, and that the Divine glory should manifest himself at
first to men in so lowly a form. The Redeemer thus ennobled human
labour and the forms of common life ; there was henceforth to be no
ISdvavaov in the relations of human society. Thus began the influence of
Christianity upon the civil and social relations of men�an influence which
has gone on increasing from that day to this.
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But the negative side of the Messiahshij^, namely, its I'elation
to sin, he could not learn from self-contemplation. He could
not leam depravity by experience; yet, without tliis know
ledge, although the idea of the Messiah as theocratic king
might ha^-e been fidly developed in his mind, an essential
element of his relations to humanity would have remained
foreign to him. But although his personal experience could
not unfold this peculiar modification of the Messianic conscious
ness, many of its essential features were continually suggested
by liis intercourse with the outer world. There, in all the
relations of life, he saw human depravity and its attendant
wretchedness. The sight, and the sympathizing love which it
awoke, made a profound impression upon his soul, and formed,
at least, a basis for the consciousness of his own relation to it
as Messiah.
We may assume, then, that when he reached his thirtieth
year,' fully assured of his call to the Messiahship, he waited
only for a sign from God to emerge from his obscurity and enter
upon his work. This sign was to be given him by means of
the last of God's witnesses under the old dispensation, whose
calUng it was to prepare the way for the new development of
the kingdom of God�hy John tfie �aj)tist, the last represen
tative of the prophetic spirit of the Old Testament, whose
relation to Christ and his office we shall now more particu
larly examine.j
' The age at which the Levites entered on their office.�Numb. iv.
i A promising young theologian of Lubeck, L. von Rohden, has lately
put forth an excellent treatise on this subject, well adapted for general
circulation, entitled, " Johannes der Taufer, in seinem Leben and Wirken
darpestollts"
BOOK III.
PREPARATIVES TO THE PUBLIC MINISTRY
OF CHRIST.
PART I.
OBJECTIVE PREPAEATION. THE MINISTRY OF JOHN
THE BAPTIST.
CHAPTER I.
THE CALLIKG OF THE BAPTIST, AND HIS RELATIONS TO
THE JEWS.
� 32.�How far the Baptist revived the Expectation of a Messiah.
A PROCLAMATION of the approacHng kingdom of God,
involving the restoration of the suidsen glory of the Theocracy,
and the dawning of a brighter day upon God's oppressed ones,
was essentially necessary as a preparation for Christ's public
ministry.
But this was not all ; it was equally necessary to announce
Him who was called to the accomplishment of this great work.
The expectation of the kingdom and the king should always
have gone together ; but we find that they did not actually do
so. The prophecies of the general renewal were often distinct
from those which foretold the agent chosen by God to accom-
pHsh it ; and the hoj^e of the former often existed in minds
which had lost sight of the latter. A PJdlo proves this. The
Greek and Alexandrian culture, and perhaps the combination
of the two in the rehgious ReaUsm of Palestine, may have
tended to bring about this result. Be that as it may, it is
essential for our purpose to keep the two ideas�the announce
ment of the kingdom and the proclamation of the Messiah�
separate from each other.
Some suppose that John the Baptist was the first ^ to sug
gest the idea of a Messiah to the Jewish mind of that day.
*� So Schleiermacher (Christliclie Sittenlehre, p. 19) staJes that John's
�x'jrk was " -jO revive ttie forgotten idea of the Messiah."
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But certainly this idea, so thoroughly interwoven with the
theocratic consciousness, could not have fallen into ohUvion ;
riay, the sufferings of the peojde, their shame at being sla\ es
to those whom they beUcA^ed themseh cs destined to rule, and
their desire for deliverance from this degrading bondage, must
have constantly tended to bring it more and more vi\ idly before
them. It would be going too far, then, to say that this idea had
been lost out of the mind of that age, and that its reAi\ al was
due to the efforts of a single individual. Much rather should
we conceive that the spirit of the indi\ idual was stirred by an
impulse from the spirit of the age. But while the general
tendency of the popular mind prepared the wa}' for John, hih
labours reacted mightily upon the spirit of the age, and formed,
indeed, a new epoch in the hopes of men for the appearance of
the Kingdom and of the IMessiah. Christ himself makes tliis
epoch the transition-period between the old and the new dis
pensations. '
It was essential, also, to this preparation for the JMessiali,
that the minds of the people should obtain a clear conception
of the object to wliich their hopes were directed, and the
means by which it was to be obtained, involving a more correct
notion of the work and kingdom of Messiah, and of the moral
requisites for participation therein. All this belonged to the
calling of the Old-Testament order of ] irophets, of A\ hich John
constituted the apex. AVe must look for the peculiar features
of his jKjsition in the fact that he him.self not only formed the
point of transition to the new era, hut was allowed to recog
nize and point out the Messiah, and to give the signal for the
beginning of his public miiustry.
� 33.�Causes of Obscurity in the Accounts left us of the Baptist.�Sowces:
The Ei aiujulisls. Josephus.
The difficulties and obscurities that remain in the accounts
of this remarkable man seem to have arisen necessarily from
the peculiar stand-point which he occupied. In a prophet or
a forerunner, we must always distinguish between what he
utters with clear self- consciousness, and what lies beyond the
utterance, concealed even from himself, until a later jx riod ,
Ijetween the fundamental idea, and the form, perha})S not
wholly fitting, in which it veils itself Opposite elements
always meet each other in an ep(xh which constitutes the
' Matt. xi. 12. We shall have occasion to say more on this pas.s;ig�hereafter.
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tranation-point from one stage of development to another ;
and we cannot look for a logical and connected mode of
thinking in the representative of such an epoch. In some of
his utterances we may find traces of the old period ; in others,
longings for the new ; and in biinging them together, we may
find different views which cannot ;d\\'ay.s be made perfectly to
harmonize.
The nature of the authorities to which we are confined
makes it peculiarly difficult to come at the objective tmth in
regard to John the Baptist. On the one side we have the
accounts of the Evangelisis, given from the Christian stand
point, and for religious ends ; and on the other that of
Josephus,^ which is pirrely liistorical in its character and aims.
As to the first, it is very probable that John could be better
imderstood in the Hght of Christianity than he understood
himself and his mission. The aims of a preparatory and tran
sition-period are always better comprehended after their
accompHshment than before ; so, tmths which were veiled
from John's apprehension stood clearly forth before the minds
of the Evangelists. But this very fact may have caused the
obscurity which we find in their accounts of the Baptist. We
are very apt, in describing a lower point of view from a higher,
to attribute to the former what belongs only to the latter.
Any one who has passed through a subordinate and preparatory
stage of thought to a higher one, wiU find it hard to keep the
distinction between the two clearly before his consciousness :
they blend themselves together in spite of him. So, perhaps,
it may have happened that the distinctive differences between
the stand-point of John and that of Christianity were lost
sight of when the evangeHcal accounts were prepared, and that
the Baptist was represented as nearer to Christianity than he
really was. The Hkelihood of this result would be all the
greater if the Christian writer had been himself a disciple of
John j such a one, even though endowed with the sincerest
love of tmth, would naturally see more in the words of his old
master than the latter himself, under his peculiar circum
stances, could possibly have intended. After a prophecy has
reached its fulfilment, it would be difficult, if not impossible,
to reproduce the precise consciousness under which the predic-
tian was uttered.
If, therefore, we find, on close inquiry, that the liistorical
statements are somewhat obscured by subjective influences
Archaeoi. xix. 1.
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our estimate of their veracity need be in no wise affectej
thereby. Such a result would not conflict in the least with
the only tenable idea of Inspiration. The organs which the
Holy Ghost illuminated and inspii-ed to cuuvey his truth to
men retained their indiAidual peculiarities, and remained
within the sphere of the psychological laws of our being.
Besides, Inspiration, both in its nature and its object, refers
only to man's religious interests and to points connected \\-ith
it. But practical religion requires only a knowledge of the
ti-uth itself; it needs not to understand the gradual genetic
development of the truth in the intellect, or to distinguish
fehe various stages of its advance to distinct and perfect con-
!iciousness. On the other hand, these latter are precisely the
aims towards which sciodijic history directs itself. It follows,
therefore, that the interest of practical religion and that of
Bcientiflc history may not always run in the same channel ;
and the latter must gi\ e place to the former, especially in
points so Adtal as the direct impression which Christ made
upon mankind. Frequent illustrations of this distinction are
afibrded by the interpretations of })assages from the Old Testa
ment given by the apo.stles.
In all our inquiiies into the evangeHcal histories, we must
keep in view the fact, that they were written not to satisfy
scientific, but religious wants ; not to afibrd materials for sys
tematic history, but to set forth the ground of human sal
vation in Christ and his kingdom. There w^as, indeed, one
who could distinguish the difierent stages in the development
of revelation at a single piercing glance ; but this one was He
in whom GoD and man were united. He himself told his
Apostles that he had this power, and his woi-ds in regard to
the stand-point of John the Baptist illustrate it. These words
alone must form our guiding light.
It might be inferred, if what we have said be true, that
the account ofJose})hus, which proceeds from a purely historical
interest, should be preferred to that of the Evangelists. But
it must not be forgotten that historical events can only he
correctly understood when viewed from the stand-point of the
province to which they belong ; and so events that faU mthin
the sphere of religion are only intelHgible from a lehgioua
stand-point. And as John's import to the history of the
world consists in the fact that he formed the di\'iding hne
between the two stages of development in the kingdom of
G^d, it cannot be fully understood except by an intuiti\'e n^li-
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gious sense, capable of appreciating religions plieiioinena. (H'
such a religious sense Josephus was destitute. ISTow tlie reli
gious sense can get along wdthout the scientific ; but the ktter
cannot do without the former, where the understanding of
rehgious events is concerned ; and hence the living peeuliari-
ties of John the Baptist vanished under the hands of Joseplms,
although he was - able to apprehend John's character and
appearance in their general features. To his religious defi
ciency must be added his habit of adaj)ting himself to the
taste and cidture of the Greeks, a habit which could not but
wear away his Jewish modes of thought and feeling. He s;uv
in John only a man of moral ardour, who taught the tnith to
the Jews, rebuked their corniptions, and offered them, instead
of their lustrations and outward righteousness, a symbol of
inward spiritual j^urification in his water-baptism. AVith such
a narrow view as this we could neither imderstaud John's use
of baptism, nor explain his public labom-s among such a people
as the Jews. It is but a beggarly abstraction from the liAung
individual elements which the Gospel accounts afford.
� 34.�The Baptist's Mode, of Life and Teaching in the Desert.
We learn from Josephus ^ that many pious and earnest men
among the Jews, disgusted with the corruptions of the times,
retired, like the monks and hermits of Christianity at a later
day, into wilderness spots, and there, becoming teachers of
Divine wisdom, collected disciples around them. Such a one
was John. Consecrated from his birth, by a sign from heav en,
to his Divine calling, he led a rigid and ascetic Hfe from his
very childhood. Had we nothing but Josephus's � account to
gidde us, we might suppose that John only differed from the
other teachers of the desert in the fact that the spirit of his
teaching was more practical, and tended to carry him out into
a wider field of action. While tlbey only revealed the traths
of a higher Hfe to such as sought them in their soHtude, Ae felt
constrained to go forth and raise his repro^dng \ oice aloud
among the multitude, to condemn the Jews for then- vices and
their hypocrisy, and to call them, abandoning their false security
and their debasing trust in outward works, to seek the genuine
" An example is afforded in the case of Banus, of whom Josephns, who
wai hia disciple, gives an account in his autobiography, � '2 :
" iabq i piv
dnb Cti'Cpiuv xp*^/*'*""!^, Tpoffir/v ci ri/v avTOfiaTwg <puoi.iiyr]v poa(^tp6-
Htvov, -^vxpfp oe iiSuTi rrjv rifiipav Kai Tr]v vliKxa TroXXaKig Xovoptvov
npbi; uyptiav."
ArchfEol. xviii. v. 2.
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piety which comes from the heart. This pai-t of John's ministiy,
viz., his work as a reformer, Josephus has brought out promi
nently ; while he has entii'ely failed to notice the indeUble
stamp of the Baptist's labom's left upon the history of the
Theocracy.
John had retired to the desert region west of the Dead
Sea, and there lived a Hfe of abstinence and austerity, har
monizing well wdth his inward grief for the corruptions of
his people. Like his type, Elias, he wore coarse garments,
and satisfied his wants with a nourishment which nature
offered in a species of locusts, sometimes used as food, and
wild honey. P
� 35.�John as Baptist and Preacher of Repentance.
WhUe John was thus sighing in solitude over the sins of a
degenerate people, and prapng that God would soon send the
promised DeUverer, the assurance was vouchsafed to him from
above that the Messiah shoidd soon be revealed to him. He
felt himself called to declare tliis assurance to the people, and
to exhort them to prepare their souls for the approaching
epoch. He abandoned the solitude of the desert for the banks
of the Jordan,*! gathered the people in hosts about him, and
announced to them the coming aiipearance of both the Messiah
and his kingdom, which ideas he never separated. He pro
claimed to them that God would sift liis jieople, and that the
unworthy should be condemned and excluded from the Theo
cracy. He denounced as false and treacherous the prevaihng
idea that theocratic descent and the observance of outward
ceremonies were the only requisites for admittance into Mes
siah's kingdom, and exhorted all to true rejientance as the one
essential preparation. He made use of baptism as a symbol of
preparatory consecration to the Messiah's kingdom, a course to
which he might have been led by the lustrations common
among the Jews, and by the intimations of prophecy, such as
Mai. in., Zach. xiU., Ezek. xxxvi. 2-''>, even if the baptism of
" In the Ebionitish recension of Alatthew, we find the food of Joht
described as fikXi dypiov, ov �'/ ytrmr i/v rov fidvva, wq ty/cpif tv tXaiu
(" it had the taste of manna, as a cake baked in oil."�Num. xi. 8). The
simple statement of Matthew is here misrepresented, and even falsified.
The ciK-f)ictg (locusts) seemed to tliis writer food unworthy fjr John, and he
makes iyKpictc (cakes) out of them, and thus gets a chance of comparing
John's food with manna.
1 We follow the statement of Luke (iii. 2), which has the advantage in
diatinguishing from each other the periods in John's manifestation.
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proselytes was not then extant among the Jews. Donbtkw,
the Ba])tist stood in a special relation to those that flocked
about him as followers ; although, as preacher of repentance,
as the voice of one crying in the unlderness (Isai. xl. 3), whose
duty it was to prepare the way for the ^Messiah amid a people
estranged from God, he held a general and common relation
to all.
� 36.�Relations of the Pharisees and Sadducees to tlie Baptist.
We are naturally led here to inquire into the relations which
John sustained to the different classes of the Jewish people.
Was he, as preacher of repentance, only a man of the people,
and did the Pharisees, the hierarchical party, manifest their
jealous opposition from the very fii'st, or did it arise by degrees
at a latei' period \ Of one thing we may be sirre, from Matt.
iii. 7, viz.. ihat many Pharisees were to be found among the
number that crowded about J ohn and submitted to his baptism.
Yet Chnst, in one of his last discourses at Jerusalem (Matt.
xxi. 32), drew a striking contrast between the pubhcans who
beUeved in John's prophetic calling, and were led by him to
repentance, and the Pharisees, who persevered in their self-
sufficiency and unbehef The words of Matt. xi. 16, seem also
to indicate that the general spirit of the people was as iiostile
to John as it subsequently showed itself to Christ, and that
only a few, open to the lessons of heavenly wisdom, admitted
the Divine mission of the Baptist. So also, in Luke vii. 29, 30,
the course of the people and the pubhcans, in following John
and submitting to his baptism, is contrasted with the very op
posite conduct of the Pharisees and lawyers, who " rejected th(!
counsel of God against themselves."
Stdl, Matthew (ui. 7) states expressly, that "many Pharisees
and Sadducees came to Johns baptism^' and the form of tho
statement distinguishes these from the ordinary throng. It
seems somewhat unhistorical that these sects, so opposite to
each other, should be named together here, as well as in some
other places in the Gospels ; but an explanation is perhaps to
be found in the fact that it was customary to name them to
gether on the ground of their common hatred to Christianity.
It appears improbable that men of the peculiar rehgious opinions
of the Sadducees should have been attracted by the preacher
of repentance, the forerunner of the IMessiah ; nor does John,
in his severe sermon, make any special reference to that sect, an
omission which could hardly have occurred had any of the sect
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far departed from tlicir ordinary habits as to hstcn to liis
preaching."" It does not foUow, liowevei-, that tlie mentidii of
the Pharisees is in the same ])re(lieaineiit ; on the eoiit rary, tlie
historical citation of the latt(>r may have given ris(> to the un
historical mention of the Sa(lduc(>es. Nor does the fact that
the I'liarisees, at a later jieriod. maintained an attitude of lios
tility towards John i)ro\(' that they had o])pose(l him from the
i)t'"innin�r. His vvAd aseeliiism and zeal for the Alessiah were
i'l entme harmony A\ith the sjiirit of their sect ; and they
could listen with approval to his energetic reproofs and calls tu
repentance, so long as they were aimed only at the ])0o|ile iiiid
the publicans. So, in the (.'liristian Church, ardent relbniicrs
and witnesses to the truth ha-\'c been tiivoured even liy tlic
heads of the hierarchy, so long as they attacked only tho
common fixults and \ ices of men. But the first assault upon
the hierarchy itself roused all its hatred and its Aeiig<>ancc.
In the earlier ])eriod of John's ])i-eaching, then, there may
have been nothing to excite the jealousy of the Pharisees.
Moreover, it is not hkely that all who bore tbe name of Pharisees
were fully imbued with the spirit of the sect. Althougli tlic
majority of them, intent only upon seltish and party aims, mny
have regarded John's ministry with an eye of sus]>icion, there
were probably among them some earnest, upright men, upon
whom his pi'caching could not fail to make an impression.
The.se two thoughts m.ay s(!i'\'e to reconcile Matt. iii. 7 with tin;
other passages quoted, in which the hostihty of the Pharisees
is mentioned. Again, the expression of Christ in John ^� '�'>')
seems to imply that the Pharisees recei\-e(l and a])pro\('dJ(ilin's
prophecy of the coming ]\lessiah, Init did not allow his woi ds
to sink deep into their hearts oi- to opei-ate upon their thoughts
and inclinations. The severe sennoii^ repoi-ted by tlio Vaau-
gelists was certainly not adapteil to such as came to John,
penitent and broken-hearted, to obtain con.solation and guid
ance ; but rather to the haughty and aiTogant Pharisee, who
felt sure of his share in the j\Iessi;di's kingdfmi. appear wdien it
might, without either repeiitancf! or forgiveness. It was these
We cannot support the expression of IMutthew by the statement of
Jesephus (xviii. 1, 4), that the Sadducees were aceustonieil to acconinm late
their own convictions to the principles of the Pharisees, on account of tlie
stronghold which the latter liad ujion the people. In tliis case, at Ic.int,
no such accommodation was required, from the repute in which John wii.-
held among the Pharisees.
' Luke iii. 7, ]\Iatt. iii. 7. Luke reports it as addressed to the per pie;
Matthew to the Pharisees and Sadducees.
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that he stigmatized as a " brood of vipei-s," and no sons of
Abraham. It was these to whom he said, in tones of warning
and reproof, "Who has tokl you that by simple baptism you
shall escape God's coming judgment? Would you really
escape it ? Then repent, and do works meet foi' repentance
Trust not to your saying ' AbraJuim is our futlwr ;'' for I tell
you that the development of the kingdom is not conhned to
the race of Abraham ; nay, from these very stones that lie
upon the river bank, God can raise up his cliildren."
In these last words he meant to tell them that if the Jcavs
disgraced their Theocratic descent, God would remove \\\^
kingdom from them and impart it unto strangers. He ends
by proclaiming that the jNIessiah would sift his people
thoroughly, and exclude all that should be found unworthy.
Such preaching must have been enough to embitter and
ahenate the Pharisees, even if they had been before disposed
to approve and favour the preacher.
� 37.�Relations of John to the People, and to the Narrower Circle of his own
Disciples.
True penitents who came to the Baptist inquiring the way
of Ufe found in the severe ascetic a kind and condescending
teacher. He gave them no vague and high-sounding words,
but adapted his instructions with minute care to their special
condition and circumstances. John resembled the austere
preachers of repentance who sprung up in the ]Middle Ages in
more than one respect ; but especially in the twofold relation
which he sustained, to the people generally, and to his disciples
in particular. WhUe the latter imitated his own ascetic piety
in order to fit themselves for preachers of repentance, he did
not demand of the former to abandon their ordinary Une of
life, even when it was one obnoxious to the prejudices of the
Jews ; the soldier was not required to leave the ranks, nor the
tax-gatherer his office, but only to fulfil their respective duties
fdth honesty and fideUty. AU alike were commanded to do
good; but only those whose occupations were sinful had to
abandon them, and at his command many cUd so.
� 38.�John's Demands upon tlie People compared with those of Christ.�
His humble Opinion of his own Calling.
But how very moderate do John's requirements appear in
comparison with those of Christ, who demanded at the very
� Matt. xxi. 32.
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outset an absolute sacrifice of the will and the aflet tions ! This
diti'ereuce arose naturally, howcN er, from the difierent positiony
which they occupied. J ohn was fully conscious that the nioi-al
regeneration which was indispensable to admittance into the
Messiah's kingdom could only be accomphshed by a Divuie
principle of life ; and, knowing that to imiiart this was beyond
his ])ower, he confined himself to a jyrcjxi.nttory ])urification of
the morals of the people. The great, the Godlike feature of
his character was his thorough uiiderstanding of himself and his
calling. Filled as he was with enthusiasm, he yet felt that he
was but the humble instrument of the Di\'ine Spirit, called,
not to found the new creation, but only to joroc/aim it ; nor
did the thionging of eager thousands to hang upon his hps,
nor the enthusiastic love of his own immediate followers, ever
readv to glorify their master, in the least degree blind liis
perce})tions of duty, or raise him abo^�e his calling. Convinced
that he was inspired of God to preiiare, and not to create, he
never pretended to work miracles, nor did his disciples, strongly
as he imjnessed them, ever attribute miraculous powers to hun.
CHAPTER II.
relation of THE BAPTIST TO ME.SSIAH.
� 39.�John's Explanation if his lulation to the Messiah. Tlie Baptism by
]V(iler and by Fire.
Carefully, however, as John avoided exciting false expec
tations, they could hardly fail to arise at a period so full of
foreboding and hope for the coming of Messiah, after time
enough had elapsed hn' him to make a powerful impression
upon the public mind as a preacher of repentiince and pro-
claimer of a better future." Many of those whom his preaching
had so deeply moved became uneasy to ascertain liis time
relation to the Messiah; and as his language on the subject
was always concise, and rather suggestive than explanatory,
they were inclined to flunk that his real character was only
kept in the back ground fbr the time, and would afterward be
gi-adually unfolded. But when the Baptist saw that men
mused in tlieir hearts wJietlier he were the Christ or 'no,''' he resolved
to define his relation to the Messiah exphcitly and unmis-
takeably. His mission, he told them, was to baptize by water,
as a symbol of the preparatory repentance which had to open
�' Paul's words (Acts xiii. 25) lead us to iufer that this took place firil
towards the ej d of John's career. r Lujj^g 2.6.
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the way for that renewal and purification of tlie nation by
Divine power wliich was to be expected in the Messiah ; the
lofty one that was to follow, raised so far above himself, that
he should be dignified by performing for him the most menial
services. He it was that should baptize them witli tlie llohj
GJwst and withjire; that is to say, that as his (John's) followers
were entirely immersed in the water, so the Afessiah would
immerse the souls of behevers in the Holy Ghost, imparted by
himself; so that it should thoroughly jienetrate then- being,
and form within them a new princi}de of hfe. And tins Spirit
baptism was to be accompanied by a baptism off Those
who refused to be penetrated by the Spirit of the Divine life
should be destroyed by the fire of the Divine judgments. The
" sifting" by fire ever goes alongwith the advance of the Spirit,
and consumes all who will not appropriate the latter. So John
represents the JMessiah as appearing with his '' fan " in his
hands, to purify the '-threshing-floor"' of liis kingdom, to gather
the worthy into the glorified congregation of God, and to cast
out the unworthy and deliver them over to the Di\ine
judgments.
� 40.�John's Conception of Messiah's Kingdom.
Let us inquire now upon what view of the calling and work
of the Messiah, and of the nature of his kingdom, these ex
pressions of the Baptist were founded. He contradicts the
notion, so prevalent among the Jews, that all the descendants
of Abraham who outwardly observed the religion of their
fathers would be taken into the Messiah's kingdom, while his
heavy judgments would fall upon the pagans alone. On the
contrary, he maintains the necessity, for all who would enter
that kingdom, of a moral new birth, which he sets forth to
them by the Sjiirit-baptism ; and proclaims, as a necessary
preparation for this new birth, a consciousness of sin and
longing to be free from it ; all which is implied in the word
fieravoia, when stated as the necessary condition of obtaining
" Some think the "fire" is used as a symbol of tfie Holy Ghost, inasmuch
as it is employed in other places in Scripture to denote Divine influences.
In this view of the passage, as the baptism bj water symbolizes preparatory
repentance, so that by fire symbolizes the transfiguring and purifj'ing
power of the Holy Spirit. Our own opinion is, however, that as judgment
by fire is spoken of but a few verses after (Luke iii. 17), it must be taken
ill the same sense here, and the bapiisin by fire referred to the sifting
process immediately mentioned. Thus the fire is the symbol of the power
which consumes everything impure, in the same sense in which God is .said
to be "a consuming fire.'"
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the promised baptism of the Spirit. He expects this kingdom
to be visible; but yet conceives it as purely spiritual, as a
community filled and inspired by the Spirit of God, and
existing, in communion of the Divine life, with the Messiali
as its fusible King ; so that, what had not been the case before,
the idea of the Theocra.cy and its manifestation should pre
cisely correspond to each other. He has already a presenti
ment that the willing among the pagans will be incorporated
into the kuigdom in place of the un^\ orthy Jews who shall be
excluded. The apj)earance of Messiah will cause a sifting of
the Theocratic people. Tliis presupposes that he will not
overturn all enemies and set up his kingdom at once by the
miraculous power of God, but will manifest himself in such a
form that those whose lu'arts are prepared for his coming will
recognize him as ]\Iessiali, while those of ungodly minds will
deny and oppose him. On the one hand, a community of the
righteous wiU gather around him of their own accord ; and, on
the other, the enmity of the corrupt multitude will be called
forth and organized. The Messiah must do battle with the
muversal ct)rruption ; and, after the strife has separated the
wicked members of the Theocratic nation from the good, will
come forth victorious, and glorify the purified people of God
under his own reign.
� 41.�John's Recognition of Jesus as the Messiah.
(1.) Import of his Baptism of Jesus.�(2.) The Continuance of his Ministry.
�(3). Possible Wavering in his Conviction of Christ's Messiahship.�
(4.) His Message from Prison.�(5.) Conduct of his Disciples towards
Jesus.
As John's conception of the Messiah included his office in
freeing the people of God from the power of evil, and imparting
to them a new hfe in the life of God, it appears that he pre
supposed also the fulness of the Holy Ghost dwelling in him in
such a way as that he could bestow it upon others. From the
first germ of the idea of Messiah in the Prophets down to the
time of Christianity itself, we find ever that a just and pro
found conception of his ojice involves in it a higher idea of his
person. So, perhaps, Jolm, although his expectation of a
vi.sible realization of the Theocracy shows him as yet upon Old
Testament ground, may have at least touched upon the stand
point of Christianity. His position was very like that held by
Simeon, and indeed, in general, by all those Jews who, in
advance of the sentiments of the times, wei e ins])ired with
earnest longings for the appearance of the Messiah, and thus,
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stood upon the border-land between the two stages of the
kingdom of God. And in John's representation of his own
inferiority to him " that should come," and in his clear appre
hension of the limits of his mission and his power�an appre
hension that distinguished him from all other founders of
preparatory epochs�^we have an assurance that he will never
imagine his preparatory stand-point to be a permanent one ;
and that, as he feels himself unworthy " to unloose the shoe
strings
" of the lofty One that is to appear, so he will bow
himself in the same humble reverence when He, whom his
spiritual sense shall recognize as the expected one, shall appear
in person before him.
We are fully aware of the objections that may be raised
against these conclusions. It may be said, and truly, that one
may do homage to an idea, whose general outhnes are present
to his intuition, but may be unfit to recognize the realization
of the idea when presented before his eyes in aU its features.
The prejudices of his time and cfrcumstances are sure to start
up and hinder him from the recognition. But surely, in the
case of John, the lowHness of mind and sobriety of judgment
to which we have just referred give us ground to expect that
he, at least, would so far surmount his peculiar prejudices as
to recognize the admission of a higher element into the course
of events�to recognize a stand-point even essentially difierent
from his own : especially as he had himself pointed out before
hand the characteristics of such a difference. Yet we do not
wish to deny that doubts may arise, in regard to the fact of
John's recognition of Jesus as Messiah, in the minds of those
who do not presuppose the rmconditional credibihty of the
Gospels. Perhaps the remark above made, in reference to a
possible commingling of the subjective and the objective in the
Gospel accounts, may be apphcable here. But before we
proceed with our connected historical recital, we must seek
sure historical footing, by inquiring into the grounds of the
doubts referred to.
The following questions, perhaps, express these grounds : If
John was really convinced of Christ's Messiahship, why did he
continue his independent ministry, and not rather submit
himself and all his followers as disciples to Christi Why did
he wait tmtil after his imprisonment before sending to inquire
of Jesus whether he were the Messiah, or men should look for
another ? Why, even after the Baptist's death, did his disciples
j: reserve their separate existence as a sect ? How happened
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it that, in a piibhc ]n-ociaination of tlie Gospel (Acts x. 37
xiii. 2.5), no stre.ss is laid upon John's divinely inspired testi
mony concerning Christ�nay, it is not even quoted�while
his exhortations to rejicntanee and his announcement of the
coming Messiah are dwelt ujion as the ])reparation for Christ's
pubhc ministry 1 Do not these dilhculties make it doubtful
whether John really did, before the time of liis imprisonment,
recognize Christ's jMessiahship ? Or, is it not probable that
the Christian view, wliich sees in Christ the t'px'V'f an
nounced by John, was involuntarily attributed to the Baptist,
and so the tradition grew up that he bad personally recognized
the Messiahsliip of Jesus, and introduced 1dm into liis pubhc
labours 1 In tins case we should ha^ e to admit that he was
first induced, while in prison, by what he heard of Christ, to
recognize his calling�and that not only had tins fact been
transferred to an earUer period in Ids bistory, but too much
made of it altogether.
Now it would be easy to overthrow this whole structure at
once, by assuming the genuineness and authority of John s
Gospel.^ It is true, as has been before said, the disciple, after
going beyond his master, might have seen more in the pre
viously uttered words of the latter than he himself had intended ;
but, at any rate, those words must at least have afibrded some
ground for the disciple's representation. If the above-
mentioned doubts are well grounded, John's misrepresentation
of what occurred between the Baptist and Christ is nothing
short of wilful falsehood. The later Chri.stian traditions,
indeed, might have admitted such a transposition without the
intent to deceive ; but Jolm was an eye-witness. We do not
intend, however, to appeal to John's authority, but shall
examine the matter on internal evidence, grounded on the
natui'e of the case.
(1.) Import of the Baptism of Jesus by John.
We first consider the baptism of Jesus by John. Those who
carry their doubts of John's testimony farthest, dispute even
the fact of this baptism. But this is abscdutely gi-oundless
scepticism ; for all the New Testament accounts, however else
they may differ, presuppose the event as a fact. It would bf
impossible to account even for the oiigin of a such a tradition,
if the event itself did not originate it ; the veiy application of
John's baptism to the sinless Jesus must have caused. diflSf
� John i. 7, 15 ; iii. 32 ; v. 33.
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culties tiO the Christian mind, Avhieli a pcciihar line of thought
alone could remove. But, adnutting the fact, it etmnot bo
supposed that Christ submitted to the baptism in the same
sense, and for the same purpose, as others did ; for we can find
no possible connecting link betwetm the sense of sin and the
desire for purification and I'edeinption felt by all ordinary
apphcants for the ordinance, and the consciousness of the sin
less Kedeemer. It was with this latter, unoriginated con
sciousness, however, that Jesus presented himself for baptism.
But we cannot suppose that he did it in silence ; such a course
might have led the Bajitist, if not otherwise enlightened, to
suppose that he came foi^svard in the same relation to the
ordinance as other men. Its probability is diminished, too, in
])roportion to our idea of John's susceptibility for the dis
closures which Christ might have made to him. AVe are led,
therefore, by the internal necessity of the case, to .suppose that,
in administering the baptism, he received a higher light in
regard to the relation which he himself sustained to Christ.
(2.) The Baptist's continuance in his Ministry of Preparation.
We must conclude, however, that if John did recognize
Jesus as Messiah, he appUed to htm all his Old Testament
ideas of IMessiah as the founder of a visible kingdom. With
these views he wotdd expect that Christ would bring about
the public recognition of his ofiice by his own Messianic labours,
without the aid of his testimony. This expectation would
naturally cause him to forbear any public testimony to Christ,
and to content lumself with chrecting only a few of the most
susceptible of his disciples to the Saviour ; but tliis would
have been a merely private affair, forming no part of his open
mission to the world. That mission remained always the
same, viz., to prepare the way for the Messiah's kingdom, and
to point to Him who was soon to reveal himself; not to anti
cipate his self-revelation, and to declare him to the people by
name as the Messiah. This preparatory j)osition of John had
to continue until the time when the entrance of Jesus as
Theocratic King, upon the estabhsliment of his kingdom, gave
the signal for all to range themselves under his banners. The
Baptist, tine to the position that had been as.signed to him in
the Theocratic development, had to continue Ids labours until
their termmation, a termination which external circumstances
were soon to bring about.y As, therefore, John's testimony
I am gratified to find that Winer, one of the most eminent investigators
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was merely private, and never o]ienly laid before the people ;
and, moreover, as its value depended entirely upon the recog
nition of John's own prophetic calUng (a recognition by no
means universal among the Jews), there is no difficidty in
accounting for the fact that so Uttle use was made of Ids testi
mony in the citation of proofs for Jesus's Messiahship by Peter
and Paul, in the passages above referred to.^
(3.) Possible Wavering in John's Conviction of the Messiahship of Jesus.
Suppose, now, that John's faith did waver in his prison�
that, in an unhappy hour, he was seized with doubts of Christ's
INIessiahship�would it follow that he had not before enjoyed
and expressed with Divine confidence his conviction of the
trutli ] Would the later doubt suffice to do away with the
earlier and out-spoken certainty 1 Can the man who makes
such an assertion have any idea of the nature and develop
ment of religious conviction and knowledge�of the relation
between the Divine, the supernatural, and the natural 1 It is
true that scientific knowledge and conviction, logically ob
tained, can never be lost so long as the intellect remains un
impaired ; but it is qmte another thing with religiom truths.
These do not grow out of logic ; but, pre-supposing certain
spiritual tendencies and afi'ections, they arise from an imme
diate contact of the soul with God, from a beam of God's
Uglit, penetrating the mind that is allied to him. The know-
of Biblical literature, has given an intimation of the view which I have
here fully carried out. See his " Biblisches E�alw6rterbuch," i. 69'2,
2nd ed.
' Acts X. 37; xiii. 2r>. Paul had much more occasion to quote John's
testimony when preaching to his disciples at Ephesus (Acts xix. 15).
There is no ground for asserting positively that he did not quote it, although
the passage does not state expressly that he did ; for it remains doubtfiil
whether the words roDr' turiv of verse 4, are applied by Paul to the
H)\oittvoQ announced by John, or were intended by him to be attributed
to the E:ujtist. ^\^lat is said of Apollos (Acts xviii. 25 : /i� was instructed
in the way of tlie Lord, l.-nowing only the /la/iti.sm of Julin) cannot be under
stood n.ikedly of the pure, spiritual Alessiahship. This could only be the
case if ococ rod KVpiov (v. 25) were equivalent to Stoii oiov (v. 26), and
signified merely the way revealed Ijy God, the right way of worslnpping God.
But this cannnot be. The word t;v^)U)q must be taken in its specific,
Christian sense, as applicable to Christ ; an interpretation confirmed by
what follows, viz : he tawjlit d'diyenthj the Ihinrjs of the Lord, which cannot
refer to the doctrine of f;od, but to the proclamation of Jesus as Messiah.
But if it could be fully proved that all these disciples of John knew as yet
nothing of Jesus as the tox'V"^"C announced by the Baptist, it would not
afiect our assertion at all ; lor we have already admitted that the lattel
only partially direct jil his followers to (Jlii ist as Messiah.
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ledge and the convictions which are drawn neither from natm-al
reason nor from the knowledge of the world, but are alwaj s
rebelled against by the latter nntil the whole spirit is pene
trated by the Divine, can retain their Aitahty only by tho
same going forth of the higher life wdiich gave them birth ;
only so far as the soul can maintain itself in the s;une atmo
sphere, and in the same tendency to the supernatui-al and t!ie
Divuie. So one may, when in the full enjoyment of the
higher life, Avhen no vapours of earth dim his spiritual vision,
have clear conception and conviction of religious truths, which
may perplex him with obscmities at times when the earthly
tendencies prevail. And thus we may explain the fluctuations
and transitions in the development of rehgious Hfe, convic
tions and knowledge, of wluch the experience of Christians in
aU ages affords instances. It may be said that, although this
explanation holds good of religious Hfe in general, it cannot
apply to an inspired prophet Hke John, or to the truths which
he obtained from the Hght of a supernatural revelation. This
objection would imply that a single objective revelation is the
only source of Christian truth, which is not the case. The
apprehension of such truths in every indi%idual mind rests not
merely upon this single objective ground, but also upon a
repetition of the Divine manifestation to the mind itself The
difference between the inspu-ed prophet and the ordinary Chris
tian believer, in regard to the reception of God's truth, is not
a difference in kind, but in degree. Christ declared that the
least of Christians w as grea.ter than John ; words that ill-
entitle us to draw such a line of distinction between the
Baptist and H\dng Christians of all ages as to apply another
standard and another law to his rehgious life. It is true,
there is a lifeless supernaturaHsm which views all Divine com
munications rather as overlying the mind than incorporating
themselves with its natural psychological development ; and
the opponents of revealed reHgion caricature this view to serve
their purpose of subver-ting the doctrines they so bitterly hate.
But notwithstanding, the doctrine of such Divine communica
tion is perfectly in accordance with the facts of the Divine life
as they are stated in the Scriptures ; and we are compelled
thereby to connect these manifestations with the natural growth
of the mind in its receptive powers and spontaneous activity ;
to apply the general laws of the mind to the development of
whatever is communicated to it by a higher light.
A� we have before remarked, John stood between two
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different stages of the developmenx of the Thcccracy. It is,
therefore, not unhkely that in times of the fidlcst rehgious
inspiration, caused in his soul by Christ's reA elations to liini,
he obtained views of the coming kingdom wliich he coidd not
always hold fast, and liis old ideas sometimes re\ived and even
gained the ascendancy. Although he had just concei)tions of
Messiah's kingdom in regard to its moral and religious ends,
he was always inchned to connect worldly ideas with it. But
the object of his hopes was not realized. He heard, indeed, a
great deal about the miracles of Jesus, but saw him not at the
head of his visible kingdom. The signal so long wiuted for
was never given. Is it, therefore, matter of wonder if, in
some hour of despondency, the worldly element in the Baptist's
views became too strong, and perplexity and doubt arose witliiu
him !
(4.) Tlie Message from Prison.
The inquiiy which John sent to the Saviour from prison �
shows that his doubts did not refer at all to the superiority of
Christ, but to the question whether the mission of the latter
was the Messiahship itself, or only a preparation for it. So gi'eat
was his respect for the authority of Christ, that he expected
the decisive answer to the question from Ins own hjis. Neither
the form of the question nor the Saviour's reply favour the
supposition that John was led, simply by the reports of Christ's
labours which had reached him in prison, to the thought that
he might be the �o)(fYt�i oc. Had this been the case, Christ
would have answered him as he did others in similar circum
stances ; he would not have warned Mm not to be perjilexed
or offended because his groundless expectations in regard to
the Messiah were not fully realised in Christ's ministry, but,
on the contrary, would have cherished a faith which could
grow up in one who was languishing in prison, and unable to
see with his own eyes the mighty woi'ks that were done, and
would have encoiu-aged him to yield himself fully up to the
dawning con\dction. The warning against (n;arl<ikiCtadm was
precisely apphcable to one who had once believed, but whose
faith had wavei'ed because his hopes were not fully fulfilled.
The answer of Jesus, moreover, shows phunly in what exjiecta-
tions John was disappointed : they were, as wo shall have
occasion to show hereafter, such as grew out of his Old Testa
ment stand-point, and attributed an outward character to the
kingdom of God.
� Matt. xi. 2, 3,
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(5.) Conduct of John's Disciples towards Jesus.
It does not militati' at all against ovir position, in regard to
fclie Baptist's recogTdtion of Christ, that many of his disciples
did not join the Saviour at a later period ; and even that a
sect was formed from them hostde to Christianity. AVe have
already seen that it was necessary for John to maintain his
independent sphere of labour, and that his position naturally
led him to direct only the more susceptible of his disciples to
�Jesus, and that too by degrees. These latter were probably
such as had imbibed more of John's longing desire for " him
that was to come," than of the austere and ascetic spirit of
the sect. As to the rest, we have only to say that we have no
right to judge the master by his scholars, or the scholars by
their master. Men who hold a position preparatory and con
ducive to a higher one, often retain the pecuhar and one-sided
views of their old gi'ound, and are even driven into an attitude
of opposition to the new and the better. This seems to have
been the case with John's disciples in relation to Christianity.
From this fiiU investigation of the question, we cannot but
conclude that there is no reason to doubt the historical veracity
of the narrative. It is matter offact, that John openly recog
nized Jesus as the Messiah when he baptized him. Having
secured this firm historical basis, we proceed now, with the
greater confidence, to inquire into the peculiar import of the
baptism itself
� 42.�The Phencmena at the Baptism, and their Import.
(1.) No Ecstatic Vision.�(2.) The Ebionitish View and its Opposite.�
(3.)�Development of the Notion of Baptism in New Testament.�
(4.) The Baptism of Christ not a Rite of Purification.�(5.) But of
Consecration to his Theocratic Reign.�(6.) John's previous Acquaint
ance with Christ.�(7.) Explanation of John i. 31.�(8.) The Vision
and the Voice ; intended exclusively for the Baptist.
Two questions present themselves here : the bearing of the
baptism upon John, and its bearing upon Christ. The first
can easily be gathered from what has been said already, and
from the concurrent accounts of the Evangelists. It is clear
that John was to be enlightened, by a sign from heaven, in
regard to the person who was to be the ip^ojievoc whom he
himself had unconsciously foretold. The second, however, is
not so ea.sy to answer. The accounts do not harmonize so well
with each other on this point, nor are aU men agreed in their
opinions of the person of Chiist ; and these causes have given
rise to several difierent solutions of the question.
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The point to be settled is this : Was the Divine revelation
made on tliis occasion intended, though in different n lations.
for both John and Christ ; not nierel}- to give the former cer
tainty as to the person of IMessiah, Imt to impart a firm con
sciousness of Messiahship to the latter ? And did Jesus, thus
for the first time obtaining this full con.sciousness, at the same
moment receive the powers essential to his Messianic mission?
Did what John's eyes beheld take place really and objectively,
and the fnlness of the Holy Ghost deseentl upon Jesus to fit
him for liis mighty work 1
(1.) No Ecstatic Vision to be supposeil in the case of Christ.
If we adopt this latter -v iew, must look at all the pheno
mena connected with the baptism, not as merely subjective
conceptions, but as object Ia c suiiernatural facts. It is true, we
may imagine a .synd)olical vision to ha\ e been the medium of
a Divine revelation common to Christ and John; but we must
certainly be permitted to doubt the ap]ilication of such a mode
of revelation to Christ. It may be gi anted that the Prophets
were sometimes, in ecstatic vision, cai-ried beyond themselves
and overwhelmed by a higher ]>o\ver; but in these instances
there is an abiiipt sudilenness, an opposition of the human and
the Divine�a leaj), so to speak, in the development of con
sciousness, wliich vv'c could hanlly imagine in connexion with
the specific and distincti\(i nature of the jierson of Christ.
Nor, in fact, is there a liint at such a possibility in the Gospel
narrativ(^s.
(2.) Ebionitish Views of the Miracle at the Baptism, and its Opposite.
There are two opposite stand-] loints which agree in ascriliing
to the events of the bajitisni the greatest importance in refe
rence to Christ's IMessiahshiji. Tlie first is that of the J'Jbionitr.s,
who deny Christ's specific Divinity. It is, that he not only
received from without, at a definite jieriod of his hfe, tlu; con
sciousness of his Divine mission, but also the powers necessary,
to its accomplishment. The other \\i-w (proceeding, however,
from firm behevers in the disunity of Christ) supj.oses tliat the
Divine Logos, in assuming the form of huijiaiiit\'. subniitted
by this act of self-renunciation, to all the laws of limiian deve
lopment ; and further, that wlniu ChrLst passed from the spherrt
of pri\ate hfe to that of his pubhc ministiy, he was set apart
and prepared for it as the prophets were; with this shigle
element of superiority, viz. that he was endowed with the ful
ness of the Holy Ghost.
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As for the first xiew, it is not only at A ariance with the
whole character of Christ's manifestation, but also with all his
own testimonies of himself In all these there is manifested
the consciousness of his own greatness, not as sometlung ac-
qrured, but as unoriginated, and inseparable from Ins being.
He does not speak like one who has become what he is by
some sudden revolution. In short, tliis whole mode of think
ing springs from an outward supernatm'ahsm, which represents
the Divine as antagonist to the human, and imposes it upon
Christ from without ; instead of considering his entire mani
festation from the beginning as Divine and su^iernatural, of
deriving everything from this fundamental ground, and recog
nizing in it the aim of all the special revelations of the old
dispensation. This is a continuation of the old Jewish view
of the progress of the Theocracy : all is formed from without,
instead of developing itself organically fromwithin ; the Divine
is an abrupt exhibition of the supernatural. How opposite to
this is the view which sees in the human the form of manifes
tation under which the Divine nature has revealed itself from
the beginning, and perceives, in this original and thorough in
terpenetration of the Divine and the human, the aim and the
culnrination of aU miracles.
The second view above mentioned will appear the most
simple and natural, if, instead of considering a Diidne commu
nication from Avithout to have been made necessary by the
self-renunciation of the Logos in assuming human form, we
admit a gradual revelation (in accordance with the laws of
human development) of the Divine nature, potentially present,
as the ground of the incarnate being, from the very first, and
trace all that appears in the outward manifestation to the pro
cess of development from within. In the Hves of all other
reformers, or founders of religions, Avhose call seems to have
dated from a certain period of life, the birth-time, as it were,
of their activity, it is impossible not to trace, in their later
labours and in thefr own personal statements, some references
to the earlier period when their call was unfelt.'' In the dis
courses of Christ, however, there is not the most distant ap
proach to such an allusion.
(3.) Different Steps in the New Testament Notion of the Baptism, up lo
that of John the Evangelist.
In the revelations of the New Testament, and in the process
of the development of Christianity which those revelations
* As in Luiker we see frequent references to the light which first brok�
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vinfold, we can distinguish various steps^ or stages, of progi-est
from the Old Testament ideas to the New. Especially is tliis
the case in regard to the person of Christ. The conception of
Christ, as anointed with the ftdness of the Holy Si)irit, and
superior to all other prophets, is akin to Old Testament id(}as,
and forms the point of transition to the New, wliich rest upon
the manifestation of Chiist. But it recpiired a comjjletely
developed Christian consciousness to r(>cognize, in Ins appear
ance on earth, the Divine glory as inherent in him from the
begmning, and progressive only so far as its outward manilis-
tation was concerned. These two Adews, however, l)y no means
exclude each other; the one is rather the complcuent of the
other, while both, at a different stage of de\'elopment, tend to
one and the same definite aim. And the latter, or highest
stage of Christian consciousness, we are naturally to look fur
in that beloved apostle who enjoyed the closest degree of
intimacy with Christ, and was, on that account, best of all
able to imderstaud profoundly both his manifestation and his
discourses. From John, too, we must expect the highest
Christian view of the person of Christ. [The account of the
principal event of the baptism is thus given in John's Gospel :
'� And John bare record, saying, / saw tlie Spirit descending
from liea/ven like a dove, and it abode upon Idm. And I knew
him not; but he that sent me to baptize witli water, the same said
unto me, Upon wliom thou shalt see the Spirit descendinej, and
remaining on Mm, the same is he which baptizeth with the Holy
Ghost. And I saw and bare record tliat this is tlie Son o/'GoD."'']
Now the fact thus stated, if interpreted in iui outward and
material sense, and combined with the view of Christ which
we mentioned a while ago as akin to the Jewish ideas, might
easily give rise to the doctrine that Christ oljt.ained at the
baptism something which he had not possessed before.
Our conclusion is, that Christ was already sure of his Divine
call to the Messiahship, and submitted himself, in the course
of the Theocratic development, to baptism, as a pre])arative
and inaugural rite, from the hands of the man who Av as des
tined to conduct prophecy to its fulfilment, aud to bo the first
to recognize, by light from heaven, the manifested Messiah.
(4.) The Baptism not a Rite of Purihcatiun.
The idea that Christ was baptized with a view to pvrificatim
IS absolutely untenable, no matter how the notion of purifica-
apon his mind during his monastic life at Erfurth, an epoch of the utmost
moment to his after cjireer a.s a refciner. c jQjm ^ 32-34.
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tion may be modified. Akin to tins idea, certainly, is tbe v. ew
held by some,"^ that he submitted to this act of scli'-hunnliation
in the same sense in which he humbled himself before God, as
the One alone to be called good.^ Tins \T.ew woidd suppose
him. conscious, not of actual sin, but of a dormant possibility of
siu, iaherent in liis finite nature and his human organism,
always restrained, however, by the steadfast firmness of his
will, from passing into action. But if we suppose in Christ
the abstract possibUity to sin^ which is inseparable fi'om a
created will, pure but not yet immutable�such a capability as
we attribute to the first man before the fall�even tliis would
not necessarily connect with itself a dormant, hidden sinful
ness, involving in him a conscious need of purification iu any
sense whatever. Such a consciousness can grow only out of a
sense of inherent moral defilement, by no means originally
belonging to the conception of a created being, or of human
nature. We cannot admit a dormant principle of sin as an
essential element of the moral development of man's original
being. Sin is an act of free will, and cannot be derived from
any other source, or explained in any other way.s There is,
then, in Christ's humbling himself, in his human capacity,
before God, the only Good, no trace of that sense of need and
want with which the sinner, conscious of guilt, bows himself
before the Holy^ One. The act manifested only a sense, deeply
grounded in his holy, sinless nature, of absolute dependence
upon the Son^'ce of all good.
(5.) Tlie Baptism of Christ a Rite of Consecration to his Theocratic Reign.
All difficulties are cleared away by considering John's bap
tism as a rite of preparation and consecration, first in its appli
cation to the members of the Theocratic kingdom, and secondly
to its Founder and Sovereign. The repentance and the sense
of sin which were essential prehminaries to the baptism of the
former, could in no way belong to Him who, at the very
moment when the rite was administered, revealed himself to
" De Wette, on Matt. iii. 16. Conf his Sitfcnlehre, � 49, 50 ; and
Strauss, too, after he had seen that the view formerly expressed by him
was untenable (1. c. 432, 433). "= Matt. xix. 17.
' This is not the place to examine the old controversy whether Christ's
sinlessness is to be regarded as a posse non peccare or a non posse peccare.
^ We cannot enter further into this subject here, but take pleasure i:i
.'eferring our rea.lers to the late excellent work of /. Midler, viz.
" ]^:t
Lehre von der Siinde," in which the subject is treated with remarkable
depth and clearness. The new elucidations, in the second edition espe
cially, evince a soundness of mind that is not more rare than excellerit.
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the Baptist as the IMessiah, the ck'hv(avr from sin. But while
the import of the rite thus Aaried A\ ith the suhjects to whom
it was achniiiistcred, there was, at bottom, a substantial element
which they shared in common. In both it marked the com
mencement of a new course of life ; but, iu the members, tliia
new life was to be receiAcd from without through comnumica-
tions from on high: while in Christ it was to consist of a
gradual unfolding from Aviihin ; in the former it was to Ik'
receptive ; in the latter productiAC. In a word, the baptism
of the members prepared them to rccv w-e jiardon and sah'ation;
that of Christ Avas his consecration to the Avork of hestoimn^
those precious gifts.
(6.) Had John a preAdous Acquaintance with Christ ?
If the Baptist had an earher acquaintance with Jesus, he
coidd not have failed, Avith his susceptibde feelings, to receive
a deeper impression of his chvinity than other men. We
cannot but infer, from Luke's*^ statement (chap, i.) of the rela
tionship' betAv^jcn the tAVO families, that he had heard of the
^ The Apocryphal Gospels contain many fables in regard to Mary's
descent from a priestly lineage, arising, perhaps, from the fact that the
Messiah was to be both high-priest and king. (So in the second Testa
ment of the Twelve Patriarchs, the Testament of Simeon, � 7 : dvaariiati
Kijpiog �/c rail' Aivl apx^epiu icai tK tmv 'lotn a jiaaiXka, both in the person
of the 3Iessiali.) There is nothing akin to these in Luke's account of the
relationship between Mary and Elizabeth, the latter being of priestly
lineage, which is only given oi passant ; the stress is laid upon the descent
Irom David's line.
' Matthew's omission to mention this relationship, and to give any
reason for John's reluctance to baptize Christ, oidy proves his narrative
to be more artless, and therefore more credible. The Ebionitish Gospel
to the Hebrews shows far greater marks of design, and, indeed, of an
alteration for a set purpose. It represents the miraculous appearances as
preceding and causing John's conduct.�When John hears the voice from
heaven, and sees the miraculous light, he inquires. Who art thou? A
second voice is heard to reply, This is vnj bdovtd Son, in whom I aia wcU
pleased. John is thereby led to fall at his feet and cry, Baptize thou me.
Christ, refusing him, says, Svjf(^ it.�Here not only are the phenomena
e.\a^'.;erated, but the facts are remodelled to sv.it Ebionitish vi(;ws, which
denied the miraculous events at Christ's birth, and demanded that the
sudden change by which he was called and fitted for the Messiahship at
the moment of baptism should be made prominent by contrast Avith all
that had gone before. They conceived, accordingly, that he first received
the Holy Ghost when it descended upon him in the form of a dove, and
that at that period he was endowed with a new dignity, and must offer
new manifestations. His Divine chamcier was thus obtained in a sudden,
magical way : and the two [�;riods of his life, before ;ind after that events
were brought into clear and sharp contrast : every thing that occurred at
U�e bapti.sm was deemed miraculous, while all the wond. iii of his previoas
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extraordinary circmnstances attending tlie birth of Jesns. The
Saviour "prayed" at the baptism (Luke iii. 21). If we figure
to ourselves his countenance, full of holy devotion and hea\ enly
repose, as he stood in. prayer, and its sudden association, in the
mind of the Baptist, with all his recollections of the earlv
history of Jesus, we cannot wonder that tlie humble man or
God�all aware as he was that the Messiah was to be conse
crated by his baptism�should have been overwhelmed, iu
that hour so pregnant with mighty interests, with a sense of
his own comparative unworthiness, and cried, " / liave need to
he baptized of tliee, and comest tliou to me ] "
(7.) Explanation of Jolin i. 31.
One of two things must be true : either John baptized
Christ with sole and special reference to his Messianic mission,
or with the same end in %dew as in his ordinary administration
of the rite, involving in its subjects a consciousness of siu and
need of repentance. Now it is clear that he did not take
life were rejected ; in short, his Divine and human nature were rudely
torn asunder. We see in all this the effect of a one-sided theory in obscuring
history, and detect in it also the germ of a tendency which led the way
from Judaism to Gnosticism. So it was with the doctrines of Cerinthus
and Basilides on the person of Christ, according to which Christ possessed,
as man, the afiapTrjTiKov of human nature (although it never became
actual sin in him) ; and the Redeemer was not Clirist, but the heaveidy
Spirit that descended upon him. Another instance of the way in which
the general object of John's baptism (viz. purification and forgiveness)
was brought to bear upon the doctrine of the person of Christ may be
seen in the Gospel of the Xazarenes, translated by Jerome, in which the
account runs, that when Christ was asked by his mother and brothers to
go with them to John, in order to be baptized for the remission of sins, he
replied, quid peccavi, ut vadam et hapiizer ah eo, nisi forte hoc ipsura quod
dixi ignorantia est {" unless I, who have not sinned, carry the geiTU of sin
unconsciously within me "). (Hieron. b. iii. Dialog, adv. Pelag. ad init.)
It is seen more strongly still in the icijovyfia IIsTpov, according to which
Christ made his confession of sin before the baptism, but was glorified after
it. Thus we see two opposite tendencies conspiring to falsify history in
the Ufe of Christ. The one sought falsely to glorify his early life, and
embellished his childhoodwith tales of marvel ; the other sought to degrade
his prior life as much as possible, in order to derive all that he afterwards
became from his INIessianic inauguration. The relation of our Gospels to
both these false and one-sided tendencies is a proof of their orii^dualit v'. I
cannot suppose, with Dr. Schneckenhurger (Studien der Evang. Geistlich-
keit Wurtemburgs, Bd. iv. s. 122), that Matthew's simple account of
Christ's baptism was abridged from the Ebionitish narrative, which, as we
have seen, gives evidence of a designedly false colouring. Nor can I agree
with Usteri and Bleek (Stud. u. Krit. Bd. ii. s. 446, and 1833, s. 436),
that the dialogue between John and Christ, which, according to Ijie
Ebionitish version, took place during the bantisra, is inaccurately placed
by Matthew befoi-e it.
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npon liimself to decide to vhat iiuUchhial tlie INFessianic bap
tism was to be administered, nor was he wilhiig to rest it upon
any human testimony, but waited for ihe promised sign from
Leaveii ; and as for Jesus's receiAing tlie rite in the twrnnd
sense at liis hands, his own religious sense must ha\e rebelled
against it. Xor is this contrathcted by his words recorded in
John i. ."l, And I l-iieir him not ; hd that he sltould he iiia<k
nvinijrst to I.srad, thnfore ami com<: b((piizi/i(j irith vnle,:"'
John's refusal to bajitize Christ did not neressarily involve (as
we have alread\- said) a knowledge of his Messijmic dignity ;
and the words just quoted refer only to that dignity. Jlu
means to say with emphasis that his conviction of Christ's
ZMe.ssiahship is not of human, Imt of Di\ ine origin. His pre
vious expectations, founded upon his knowledge of the circum-
slanees of Iirist's birth, were held as notliing in comparison
with the Divine testimony iminediatidy A'ouchsafed to him.J
(8.) Tlie Vision at tlie Baptism, and the Voice, intended exclusively for
the ISaptist.
AVhcn the Uaptist thus drew luvek in reverence and aAve.
Christ encouraged him, saying, "Fur the 'presi'nt,^ sutler it;
tor thus it becomes us (each from his own stancVpoint) to
j It was the main ohiect of John the Evangelist to bring out prominently
the Jjiiine t' stimony u'iven to John the ilaptist (as the latter pointed the
former oriijinally to C^hrist) ; the knowledge which the latter had derived
from linnian sources was comparatively unimportant. In fact, he seems
not to have thou:_;!it anything n.])out it, and hence bis words may imply that
the Baptist had no ])revious acquaintance at all with Chri.st ; but .such an
interpretation of them is not necessary, considering the definite end which
he had in view. Let an event be ilcscrihed by ditferent eye-witnesses, and
their accounts will present varieties and even contrasts, simply because each
of them seizes strongly upon some one ])oint, and leav(;s the rest compara
tively in the background. True, there are degrees in historical accuracy,
;ind we must distil i'_;ui-di them. In this case, the one ccrUdn fact, involved
i;^! all the narratives, however they may differ in other respects, is, that the
! .:i:)tist was led, by a r(;',-elation made to him at the time, to consecrate
Jesus to the fessiahship by baptism. 'JMiis fact must renmin, even if the
otlier di cre])ajicies were irreconcileable. VVe always consider a thing ,^t:;leil
in coiiuiioii by .several variant historical narratives, to be more probably
historically true.
'' Showing that this relation between him and the Baptist was to be but
iiionicntary, and soon to be followed Ijy a very different <iiie. JJt Wt-ile'i
remarks (Comm. 2nd edit.) seem to me not very cogent. " Christ di-seribes
his baptism as -;)'--(, i', and hence this view cannot be correct." But wliat
made it 7. os-rjr, was the fact that it was but transitnry and prepfiratory t>
the revelation ijf Christ in all his glory. The remark of Christ applied to
the nof:, and only to the noiv. Tlie aprt implies the contrast, which is njt
�-xprcs.-iod.
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fulfil all that belongs to the order of God's kingdom." Whilo
Jesus prayed and was baptized, the reverence with which
John gazed upon him was heightened into prophetic inspira
tion ; and in this state he received the revelation of the Divine
Spirit iu the form of a symbolical vision ; the heavens opened,
and he saw a dove descend and hover over the head of Christ.
In this he saw a sign of the permanent abode of the Holy
Spuit in Jesus ; not merely as a chstiuction from the inspfred
seers of the old dispensation, but also as the necessary condition
to his bestow iug the Divine life upon others. It indicated
that the power of the Spirit in him was not a sudden and
abrupt manifestation, as it was iu the prophets, wdio felt its
inspiration at certain times and by transitory impulses ; but a
continuous and unbroken operation of the Holy Ghost, the
infinite fulness of the Divine hfe in human form. The quiet
fiight and the resting dove betokened no rushing torrent of
inspiration, no sudden seizure of the Spirit, but a uniform
unfolding of the life of God, the loftiness, yet the calm repose
of a nature itself Divine, the indwelling of the Spirit so that
he could impart it to others and fill them completely with it,
not as a prophet, but as a Creator.
The higher and essential imity of the Divine and human, ^
as original and permanent in Christ, which formed the sub
stance symbohzed by the \ision, was further and more dis
tinctly indicated to John by the voice from heaven,� saying,
" This is my beloved Son, in wJiom I am well pleased.''' Words
' We do not intend to say, by any means, that John comprehended this
in the full sense which we, from the Christian stand-point, are able to
give to it.
" Although the words of the voice, as given in our Gospels, contain at
most only an allmion to Psalm ii. 7, we find that passage fully quoted in
the Ebionitish Evang. ad Hebrceos. The words are still better put together
in the Nazarean Go.=pel of the Hebrews, used by Jerome : Factum est
autem quum ascendisset Dominus de aqua, descendit fons omnis Spiritus
Sanoti et requie\T.t super eum, et dixit illi ; Fill mi, in omnibus prophetis
expectabam te, ut venires et requiescerem in te. Tu es enim requiesmea,
tu es filius mens primogenitus, qui regnas in sempitemum (Hieron. 1. iv.
in Esaiam, c. xi. ed. Vallarsi, t. iv. p. 1, f. 156). Here a profound
Christian sense is expressed : Christ is the aim of the whole Theocratic
development, and the partial revelations of the Old Testament were directed
to him as the concentration of all Divinity ; in him the Holy Ghost finds
a permanent abode in humanity, a resting-place for which it strove in all
its wanderings through these isolated, fragmentary revelations ; he is the
Son of the Holy Ghost, in so far as the fulness of the Holy Ghost ia
concentrated in him. But although a Christian .sense is given, the histo
rical facts are obviously coloured.
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that cannot possibly be applicabl(\ in their full meaning, f
any mere man, but to Him alone in whom the perfect union of
God and man was exhibited, and the idea of humanity com
pletely realized. It Avas this union that madi- it yiossible for a
holy God to be irell pleased in man. John's Gospel, it is true,
makes no mention of this A-oice ; but it Avill be lietter recollected
that this evaugehst does not relate the baptism (Johni. 29, 33),
but cites John Baptist as referrimj to it at some later period.
The subsequent testimony of the Bajitist, thus recorded (" /
saw and bear record tliat this is the Son ofGod" v. ."U), presup
poses the heavenly A'oice Avhich pointed out that Son.^hip. At
all events, the A-oice expressed nothing different from the im
port of the Adsion ; it Avas the expression of the idea Avlrich the
Aision itself iuA olved.
"We consider, then, that the A-ision aiid the \^oice contained
a subjective revelation of the Holy Spirit, intended exclusively
for the Baptist, to convince him thoroughly that He whose
coming he had proclaimed, and Avhose A\ ay he had prepared,
had really iipjieared. He Avas alone Avith Jesus; the latter
" We follow here e.specially the account of John, according to whom tlie
liaptist testified only of Avhat he had seen and lieard. If this statement be
pre-supposed as the original one, the rest could easily be derived from it.
\Vhat the Baptist stated as a real fact foi- himself would readily assume
an objective form when related by others. This original apprehension of
the matter seems to appear alsn in Matthew (iii. 16), both from the
heavenly voice being mentioned in indirect naiTation, and from the relation
of fZo� to amov ; although the expression is not perfectly clear (conf Bkt]:,
Stud. u. Krit. 18-3:3, s. 433, andX'e Wette, in loc). A confinnation of the
originality of Matthew's account may be obtained by comparing it with
that in the Ebionitish Gospel. In this, first, the words are directly
addressed to Christ, and Psalm ii. 7, fully quoted ; then a sudden light
illuminates the place, and the voice repeats anew, in an altogether objective
way, the words that had been directed to Christ. In comparing our
Evangelists with each other, and with the Eljionitish Gospel, Ave see how
the simple historical statement passed, by various interpolations, into the
Ebionitish form ; and how a material alteration of the facts arose from a
change of form, through the addition of an imaginary and foreign dogmatic
element. These accounts [ijiin the basis, also, of the view held by the sect
called Maudreaiu (Zahii, d.sciples ot John), who combined the elements of
a sect of John's disciples opposed to Christianity, with Gnostic elements.
But as their object was to glorify the Baptist rather than C^hrist, they
further distorted and disfigured the original with new inventions. " The
Spirit, called the M&seii'jcr of Life, in whose name John baptized, appears
from a higher region, nianifists still more extraordinary ])henomena,
submits to be baptized by John, and then transfigures him with celestial
ladiance. Jesus afterward comes hypocritically to be baptized by John,
in order to draw away the people and corrupt his doctrine and baptism."
See ilorberg's lUUijioiuiljach of this sect.)
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needed no sncli revelation. What was granted to John wa.'i
enough ; he recognized, infallibly, the voice from heaven, and
the revelation of the Spirit, by his inward sense ; no outward
sensible impression could give him more. For others the
vision was not intended ; it could benefit them only mediately
through him, and iu case they regarded him as a prophet.
After Jesus had thus, alone vdth John, submitted to his
baptism, and received in it the sign for the commencement of
his pubhc Messianic ministry, he withdrew into solitude in
order to prepare himself, by prayer and meditation,� for the
work on which he was about to enter. This brings us to
inquire more closely into Christ's suhjedive preparation for his
pubhc labours.
PART II.
SUBJECTIVE PEEPAEATIOX. THE TEMPTATION.
CHAPTER I.
IMPORT OF THE INDIVIDUAL TEMPTATIONS.
While, on the one hand, we do not conceive that the indi
vidual features of the account of the Temptation are to be
hteraUy taken, the principles which triumph so gloriously in
its course bear the evident stamp of that wisdom which every
where shines forth from the Hfe of Christ. Its veracity is
undeniably confirmed by the period which it occupies between
the baptism of Christ and his entrance on his pubHc ministry ;
the silent, soHtary preparation was a natural transition from
� The chronology of the Gospels by no means excludes such a time of
preparation, although we cannot decide whether the " forty days " are tc be
taken literally, or only as a round number. John's Gospel, as we have
said, does not relate the baptism in its chronological connection (John L
19, pre.supposes the occurrence of the baptism) ; so that there is no difficulty
in supposing a lapse of several weeks between the baptism and the first,
pubhc appearance of Christ. The words in John i. 29, may have been
the greeting of the Baptist on first meeting Christ upon his re-appearance.
Nor does the retirement of Christ throw a shade upon the credibility of the
narrative as matter of fact. It is entirely opposed to the mythical theory ;
for we do not see in it (as we should were it a mythus) any of the ideas of
the peoj)le among whom Christianity originated ; on the contrary, it dis
plays a wisdom and circiunspection in direct antagonism to the prevailing
tendencies of the time. As St. John's object was only to state those
facts in Christ's life of which he had himself been an eye-witness, hia
silence on the subject is easily accounted for.
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the one to the other. AVo coiichide, t'rom both these consider.
ations togx'ther. that the accoxiut contains not only an ideal,
but also an historical truth, conveyed, howe\-or, under a sym-
bohcal form.i'
The easiest pait of our taslc is to asc(;rtain the import of the
several parts of tlie Temptation, and to this \ve now address
ourselves. AVe shall find in them the principles which giuded
Jesus through his whole IMessianie calling�-lu-inciples chrectly
opposed to the notions prevalent among the Jews iu regard to
the Messiah.
� 43.�n, Ilunna-.
The first temptation was as follows :9 After Jesus had
flisted for a long time, he suliered the pangs of hunger. As no
food was to be had in the desert, the suggi^stion was iiiade to
luni, �' If thou art really the Messiah, the son of GoD, this need
cannot embarrass thee. Thou canst help thyself readily by a
miracle ; thou canst change the stones of the desert into bread."
Jesus rejected tliis challenge with the words, " Man, shall not
lice 1)1/ hrenil alone, bnt hif eri-rij n'ord tlmt �proeeedetlb out of tJie
vwaJii .y"Gui)" (what is produced by God's creative woi'd). To
apprehend these words rightly, we must i-ecall tlieir original
connexion in Deuteronomy (viii. .'!), viz., that the Jews were
fed in the wilderness with manna, in order to learn that the
pc)wer of Gou could sustain Iniiuan life by other means than
orduiary food. They longed for the bread and flesh of Egypt,
but were to be taught submission to the will of God, who was
pleased to supply their wants with a difTerent food. Apply
ing this thouL;lit to Christ's circumstances, we interpret his
rejjly to the teuipter as follows : " Far be it from me to pre
scribe to God the mode in which he shall provide me suste
nance. Rather \\dU I trust his omniiioteiit creative power,
1' If we assign a symbolical cliaracter to the Temptation, it may l)e
asked whether the fiM-^tiini, which formed a ground-work for it, was not
symbolical also. But tlie fasting is immediately connected with the
obviously historical fact of Clirist's retirement. We conceive it thus :
Christ, musing upon the great work of his life, forgot the wants of the
body. (Cf. John iv. Bl.) Tlie masteiy (and this wii must presup]ios(;)
which his spirit had over the body prevented those wants from asserting
their power for a long time ; but when they did, it was oidy the more
powerfully. It formed part <)f the trial and self-denial of Chri.st through
his v\-hole life, that, to^; ether with the consciousness that he was the Sen
oHti,i\, he combined the weakness and dependence of humanity. These
affected the le-ser powers of his soul, although they could neve? move hi:
unchangingly holy will, and turn him to any selfish strivings.
�* Matt. IV.
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wliii;h can find means to satisfy my hunger, even in the desert,
rhough it may not be witli man's usual food."
The principle involved in the reply was, that he had no
wish to free himself from the sense of human weakness and
dependence ; that he would work no miracle for tliat purpose.
He would work no miracle to satisfy his o^wn will ; no mii'acle
where the momentaiy want might be supplied, though by
natuial means such as might offend the sensual appetite. In
self-denial he would follow God, submittmg to His wiU, and
tiiisting that His mighty power would help in the time of
need, in the way that His wisdom might see fit. On this
same pi'inciple Christ acted when he siifiered his apostles to
satisfy their hunger with the corn which they had plucked,
rather than do a mu-acle to provide them better food. On
this same principle he acted when he gave himself to the
Jewish officers sent to apprehend him,'' rather than seek
deliverance by a Divine interposition. Of the same kind, too,
was his trial when he hung upon the cross, and they that
passed by said, " If he he tlie King of Israel, let him now come
down from the cross, and we vnll helieve him."^
� 44.�The Pinnacle of the Temple.
He was then taken to the pinnacle of the Temple, and the
tempter said to him, " If thou be the Son of God, cast thyself
down : thou art sure of aid by a miracle from God and,
quoted, literally, in appHcation, the words of Psa. xci. 11, 12,
" The angels shall hear thee up in their liands, lest thou dash thy
foot against a stone." But Christ arrays against him another
passage, which defines the right application of the former :
" Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God." (Deut. vi. 16.) As
if he had said, " Thou must undertake nothing with a view to
test God's omnipotence, as if to try whether he will work a
miracle to save thee from a peril that might be avoided by
natural means" {i. e. by coining down from the battlement ia
the usual way).
These words of Christ imply that the pious man can look
for Divine aid at all times, provided he uses rightly the means
which God affords him, and walks in the way which has been
di\dnely marked out for him by his calling and his circum
stances : the Messiah was not, ia gratuitous confidence of
Divine assistance, to cast himself into a danger which common
prudence might avoid. They involve the principle, that a
� Matt. xxvi. 53. � lb. xxvii. 42.
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miracle miy not be wTouglit except for Avise ends and with
adequate motives ; never, with no other aim than to disjilay
the power of working Avonders, and to make a momentary
sensible impression, Avhich, hoAvever powerful, coukl lea\ t' no
rehgious effect, and, not penetrating beyond the region of the
senses,must be but transient there. And on this principle Christ
acted always, in not voluntarily ex^iosing himself to ]ieril ; in
employing Avdse and prudent means to escape the snar<.-s of his
enemies ; and going forth, Avith tmst in God and sulmiission
to his Avill, to meet such dangers only as his Divine nussion
made necessary, and as he could not avoid A\dthout unfaithfulness
to his callmg. On this principle he acted when the Pharisees
and the fleshly-minded multitude came to him and asked a
mu'acle, and he refused them AA-ith [�' fJierc shall no sign be given
to this nicked and adaIterou.s generation bid the sign of ihe
Prophet Jona}i''\}
� 45.�Dominion.
"We do not take the third temptation as implying literally
that Satan proposed to Christ to fall doAvn and do him homage,
as the price of a transfer of dominion over all the kingdoms ol
the world : no extraordinary degree of piety Avould have been
necessary to rebuke such a proposal as this. A\' e consider it
as invohdng the tAvo foUoAving points, Avhich must be taken
together, viz., (1) the establishment of Messiah's dominion as
an outAvard kingdom, Avith worldly splendours ; and (2) the
worship of Satan in connexion Avith it, which, though not
fully expressed, is impUed in the act which he demands, and
which Christ treats as equivahuit to Avorshipping him. Herein
was the temptation, that tht; jNiessiah should not develop his
kingdom gradually, and in its pure spirituality from within,
but should estabhsh it at once, as an outAvard dominion ; aud
that, although this could not be accomplished Avithout the use
of an evil agency, the end wouhl .sanctify the means.
We find here the principle, that to try to establish Messiah's
kingdom as an outward, worldly dominion, is to Avish to turn
the kingdom of God into the kingdom of the devil ; and to
employ that fallen intelUgence which p(;rvades all human sove
reignties, only in a different form, to found the reign of Christ.
And in rejecting the temptation, Christ condemned every
mode of secularizing his kingdom, as well as all the de\dl-wor-
uhip which must result from attempting that kingdom in a
worllly form. We find here the principle, that God's work
? Matt. xii. 39.
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is to be aocomplisbed purely as His work and by His power,
without foreign aid ; so that it shall all be only a share of the
worship rendered to him alone.
And Christ's whole life illustrates this principle. How often
was he urged, by the impatient longings and the worldly spirit
of the people, to gratify their intense, long-cherished hopes,
and estabhsh his kingdom in a worldly form, before the last
demand of the kind was made upon him, as he entered, in the
midst of an enthusiastic host, the capital city of God's earthly
reign ; before his last refusal, expi-essed in his submission to
those sufferings which resulted in the triumph of God's pure
spiritual kingdom !
CHAPTER II.
IMPORT OF THE TEMPTATION AS A WHOLE.
� 46.�Fundamental Idea.
The whole temptation taken together presents us one idea;
a contrast, namely, between the founding of God's kingdom as
pure, spiritual, and tried by many forms of self-denial in the
slow development ordained for it by its head ; and the sudden
estabhshment of that kingdom before men, as visible and
earthly. This contrast fonns the central point of the whole.
All the temptations have regard to the created will as such ;
the victory presupposes that self-sacrifice of a will given up to
God wluch determines the whole life. And as this self-sacrifice
of the created will in Christ had to be tested in his Hfe-long
struggles -with the Spirit of the world, which ever strove to
obscure the idea of the kingdom of God and bring it down to
its own level ; so the free and conscious decision manifested in
these three temptations, fuUy contrasting, as they did, the true
and the false Messiahship, the unworldly and the secularized
Theocracy, was made before his pubhc ministry, which itself
was but a continuation of the strife and the triumph.
� 47.�The Temptation mot an inward one, but the Work of SatOM,
We find, then, in the facts of the temptation, the expression
of that period that intervened between Christ's private life and
his public ministry. These inward spiritual exercises bring
out the seLf-determinatian which stamps itself upon all hia
subsequent outward actions. Yet we dare not suppose in bim
a choice, which, presupposing within him a point of tangency
for evil, would involve the necessity of his comparing the evil
with the good, and deciding between them. In the steadfast
tendency of his inner life, rooted in submission to God, lay a
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decision which admitted of no such struggle. He h;;d iu com
mon with humanity that natural weakness wluch may e.xist
without selfishness, and the created -will, nmtal>le in its own
nature; and only on this side was the struggle possible�such
a struggle as man may have been hable to, before he gave
seduction the power of temptation by his o\\ u actual siu. In
all other respects, the outward seductions remaiiu'd outward;
they found no selfishness in him, as in other men, on which
to seize, and thus become internal temptations, but, on
the contrary, only aided in revealing the complete unity of
the Divine and human, which formed the essence of his uuht
life.
Nor is it ])ossible for us to imagine that these temptations
originated teitliin; to imagine that Christ, in contemplating
the course of his futui-e ministr}', had an internal struggle to
decide whether he should act according to Ins oavu will, or in
self-denial and submission to the will of Gon. AVe lia\ e seen
from the third temptation that, from tin; Acry beginning, he
regarded the est.iblishment of a worldly kingdom as insej laiable
from the worshi]) of the devil; he could, therefore, have had
no struggle to choose between such a kingdom, outward and
worldly, and the true ]Messiah-kingdom, spiritual, and developed
from within.
Even the purest marr who has a great work to do for any
age, must be affected more or less by the pre\ aihng ideas and
tendencies of that age. Unless he struggle agauist it, the
spmt of the age wdll penetrate h.is own ; Ins siiiritual hfe and
its products will be cornipted by the base adndxture. Now
the whole spirit of the age of Christ held that INlessiah's king
dom was to be of this world, and even John Bajitist could not
free himself from this conception. There was nothing vithin
Clmst on which the sinful spirit of the age could seize; the
Divine life within him had brought every thing temporal mto
Irarmony with itself ; and, therefore, this tendency of the times
to secularize the Theocratic idea could take no hold of him.
But it was to press upon him from withmit; from the begin
ning this tendency'threatened to corrupt the idea and the
development of the kingdom of God, and Christ's work had to
be kept free from it ; moreover, the nature of his own M(;ssianic
ministry could only be fully illustrated by contrast with thij
possible objective mode of action; to which, foreign as it wii.'-:
to his own spiritual tendencies, he was so frequently to be
urged afterward by the pre\'ailing spirit of the tunes.
THE WORK OF SATAX
But if, according to the doctiine of Christ," the rebelhon of
a higher intelHgence against God preceded the whole preseiit
history of the universe, in which Evil is one of the co-operating
factors, and of which man's history is only a part ; if that doc
trine makes Satan the representative of the Evil which he first
brought into reality; if, further, it lays do-^m a connexion,
concealed from the eye of man, between him and all evil; then,
from this point of ^dew, Chiist's contest with the spirit of tlie
world must appear to us a contest with Satan�the temptation,
a temptation from Satan�continued afterward thi'ough liis
whole life, and renewed in every form of assault, untU the final
triumph was announced, " It is finished." As the temptation
could not have oiiginated in Chiist, he could only attribute it
to that Spirit to which all opposition to God's kingdom, and
every attempt to corrupt its pure development, can finally be
traced back. On the working out of Chiist's plan depended
the issue of the battle between the kingdom of God and the
kingdom of the E^il One ; and we cannot wonder, therefore
that this Spirit, ever so restlessly plotting against the Divine
order, shoidd have been active and alert at a time when, as in
the case of the first man, an opening for temptation to the
mutable created will was afibrded to him.
Christ left to his disciples and the Church only a partial and
symbohcal account^ of the facts of his inner hfe m this pre-
� We must hereafter inquire whether this is Christ's doctrine, and only
make here a preliminary remark or two. The arguments of the rationalists
against the doctrine which teaches the existence of Satan are either directed
against a false and arbitrary conception of that doctrine, or else go upon
the presupposition that evil could only have originated under conditions
such as those under which human existence has developed itself ; that it
has its ground in the organism of human nature, e. g. in the opposition
between reason and the propensities ; that hmnan developmentmust neces
sarily pass through it ; but that we cannot conceive of a steadfast tendency
to evil in an intelligence endowed with the higher spiritual powers. Now
it is precisely this view of evil which we most emphatically oppose, as
directly contradictory to the essence of the Gospel and of a theistico-ethical
view of the world ; and, on the contiarv, we hold fast, as the only doctrine
which meets man's moral and religious interests, that doctrine wliich is the
ground of the conception of Satan, and according to which evil is repre
sented as the rebellion of a created \\ ill against the Divine law, as an act
of free-will not otherwise to be explained, and the intelligence as deter
mined by the will. I am pleased to find my convictions expressed in few
words by an eminent divine of our own time, Dr. Nilzsch., in his excellent
Sijstem der ChrisUic/ien Lehre, 2nd ed. p. 152. They are further developed
by Twesten, in his Dogmatik. The s.anie fundamental idea is given in thu
% ork of Julius Mailer, already mentioned {Lehre von der Siinde).
' We can apply here Dr. Nitzsch's remark in reference to the Biblioal
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paratory epoch; an account, however, achijited to their practical
necessities, and serving to guard them against those seductions
of the spirit of the world to Avhich even the productions of the
J )i\ ine spirit must yield, if they are ever allo-vred to become
worldly.
BOOK IV.
THE PUBLIC MliA'ISTRY OF CHRIST IN ITS
REAL CONNECTION/
PART I.
THE PLAN OF CHRIST.
CHAPTER I.
A. THE PLAN OF CHRISt's MINISTRY IN GICNERAL.
� 48.�Had Christ a Conscious Plan i
It is most natural for us, in treating of Christ's public
ministry, to speak first of the plan which lay at the foundation
of it. First of all, however, the question comes up, whether
he had any such plan at all."
The greatest achievements of great men in behalf ofhumanity
have not been accomplished by plans previously arranged and
digested; on the contrary, such men have generally been un
conscious instruments, working out Gou's purposes, at least in
the beginning, before the fruits of their labours have become
account of the Fall(C/tm<Z. Lehre, � 106, s. 144, anm. 1. 2"^- Aufl.) : "The
history of the temptation, in this form, ia not a real, bu^ a true history."
" To promote unity of view, I deem it best, especially as much of ihi
chronological order must remain uncertain, to treat and divide Christ's
pubhc ministry, first, according to its substantial connection, and, seccmdly,
according to its chronological connection.
* We use the phrase " plan of Jesus," inasmuch as we compare hia
mode of action with that of other world-historical men, in order to bring
out the characteristic features which distinguish him. The exposition
which follows will show that I agree with the apt remarks of my worthy
friend, Dr. Ullmann, made in his beautiful treatise on the " Siinde idodghai
Jesu," (Sinlessness of .Jesus), p. 71, and that his censures there of those who
use the above-mentioned phrase do not apply to me. | See UUman's Trea
tise, translated by Edwards and Park, in the " Si-lectioiis from Geniian
Literature."]
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obvious to tbeir own eyes. They served the plan of God's
providence fov the progress of his kingdom among men, by
giving themselves up enthusiastically to the ideas which the
Spirit of God had imparted to them. Not uirfrequently has a
false historical xiev,- ascribed to such labours, after their results
became known, a plan Avhich had nothing to do wth their
development. Nay, these mighty men were able to do their
great deeds precisely because a higher than human A\-isdom
formed the plan of their labours and prepared the way for
them. The work was greater than the workmen ; they had
no presentiments of the results that were to follow from the
toils to which they felt themselves impelled. So was it with
Luther, when he kindled the spark Avhich set half Europe in
a blaze, and commenced the sacred flame Avhich refined the
Christian Church.
"Were we at hberty to compare the work of Christ with
these creations wrought through human agencies, we should
need to guard ourselves against determining the plan of his
ministiy from its results. AVe might then suppose that he was
inspu'ed with enthusiasm for an idea, whose compass and conse
quences the limits of his circumstances and his times prevented
him from fully apprehending. AA'e might also chstinguish be
tween the idea, as made the guide and the aim of his actions
.by himself, and the more comprehensive Divine plan, to which,
by his voluntary and thorough devotion to God, he served as
the organ.
' And it would rather gloiify than disparage him to
show, by thus comparing hini with other men who had wrought
as God's instruments to accomplish His vast designs, that God
had accomplished through him even greater things than he
had himself intended.
But we are allowed to make no such comparison. The life
of Christ presented a realized ideal of human cultm'e such as
man's nature can never attain unto, let his development reach
what point it may. He described the future efiects of the
truth wluch he revealed in a way that no man could compre-
.hend at the time, and which centuries of history have only
been contributing to illustrate. Nor was the progress of the
future more clear to his vision than the steps in the history of
the past, as is shown by his own statements of the relation
wliich he sustained to the old dispensation. Facts, which it
required the course of ages to make clear, lay open to his eye ;
and history has both explained and verified the laws which he
pointed out for the progress of his kingdom. Jle could uot,
G
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therefore, have held the same relation to the plan for \vho.se
accompHshment his lahonrs were directed, as men who were
mere instruments of God, however great. He resembled them,
it is true, in the fact that lus labours were ordered according
to no plan of human contrivance, but to one laid dcwn by God
for the development of humanity; but he differed from them
in tins, that He imderstood the full compass of CJod's plan,
aud had freely made it his own ; that it was the plan of his
own mind, clearly standing forth m lus consciousness when he
commenced his labours. The account of his temptation, rightly
understood, shows all this.
With this, also, are rebutted those views which consider
Christ as ha-vdug recogiuzed the idea of his ministry only
through the cloudy atmosphere of Judaism; and those which
rcjaesout his plan as having been essentially altered from time
to time, as circumstances contracHcted his first expectations
and gave him clearer notions. They are further refuted by
the entire harmony wdiich subsists between Christ's own ex
pressions in regard to his plan, as uttered in the two difierent
epochs of his history.
� 49.�Connection with the Old Testament Theocracy.
The object of Chiist was, as he himself often describes it, to
estabhsh the kingdom of God among men ; not, as we have
shown, after a plan of man's devising, but after one laid down
by God, not only i'n the general development of the human
race, but also, and specially, in the development of the Jewish
nation, and in the revelations of the old dispensation. We
must, therefore, look back upon the Old Testament foundations
of the kingdom of God, before we can correctly understand the
plan of Christ as set forth in his acts and words. The one
prepared the way for the other. In the former it was outward,
and confined to the narrow community of the Jewdsh people,
iu the form of a state founded and governed by Divine autho-
lity ; in the latter it was to be universal, all-embracing, a com
munion, springing out of the consciousness of God, intended to
be the principle of life and union for all mankind. In the
former, the Divine law, ordering from -without all the relations
of state and people, governed the nation through organs ap-
1 jointed by GoD and insiiired by his Spirit, -viz., priests, kings,
i.iid prophets. But this idea could not be realized ; the hing-
doia of God could not he founded from vnthout. It needed first
a jjroper material ; and this could not be found in human
;iatuL-e, estranged from God by sin. The history of the Jewish
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nation was designed to bring this contradiction out into clear
consciousness ; and to awaken a more and more vi\id anxiety
for its removal, and for the re-estabhshment and gloritication
of the Theocracy^. So the revelations of God pointed more and
more directly to Him, the jMessiah, under whose dominion the
Di%ine kingdom was to be exalted, and the Avorship of Jeho
vah to be acknoAvledged and to triumph OA^en among the
nations so long estranoed from him.
� 50.-�Chitst's Steadfast Consciousness of his Messiahship.
And Jesus knew and testified to his Messiahship fi'om the
beginning, from his first pubhc appearance until his last decla
ration, made before the high priests in the A^ery face of death;
although he did not ahA ays proclaim it AAdth equal openness,
especially Avhen there was risk of popular commotions from
false and temporal conceptions of the Messiah on the part of
the people ; but rather gradually led them, from the acknoAV-
ledgment of his prophetic character (by which, indeed, they
were boimd to believe in his words), to recognize him as the
Messiah, a Prophet also, but in the higJiest sense.
In this respect there is no contradiction whatever between
the Synoptical Gospels? and John. They all agree in stating
that Jesns spoke and acted from the beginning in conscious
ness of his Messiahship; and also that, as circumstances de
manded, he AA^as sometimes more and sometimes less exphcit^
in regard to it. Nor is John silent^ about the fluctuations and
divisions of opinion (easily explained on psychological grounds).
even among the more favourably disposed' portions of the mul
titude : nay, he tells us that some of the Apostles were slow
to beUeve, and waA'ered in their faith. All this, however, does
nothing to prove similar fluctuations in Christ's couAdction of
his Messiahship. According to Matthew, Jesus commenced
his ministry, like John the Baptist, by summoning men to re
pentance, as a preparation for the coming kingdom of God.
But this by no means imjdies that his intention and his an
nouncement, at the beginning, were the same as those of the
Baptist. It was necessary for him to take this starting-point,
as he joined his ministry upon John's proclamation, and upon
the desire for the manifestation of the kingdom of God which
it had aAvakened, in order to purify this desfre and direct it to
y Matthew, Mark, and Luke. ' John viii. 25 ; x. 24.
' John vii. 40 ; Matt. xvi. 14 ; John vii. 12. The less hostile portion
cf the people agreed, at first, only m believing that Christ hud good
intentions, and was no seducer of the people.
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its object, the real founder of the kingdom. It was essential
to awaken and preseiwe in the minds of the ])eo]ilc a sciis(> of
the necessity of repentauee as a condition of })artieipation in
the kingdom, and the first starting-point for a clear idea of its
nature. After this general simimons had gone before, Jesus
could prove, by the impres.sion of his own works, that tlie
kingdom had really been maiufested thnugh him (JMatt. xu.
i'8 ; Luke xvii. 21). The proclamation of the apjiroacliiug
kingdom and the announcement of Jesus as its founder and
central-point, were closely connected together; but sometimes
the one Avas announced more prominently, and sometimes the
other, as eircum.stances might demand. (Jonijiare the Sermon
011 the Alount with the discourses of Christ as recorded in
John's Gos})t'l.
� iV) AIfcm/ions of Cliri.-il's Plan.
It may be imagined, however, that although Christ wa.s
conscious, from the beginning, of his calling to realize the idea
of the kingdom of GoD, the plan of his work may have been
iiioditied from time to time according to the varying results
which depended upon the vacillating teiu]icr of the pubhc
mind ; that at first, perluqis, he hoped to find the greater part
of the Jewisli nation ready to receive him ; and designed,
under this supposition, to separate the incorrigible from the
better part, and collect the latter into a Theocratic commu
nity under his government ; and that he expected that the
Idngdom of GoD, once seated firmly in this way, would, by the
might of its prevaihng spirit of Divine life, by degrees trans
form all other nations into the same kingdom. In fact; what
an incalculable influence might a nation, thoroughly inilmed
with the spirit of Christianity, and illustrating Christianity in
all its relations, exert toward the moral regeneration of the
rest of mankind ! A light, indeed, Avould it be, not hid
under a bushel, but throwing its beams on all sides into the
surrounding darkness : the salt and the leaven, truly, of all
mankind. And some,^ in fact, assert that Christ cherished
these hopes when he first ap])eared in pubhc. Hence, say
they, the joyous feeling with which lie announced the "accept
able year" in the sAmagogue at Nazareth ; <= hence his purpose,
manifested in the Sermon on the jVIount, to give to t lu^ people
noAv Theocratic statutes in accordance Avith his higher stand
point ; hence his promise to the apostles that the.y should
De Wette and ffase. Paulus, also, Avith some modification*.
* Luke iv. 17. s'-q.
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govern, under hxm, the new Theocratic community ; hence,
too, liis last lamentation over Jerusalem, that he had so often
tried to save the nation which ought to ha\ e submitted to his
guidance. All which, they say, presupposes a belief ou his
yart that the results might have been ditferent had the jieople
listened to his voice, and that he expected more of them to
listen to him ; that the aim of Ids mimstry was altered when
he found the resistance more stubborn and general than he
had supposed ; and that, from the course of events themselves,
he learned, iu the hght of the DiAine Spudt, that the plan for
the estabhshment of the kingdom of God which the Di^'ine
counsels had formed, was such, that he himself must submit to
the power of lus enemies, and rise victorious fioni his suf
ferings ; while the kingdom itself was only to adA ance by slow
degrees, and after many combats, to its final triumph.
Yet, after all, these reasonings are only specious, not solid.
Even the most important of them rather opposes than sustains
the theory they are adduced to support. It is true, there is
such a thing as a holy enthusiam for a Divine idea, which is
bhnd to all difficulties, or deems that it can gain an easy vic
tory. Such, however, was not the enthusiasm of Christ for
his Divine work ; on the contrary, he combined with it a dis
cretion which fully comprehended the opposition he must
encounter from the prevailing opinions and feelings of the
times. He was far from trusting to the momentary impulses
under which the people, excited by his words and actions,
sought to join themselves to hun. He readdy distinguished,
with that searching glance that pierced the depths of men's
hearts, the few who came to him, drawn of the Father and
foUowing an inward consciousness of God, from those who
sought him with carnal feelings, to obtain that which he came
not to bestow. How did he check the ardour of his disciples,
when he rebuked the false self-confidence inspired by a tran
sient enthusiasm, and reminded them of their weakness !
There was no extravagance in his demands upon men ; nothing
exaggerated in his hopes of the future. Everywhere we see
not only a conscious possession of the Divine power to over
come the world, which he was to impart to humanity, but also
of the obstacles it should meet with from the old nature in
which the principle of sin was yet active. This was the si^int
which passed over from him to the Apostles, and which con
stituted the peculiar essence of Christian ethics. Christ,
* Matt. xix. 28.
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wliile as yet surrounded only by a handful of faithful followers,
describes the renewing jm^wcu- wluch the seed that he had soAvn
woxdd exert on the hfe of humanity ; yet, brilliant as the
prospect is, liis eyes are not dazzled by^ it ; he sees, at the
same time, how impurity will mix itselfwith the work of God,
aud how clouds will obscure it. Could He, whose quick glance
thus saw the depths of men's hearts, and took in at once the
present and the future, who knew so well the corrupt caruahty
of the Jewisli nation before he entered on his public ministry,
so far deceive himself as to .suppose that he could s/n/dnih/
ti-ansform the larger part of such a nation into a true people
of God ? He that searched men's hearts aud knew what A\'as
in man, could not be ignorant that his severest battles were to
be fought with the prevalent depravity of men ; and in con
nexion with these struggles, how natural was it for him to
look forward to the death which he should suffer in the
faithful performance of his calling ! Even at an early date he
intimated the violent death by which he was to ]i<3 torn from
the happy fellowship of his disciples, leaving them behind hhn
in tears and sorrow.
His temptation, the historical truth and import of which wo
have shown, makes it clear that he had decided, before he com
menced his public labours, not to establish the kingdom of God
in a mere outward way by miraculous power. And this is
further shown by his assigning, in the fii'st epoch of his mi
nistry, to Jolm the Baptist, whom he called the first among
the prophets, a subordinate place in relation to the new era of
rehgion ; for this could only have been done in Adew of John's
inability fully to comprehend the essential feature of this new
� !Matt. ix. 1.5. JIase says, indeed, that these words do not imply
necessarily an approaching violent death, but might be uttered in view of
the common lot of mortals. But, iu the first place, Jesus, if he applied to
himself the Old Testament idea of the Messiah, could not believe that he
would be torn by natural death from the Theocratic community which he
should found among the Jews, and thus leave it to the direction of others ;
but must expect (if he hoped to found an extern.al Theocracy) always to
l emain present as Theocratic king. (This applies, also, to what Ilase
says (2nd edit, of his Leben Jesu, p. 8!)), in oppo.sition to his previously
expressed views.) Again, it would be strange indeed for a man of thirty
to express himself to older men, in reference to the common end of
mortals, in such language as the following : " Now is your time for festal
joy ; for when your friend shall be removed, it will be time for fasting and
sorrow." Tlie whole coimection of the passage shows that Jesus did not
-expect to part from them under happy circumstances, but amid many cou-
licij ai;d sufFerinjfh.
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era, viz., the spiritual development of the kingdom of Gon
from within. And, again, in reference to John, he said.
"Blessed is he, whosoever shall not be offended in me;" exddently
presupposhig that John's Old Testament views wouhl he oi-
fended at the new era ; a presupposition which refers to the new
s])iritual growth oi the Divine kingdom. It is, therefore, unde
niable that from the beginning Chi-ist aimed at this neio
development of that kingdom.
We find further proof of this in all the parables which treat
of the progress of his kingdom, and the efiects of his truth
upon human nature, viz. the parables of the mustard seed, of
the leaven, of the fire which he had come to kindle upon eartli,
all which were designed to illustrate the distinction between
the Old Testament form of the Theocracy and that of Christ ;
to illustrate a development which was not at once to exhibit
an external stately fabric; but to commence with apparently
small beginnings, and yet ever to propagate itself by a mighty
power working outwardly from within ; and to regenerate all
things, and thus appropriate them to itseK AU these parables
presuppose the renewal of human nature by a new and per
vading principle of spiritual life ; and imply that the kingdom
of God cannot be visibly realized among men until they become
subjects of this renewal. To the same efiect was Christ's saying
(which we shall further examine hereafter), " neither do men
put new ivine into old skim, else tlie skins break and the wine
runneth aui." He who uttered such truths, involving a stead
fast and connected system of thought, could not have set
out with the purpose of estabhshing an outward kingdom, and
have afterward been induced by circumstances to change his
plan in so short a time. What an immense revolution in his
mental habits and course of thinking must a few months have
produced, on such a supposition ! It would be, indeed, a gross
misapprehension of the precepts given in the Sermmi on the
Mount to interpret them HteraUy as laws laid down for an
outward Theocratic kingdom. Such an interpretation would
involve the possibiUty of a struggle between Good and Evil in
the kingdom of God ; such as can never take place in Messiah's
reign, if it be realized according to its idea. The form of a
stode caimot be thought of in connexion with this kingdom ; a
state presupposes a relation to transgression ; an outward law.
the forms of judicature, the administration of justice, are essen
tial to its organization. But all these can have no place in
the perfect kingdom of Christ ; a community whose whole
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principle of life is love. Laws intended for tho free nuiid lose
then- import when their observance is compelled by external
penalties of any kind whatever. IMore of this \'w\v hereafter,
when we come to treat especially of the Sermon on the .^ Fount.
Nor is a change in Christ's feeHnijs to be in any wise
admitted. The yecur of joy [the accejytabk year, Luke \\. 19]
did not refer to the happy rt>sults which he hoped to attain,
but to the blessed contents of the aimouncement wdth wliich
he commenced his labours ; the substance of the me.ssage itself
was joyful, whether the dispositions of the ])cople would make
it a source of joy to them, or not. And e\ en on his first
proclamation at Nazareth, the hostihty of the carnally-minded
mxdtitude could have enabled him to prognosticate the general
temper with which the whole people would receiA c him. It
follows by no means, from the wo which he uttere<l over liis
loved Jerusalem (Luke xiu. 34, 35), that he had hoped at first
to find acceptance wdtli the entire nation, and to make Jeru
salem the real seat of his Theocratic government. Yet,
although he could not save the nation as a whole, he offered
his warnings to the whole, leaving it to the issue to decide
who were willing to hear his voice.
� 52.�Twofold hcdj-inft of the Kingdom of (hid�an Inward, Sjiirilual
PHirer, and a Wcrrld-rermving Power.
There are two sides to the conception of the kingdom of
God, as Christ Auewed it ; in reference to its ideal and its real
elements, which must be contemplated in their connexion
with each other. The discourses of Christ will be found
everywdiere to contradict a one-sided view of either of these
elements.
The kingdom of God was indeed first to be exhibited as a
communion of men bound together by the same spirit, inspired
by the same consciousness of God; and this communion was
to find its central point in Christ, its Redeemer and King.
As he himself ordered and directed all things in the first con
gregation of his disciples, so he was subsequently to inspire,
rule, and cultivate this community of men by his law and by
his Spirit. The revelation of the Spirit, shared by all its
members, was all that was to distinguish it from tho world, so
called in the New Testament, that is, tho, common mass of
mankind, as alienated from God.
But as this community was gradually to prevail ('ven over
the mass of mankind through the power of the indwelhng
Spirit, it was not always to remain entirely inward and hidden,
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but to send foi-tb, continually more and more, a renewing
uiflueDce ; to be the salt, the learm of humanity, the city set
upon a hill, the candle wliich, once lighted, should never be
extinguished. And Christ was gi"adually, through this com
munity, his organ and his royal dwelling-place, to (\stabhsh his
kingdom as a real one, more and more Avidely among men, and
subdue the world to his dominion. In this sense were those
who shared in his communion to obtain and exercise, even
upon earth, a real world-dominion. It is the aim and end of
history, that Christianity shall more and more become the
world-governing principle. In fine, the end of tliis develop
ment appears to be (though not, indeed, simply as its natural
result) a complete realisation of the Di-vine kingdom which
Christ estabhshed in its outward manifestation, fully answering
to its idea; a perfect world-dominion of Christ and of his
organs ; a world purified and transformed, to become the seat
of His universal empire.
So did Christ intend, iu a true sense, and in various relations,
to describe himself as King, and his organs as partakers in his
dominion of the world. It was, indeed, in a real sense that he
spoke of his kingdom, to be manifested on earth. And as he
was to build up this kingdom on the foundations laid doAvn in
the Old Testament, and to realize the plan of God therein
prefigured, he could rightfully apply to himself the figures of
the Old Testament in regard to the progress of the Theocracy,
m order to bring the truths whicli they veiled clearly out
before the consciousness of men.^ Although his disciples at
first took these figures in the letter, still, under the infiuence
of Christ's intercourse and teacHng, they could not long stop
there. And not only his direct instructions, but the manner
in which he oi)posed the idea of his spiritual and inward king
dom to the carnal notions of the Jews, contributed to give his
followers the key to the right interpretation of these types and
shadows.
In thus comparing Christ's discourses with each other, and
in the unity of purpose which a contemplation of his whole life
makes manifest, we find a guard for all after ages, against
carnal misconceptions of his indi\ddual discourses, or of separate
' Some suppose that every thing in Christ's discourses, as reported by
Matthew and Luke, in reference to this real Theocratic element is to be
ascribed to the Jewish views that obscured the truth as uttered by Christ,
and caused it to be reported incorrectly. That this is not the case is
obvious from Paul's plain references to such expressions of Christ's, e. </.
1 Cor. vi. 2.
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features of his life.s In general, when we find in the accounts
of any world-] listorical man such a unity of the creative ruind,
we are wdling, if indi\ddual features come up in apparent con
tradiction to the general tenor, to boheve that he was misun
derstood by incapable contemporaries ; or, if this cannot be
safely asserted, because the contradictory features are insepa
rable from others that bear his unmistakable impress, we
endeavour, by comparing his manifestations, to find that lugher
iinity in which even the unmanageable points may find their
rightful place. Utterly unlustorical, indeed, is that jieiverted
principle of historical exegesis which teaches that an original,
creative mind, a spirit far above his times, is to be compre
hended from the prevaihng opinions of his age and nation;
and which presupposes, in fact, that all these opinions are
his owm.*^
CHAPTER II.
THE PLAN OF CHRIST IN ITS RELATION TO THE OLD TE.STAMENT
IDEA OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD.
The question now arises, in what relation the new form of
the kingdom of God, according to Christ's plan, stood to the
Old Testament form thereof ; a question which we shaU have
to answer from the intimations afforded by Christ himself
Indeed, it has already been answered by our I'emai-ks upon his
idea of the kingdom as developing itself from within; but as
the subject has its difficulties, and especially as some have tried
to prove that Christ spoke and acted at different times from
opposite pomts of view, we must examine it more closely.
� 53.�Christ's Observcmce of the Jewish Wwship and Law.
No question can arise as to Christ's intention to extend his
kingdom abroad among the pagan nations; the Messianic pre
dictions of the Old Testament had already intimated the
general diffusion of the worship of Jehovah; and John the
Baptist had hinted at the possible transfer of the kingdom of
God from the Jews to the heathen, in case the former shoidd
prove to be unworthy of it. And what was afterward novel
to the apostles was, not that the pagans should be converted
and received into the fellowship of the Messiah, but that they
should be received without accepting the JNIosaic law. It was
� We sliall spealc more particularly of thi,s when we come to treat of
the mode in which Christ trained his apostles.
Conf. what Schleiermacher says (Hermeneutik, s. 20) of " historictal
Lnterpretatiou " and also (s. 8-!) of the ' Xi^Jfi'sy of Faith."
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against the latter view, and not the former, that even the
strictest Judaizei's objected. It was to refute this that the
Ebionites appealed to Chiist's strict observance of the law, and
to his saying, in the Sermon on the Mount, that he " canie not
to destroy, but to fuljil the laio" and that " not one jot or tittle
of the law should pass away."
We must not oppose this doctrine by quoting Christ's decla
rations that the essence of rehgion must be found in the soul,
and that outward things could neither cleanse nor sanctify
mankind;' for even in the light of the Old Testament it was
known that piety of heart was indispensable to a true fulfil
ment of the law. Christ himself appealed to a passage in the
Old Testament (Hos. vi. 6) in proof of this; and even the
weU-disposed scribe (IMark xii. 33) admitted it. Still, the
necessity of an outward observance of the law might be main
tained by those who deemed inward purity essential to its
value, j
Viewing the relation of Christ's doctrine to the legal stand
point only^ on this side, we might conceive it to have stood as
follows : Directing his attention only to the necessity of proper
dispositions in order to piety, he held, as of fundamental im
portance, that nothing in rehgion not springing from genuinely
pious feelings could be of any avail; and, holding fast to this,
did not investigate further the question of the continued
authority of the ceremonial law. Satisfied with saving what
was most essential, he permitted the other to stand as inviolable
in its Divine authority. Such a course would have been emi
nently proper in Christ, if we regard him as nothing more
than a genuine reformer. Every attempt at true reformation
must have, not a negative, but a positive point of departure;
must start with some truth which it fully and necessarily
recognizes.
The view which we have just set forth is not invalidated
by Christ's denunciations of the Pharisees for their arbitrary
statutes and ourdensome additions to the law.'^ In all these
ne contrasted the law, rightly and spiritually understood, with
their false traditions and interpretations. As for actual viola
tion of the law, he could never be justly accused of it ; even
' Such as Matt. xv. 11 ; Mark vii. 15.
j Even Philo, from the stand-point of his religious idealism, held the
necessity of a strict observance of the ritual law, believing that it facilitated
the understanding of the spiritual sense of the law. He asserted this ag.-^inst
the idealists, who adhered absolutely to the letter, in his treatise " De Mi-
ffnUione Ah'aami." ^ Matt, xxi ii.
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Paul, who SO Strenuously resisted the coiitinued obhgition of
the law, declares that Christ submitted to it.'
� 54.�His Manifestation greater than the "Temple."
But a comparison of Matt. xii. 6�8, with INIark ii. 28, will
suggest to us something more than a mere assault upon the
statutes of the Pharisees. In the first passage he begins with
his opponents upon then- own ground. " You yourselv es admit
that the priests who serve �.;he Temple on the Sabbath must
break the literal Sabbatical law in A-iew of the lugher duties of
the Temple service." Then he continues, "But I sap unto you,
t/iere is somethiny hrre greater than the Temple."^^ in thes(^, as
in many of Christ's words, there 's more than meets the ear."
When we remember the sanctity of the Temple in Jewish eyes,
as the seat of the Shekinah, as the only place where God could
ever be worshipped, we can conceive the weight of Christ's
declaration that his manifestation was something greater than
the Temple, and was to introduce a revelation of the glory of
God. and a mode of Divine worship to which the Temple-
service was entirely subordinate. We may infer Christ's con
clusion to have been, " If the priests have been freed from the
hteral observance of the Sabbath law because of their relation
to the Temple, heretofore the highest seat of worsluj), how
much more must my disciples be freed from the letter of that
law by their relation to that which is greater than the Tem
ple ! (Their intercourse with Him was something gi-eater
than Temple-worship.) They have plucked the corn on the
Sabbath, it is true, but they have done it that they might not
' Gal. iv. 4.
" I prefer Lachmann's reading (/ztZJov) both on internal and external
grounds. I cannot, however, believe, with He Wette, that the passage
refers to Christ's Messianic calling alone ; but rather to his whole ma/nifes-
tation, of which his ministry as Messiah formed part. Similar expressions
of Christ refer to his whole appearance ; e. g. Matt. xii. 8, speaks of his
person. Conf Luke xi. 30.
" Justly says Dr. von oblln (Ideen Ah. d. inneren Zusammenhang de
Glaubenseinigung und Glaubensreinigung in der evangel. Kirche, Leips.
1824, s. 10) : " Every religious student of the Scriptures, however he may
be satisfied with the sense that he has obtained from them by the aids of
philosophy and history, must be constrained to acknowledge that the
simplest words of the Saviour contain a depth and fulness of meaning
which he can never boast of having mastered" These holy words, con
taining the germ of an unending development, could only be understood
in the Spirit (as by the Apostles) ; and they who had not received this
Spirit, like the Judaizers, who adhered to the letter, could not but misun
derstand them.
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be clistm-bed in their communion with the Son of ^lan, and in
rehancc upon his authority. They are free from guilt, then,
for the Son of2Ian is Lord even of tlie Sabbath." He thus laid
the foundation for that true, spuitual worship to which the
Temple-seiwice was to give way.
Of the same character were those words of Jesus Avhich
taught a Stephen that Chiist would destroy the Temple and
remove its ritual-worship. (Acts \i. 1 4.) Whether he learned
this from the words recorded in John ii. 19, or from some
others, we leave for the present unc''v>uled. The doctrine of
Paul iu regard to the relation between the Law and the
Gospel was only an extension of the tinth first uttered by
Stephen. This doctrine could not have originated in Paul,
Avithout a point of depai'ture for it in the instructions of Christ
himself ; still less, if those instinictions had been in direct con
tradiction to it.
Christ's declaration, " JLy yoke is easy, and my burden light"
(]Matt. XL 30), was designed, indeed, primarily, to contrast his
manner of teaching and leading men with that of the Phari
sees ; but it certainly meant far more. It contrasted his plan
of salvation with legahsm generally, of which Pharisaism was
only the apex. Paul's doctiine on the subject is nothing but
a development of the intimation contained in these words."
� 55.�The Conversation with the Samaritan Woman.
We have thus far confined ourselves to Christ's declarations
as given by ^Matthew, Mark, and Luke, avoiding Jolm, because
the crechbihty of his reports of Christ's discourses has been
more disputed. But, having shown the tendency of Christ's
" Schleiermaclier (in his Hermeneutik, s. 82) very aptly applies the oft-
abused comparison between Christ and Socrates to illustrate the relation
between the apostoHc doctrines, especially those of Paul, and the immediate
teachings of Christ. He justly remarks, that while there was a similarity
in the fact that the teachings of Socrates were not written down by himself,
but transmitted through his disciples, who marked them with their own
individuality without at all obliterating the Socratic ground-colours, the
substantial difftrence lay in this, that the affinity of the Apostles was closer
than that of the followers of Socrates, "because the power of unity which
emanated from Christ was in itself greater, and acted so powerfully upon
those Apostles who, like Paul, had marked individual peculiarities, that
they appealed, in their teachings, exclusively to Christ. Although Paul
first brought out the idea of the conversion of the heathen into perfect
clearness before the Apostles, yet he advocated it in no other power than
that of Christ. Had not the idea been contained in Christ's teaching, the
other Apostles would not have recognized Paul as a Christian, much less
an Apostle." The same remark may be applied to many other impoi-tant
doctrines.
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doctrine of tlie Law from the first Gosjiels aJi)ue, we are surely
now entitled to appeal to his eniiversatiou Avith the woman of
Samaria (John iv. 7�30), in which he set forth the Christian
view, that religion was no more to be confined to any one
place. In fact, the discourse involves no doctrine wliich cannot
be found in Christ's declaration elsew here recorded. Perfectly
accordant with his declaration to the hostile Pharisees who
clamoured so loudly for the ritual law�
" tlie miniifestation of
tlte Son of Man is greater than tlie Tenipio ; and lie is Lord of
tlie Sabbath"-�was his answer to a woman (ignorant, to be
sure, and destitute of a spiritual sense of the Divine, but yet
free from prejudice, and susceptible of receiving instruct icm
from him, because she believed him to be a prophet), when she
inquired as to the right jilace to worship God : " The time is
coming when the worship of God will be conhned to no visible
temple ; for the hour cometh, and now is, when tlie true loorship-
pers shall worship the Fatlier in spirit and in truth." This
declaration could only have been founded on the fact that
something greater than the Temple had appeared among men.
� 56.�The " Destroying " and "Fulfilling " of the Law.
But although we infer that Paul's doctrine of the disjunc
tion of Christianity from the Mosaic law was derived, mediately
at least, from Christ's own words, we must admit that the
Judaizing Christians, unfit as they were, from their Jewish
stand-point, fully to apprehend his teaching, might have found
some supjjort for their pecuhar opinions both in his words and
in his actions. Take, for instance, the passage, " Think not
tliat I am corns to destroy tlie Law and tlie Propliets ; I am not
come to destroy, but to fulfH.""^ Their JoAvish views might in
terpret this to mean that he did not intend to abrogate the
ceremonial part of the law, but to bring about a strict observ
ance of it. Nor shall we apply here the distinction between
the moral and the ritual law ; neither the connexion of the
passage nor the stand-point of the Old Testament would justify
this. Certainly, as he used the terms Law and Prophets to
denote the two great divisions of the Old Testament, and
declared he would not destroy either, he must have had in
view the entire law ; it was the law, as a wliole, that he came
uot to destroy, but to fidfil.
We ueed only to understand correctly what kind of "do-
atroving" it is which Christ dischums. It is a " ilestroving "
� Matt. V. 17.
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which excludes " fulfiUiug a destroying which is not at the
f5ame time a fulfiUing. The general positive clause, " / am com�
to fulfil," is used as proof of the special and negative clause,
"I am not come to destroy ike Law and tlie Prophets nor are
we to make the former a special one, hy seeking an object for
it in the preceding words. On the contrary, the general pro
position, " / a7n come to fulfil," which holds good of Christ's
entu'e labours, is, in this case, specially^ applied to his relation
to the Old Testament. Christ's actiAity is in no sense a
destroying and negatiA^e, but in OA-ery respect a fulfilhng and
creative agency. For instance, l>y tliat agency human nature
is to lose none of its essential features ; but only to be freed
from the bonds and defects AAdiich sin has imposed upon it, so
that its ideal, as originally designed by the Creator, may be
come the real. This is fulfilling ; but yet it must be accom
panied by the destroying of whatever opposes it. We apply
the same principle to Christ's relation to the Mosaic laAv. The
Mosaic Institute, as the fundamental law of the special Theo
cracy exhibited in the JeAA-ish nation, was a veil, a limited
form, in which the wiU of Gon, the eternal laAv of the Theo
cracy, was appropriately impressed upon the men of that time.
But the general and eternal Theocratic laAv could not find its
free development and fulfilment in the form of an outward
state law. The law (in its AA-hole extent I mean, including
what is called in a narrower sense the moral, as well as the
ritual law) aimed to reahze the Avill of God, to present the
true cLKawffvrr] under the relations above defined. But what
the law, in its whole extent, aimed at, is accomplislied through
Christ ; the veil is rent, the bonds are loosed by the liberating
Spirit, and the law reaches its before unattainable fulfilment.
This fulfilment, indeed, involves the removal of all obstruc
tions ; but this destroying process cannot be called destroying,
as it is an essential conchtion, and a negative element, of the
fulfilment itself So the fulfilment of prophecy in the mani
festation and labours of Christ necessarily involved the destruc
tion of the prophetic veil and covering of the Messianic idea.i
The Ebionites, adhering only to the letter, misunderstood
Christ's declarations on this subject ; but Paul, vioAving them
in their true spirit and universal bearing, obtained those Adewa
on the relation of the Law and the Go.spel which he presents
in such passages as Rom. iii. 31 ; viii. 3, 4.
1 We shall see hereafter hoAV this interpretation of Christ's words is
verified in the whole train "f thou^rht in the Sermon on the Mount.
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� 67.�The Inkrpolatwn in LuTce vi 4. (Cod. Ciint.)
There is a ti'aditional account of ar other remarkable sajdng
of Christ m regard to the ol)ser\'an(^ of the Sabbath/ \iz., that
on a certain occasion, seeing a man at ANork on the Sabbath,
he said t(j him, " IIapi>>/ art thou if thou hiioircst irltat thou art
doing ; bvt if thou dost not know, thou art accu rsrd, and atruns-
gressor of the law" AVe must not leave this unnoticed, for as
other words of Clmst which did not find place in the canonical
Go.spels were handed down liy tradition,^ so it is jwssible that
an event of the character hen- lelatcd may ha\ e been preserved
in some collection of ca angelical traditions (e. <7.,an apocryjilud
G(jspel or some other), and may have been afterward trans
ferred to Luke \i. 4, as luuing an affinity with the context
there. There is nothing in the words themselves which Christ
might not have uttered under certain circumstances ; for their
import is a sentiment which he always made prominent ; \\z.,
that all de})ends upon the spirit in which one acts. The
force of the jiassage is, " Hap])y is he who has arrived at the
conviction that God must be worshipped, not at special times
and places, but in spirit and in truth ; and who feels himself
free from the Old Testament Sabbatical law. But he who,
while acknowledging that law, allows himself to be induced by
outward motives to labour on the Sabbath, is a guilty man ;
the law is in force for Idiii, and, by violating his conscience for
the sake of an external good, he pronounces his own con
demnation."
It is quite a different question, however, whether tins narrar
five does not bear internal marks of improbabihty ; whether,
imder the specified circumstances, Christ would ha\ e spoken as
he is reported to have done. First, it is hardly possible to
imagine that any on-.;, at that day, among the Jews of Pales
tine, would have ventm-ed to labour on the Sabbath. Again,
it is hard to beheve that Christ would have prcuiounced such
labour in anywise good, unless it were performed hi the dis
charge of a special duty. Such a procedure, more than any
other, would have laid him open to the reproach of contemiung
the law. He looked upon the law as having been a divinely
ordained part of the development of Cod's kingdom, and as,
�� In the Cod. Cunt. (Cod. Bezas) this passage immediately follows
Luke vi. 4 : " ry aijzy yiii^fx} Sreaadfitvor riva ipyi^ujxtvov t<(> ffaf-frdrqitlrrtv avT(^- dvQpmirt, d ji'tv o'U'ar n woitlc, jiuKapmr iV ti oi fit) oliai;,
iirtKaTcipaTOQ Kai Trapa�aTr]g tl rot) vofiov."
' Acts XX.
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therefoie, necessary, until the period when the new form of
that kingdom should go iuto operation. Only in the progress
of this new form was the abrogation of the law to follow from
the consciousness of redemption through Christ ; and then,
indeed, its destruction would be one with its fulfilment ; and
until that point of progress aiTived, Chi-ist lumself set the ex
ample of a conscientious observance of the law. He opposed
the Pharisaic statutes, indeed, but it was because they took the
law iu its letter, not in its spirit, and surrounded its observance
Avith difficulties. He made it a fundamental point, that all
trae obedience must spring from piety and love ; but still it
was obedience to the law. He gave, therefore, as we have seen,
intimations only of that higher period in which the law was to
be done away; intimations, moreover, which could only be
understood through his own Spirit, after his work upon earlA
was done. Hence he certainly could have pronounced no
action good in which man's will allowed itself to anticipate
God's order, especially an action, grounded on motives under
stood by nobody, which might have injuriously afiected the
rehgious convictions of others. Paul lays down quite a con
trary rule in 1 Cor. viii. Nor did Christ himself act in such
a way in other cases.
There is, then, very poor authority for this passage, either
internal or external. Its invention was probably suggested
by the words of Paul in Rom. xiv. 22, 23, and afibrds a very
good illustrationof the difference between mere individual inven
tions and the genuine historical traditions of the Evangehsts.
We close oiu: survey of Christ's sayings in regard to liis
relations to the Old Testament with a remark directly sug
gested by it, from which the weightiest consequences may be
deduced.
The manner in which he contrasted the Old Testament with
its fulfilment, the New, and elevated the least of Christians
above all the prophets, shows how clearly he distinguished the
kernel from its perishable shell, the Divine idea from its tem
porary veil, the truth which lay in germ in the Old Testament,
from the contracted form in which it presented itself to Old
Testament minds. Applying this general principle to indivi
dual cases as they arise, we may learn how to interpret, ii:
Christ's own sense, the figures which he employed to illustrate
his Messianic world dominion. In this way some of the
results at which we have already arrived may find fiirtlier
ocufirmatioD.
n
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CHAPTER III.
NEAT FORM OF THE IDEA OF THE PERSON OF THE THEOCRATIC
KING.
� 58.�The Names Son or God and Son of Man.
Our conception of the person of the Messiah, as Theocratio
King, is closely connected with that which we may entertain
of the kingdom of God itself, and of its process of develop
ment. In reference to both, Jesus joined himself indeed to
the existing Jewish conceptions, but, at the same time, infused
into them a new spudt and a liigher regenerating element.
Both of the names which he applied to liimself�Son of God
and Son ofMan�are to be found among the designations of
the Mes.siah in the Old Testament ; but he used them in a far
^igher sense than was current among the Jews. He obviously
employed them antithetically : they contain correlative ideas,
and cannot be thoroughly understood apart from their recipro
cal relation. It is clear from Matt. xvi. 16; xxvi. 63; John i
50, and from all that is known of the cuiTent theological lan
guage of the Jews at that time, that the name "Son of God"
was the most common designation of Messiah, as the best
adapted to denote his highest dignity, that of Theocratic King.
The name "Son ofMa/n" involves, indeed, an allusion to the
description of the Messiah in Dan. vii. (further illustrated in
Christ's last words before the high-priests. Matt. xxvi. 64);
but it is certain that this name was not among the more usual
or best-known titles of Messiah. This may explain why,'
when Jesus on a. certain occasion had stated a fact in regard
to himself as Son of Man [viz. his appi'oaching death] which
did not accord with prevailing ideas, that his hearei-s began
to doubt whether he did not mean to designate by that title
some other person than the Messiah. It is used by none of
the apostles for that purpose; and, indeed, nowhere in the
New Testament, except in the discourses of Christ and in that
of Stephen (Acts vii. 56); and in this last case it is probable,
as Olshausen justly remarks, that Stephen had an immediate
and vivid iatuition of Jesus, as he had seen bim in his human
form.
� 59.�Import of tlie Title Son of Man, as used hy Christ himself.�
Rejection of Alexandrian and otlier Ancdoyies.
Christ must, therefore, have had sjiecial reasons for adopt-
Jig, with an obvious predilection, the less-known Messianic
* John xii. 34.
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title. Even if we were to grant that he used it more fn;-
quently because of its less obvious application, in order, at
first, to lead the Jews gradually to recognize him as jMessiah ;
stUl we should not have a sufficient explanation of his employ
ing it so generally and so emphatically." We find a better
reason for it in Christ's conscious relation to the human race ;
a relation which stirred the very depths of his heart. He called
himself the " Son of Man" because he had appeared as a man ;
because he belonged to mankind; because he had done such
great things even for human nature (iMatt. ix. 8) ; because he
was to glorify that nature ; because he was himself the reahzed
ideal of humanity.
" I must differ herefrom Scholten, Lilcke, To); Coin (Bibl. Dogm. ii. 16);
and Strauss (Leben Jesu) ; and agree with. Schlekrmachcr, Tholuck, Olshau
sen, and Kling (Stud. u. Elrit. 1836, i. 137). Justly says Schleiei-macher
of the title " Son of Man," " Christ would not have adopted it had he
not been conscious of a complete participation in human nature. Its
application would have been pointless, however, had he not used it in a
sense inapplicable to other men ; and it was pregnantwith reference to the
distinctive differences between him and them." (Dogmatik, ii. 91, 3rd ed.)
Certainly there is manifest, in the often-repeated expressions, sayings, and
proverbs uttered by Christ, more the impression of an original and creative
mind than a mere appropriation of what might have been given to his
hand by his age and nation. It is one of the merits of the great man
whose words we have just quoted, that he vindicated this truth in many
ways in opposition to a shallow theolog}'. The unclean spirit which he
banished is now endeavouring, with seven others worse than himself, to
take possession of this age; in which endeavour, please God, he will not
succeed.
� Conf. Matt. xii. 8 ; John i. 52 ; iii. 13 ; v. 27 ; vi. 53. The force of
the first passage in John (i. 52) is, that Christ would glorify humanity by
restoring its fellowship with celestial powers. The second (iii. 13) impoi'ts
that he reveals his Divine being in human nature, and lives in heaven as
man. The third (v. 27), that as man he will judge the human race. The
fourth (vi. 53), that we must thoroughly take to ourselves and be pene
trated by the flesh and blood (/. e. the pure humanity, the form of which
he assumed to reveal the Divine) of him who can be called man in a sense
that can be predicated of no other, and who himself has incarnated the
Divinity. (On the passage from Matt, see p. 92.) In Matt. ix. 8, there
is, in the statement that the entire human nature is glorified in Christ, an
intimation of what is expressed in the title " Son of Man," in Chri.- t's
sense of it.
It is remarkable, that while this emphatic title of the Son of Man
appears in the discourses of Christ both in the synoptical Gospels and
John, that its deeper sense, although not to be mistaken in some of the
passages in the former, is far more vividly expressed in John. Yet if it
were the case (as has been said) that .John, following the prevalent opinion,
designed to represent Jesus as the Logos appearing in humanity, and,
leaving the human nature in the back-ground, to present the Divine con
spicuously, he could not have used this title so frequently. There ia n�
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AYe certainly cannot find in Clirist's use of (lie title any
trace of the Alexandrian Theologouinenon of the aivlietyjie of
humanity in the Logos, of Pli 'do\'^ cUstinction between the idea
of humanity and its manifestation (or ilie Calibalistic Adam
Cadnioii); notwithstaudiug it was not by aeeident that so
many ideal elements, formed from a commingling of Judaism
and HeUenism, were given as points of departure to the realism
of Christianity ; although this last was grounded on the highest
I'act in hifitory.
So, too, the fundamental idea of the title " Son of ]Man" is,
perhaps, allied to that involved iu the JeAvish designation of
Messiah as the "second Adam;" but it is clear that Christ was
not led by the latter tiict to employ it. Much rather do we
suppose tbat the name, although used by the prophets, received
its lotlier and more profound significance from Christ's own
Di\'ine and human consciousness, independent of all othei
soiu'ces. It would ha\ e been the height of arrogance in any
man to assume such a relation to humanity, to style himself
absolutely jNEan. But He, to wdiom it was natural thus to
st \ le lumself, indicated thereby his elevation above all other
sons of men� the Son of God iu the Son of Man.
The two titles, " Son of God" and " Son of Man," therefore,
bear evidently a reciprocal relation to each other. And we
conclude that as Christ used the one to designate his human
personahty, so he employed the other to point out his Divine;
and that as he attached a sense far more profound than was
common to the former title, so he ascribed a deeper meaning
than was usual to the latter.
� 60.� Iiiipiirt of the Ti/lc Son of God.
(1.) John's Sense of the Title accordant with that of the other Evangehsts.
We are indebted to John's Gospel, more than to either of
the others, for those expressions of (Jhrist which relate espe
cially to the indwelhng Avithin him of the Divine e.s.sence. It
does not, however (as some suppose), follow from this that
John, consciously or unconsciously, ixmodeUed the discouiM'',
of Christ accorchng to the Alexandrian theology. The fact
may be explained on entirely other grounds, e. g. his more in
timate connexion with (Jin ist, and the peculiar profoundness
trace of Alexandrianism in Jolm, nor can his preference for the expressionl.e attributed to his individual peculiarities, for there is nothing of thekind in his Epistles. The only individual peculiarity that we can detect
in John, in this respect, is his susceptibility to impression from certain
iiiiphatic expressions, especially such as relate to the person of Christ.
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of hi& niind ; moreover, tlie discourses recorded by him ai'O
longer and more consecutively didactic and controversial than
those given by the other EvangeUsts. The impartiality, too,
with wliich he sets forth the pure humanity of Christ is suffi
cient to prove the groundlessness of such a reproach.
If we can only find individual expressions in the other Evan
geUsts which involve the idea of the " Son of God " iu John's
sense, we shaU have proved satisfactorily that the latter was
derived immediately from Christ himself Now INlatt. xi. 27,
" No man JcTioweth tlie Son hut the Father, neither hioweth any
man tJie Fatlier save tlie Son," is just such a passage. It iuti-
mates precisely such a mysterious relation between the Father
and the Son, as John more fuUy sets forth as imparted to him
by the revelation of Christ. So, also, the question propounded
by Clirist to the Pharisees, "What think ye of the Christ ? whose
Son ts he ?" could have had no other object than to lead them
to conceive Messiah as the Son of God in a higher sense than
they were accustomed to. Again, the heathen centurion
(Matt. viu. 5), who deemed his roof unworthy of Christ, and
begged him, without approaching his abode, to heal the sick
servant by a word, certainly considered him as a superior being
who had ministering spirits at command. He evidently did
not form his idea of Christ from the common Jewish concep
tions of the Messiah ; on the contrary, his explanation (verse 9)
of the impression which he had received (either from the
accounts of others, or from personal observation of Christ's
person and labours) is perfectly in keeping with his character
and notions whUe as yet a pagan.^ But Christ (who always
rejected any honours that were ascribed to bim from erroneous
views'^) not only did not correct the centurion, but held his
faith up as a model
In a word, the whole image of Christ presented in the
synoptical Gospels, exhibits a majesty far transcending human
nature, and utterly irreconcUable with Ebionitish conceptions.
A manifestation so extraordinary presupposes an inward essence
such as that which John's Gospel fully unfolds to us.
(2.) And confirmed by Paul's.
Nor coidd the origin of PauVs doctrine of the person of
Christ be explained, unless Christ himself had given statements
sorresponcUng to those recorded in John's Gospel. So, too, the
* The whole account bears the inimitable stamp of historical truth.
� Luke xi. 27 ; xviii. 19.
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various theological tendencies that develo]ied themselves aftei
the apostolic age, presupjiose a turn of thought intiu-mediata
between that especially exhibited in ^Matthew aud that of
Paul. Precisely such an intermediate point w as occupied bj
John.y
PAllT II.
IHE MEANS AND IXSTRU:MENTS OF CHRIST.
CHAPTER I.
A. THE MEANS OF CUUIST IN C liXEltAL.
� 61.�Christ a Spiritual Trachir.
As the kiuffdoiu which Christ came to establish was a
s])iritual one, intended to develoj) itself outwardly from
witlun, so t,hc mc>ans which he employed in its foundation
were entirely of a spiritual nature. In his declaration before
Pilate,^ after he had (1) cUsclaimed any purpose of setting up
an earthly Idngdom, affirming at the same time (2) that he was
Khuj in a certain sense, he added (.3) that he came into the
vmrld to testify of the truth. These three propositions, taken
together, set forth his purpose to found his kingdom, not by
worldly means, but by the testimony of the truth. But he
testified of the truth by his whole life, by his words and works,
comprising the entire self-revelation of Him who could say,
"/ am the Truth."
Inasmuch, therefore, as he liimself designates the testimony
of the truth as his means of founding his kingdom ; inasmuch,
also, as he apjieared first as Prophet, in order to lead those
who recognized him as such, to recognize him also as Messiah
and Theocratic King, we must treat of his work as Prophet, or
of his exe)-cise of the office of Divine Teacher, as the instru
ment by which he laid the groundwork of his reign among
men.
y Liicke has justly remarked upon the difference between the classic,
creative tendencies of the apostolic times, and the later imitations of them.
The dividing line between the former and the latter is distinctly marked.
The later development of Christian doctrine presupposes the different
apostolic types of doctrine, and among them that of John. It is, therefore,
utterly unhistorical to seek the origin of such a Gospel as John's in later
Church developments (as some attempt to do). The latter are utterly
destitute of the harmonious unity of Christian spiritual elements thai
distinguishes the former. ^ John xviii. 33-38.
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� 62.�Different Theatres of Christ's Labours as Teacher.
Christ exercised his office as teacher in two distinct theatres,
Gahlee and Jerusalem ; and his mode of teaching varied accord
ingly. That carnal mania for miracles (directly contrasted by
Paul* with the Greek pride of reason) which infected the Jews
everywhere, whether in Gahlee or Jerusalem, and added pre
sumption to their narrow-mindedness, proved, indeed, ia both
places, the greatest hinderance to their reception of the words of
Christ. This common Je^vish feature of opposition to the spuit
of Christ justified the Apostle John, wdien he was reviewdng
the past in its great outlines, in embracing not only the domi
nant Pharisaic party at Jerusalem, but also the hosts of Galilee,
imder the general conception oi'lnvlaioi.^
Yet, as the people of Gahlee were of a more simple turn of
mind, and were less subject to the influence of Pharisaism than
those of Jerusalem, they must naturally have been more sus
ceptible to his instructions. But a prophet is not wont to be
held in honour in his own country ; nor was the narrow-minded,
carnal supernaturahsm of the Gfalileans hkely to recognize in
the son of the carpenter of ISTazareth the man sent of God. It
was not untU the displays of his power in the metropohs of the
Theocracy had revealed him in a higher hght, that he found a
better reception on his return to the villages of Gahlee.^
It was partly, then, in Jerusalem, where the Jews gathered
together from all the world at the Passover, and partly in
Galilee, where he spoke to the people, clustered in more or less
numerous groups about him, especially as he walked along the
shores of Genesareth, that the scene of his labours as a public
teacher lay.
� 63.�Choice and Training of the Apostles to be subordinate Teachers.
Those who had no ear to hear the teachings of Christ fell off
one by one, and left around him a narrow and abidiug circle of
susceptible souls, who were gradually more and more attracted
by him, and more and more deeply imbued with his spirit. A
closer [the closest] circle still was formed of his constant com
panions, the Apostles. As the seed which he sowed was
received and developed so difierently in the soils of different
minds, and as the import of his teaching could not be thoroughly
comprehended rmtU his work upon earth was finished, there
was danger that the confused traditions of the multitude would
hand down to posterity a very imperfect image of himself and
" 1 Cor. i. 22. See John's Gospel, passim. ' John iv. 44. 45.
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his doctiines, aud that the necessary instrument for the foimda-
tion of the kingdom of GoD, \\z., the propagation of the truth,
woidd be wanting.
It niiglit be supposed that Christ could ha^ e best guarded
against this result by transmitting liis doctrine to all after-ages
in a form written by himself And had He, in whom the
Di\iiie and the human were combined in unbroken harmony,
intended to do tliis, he could not but have given to the Church
the perfect contents of lus doctrine in a perfect fonik Well
was it, however, for the course of development which God
intended for his kingdom, rliat what could be done was not
done. The truth of God was not to be iireseuted in a fixed
and absolute form, but inmanifold and pecuhar representations,
designed to complete each other, and which, bearing the stamp
at once of God's inspiration and man's imperfection, were to be
developed by the activity of free minds, in free and hvely
appropriation of what God had given by his spirit. This will
appear yet more plainly hereafter, from the principles of
Christ's mode of instruction, as set forth by himself At
present we content ourselves with one single remark. Christ's
declaration, " It is the Spirit that quickeneth ; the flesh projUeth
nothing"'^ aud his emphatic rejection of an act of worship that,
vvithout thought of the Spirit, deified only his outward form,'
may serve to guard all after-ages against that tendency to deify
the form which is so fatal a bar against all recognition of the
essence. What could have contributed more to produce such a
tendency than a written document from Christ's own hand ?
Since, therefore, Christ intended to leave no such fixed rule
of doctrine for all ages, written by himself, it was the more
necessary for him to select organs capable of transmitting to
posterity a correct image of himself and his teaching. Sue!
organs were the apostles, and their training constituted no
unimportant part of his work as a teacher.
CHAPTER II.
(;hRISt's mode of teaching in regard to its METHOD AND
FORM. A. GENERAL PRINCIPLES.
� 64.�His mode of Teaching adapted to the Stand-point of his Heareri.
We shall first seek, in the intimations of Christ himself, for
the principles of his mode of teaching, and the grounds on
which he adopted it.
.Tohn vi. 63. � Luke xi. 27,
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Such an intimation may he found m jMatt. xui. 52. After
he had uttered and expounded sev eral parables in regard to tho
kingdom of God, and had been assm'ed by the apostles that
they understood him, he continued : " From the example I
have given y^ou, in thus making hidden traths clear by means
of parables, ye may learn that every scribe wJio is instrueted into
ihe kingdom ofHeaven is like a householder, n:/io bringeth foi'th
out of /lis treasure things new and old." As a householder shows
his visitors his jewels ; exhibits, in pleasing alternation, the
modern and the antique, and leads them from the common to
the rare, so must the teacher of Divine truth, iu the new mani
festation of the kingdom of God, bring out of his treasures of
knowledge tmths old and new, and graduaUy lead his hearers
from the old and usual to the new and unaccustomed. Utterly
unlike the rabbins, with their obstinate and slavish adherence
to the letter, the teachers of the new epoch were to adapt
themselves freely to the circumstances of their hearers, and, in
consequence, to present the tmth under manifold varieties of
form. In a word, Christ himself, as a teacher, was the model
for his disciples.
As the passage above quoted referred primarUy to the para
bolic mode of teaching which Christ had just employed, we find
in it an important reason for the frequent use which he made
of figures and similitudes. It was, namely, in order to bring
new and higher tmths vividly before the minds of his hearers,
by means of illustrations drawn from objects famiUar to them
in common life and nature.
But the passage can be applied also to many other features
of his mode of teaching ; for instance, to his habit of leading his
hearers, step by step, from the stand-point of the Old Testa
ment to that of the New ; adapting himself to the old repra-
sentations and the Jewish modes of thought and speech derived
from them (especially those which referred to Messiah's
kingdom), and thus imparting the new spirit under the ancient
and accustomed forms. AU his accommodation to fonns finds its
explanation here.
� 65.�His Teaching presented Seeds and Stimulants of Thought.
Again, he told his disciples (John xvi. 25) that up to that
time he had veiled the tmth in parables, but that the time was
approaching when he should declare plainly and openly all that
j^e had to teU them of his Father. He thus taught them that
they would be enabled, at a later period, by the aid of the illu-
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minating Spiiit, to develop fi-om liis discourses the hidden
truths which they enfolded. It nuist, therefore, by no means
surprise us to find that the fidl imjjort of most of his words
was not comprehended by his contemporaries ; such a result,
indeed, was just what we might expect. He would not have
been " Son of God" and " Son of Man," had not his words, hke
his works, with all their adaptation to the circumstances of the
times, contained some things that were inexplicable ; had they
not borne concealed witlnn them the germ of an infinite deve
lopment, reserved for future ages to unfold. It is this feature
(and all the Evangehsts concur in their r(^presentations of it)
which distinguishes Christ from all other teachers of men.
Advance as they niay, they can never reach him ; their only
task need be, by taking him more and more into their life and
thought, to learn better how to bring forth the treasures that
lie concealed in him.^
The form of his expressions, whether he uttered parables,
proverbs, maxims, or apparent paradoxes, was intended to spur
men's minds ti> profounder thought, to awaken the Divine
consciousness witlun, and so teach them to understand that
which at first served only as a mental stimulus. It was designed
to impress indelibly upon the memory of his hearers truths
perhaps as yet not fully intelligible, but which would gr(j\v
clear as the Di\ine life was formed within them, and become
an ever-increasing source of spmitual Hght. His doctrine was
not to be propagated as a Hfeless stock of tradition, but to be
received as a Hving Spirit by willing minds, and brought out
into fall consciousness, according to its import, by free spiritual
activity. Its individual parts, too, A\ere only to be appre
hended in their first proportions, in the complete connection of
that higher consciousness which He was to call forth in mam
The form of teaching which repelled the stupid, and passed
xmheeded and misunderstood by the unholy, roused susceptible
minds to deeper thought, and rewarded their inquiries by the
discovery of ever-increasing treasures.
� 66.�Its Results dependent upon the Spirit of tlie Hearers.
But the attainment of this end depended upon the suscepti-
biHty of the hearers. So far as they hungered for time spiritual
food, so far as the parable .stimulated them to deeper thought,
' Schleiermacher says beautifully (Christliche Sittenlehre, p. 72), that all
our progress [in Divine knowledge] must consist solely in more correctlyunderstanding and more completely appropriating to ourselves that v.liicu
h in Christ.
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and so far only, it revealed new riches. Those -with whom
this was really the case were accustomed to wait until the
throng had left their JMaster, or, gathering lound him in a
narrow circle, in some retired spot, to seek clearer light on
points which the parable had left obscure. The scene described
ui Mark iv. 10, shows us that others besides the tioelve apostles
wei*e named among those who remained behind to ask him
questions after the crowd had disner.sed. Not only did such
questions afford the Saviom- an opportunity of imparting more
thorough instruction, but those who felt constrained to offer
them were thereby drawm into closer fellowship with him. He
became better acquainted with the souls that were longing for
salvation.
The greater number, however, in their stupidity, did not
trouble themselves to penetrate the shell in order to reach the
kernel. Yet they must at least have perceived that they had
understood nothing; they could not learn separate phrases from
Christ (as they might from other rehgious teachers) and think
they comprehended them, while they did not. And so, in
proportion to the susceptibility of his hearers, the parables of
Christ revealed sacred things to some and veiled them from
others, w^ho were destined, tkrough their own fault, to remain
in darkness. The pearls, as he himself said, were not to be
cast before swine. Thus, like those " hard sayings
"
s which
were to some the "words of Life," and to others an insupportable
" offence," the parables served to sift and purge tho throng of
Christ's hearers.
A single example will bring this vividly before us. On a
certain occasion, when Christ had pronounced a parable, and
the multitude had dejmrted, the earnest seekers after truth
gathered about bim to ask its interpretation.^ He expressed
his gratification at their eagerness to leam the true sense of
his words, and said : " Unto you it is given^ to know the mysteries
of the kingdom ofGod, but to others in parables [without tho
explanations that are given to susceptible minds], that they
may see with their eyes, and yet not see; that they may hear
with their ears, and yet not hear." There is here expressed a
moral necessity, a judgment of God, that those who wer<!
destitute of the right will (on which all depends, and vsdthout
which the Divine "drawing" is in vain), could understand
B John vi. 60. ^ Luke viii. 10 ; Mark iv. 11.
' I. e., they followed the inward " drawing of God ' ' (John vi. 44, 46), an J
ihenoe became susceptible of Divine impressions.
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notliiiig of tlie tilings of the Lord wliich tljey saw and heari
So long as they remained as they were, the whole life of Christ:.
according to the same o-eneral law, remained to them an inex-
phcable parable, j It is worthy of remark, that
" ^/f others,"
with whom Luke contrasts the inquiring tlisciples, are styled
by 3Iark (iv. 11) tJiose that ore wit/iout." The simplest way
to interpret this ])lirase is to apply it to those who did not
enter to ask a solution of what they had uot understood ; it
may mean those who were outside of the narrower fellowship
around Christ; but in either sense the result is the sjime.''
"The mystery," in the passage above quoted, is something
hidden from num of worldly minds; incomprehensible to them,
and to all who are excluded, by their spirit and disposition,
from the kingdom of God. And this is the case with all
truths that relate to that kingdom, however simple and clear
they may seem to those whose inner life has made them at
home in it.
After Christ had explained the parable to his disciples, he
took occasion, from this particular case, to impress upon them
i According to Marie and Luke, the disciples asked of Christ the meaning
of the parable ; according to Matthew (xiii. 10), they inquired why he
spoke to the multitude in parables. In Luke there is only an allusion to
Isai. vi. 9 ; in ^Matthew the passage is cited in full. In both respects the
statement in Mark and Luke seems to be the more simple and original.
The apostles had more reason to ask the meaning of the parables than to
find out Christ's motive for uttering them ; yet as Christ, in reply did state
that motive, it was perhaps implied in the question. The full quotation of
the passage in ls;iiah was a natural change, and accorded with Matthew's
habit. The connection is well preserved in Matthew, and the difference
between his statement and the others is merely formal ; nor is there the
slightest ground to suppose that the author ofMatthew simply worked out
Mark's account or some other which lay before him. It goes on naturally
thus : in answer to the question why he spoke to the multitude in parables,
Christ replied (v. 11), that it was not given to them, as to the disciples, to
know the mysteries of the kingdom of God ; the reason, founded in their
moral dispositions, is stated in v. 12 ; and then, in v. 13, the Divine
sentence, that " on account of their stupidity he spoke to them only in
parables. ' ' There is nothing inconsistent here, nor is any arbiti-ary pro
cedure attributed to Christ ; for, in fact, the parables served to veil as well
as to reveal ; and they did the one or the other, according to the moral
disposition of those that heard them.
^ Whatever may have been the original expression of Christ in this
passage, the fact that Luke speaks of " mysteries" in the plural, and Mark
of "mystery
" in the singular, contributes, at any rate, to its elucidation.
We have here another proof that the germs of Paul's teaching are to be
fo'ind in the discourses ofChrist ; this passage contains Paul's whole doctrinb
of the relation of the natural mind to the knowledge of Divine things ; e. g.f
1 Cor. ii. 14.
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the general lesson that everything depended on the sjiirit in
which they received his words. He came not (he told them)
to hide his light, hut to enlighten the daikuess of men. It
was his calling to be the Light of the world (Mark iv. 21).
(He spoke in order to reveal the truth, not to hide it.) Th^
tmth which he had obscurely intimated was to unfold itself
f(u- the instruction of all mankind (v. 22 ; cf John xvi. 25).
Yet the organs who were destined to iinfold it nuist have
"hearing ears" (v. 23). And he proceeds (v. 24), " I'ake Jieed,
there/ore, ivhat ye liear (be not hke the stupid multitude, who
perceive only tbe outward word); and unto yoti that hear slmll
more he given (my revelations to you will uicrease in proportion
to the susceptibility with whicli you apjjropiiate the traths
which I have intimated)." And he concludes with the general
law,i "Whosoever has�in reality has�whosoever has made to
himself a living possession of the traths which he has heard, to
him shall more be ever given. But he that has received it
oidy as something dead and outward, shall lose even that which
he seems to have, but really has not.""i His knowledge,
unspiritual and dead, will turn out to be worthless�the shell
without the kernel.
Some have supposed that these words (v. 25) were merely a
proverb of common life, of which Christ made a higher appli
cation. But the proofs that have been offered � in favour of
the existence of such a proverb are by no means to the point ;
and in fact, it would be hardly trae applied to temporal pos
sessions, for the poor man can increase his small store by
industry and prudence ; and the rich, wdthout those quahties,
may soon lose his heaped-up treasures. The saying is fully
trae only in an ethical sense; it speaks of moral, and not
material possessions. Applied, however, as a proverb, it must
refer, not to mere possession, but to jiroperiy held as such, and
can only mean that he who holds property, as his ou-n, will not
keep it as dead capital, but gain more with it ; while he, on the
other hand, who does not know how to use what he has, will
lose it. Thus understood, the words are not only fully appli
cable to the special case before us, but also to manifold relations
in the sphere of moral hfe-
The apostles had as yet, in their intercourse with their
' Mark iv. 25 ; Luke viii. 18 ; Matt. xni. 12.
I must hold b cokh ixfiv to be the true reading of Luke viii. 18, iu
Sipite of what De Wette says to the contrary.
' Conf. Wctstein on Matt. xiii. ItL
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Master, received but Uttle; but that little was imprinted ou
their hearts. They did not, hke the multitude, receive the
word only by the hearing of the ear, but made it thoroughly
and spiritually their own. And thus was laid within them
the foundation of Christian progress.
� 67.�His Mode of Teaching corresponds to the General Law of DevdopTnenl
of the Kingdom of God.
It was, then, according to Christ's own words, a peculiar aim
and law of his teaching, to awaken a sense for Divine things
in the human mind, and to make further communications in
proportion to the degree of hving appropriation that might be
made of what was given. And this corresponds with the
general laws estabhshed by Christ for the development of the
kingdom of GoD. It is his law that choice must be made, by
the free determination of the will, between God and the world,
before the susceptibUity for Divine things (wluch may exist
even in the as yet fettered soul, if it iuchne towards God), and
the emotions of love� for the Divine which springs from that
susceptibihty, can arise in the human heart. The heart tends
to the point from whence it seeks its treasure (its highest
good).P The sense for the Divine, the inward hght, must
shine. If worldly tendencies extingTiish it, the darkness must
be total. Christ's woi'ds, Clirist's manifestation, can find no
entrance. The Divine light streams forth in vain if the hght-
perceiving eye of the soul is darkened."! The parable of the
sower vividly sets forth the necessity of a susceptible soil,
before the seed of the Word can germinate and bring forth
fruit. And so he constantly assured the carnal Jews that
they could not understand him in their existing state of mind.
He who wiU not follow the Divine "drawing" (revealed in his
dawning consciousness of God) can never attain to faith in
Christ, and must feel himself repeUed from his words. The
carnal mind can find nothing in him.r The form of his
language (so he told tlicjse who took ofience at it^) appeared
incomprehensible, because its import, the tmth of God, could
not be apprehended by souls estranged from Him. The form
and the .sub.stance wcro alike paradoxical to them. The
� Pascal (Art de Persuader), " qu'il taut aimer les choses divines, pour
lea connaitre." Beautifully said. p Matt. vi. 21.
1 Luke xii. 34; Matt. vi. 22. r John vi. 41.
� John viii. 33, 44. In v. 43, XaXia expresses the mode of speaking.
The std)Stance is expressed by Xoyof. See Liielce's e.\e-Jl..ut remarks on tha
pass.age.
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uncougeniul soul found his mode of speaking strange and
foreign; it is foreign no more when the spirit, through its
newly-roused sense for the Divine, yields itself up to the higher
Spirit. The words can be understood only by those who have
a sympathy for the spirit and the substance.
Thus, then, the other Evangelists agree with John in regard
to the fundamental principles of Christ's mode of teaching.
B. Christ's use of parables.
� 68.�Idea of tlie Parable.�Distinction between Parable, Fable, and
Mythus.
Without doubt the form of Christ's communications was in
some degree determined by the mental pecidiantics of the
people among whom he labom-ed, xvi., the Jews and Orientals.
We may find in this one reason for his use of parables ; and
we must esteem it as a mai'k of his freedom of mind and crea
tive origiuahty, that he so adapted to his own purposes a form
of instmction that was especially current among the Jews.
But yet lus whole method of teaching, as we have ah-cady set
it forth, would have led him, independently of his relations to
the people aroimd him, to adopt this mode of communicating
truth. Not inaptly as one of the old waiters compared the
parables of Clmst's chscourses to the parabohc character of his
whole manifestation, representing, as it chd, the supernatural
in a natural form.*
We may define the parables as representations through
which the truths pertaining to the kingdom of God are vividly
exhibited by means of .special i-elations of common life, taken
either from nature or the world of mankind. A general truth
is set forth under the hkeness of a particular fact, or a con
tinuous narrative, commonly derived from the lower sphere of
life ; the operations of natm-e, and the quahties of inferior
animals, or the acts of men in their mutual relations wdth each
other, being assumed as the basis of the representation. Those
parables which are derived entirely from the sphere of nature
are gi'ounded on the typical relations that exist " between
Nature and Spirit. So, in the vine and its branches, Christ
* Aiori Kai 6 KijpioQ ovk ojv KoafiiKOQ, iliQ KoajxiKeiQ eiQ dvGpiiiTTOvg f/XBev.
�Strom, vi. 677.
� " It can readily be shown that the parables, as used by Christ, had the
significance of their types. Nature, as she has disclosed herself to the mind
of man, must in them bear witness of Spirit." Steffens (Keligionsphilo-
sophie, i. 146.) And so ScJielliiH/, on the relation between Nature and
History, "Tliey are to each other parable and inteqiretation.
" (Philos.
Schriften, 1809, 457.)
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finds .1 iype of the relation lietween himself and those who are
members of his body. He is the true Vine. The law whose
reality finds place in the spii'itual life is onl}- unagcd and
tyjiified in nature.
Even though the fable be so defineil as to be included iu the
parable, as the species is comprehended in the geiuis, still the
latter, especially as Christ emjiloys it, has alwa} s its own dis
tinctive charactei-istics. The jiarable is alhed to the fable, as
used by JEsop, so far forth as both difier from the J/yfhus (an
unconscious invention), by employing statements of fact, not
pretended to be lustorical, merely as coverings fc)r the exhibi
tion of a general trutli ; the latter only being jiresented to
the mind of the lu-arer or reader as real. But the parable is
distinguished from the fable by this, that in the latter, ([uali-
ties or acts of a higher class of beings may be attributed to a
lower (e. g., those of men to brutes) ; wliile, in the former, the
lower sphere is kept perfectly distinct from the higher one
which it sers es to illustrate. The beings and jxjwers thus
introduced alwaj-s follow the law of their nature, but their
acts, according to this law, are used to figui-e those of a highei
race. The fable cannot be true according to its form, e. g.,
when brutes are introduced thinking, speaking, and acting
like men ; but the representations of the parable always corre
spond to the facts of nature, or the occurrences of civil and
domestic hfe, and remind the hearer of events and phenomena
within his own experience. The mere introduction of brutes,
as personal agents, iu the fable, is not sufficient to distinguish
it from the parabl(>, Avhich may make use of the same con
trivance ; as, fir instance, indeed, Christ employs the slieej) in
one of his parables. The great distinction here, also, lies iu
what has already been remarked ; brutes introduced in the
jiarable act according to the law of their nature, and the two
spheres of nature and the kingdom of God are carefully sejia-
I'ated from each other. Hence the reciprocal relations of brutes
to each other are not made use of, as tlu-se could furnish no
appropriate image of the relation lietwcMm man and the Idng
dom of ( iod. And as the lower animals are, by an inniulse of
their nature, attached to man as a being of a liigher order,
Divine, as it were, in comjiarisou to thems(;l\-es, and destined
to rule over them, the rehitions between man and this inferior
race may serve very widl to illustrate the still higher relations
of the foimer to the kingdom of Gou anC the Saviour. Thus,
for instance. Christ o!u])]oys the connexion of sheep aud thfl
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sheplherd to give a "v-ivid image of the relations of hunan soids
to their Divine giude.
There is ground for this distinction between parable aud
fable, both in the form and in the substance. In the form, be
cause the parable iuteuds that the objects of nature and the'
occim-ences of every-day life shall be associated with higher
truths, and thus not only illustrate them, but preserve them
constantly in the memory. In the substance, because, although
single acts of domestic or social A'irtue might find points of
hkeness in the qualities of the lower animals (not morahty
iu general, for this, like rehgion, is too lofty to be thus illus
trated), the dignity of the sphere of Divine hfe would be
essentially lowered by transferring it to a class of beings
entirely destitute of corresponding quahties.
� 69.�Order in which the Parables were Delivered.�Their Pei-fection.�
Mode of Inteifvding them.
We find many parables placed together in Matthew xiii. ;
and the question naturally arises whether it is probable that
Christ uttered so many at one and the same time. We can
reachly conceive that be should use various parables in succes
sion in order to present the same truth, or several closely
related tmths, iu different forms ; this variety would tend to
excite attention, to present the one truth more clearly by such
various illustration, to put the one subject before tbe be
holder's eye more steachly, in many points of view, and thus
to imprint it indehbly upon his memory. But it is not to be
supposed that Christ dehvered a succession of parables different
both in form and matter, or, if somewhat alike in form, different
in scope and design ; for this could only have confused the
miuds of his hearers, and thus frustrated the very purpose of
this mode of instmction.
It will be easy to gather what is necessary to the perfection
of the parable, from what we have said of its nature. In the
first place, the fact selected from the lower sphere ofhfe shoidd
be perfectly adapted, in its own natirre, to give a vivid repre
sentation of the higher tmth ; and, secondly, the iuchvidual
traits of the lower fact itself should be clearly exhibited
accoiding to nature. Hence, in order to understand the pa
rables correctly, we must endeavour to seize upon the single
�*imth which the parabohc dress is designed to illustrate, and
refer aU the rest to this. The separate features, which serve to
give roundness and distinctness to the picture of the lower
fact, may ai'^ is in obtaining a more many-sided view of the
X
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one truth, the higher sphere corresjionding to the lower in
more respects than one (e. g., the jiarables of the slteplnrd and
the sovcr) ; but we must never seek the perfection of the pa
rables of Christ in giving signiticancy, apai-t from the ])r(�per
point of comparison, to tlie parts of the narrative A\-hich were
merely intended to complete it ; for this, by diverting the mine]
from the one truth to a variety of particulais, can only
embarrass instead of at;sistiug it, and must thus frustrate the
very aim of the parable itself Such a procedure would open a
wide field for arbitrary interpretation, and could not fail to lead
the hearer astray.
The separate parables will be treated in their proper con
nections m the com'se of the narrative.
� 70.�Christ's Teaching not confined to Parables, but conveyed also in
longer Discourses.
It followed, not only from Christ's chosen mode of teaching,
but also from his relations to the new spiritual creation, whose
seeds he implanted in the hearts of his disciples, that he used
pithy and sententious sayings and aphorisms instead of length
ened exhibitions of doctrine. They were intended to be
retained in ever vivid recollection, and, notwithstanding their
separatiftu, to contain the germs of an organicaUy connected
system of moral and rehgious truth. The interpreter and the
historian find the difficidty of placing these in their proper
relations aud occasions, increased by the fact that the accoimts
of the first three Evangelists arrange and present them in dif
ferent connections of thought. The Church, however, has lost
nothing by this ; it only estabUshes the doctrine that the truths
uttered by Christ admit of manifold a})prehension and appUca
tion. Yet there is no ground for the assumption that Cluist
taught ordg by means of parables and aphorisms. The suppo
sition, in itself, is sufficiently improbable, that he never em
ployed longer and more connected forms of cUscourse for the
instruction of the circles of disciples who had received impres
sions from him and gathered themselves about his person ; and,
besides, an example of this kind (recorded by the first three
EvangeUsts) is to be found in the Sermon on tlie Mount. We
shall hereafter inquire more closely into the system of Christian
truth contained in that discourse.
g 71.�John's Gospel contains chiefly ronneclcd and profound Discourses ;
and W/iy?
We must here consider the difference between the fra-m of
Christ's expositions as given by the Jirst three Evangelists, aud
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as recoi'ded by John. Some recent writers ba^-e foimd an
irreconcileable opposition between them both of form and
substance ; and have concluded therefrom either that John, in
reproducing the discourses of Chi-ist from memory, involuntarily
blended his oavu subjective views A^dth them, and thus presented
doctrines which a real disciple coidd not at the time have
apprehended ; or that some one else at a later period, and not
John, was the author of this Gospel. They contrast the tho
roughly practical bearing of the Sermon on the Mount with
(what they call) the mystical character of the discourses
recorded by John. They find everything in the former simple
and intelligible, while the latter abounds in paradoxe.?, and
seems to study obscurity. Moreover, the latter is almost desti
tute of parables ; a form of eloquence not only national, but
also characteristic of Christ, judging from his discoiu-ses as
given in the other Gospels.
But let any one only yield himself to the impression of the
Sermon on the Mount, and then ask himself whether it be
probable that a mind of the loftiness, depth, and power which
that discourse evinces, could have employed only one mode of
teaching. A mind which swayed not only simple and prac
tical souls, but also so profoundly speculative an intellect as
that of Paul, could not but have scattered the elements of such
a tendency from the very first. We cannot but infer, from the
irresistible power which Christianity exerted upon minds so
(hversely constituted and cultivated, that the sources of that
power lay combined^ in Him whose self-revelation was the
origin of Christianity itself Moreover, the other Gospels are
not wanting in ajiparently paradoxical expressions akin to the
' We should believe this even if we were to admit Wei&se's view, viz.,
that the basis of this Gospel was a collection of the Xoyia rov Kvpiuv made
by John, and afterward wrought by another hand into the form of an histo
rical narrative. But Weisse's critical processes s-eem to me to be entirely
arbitrary. John's Gospel is altogether (with the exception of a few pas
sages, which are suspicious both on external and internal grounds) a work
ot one texture, not admitting of critical decomposition. In Matthew, not
only internal signs, but also historical traditions, when considered without
prejudice, seem to distinguish the original and fundamental composition
from the later revision of the work. On the other hand, the author in
whom v. e first find the tradition referred to (Papias, Euseb. iii. 39), makes
mention of no such thing in regard to John's Gospel. He must have known
the fact, had it been so, living as he did in Asia Minor. Some adduce
Papias's silence about John's Gospel as a testimony against its genuineness ;
but his object, most likely, was to give information in regard to those
jjarts of th� narrative nrhose origin was not so well known in that part of the
country ; whereas John's Gospel was fresh in every one's memory there,
I 2
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peculiar tone of John's Gospel, e. g., "Let tlie dead bury their
dead"^'' Nor Avill an attentive observer find iu John alone
expressions of Christ intended to increase, instead of to reuio\ e,
the ofience Avhich carnal minds took at Ids doctrine. We
repeat again, that the words and acts of the trae Cluist c&uld
not have been free from paradoxes; and from this, indeed, it
may have been that the Pharisees w ere led to report that he
had lost his senses.
Still, it is true, that such passages ai-e given by John much
more abundantly than the other Evangehsts. But there is
nothing in his Gospel purely metaphysical or unpractical ; none
of the sjdrit of the Alexandrian-Jewish theology ; but everj -
where a direct bearing upon the inner life, the Di\ ine commu
nion which Christ came to estabhsh. Its form would have
been altogether different had it been composed, as some suppose,
in the second century, to support the Alexandrian doctrine of
the Logos, as will be plain to any one who takes the trouble to
compare it with the writings of that age that ha\ e come down
to us. The discourses given in the first three Gospels, mostly
composed of separate maxims, precepts, and parables, all in the
popular forms of speech, were better fitted to be handed down
by tradition than the more profound discussions which have
been recorded by the beloved disciple who hung with fond
afiection upon the hps of Jesus, treasured his revelations in a
congenial mind, and poured them forth to fill up the gaps of the
popular narrative. And although it is trae that the image of
Christ given to us in this Gospel is the reflection of Christ's
impression upon John's pecuhar mind and feelings, it is to be
remembered that these very peculiarities were obtained by his
uitercourse with, and vivid apprehension of, Christ himself
His susceptible nature appropriated Christ's hfe, and incorpo
rated it with his own.
� 72.�The PwraUe of tlie Shepherd, in John, compwred with the ParoLla
in tlie other Gospels.
Parables, as we have said, are pecuharly fitted for oral
tracUtion. We need not wonder, therefore, that they are more
abundant in the first three Gospels, which w^ere composed of
such traditions, than in John ; and, moreover, the latter, pre
supposing them to be known, may have had, in his peculiar
turn of mind, and in the object for wliich he w rote his Gospel,
Biofficieut reasons for omitting them. Yet the discourses of
" Had this expression occurred in John, it might have been cited as a
jpeciijien of " Alexandrian mysticisnu"
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Clirist, as given by bim, are marked by tbe very peculiarity
that gives rise to the ui^e of paraldcs, ^iz., the iUustration of
the Spiritual and the Divine, by images taken from common life.
But real parables are not entirely wanting in John's Gospel.
The illustration of the shepherd and the slieep (ch. 10) has all the
essential features of the parable, and John liimself applies that
name to it (ver. 6). Here, as in other parables, we hud a reli
gious truth %-ividly represented by a simUitude taken from the
sphere of nature. As, for instance, in the parable of the soicer,
Christ is likened to the husbandman, the Divine word to the
seed, and the various degrees of susceptibility for the word iu
men's souls to the variously productive soils in which the seed
is planted ; so, in this similitude, the relation of souls to Christ
is compared with that of sheep to the shepherd ; and the self-
seeking teacher who offers himself, on his o"wn authority and
for �(, bad purpose, as a guide of men, is hkened to a thief who
does not enter the sheepfold by the door, b:�t chmbs over the
waU. Strauss has remarked that this parable differs from
those of the Synoptical Gospels in this, that it does not give a
historical narrative, with beginning, middle, and end, of a fact
actually once taking place, but makes use simply of what is
commonly seen to happen. But even this feature cannot be
said to be essential to aU the synoptical parables, but only to
those in which a specific occurrence in human intercourse is
as.sumed to illustrate a spiritual truth f for in those, on the
other hand, which are not taken from social and civil hfe, but
from the sphere of man's intercourse with nature, the oug
especial fact given is nothing but a specimen of what commonly
takes place ; and the form of the statement could be entirely
changed in this respect, without at all affecting its substance.
Of this the parable of the sower is an example, and, indeed, those
of the leaven and the mustard seedslso. So, too, John's parable
of the shepherd and the sheep might be stated in the form
of a fact once occurring, without losing a particle of its indivi
duahty.
c. Christ's use of accommodation.
� 73.�Necessity of Accommodation.
We must mention Chiist's adaptation of his instruction to
the capacity of his hearers, as one of the pecuhar features of
* Even were the name parables (as a distinct form of similitudes)
restricted to representations of this class, such a distinction would not
destroy the analogy between Christ's discourses in John and those in the
other Gospels, founded on their use, in common, of the same mode i'
vividly exhibiting spiritual truths.
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Lis mode of teaching. Without such accommcdation, indeed,
there can be no such thing as instruction. The teaclier must
begin upon a ground common to lus pupils, Avith principles
presuppo.sed as known to them, in order to extend the splici'o
of their knowledge to further truths. He must lower himself
to them, in order to raise them to lumself As the trae and
the false are commingled in their conceptions, he must seize
upon the true as his point of departure, in order to disengage it
from the encumbering false. So to the child the man becomes
a child, aud explains the truth in a form adapted to its age, I13-
making use of its childish conceptions as a veil for it.
In accordance with tliis principle, eA'cry revelation of GoD,
having for its object the training of viaukindfor the Divine life,
(and we must never forget that tliis was the sole aim of Chris
tiaiuty, as well as of the preparatory uistitutions wdiich pre-
eeded it), has made use of this law of accommodation, in order
to pi\3sent the Divine to the consciousness of men in forms
adajited to their respective stand-points. And as Christ by no
means intended, as we have before remarked, to impart a
complete system of doctrine as a mere dead tradition ; but
rather to stimulate men's minds to a hving appi'c^jiriation and
development of the truth which he revealed, by means of the
powers with which God had endowed them ; it was the more
necessary for him to adapt his instruction to the capacities of
those who heard lum. His teaching by parables, in which the
familiar affairs of every-day hfe were made the veil and veliicle
of unknowui and higher traths, was an instance of accommo
dation. The jiedagogic principle of joining the old with the
new, of making the old new and the new old, and of deriving
the new from the old, is fuUy illustrated in the saying ofChrist
before referred to, \dz., that the teacher, instructed in the
kingdom of Heaven, is like " a householder, wIm bringeth forth
out of his treasure things new and old.'" To this princii)le, con
stantly employed by Christ in his teaching, we must ascribe the
extraorduiary influence of Christianity upon human culture
from the very beginning. But, just as the "form of a servant
"
Jiindered many eyes from seeing the Son of God in the Son ot
I\Ian, so the Divine, wluch adapted itself to human infirmities
by veding its heavenly grandeur, was often concealed by the
very veil which it had assumed.
� 74,�Bktlnetion letvxxn Po.vtirc (Material) and Nef/ative (Formal)
Accommodation; the latter necessary, the former inadmissible.
We must carefully separate false from true accoinmodatiju ,
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tliere is a broad distinction between a negative accommodation
of the form and a positive one of the substance. The teacher
who adopts the latter will confirm Ids hearers in an error, in
order to gain their confidence, and to infuse into then- minds,
even by means of error, some important truth. But the lav s
of morality do not admit that " the end sanctifies the means ; "
nor can the establishment of eiTor ever be a just means of
propagating truth. And it is as impohtic as it is immoral^
for error, as well as truth, contains within itself a fructil\-ing
germ, and no one can predict what fnut it will produce. He
who makes use of it renounces at once the character of a
teacher of truth ; no man will trust him, and he can thei-efore
exert a spudtual influence upon none. There is no criterion
for distingToishing the truth of his aims from the falsehood ot
his means. Such an accommodation as this was utterly
repugnant to the holy nature of Him who called himself The
Truth; and there is no trace of it to be found in his
teachinfi's.
It is qrdte a difierent thing Avith the negative and formal
accommodation. As Christ's sole calhng as a teacher was to
implant the fundamental truths of the kingdom of God in the
human consciousness, he could not stop by the way to battle
with errors utterly unconnected with his object, and remote
from the interests of rehgion and morality. Thus he made use
of common terms and expressions without entermg into an
examination of aU the false notions that might be attached to
them. He called diseases, for instance, by the names in com
mon use ; but we should not be justified in concluding that he
thereby stamped with his Divine authority the orchnary notions
of their origin, as implied in the names. Nor does his citation
of the books of the Old Testament by the accustomed titles
imply any sanction on his part of the prevalent opinions in
regard to their authors. We must never forget that his words,
as he himself has told us, are Spirit and Life; and that no
scribe of the old Eabbinical school, no slave to the letter, can
rightly comprehend and apply them.
Nor did he make use of positive accommodation in seizing,
as he did, upon those rehgious conceptions of the times which
concealed the germ of truth under material forms. It was not
his aim to preserve the mere shell, the outward form, but to
disengage the inner truth from its covering, and bring it out
into free and pure development. This he could only etfect by
causing men to change their whole carnal mode of thinking, of
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wliicli the material form of rejuvsontation, just referred to,
was only one of the results. Tlu'se remarks apjily especially
to the use which he made of the common outward images of
the jMessiauic world-dominion; which he certainly would not
have employed, if they had not contained a substantive truth
ui regard to the development of the kingdom of God from the
Old Testament stand-jiointy To attack the.se mateiial ide:is
chrectly, and present the pure, spiritual truth as a icady-made
system, would hav(> bei'u fruitless; it was only from the dic'iior
groimd in wluch the eiToneoiis tendencies were imbedded that
tliey could be successfully ovei-tbroA\ n. Aud Christ, taking
the truth that lay in the outward form as his point of depar
ture, attacked the root of all the separate errors; the .seltish,
carnal mind, the longing for worldly rank and rewards ; and
imydanted, on the other hand, the purely si)iritual ideas of the
Divine kingdom, as seeds from which, in due tinu', a free
reaction against the material tendency would siiontaaieou.sly
arise.
Of the same character was the use which Christ made of
figurative analogies hke that in Matt. xii. 43,^ et sop In such
cases the figurative representation w^as employed, hke the
paral)l(\ to exhibit an idea vividly to the minds of his hearers,
whUe, at the same time, its connexion was such that he could
not possibly be misunderstood.
� 75.�Christ's Application of Passages from tJie Old Testament.
What we have .said in regard to Christ's habit of taking up
a concealed truth is especially ajiplicable to his use of cpiotations
from the Old Testament, which enveloped, as it wei'e, and
contained the germ of truths which he was fully to unfold and
dev(dop. In this point of view, he derived, from the Old Tes
tament, truths which, though not contained in the letter of
its words, were involved in its spirit and fundamental import.
The higher spirit, which appeared in its unlimited fulness iu
Chiist, was predominant in the Old Testament ; ^11 the pre-
jiaratory revelations of that spirit had Christ for their aim;
the Theocratic idea, which formed the central jioint both of
the Scriptures and the Jewish nation, had found no fulfdment,
but looked to the future for its realization. Christ- was per
fectly justified, therefore, in so interpreting the Old Testament
as to bring out clearly its hidden intimations and germs of
y See p. 88 .and p. <<0.
' We shall have occasion to speak of this passage more fully in anotl-^i
onnection.
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tnitli, and to imfold from the covering of the letter the pro-
founder sense of the Spirit. We shall have occasion to illustrate
this more fidly in our exposition of Clirist's chdactic and
polemic use of the Old Testament. Paul's iuterpretation of
the Old Testament was of precisely the same character; wdth
this difference only, that Chi-ist was better able to distinguish
the different stages of the Theocratic development, j)ointing,
as they all did, to his manifestation
CHAPTER III.
Christ's choice and training of the apostles.
� 76.�Christ's Relation to the Twelve.�Significance of the Number Tieelvc.
�The Name Apostle.
AVe have before remai-ked, that among the most impoi-tant
means employed by Clirist in founding the kingdom of God
was the training of certain organs; not only to replace his
personal labours as a teacher (which were limited to so very
brief a period), but also to propagate a true image of his person,
his manifestation, his spirit, and his truth. Here arises the
question, whether Christ intentionally selected twelve men for
this purpose, and took the individuals thus chosen into closer
communion with himself, or whether this intimate relationship
arose out of a gradual separation of the more susceptible dis
ciples from the mass, who formed by degrees a narrower and
more permanent circle about his person; whether, in a word,
the choice of the tw^elve was made once for all, by a definite
purpose, or arose simply from the nature of the case.^ Some
adopt the latter notion, with a view to answer objections
against the wisdom of Christ's selection; such, for instance, as
that he chose several insigndficant men, who accomphshed
notliing of importance, and omitted others who were afterward
signally eminent and useful; that he must either have been
deceived in admitting Judas into the number,'' or else (what is
entirely out of keeping with his character) must have made
him an Apostle with a full consciousness of his inevitable
destiny, in order to lead him on to his destruction. It is
urged, moreover, against the probabihty of Christ himself
having conferred the name of Apostles upon these men espe
cially, that others (e. g. Paul), who laboured in proclaiming the
Gospel at a later period, received that designation.
� See the arguments for this view in Schleiermacher on Luke, p. 88.
Celsus thought to disparage Christ hy telling that he was betrayed by
oue of his di,sciples. (Orig. c. Cels. Li. � 12.)
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Tliio question would be at once decided, if we could eousider
tbe Sermon on tlie Muiird as an ordiuation discourse for the
Apostles ; but tlus ^^ew, as we shall hereafter show, is
untenable. But there are passages which speak e.xjiressly ot'
the choosmg of the twelve; aud, even without attaching undue
weight to these, there are other and sufficient grounds for
belie^ing that such a choice was actually mad(\ Clu-ist hun-
self tells the Ai>ostles (John xv. IG) that they had not chosen
lum, but that he had chosen them, as lus own peculiar organs ;
which woidd not have been ti-ue if they had first sej)arated, uf
their own accord, from the rest of the multitude, and chosen
him for their Ma.ster and guide, in a narrower sense than
others.
Is or is the number twelve destitute of significance. Without
seeking any sacred, mystical meaning in the number, we can
well see in it a reference to the number of the tribes of Israel
The particular, Jewish Theocracy was a type of the universal
and eternal kingdom of God ; and Christ first designated him
self as head of that kingdom in the Jewish national form.
The tweh e were to lead the kingdom as his organs."^ Their
superiority to all others, who should also act as organs of the
Holy Spirit testifying within them of the Redeemer (the
common calling of all believers), consisted in this, that they
received a dirtict and personal impression of the words and
works of Chi-ist, and could thus testify of what they had seen
and heard. Tlus personal testimony of eye-witnesses is ex
pressly chstinguished by Christ (John xv. 27) from the objec
tive testimony of the Holy Spirit ; which, indeed, animated
them, but could also bear witness through other organs.
Hence, when one of the twelve was lost, the Apostles deemed
it necessary to replace him, and thus fiU up the number origi
nally instituted by Christ.'^
The more general application of the name Apostle in the
ApostoHc age is no proof that Christ did not originally use it
in the narrower sense. The Apostolic mind was under no
such painful subserviency to the letter as to avoid the use of
a name in a sense suggested by the name itself, simply because
Christ had used it in a more contracted signification. The
term unoaroXoi ( rr'\'''f ) denoted jjersons sent out by Christ
to proclaim the kingdom of God ; and it was quite natmal,
' Luke vi. 13 ; Mark iii. 13, 14.
^ Matt. xix. 28 ; Luke xxii. 30. Te also shall sit upon twdvt thrones,
judging the twehe tribes of Israel. � Acts i. 21.
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as all wlio preached the Gospel were considered as sent out
by him, that all who laboured in proclaiming it in a wide
sphere should receive the same designation.^ Although Paul
used the term in its wider meaning, he yet considered the
narrower sense to be the original one,s and justified his apph-
cation of the latter to himself oidy on the ground of the ch-
rect and immediate caU which he had received from Christ.'^
� 77.�Choke of the Apostles.�Of Judas Iscariot.
There are a few examples on record of Christ's dramng and
attacliing to himself disciples who exhibited to his piercing eye
the quahties necessary for his service. Probably tlus procedure
was the same in the cases not recorded. The wisdom of Christ,
moreover, leads us to conclude that the cidtivation of these
agents, on whose fitness so much depended, was an object of
his special care and attention. Although we have not suffi
cient information to decide, in the case of each Apostle, why
he especially was admitted into the munber of the twelve,
yet such examples as Peter and John, men of most striking
character, who show us how the most marked features of
human nature receive and tinge Christianity, illustrate the
profound wisdom of Christ, and the penetrating glance vdth
wliich he could detect the concealed plant in the insignificant
germ. Yet we are not bound, in order to vindicate Christ's
wisdom, to conclude that all the Apostles were alike men of
mark, alike capable of great achievements. It was enough
for the fulfihnent of their calhng that they loved him truly,
that they followed him with child-like confidence, and gave
themselves wholly up to the guidance of his Spirit ; for thus
they would be enabled to testify of him, and to exhibit his
image in truth and purity. It was enough that among the
number there were a few men of pre-eminently powerful cha
racter, on whom the rest might lean for support. It sufficed,
nay, it was even advantageous, for the development of the
Church, that the Apostle.s, as a whole, left their accounts of
the history of Christ without the peculiar stamp of individual
character, since there was only one Jolm among them capable
of giving a Auvid image of the hfe of the Saviour in har
monious unity. And it is, therefore, not at all wonderful
that men appeared in the later period of the ApostoHc Church
' The questions whether Christ chose twelve men as his special organs,
and whether he himself gave them the name Apostles, are entirely distinct.
Tliere is no good reason to doubt the ''atter.
t 1 Cor XV. 7. 1 Cor. ix. 1 ; xv. 9.
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who accomphshed greater things than even some of tlio
Apostles.
As for Judas Iscariot, it by no means follows from the ])as-
sages which say that Christ knew him from the beginniii;/, that
he knew him as an enemy aud a traitor ; nor does the awful
contrast between his Apostohc calhng and his final fate show
that Clirist was wholly deceived in lum. Jud.is may have
at first embraced the proclamation of the kingdom of Cod
wdth ardent feelings, although wdth expectations of a seltish
and worldly stamp ; wdiich, indeed, was the ca.se with others
of the Apostles. He may have loved Christ sincerely so long
as he hoped to find in him the fulfihnent of his carnal desires.
Clirist mav have seen in lum capacities w hich, animated liy
pure intentions, might have made him a paiticularly useful
uistniment in spreading the kingdom of God. At the same
time, he doubtless iicrceived in him, as in the rest of the
Apostles, the impure influence of the worldly and selfish ele
ment, yet he may ha\ e hoped (to do for him w hat he cer
tainly did for the others, viz.) to remove it by the enlight
ening and purifying efiects of his personal intercourse ; a
residt, bowevei-, which Ave freely admit depended upon the
/rce self-determination of Judas, and could, therefore, be unerr
ingly known to none but the Omniscient. And even when
Judas, deceived in his carnal and selfish hopes, felt his affec
tion for Christ passing into hatred, the love of the Saviour,
hoping all tlungs, though he saw the rising root of evil, may
ha^e induced him to strive the more earnestly to attract the
wanderer to himself, in order to save him from impending ruin.'
� 78.�The Apostles Uneducated Men.
It may appear strange that Christ should have selected,
as his chosen organs, men so untaught and unsuscejitible in
Divine things, and should have laboured, in opposition to their
worldly tendencies, to fit them for their office ; especially when
men of learned cultivation in Jewish theology were at baud,
more than one of whom had attached themselves sincci< ly
to him. But we are justified in presupposing that he acted
thus according to a special decision of his own -ssisdfim, as
he himself testifies (Matt. xi. 2o) : " T thardc t/iee, () Fatlier,
became thou hast hid these things from tlie v:ise and j/rmle/d,
and hast revealed them unto babes." Precisely because tlu'so
men, destitute of all higher learning, attached themselves ti
' See, hereafter, more on the cliaracter and fate of Juda.^.
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liiin like cliildren, and obeyed even bis slightest liints, were
they best fitted to receive Ids Spirit with child-like devotion
and confidence, and to propagate the revelations which he
made to them. Everything in them was to be the growth
of the new creation through Chidst's Spirit ; and men who
had received a complete culture elsewhere would have been
ill adapted for this. They were trammelled, it is tme, by their
carnal conceptions of Divine things ; but this was counter
balanced by their anxiety to learn, and their child-hke sub
mission to Christ as Master and guide ; Avhile, on the other
hand, insurmoimtable obstacles would have been presented in
the want of such submission�in the stubborn adherence to
preconcei%'ed \dews of men who had been trained and culti
vated before. jMoreover, this reverential submission to Christ
on the part of the disciples, in their daily intercourse with
him, tended surely and constantly to refine aud spiritualize
their mode of thinking. His image, received into their inner
life, exerted a steady and overruling infiuence. In the mode
in which the new revelations were embraced and developed,
we recognize the general law, according to which truths be
yond the scope of human reason are imparted to it from
higher som'ces, to be afterward appropriated and elaborated as
its own. They were first received and unfolded by men who
had no previous education to enable them to work out inde
pendently that which was given them ; and only at a later
period was a Paul added to the Apostles�a man capable,
from his systematic mental cultivation, of elaborating and
unfolding, by his own power of thought, yet under the guid
ance of the same Spirit ofChrist, the material of Divine revela
tion that was bestowed ujjon him. The fact, too, that a people
hke the Jews, and not the Greeks, were first the chosen organ
for the propagation of revealed religion, is an illustration of the
same law. Here we find the source of the ever-renewed
sti-uggle between Eevelation, which demands an humble recep
tion of its gifts, and Reason, whichwill recognize nothing that
is not wrought out, or, at least, remodelled, in its own labo
ratory.
Still Christ could not have deemed the period ol two or
three years sufficient to prepare these untrained disciples,
according to his mind, for teachers of men. Nor could he bave
foretold, with such confidence, the success of such men in pro
pagating his truth for the salvation and training of men, for
the victorious founchng of the kingdom of God in all age.'i,
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had he not been conscious of powers higher than had Iiceii
granted to any other teacher among men, wluch justified liim
iu making such jiredictions.
� 79.�Two Stages in the Dependence of the Apostles upon Christ.
From the very beginning the Ajiostlcs stood to Christ in a
relation of complete dependence and submission, Imt we must
distinguish in this two different forhis and periods. In tlie
first, their dependence was more outward and unconscious ; ui
the last, it was more inward, and thoroughly understood ly
themselves. From the beginning, they gave themselves up,
with reverent confidence, to the �will of Christ as their supreme
law, inspired by the conviction that what he commanded waa
right ; yet, without a clear apprehension either of his will or
word, aud without the ability to harmonize their will with lii.s
by free consciousness and self-determination. But, during this
stage of outward dependence, they were to be trained to
apprehend his will (or, what is the same thing, the wUl of Cod
revealed aud fulfilled by him) ; to incorporate it with their ovm
spiritual tendencies ; in a word, to make it their own. Christ
lumself pointed out this two-fold relation, when he said to them,
in view of his ajiproaching death, in reference to their dawning
consciousness of the ueeessity of his suffering in order t(j esta
bhsh the Divine kingdom : " Henceforth I call you not servants:
for tlie servant hnoweth not wliat his Lord doetli: but I luive
called youfriends ; for all things tliat I have heard ofmy Fatlier
I have made known unto you. Ye have not chosen me, bull have
chosen you. and ordained you, tlmt ye slwuld go and bring forth
fruit, and that your fruit should remain; tlmt whatsoever ye shall
ask of the Futlwr in my Tmme, liemay give it you."} The servant
follows the will of liis master not as his owm, but another's,
without understanding its aim ; but frh ndship is a harmony of
souls and sympathy of intentions. The ultimate aim of all
Christ's training of the Apostles was to raise them from the
first stand-point to the second.
� 80.�Christ's peculiar Method of training the Apostles.
The words of Christ recorded in Luke v. 33, jNfatt. ix. 14,''
throw a distinct hght upon his peculiar method of training the
Apostles. When reproached because he imposed no strict
j John XV. 15, 16. So v. 14, " Te are my friends, if ye do whatsoever I
command you." Thtnr efforts to perform his will perfectly proved that
they had made it their own.
More on these passagt- s hereafter, in their proper connection in tlie
uatrative.
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Bpiritual discipline, no fasting or outAvard exercises upon his
disciples, but suffered them to mingle in society freely, liko
other men, he justified his course by stating (in effect), that
" fasting, then imposed upon them, would have been an unna-
tm-al and foreign disturbance of the festal joy of their inter
course Avith him, the object of all their longings. But when
the sorrow of separation shoidd foUow the hours of joy, fasting
woidd be in harmony both with their inward feelings aud their
outward life. As no good could come ofpatching old garments
with new cloth, or putting new vnne into old skins, so it was
not his purpose to impose the exercises of spiritual life, fasting,
and the like, by an outward law, upon his yet untrained disci
ples, but rather, by a gradual change of their whole inward
nature, to make them vessels fit for the indwelhng of the
higher life. When they had become such, all the essential
manifestations of that indwelhng hfe would spontaneously
reveal themselves ; no outward command would then be
needed."
Here we see the principle on which Christ acted in the
intellectual, as well as in the moral and rehgious training of the
Apostles. As he woidd not lay external restraints, by the
letter of outward laws, upon natures as yet undisciplined, so it
was not his purpose to impart the dead-letter of a ready-made
and fragmentaiy knowledge to minds whose worldly modes of
thought disabled them from apprehenchng it. He aimed rather
to implant the germ, to give the initial impulse of a total
intellectual renovation, by which men might be enabled to
grasp, with a new spirit, the new truths of the kingdom of
God. In every relation he determined not to
" patch the old
garment, or put new wine into old bottles." And this principle,
thus fully illustrated by Christ's training of his Apostles, is, in
fiict, the universal law of growth in the genuine Christian
hfe.
CHAPTER lY.
THE CHURCH AND BAPTISM.
� 81.�Fownding of the Church.�Its Objects.
Closely connected with the questions just discussed is that
of the founding ofthe Church ; for the Apostles were the organs
through whom the rehgious community which originated in
Christ was to be. handed down to after ages, the connecting
Links that were to unite it with its founder. A clear concep
tion of the idea of the Church, in comparison with what we
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have said of the ]ilaii of Clirist, wdll make it obvious that lie
intended to establish the Church, aud hinisei/ laid its founda
tion.
By the Ciirucii we understand a union of men arising from
the fellowship (communion) of religious lite ; a union essentially
independent of, and ditferent from, all other forms of human
association. It was a fundamental element of the iiirmation (if
cliis union, that rehgion was no longer to be inseparably liouiul
up, either as principal or subordinate, with the jiolitical and
national relations, of men, but that it should (le\ elop itself, by
its OAvn inherent energy, as a j^riuciple of cultin-e and union;
superior, iu its A ery essence, to all humiiu ]iowei's. This in
volved both the power and the duty to create an independent
community, and that community is the Cuciu ii.
And Christianity is ])r()ved to be the aim and obji>c' of all
hmnan jirogress, not only by the craving for redemption which
no man can deny, in human natiu-e, but also by the \rvy idea
of such a C(mimunity as the Church, which o\(!rthruws all
natural barriers, and binds mankind together by a union
founded on the common alliance of th(;ir natui e to Cod. The
spirit of hmnanity, feeling itself confined b\' the limits wliich
the opposing interests of nations impose upon it, demands a
communion that shall overleap these barriers, and lay its
foundations oidy in the consciousness, common to all men, of
their relation to the Highest�a relation transcending the
world and nature. Apart from Christianity, uideed, we cniJd
not conceive the idea of such a communion ; but now that
Christianity has freed Reason from the old-world bonds that
hhidered its development, and unfolded for it a higher self-
consciousness, there can be no science of human nature that
does not reck(ui this communion as the aun of human progress,
that does not assign to the Church its proper place in the
universal moral organism of humanity. Schleiermacher has
done this in his " Philosophical Etliics," and has thus found, in
the Church, the point of departure for Christian moi .ds. And
so every system of ethics must do which is not willing to fall
in the rear of human progress, aud to be guilty of cnielly
mutdating the nature of man. Nay, the minds of the sages
who sought to break through the limits of the ancient world
yearned for this ilea long before its realization in Christianity.
Zeno,' the founder of the Stoa, jn-oclaimed it as the highest of
htmian aims, that " men should not be separated by cities,
' In his v/<jrli, wtpl 7roXir�iaf.
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gtates, and laws, but that all should be considered feUow-
citizcns, and partakers of one life, and that the whole world
like a united flock, should be governed by one common law.""
Plutarch, who quotes these words, was probably right in saying
that " Zeno had some phantom of a dream before him when he
wrote for how coidd an idea, so far transcending the spiiit
of antiquity, be realized in its sphere 1 Such a communion
could only be brought about, at that time, by the destruction
of the separate organization of nations, to the detiimeiit of
their natural and individual progress ; and the very event in
wluch Plutarch thought he saw its fulfilment, viz., the com
mingling of the nations by Alexander's" conquests, carried the
germ of self-destruction within it. A total revolution of the
ancient world necessarily had to precede the realizing of this
idea. Mankind had to be fi>*<jd from the power of sin, and the
disjunctive and repulsive agency of sin, before there could be
any place for this Di\-ine communion of hfe, which overleaps,
without destroying, the natural divisions of nations. And this
is the realization of the idea of the Church.
Now as this revolution could only be brought about by Him
who was at once Son of God and Son of Man, so He, when he
recognized himself as the Saviour and King bestowed upon
mankind, was fully conscious, also, of his power to reahze this
idea. It is clear, from what we have said of the Plan of Christ,
that the results which were to fiow in after-ages from the
indweUing power of the Word proclaimed and sent forth by
liim to regenerate and unite mankind, lay fully revealed before
his all-surveying glance. He knew that it contained the
elements of a spiritual community that would burst asunder
the confining forms of the Jewish Theocracy, and take aU man
kind mto its wide embrace.
� 82.�Name of tlie Church.�Its Form traced hacTc to Christ himself.
But even if it be admitted that Christ intended to found a
Church, the further (but less important) question arises, whether
the name, k<ic\riaia, which has been stamped upon it, had its
origin with himself There is no ground for doubting even
� "Iva jiij Kara �KoKiiq, fir]St Kara, SrifiovQ oiKiUfiev, idioig s/cacrrot
liiapiofikvoi SiKaioig, dXXd Travrag dvOpioirovg ifyw}xtQa Irj^ioTaq Kai
TToXirac, ilg cs /3ioc y Kal Koafioq wamp dyi\t]g avvvofiov vofitfi koivi^
<Tvvrpe<poiievr]g. Plut. in Alex. i. c. vi.
� Tovro ZrjVdJv fiiv iypaiptv {iairip ovap rj dSwXov tvvofiiag 0iXoerd0oii
Kai TToXiTtiag avaTVW(i)(jdp.evog.
" To whom he applies what can only be said of Christ: icou'Of ijics'*
ifoOtv dpfioarrjg Kai diaWaKTrig rojv bXwv vopfi'Cii>v,
K
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tliih. (as some have done), and thereby casting suspicion upor.
passages hke Matt, x^� 18, in wluch he is reported to have
used the term. The name corresponds to the Hebrew 7r,,
in connexion with -^^l^", ^f], ^"^^^^r which e-vjiressed the old
Theocratic national community ; and so w as transferred to
the new congregation of God, whieb was to emerge from the
ancient covering. This communion in itself, indeed, is
nothing but the form in which Cbrist has established the
kingdom of God upon eai-th, and in which he intends it shall
develop itself until its full consummation.
But it must not, therefore, be concluded that this commumty
was ever to idealize itself in the form of a Stated The name,
borrowed from an earthly kingdom, is, ou one side, entirely
.symbolical, and was immediately taken from the form in which
the idea of the Divine community was reiireseuted by the
Jewish nation. But the essential difference between the
JcAvish and the Christian stand-point consists in this, that in
the latter the political element is wholly discarded. Excluding
aU other relations that belong to the essence of a state, the
only real feature expressed by the symbolical name is the
nionarcJdcal principle ; and that, too, in a sense that cannot be
applied to any temporal state, without sidivertiug its organism,
and making it a horde of slaves under the arbitrary wiU of a
despot. The fundamental principle of the Christian community
is, that there shall be no other subordination than that of its
members to Cod and Christ, and that this shall be absolute ;
wdule, in regard to each other, they are to be upon the footing
of comjilete equahty. Christ himself drew a striking contrast
between his own community and all political organizations in
this resjiect.'i
But even, though it be admitted that Christ intended to
found a visible Church, and gave the first imjmlse to a move
ment that was afterward to propagate itself, it does not neces-
sarUy folhjw that he himself directly established such a separate
community, and made the arrangements and preparations that
naturally belonged to it.
It may be said that the outward fabric of the Aisible Church
could not be erected untd that whicli constituted its true
essence, viz., the hfe of the invisible Church, which as yet lay
only in the germ, should be najre fully unfolded�until the
P See this inference drawn by Rnihe, in his work "Ueber die Aidiingn
Jer Christhchen Kirche und ihrer Verfan-uiig," p. ^9.
Luke xxii. lio. '20.
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liigher Hfe had obtained in the disciples a more substantial am)
self-dependent form, a state of things presupposed in a commu
nity whose manifold members were reciprocally to affect each
other. So, too, it may be said,"" that one of the specific differ
ences between Christ and other founders of rehgious was, that,
as he did not impart a complete and sharply-defined system of
doctrines to his Apostles, but left it to their human activity
under the guidance of the Divine Spiiit, to form such a system
from the elements which he bestowed,^ so, also, he founded no
outwardly complete and accurately defined religious commu
nity, with a fixed form of government, usages, and rules of
worship ; but, after implanting the Divine germ of this com
munity, left it also to human agency, guided by the same Holy
Spuit, to develop the forms which it should assume under the
varying relations of human society. According to this view,
only the fructifying elements were given by Christ, and all the
rest was left to human development proper, animated by the
Di\dne principle of life.
Accorchng to this \dew, the only defined community which
Christ established was that of the Apostles, who, as bearers
and organs of his Spmt, formed the sole prototype of the
Chm'ch, which only grew up at a later period from the seed
which Chiist had sown. He did not wish to establish an
exclusive school or sect, but to draw all men to himself In
this view, further, it would be necessary to suppose that he
had, at that time, fixed no rite of initiation into lus narrower
fellowship ; that such passages as John iu. 22 ; ]\Iatt. xxviu. 19,
arose only from the attempts of a later period to ascribe the
origin of baptism directly to Christ ; and that baptism, Avith
confession of the name of Christ, was introduced by the Apos
tles subsequently' to the formation of a separate Christian
congregation, as a sign of membership therein. And the high
estimate ^ which was put upon the rite may be ascribed, not
' As is asserted by Weisse (p. 387, seq. ; 406, seq.), whose views and
proofs we shall examine in another place.
^ It is not without good ground, therefore, that we do not devote a
separate section of this work to a systematic exposition of the doctrines of
Christ, but content ourselves, both here and in the Apostolic age, with
pointing out, in his words, the fundamental principles which were after
ward expanded by the Apostles.
' Weisse thinks that the first trace of the institution is to be found in
Acts ii. 38.
" The ecclesiastical import of baptism would remain untouched, even if
it were granted that the symbol was first instituted by the Apostles �.t the
time of the bestowing of the Holy Spirit, which the rite symbolized ; for,
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to its having been instituted by Christ, but to the extraor-
diuary phenomena of inspiration which were wont to attend it.
We agree fully Avith the fundauiental principle of the -view
just recited. Christ only ju-epared the way for the foundation
of the Church, according to its inner essence and its outward
form ; as he gave no complete doctrinal system, so he erected
no Church fabric tbat was to stand through all time ; his work
was rather to implant in humanit}- the ntm spirit, which was
to adapt to itself such outward forms as would uieet the wants
of human progress in successive ages. But, Avhile we cordially
go thus far, we do not find ourseU es wan-anted, either by his
tory or by the idea of such a community, in granting so wide
a latitude as the theoi-y demands to a principle so just in itself
The gra(bial and natural formation of the circle of chsciples
about Christ is no reason for behoving that he chd not found a
Chiu-ch. His manifestation to men of different degrees of sus
ceptibility caused, indeed, a sifting process, wluch soon sepa
rated the congregation of believers from the mass that rejected
Christ ; but the natural way in which this result w as brought
about is no argument against the establishment of the Church
at that time, more than against its existence at any time ;
for, in fact, in a certain sense, this is always the case. The
relations of Christ to the world typified, in every respect, what
were afterward to be the relations of Christianity to the world.
We find tlie name of discijiles applied with a wider significa
tion than that of Apostles ; and why may we not considei^ the
bands of these, scattered through different parts of Palestine,
and especially those who, apart from the Apostles, formed the
constant retinue of Christ, as constituting the first nucleus of
the Church %
� 83.�Later Institution of Baptism as an Initiatory Rite.
As for Baptism, we certainly do not find, either in the
nature of the case or in the historical accounts, any ground for
assuming that Christ himself, during his stay upon earth, insti
tuted it as a symbol of con.secration. As long as he could, in
person, admit believers iuto communion wdth himself, no sub
stituted syTubol was necessary ; and besides, the Holy Spirit,
wdiich constitutes the essence; of Christian baptism, and spe
cifically distinguishes it from that of John, had not as yet been
manifested. The element of preparaticni was sufficiently indi-
even in that case, we must consider them as Christ's organs, and acting out
will.
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sated by Jobn's baptism, and tberofore Christ (in tlie prophetic
words which have been preserved to us in Acts i. 5) contrasted
that preparatory rite Avith the spudtual baptism Avhich he him
self Avas soon to impart to his disciples. The Apostles, hoA\--
ever (quite naturally, iu view of the ground Avhich they occu
pied), were uuAAdlhng that John alone should baptize, aud
applied the rite, as the Messianic symbol of inauguration
wliich Christ himself had recognized, in order to sejiarate
from the rest such as admitted the DiAune calling of Jesus,
and attached themseh^es to him.''' We cannot infer from this,
however, that there existed at the time a definite rule foi-
the appUcation of baptism. Yet, although Christ did not
command, he permitted it, as fitted to form a point of tran
sition from John's to Christian baptism.
But when he was about to withdraAv his personal presence
from his chsciples, it became necessary to substitute a symbol
iu its place. His sufierings and resurrection, the fundamental
/acts from which the new creation, through the Holy Spirit,
was to spring, had necessarUy to take place before the insti
tution of Christian baptism proper ; for that baptism implies
an appropriation of tbe fruit of his sufferings, a fellowship iu
his resurrection, and a participation of that hfe, in commu
nion Avith Him, which is above the world and death. The
full import of baptism could not be realized until the process
which began with Christ's death and resurrection had reached
its consummation ; until the exaltation had foUowed the re
surrection, and the glorified Redeemer had displayed his tri
umphant power in the outpouring of the Holy Ghost. The
same effects which flowed to mankind in general from these
facts, and the process which rested upon them, were to be re
peated in eA-ery individual case of baptism.
CHAPTER V.
THE MIRACLES OF CHRIST.
� 84.�Connexion of Chist's Miracles with his Mode of Teaching.
We have before remarked that what most distinguished the
Teaching of Christ was, that it was his self-revelation, and iu
this view it embraces both his Words and Works. His Mi
racles, then, must be spoken of in connexion Avith his mode
of Teaching. Although they are not to be sundered from
their connexion vsdth his whole self-revelatiou, yet, a.s an
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especially prominent featore of it, they served the highest
purpose, iu a certain sense, in vi\ddly exlubiting the nature
of Christ, as Son of God and Son of Man. They ha^ e also
an additional claim to he mentioned in tlus connexion, as
they served as a basis and support of his labours as a teacher.
as a pre2Daratory means of leading from sensible j)benomena
to Diviue things, and of rendering souls, as yet bound to
the world of sense'. susce})tible of lus higher Spiritual influences.
In regard to the ^Liracles, three chstinct inquiries jirescnt
themselves :�(I.) What was tlieir real objective character and
relation to the umserse, aud the Diviue go\ernmeut thereof?
(II.) In what view, and with what impi'essions, did the con
temporaries of Clirist receive them 1 (III.) What decision
did Christ liimself pronounce as to their nature, their Aalue,
aud the ends he sought to accomplish by them ^
(A.) THY. OBJECTIVE CHAEACTER OF INIIItACLES.
g 85.�Negative Elcincut of the Miracle.� Its Imiijliciency.
We nuist distinguish in the Miracle a w-ijdthv and a positive
element. The former consists simply iu this, that a certaui
event, either in the world of nature or man, is inexplicable
by any known laws or powers. Events, however, thus simply
iuexphcable,'*' and even acknowledged to be so, a re not miracles,
unless they bear upon rdif/ious interests. JMany wdll admit
certain facts to be inexplicable by any known laws, and at
the same time refuse to grant them a miraculous or super
natural character. Some are led, by an unprejudiced admis
sion of the facts, to acknowledge, without any regard what
ever to rehgion, that they transcend the limits of existing
science, aud content themselves with that acknowledgment;
leaving it to the progress of natural philosophy or psychology
to discover the law.s, as yet unknown, that will explain the
mysterious phenomena. (Jr, if the narrative of facts be such
OS to preclude even the pos.sibihty of such subsequent dis
covery and solution, they seek an explanation in ascribing
chasms and deficiencies to the account, and withhold, for the
time at least, their judgment upon the facts themselves ;
whUe a spur is gdven to inquiry and research, in order, if
[lossihle, by some process of condjination or conjecture, to fill
up the existing gaps of the narrative.
Even an objectioe (real) deviation from ordinary phenomena
" A prrjdigium or rkpac hut no atjfitiov, distinguishing these wordt
according to their original import.
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may be admitted by those who refuse to admit of miracles, m
the religious sense of the term. That is, indeed, a narrow
and ignorant scepticism which measures everj'thing by the
stiff standard of known laws, and passes sentence at once
upon every fact, no matter how avcU attested, wliich transcends
those laws ; but a more profound and scientific philosophy
knows that there are powers yet iinchscoA-t>red, which will
explain many apparent anomahes. With such miuds Ave can
more readdy come to an understanding in regard to the his
torical truth of a narrative of extraordinary cA cnts. No un-
prejuchced reader of history can deny the occurrence of inex-
phcable phenomena in all past ages ; and even those of
magnetism, ill-defined as they are as yet, have taught us not
to decide so promptly against everything that goes beyond our
knowledge of the powers of nature.
Yet we must not suppose that all this gains anything directly
to the cause of religion, Avithin Avhose sphere alone the concep
tion of the miracle is a realiti/. It leaA-es us still in the
domain of natiu'e and of natural agencies. It is not upon this
road, therefore, that we can lead men to recognize the super
natural and the Divine ; to admit the powers of heaven as
manifesting themseh^es upon earth. Miracles belong to a
region of hohness and freedom, to which neither experience,
nor observation, nor scientific discoA'ery ca.n lead. There is no
bridge betAveen this domain and that of natural phenomena.
Only by means of om' inward affinity for this spiritual kingdom,
only by hearing and obeying, in the stillness of the soul, the
voice of God Avithin us, can we reach those lofty regions. If
there be obstacles in our Avay, no science can remove them.
In fact, the mode of thinking to which we have referred,
instead of necessarily leading to Theism (the only religious
stand-point; for rehgion demands something supramundane,
and must enter the sphere of another world), is perfectly con
sistent Avith the Pantheistic view of the world, and may be
used to confirm it. It is not the results of experience which
fix our point of vioAv; but the latter, independently assumed
on other grounds, gives character to all our judgments of the
fonner. Nay, by applying natural laAvs to religious phenomena,
one may view new religions simply as proceeding from the
kws of the development of the universe, in order to form new
epochs in the history of the world, and thence consider the
founders of such rehgious as organs of the soul of the Avarld,
joncoutrating in them the ladden poAvei's of nature. This was
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the Adew of Pomponatius, who thought that iu this way, while
(leindng everything supernatural, he could admit many of what
others call mu-acles. It is true, there are some of the miracles
of the Bible which, on the face of them, admit of no such
explanation ; but one who holds such views w ill find no great
difficulty in doubting every account of miraculous events which
cannot be made to harmonize with them ; as Pomponatius did,
who could not with sincerity, after an utter denial of the
supernatural, abandon his ground simply because some of the
miracles could not be explained by it.
� 86.�Positive Element.�Teleological Aim of Miracles.
Miracles, then, are entirely diffigrent from results of the
pou-ers of nature intensified. The question of their character
cannot be decided on the ground either of Deism or Pautheism
(opposed as these theories are to each other ; the one incor-
i-ectly separating the idea of God from that of the world, the
other as incorrectlj'- blending the two together), but only in
regard to the Final causes of the government of GoD, considered
as an Omniscient and Omnipotent personal Being. We might
dispute with these theories in reference to isolated facts, ou
historical and exegetical grounds ; but the question of miracles,
as such, rises into a very different sphere, and no agreement
on se})arate points would bring us nearer to an adjustment.
The positive element, which must be added to the negative
one, already spoken of, in order to constitute any inexphcable
phenomenon a miracle, is, that the Divine power in the phe
nomenon itself shall reveal it to our rehgious consciousness as
a distinctive sign of a new Divine communication, transcending
the natural progress and powers of humanity, and designed to
raise it to a position higher than its originally created powers
could have reached. That higher position to which the Divine
revelations, axicomjpanied hy miracles as distinctive signs, were
destined to elevate mankind, is the character originally stamped
by God upon human nature, which was lost by sin. Man
violently sundered his union with God, his true element of
life, in which the Supernatural and the Natural were in per
fect harmony: it was necessary, therefore, that the former
should reveal itself iu opposition to the latter�that Miracles
should be opposed to Nature�in order that Nature might be
brought back to her original harmonywith God. But miracles,
considered as signs of the Divinity revealed in the world of
sense, cannot, as such, be considered apart from their connexion
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with the whole revelation of God. Their essential nature is
to be discovered, not by viewing them as isolated exhibitions
of Di\ine power, but as elements of his revelation as a whole,
.u the harmony of his inseparable attributes, the Holy Love
and Wisdom appearing as much as the Omnipotence. It is
tlus which stamps Divinity upon such phenomena, and attracts
aU souls that are alhed to God. Thus tbe negative element
of miracles is only a finger-post to the positive ; the inex
phcable character of the event leads us to the new revelation,
whicli it accompanies, of that same Almighty love which gave
birth to the laws of the visible world, and which, iu ordinary
tune.*?, veils its operations behind them.
� 87.�Relation of Miracles to the Course (f Nature.
Omnipotence is always as directly operative in nature as it
was at the creation ; but we can only detect its workings by
means of the law of cause and efiect in the mateiial world.
Under this veil of natural laws, rehgious faith always discovers
the Divine causahty, and the rehgious mind, although it may,
indeed, contemplate natural phenomena from difierent points
of view, and may distinguish between free and necessary cau
salities in nature, will always trace them back to the immediate
agency of Almighty love. Just so in nuracles, we do not see
the Di\ine agency immediately, but in a veil, as it were ; the
Divine causahty does not appear in them as coefficient with
natural causes, and therefore cannot be an object of external
perception, but reveals itself only to Faith. But the ndracle,
by chsplaying phenomena out of the ordinary connexion of
cause and effect, manifests the interference of a higher power,
and points out a higher connexion, in which even the chain of
phenomena in the visible world must be taken up.
ISHracles, then, present themselves to us as hnks in that
great chain of manifestations whose object is to restore man to
his lost communion with God, and to impart to him a hfe, not
derived from any created causahty, but immediately from God.
As here new and higher powers enter into the sphere of
humanity, there must be novel effects resulting from them,
which cannot be explained apart from the accompanying
revelation, but point out to the religious consciousness their
self-revealing cause. Such effects are the miracles, which, from
the considerations we have mentioned, lay claim, even as inex
plicable })henomena simply, to a religious interest. And
although, from their very nature, tlioy transcend the ordinary
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law of cause and effect, they do not contradict it, inasuuich a?
nature has been so ordered by Di\iue wisdom as to admit
higher and creative agencies into lier sphere; and it is jterfeetly
natural that such poA\xu-s, once admitted, shoukl produce eileets
beyond the scope of ordinary causes.^ In the DiAune plan of
the universe (of whose fulfilment the conuexiou of causes in
the visible world manifests only one side), miracles stand in
relations of reciprocal harmony to events occurring in accord
ance with natural laws. From the chain of causes involved in
that great plan, indeed, no events, natural or supernatural, are
excluded ; both circles of phenomena belong to the realization
of the Divine idea.
� 88.�Relation of the IncVtvidnal Miradcs to the highest Miracle, the
Manifestation of Christ.
In the miracles nature is shown to be related, like histor}-,
to the one highest ami of God's holy love, namely, the redemp
tion of the human race to the communion of the Divine life,
or, what is the same thing, the establishment of His kingdom
among men. Nature Avas destined to reveal and glorify God;
but it can only do this in connexion with rational beings,
together Avith whom it forms the world as a whole. Noav the
communion of rational beings, working together with conscious
freedom to reveal and glorify God, is nothing else but the
kingdom of God ; and as the unity Avhich is to exhibit the
world as a whole can oidy be complete when nature has been
fully appropriated for the revelation of that kingdom, it follows
that the realization of the latter is the aim of the whole
creation�of both nature and history.
The manifestation of Christ, the founder of the kingdom of
God, the bestower upon mankind of that Divine life Avliich
constitutes the essence of the Idngdom, Avas the highest miracle,
the central point of all miracles, and reqini-ed other and analo
gous phenomena to precede and follow it. But as the re-
estabhshment of the original harmony between the natural and
the Divine (which coincides Avitli the completion of the Divine
kingdom) was the final aim of redemption, so, when the Divine
life, the essential piincipie of the miracle itself, which is purely
and in its essence supernatural, was incorporated Avith the
natural progress of humanity by the manifestation of Christ, it
^ The Schoolmen of the thirteenth century rightly distinguished tne
potentia activa from the potentia passiva, in regard to the relation of '.tt
nupernatural to tbe natural.
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followed that thenceforwai-d, in all ages, it should operate
withtu the forms and laws of human natui-e.
� 89.�Relation of Miracles to History.
The relation of miracles to history is perhaps sirfficiently
obvious from what has been said. Every theory of lustory
that proceeds from the stand-point of natm-al reason, admitting
nothing superior to itself, must, from its very point of de
parture, reject the idea of miracles. It must seek to include
and explain all events by one and the same pragmatical con
nexion of causes, and can therefore find no place for nuracles.
Even if it be desfrous to examine the acts of Christ without
prejuchce, it can only, from its peculiar stand-point, manifest
such freedom by representing truthfully, according to the
accounts that remain, how Christ himself wdshed these phe
nomena to be regarded, and what impression they made upon
his contemporaries.
But this holds good of only a very limited and arbitrary
idea of history, one which bai-ricades itself by its own prejudices
against all higher views. The conception of the miracle, as
such, is in no way repugnant to a reaUy scientific theory of
history; and as it is the task of the latter to study the proper
character of every fact and phenomenon, the import ofmiracles,
as miracles, is one of its necessary problems. The manifes
tation of Christ, indeed, can only be rightly understood when
it is conceived as being originally Divine and supra-historical,
and as having become historical; and Christianity can only be
explained as a supernatural principle, destined to impart to
history a new tendency and direction. In this connexion the
individual miracles, preceding, accompanying, and following
the manifestation of Christ, appear entfrely in accordance with
nature. As for history itself, when it does not refer to Chris
tianity and the kingdom of God as the object of aU human
progress, it appears but as a lawless play of forces moving
hither and thither, rising and falUng, without aim and without
imity. Christianity alone shows us that it has both. But in
order to comprehend Christianity, and, through it. History,
reason must receive the higher Ught of faith, without which
the eye of the mind must remain bhnd to the operations and
revelation of the Divinity in the course of human progress *
f My view of the miracles agrees with what Twesten has said in the
Introduction to his "Dogmatik;"' and lam gratified to find a similar
agreement, also, in his second voliune, pt. i. p. 170, seq.
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(b.) THE MIRACLES OF CHRIST AS SUBJECTIVELY
VIEWED BY HIS CONTEMPORARIES.
� 90.�Miracles deemed an essential Sign of Messiahship.
It is evident from many passages in the Gospel narrative,
that miracles were essentially necessary, as signs of the Messi
anic calling. Had Christ, therefore, wrought no miracles, his
contemporaiies could not have beheved in his Messiahship;
nor could he himself have been thoroughly and permanently
convinced of it, bad he not both been conscious of power to
perform them, and put that power into exercise. John the
Baptist was satisfied, from his own inability to achieve such
works, that he was not endowed with the Messianic fulness of
the Sjiirit; and it is obvious, from his receiving Christ's
miracles as a proof of his Messiahship, that he expected such
signs of the indwelhng fulness of Divine power ui the true
Messiah.
Nor can it be proved (as some suppose) that it was common
among the Jews to spread rumours of miracles wrought by
men whose deeds had made them objects of popular veneration,
as was subsequently the case in the Middle Ages, where we
find mu'aculous powers ascribed to such men even during their
lifetime. There is a great difference in the relations of the two
periods. The Middle Age was the period of a new creation,
developed from the new principle of life which Christianity
(even alloyed as it was with Jewish elements) introduced
among the uncultivated nations. It was a period of youthful
freshness, enthusiasm, and poetry. The men of that time,
through their lively faith in the Divine power of Christianity,
as ever present and ever active, kept their connexion with the
miracles that attended its first appearance unbroken, and
figured and inoitated them by their youthful and inventive
power of imagination.^ But while such was the relation
between the Middle Age and the period of Christ's appearance,
there was no similar relation between the latter and the Old
Testament age. Christ did not manifest himself at a period of
new creation through infiuences previously wrought into the
hfe of the people by Judaism, but at a time when Judaism
itself was decaying and dying ; the revelations and mighty
works of Divine power lay buried in a far-distant antiquity ;
' iTie miraculous tales of the excited Middle Age may be explained from
the co-working of various influences, but this is not the place to enter intj
the subject.
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and there was a vast cliasm, visible to aU eyes, between tbe
lofty, holy age of Prophecy, and that weak and lifeless time.
After the voice of prophecy was hushed, God was said to reveal
lumself only by occasional utterances; such, for instance, as the
Bath-Col^ a miraculous sound from heaven; or by words of
men, interpreted as omens. Scarcely any tales of wonder were
told but such as referred to the Exorcists} who were skdled in
tlie deceptive arts of jugglery, and were said to do many mar
vellous things. In short, it is sufficiently proved that miracles
were deemed no ordinary occurrences among the Jews,"' by the
fact that they were expected to be distinctive signs of the
Messiah, and that they were not ascribed even to John the
Baptist, notvnthstanding his great deeds and the honour in
which he was held as a prophet.
(C.) CHRIST'S OWN ESTIINIATE OF HIS MIRACLES.
� 9L�Apparent Discrepancies, and BFode of Removing them.
There are apparent contrachctions in the several explanations
given by Christ of his miracles; and by following them out
separately we might arrive at chfferent views of the estimate
which he himself placed upon them. But in order to bring
perfect harmony out of these apparent contradictions, it is only
necessary to distinguish the chfferent points of view in which
the miracles present themselves. It has been already said,
that miracles can be correctly understood, not when viewed as
isolated facts, but in connexion wdth the whole circle of Divine
revelation. Those of Christ, especially, are intelligible only
when considered as results of his self-revelation, or, as St. John
expresses it, as the manifestation of his glory. They demand,
therefore, to be so conceived in connexion as to exhibit vividly
his whole image in each of these separate manifestations ; and,
on the other hand, the same considerations point out, as the
highest aim of miracles, the revelation of Christ's glory in the
wJiole of his personal manifestation.
(1.) Christ's Object in working Miracles two-fold.
In their formal import, miracles are cr7]fX�Ta, signs, designed
to point from objects of sense to God; powers which, by pro
ducing results inexplicable by ordinary agencies, are intended
" The Bath-Col may be explamed on the groimd thai a heavenly voice
was supposed to be heard in a period of devotion, or that woi ds accidentally
spoken by one person had a peculiar subjective meaning for another, hke
the tolle lege of Aug-ustine. .Joseph. Archaeol. viii. 2, 4.
' Josephus says, with reference to miracles, " ra TraoaXoya Kai fid^u
rijs iXTTiooQ Toig ofioloiQ TriaTouTai -izpayfxacjiv."�Archaeol. x. 2, 1.
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to lead minds yet under tlie bonds of sense, and unfitied for an
immediate spiritual revelation, to yearn after aud aeknowledge
a higher power. But as they were designed to show forth the
whole revealed Christ, aud as the Divine attribute.s, iu the
totality of wluch the image of ( lod was realized in hiin, eannot
be isolated from each other, .so no separ.ite manifestation uf
power could proceed from him, not at the same time e.vliibiting
all the other attributes belonging to fllie 1 >i\'iii(^ unage. It is
clear, therefore, that although miracles, in l elation to nature,
are especially manifestations of I'ower, they could not be per
formed except in cases where the other atti ibutes, the Wisdom
and the holy Love, were brought into requisition. For the
Simie reason, too, we cannot conceive Christ's miracles as
epideiclie, i. e., wrought for no other purpose than to display
lus power over tbe laws of nature. In them, as in all his other
actions, the end which he had in \iew is shown by the given
ch'cumstances in each case.
Accordingly, we distingiusb a two-fold object of his miracles,
the first a 'material one, /. e., the meeting of some immediate
emergency, of some want of man's earthly life, which his love
urged liim to satisfy ; the other and higher one, to point him
self out to the persons whose earthly iieeessities were thus
relieved, as the <Jne alone capable of satisfying their higher
and essential s])iritual wants ; to raise them from this single
exhibition of his glory in the indi\ddual mu-acle to a vivid
apprehension of the glory of his entire nature. Nor was this
last and higher aim of the miracle confined to the persons
immethately concerned ; it was to be to all others a siya, that
they might beheve iu Je.sus as the Son of God.
(2.) A Susceptibility to receive Impressions from the Miracles
presupposed.
But all external influences designed to produce an impression
such as we have .stated demand a susceptible soil in the minds
of those who are to receive them. The revelation of Chrrst by
his works, no mon; than by his words, could produce' a Divine
impression without an inward susceptibilit \' of Diviue influ
ences. Tin; consciousness of GoD must exist in the soul, though
dormant. The Divine re\(;lation mu,st find some ])oint of
contact in human nature before religiejus fnth can sjiring up ;
there is no compulsory inflmmce from without by wluch the
misusceptible soul can be driven to faith by an irresistible
necessity.
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So, when a carnal, worldly mind is the jirevaihng tendency^
outward phenomena, however extraordinary, pass by, and make
no impression. The mighty power of the vnll cannot be
subdued by any external force. The worldly spirit makes
everything which touches it worldly too. Encompassed by
Divine powers, it remains closed against them, in its earthly
inclinations, thoughts, and feelings. The mind, thus perverted,
cheats itself by denjdng aU mii'acles, because to acknowledge
them would oppose its fleshly interests, and contradict the
system of delusion to which it is a slaA C. It calls the powei's
of sophistry to aid its self-deception, b}' couA erting everything
which coidd tend to undeceive it into a means of deeper delu
sion ; like those Pharisees who, when compelled to acknowledge
works beyond ex}ilanation by ordinary agencies, referred them
to the powers of darkness rather than of light, in order to
escape an admission which they w ere determined to evade. So
he who fxitally rejects the supernatural has already decided
upon aU separate cases, and a ndracle wrought before his very
eyes would not be recognized as such. He might admit the
fact as extraorchnary, but would involuntarily seek some other
explanation. A mode of thinking that controls the mind
cannot be shaken by any power acting wlwUy from without.
Such is the might of the free will, which proves its freedom
even by its self-created bondage.
Or if miracles do impress the fleshly mind for a moment by
the flash of gratification or astonishment which they aflford, the
impression, made merely upon the senses, is but transitory;
for it lacks the point of contact in the soul which alone can
make it permanent. How quickly are sensible impressions,
even the strongest, forgotten, when other and contrary ones
foUow them ! And here we find one of the reasons why
Christ refused the demand for miracles merely as proofs of his
wonder-working power. For those, he said, whose perverted
minds could not be roused to repentance by Moses and the
prophets, would not he persvuided though one rose from the
dead.
How grossly ignoi'ant, then, of human nature must the
Deists of the seventeenth century have been, who plead in
opposition to the reality of Christ's miracles, the comparatively
little effect which they produced i'l
^ Like that strangp enthusiast, Daniel Miiller, wlio appeared in Nassau
in the transition period between mysticism and rationalism, and in whom
the.se two tendencies joined hands. From the extreme of mystic super-
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We sliall find, therefore, Christ's own .statements in ivgarJ
to lus miraeles to harmonize perfectly Avith each other, if we
properly distinguish the A arious classes of human <-liaracter in
their religious aud moral relations to miracles, and the chfienait
relations aud leiulencics of the miracles themseh es.
� 92.�T/ie Sign of the Prophet Jonah.
Christ's declaration, in answer to a demand for a miraculous
attestation of his iNIessiahship, that " no sign shaU. be given to
this generation but t/ie sign of the PropJiet Jonah" has bee!i
thought by some to indicate either that he AATought no
miracles at all, or that he did not mean to employ them as
proofs of his DiAune calling. The passage preceding that decla
ration of itself is enough to refute this ; for he had just ap
pealed to the healing of a demoniac as proof of the Divine
character of liis power,'^ and to the fact that the kingdcjm of
God was Adctoidously introduced among men by liimf as
a testimony that his ministry was DiAune. But we can
refute it by simply shoAving the only sense Avbich the words
could have conveyed, in the connexion in Avhicli they were
used.
The works of Jesus had made a great impression, very much
to the chscomfort of those A\'hose mode of thinking and party
interests made it necessary for them to oppose him. They
naturally sought to counteract this impression ; to dispute the
eAudence of the facts Avhich confirmed his ministry as Divine.
While the most base and ho.stile, compelled to admit the
superhuman poAvers of Christ, attributed them to the kingdom
of darkness, there Avere otbei's who did not dare to utter such
an accusation, but asked a sign of a chfierent character, an
objective testimony from God lumself in favour of Christ and
his ministry, which could not deceiA'e ; a Adsible celestial phe
nomenon, for instance, or a A'oice from heaven, clearly and
unequivocaUy authenticating him as a messenger from (jron.
naturalism he passed over to the sceptical conclusi(msofourmodern critics.
In his treatise against Leasing he says, "It is impossible that there should
have been a Christ 1,700 years ago, who literally wrought such wondereaa
these. Had any man, by his mere word, caused the blind to see and tliu
lame to walk, given health to the leper and strength to the palsied, fed
thousands with a few loaves, and even raised the dead, all men imi^t have
e.steemed him Divine, all men must have followed him. Only imagine
what you yourself would have thouL;ht of such a man ; and human nature
is the same in all ages. And, witli so many follower-, the scribes anJ
Pharisees could not have killed him."�Ilgen's Zei!^c/*rift, 1831, p. 257.
' Luke xi. 20. ' Luke xi.'22.
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In answer, then, to those who asked a Divine sign apart from
his wliole manifestation, a sign for that which was of itself the
greatest of all signs, Christ a])peals to that loftiest of signs, his
own appearance as the God-]\lan, which included within itself
all his miracles as separate, individual manifestations.? To this
(he told them)�viz., that " the manifestation of the Son of
Man was greater than that of Jonah or of Solomon"�belonged
all those works of his which no other covild perform ; every
thing was to be referred to that manifestation as the highest in
the history of hitmanity. Had these words been spoken by
any other, they would have con\dcted lum of sacrilegious self-
exaltation.
� 93.�" Destroy this Temple," ttr.
Similar to this was Chiist's reply at the Passover, which he
first kept in Jerusalem, to those who, unable to comprehend
an act of holy zeal, asked him to prove liis calhng as a reformer
by a miracle�"Destroy this temple, and in three days I will
raise it up." Instead of working a miracle, uncalled for by
the circumstances, for their idle satisfaction, he pointed them
to a sign that was to come, a great, world-historical sign, which
may have been either his resurrection, that was to seal the
conclusion of his ministry on earth, and bring about the
triumph of his kingdom, in spite of the machinations of his
foes, who hoped to destroy his work by putting him to death ;
or the creation, as the end and aim of his whole manifestation,
of the new, spiritual, and eternal Temple of his kingdom
among men, after the \dsible Temple should have been de-
istroyed by their own guilt.
� 94.�Christ's Distinction between the material Element ofMiracles and their
essential Object.�John vi. 26.
Christ himself distinguishes the material- part of the miracle,
i. e. its effect in satisfydng a momentary want, and its Jin'mal
part, as a sign to point from objects of sense to God, and to
accredit himself as capable of satisfying all higher spiritual
wants. To those who embraced the miracles in this latter
sense, properly as o-Tj/xeia, he freely communicated himself; and,
f We cannot but be surprised at the remark of De Wette, Comm. on
Matt. 2nd ed. p. 132 :
" If Jesus had wished to express this thought, lie
would have uttered nonsense�No sign shall be given to them, bat still given."
Christ said that to those who were not satisfied by his whole manifestation,
as a sign, no other separate sign would be given ; how could anything be a
sign for mem to whom the highest sign was none ? The words, however,
do wear that air of paradox which we often find in the discourses i/
Christ.
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OU the other hand, he must more and more have alienated
himself from those who attached themselves to him only from
a momentary uiterest of the foimer kind. He therefoj-e re-
t)roached those who eagerly sought lum after the feeding of
the five thousand, hy saying that they did not seek hhn be
cause they ^'luid seen the �miracles" [i. e. as signs to lead them
Lo something higher), but simply because their human wants
bad been satisfied� Ye did eat of the loaves and ivere Jilled"
The light of his works (he told them) was not sufficient to
lead them to beheve on liim, inasmuch as they lacked�what
was essential to faith� a sense for the Divine. The gratifica
tion of theu" natural senses was all they sought. In the spirit
in wdiich they were, faith was impossible ; their i)reponderatuig
worldliness of mind, subjugating the better tendencies of their
nature, left room for no sense of higher wants, and ])revented
them from feeling the inward " draicing of the Falher."'^^
� 95.�Christ appcultd to the Miracles as Testiimmieji ; John xv. 24.�Tlvree
different Stages of Faith.
Although Christ ajipeals (iu John's Gospel) to the miracles
as tt'stiiuonies of his works, we are not to understand him as
appealing to them simply as displays of power, for the grounds
already stated. Yet he does, iu more than one instance, de
clare them to be signs, iu the world of sense, of a higher power,
designed to lead minds as yet uususceiitible of direct spiritual
impressions, to acknowledge such influences. "If I load not
done among tliem tJie w&rks which none other man did, tlvey Iwd
not had sin."^
In viewing the miracles thus as means of awakening aud
strengthening faith, we must distinguish different stand-points
in the development of faith. On the lowest stage stood those
who, instead of being drawn by an undeniable want of their
�spiritual nature, inspu-ed by the power of God working within
them, had to be attracted by a feeling of physical want, and
by impressions made upon their outward senses. Yet, hke his
heavenly Father, whose providence leads men to spiritual
things even by means of their physical necessities, Christ cou-
descended to tliis human weakness, sighing, at the same time,
that such means should be indispensable to turn men's eyd
to that which lies nearest to tlieir sjiiiitual being. "Except y-
see signs and wanders, ye vnll luA believe."}
A higher stage was occupied by th(jse who were, indeed, led
�� John VI. at). 41. * Jolui XV. 24. J John iv. 48.
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to seek the Messiah hy a sense of spiritual need, but whose
rehgious feehngs were debased by the admixture of various
sensuous elements. As these were yet iu some degree in
bondage to sense, and sought the Sa\dour Avithout perfectly
apprehending him as the object of then* search, they had to be
led to know him by miracles siuted to their conchtion. Such
was the case \>-ith the Apostles generally, before their rehgious
feehngs were purified by continued personal intercourse with
Chi-ist. He condescended to this condition, in order to lead
men from it to a lugher stage of rehgious life; but yet repre
sented it as subordinate to that purer stage in which they
should receive the whole impression of his person, and obtain
a full intuition of the mode in wluch God dwelt and wrought
in Him. Jesus said unto Nathanael, "Because I said I saw
tJiee under tJte Jig-tree, helievest tliou ? Tliou slialt see greater
things than tliese. Hereafter ye shall see lieaven open, and tlie
angels ofGod ascendhig cmd descending upon tlie Son ofMan."
A far loftier stage of faith was that which, proceeding from
an inward li\dng fountain, did not wait for miracles to call it
forth, but went before and expected them as natural manifes
tations of the already acknowledged God. Such a presupposed
faith, instead of being summoned by the miracles, rather sum
moned them, as did the pagan centurion whom Christ offered
to the Jews as a model : " / liave not found so great faith, no,
not in Israel."^
It appears, therefore, that Christ considered that to be the
highest state of rehgious development in which faith arose, not
from the sensible evidence of miracles, but from an immediate
Di\dne unpression finding a point of contact in the soul itself
�from a direct experience of that wherein alone the soul could
fuhy satisfy its wants; such a faith as testifies to previous mo
tions of the Divine life in the soul. We have an illustration in
Peter, who expi-essed his profound sense of the blessings that
had fiowed to him from fellowship with Christ, in his acknow
ledgment, "Thou art tlie Christ, the Son of the living God. And
/esus said unto him. Blessed art thou, Simon Barjona, for flesh
and hlood liath not revealed it unto thee, hut my Father which is
in lieaven." This acknowledgment itself nnght have been
made by Peter at an earlier period; but the vxty in which Li'
made it at that critical moment, and the feehng which inspired
it, showed that he had obtained a new intuition of Christ as
the Son of God. It was for this that Christ called him
* John 1. 50, 51. Matt. viii. 10. " ^Tatt. xvi. 16, 17.
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" blessed," because tbe drawing of the Father had led him tc
the Son, and the Father bad revealed lumself to lum in the
Son. Peter made his confession, at that time, in oj)])osition to
others,'' who although they had a dawning consciousness of
Christ's higher nature, did not yet recognize him as the Son of
God. The sjiirit in which he made it is illustrated by a similar
confession made by bun in view of the defection of many who
had been led by "the revelation of flesh aud blood" to believe
in Jesus, and bad afterward abandoned lum,� for the very
reason that their fiuth had so low an origin: "Lord, to v/iom,
sliall we go I Thou liast tlie words of eternal Ufe. And ire believe,
and we are sure tliat tliou art that Christ, the Son of tlie livinij
God."P
And so, when Tlwmas doubted, Christ condescended to give
liim a visible proof of his resurrection ;i but at the same time
he declared that that was a higher faith which needed no such
support, but rested, with undoubting confidence, upon the in
ward experience of Divine manifestations. " Blessed are tliey
tliat liave not seen, and yet have believed."
� 96.�The CommvMication of the Divine Life the highest Miracle.�
John xiv. 12.
Finally, the words of Christ himself assure us that the com
munication of the life of God to men was the greatest of all
nuracles, the essence and the aim of aU ; and, further, that it
was to be the standing miracle of all after-ages. " He that he-
lie cetJi on me, tlie works tlmt I do slmll lie do also, and greater
a-orks tlmn tliese shall he do, because I go to my Fatlier. And
ichatsoever ye shall ask in my name, tlmt tvill I do, that the
Father may be glorified in tlie Son." The power of diffusing the
Divine life, which had been confined to him alone, was, by
means of his glorification, to be extended to others, and to as
sume in them a pecuhar self-subsisting form�the miracle wliich
was to be wrought among all men, and in all time, by the
preaching of the Gospel \^'He shall send you another Comr
farter, tlmt lie may abide with you for ever, even the Spirit of
Truth."]
CHAPTER VI.
THE MIRACLES OF CHRIST CONSIDERED IN REGARD TO SUPER
NATURAL AGENCY.
� 97.�Transition from tlie Natural to tlie Swpematu/ral in tlie Miracles.
It has been asserted in modern times, that in order to re
ceive miracles at all, we must conceive them as directly and
Matt. xvi. 11. " John vi. 6G. p John vi. 69. i John xx. 27.
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abruptly opposed to nature, and adnut no intermediate agencie*
whatever. But we cannot be confined to tbis alternative b}'
men who wish to caricature the -^dews which we maintain.
Abrupt contrasts may be set up in abstract theories ; but iu
real life we do not find them. There are always intermediate
agencies and points of transition. Aud v by should this not
be the case in the opposition between the natiu-al and the
supernatural 1 We think that we have already shown that the
higher unity of the Divine jdan of the world embraces miracles
as well as the ordinary development of nature. We hold our
selves justified, therefore, in distinguishing, with regard to the
marvellous part of the miracles, certain steps of transition from
the natural to the supernatural. Not that we can separate
these gradations so nicely as to constitute a division of the
miracles thereby; but we can trace an important harmony
with the universal laws of the Divine government of the world
in the fact that here, too, there are no sudden leaps, but a
gradual transition by intermediate steps throughout.
Looking at all the miracles, there are some in regard to
which it may be doubted whether they belong to the class of
natural or supernatural events ; on the other side, there are
some in which the creative power is exhibited in the highest
degree, and which bear no analogy whatever to the results of
natural causes. Between these extreme classes, there are
many miraculous works in which the supernatural can be
made vividly obvious by means of natural analogies. To these
last belong most of the miracles which Christ wrought upon
hum/in nature ; while those wrought upon the material world,
rejecting all natural analogies, may be ranged under the second
extreme class above mentioned. The latter are very few in
comparison with the former, and far less intimately connected
with Christ's peculiar caUing.
(A.) CHRIST'S IMIRACLES WROUGHT UPOX HUMAN
NATURE.
I. THE HEALING OF DISEASES.
� 98.�The Spiritual Agencies employed.�Faith demanded for the Cure.
Those works of redeeming love which Christ wrought upon
the human body, the healing of diseases, and the like, displayed
the pecuhar feature of his whole ministry. The ailments of
the body are closely connected with those of the soul ;'' and
�� It is remarkable that great plagues often spread over the earth pre
cisely .at the same time with general c/ /.scs' in the intellectual or moral
world ; e. g., the plague at Athens and the Peloponnesian war ; the plague?
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even if, in individual cases, this cauimt be proved, yet in the
whole progress of human devel(>[)meut there is always a casual
connexion between sin and evil ; between the disorganization
of the spirit through sin, and all forms of bodily disorder.
There was a beautiful connexion, therefore, between Clrrist's
work in healing the latter, and his jn-oper calling to renK)\e
th(; fundamental disease of human nature, aud to restore its
original harmony, disturbed by sin.
Some of these dist'ases, also, arose purely rrom moral causes,
and could be thoroughly cured only by moral aud spiritual
remedies. Little as we know of the connexion between the
mind and the body, we know enough to make it in some degree
clear to us how an extraordinary Divine impression might
produce remarkable eifects in the bodily organism.
We do not mean, however, by this remark, to bring all such
influences down (as some have done) into the sphere of the
purely subjective. It is ti-ue that a natural power, highly
intensified, might produce effects closely resembling the super
natural ; it is true that the imagination, strongly stimulated
and exalted, often works strange wonders ; but we have to do
h (re only with effects which must be attributed to higher
causes, which must be due to an objective Divine agency. In
the cases to which we rei'er (as, indeed, in all cases), the objec
tive and subjective factors could co-operate ; the Divine in
fiuence of Christ u])on the soul, and, through it, upon the
bodily organism, could work together with the susceptibility
to impression, the receptivity (so to speak), on the part of man.
Hence it was that Christ demanded a special Faith as a neces
sary condition of his healing agency ; indeed, we can find no
instance of his working a miracle where a hostile tendency of
nund j)revailed.We can conceive of bodily cures thus wrought by means of
spiritual infiuences more readily than any others ; and they
correspond precisely with the laws which Christ's operations
have never ceased to follow. But we cannot bring aU the
instances of healing which he wrought under this class ; some
of them were wrought at a distance, and offer no point of
departure of this kind. And as we are compelled to admit, in
some of the miracles, immediate operations upon material
under the Antonines and under Decius ; the tabes ingumaria at the end of
the sixth century ; the ignis sacer in the eleventh ; the black death in tl.u
fourteenth, &c. That great man, NichvJir, whose letters contain so many
golden truths, alluded to this coincidence in another connexion.�Ztttik-
ii. 167.
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iiattu'e, we are the less authorized to deny that such ihrect
intluences were exerted upon the bodily organism. .
� 99.� Use of Physical Agencies in the Cure of Diseases.
Christ employed his miraculous power iu various modes ot
operation. He operated by his immediate presence, by the
power of that Divine will wluch exercised its infiuence througli
his word and his whole manifestation ; aud this in the vei v
cases in wluch we might admit a bochly cure by the use of
physical agencies. Sometimes, indeed, there was besides a
material application, e. g., the contact of the hand. In other
cases he made use of material substances, and even of such as
were thought to be possessed of heahng A irtues, as, in blind
ness, of sahva,^ water,' and anointing with od.
But in these cases the means were too disproportionate to
the residts, for us to imagine that they were naturally capable
of producing them ; and as Christ did not always employ
them, there is no room to suppose that they were necessary as
vehicles of his heahng power�a supposition which brings the
miracles too far do^vn into the sphere of merely physical
agencies. We must rather presuppose that as Christ, in his
teaching, &c., took up the fonns in common use among men to
work out something higher from them, so he allowed his
powers of healing to exhibit themselves in tbe use of these
ordinary means in a symbohcal way. He may have designed
thereby to bestow some pecuhar lessons of instruction.
The cures wrought at a distance do not admit of this
material connecting hnk ; but the operations of Christ's will
could overstep all the barriers of space.
� 100.�The Relation between Sin and Physical Evil.�Jewish Idea of
Punitive Justice.�Christ's Doctrine on the Subject.
We must now examine Christ's miracles of heahng in their
moral aspects, and in their connexion with his ministry as
Redeemer. If it can be shown that all those disturbances of
the bodily organism, which we call disea.ses, have their origin
in Sin, as the source of all discord in human nature, we may
infer that there is a close connexion between these miracles
and his proper calling ; and that, in heahng the diseases pro
duced by siu, by means of his influence upon the essential
nature of the disturbed organism, he displayed himself also as
the Redeemer from sin. In many cases, also, w^e may find the
Plim. Hist. Natur. xxviii. 7. ' Mark viii. ; John ix.
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physical and the moral cure reciprocally operating upon each
other.
The question first occurs, In what relation does Christ him
self place disease to sin 1 This question is connected with tha
broader one. In what relation to sin does he place physical
evil in general 1 In Luke v. 20, and John v. 14, he seems to
assign a special connexion between sin and certain diseases aa
its punishments ; but other expressions of his apjiear to con
tradict such a connexion. To solve this difficulty, we must not
only distinguish the different aims of these several expressions,
but also discriminate between the true and the false in the
modes of thinking prevalent among the Jews.
The doctrine that sin is guilt, and that the Divine holiness
reveals itself in opposition to sin, as punitive justice, is one of
the characteristics of the rehgion of the Old Testament in its
relations to the various shapes of natural religion. Punitive
justice displays itself in the estabhshed connexion between sin
and evil, in consequence of which the sinful will that rebels in
act against the Divine law must be compelled, through suffer
ing, actually to acknowledge that law, and to humble itself
before its majesty. According to this \iew of the world,
which subordinates the natural to the moral, all exil is to be
attributed to sin ; it shows itself to the soul esti-anged from
God as belonging to, and connected with sin; the consciousness
that sin is opposed to the Di\dne order of nature is developed
by sufferings ; and thus sin appears, even to the sinner, to be
deserving of punishment. All history proves that the conse
quences of bad actions, as well as of good ones, operate for
generations ; all history testifies that " God is a jealous God,
visiting tlie iniquities of tlie fathers upon tlie children to the third
andfourth generation." "We can see this especially in the crises
of the history of nations, by tracing them to their preparatory
causes. The history of the Jewish nation, particularly, was
designed to exhibit this universal law in miniature, but with
striking distinctness.
To this conception of the punitive justice of God, as dis-
])laying itself in the progress of history and in the course of
generations, a contracted Theodicy had joined itself, which
arrogantly assumed to apply the universal law to special cases."
� The fact that this view was maintained by the carnally disposed, and
that the later Jewish history often apparently reversed the connexion
between sin and evil, piety and happmess, gave rise, subsequently, to an
Ebionitish reaction, which maintained, that in this world, belonging as n
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Tlie book of Job bad already refuted tbis contracted vdew ; and
Cbrist bimself opposed it ; taking, bowever, tbe basis of truth
which was found in the Old Testament, purifjdng it from foreign
admixtures of error, and giving it a fuUer development.''
The doctrine of punitive justice was in no degree impugned
by the new and lofty prominence which Chiist gave to the
Redeeming love of God ; on the contrary, the latter doctrine
presupposed the former, but at the same time gave it peculiar
modifications. And as Christ teaches us that aU human events
are subservient to the manifestation of redeeming love, the
highest aim of God's moral government, it foUows that the
connexion between sin and physical evil, ordained by Divine
justice, must serve the same great end. The universal evil
introduced by sin is so distributed in detail as to aid in pre
paring the soil of men's hearts to receive and appropriate
redemption and salvation, and in farther purifying the hearts
of those who have already become partakers of the Divine
life.
There are two passages in which Christ contradicts, in the
one negatively and in the other positively, the contracted view
of punitive justice, before referred to.
The negative contradiction is given in Luke xiii. 2, 4 :
" Suppose ye that these Galileans were sinners above all ihe Gali
leans, became they suffered svLch things ? I tell you, nay ; but
except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish. Or those eighteen,
upon whom ihe tmver of Siloam fell, and slew them, think ye that
they were sinners above all men that dwelt in Jerusalem V In
this passage Christ teaches that the evil that befel the indi
viduals did not necessarily measure their individual guilt, but
that their particular sufierings were to be traced back to the
general gudt of the nation.
The positive contradiction is found in Johnix. 2, 3 : "Master,
who did sin, this man or his pa/rents, tliat he was born blind ?
Jesus answered. Neither hath this man sinned, nor his pa/rents ;
but that the works of God should be made manifest in him."
Here he rebukes the presupposition that the calamity of the
mdividual sufferer was to be referred to sins committed by
his ancestors, and brings out, in strong contrast with it, that
does to Satan, the wicked have possession of the goods of this life, while
poverty and pain must be the lot of the pious ; and that this state of things
will only be compensated in the Millennium, or in the life to come. Christ's
truth opposes both these false views.
� Luke xiii. 4.
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Almighty love which shows itself even by so distributing phy
sical evil as to train men for salvation.'*'^
We interpret, in accordance with this view, the explanations
which Christ gave in several cases of a relation between dis
ease and sin, and between healing and the pardon of sin. Ho
referred either to the general connexion, through which all
evil was intended to call forth the consciousness of sin ; or to a
closer connexion, in individual cases, between a given misfor
tune and a specific sin. The relation between the bodUy cure
and the pardon of sin was still closer.'^
II. DEMONIACAL POSSESSION.
The connexion, of which we have spoken, between sin and
evil, must be especially predicated of those forms of disease
which, view them as we may, exhibited a moral wreck, not
only of the individual sufierers, but of the age in whicli they
lived ; and which admitted no means of perfect cure except
moral infiuences. "We mean the psychical diseases, the suf
ferings of the so-caUed Demoniacs.
� 101.�Two Theories of the Affliction: (a) Possession by Evil Spirits;
(6) Insanity.�Analogous Phenomena in other Times.
There are two points of view, opposed to each other, but yet,
perhaps, admitting of an intermediate ground, in which we may
contemplate these forms of disease ; they may have originated
either (a) from internal causes in the soid itself, or (6) from
causes entirely outward and supernatural. Those who adopt
the first view confine their attention to the characteristic
symptoms as reported, and compare them with the very si
milar ailments, the diseases of the naind and of the nervous
system, which not only existed in that age, but have ap
peared at all subsequent periods.y Those who strictly adopt
the latter view adhere closely to the letter of the narrative,
and make no attempt to distinguish what is objective in it
from what is subjective; but see in the miserable demoniacs
only passive instruments of evil spirits.
If, in accordance with this view, we admit no intermediate
igency, but ascribe the phenomena immecUately to evil spirits,
the cures must be directly attributed to Christ's dominion
over the powers of the otber world ; thus strikingly shoAving
liis supernatural control over a supernatural cau.se of disease.
" We shall examine this explanation again in its proper place in the
narrative. ^ Matt. ix. 2-5.
T Similar diseases, occurring in the first centuries, were explained in this
vay by the physicians.�Orig. in Matt. xiii. J G.
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And, on the other hand, if we class these phenomena with
diseases of the mind in general, and consider the snjiposed
indwelling of evil spirits only as a symptom grounded on na
tural causes, we shall more readily be al)le to conceive how
a disease arising entirely, or at least chiefly from a psychical
cause, could be cured by a purely psychical agency, Nor
would this in the least degree deny, or even detract from,
the miraculous character of Christ's acts ; for to restore a
raving maniac to reason by a look or a word was surely beyond
all natural psychological influence, and presupposed powers
transcending all ordinary agencies. It is true, we find analo
gous cases in later times, in which great things were wrought
by immechate Divine impressions, aud by devout prayer in the
name of Christ.^
Not only at the time of Christ's appearance, but also in the
centuries immediately following.^ many forms of disease like
those called demoniacal in the New Testament were spread
abroad ; and we may infer that the same cause was at work in
both periods.
� 102.�Connexion of the Phenomena with the State of the Times.�Con
ceptions of the Jews in regard to them : of tlie Demoniacs themselves.
The diseases of the mind iu every age bear the stamp, to
some degree, of the prevailing tendencies and ideas of the
times ; and those to wliich we refer reflected the peculiar
and predominant features of the Jewish mind of that age.
The wretched demoniacs seemed to be hurried onward by a
strange and hostile power that subjugated their intellectual
and moral being, and whose chief characteristic, as displayed
' We must not take the spirit of an age of materialism or rationalism as
a rule forjudging of all phenomena of the ^'vxv, which veils within itself
the Infinite ; which is capable of such manifold excitement ; and whose
various powers are alternately dormant and active�now one prevailing,
and now another. An age may be destitute of certain phenomena and
experiences, because it has no organs for developing them ; and this would
prove nothing against their reahty.
Although I can hardly think it possible that the view given in the text,
taken in comiexion with the general principles of this book, can be mis
understood, yet, in order to guard against a possible misinterpretation, I
deem it best to add, that it was far from my intention to do away with the
distinction between the natural and the supernatural, or to trace the latter
entirely to the development of powers inherent in the "i^vxh. I wished
only to point out the organ, the point of contact, in the ^vxv> for super
natural communications and influences ; to show that it is itself superna-
tui'al in its hidden essence, which looks forward to ba unfolded hereafter in
the higher world to which it is allied.
� As seen in the Fathers, and in Lucian's Philovseude*.
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in their paroxysms, was a wild and savage destructi \'cnos^
The Jews explained these phenomena according to then- ovm
notions, and especially by the general opinion that man was
surrounded on every side by the operations of e\ il .spirits, who
were the authors of both moral and physical e^�il.^ And as a
fierce destructiveness was considered to be characteristic of
these spirits, the condition of the demoniacs was ascribed to
their being possessed by one or more of them.<=
The diseased persons themseh es involuntarily conceived of
their own experience accorchng to the prevalent opinion, and
their expressions, hterallj^ taken, contributed to confirm it.
Everything irrational which suggested itself to them appeared
to their consciousness as the Avork and the will of the in
dwelling cAul spirit. They conceived themselves, in fact, as
possessed of two natures, \iz., their real ju'oper being (the tiue
/), and the evil spudt which subjugated the other ; and thus
it happened that they spoke in the person of the evil spirit,
with which they felt themselves blended into one, even in in
stincts and propensities utterly repugnant to their tru nature.
The sense of inward discord and distraction might rise to
such a height as to induce the belief that they were pos
sessed by a number of spirits, to whom they were compelled
to lend their utterance.
We may find a reason for the remarkable prevalence of such
phenomena at that time, not only among the Jews, but also
throughout the Roman Empire, in the character of the age
itself It was an age of spiritual and physical distress, of
manifold and violent disruptions ; such as characterize those
critical epochs in the history of the world at which, from the
dissolution of all existing things, a new creation is about to
unfold itself The sway of Demonism was a sign of the ap
proaching dissolution of the Old World.*! Its phenomena�
Some have attributed the prevalence of this opinion to an admixture
of Persian religious doctrines ; but it had a far deeper ground in the reli
gious spirit of the age. It arose from the sense of discord which penetrated
the whole mind of that time, and which was reflected in the doctrine ol
Dualism, then so extensively prevailing.
We agree with Strauss, that, according to the Jewish mode of thinking,
the interference of evil spirits must be really supposed, and that the views
of Josephus (B. J. vii. 6, 3: rd yup KaXoufiiva caiixovia Trovrjpwv inriv
Q.v9pil)TruJv Trvtvfiara, ro~u ^wtiv tlucvofitva) were mollified by his Greek
culture. At a later period, when Oriental influences were more fdt, the
idea cf demia?, as spirits allied to matter, or as h\ postatic emanations from
the was common even among the educated Hellenists.
"* Schdling's remark on this subject, in bis "Philosophical Inquiriee into
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Bymptoms of the universally-felt discord�were among the
signs of the times which pointed to the coining of the Ee-
deemer, who was to change that discord into harmony. The
insatiable craving of want is always a precursor of the ap
proaching supply.
� 103.�Accommodation of the two extreme Tlnoi-ics.
If now the quc^stion 1^ asked whether these })henomena are
to be considered as wholly natm-al or as supernatural, we
answer, that these two extreme views may be more or less
abruptly opposed to each other. On the one hand, we may
ascribe the origin of the disease to natural causes, and judge of
the symptoms accordiugly, without excluding the operation ol'
the other concealed cause ; the question whether such a cause
existed or not, can be by no means decided merely by the
symptoms.
Christ teaches that all wickedness, and all evil in its con
nexion with wickedness, must be traced back to a higher
cause�to a Spirit ^ that first rebelled against God, to an
the Nature of Human Freedom," isworthy ofnote : " The time is coming
when aU this splendour will be dissolved ; when the existing body of this
fair world wiU fall to pieces, and chaos come again. But before the final
wreck, the all-pervading powers assume the nature of evil spirits ; the very
powers which in the sounder time were the protecting spirits of life, become,
as dissolution draws on, agents of mischief and destruction."
* If it could be proved that Christ had only taken up the doctrine of the
existence of Satan by way oiformal accommodation (p. 118), the question
of the demoniacs would be at once decided. It cannot be denied that in
many of his expressions we might substitute, for Satan, the objective notion
of evil, without at all affecting the thought. Wemight, indeed, admit that
he used the doctrine (borrowed from the circle of popular ideas) merely as
a figurative covering for evil, if he himsdf had anywhere intimated that he
did not intend thereby to confirm the view of the origin of evil which the
popular notion involved ; just as we showed from his own words, that, in
transferring the popular figures to his ^Messianic kingdom, he did distin
guish between the substantial truth and its formal covering. But this is
by no means the case here. There is not a vestige of evidence in his con
versations with his disciples to show that he did not intend to establish the
doctrine that a higher intelligence, estranged from God, was the original sowrce
of evil. Neither can we class this question (as some do) among those which
have no bearing on the interests of religion, and which Christ's mission did
not require him to interfere with ; our conception of evil will be very
different if we confine it to human nature, from what it would be, if we
admit its existence also in spirits of a higher order.
In John viii. 44, Christ gives a perfectly defined conception of Sat.an ;
he designates him as "the Spirit alienated from truth and goodness (for,
according to John's usage, dXrfieia involves both the true and the good), in
whom falsehood and wickedness have become a second nature ; who can
ftnd no abiding place in the truth." The revelation of truth which the
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Original Siii, which gave birth to the first germ of wickedness
As he lavs dowm a certaia eonnexiuu between the various
stages of the kingdom of Gon, so he assigns a similar connexion
between all the manifestacioTxS of the ])owers of evil. It is
thus, in perfect accordance with the teacliing of Christ, that we
ascribe those fearful disturbances of the corporeal, spiritual
organism (in which the might of the principle of siu hi human
natm-e and the moral degeneracy of ^hat nature are so stiik-
ingly exhibited), to the general kingdom of the Evil One.
Ou the other hand, in admittmg the higher aud concealed
cause, we need not necessarily conceive it as operating in a
magical way, without any jireiiaration. A preparation, a point
of contact in the psychological development, is bv no means
excluded by such an admission, but, as is the case in all influ
ences wrought upon man's inner nature, rather ])resupposed.
In every instance we both can and ought to distinguish the
symptoms of these diseases (as stated in the narrative) which
arose from the luddeii cause, fi'om those which might have
spirits were to receive from communion witli the Father of Spirits jiasses
by him unheeded ; he cannot receive and hold it fast, because he has no
organ to embrace it, no susceptibility for its impressions. Clirist tells the
Pharisees that they, serving the Spirit of Lies, aud living in communion
with him, showed themselves, by the spirit which their actions manifested,
to be children of Satan, rather than ofAbraham and God. Schleiermacher')
attempt to prove (AVorks, iii. � 4.5, p. 214) that even in this pas.sage the idea
of a personal Satan is untenable, is by no means successful. " This passage,"
says he, " cannot be interpreted throughout on the theory of the reality of
tlie devil, without either opjiosing the devil to God in the Manichaean
sen.se, or else calling Christ the Son of Clod in the s \me extended significa
tion in which the Pharisees are called Sons of tlie, Devil." Tlie argument
is unsucces.sful, we say, because the proper point of comparison would be,
wA the sense in which Christ can be called the Son of God, but the sense
in which pious men could be so called ; and in a comparison it is not neces
sary that all the relations should be adequate, but only those which ars
common to the point of comparison itself
Nor can we admit that Christ, in making use of the current doctrine as
a covering for his own, added nothing new to it. It is true that he made
no disclosures on the subject to satisfy the .speculative curiosity of science,
but here, as elsewhere, made his communications only to meet practical
wants. It is, however, precisely in the region of practical religion that
the doctrine of the personality of .Satan was newly modified by ita connec
tion with the doctrine of Jesus, as the author of salvation. As for the
passa'^res in which
" evU,'
'
might be substituted for " Satan," it is enoui^h to
6.'iy, that after the existence of such an intelligence, the first rel>el ag.-iiii.-t
God, had been given as a fact, it was natural to employ him as the re|ire-
Bentative of evil in general. We ma, use "Satan" as a symbol for
wickedness in general, without im])lying anything against tlie doctrine of
his pu'sonal existence.� See p. 7S.
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originated in the current opinions of the times, or in the pecuhar
psychological condition of the sufferers themselves. In either
case we shall have to ascribe the radical cure, which Christ
alone could accomphsh, to the operation of his Spuit upon the
e\Tl prtuciple iu the man himself.
gi 104.�Christ's Explanations of Demonism purely Spiritual.�His Accom
modation to the Conceptions of the Demoniacs.
It is important to inquire whether Christ assigned, in expres.-^
words, any definite Adew of the origin of these diseases, or
estabhshed any Auew by taking it as a point of departure.
That he did not dispvte the current opinion, does not prove
that he participated in it; this would have been one of those
errors, not affecting the interests of rehgion, which his noission
did not require him to correct. Apart from its moral ground,
it belongs to the domain of science, which is left to its own
independent development�to natm-al philosophy, psychology,
or medicine ; sciences entirely foreign to the sphere of Christ's
immediate caUing as a teacher, although they might derive
fniitful germs of tinth from it. It was his peculiar office only
to reveal to men the moral ground of both general and special
evU, and thus to couAdnce them that its thorough cure could
be effected only by infiuences Avrought upon the principle of
moral corruption in A\-hich it originated. In order to this, the
doctrine that these diseases were caused by indwelling eAol
spirits corrld be made use of as a point of departure, especially
as the truth of the idea of a kingdom of Satan, in its moral
sense, was pre-supposed.
In regard to Chiist's accommodation to the conceptions
which the demoniacs themselves had of their oavu condition,
our remarks in another place (p. 118) in reference to the dis
tinction between formal and material accommodation, are not
fully apphcable. The law of veracity, in the intercourse of
beings in possession of reason, does not hold good Avhere the
essential conditions of rational intercourse are done away. In
such cases, language obeys its natural laws only ui proportion
as the use of reason itself is re-estabhshed.
There lay a profound truth at the bottom of the demoniac's
consciousness that his feehngs, inclinations, and words did not
spring from his rational, God-alhed nature (his trae /), but
from a foreign power belonging to the kingdom of the devil,
which had subjugated the former. And this truth offered the
necessary point of contact for the operation of Christ's spiritual
influence to aid the soul, which longed to be dehvered from itn
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distraction and freed from its ignonunious bondage. In the
mind of the demoniac, the fundamental truth was inseparable
from the form in which he conceiAcd it; it was, thercfirc,
necessary to seize upon the latter, in order to develop the
former.
� 105.�Difference between Christ's JlcaHn;/ oj tlte Demoniacs cmd the Opera
tions of the Jewish Exorcitils.
The so-called fJxorctsfs were at that time practising among
the Jews their pretended art of expelling demons; an art
which they affected to derive from Solomon. ^ The means
which they employed were certain herbs, fumigations, and
forms of conjuration. They probably possessed a dexterous
legerdemain, and perhaps by natural agencies, aided by the
imagination, could produce poweiful efiects for the moment.
the cases of obvious fadure being forgotten in those of apparent
success. Had Christ produced only similar effects, their very
commonness would have made them unimpressive. The moral
and spiritual influences of Christ, proceeding from his imme
diate Divine power, were of a totally different character from
these juggling tricks.
An excellent illustration of this is afforded in the account
of the cure of the deaf and dumb demoniac, in Luke xi. 14 ;
Matt. xii. 22. Even the most hostile Pharisees could not
deny that in this instance something was done which coidd not
be explained by natural causes ; and to obviate th6 impression
which it made upon the multitude, and to prevent them from
acknowledging the Divinity of Christ, they accused him, con
trary to their own convictions, of being in league with the
ruler of evil spirits, and of working his wonders by pow(ns
derived from that dark source. Christ jioints out the contra
diction involved in their assertion, and showed that such works
could be wrought only by the power of God, a\ Inch alone could
free the human soul from the dominion of the evil spirit. He
designates this iuchvidual case as a sign that the Idngdom of
God, before which the powers of darkness must flee away, had
manifested itself He gives them to understand that the
original source of evil in mankind and in men had fii st to be
removed, before its particular effects could be subdued. And
' Joseph. Archaeol. viii. 2 � 5. Josephus appeals to a reinaikable proof
of this fact, which one of these exorcists had tdven before Vespasian in
presence of part of the Roman army. See the Greek Testament of SolomcB
(written at a later period) in Dr. FlecFs "Theoloyi>c)ie Keisefriicb t�,
iii. ]13.
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from this it necessarily followed (he showed) that every casting
out of evil spiiits, every heahng of demoniacs, w hich was not
founded upon a victory over the original e\dl power, was only
an apparent exorcism, aud must be followed by a woi'se reaction.
Thus the ordinary exorcists, who apj^areutly produced the
same effects as Christ, in reality did the very opposite. The
evil was baiushed only to return wdth increased power.
He that does not work in communion wdth Christ, and by
the power of the same Spirit, wdll, in producing effects appa-
renthj the same, bring about totally different results. He
advances the kingdom of the devil, and not the kingdom of
God.
The case of the Gadarene s who was restored from ravino-
madness to a soimd mind by the Divine power of Christ, and
who was so drawn to the Saviour that he wished to remain
al-ways with him, shows that the radical cure of the demoniacs
consisted in this, that they who were freed from the evil spirit
were drawn to the Spirit of God which had delivered them.
Such a condition was perhaps to many the crisis of a higher
life. In this way Mary ^lagdalene appears to have been
brought into the narrower circle of Christ's chsciples.
The silence of John's Gospel in regard to Christ's heahng of
demoniacs may be ascribed to the fact that the disease was
more common in Gahlee than in Jerusalem.
ni. THE RAISING OF THE DEAD.
� 106.�Dljfijrent Views on these Miracles.
The position to be assigned to the miracle of the raising of
the dead will depend upon the view which we take of the real
condition of those said to be raised. Some suppose that they
were not absolutely dead in the physiological sense, but that
there was an intermission of the powers of life, presenting
symptoms resembhng death ; and those who adopt this view
of the case consider the miracle to chffer only in degree from
that of healing the sick.
But if the accounts are taken literally, and we suppose a
real death, the miracle was specifically different from that of
heahng, and, in fact, constituted the very culminating point of
supernatural agency. Yet, even to awaken the dormant
powers of life, and kindle up again the expiring flame, would
certainly have been a miracle, demanding for its accomplish
ment a Divine power in Christ.
� Mark v. L Luke viii 26.
M
Tv'ark yM. 9.
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A precise account of tlie symptoms, and a knowledge of
physiology, would be necessary to give us the elements for a
decision of this question, in the absence of any tesrimony from
Christ's own mouth to decide it. In regard to Christ's own
words, it is a fair question whether he meant to distuiguisli
closely between apparent and real death, or whether he made
use of the term " death " only iu accordance wdth the populai
usage.
If it be presupposed that the dead were restored to earthly
hfe after having entered into another form of existence�into
connexion with another world�the idea of resurrection would
be dismal ; but we have no right to form such a presupposition
in our blank ignorance of the laws under which the new form
of consciousness develops itself in the soul after separation
fi'om the body.i
B. CHRIST'S MIRACLES WROUGHT UPON MATERIAL
NATURE.
� 107.�Tliese exhibit Supernatural Power most obriondj/.
"We pass now to a consideration of the mh-acles \\ liicli Christ
wrought upon material nature, in which the supernatural
exhibits itself in the highest possible degree, as an inter
mediate psychical agency is, by the very natm-e of the case,
excluded.
Apart from individual cases, it is certain that a power of
controlling nature is one of the marked features of the image
of Christ given to us in the evangelical tradition. He had
fully impressed men's minds with a belief of this. And in
deciding upon the individual cases themselves, eveiything
depends upon the conception of Christ's character as a whok,
wdth which we set out. Were such a narrative of the acts of
an ordinary man handed down to us, even though as e might
be unable to separate the actual course of fact from the sub
jective dress given to it in the account, we should yet be
inclined to suppo.se that the man had wrought some mighty
influences upon the minds of his contemporaries, and that they
had involuntarily transferred these to nature, wluch is so often
made the mirror of what passes in the mind of man.
But if we set out in our investigation of the Gosjiel narrative
Avith a just idea of the specific difference between Christ and
any, even the greatest, of mere men; if we s(;t out with a full
intuition of the God-Man, we shall find no difficulty whatever
' See hereafter on the resurrection of the " Widow's Son," aad o
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iu believing tliat be operated upon tlie most secret powers of
nature as no other could have done, and, by the might of his
Divinity, controlled natiu'e in a way whicli finds no parallel
among men.
BOOK V.
THE PUBLIC MIMSTRY OF CHRIST ACCORDING
TO ITS CHRONOLOGICAL CONNECTION.
o
INTEODUCTION.
ON THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE SYNOPTICAL GOSPELS AND
JOHN.
In comparing the first three Gospels with John, we find
several discrepancies in regard both to the chronology of the
narrative and to the theatre of Christ's labours.
� 108.�Differences of Chronology.
]\Iatthew, INIark, and Luke include but one feast of the Pass
over within the period of Christ's public ministry, while John's
nai-rative embraces tJiree or four. It may be enough to say in
regard to this, tbat the former Gospels do not confine them
selves to a chronological arrangement, and therefore we are
entitled to draw no conclusion from the fact that the Passover
is mentioned in them but once, and that towards the close of
Christ's career upon earth. The facts narrated may have ex
tended through several years, and yet the mention of the Pass
over feasts may have been omitted, as other chronological
marks ha\ e been.
There is nothing in the first three Gospels to contradict the
theory that Chri.st's ministry lasted for several years. Even in
Luke liimself) there is a passing remark which necessarily
presupposes the occurrence of one Passover in the midst of that
ministry. There is nothing, then, to invahdate John's account,
which mentions the oocurrence of several.
� 109.�Dfferences as to the Theatre of Christ' s Labours.
According to the synoptical Gospels, Galilee was the chief
theatre of Christ's labours, and he only transferred them
J Luke vi. 1 : the esat^arov SevTipoTrpwrov, in connection with the
"ripe ears of corn."
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to Jerusalem when he was going to meet his approaching
death.
We must here more minutely examine the question before
hghtly touched upon (p. 1 03). Did Christ purposely confine his
labours chiefiy to Galilee in hope of finding more ready access
to the hearts of its sim])ler-miuded inhabitants, who were less
In bondage to the traditions of the Pharisees than the pet)j)le
^.f Jei'usalem ? or was it because he was less ex[iosed there to
the "snares" of the Pharisees, and could, therefore, hope to
exercise his labours more uninteiTUptedly, and for a longer
period 1 Did he wait until he had laid the foundation of his
Avork so firmly that it would endure, and propagate itsi'lf after
his death, before he determined to go and meet the perils that
awaited him at the seat of the priesthood 1 Did he only make up
his mind to go, in spite of the dangers which he foresaw would
environ him, in order to avoid the reproach of distrustmg the
DiA-inity of his own cause, and thereby giAong occasion of per
plexity to his disciples 1
If these questions are answered in the affirmative, we should
have to suppose that the tradition which John followed in his
Gospel did not give correctly the original relations of Christ's
labours. It Avas utterly inconsistent with a wish on his jiait to
be recognized as Messiah, for him to conceal himself so long in
a corner of Galilee, and to hold back for so long a time his
testunony to his Divine calling before the face of the people
and the priests at Jerusalem. It would have been a stumbling-
block, indeed, for one who professed to acknowledge the old
JNIosaic rehgious ideas in all their holiness, to refrain, during
the whole course of his public laboiu-s, from visiting the Temple
at one of the chief feasts of the Jews.
� 110.�Proof that Christ frequently exei'cised his Ministry in Judea and
Jerusalem.
It is every way accordant, indeed, Avith internal probability,
that Jesus should have expected to find easier access to the
sim.ple-minded Galilean peasants than to the rich, the haughty,
and the learned at Jerusalem. But it is altogether improbable
to suppose that he would subject himself to the reproach ot
despising the ancient and holy institutions'-^ of the Jews, hy
* In the Talmudical treatise " Chagigah," c. ii. none (among adult ,)
but the deaf, tlie sick, the in-sane, and tlie very aged, are exempted froiii
the obligation to attend the principal feasts at Jerusalem. Of ceui-se, this
jaw could not apply to the Jews ofdistant countries, who were only require!
to send annually a deputation to the Temple, with sacrific;es, and witb tli^
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ahseutiiig lumself from the gatherings of the de^'out at their
chief feasts and it would have been strange if he had neg
lected the opportunity of extending his labours that was
afforded by the geneial coming together of Jews from all
countries at those festivals.
And how unwdse would it have been in him to defer the
commencement of his labours in the Theocratic capital until
the precise period wdien his ministry in Galilee must have
drawn upon him the hatred and the fears of the jirevailing
Pharisaic party of Jerusalem, when he must ha^ e foreseen, to(^,
that he would be overcome by them !
As to his putting off his joiumey to Jerusalem until the
Apostles were sufficiently prej^ared to carry on the work wdth
out his personal presence, surely the Apostles knew as yet too
httle of his doctrines to render such a course consistent even
with human foresight.
Moreover, the fanatical hatred of Christ which was mani
fested by the Pharisaical party can only be explained upon the
ground that he had excited their opjiosition by a previous
ministry, of some duration,, in the city of Jerusalem itself
Nor are there wanting, even in the first three Gospels, intima
tions to the same effect, e. g., jNIatt. iv. 25, xv. 1, in which the
scribes and Pharisees of Jerusalem are spoken of as gathering
round Jesus in Galilee, and asking him entangling questions.
It may have been the case, either that after his laboius iu
Jerusalem had drawn their hatred upon him, they followed,
and watched lum suspiciously, even in Gahlee ; or that some
of the events that originally happened in the city were, in the
course of tradition, intermingled and confused with those which
occurred in Gahlee. Again, the earnest exclamation of Christ,
recorded in Luke xui. 34 ; Matt, xxiii. 37, distinctly imphes
that he had often endeavoured, by his personal teaching in.
Jerusalem, to rouse the people to repentance and conver.sion,
that they might be saved from the ruin then impending over
them. The words, "children of Jerusalem," although they
might apply to the whole nation, must, in this exclamation,
which is specifically addressed to the "city which killed the
money arising from the price of the first fruits. Conf. Philo, Legat. ad
Cajum, �� 23, 31.
' Luke ii. 41, shows that the devout of Galilee felt themselves bound to
journey to Jerusalem at least at the Passover ; the passage even speaks of
the journey of a woman, on whom the law imposed no such obligation.
We cannot (with Strauss) find any proof even in Matthew that absence from
the festiv.als was held of no account among the Jewish-Chr'istiaus.
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�propliets" be taken as referring directly to tbe inbaldtaiits c.'
tbat city.
The account of Christ's relations Avith the family of Lazarus,
given in Luke (x. 38-42), coincides in spirit witb -John's state
ment (xi. 5) of the intimate affection with which the Sav iour
regarded them ; and the intimacy must have been formed
during a prolonged stay in Jerusalem. The fact, too, that
scA'cral distinguished men of that city (e. g., Joseph of Arima-
tbca, as we are told by the first Evangelists) had attached
themselves to Christ, affords us the same conclusion. Nor can
we fail to trace, in Luke's account (ix. 51-62) of lus last journey
to Jerusalem, some confusion, arising from a blending together,
in the narrative, of events that had occurred on a former
j ourney.
And, again, can it be imagined that Christ omitted to make
use of his miraculous powers'" precisely in Jerusalem, where
the best opportunities of employing them for the rehef of
human suffering would have been afforded 1 Would there iKjt,
moreover, have been some trace of this in the mode of his
reception at Jerusalem, similar, probably, to wdiat occurred on
his first labours at Nazareth ? Would not his labours there
have been very different from what the synoptical Gospels
report them, if they had been his first efforts in that city ?
Thus there are many things in the first three Gospels them-
scl\ es which indicate and presuppose the accuracy of John's
narrative. The latter is, besides, entirely consistent with itself,
both in its chronology, and in its accounts of the several
journeys of Christ to the Feasts.
FinaUy, those who infer from the synoptical Gospels that
Christ made but one journey, must ascribe to the author of
John's Gospel a fabrication, wilfully invented, to seiwe his own
purpose. But the man who could do this could never have
written such a Gospel Moreover, were it a fiction, stUl, if
intended to be believed, it would have been more accommo
dated to the popidar tradition. No one individual could have
remodelled the entire tradition after an invented plan of his
own, contradicting all others.
But, on the other hand, by following John, we do not charge
" This difficulty, indeed, is avoided in Matthew's Gospel, for it is there
stated (xxi. 14), quite indefinitely, however, that "he healed the l.ime and
the blind in the Temple." It is impossible not to see that the historical
connection is lost in this passage of ^Matthew ; we can '^'a'lier it corrcf liy
on'.v hum .John's Gospel.
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Ruy lalsification upon the three other Evangehsts : we can
easiJy conceive how the separate traditions, of which those
Gos})eis were made up, may have been so put together, without
any intention to deceive, as apparently to represent Christ as
making one Passover journey. From the account of the ap-
[)earances of Christ after the resurrection, given by IVlatthew,
we may see how easily such obscurities crept into the circle of
Galilean traditions. Luke agrees with John in assigning
Jerusalem as the scene of those appearances : yet, from reathng
Matthew alone, we might infer that they all took place in
Gahlee.n
PART I.
FROM THE CO:\niEXCEMENT OF CHRIST'S PUBLIC MINIS
TRY TO THE TRIUMPHAL ENTRY.
CHAPTER L
JESUS AND JOHN THE BAPTIST. THE FIRST DISCIPLES.
"We resxune the thread of our historical narrative at the
point where it was broken off.�
On issuing from the sohtude in which he had prepared him
self for his pubhc labours, Jesus again sought the prophetic
man who had given him the Divine signal for their commence
ment, and had consecrated him to his holy calling. Not, in
deed, in order to form a close connexion with him, for John
had to remain true to his office as Forerunner, and to continue
his ministry in that capacity, until the Messiah should lay tho
foundation of his visible kingdom with miraculous power, and,
by securing general acknowledgment, shoidd indicate to the
Forerunner, also, that he should subnut himself, with all others,
to the Theocratic King. But in the circle of Galilean discijjlcs
that had gathered around John, full of longing aspirations,
Jesus might expect to find some suitable to be taken into fel
lowship with himself and trained to become his organs. The
sphere of John's ministry was calculated to ofier the best point
of transition to Christ's independent labours.
� 111.�Message of the Sanhedrim to John at Bethabara.
Meanwhile John, with his disciples, had been traversing
both shores of the Jordan; and just at that time he was on
" A favourably light is thrown upon the genuineness and credibility ol
John's Gospel Iry the fact that it alone contains a closely connected and
'jhronological account of Christ's public ministry. " Pa<re 73.
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the east side of the river, in Peranr, at Bethany, or Betliahara.?
The Jewish Sanhedrim, the highest eetdesiastical autliority, had
at first quietly suffered him to go ou jireaehiug repentance.
But when lus followers and influence increased to sucli an
extimt that men were e\ ('n mclined to look upon him as the
^[essiali, that lugh tribunal thought it best to send a dejiuta-
tionl to obtain from his own lips an expLination of the calling
iu which he laboured.
John did not at once give as ])ositiA e a statement as av;is
desired, but satisfied himself Avith giA'ing a negative to the
popular idea which had probably caused the deputation to be
^eiit ["lam not tlie C/irist"']. But as he accomjtanied this
denial Avith no further explanation in i-egard to bimsidf, the
messengers were compelled to press lum with further questions.
They naturally asked lum, then, whether he wished to be con
sidered as one of the great personages who wvvc looked for as
lu-eeursors of Messiah; presupposing that only iu tbis sense he
could asMuue a Divine calling to baptize. John continued to
give curt rephes, just enough to meet each se])arate (question.
^Mthough iu a spiritual sense he was the A'/iii.s m Iio was to
prece(hi jMessiah, he denied that he was so (/. e. in the carnal
sense in which they put the question and would understand
tbe answer). He described himself only in general terms, not
liable to perversion, as the one through wliom the voice of Gon
called upon the nation to repent and ja-epare for a new and
glorious revelation that was at hand. Humbhng himself, as
the beai'er merely of a prefigurative baptism, he pointed to the
mightier One wbo should baptize with the h'jnrit, who already
stood, unrecognized, in their midst. His remark, Ye know
him not," was doubtless founded upon the fact (which he chd
not utter) that lie knew him, as he had before been revealed at
his baptism.
These answers to the deputation are less clear and full than
those which the Baptist gave for the warning and instructiuu
< )f individuals, as recorded in the f i rst ( ospels. As the nding
l>owers bad httle favour for John, he had good reason to sus-
jiect the intentions with wluch the Sanhedrim had sent their
niesseng<'rs. Hence the brevity and reserve with wluch he
answered them.
P Two different names given to the srtme pl.ace at different times, liotli
having the same meaning, "a place of sliiji-;," "a place for crossing in
hliMis " (a ferry). See Liicke on Johni. 1^8 ; Winer's " I'ihliselies lu .-dwor-
terUieh," i. 196, 2nd ed. i John i. ly, se(i.
THE BAPTIST POINTS OUT CHRIST.
� 112.�John points to Jesus as the Sufferinf;/ Messiah, and testifies to his
Higher Dign i tij .
On the day after John had thus (officially, as it were)
pointed Clirist out as having already appeared among the
people, though unrecognized by them, the Saviour came forth
trom his seclusion, and showed himself in the midst of John's
disciples.'^ The Baptist, beholding his approach, exclaimed,
" Beliold tlie Lamb of God, tlait taketh away tlie sin of the world.''
The image of the Holy One, suffering for his people, and bear
ing their sins (Isa. liii.), stood before his soul as he 'jttered
tliese words. As we have already seen, John beheved that the
Messiah would have to go through a struggle Avith the corrupt
part of the people; and he readily joined to this behef the idea
of a Messiah suffering for the sins of the people, and triumph-
inof throuofh suffeiinjx. The intuition to which he sfave utter-
ance was simultaneous with the appearance before lus eyes of
Clirist's person, so gentle, so calm, and so meek ; ^ and his con
ception of the idea of Messiah, in a prophetic spirit, reached its
very acme. Yet we cannot define precisely the meaning which
John himself attached to the words ; for we cannot suppose in
him a doctrinal conception of their import such as a fully
Christian mind would have.* His was a prophetic intuition,
' John i. 29.
" Hence the appropriateness of the figure of the lamb rather than of any
other animal used iu the offerings, ^\^lat we say is enough to indicate the
grounds on which we differ from other interpretations of this passage.
Conf. Liicke, in loc.
' We do not suppose, therefore, that the Baptist had before his mind the
full sense which tlie Evangelist, fi-om his Christian stand-point, connected
with the words. It cannot be known with certainty but that the former
used the word ZV, which the latter translated Kocfiog. From a mind like
the Evangelist's we could hardly expect so fine a distinction between the
objective and subjective to be distinctlymarked in his statement of the words
of another. He perhaps involuntarily blended them. He revered the
memory of the Baptist, his spiritual guide ; these words of the Baptist had
greatly tended to develop his inner life, and had led him to Christ ; it
was, therefore, all the easier for him to attribute to them a higher Christian
sense than the Baptist had when he uttered them. The interpretation
which he gave to them may also thus have reacted upon the form in which
they were impressed upon his memory. This view does not in the least
impugn the veracity of the narrative, or tend to show that John was not
its author. The whole tone of the Baptist's words is consistent with his
character and habits. Moreover, as we have before remarked (p. 55), the
kingdom of God, as spreading among the heathen nations, had opened par
tially to his view ; he may, therefore, in the passage under discussion, havs
bad reference to mankind, rather than to the Jewi-.h worhl.
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bordering indeed on Christianity, but yet, perhaps, comniingleJ
with wholly heterogeneous elements.
After John had thus designated the character of Jesus, to
whom he wished to direct liis disciples, he repeats anew the
testimony which he had before pubhcly given " of lum that
was to follow" (although probably not given, in the first in
stance, with tbe same confidence as to the person), and applies
it, in stronger terms, to Christ�
" This is he of whom I said,
After one cometh a man that is preferred before me, for lie was
before me."^ (-'Who has taken a higher j)lace than I, according
to his nature.")
� 113.�John and Andrew, Disciples of John, attach themsehes to Jems.�
Ch'adual A ttraction of others.
These words of the Baptist were hstened to by two Galilean
youths, who stood in the circle of his disciples�John and
Andrew. It was about four o'clock in the afternoon, when,
" John i. 30. Tliese obscurely prophetic words were the Baptist's own,
and not put into his mouth by tlie Evangelist. But this only makes their
explanation more difficult. According to the usage of the Greek, and ot
language generally, the before of place and time may express, figuratively,
precedence of dignity ; and, in this usage, tfnrpoaOiv fiov ykyovtv is easily
interpreted, " although (in the order of time) he comes after me, yet (in the
order of dignity) he was before me." In the full certainty of prophetic
intuition, the Baptist describes this as already realized. It is harder to
interpret Trpwrog pov r/v. Referring the words "he was before me"' to
the pre-existence of Christ, they would imply that his dignity as Messiah
was to grow out of his pre-existing Divine nature. Nor could it, in this
case, be said that the Evangelist had involuntarily modified the language
of the Baptist by an infusion of his own Christian ideas ; for, in the mind
of the latter, the higher conception of the person of the Messiah, as well as
of his work and kingdom, may have been developed from a profoundly
Bpiritual interiiretation of the prophecies of the Old Testament. This
much, indeed, is implied in his partial statements (recorded by the other
Evangelists) in regard to the peculiar indwelling of the Holy Ghost in the
Messiah ; althou'^^h it does not follow that the Baptist was fully conscious
of this. It remains a question, whether it would not be more in accord
ance with the simple conception of the Baptist to take Trpairoc as referring,
not to pyre-existence, but to priority of nature, which interpretation I have
followed in the text. This involves no tautology ; the " becomivg greater"
is d�rived from the "being greater." The word r/v is used, and not kari,
to indicate that the "priority of essence" preceded "the priority of
dignity," which was not obtained by Christ, in its manifestation, until a
later period. It is an oxymoron: he wcm that, which he has become."
Thus interpreted, the passage corresponds to what John says of Christ in
another form, in Matt. iii. 11. If this view be adopted, we must rememljer
to distinguish between the sense in which the Baptist uttered the word'
diid that which the Evangelist, from his higher Christian con-^cio'jsne*,
= ttri Lutes to them.
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; be}'ing the hint of the Baptist, they followed Jesus ; refrain
ing, however, in reverence, from disturbing his methtations.
The Saviour, noticing them, turned kindly and asked what
they desired. Even then they did not venture to express their
longing to be honoured with his friendship ; but only timidly
inquired where he dwelt. Anticipating their request, he kindly
iuAuted them to Adsit him. The few horurs that remained before
evening were spent in his society. Tlus was their first impres
sion of Christ ; he left it to work in their hearts. Thus was it
also with Simon (John i. 42), in whom Christ discerned in a
moment the yet dormant spirit of the JIan of Hock. And those
whose first impressions were thus received pointed Christ out to
their fellows ; and thus arose the first circle of disciples, which
accompanied bim fi:om Persea back to Gahlee.^
CHAPTER II.
cojiMENCEMEJsrr of Christ's public teaching.
� 114.�TAfi Miraculous Draught of Fishes.�Effect of the Miracle on Peter.
On his return to Galilee, Christ at once began his labours as
a teacher ; not, however, in the synagogues, but in instructing
the groups that gathered around him. He betook himself first,
not to Nazareth, his native place, where he coidd least hope to
be received as a prophet (the carnal mind looks only at the
outward appearance), but to the Httle town of Capernaum.
The young men who had accompanied him from Persea were
from the neighbourhood of Capernaum and Bethsaida; and he
only waited for a suitable opportunity to take them into closer
communion. Such an opportunity was the follovdng :
One day, as he was walking upon the western shore of the
Sea of Genesareth, an increasing throng of eager Usteners col
lected about him. Some fishermen who had toiled all night
and brought up notliing but empty nets, had left their vessels
fastened near the shore. Jesus asked Simon, to whom one of
the fishing-boats belonged, to push it out a little way from the
shore, that he might stand on board, and thus address the
people to better advantage.^ On finishing his discourse, he
' John i. 42�47. It is apparent from John's statement alone ih&t.
Christ did not take these young disciples, who were afterward to be his
organs, immediately into close fellowship, but left them for a while to
themselves. John gives us no further account of the forming of the
Apostolic community ; he presupposes many things, which we must
endeavour to fill up by comparing the synoptical Gospels.
" A comparison of Luke v. with Matt. iv. 18, will vindicate the correct
uess of this representation. Here we have two independent statemeut^ ;
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turned to Peter, who doubtless was auew struck with the
power of lus words, and told him to oast his net into tbe deep.
Although he had toiled all night in vain, he obeyed the i\l aster
at a word. This full confidence of Peter shows that he had
already been impressed to some extent, at le;xst, witli the
Divinity of Christ. An impression of the most jxnverfid cha
racter, however, must have been made upon him (as a fisher
man) by the wonderful residt of this once lettiug down of his
net, after the vain attempts of the long night belbre. The
manifestation of the Divine power to him in the exercise of
his own trade was characteristic of the Di\dne operations gene
rally in the lustory of Christianity; he was thus led from the
Carnal to the Spiritual.^ All his previous im])ressions were
rcAuved aud deepened by this sudden exhibition of the power
of a word from Christ, and the Sa\ iour appeared so exalted,
that he felt himself unworthy to be near him [" Depart from
me, for I am a sinful man, 0 Lord!"]'^ The Divine power
that in IMatthew an abbreviated one, while Luke's is the vivid and cir
cumstantial account of an eye-witness. The words of Christ to Peter, a?
given by Matthew (iv. 19), " I will make you fishers ofmm," seem to pre
suppose an event such as the miraculous draught of fishes ; but Matthew
presents them as entirely isolated, while Luke gives the occasion of them
very graphically. None but those abstractionists who must measure all
phenomena, however infinite in variety, upon the Procrustean bed of their
own logical formulas, will see in this account the stamp of a legendary
story. It has all the freshness of life and reality about it. Whoever is
well read in the history of the diffusion of Christianity in all a'^^'es will be
able to recall many analogous cases. Schleiermacher (Comm. on Luke, in
loc. or " Werke," ii. 53), in his remarks on this case, showed with what
nice tact he could distinguish history from legend. Honour to the memory
of that great man, whose profoundly logical mind humbled itself, in pure
love of Truth, before the power of History !
^ It also confirms the account in John's Gospel. The connection of the
naiTative which I have given abundantly shows that Matthew's account is
not irreconcileable with Luke's, or both with John's, as some sujipose. I
do not mean to say, however, that the connection thus made by comparing
all the accounts was present to the minds of the writers severally, for in
that case, doubtless, the form of their narratives would have been different
from what it is now. Such discrepancies can surprise no man who has
attempted to gather a connected narrative of any kind from several distinct
accounts.
^ Those who believe in a Divine teleological government of the world,
in a Providence which makes Nature subserve the progress of the kingdom
of God, must regard this event as one of those in which the border lino
between the natural and supernatural is hard to be distinguished, and
which form the point of transition from the former to the latter.
^ On account of this peculiar relation between Christ and Peter, -we car
hardly suppose (although much may be said in favour of it) that this event
occurred after he had known Christ for some time, or after he had been a
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appears fearful, in its holiness, to the sinner who is conscious
of his sinfulness ; it hlls him with consternation ; he shrinks
back from it with trembling. Infinite, indeed, in view of the
law, must the chasm appear between the sinner and the
Divinely exalted Holy One.''
Christ seized upon tlus impression, and, glorifying the
Physical into the Spiritual, by his prophetic explanation of the
phenomenon, said to Peter \_Fear not; from Jienceforth thou
shalt catch me)i\ : " Shrink not back in fear. Take confidence
in me. Attach thyself henceforth tvholly to me. Thou shalt
see greater proofs of my power than this. In feUowship with
me thou shalt achieve greater miracles. From henceforth thy
net shaU catch men."
witness of his first public labours at Jerusalem ; so. also, we cannot, for
the same reason, place it after the wedding at Cana ; although this last is
more probable than the other, since we cannot say certainly what impres
sions the occurrences at Cana made, at first, upon the disciples. The view
which we have followed in tbe text seems to be contradicted by the con
nection between John i. 43 and -16 ; but there is no real contradiction.
The calling of Xathanael (John i. 46) and that of Philip (i. 43) are not
necessarily connected in place and time. John mentions an intended
return to Galilee (v. 43), but says nothing about the journey itself; he
may have been induced, by the mention of Bethsaida, to place the theatre
of the account in that region. (See Bleek, Stud. u. Krit. 1833, ii.) The
late B. Jacohi (in the same periodical, 1S3S, iv. S.5'i) adduces against this
view John's accuracy, in this passage, in mentioning time and place. It
is not clear, however, that John meant to give, in each case in the
chapter, the time and place exactly. His exactness extends only to the
events which served to lead John's disciplen to Christ ; and it is not at all
evident that Xathanael belonged to that number. The way in which
Philip describes the ^Messiah to him, saying nothing of the Baptist's tes
timony, rather shows the contrary. ]\Ioreover, the opposite view would
prove that Nathanael was first found in Galilee.
* The truth of this individual trait, as narrated of Peter, is confirmed by
the subsequent development of his character. The consciousness of his
sinfulness and distance from the perfectly Holy One must, indeed, have
remained ; and his sense of the loftiness of Christ could be diminished by-
no degree of intimacy vsdth him. But there was this great difference
between the two periods of Iiis religious life, that in the latter, as he
imbibed more and more the spirit of communion with Christ, he felt
himself no more repelled as a sinner from Him in whom the source of
Divine life for men was revealed, but attracted to him, not merely by his
own spiritual affinities, but by his personal experience, that He
" had the
xoords of eternal Ufe." The redeeming power of the Di-dne One was more
and more fully revealed to him ; the divinity appeared to him no more
as a merely outward, but as an inward power. The central source
of all the individual rays of Di-nnity shone forth upon his conscious-
ne-^s. and. the separate rays of themselves, therefore, appeared in a new
light.
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The same impression, also, caused Andrew, James, aiul John,*
to join themselves from thenceforth more closely to Jesus.
� 115.�The Calling of Nathanael.
In the case of a John, the full impression of Christ's person
ality, first received, prepared the depths of his youtliful soul for
sudden and separate impressions of the Divinity of Jesus, which
soon brought him to a complete decision. But the narrow
prejudices of a Xathanael had to be overcome by a separate
supernatural sign before he could receive the impression of
Christ's manifestation and nature as a whole. When Philip
first announced to him tbat Jesus of A�care;/< was the Messiah,
he expressed both surprise and increduhty that anything so
high should come forth from a corner like Galilee. Instead of
discussing tbe point, Philip appeals to his own experience, and
tells him to " come and see." Nathanael's prejudice was not
strong enough to prevent his comphance, or to liinder him from
being convinced by facts. Christ sees and esteems his love of
truth, and receives him with the words, " Beliold an Israelite,
indeed, in wliom there is no guile" (a true and honest-hearted
member of the Theocratic nation). The candid youth is sur
prised to find himself known by a stranger. He expres.ses his
astonishment, and Christ increases the impression made upon
his feelings, by a more striking proof still of his suj)ernatm-al
knowledge, telling him that lus glance, piercing the barriers of
space, had rested on him before Philip called him as he stood
" imder the fig-tree
"
(this probably had some reference to the
thoughts which occupied his mind under the fig-tree). His
prejudices are readily removed [he acknowledged Christ as
" Son ofGod and King of Israel
"
; Clirist admits that he is in
the first stage of faith, but tells lum that his faith must develop
itself from this beginning, and advance to a higher aim (John i
50, 51). A faith thus resting on a single manifestation might
easily be perplexed by some other single one, that might not
meet its expectations. That is a genuine faith (according to
Cluist) which carries itself to the very central-point of revela
tion, seizes the intuition of Divinity in its immediate nature
Luke says (v. 10) that James and John, the sons of Zebedee, -were
" partners with Simon ;" they were, therefore, eye-witnesses of that event,
and received the same impression from it. In Matthew's statement (iv.
21) they were with their father, in another vessel, " mending their nets."
This agrees well enough with Luke, since he likewise mentions two
ve-ssels, and�not, indeed, the mending, but�the washing of the much-
usfl nets. See d. 146.
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and manifestation as a whole, and obtains, ttrougb immediate
contact -wdth the Divine in the Spmt, a stand-point wliich
doubt can never reach. Nathanael was to see " greater things*'
than this isolated ray of the supernatural. He was to see the
"Iieavens opened upon Uie Son ofMan
" into whose intimacy he
was about to enter, and " Angels of God ascending and de
scending
"
upon him. He was to learn Christ in his true rela
tion to the development of humanity, as Him through whom
human nature was to be glorified; through whom the locked-
up heavens were again to be opened ; the communion with
heaven and earth restored ; to whom and from whom all the
powers of heaven were to flow. Such was to be his Divine
glory in its full manifestation ; all other signs were but indi
vidual tokens of it.
CHAPTER III.
JESUS AT CANA.
^ 116.�The Change of Water into Wine. � Character and Import of tlie
Miracle.�Little Impression made upon the People.
Three days after Christ had thus set forth the mode in
which he from that time should reveal liimself, he displayed, at
a wedding in Cana,^ the fulness of " the power of heaven
"
streaming forth from himself, which was to transfigiire, as he
had said, both nature and humanity. The wdne provided for
the occasion gave out, aud JNIary requested her Son to supply
the lack by employing the powers that were at his command.
Having recognized him as Messiah, she necessarily expected
him to work miracles, and this expectation was increased by
the impression which he had made in the short time that had
elapsed after his consecration to the IMessianic mission. She
looked impatiently for the hour when he should reveal himself
in his glory, as Messiah, before the eyes of all men.
But Christ, although he held all purely human feelings
sacred, yet demanded that " man should deny father and
mother" when the cause of God required it. He had now to
apply this principle to his own mother, and, conscious of his
Divine character and calhng, to rebuke the request thus made
to him, and the feelings which prompted it. " What have I to
do with thee ? mine hour is not yet come ;" as if he had said,
" Our wishes lie apart. jMy Divine powers cannot be made
subservient to earthly aims and motives. My acts obey a
It is to be remarked that Xathanael was "the son of Tliolmai," i. e.
Bartholomew, of Cana ; which fact may confirm our \iew of the order oj
the events.
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higher plan and loftier laAvs, in accordance with which each of
them has its apjiointed time. As yet, the moment for reveahiig
myself in my JNh'ssianic dignity, by mmacles apparent to all
eves, has not arrived."
Christ intended, as he here intimates, to come forth gradvuUji
from his obscurity. He had no idea of displacing his glor}-, as
]\buy wished, at once. Still, as she might ha\-e been accus
tomed to take from his words and look more than he uttered.
she ]u-obably understood that her Avish would be met so far as
the fact was concerned, though from a point of view totally
different from her own. And so it A\ as ; the thing was done,
but in no very striking way, nor in a way calculated to re\'eal
his [Messianic glory to all eyes.
As for the character of the miracle itself, we cannot jilace it,
as some do, among the highest of Christ'smiraculous acts. Wt^
conceive it thus : He brought out of water, by his creative
energy, a substance (wine), which is naturally the joint product
of the growth of the vine, and of human labour, water being
only one of the co-operating factors ; and thus substituted his
creative power for various natural and artificial processes.
But Ave are not justified in inferring that the water Avas
changed into mamfacturedwine ; but that, by his direct agency,
he imparted to it powers capable of producing the same effects ;
that he intensified (so to speak) the poAvers of A\ater into
those of wine.*^ Indeed, this latter Auew of the miracle conforms
better to its spiritual import than the former.''
It is not a sufficient explanation of the final cause and
moral bearing? of the miracle to say that Christ intended,
' I would be pleased to believe, if I could, that the view here taken had
as old ecclesiastical authority as the late Baumgarten-Crusim supposes he
has found for it, in the ancient hynm " De Epiphania Domini " {Banid,
Thesaurus Hymnologicus, i. p. 19) : " Vel hydriis plenisaqua vini saporem,
infuderis." But the word saporem can hardly be made emphatic. In
the sense of the hymn, the words " vini saporem infundere," probably
mean nothing more than " in vinum mutare."
' Compare, as analogies, the mineral springs in which by natural pro
cesses, new powers are given to water ; and the ancient accounts of springs
which sent forth waters like wine�intoxicating water : " IIoWaj^oD S' liai
Kpijvai ai pkv TroripdiTtpai Kai oivojSkarEpai, ibg �) irepi na(p\ayoviav,
Trpbg rjv (pacri tovq iy%it)piovq vnoitivdv TrpocTLovrng."�Atfienceus, Deip.
ii. � 17, 18. Of another water, says Thxiopompus, " rovg nivovrag avrh
piBvoKtaQai, KoOd Kal rovg rbv olvov."
8 The supposition that John's Gospel was written by some one of Alex
andrian education, with a tendency to Gnosticism, is refuted by thia
narrative. Such a man wcmld never have assigned such an object and such
a scene for Christ's first miracle. Such a one could not have invented and
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by thus exliibiting his glory, to incite and confirm a faith iu
his calling. We must seek its import rather by contemplating
it in reference to his moral self-revelation as a whole ; by in
quiring how the peculiar Spmt of Christ was reflected aud
illustrated in this single act.
While in retirement, he had resembled, in the austerity of
his life, the ascetic preacher of repentance, John the Baptist.
Now, however, in the very beginning of his pubhc labours, no
longer in solitude, but mingling in the social hfe of men, he
enters into all human interests, shares all human feelings, and
thus at once presents a contrast to the severe legahsm of John.
In the joyous circle of a wedchng, he performs his first miracle
to gratify a social want. Tbus he sanctifies connexions,
feehngs, joys, that are purely human, by liis personal presence,
and by mifolding his Divine powers in such a circle and on
such an occasion. In this view the mu-acle gives the spirit of
Christian Ethics, wdiose task it is to apply to all liumaja rela
tions the image of Christ as stamped upon his self-revealed life.
But it has a further and a great symbohcal import : Christ
employed water, one of the commonest supports of hfe, as the
vehicle of a higher power : so it is the peculiarity of Christ's
Spirit and labours, the pecuharity of the work of Christianity,
not to destroy what is natural, but to ennoble and transfigure
it ; to enable it, as the organ of Divine powers, to produce
efiects beyond its original capacities. To energize the power
of Water into that of Wine is, indeed, in every sense, the pecu
liar office of Christiaiuty.
This first stay of Chiist in Galilee after his inauguration as
Messiah was attended with important results in the training
of the narrower circle of his disciples : but he does not appear,
in that short time, to have made any lasting impression upon
the people. There were few so ingenuous in their preposses
sions as a Nathanael ; the prejudices of many against the " son
of the carpenter at Nazai-eth
" could not be removed until
they had obtained a vivid impression of his pubhc labours at
the feast of the Passover in the metropohs. Even in this
put into ttie mouth of the " ruler of the feast " the clumsy jest which he
uttered (John ii. 9), (although we do not (as some do) lay stress upon it,
and infer that the guests were nearly drunk). Any one writing a history
of Christ apologetically, and with a view to exalt his character according
to the tendency of those times, would rather have altered and adorned a
true narrative of such facts (if such existed) than have invented a felse
one bearing against his object ; or if he had some symbolicd meaning iu
his view, he would certainly have stated it.
K
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beginning of bis labours in Galilee, be had probably found oocar
sion to apply the JeAvisli }iroverb, *' a propliet hath no lu>nour in.
his ovm countri/." ^
CHAPTER IV.
FIRST JOURNEY TO JERUSALEM TO ATTEND THE FEAST OF THE
PASSOVER.
� 117.�The Pwijijiag of the Temple.
During the feast of the Passover, Jesus appeared at Jeru
salem in his prophetic calhng, aud accredited it by miracles.'
On visiting the Temple, he found its worship disturbed by
disorders which desecrated the holy place�a picture of the
general secularization of the Theocracy .J
For the convenience of the Jews from a distance who wished
to offer sacrifices, booths had been erected in the Temple-court,
in which everything necessary for the purpose was ke])t for
John iv. 41 : doubtless referring to this period ; a supposition which
the use of yap renders probable. Thus interpreted, we should have John's
testimony that Christ had already sought to appear as a teacher in Gahlee.
' Although the Purifying of the Temple doubtless belongs to an early
period of Christ's teaching, it is by no means clear, from John's account,
that Christ had not taught and wrought miracles before ; indeed, the
manner in which the priests addressed him rather shows the contrary.
j Here a difficulty arises ; the cleansing of the Temple is placed by John
at the begmning of Christ's ministry, during his first stay at Jerusalem ; by
the other Evangelists at the end of his labours, during his last stay there.
Unless the same event took place tvnce, and in the very same way (which
is hardly probable), either John or the others must have deviated from the
chronological order. It may appear more probable that an act implying
so great power over the priests, and the throng of buyers and sellers, was
done after his last triumphal entry, when the people were, for the moment,
enthusiastic in his favour, than at the beginning of his labours. On the
other hand, he would have had more occasion, after his triumphal entry,
to avoid everything that could occasion public disturbance, or wear the
appearance of employing earthly power. As for the dificulty of the thing
.at his opening ministry, no one can say what influences the immediate
�^jiower of God might produce upon the minds and feelings of men. It ia
tertainly less easy to account for such an anachronism in John, whose
account is all of a piece, and accurate in ciironological order, than in the
other Evangelists ; the latter might naturally connect a fact like this, well
adapted to oral tradition, with the lebst entry, whicli was the oidy one
mentioned in the circle of accounts which they compiled. According to
John (ii. 18) the Jews put the question, " What sign shouxM thou us?"
&c. ; in Luke xx. 2, the Sanhedrim ask, " By what authejrity do(d tfiott
tJtese things ? " &c. It might be suppcjsed that this last questicm suggested
the statement of the event which gave rise to it, if it were certain (as,
indeed, it is not) that in the passage in Luke it has this special reference
to the act, and not a reference to Christ's teaching in general at that
tiiae.
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Bale, and money-changers were also allowed to take their stand
there ; but, as might have been expected fi om the existing
corruption of the J ewish people, many foul abuses had growu
up. The merchants and brokers made everything subservient
to their avarice, and their noisy huckstering was a great dis
turbance to the worship of the Temjile.
It was Christ's calhng to combat the corruptions of the secu
larized Theocracy, and to predict the judgments of God agamst
them. And as the general desecration � of all that was hoi v
was imaged in these profane doings at the Temjole, he hrst
manifested against them his holy anger. Threateiung the
traders with a scouige of small cords, he drove them out of
the Temple ; and sjiid to those who sold doves, " Take these
things hence ; make not my Fatlier s liouse a house of mer-
cliandise." ^
These words are not only applicable to the special case, but
also contain a severe reproof of that carnal tendency which
debases God's house into a merchant's exchange. The hfting
up of the scourge could not have been in token of physical
force, for�apart fi'om Chiist's character�what was one man
against so many 1 It could only be a sj mbolical sign�a sign
of the judgments of God that were so .soon to fall upon those
w-ho had corrupted the Theocracy.'
There was no miracle, in the proper sense, wrought here,
but a proof of the confident DiAune power with which he
influenced the minds of men ; an example of the direct impres
sion of Divinity, of the power of the manifestation of the Holy
One as a punisher, in rousing the slumbering conscience.
Origen, who found many difficulties in this narrative,'" and was
inchned to regard it as ideal and symbohcal, thought that if it
were to be received as hi.story," the miracle would be greater
than the change of water into wine, or, indeed, any other of
Chiist's deeds ; as in this case he would not have bad to act
upon inert and lifeless matter, but upon hving beings capable
John, at most, alludes to Isa. Ivi. 7 ; Jer. vii. 11 ; but the other
Gospels give direct citations. This is another proof of the originality of
John's narrative.
' How absurd would it be to attribute the invention of such an incident
as this to a man of Alexandrian culture ! Its utter repugnance to Alex
andrian views is shown by the fact that Origen considered it one of tho
greatest objections to the credibility of the narrative.
T. ix. in Joann.
" Origen, however, exaggerated the throng that Christ had to expel into
thousands. John, more simply than the other Evangel ist <, speaks only jI
the expulsion of the sellers ; they, of the buyers also.
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.)f resistance. But, on the contrary, no miracle, in the proper
sense, was wrought, precisely because (.'brist had to operate
upon rnoi, endowed, it is tnu-, with a �s\dll cai)ablc ot' resisting,
l)ut also with susccj)libilities that had to yield to the moral
and religious force of an immediate Divine imiiression, and
wdth conscience, that slumbering consciousness of (Jod, which
man can never wdioUy abnegate, and which may be roused by
a commanding holy power, iu a way that is not to be calcu
lated. There are many things iu bistory that must be re-
L;arded as myt/is by minds that judge only by the standard of
every-day reality.
i nS.�The Saying :/ Christ, " Dcxlrfiy this Temple," ttc.�Additional
E.fpiiaition of it given by John.
Some of the priests asked Christ by what signs be could
prove his authority to act thus. He gave them an answer, at
once reproof and prophecy, "Destroy this teimple, a)id in tliree
days I trill raise it iq)."
The most natural and apparent interj)retation of these words,
accoi'ding to the circcuustances under which they were ut-
tcu-ed, lading no jiarticular stress upon the sjieei Heat ion of
" three days," would be the following : " When y<ni, hy ycmr un
godliness, v:hieh de.'iecrates all that is holy, have brinu/ld ahout tlie
destruction of the Temple, then u'ill I hnUdit np agai/i;" alluding
(according to the mode of conception everywhei-e jirevalent in
tiie Xew Testament) to the relation lietweeu Christianity and
Judaism. The kingdom of God had a common basis in both ;
tbe new spiritual Temple which Christ is to erect among men
is, therefore, represented as the Temple at Jerusalem, rebuilt
after its destruction ; the latter being a symbol of the destruc
tion of the entire Jewish worship, which was identified with
the Temple itself The Temple and the kingdom of (Jod arp
identical in Judaism and in Christianity:" there, in a foiiu
jianicular and typical ; here, in a form corresponding to it�
esscmce, and intended for all men and all ages. As Cliri.st is
conscious that the desecrated and ruined Temple will be raised
up by him in greater splendour, he acts upon tbis consci((Us-
ries.s, as reformer of the old Temple, in the very beginning of
tlio.se laboui-s which ai (; to lay the foundation of the new and
sjjiritual one.
� Just as the " House of God " (Heb. iii. 2-6) ia made the same in both
J >I)en-ations ; as the later one fulfils the law of the older. I cannot see
?iiy force in Kling's objections (Stud. u. Krit. 1836, i. 127;. The (caiion
already implied in the lyciptiv.
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But what a glance into futurity was required in him thus t<
foretell not only the ruin of the Temple by the giult of the
Jews�the dissolution of tbeir worship being necessarily iden
tified therewith�but also the erection of the spiritual Edifieci
that was to take its place ; to predict in liimself the mightiest
achievement in the history of humanity, at a time when but a
few apparently insigniticaut men had joined him, and even
they had but a distant da\vning idea of what he intended to
accomphsh ! So vast a meaning was involved in those dark
words�dark, as all prophecies are dark ! An analogous
meaning was contained in his expression on another occasion.
Here is something greater titan tlie Temple f''? showing, per
haps, that he was accustomed thus to point from the tem
porary Temple to the higher one which had already appeared,
and which would still further reveal itself m the com-se of his
labours.
Among the accusations brought against Christ by the falsc^
witnesses, at a later period, was this, that he had said, "/a//�
able to destroy the Temple of God, and to built it in three days."'^
Some may suppose that the editor of our Greek Matthew may
have been ignorant of the occasion and the true sense on which
the words were uttered by Christ, and therefore attributed
them entirely to the invention of the witnesses. It is likelv,
however, that the testimony was called false by Matthew,
because the witnesses perverted, and put a false construction
on Christ's real words ; he had not said that " he would destroy
the Temple," but (what is very different) that its destruction
would be brought about by the guilt of the Jews. The priests
might very naturally have falsely reported the words, in order
to put a sense upon them that would not bear against them
selves so closely, and which, at the same time, would appear
more obnoxious to the people. In Mark xiv. 58, the words
are still more perverted by the false witnesses : " / unll destroy
this Temple tliat is made until liands, and within three days I
wiU build another."'^ Not that tliey understood Christ that he
would build a spiritual temple instead of the visible one ; but,
probably, that he could, after destroying the latter, replace it
in greater gk)ry by magic (after the visionary representations
of the Chihasts), or cause one to descend from heaven. Even
one of the thieves on the cross malevolently quoted these
See above, p. 92. i Matt. xxvi. 61.
"� Mark observes (xiv. 59) : "�iU neither so did tlieir witness agree to-
gftlici:"
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words agamst Christ. All this shows that, whatever amaze
ment the words excited, they liad mnde a gi'eat and general
mipression. 5
The faithfulness of Jolm is strikingly shown by the way in
which he distinguishes his own interpretation of these words
of Christ from the words themselves.' Christ, in utterini,'
them (according to John's explanation), pointed to lus own
body [referring to the resurrection].
Although this does not appear to bear so du'ectly upon the
" It is a special confirmation of John's Gospel that he alone gives the
natural occasion for the utterance of these words hy Chri>^t, and their
original form. Strauss, however, thinks that the original form of the
expression was that put into Stephen's mouth by his accusers, Acts vi. \i ;
and that the " three days" were added subsequently, with reference to
the resurrection. But these are not Stephen's words, nor is it even attri
buted to him that he quoted Christ's, but only that he uttered a thouglit
of his own, perhaps derived from them. At any rate, the mention of the
"three days " would have been unsuited to the thought ascribed to
Stephen. The interpolation of the words " three days " is more impro
bable, as neither Matthew nor Mark explain them at all ; on the contrary,
it is much more likely that the presence of the words led to their being
applied subsequently to the resurrection, than that the resurrection itself
led to their interpolation.
' It may be disputed whether John's interpretation is intended to give
the exacu sense in which Christ used the words [or only accommodated them
to the resurrection, as is perhaps implied in the 22nd verse, " when, dure-
Jore, lie was risen from the dead, his disciples remembered that lie had said
this unto them ' ']. An instance of such accommodation, of words uttered
hy Christ, in a sense different from the original one, is found in John xviii.
1* ; although, in this case, John must have known that he applied them
differently, and was glad to find them admit sucli application. John's
authority, in regard to the sense of the words of the Master whom he
followed so devoutly, and whose sayings he preserved so fiiithfully, is
necessarily of great weight ; stUl, in the explanation of special exjiressions
[as tu their original import], the natural relations and connexions might
� ompel us to deviate fi-om him. Nor would this at all conflict with Inspi
ration, rightly understood, which would only require that the exi)lanation
ifiven by the Evangelist should be true in itself, although the words might
not be applied with Christ's original meaning. He would none the less
be the proclaimer of the whole truth made known to him by the illumina
tion of the Holy Ghost. The mention of the " three days " (which cannot,
indeed, be easily explained, except by the resuiTection) might have led
tlie author of this Go.spel, who always dwelt with peculiar f jiidness upon
everything that concerned the person of Christ, at once to think of his
resuiTection. The interpretation given by the Evangcdist is a further
i)roof against the theory that this Gospel had a later liellenistic or Alex
andrian origin. It would have accorded much better with the taste ot
that school to apply Chri.st's words, in the grand prophetic bearing, to tho
building of the spiritual Temple (the vaijr tt rmnariKog, in place of the
vaug alaOriTog) than to the resurrection of his body.
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aim of Christ at the time, and npon the question of the Jews,
as the view given above, it yet may invohe the following
deeper import, viz. : " Ihe Temple at Jerusalem is ordy a
temporary place consecrated to God; but Christ, in his hmuau
nature, shall build up the everlasting Temple of God for man.
The former shall be destroyed, and not rebiult ; but the body
of Christ, the temple of the indwelling Divine nature, shall rise
triumphant out of death.""
The first interpretation seems to us more simple, and to
connect itself more naturally with Christ's intention ; but the
latter has the advantage in giving a more intelhgible bearing
to the "three days."^
� 119.�Interview of Christ ivith Nicodemus.
(1.) Disposition of the People and Pharisees towards Christ.�Dispositions
of Xicodemus.
Many of the people were attracted to Christ during this his
first stay at Jerusalem. And although the prevaihng Phari
saic party looked upon him an eye of suspicion, they
could not openly oppose him, as he had not as yet arrayed
himself against their statutes and traditions, but directed his
blows against abuses which no one dared to defend. And even
of the Pharisees it cannot be supposed that all were hypo
crites, governed only by selfish motives ; doubtless there were
many whose piety, however debased by the errors of their
entire system, was yet sincere.'^ Such could not remain
" I agree with Klinf/'s (1. c.) refutation of certain modern objeotions to
John's explanation, and also with his view of the impossibility of connect
ing the two interpretations together.
' Many passages have been quoted by others to prove that " three days "
must necessarily mean a time of short duration, but I am not yet convinced
of it. In general, it means " a round number," and we must learn fi-om
the context whether a longer or shorter period is intended. In this case
the contrast with the length of time taken to build the Temple justifies us
in assuming that a short period is meant. The new spiritual Temple, the
progressive development of the new spiritual kingdom of God, did in fact
immediately follow the overthrow of the old form of the Theocracy.
" It is probable, in the nature of things, that although the Pharisees,
scribes, and chief men, as a whole, were ill-disposed to Christ, there weru
among them individual susceptible minds. In the first Gospels we find
Joseph of Arimathca�in Matt. ix. 18, a ruler ; in Mark xii. 28, a scribe�
manifesting an interest in his Divine calling, and from these we may infer
the existence of other cases. There is no ground, therefore, for Strams's
assertion that the case of Xicodemus is improbable. Utterly unhistorical,
/)o, is his assertion (i. 633) that the accounts of rich and chief men cominij
secretly to Christ (and so of X'icodemus) were invented at a. later period,
to remove the reproach brought against the primitive Chrintians, " that
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nitliout Divine impressions from the words and worKs uf
Christ.
A specimen of this better class was Nicodemus.^ To him,
especially, the miracles of Jesus ap{)eared to b.' works tran
scending all merely human power, and undeniable signs of a
Divine calling. Beyond this general impression, however, he
had no clear views of Christ's ]iers(m or mission ; and his
desire to obtain more definite information was the greater,
because he had ])articipated in the expectations awakeiicd hy
John the Baptist, in regard to the approaching reigTi of
IMessiah. Recognizing Christ as a prophet, he determined tc
apply to him personally, and came to him by tiight, to avoiil
strengthening the suspicions of his colleagues in the Sanhe
drim, probably already aroused against him.
We may jiresuppose that he shared in the ordinary Jewish
conceptions of the IMessiauic kingdom, and expected it soon to
be founded in visible and earthly glory ; although he may
have had, at the same time, some more worthy and spiritual
ideas in regard to it. He considered himself .siu-e, as a rigidly
pious Jew and Pharisee, of a share in that kingdom, and was
only anxious to be informed as to the approaching manifesta
tion of IMessiah.
Addressing Christ as an enlightcmed teacher, accredited
from God by miracles, be expected to obtain from his hj'S a
further account of his calling and of his relation to the Mes
sianic kingdom. But instead of entering upon this, Christ
purposely gives an answer especially adapted to the moral and
religious wants of Nicodemus, and all of like mind.y The
truth which he uttered was not only new and strange to
none but the poor and illiterate attached themselves to Jesus." Instead
of being a " reproach," it was the pride and glory of the primitive Church
that the new creation of Christianity began among the poor ; that the
wise of this world were put to shame by the ignorant. There was no
inducement, then, for such inventions. Moreover, this mode of thinking
pervades the whole of John's Gospel ; he that could represent Jesus as
unfolding his highest truths to a poor woman could not have been tempted
to invent a conversation between him and a distinguished scribe.
^ Strauss strains hard to give a symbolical and mythical meaning to this
common Jewi.sh name unnp: . There is no trace in the early Christian
history ofmythical persons thus originating from mere fancy, without any
historical point cf departure. Only at a later period was the history of
really eminent men exaggerated by (voluntary or invohmtary) invention
into fables ; e. fj. Simon Magus was thus made mythical.
^ An answer, too, entirely characteristic of Jesus, and which would not
have occurred to one inventing this dialogue.
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Kicodemus, but also fundamentally opposeil to bis wbtile sys
tem : " Except a man be bom again,'- Joe cannot see tlve kingdom
o/Godr
(2.) The New Birth.
Uprooting tbe notion tbat any particular line of birth or
descent can entitle men to a share in God's kingdom, Christ
points out an inward condition, necessary for all men alike, a
title which no man can secure by his owa. power. His answer
to Nicodemus presupposes that all men are alike destitute of
the Di^dne hfe. It w-as directed as well against the arrosant
self-righteousness of the Pharisees as against the contracted
externalizing of the kingdom of God in Jewish particularism.
It involves also (although we are not sure, from the form of
the expression, that Christ intended precisely this) that a
faith like that of Nicodemus was insufficient ; springing, as it
did, from isolated miracles, and not from inward experience, or
an internal awakening of the Divine hfe. Certaiidy it hit the
only point from which Nicodemus could and must proceed in
order to change his mode of conceiving the Messianic king
dom. Even if he at first still expected it to appear as an
outward one, he must have had a higher and nobler moral
conception of it. He doubtless took Christ's words " cannot
see the kingdom" to mean " cannot share in the visible king
dom while Christ meant an inward spiritual "entering into"
that kingdom which was first to be founded, as a spiritual one,
in the hearts of men.*
' Or, "from above;" but I cannot prefer this reading, even after
Luclce's arguments. " Bom again " corresponds with " becoming like
children " (Matt, xviii. 3) J with iTa\iyyivt(jio (Matt. xix. 28) ; compared
with tlie \ovTp6v rraXiyytvtaiaQ of Paul. We infer that this mode of
expression belonged to the peculiar type of Christ's teaching, as it agrees,
also, with his expressions (recorded in the first three Gospels) in regard to
his operations upon human nature.
" The idea of a " new birth ' ' was not unknown to the Greek and Roman
mind, although its true import is only revealed in the light which Chris
tianity lends to self-scrutiny. The non emendari, sed transfgwrari of Seneca
(Ep. ad Lucil. vi.) which is rather a rhetorical expression anyhow, applies
to a gradual amendment of character by lopping off separate vices, and
not to a radical change of nature. As the Christian new birth is the
beginning of a process in human nature, which is to go on until the con
summation of the kingdom of God, the new birth in individuals preparing
the way for the new birth of a glorified world; so the Stoic doctrine speaks
of a TTtpio^i.cij iraXiyyfvtTia ruiv oXiov, dvaaToixtniimq. But this is con
nected with the pantheistic conception of a cycle of alternate destructions
aud renewals of the world, utterly opposed to the teleological point oi
view in Christianity. O TtaaapaKOvroi . rig, idv vovv biToa<>voi)v txy,
Christ's first stay ix Jerusalem.
Tlie mere figure of a oiew birth, in itself, would have been
notlung so unusual or unintelligible to Nicodemus ; he could
have understood it well enough if ajjplied, for instance, to the
case of a heathen submitting himself to circumcision and the
observance of other Jewdsh usages.'' But what startled him
was the altogether novel apj)lication which Chiist made of the
figm-e ; not to a change of external relations, as in tlie case
above supposed, but to a totally different change, of which the
learned scribe had not the glimmering of an idea. He knew
not what to thmk of such an answer to his question, and no
wonder ; a dead, contracted, arrogant scribe-theology is always
amazed at the mysteries of inward, spiritual experience. Tliis
first direct impression, perhaps, did not allow him, at the
moment, to distinguish between the figure and the thing, and
he asked, " How can a man he horn wlmn lie is old ?"
^3.) Tlie Birth of Water and of the Spirit.
But Christ confirms what he had said, and explains it further :
" Verily, except a man be horn ofwater and of tlie Sjririt, he can
not enter into the kingdom of God."'^ He thus describes more
exactly the active principle (the creative agent) of the new
birth, the Divine Spirit, wluch implants a new Divine life in
those who give themselves up to it ; producing a moral change,
a reversion of the universal tendency of man, as the offsiuing
of a race tainted by sin.
So much is clear. But what shall we say of the "waterV'^
TTcivra rd yfyovora Kal rd inofitva iwpaKC Kara to ofiodStg.�{Anton.
Monol. xi. 1.) "He who lives only forty years and observes well, has
experienced everything which occurs in the whole eternity of this ever-
renewed process."
Strauss thinks (p. 701) that the way in which Paul uses the expression
"a imu creation' {2 Cor. v. 17; Gal. vi. 15), without explaining it,
implies that it was in common use in Judaism. We do not agree with
him, but rather see in such expressions the new dialect created by Chris
tianity, which Paul's readers might be supposed to understand. If
Strauss's view were correct, we should expect such antitheses in Paul as
the following : "Circumcision cannot develop a new creation in the heathen,
but leaves all in its old condition ; a new creation can only grow out from
within, through faith."
How different the words of Christ, in their original simplicity, were
from the later dress given to them, may be seen by comparing John iii. 5,
with the Clementines, Hom. xi. � 26: "Lav firj dvaytwr^QriTt vcar
ZuivTi tig bvofia narpbg, v'loi'', dyiov irvivfiarog," &c. It is immateri.-J
whether this passage was borrowed from John's Gospel immediately, or
from some tradition.
^ It is said, by some, that the hand of a later writer is to be traced here,
who planned this conversation, half fiction, half truth, upon the basi^
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We infer from the fact that Christ says nothing more of
" water," but proceeds to explain the operations of the " Spirit,"
tbat the former was only a point of departure to lead to the
latter. It was the baptism of the Spirit, the " birth of the
Spirit" into a new Divine life, that was unknown to Nico
demus ; w hereas John's baptism might have already made him
acquainted with water as a symbol of inward purification,
pointing to a higher i)urification of soul, to be wrought by the
Messiah, and aichug iu its comprehension.
After this preparation, Christ sets forth the general principle
<m which his previous declarations to Nicodemus were founded,
viz., the tot;d op}iosition between the natural life�the hfe of
all those who continue to live according to nature simply�and
the new life which Cod imparts [" That which is horn of th�
flesh is flesh, and tliat which is born of tlie S/nrit is Spirit"].
But as this " buth of the Spirit
"
was still strange to Nic^
denius, Christ made use of a sensible image to biing it more
\d\ddly before him. " As none can set bounds or limits to the
wind, as one hears aud feels its blast, but cannot track it to its
source or to its aim ; so it is with the breath of God's Spirit in
those who have experienced the new birth. There is something
in the interior life not to be explained or comprehended, which
reveals itself only in its operations, and can be known only by
experience ; it is a life which no one can trace backward to its
origirr, or forward to its end."
The light begins to dawn upon Nicodemus. But to his nund,
yet in bondage to !i legal Judaism, prone to conceive all Divine
things in an outward sense and to keep God and man too far
apart, the fact asserted by Christ seems marvellous ; and he
exclaims in amazement, " How can this he ?" Jesus seizes upon
perhaps, of an earlier narrative, and added "birth by water" to "birth by
spirit," in order to give additional authority to baptism in the Church.
But this theory is contradicted by the fact that baptism is only incideiitally
mentioned by John ; that he nowhere expres.sly ascribes its institution to
Christ, and nowhere says anything of the baptism of the _ Apostles. A
writer influenced by an ecclesiastical intent, and permitting himself to
remodel the history of Christ from such a motive, would not have made
these omissions. It might even be said, with more plausibility, that John
had been led to connect baptism and regeneration together, and had attri
buted this combination to Christ. We have no right, because of a mere
difDculty, to charge such a thing, even though involuntary, upon the
faithful disciple. The whole turn of John's feelings, the mystic element
(in its good sense) that predominated in his mind, would alone have pre
vented him from making any outward thing prominent that was not made
80 in the original words uf Christ.
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this exclamation to humble the pride dt'tlu' learned tlieolDgian,
to convince him of liis want of insight into Divine tlungs, and
to make liim feel the need of further illumination. " You, a
teaelser of Israel, aud this, without which all religimi is a dead
thing, not known to you ! Anddf you belie\ e nu' not when I
sj^eak of a mere matter of fact, which every man ujion earth
may t<>st by his own exjieiience,^ how will you believe when I
proclami truths beyond the circle of man's experience and
transcending the hmits of his reason ; As heu 1 tell you the
hidden and unfathomable counsels of trOi) for human sal
vation !"
(4.) Jesus intiuiates liis own SviUerings.
Tliis iutroductiim prejiarcs us to exjiect something totalhi
opposed to the ordinary conceptions of the Jewish scaibe.s. It
would hav(^ been quite inappro])riate if Christ had merely
1-M.M'n about to speak of the exaltation of ]\ressiah, for that idea
was familiar enough ; or even if he had been about to apply
that exaltation personally to himsdf as J\Ies.siali ; for tins claim
could not appear very marvellous to Kicoilcnius, who was
already inchned to recognize him as a ])rophet. But nothing
could have been more startling to Jewish niodcss of thought, or
even to tbe mind of Nicodemus, who %\'as still ui bondage to
the outward lett(u-, than an intimation that IMessiah was not to
appear in earthly splendour, but was to found the salvation of
mankind upon the basis of Jiis own svffcr'nKjuS This was,
indeed, and ever, the stumbhng-block of tbe Jew s.
But Christ did not announce this truth, so strange to Nico
demus, plainly and in full breadth. Employing a well-known
figure from the Old Testament, he conqiared the lifting up of
the Son of IMan with the serpent that was raised in the wilder
ness S before the eyes of aU the people : and, having thus inti
mated the truth to the scribe by a simile drawn from his own
familiar studies, he left it to be further developed by his own
thoughts. Tbe brazen serpent may ha\e ajijieaicd to the
fathers a paradoxical cure for the serpent's bite ; and stub a
paradox is the salvation of the world tbi'ougb a suffering
Messiah. The very strangeness of the comparison must have
stimulated the mind of Nicodemus.'^
' A Jewish believer could understand this, from its analogy to se^ArAt�
impulses of the Divine life experienced under Judaism.
' See p. 85, 86.
K Conf. the explanation of Jacohi. (Stud. u. Krit. 182.'j, pt. i.)I" The words of Christ end with ver. 15, we think. Xicodemus had the
(foad in his mind, enough to w.ake liim out of hia spiritual slumber, a: d
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JESUS AT .ENON, NEAR SALIM.
"We cannot fix with certainty the length of Christ's first stay
m Jerusalem after the beginning of his public ministry. But
it is certain tbat he went directly thence to ^Enon,^ near Salim
(Salumias), a part of the country which was, at that time, the
theatre of John the Baptist's labours. Here he probably spent
most of the time from the Passover to the late harvest. He
may have had two objects in this, viz., to continue the training
of his disciples more uninterruptedly, and also to make use of
the connecting link which the ministry of John the Baptist
afforded. The reason for the continuance of the latter's separate
labours has already been mentioned.J
� 120.�Jealousy of John's Disciples.�Final Testimony of the Baptist.�
His Imprisonment.
The rapid growth of Christ's sphere of labour excited the
jealousy of many of John's disciples, who would hear of no
other master but their own, and who had not imbibed enough
of his spirit to know that lie was to give way before the higher
urge him to deeper thought upon the truth, partly clear and partly obscure,
to which he had listened. In the nature of the case, therefore, Jesus
would not be hkely to add anything further. The verses, 16�21, have
altogether the air of a commentary added by the Evangehst, from the
fulness of his heart and experience. He has seen the working of the
Gospel, and the judgments, too, which attend its preaching, and he records
them. John's Gospel is a selection from the history of the Gospel, made
with a definite purpose ; he begins it with a reflection, and he frequently
interrupts the narrative with a course of reflection, as appears to us to be
the case in the passage under consideration. Verse 16 takes up and
repeats Christ's closing words in verse 15, and explains them, as the yap
obviously shows. The marks of a change in the speaker seem to me very
evident. It appears to be characteristic of John not to mark such
transitions very distinctly ; although, of course, he could never intend to
intermix his own words with those of the Saviour.
' ]yn, a name derived from "p? {"a place abounding in water"), John iii.
2,*^. Eusebius (Onomastikon) says that such a place was still pointed out,
eight Eoman miles south of Scythopolis, near Salim and the Jordan.
(Hieron. 0pp. ed. Vallars, iii. 163 ; RosenmiiUer, Handb. d. Biblisch.
Alterth. ii. 2, 133 ; Robinson's Palestine, iii. 322.) This suits the place
described in John, as Christ goes thence to Samaria. If it appear .strarge
that the Baptist should go to Samaria, it is to be remarked that the place
belonged, as a border town, to Judea ; and the Baptist may have found
it necessary, in order to avoid persecution, to betake himself to this out-
of-the-way comer. Perhaps, also, with his more liberal tendency ofmind,
he had no scruples about abiding on the borders of Samaria.
i Page 59.
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one. They had seen that Christ obtained his first disciples by
John's testimony ia his favour. Having no desire them.sclves
to go beyond John's teaching, they did not striA C to -mderstand
that testimony fully, aud deemed it unreasonalile that Cluist,
who owed his first followers to the recommendation of their
own master, should exalt himself above the latter. But when
they mentioned their surprise to Jolm, he answered them,
" Do not wonder at this ; it had to be so. No man can usurp
what Heaven has not granted him. (No man's labours can
transcend the hmit ajipointed by GoD. Christ's influence
proclaims the Divinity of his calling. Men would not join
him, if God did not give them, in him, what I could never
bestow.)" He then calls them to witness that he had never
announced himself to them as IMessiah, but always, and only, as
the Forerunner : " / sadd I am not the Christ, but that I am xnd
before him."
It is to be observed (and it confirms wdiat we have said of
the historical position of the Baptist) tbat he does not here
appeal to his jirivate declarations as to Clirist's IMessiah^hij),
made to indi\ idual susceptible disciples, but only to his conti
nuous public testimony. The jealous spuits, therefore, may
never have had, from the hps of their master, any such special
direction to Christ.
But he added, " ]My goal is reached ; my joy is fulfiUed. I
have led the Bride (the Theocratic congregation) to the Bride
groom (the Messiah), to whom she belongs, who alone can fulfil
her hopes. He must increase, but I must decrease."''
In uttering these words, the Baptist probably had a presenti
ment that the end of his career was at hand. When he
returned to the other side of the river, Herod Antijias, wiio
ruled in Perjea, succeeded in lavinsj hold of him. The rifid
John iii. 30. Tims far tlie words bear the stamp of the Baptist, their
meanini;- beini;- figuratively intimated rather than e.\pressed. But those
which follow (31�36) are totally different. The Evangelist, having in his
own Christian experience so rich a commentary upon the words of his
former Master, feels bound to apply it in explaining them. The relation
of the Baptist to Chri.st sets aside all that has been said, in later times,
about some imaginary persons having invented this scene and tacked it on
to John's Gospel. Had such a one, as Struiiss thinks, made the fiction in
order to oppose the disciples of the Baptist (who kept aloof from C'iiris-
tianity) by the authority of their own master, lie would have gfine much
further; it would have been just as ea^y, ;ind far more effective, to inve;i:
a dialogue between Christ and the Baptist himself The apocryjihal
wTitings of thi.t period, manufactured to favour certain religious ideas,
were not wont to confine their inventions witoin such narrow limits.
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censor of morals, who had no respect for persons where the holy
law of God was concerned, had offended the tetrarch and, hy
orde'' of the latter, he was conveyed as a prisoner to the border
fortress of MacliEerus.'"
CHAPTER VI.
JESUS RETURNS THROUGH SAMARIA TO GALILEE. THE SAMARITAN
WOMAN. (jOHN IV.)
The Pharisaic party became more suspicious of J esus than
they had been of the rigid preacher of repentance, Avhen it was
found that his ministry was begiiming to attract still greater
attention than John's had done. He determined, therefore, to
leave that part of the country." Galilee offered a safe abode ;
and, besides, a good spiritual sod. for his instinictions woidd
probably be found there, as deep impressions had been made
upon the minds of many Galdeans attending the Passover, by
his pubhc labours at Jerusalem. He took the shortest road�
' Josephus differs from tlie Gospels (Matt. xiv. 3-5 ; Mark vi. 17-20 ;
Luke iii. 19-20) as to Herod's reasons for this act; according to the latter,
it was done because John had reproved him for carrying off and marrying
his brother PhiUp's wife ; according to the former, the tetrarch was
induced by fear of poUtical disturbances. "Aduag ro etti roaovSt iriOavbv
aiiTov Tolg avOpwwoic jMi) iiri diroGrdatt rivl 0�poi* Trdvra yap ttoKtrrav
<Tvfi�ov\y iiCiLvov irpd^ovTiq, ttoXv KpHTTov riytlrai, irpiv ti vtoiTipov
i% avTov ytviaOai, TrpoXa�wv avaipuv if p.STdQoXr\Q yevofiivrig tig rd
irpdypLaTa kfi�iawv jitravotiv."�(Archaeol. xviii. v. � 2.) Now the
character of the Evangelists, as historians, would not be affected, if we
.admit that they foUowed the popular report, even though incorrect, as
the matter had no connexion with their immediate object. But the diffi
culty is cleared up, and a better insight into the nature of the case obtained,
by the supposition that Josephus gave the ostensible, and the Evangelists
the real and secret reason that impelled Herod. As the Baptist did not
claim to be Messiah, and exhorted the people to fidelity in the several
relations of life, Herod could have had no pohtical fears except such,
indeed, as might arise from John's honest boldness in reproving his sins.
It is a further proof of his personal hatred to John, that he not only
imprisoned, but killed him. History affords many instances in which
feithful witnesses to the truth have fallen victims to the craft of pnests or
women, and often of the two combined.
Supposing that John appeared in public about six months before
Christ, .and that he was imprisoned about the same length of time after
Christ's first Passover, his whole public ministry lasted for about a year.
" Here is the occasion of Matthew's statement. Matt. iv. 12. But as
the first three Gospels only speak expressly of Christ's last journey (see
p. 163), no distinction is made between his stay in Galilee before and after
his first journey. Hence arose the mistake as to the time of John'fi
imprisonment ; to correct which error in the tradition probably John iii 2^
was IntendHcL
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three days' journey�to Galilee, through Samaria ; and made
use of the ojiportunity to scatter seeds for tlie future among
the people of that country, who were then longing for new
revelations, and among whom no pohtical perversions of the
Messianic idea were to be found, as among the Jews.
� 121.�Impressions made npon the Samaritan Woman.
In the mean time the summer months, and jiart of autumn,
bad passed away. It was in seed-time, wliich lasted from the
middle of October to the middle of Dec-ember, that Jesus
arrived in the fertile plain of Sicliem. Fatigued with tra-
A elling, he stopped to refresh himself about mid-day" at the well
of Jacob. He was alone, for he had sent his disciples into the
city to buy provisions ; not without the intention, probably, to
elevate them above the Jewish prejudice which regarded the
Samaritans as unclean. While he sits by the well-side, a poor
woman from the neighbouring city comesP to draw fresh water.
He asked her for water to quencb his thirst, and embraced the
occasion (as he always embraced everymoment and opportunity
to fulfil his Divine calling) to plant in her soul the seeds of
Divine truth.? Adapting his mode of teaching to her con
dition and culture, he made use of a natural figure, offered by
the occasion [" If tliou knewest tJie gift of God, and who it is tJiai
saith inito thee, ' Give me to drink,' tlwu umddst liave asked oJ
him, and lie would have given tliee livivg water"].
The figure was admirably adapted to awaken In her as yet
unspiritual mind a longing for the precious possession thus
intimated, before she could apprehend tbe nature of the pos
session itself [ " Whosoever drinketh of the water tJiat I sImJI give _
him, shall never thirst : it shall he in him a u-cll ofwater sirring-
ing up into everlasting life "]. How joyfully must she have
heard of water, ever fresh and flowing, which one could always
carry with him, and never need thirst or be weary with con-
� That traveling could be continued until twelve o'clock shows that it
must bave been late in autumn.
P This, too, could not have been done at that hour in summer.
1 Here is another refutation of tbe theory that .assigned an Alexandrian
origin to this Gospel. A man trained in that school would have been as
little di.-[w>sed as a Jewish theologian of Palestine to represent Jesus as
conversing with a poor woman and displaying to her the prospect of a new
future of religious development ! I'.ut it was jierfectly in keeping with
the character of Him who thankt^d (J(jd that "wliat h,ad been hidden from
the wise had been revealed unto babes," and who bad come to break down
all barriers that separated men, and to glorify human nature even in tlw
form of woman.
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stant travelling the dnsty road to draw ! And so, under this
figure, Christ pictured forth for her the Divine life which In-
had come to impart, Avhich alone can quench the thirst of the
soul, and is, for all who receive it, an endless stream of hie
flowing onward into eternity !
After thus exciting in her mind a desire for the miraculous
water, of which she could as yet form no just conception, he
breaks oflf without giving her further explanations of what, at
that time, she could not be made to understand. He turns
the conversation, first, to make her look v:ithin, as self-know
ledge alone can prepare us rigiitly to apprehend Divine things;
and, secondly, to satisfy her that he was a prophet, by showing
an acquaintance with parts of her private history of which, as
a stranger, he coidd have known nothing.^
� 122.�Christ's Decision heticeen the Worship of the Jews and that
of the Samaritans.
Struck 'ttdth his insight of her secret history, the woman
recognized him as a prophet. She must, in consequence, ha\'e
supposed that a higher sense lay hid in what he had uttered,
enigmatical as it yet appeared to her, and she laid it up in
her mind. It was natural, also, for her to question him
further, as a prophet, on rehgious subjects, and thus elicit
fi-om him new instmction. And what question so likely to
occur, or fraught with deeper interest to her, than that which
formed the bone of contention between the Jews and Sama
ritans, and which was suggested to her by the very spot on
which they stood. Mount Gerizim itself towering up just at
hand [" Our fatliers worshipped in this mountain, and ye say
tlmt in Jerusalem is the, place where m.en ought to wwship"].
The answer of Christ has a two-fold reference : one to the
existing stage of the Theocracy, thus answering the spirit of
the woman's question ; the other alluding to the higher stage
*� It has been made a question whether Christ, at the moment when ho
reque.sted the woman to call " her husband" (John iv. 16), had the full and
supernatural knowledge of her real circumstances, and only spoke thus to
her in order to test her disposition, and induce her to speak of her course
of life with candour ; or whether he had not that knowledge at the moment,
and really wished her husband to come, in order to open a communrcation
wdth the Samaritans ; so that the final turn of the conversation was diffe
rent from what he had expected. We are not acquainted with the laws
under which the beams of supernatural knowledge broke forth ft-om the
r'oul of Christ, nor with the relation between external occasions and the
internal development of his higher knowledge. Antl therefore we cannot
eay whether the woman's explanation, that "she bad no hiisband," excited
the streaming forth of the Di>ine light within him or not.
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of the Tlieocratic develoiunciit which lie himself was about to
introduce.
In regard to the first, he decicles (v. 22) in favour of the
Jews. " The Samaritans are iguoraiit of the true worship ot
God, because they reject the prophets, the se\eral stages of
revelation that have prepared the way for that which is the
aim of all, the manifestation of the Redeemer; the Jews, on
the other hand, do worship God intelhgently,^ since they havi',
recognized his successive^ revelations, and are thus fitted to be
the medium through which sahation may come forth for men ;
to lead to which sah^ation is the end and aim of all God's
revelations. Jerusalcuu, meanwhile, had to be the seat of
worship, because from Jenisalem the Redemption, wluch was
to raise worship to a higher sphere, was to spring up."
� IS.I.�The Warsliip of God ill Spirit and in Truth.
Christ tbus showed that tbe worship at Jeru.salem was only
preferred in view of the sah ation that was to come forth there,
and that the superiority would cease at the time of its coming
Ibrth. lEe had, then, to describe that higher era before which
the question in dispute between Jews and Samaritans would
wholly cease : " The hour cometh, and now is, wJien t!ie true
�riirshippers shall icorship the Fatlier in spirit a/nd in truth, for
tlie Fatlier seeketh such to worsh ip him : God is Spirit, and tliey
tvlio worship him mu^st worship htm in spirit and in truth." To
the wor.ship of God as previously conceived�the sensuous,
external worship, confined to special times and a fixed place
�Christ opi)oses a worship limited by neither, but proceeding
from the Spiiit, and embracing the whole being. The true
worship of God, as Spuit, can only spring from Divine affinities
in the Spirit.
And such worship can only be " Worship in the Truth ;"
tbe two are inseparable ; the Truth must be taken up into the
life of the Spirit before it can utter sjiiritual worsbi})�Truth,
the Divine element of life, the link that binds the world of
sjurits to God, their original. As Avorship in spirit is opposed
to that which is confined wholly, or chiefly, to isolated outward
acts, so worslup in the Tmth is opposed to that which adheres
to sensuous ty})es and images that only veil tbe tmth. And
this tme spiritual worship can only flow from those who are in
communion of life with God, as Father.
* This, of course, is only said ohjtctivdy, with reference to the stand
point of the Jewish nation; std/jfctivdy, applied to individuals, it would
(Hily be true of those who correspond in spirit to the definition that follows.
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Christ used the words, " the tune cometh, and is naiv,''
because the time, spiritual worship was realized, iu its perfec
tion, in himself; and because he had planted seeds in tJie
hearts of his disciples, from which it was to devebip itself in
them, and through them in aU mankind.
� 124.�The Spiritual Worship.�Its Bearing upon Practical Life.
Christ uttered here no merely theoretical tnith, bearing
only upon knowledge, but one eminentljpractical, and incluchng
in itself the whole work which he was to accomplish in hu
manity. The sages of both the East and the West had long
known that all true worship must be spiritual ; but they
beheved it impossible to extend such worship beyond tbe
narrow circle of thoughtful and spiritually contemplative
minds ; nor did they even know rightly how to reahze it
for themselves. They sought in Knowledge what could only
spring from Life, and was in this way to become, not the
privilege of a favoured few, but the common good of all men.
On the other hand, Christ not only gave the true Idea, but
realized it. As Redeemer of men, he placed them in a relatior
to God, through which the tendency to true and sj)iritual woi -
ship is imparted to theirwhole hfe. He made the Truth which
he revealed the source of life for men ; and by its means, as
spirits alhed to God, they worship bim in Truth. Only in
proportion as men partake of the Divdne life, by appropriating
Christ's revealed truth, can they succeed in worshipping God
in spirit and in truth.
The knowledge of God as Spirit was by no means commu
nicated to men ready made and complete. It was to develop
itself in the reflective consciousness only from tme worship of
God, rooted in the life ; here, and here only, were men to
leam* the fuU import of the words, " God is Spirit."^
How has the lofty tmth, the world-historical import, of this
saying of Christ been lost sight of by those who have taken it
as an isolated expression, apart from its connexion with Chris
tian Theism and with the whole Divine process for the deve-
' The history of religious opinions in the first three centuries affords
most vivid proof of this. E.g. " ttov irvuipa, ei aTiKovartpov jirXa/i-
iavofitv, cUfia Tvyxdvov." (Orig. in Joann. t. xiii. � 22.)
" This great truth, rightly understood, was closely connected with the
moral and religiouswants of the Samaritans, as represented by the woman.
The natural order of this conversation, the simplicity and depth of Christ';*
words�so free from the difFuseness characteristic of intentional imitat'or
�ia a strong proof of its originality.
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lopment of Christian life, by those abstract, naked, one-sidedly
intellectual Deists and I'antbeists who have dri-amed that llu u
could incorporate them into tbeir discordant systcnus by their
sjiiritual FeticJiism, which substitutes the deification of an
Idea for the spiritual, truthful adoration of God as Spirit !
Tbe aristocracy of education, the one-sided iuhUectuuUtyin of
tbe ancient world, was uprooted by Christ when he uttered
this grand truth to an uneducated woman, who belonged to
an ignorant and unctdtivated people : Fur all' men alike, the
n'lijhpd must spring from Ufe [and not from culture].
S 12').�Christ's Glances at the future Progress of his Kingdom, and ai
his own I^ath.
After Christ had made himself known as Messiah to the
Samaritan woman, she hastened joyfully to the city to tell the
strange things that had happened to her. Her countrymen
came orrt in throngs at her call. In the mean time, however,
the discijdes had returned, and found their jMaster just closing
bis conversation with the woman; and, althotigb both surprised
and curdous, they asked no questions about the occasion or sub
ject of the conversation.
But they wondered that he did not touch the provisions
they had brought. His corporeal wants are forgotten in the
higher thoughts that occupy him : the work of his life is
before him, the planting of the seeds of Divine truth in a
human sord, and through it in many others, even beyond the
limits of the Jewish people. The Samaritan woman is an
exponent of this new progress of the kingdom of GoD. Her
countrymen are approaching ; the seed is already germinating.
He rephes, therefore, to his chsciples, " / Iiave meat to eat which
ye k)iow not of. (The nourishment of the body is forgotten in
t liat of the Spirit.) My meat is to do the will of him tlmt sent
me, and to finish his work (to sow the seed for the general
diffusion of the kingdom of God among men)."
He then illustrates the work of God, which he had just
begun among the Samaritans, by a .similitude^ from the face
of Nature before them. Glancing, on tbe one side, at the
peasants scattered over the fertile valley, bu.sily sowing their
^eed, and on the other, at the Samaritans, thronging from the
town in answer to the woman's call, he says to the disciples,
' This similitude is of the same character with Christ's parables eiven
in the first three Gospels in general, and especially with those taken from
sowing seed, &c. ; a sign of the common character that pervaded all hu
dijcourses.
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Aj'e ye not wont to say, at this season of the year,
' There
a/re yet four months, and then cometh harvest?'''^ So it is,
indeed, in the natural, but not in the spiritual world. Tlie
seed is Just sown, and already the harvest a]ipears. ' Lift vji
your eyes' (pointing to the approaclung Samaritans), ' and st}.-
Jww the fields are already whitening to the harvest.'"
A profound glance into the soul of Christ and the secret
connexion of his thoughts is now opened to us.^ He cannot
utter this prediction of the glorious harvest that is to follow
the seed which he has sown, without the mournful, though
pleasant, thought that he shall not hve to see its gathering.
He must leave the earth before the harvest-home; nay, his
death itself is to prepare the way for it. So he tells his dis
ciples that they shah reap what he had sowed; but that he
shaU rejoice with them ["That both lie tlmt soweth and he that
reapeth may rejoice together. I sent you to reap tlmt whereon ye
bestowed no labour'"].^ Distant intimations hke tins were the
only announcements of his approaching death that Christ made
at this early period of his miuistiy.'
� 126.�Subsequent State of tlie Samaritans.
At the earnest request of the Samaritans, who were deeply
impressed with his appearance and his words, Christ remained
two days wdth them before continuing his journey to Galilee.
We have no information as to the immediate fruit of these his
first labours among that people ; pei'haps it was the source of
that religious awakening among them which is recorded in
the Acts (viu. 14). If this be so, the seed sown by Christ, rich
and fruitful as it was in the short time of lus stay, was not
afterward carefully cultivated until the Apostles went to Sa
maria ; many foreign elements had crept in, and enthusiasts
and false prophets had led the people astray. The pure mani
festation of Divinity was followed by a paltry caricature. The
unsophisticated Samaritans beUeved in Clirist, from the Divine
power of his words and his appearance, without any muack; ;
" A proverb taken from the climate and farming of that part of the
country. ^ A mark of truth, not of fiction.
^ There is no ground whatever to refer John iv. 37, 38 (as Strands
does), especially to the later ministry of the Apostles in Samaria. The
prediction which they contain is just like those in Matt. x. 26 ; Luke
xii. 3: and in the parables hereafter examined (p. 188-190). Anyone
putting these words into Christ's mouth, in order to point to the labour:--
of the Apostles in Samaria a-i having been preceded by Christ's, wouid
ha'.'e been less reserved and delicate about it by far.
' Luke V. 35.
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l)Ut at a later jieriod, when their minds had been debancliej
by magical arts and legerdenuun, the most striking miracles
wej'e requisite to restore them.
CHAPTER VII.
Christ's first general ministry in galilee.
� 127.�Christ heals the Nobleman's Son.�Chooses Capernaum for hu
Abode �Heainyj of Peter's Wife's Mother.
On his andval in Galilee Jesus went agam to Cana. (John
iv. 46.) While there, there came to lum a man belonging to
the court (/3aiTt/\iK0() of Herod Antipas, and begged him to go
down to Capernaum and cure his son, who was dangerously id.
Distress drove this man to Christ ; although he might (if he
had chosen), perhaps, have received Divine impressions before.
He probably was, at first, among the number of those who
\ erified the proverb in regard to Christ, " a prophet is without
honour in his own country." The Samaritans beheved, be
cause of theu- inward wants, and of the inward power of Di\ i-
nity ; the faith of the Gahleans had to be roused by visible
miracles and material blessings. To this must we refer the
words of reproof uttered by Christ before he granted the
man's prayer: "Except ye see signs and wonders, ye will not
helieve."''^
Having, by the miracle wrought in this case, produced a new
and favourable impression upon the public mind at Capernaum,
be chose that place as the seat of his ministry. Here he taught
in the synagogue, and healed the sick. It happened on a
certain Sabbath, that when he left the synagogue he went,
attended by his disciples, to the house in which Peter hved,
wdth his mother-in-law, who lay ill at the time of a fever.''
Je.sus healed her, at once and fully, so that she was able to
attend to her household duties and detain her gniests for the
Sabbath-day's dinner. As Christ spent the day in the house
(the rumour having probably been spread that he would .s(j(jii
leave the town), sick persons were brought in from all sides;
not, however, until after sunset, to avoid breaking the law of
the Sabbath. On the next day the people strove to pre\ ent
his departure, but he told them, "/ mmt preach tlie kingdom oJ
God to otlier cities also, for tlierefore am I sent.''''
�� See p. 146.
" Luke iv. 38 ; Matt. viii. 14 ; Mark i. 29.
' Joseph. De Vita Sua, � 54 : " t icrr; iooa, KaO' rjv roUg rjdkkaaii' df>ia-
onoinoQai vopipov iariv r'lplp."
NAZARETH.
� \2S.~Christ appears im, the Synagogue at Nazareth.�His Life is
endangered. (Luke iv. 16-30.)
From Capernaum Christ went to Nazareth, but the fame <>f
his gi-eat deeds at the former place had gone before him. All
eyes were turned upon him when he appeared in the synagogue
on the Sabbath ; tlmy had knnwn him as a very different person
from what fame now proclaimed him to be. He took the scroll
of the prophets that was handed to him, and, Divinely giuded.
opened it at Isaiah Ixi. 1. We may infer from the words of
this passage that he proclaimed the arrival of the prophetical
Jubilee, and declared himself to be the pronused one that waa
to open the eyes of the blind, and to bring hberty to those
who languished in the bondage of sin and Satan.
But his hearers were uncouscious of their spiritual bondage,
and longed for no dehverance ; they knew not of their blind
ness, and asked not to be healed. Engrossed iu the affairs of
life, they were conscious of no liigher wants, and, therefore,
although his words made an impression, it was only upon the
surface. Their astonishment that a man whom they had
known from cliildhood should speak such words of power was
soon followed by the doubt, " How comes it that such a man
should do such great things'?" Incapable of appreciating the
heavenly gifts which Christ offered, they wished him (in their
hearts, if not with their hps) to work wonders there, as he had
done at Capernaum.
We have seen akeady'^ that the fundamental principles on
which Christ acted forbade him to accept a challenge of this
sort. He coidd do nothing for those who insisted on seeing in
order to believe. Slaves to the outward seeming, and destitute
of a spiritual sense, they would have been satisfied with nothing
he might do ; and he refused them wdth a rebuke that pointed
to the ground of their offence and unbelief:
" Ye will surely say
unto me this froverh, 'Physician, heal thyself;' whatsoever ice
have heard dane in Capernaum, do also liere in thy country." He
then quoted, with special reference to Nazareth, the proverb
which he had, on another occasion, apphed to the whole of
Gahlee, " A prophet is without honour in his own country
and illustrated, by examples from the Old Testament (in op-
^ See p. 141.
� The Nazarenes represent the character of the whole Jewish people.
The doctrine which Christ arrayed against them�that God's grace is noi
imparted according to any human standard�contains the germ of Paul's
ninth chapter to the Romans, which meets similar Jewish deman !j,
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j opition to theii" contracted arrogance), tlie truth that tlio
grace of God, in the distribution and application of miracuhnis
gifts, acts freely ; so that they could not extort a miraclt "w
their challenge, if it was the will of ( !(iD that none should lie
wrought. He came by no means to heal all the Jewish
nation.
At tins rebuke, the wrath of tbe scribes and of the rude
multitude was enldndled against hini,'^ and the protecting
hand of God alone saved him from the death which thi'eatencd
him.
This rejection of Christ at Nazareth, due mainly to the dis
position of tbe chief men, is worthy of note, as a tyjie of the
rejection whieb awaited him at the hands of the leaders of the
whole nation from the same cause.
� 129.�The Parable of tlie S<nccr.��Christ's E.rjihmHtinn of tlte Parable
to tlie smaller Circle of his Discii>Us.
The time intervening between Christ's return to Galilee in
November, and his journey to Jerasalem to attend the feast ol
the Passover in the foliov\dng March or Ajiril, was spent in
scattering the seeds of the kingdom more widely among the
people of that country. Probably many of the events re
corded by the first thrcje Evangelists belong to this period.
Perhaps, also, it was dining this period that he took occa
sion, as he walked by the shores of Genesareth, to offer Divine
truth to the gathered crowds around him, iu the form of a
Jiarable suggested by the labours of the peasants who were
sowing their fields around. He exhibited vividly to their
f Luke'.s account of this is very graphic, but very brief ; many other
things may have occurred to stir up the anger of the people. But when
we remember the fame that had preceded his coming, the striking exor
dium with which he opened his speech (addressed, however, only to
suscejitible souls), and, finally, that, instead of complying with tlieir
request, he refused and rebuked them at the same time, we may readily
conceive why they should be angry at the " son of the carpenter," now
coming forward with the pretensions of a prophet. Their excited selfish
ness now took the garb of zeal against a false prophet. According to
Luke's account, Christ wrought no miracle here, and this accords with the
words he uttered ; the less detailed statements of the other Evangelists
(Matt. xiii. 58 ; Mark vi. 5) imply that he wrouglit a feie. In this last
case, it might be supposed that he did not leave the town immediately
differ the synagogue service, and that, meanwhile, something occurred to
excite the people. It is probable, however, that we must consider Luke's
statement the most definite, both in view of the general principles on which
Christ wrought his mighty works, and also of the special relation in which
he stood to the Nazarenes.
* Matt. xiii. \-U ; Mark iv. 1-9 ; Luke viii. 4-8.
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minds, under the figure of the seed, the object of his jiidelama-
tion, the dispositions of mind with which it must i>e received
in order to accomphsh that object, and the hinderauccs with
which it is wont to meet in human nature.
It is not to be supposed that Christ uttered this parable
(which refers solely to the operations of the word proclaimed
by him) as an isolated speech ; indeed, it is distinctly mtimated
(Mark iv. 2) that an exhortation or warning to his lieareis
preceded it.
He di\ddes his hearers into two principal classes, (I.) those
in whom the wcjrd received is unfruitful, and (II.) those in
whom it brings forth fruit. In the first class, again, he chs-
tinguishes {a) the totally umsusceptible, and (b) those to whom
the word indeed finds access, but yet brings forth no fnut.
Of these last, again, there are two subdivisions.
I. THE UNFRUITFUL HEARERS.
(a.) The totally Unsusceptible.
The seed, which does not penetrate the earth at all, but
remains upon the surface, and is trodden or devoured by bu'ds,
corresponds to the relation of the Divine word to the wholly
worldly, who, utterly unsusceptible, reject the truth without
ever comprehending it at all.
(6.) The partially Susceptible.
(1.) Tlie Stony-ground Hearers.�Under the figm-e of the
stony ground, in which the seed shoots up quickly, but withers
as soon, for want of earth and moisture, he depicts that lively
but shallow susceptibihty of spirit which grasps the trutli
eagerly, but receives no deep impressions, and yields as quickly
to the reaction of worldly temptations as it had yielded to the
Divine word. Faith must prove itself in strife against the
world without, as well as within; but the mind just described
never appropriates the truth in such a way as to obtain power
to resist.
(2.) The Word cliohed among Thorns.�The seed wluch
germinates and takes root, but is stifled by the thorns that
shoot up with it, figures the mind in which the impure
elements of worldly desire develop themselves along with the
higher hfe, and at last become strong enough to crush it, so
that the received truth is utterly lost.
II. THE PEUnrUL HEARERS.
When seed is sown into good ground, it is variously pro-
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ductive according to the fertility of the soil. So the fimtful-
ness of Divine ti-uth, when once appropriated, depends upon
the degree in which it penetrates the whole interior life and
all the powers of the spirit, stampmg itself ujion the truth-
inspired cour-se of life.
With what perfect simplii it y are the profoundest traths in
regard to the growth of religious life unfolded iu this parable !
So vivid an impression was made upon a Mouian in the
throng, that she exclaimed, " Jllesscd is fJie ivouib that bare tlur,
and tlte breast that gave thee svck."^^ But Christ rejected this
external veneraticm, and said, as if with propbelie warning
against that tendency to fix rehgious feehng upoTi the o/'twanl,
which in later times so sadly disiigured tnie Christianity,
'' A'o, ratlier blessed are tliey that hear the word of (lod ami
heep it;" with obvious reference to the parable, which
illustrated tbe faithful reception and use of the Di\inu
word.
After the dispersion of the multitude, the smaller circle of
disciples gathered about Christ and asked a fur-ther explana
tion of the parable.' He told them tbat to tbem it should
remain no longer a parable ;j tliey might clearly apprehend the
truth which was only offered iu a ved to the stu])id multitude.
After unfolding its import, he taught them that the trutli then
veiled ui parables was to become a light for all mankind ; that
they were to train themselves to be his organs in diffusing it ;
but that, in order to this, they must ever grow in the know
ledge of his truth by a faithful emplo3rment of the means that
he had given them. " No �man. lohen he hath lighted a candle,
coveretli it vdtli a vessel, or pntti'lh it under a bench; bnt setteth it
on a candlestick, that they v:hi<-h enter in 'may see the light. (Su.
also, the truth, destined to be a light for all mankind, must
not be concealed, but chffuse its light on all that seek to enter
the kingdom of God.) For tliere is vMhing hid that shall not he
knovm and come abroad. (And he adds warningly to his disci
ples). Take lieed, tlierefore, how ye hear ; for wlwsoever hath, to
him shall he given ; cmd whosoever luith not, from him shall he
taken even that which lie seemeth to heive. (Everytlung de
pends upon the spirit in which the truth is received and
put to use.)"
Luke xi. 27. We shall give our reasons, furtl er on, in placing theai
words in this connexion.
' M.att. xiii. lS-23 ; Mark iv. 10-25 ; Luke viii. 9-18.
j Cf. p. 109.
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� 130.�Parable of the various Kinds of Fish in tlie Net^-�()/ tlie
Wheat and the Tares}
Itlarvellous was the spbnt-glance with which Christ sur
veyed not only the process by wluch the higher life which he
had introduced into humanity was to develop itself, according
to its own inherent laws, but also the manifold corruptions aud
hiuderances that awaited it. The parables m which he illus
trated the hiuderances and obstacles of the ti-uth were also
derived from the sphere of nature and of life immediately
aroimd him�the tods of the fishermen in the Sea of Gene
sareth, and of the husbandmen iu the fertile fields about its
shores.
He had to teach his disciples that not all who joined him
were fitted to be genuine followers, and that the spurious and
the true should be intermixed in his visible Idngdom, until
that final process of decision which God had reserved to lum
self To convey this truth, he compares the Idngdom of God,
in the process of its development on earth (which corresponds
to the visible Chm-ch as distingaushed from the invisible), to a
net cast into the sea, in wluch fish of all kinds, good and
worthless, are caught, and which are only assorted after the
net has been drawn to the shore.
It was, perhaus, an expression of surprise on the part of his
disciples, at the long forbearance of Christ toward some whom
they deemed unworthy�and certainly there was one such in
the inunediate circle of his followers�that gave him occasion
to utter the parable of the " Wlieat and the Tares." Its object
was to warn them (and the leaders of the Church in all ages)
against arbitrarily and impatiently anticipating the Divine
wisdom, which guides all the threads of the Church's progress
to one aim ; against attempting to distinguish the spurious
from the genuine members before that final sifting of the king
dom which God himself will make ; to teach them that men
have no means of making such decisions unerringly, and might
cut ofi; as false, some who were, or might become, true subjects
of the kingdom.
The chief point in the parable is, that while the genuine
seed germinates and brings forth fruit, the bastard seed is also
sown among it, and both shooting up together, the oastard
wheat, from its likeness to the true, cannot well be discrimi
nated until harvest, when its real natuie is manifested. The
^ Matt. xiii. 47. ' Matt. xiii. 24.
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other pomt of comparison is tlie impatience of tlic servanta,
who wish to pull up the tares at once.
It is a question whether the imliAudual trait that the tares
were sown by the enemy "while men slcpl" had any special
prominence. If so, it contains an exhortation to the leaders of
the Church to be watchfid ; implying that carelessness and
indifference on their part may admit false members among the
tiTie. But no such exhortation is afterward expressed, and,
moreover, the whole plan of the parable presupposes that these
spurious admixtures will nccpssarih/ take place in the progress
of the kingdom ; that no care or foresight can {ires ent them.
We must, therefore, consider this trait as belonging to the
colouring rather than the substance of the parable.
� 131.�Christ subdues a Storm on tlie Sea.�Character of tlie Act
as a Miracle.�Its moral Siejnifieaiiee.
The disciples had many opportunities, on the Sea of Gene
sareth, of contrasting their own sjiiritual feebleness with the
calmness of the Savdour's soul ; an exjierieuce that was useful,
not only at the time, but as a preparation for their o^vn subse
quent calhng.
On one occasion,'" sailing from the western to the eastern
shore of the sea, in a vessel with a numlx'r of his disciples and
others, he sunk into sleep, probably worn out with his previous
labours in supplying the pbysical as well as spiritual necessities
of the people. While he was asleep, a storm ai'ose, so violent
as to threaten the destruction of the vessel. The discijiles,
full of consternation, and always accustomed to seek his aid in
distress, now roused him from sleep. In a few short words he
commands the winds and the waves to "be still," and is
obeyed ; a calm is spread over the face of naturc^ He mddly
rebukes the disciples : " Where is your failh ? what sort of
tinist in God is this, which can so easily be shaken ?"
Not only the disciples, but the other persons in the ship,
were deeply impressed by this miracle. One of the strangers"
(for the disciples had seen too many of his wonders to ask such
a question) exclaimed, " ^^^lat kind of man is this, that even
tbe elements obey him ?"
The question bas been started whetbei- this occurrence can-
Luke viii. 22-25 ; Matt. viii. 23-27 ; Mark iv. 36-41. The connexion
of this history with that of the Gadarene in the text of tho J'ivangehsts is
a proof of historical reality ; no casual ground of such a connexion exists.
� The expression ol di/dputTroi, in M;itt. indicates that the6e persons
were not disciples.
THE STOKJI SUBDUED.
uot be explained from tbe subjectiA'e apprehension of the men
themselves, e. g., as follows. When Jesus awoke, and spoke
oahuly to them, his composure quieted their perturbed miuds.
A calm iu the elements ensued ; and they transferred the
im})ressiou made upon their minds to Nature. Interpreting
the few words uttered by Christ in this way, they involuntaiily
altered them a shade in repeating them afterward.
Now, even if this theory were admitted, it would leave the
Divine image of Christ untouched in its sublimity. He that,
on awaking suddenly from sleep, could impress men's minds
\v\\j\\ such a behef, by a word and a glance, must have been the
Sou of God.
But the theoiy cannot be admitted. Christ must have
known that the obsei vers looked upon his words as the cause
of the calm that ensued, and would not have employed a
deceit to confirm their faith in Ins sovereignty, which, resting
upon the foundations of truth, needed no such props as this.
lie woidd rather have taken occasion, from such a misunder
standing (had it occurred), to convey a useful lesson to his
future Apostles. He would have told them, probably, that his
work was, not to subdue the storms and waves of nature, but
of men's souls; that to souls full of his peace and joy no powers
of tbe world could bring terror.
In short, our interpretation of the event will depend upon
the general view of the person of Christ with which we set
out. Were an achievement hke this attributed to a saint, we
should be entitled to give it such an interpretation as the above ;
out it is ascribed to Jesus, the son ofGod, who revealed, in the
history which we have of liis hfe, powers adequate to such a deed
The moral design of the miracle was, partly, to impress his
sovereignty upon the minds of certain persons who had before
seen no exhibitions of it ; and, partly, to confirm the faith of
the Apostles in his power to subjugate nature, and make her
operations tributary to the kingdom of God. And this sensi
ble miracle was an image of that higher spiritual one which
Christ works in all ages, in speaking peace to the soul amid
all the tempests of life, and in bringing to obedience all the
raging powers that oppose the progress of his kingdom.
� 132.�The Gadarene Dernoniuc."�Ch-isfs Treatment of him after
the Cure.�Inferences from ii.
Christ landed on the eastern shore, near the town of Gadara.
Many pagans probably resided in that vicinity, as herds of
� Matt. viii. 28 ; Mark v. 1-20 ; Luk6> viii. 26-39. Two demoniacs are
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swine abounded. A demoniac,? wbo could not possibly be
kept chained in his I'agmg paroxysms, but constantly broke
his fetters and eluded his guardians, was wandering about near
the landing-place. He believed himself inhabited and hurried
hither and thither by a host of evil spirits. Driven naked
from the haunts of men by the direful powers, he sought a
dreary refuge anud the gi-ave-stones and old tombs? of the
�wilderness.
Probably attracted by the noise of the landing, the demoniac
ran to meet the passengers as they disembai'ked ; having pro-
liably, also, beard of the fame of Jesus, which had sjiread from
the western to the ea.stern shore of the lake. From what we
can learn, we should judge that the man was a heathen, who
had, however, dwelt much among the Jews, and therefore con
founded Jewish and pagan notions together in his disturbed
consciousness. So he probably addressed Jesus as " the son
of the highest God," rather in a pagan than Jewish sense.'
The ap})eai-ance (jf Christ (probably combined with what he
had prc\iously heard) affected him profoundly ; the warring
] lowers within him�as was generally the case wlum Christ's
Divinity came in contact with demoniacs�partly urged him
toward the Saviour, and partly held him back ; attracted as he
was, he coidd irot bear the presence of Jesus. There is something
in him which resists and dreads the Divine power. Losing his
proper identity in that of the evil spirits that possess him, he
personates them, and recognizing, with terror, the Son of God
as the future Judge, he exclaims, in anguish, " What hast thou
to do with us, thou Son of the Highest 1 (What would the
Heavenly, so near us 1) Why hast thou come hither before
the time (before the final doom), to make us feel thy power,
and torment usl"^
Christ's first procedure is not such as to imply that he has
mentioned hy Matthew, perhaps because the demoniac speaks in the plural
number. p Cf. p. 154.
1 These are still to be found among the ruins of Om-Keis, probably the
.ancient Gadwi-a. (Cf Burckhardt, i. 426 ; Gesenius, Anmerkungen, 538;
llobinson iii. 535.) Origen must have been mistaken (t. vi. in .Joann. � 24)
in saying that Gadara could not be the spot, because there is neither lake
nor precipice near ; he probatjly looked for the theatre of the event in the
immediate vicinity of the town, which by no means follows neceasarily
from the naiTative.
Cf. the words of the heathen woman. Acts xvi. 17.
� The original form of these words is probably that given by Matthew,
Everything leads us to conclude that the demoniac, impressed by the per
Bon of Christ, addressed him first.
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to do "with evil spirits. He directs his words to the man, seeks
to get his attention and draw him into conversation, so as to
prepare the way for further influences. As a beginning, he
asks the man his name. But the demoniac, still blending his
own identity wdth that of the evil spirits, answers, "Legion;'"
it is a whole legion of evil spirits that dwell in him. He then
leiterates, in their person, the prayer that Christ would uot
cast them into Hades before their time ; and perceiving a herd
of swdne feeding at a distance, the unclean spmts are associated
with the unclean beasts in his perturbed thoughts. He then
beseeches Cbrist that, if the spirits are compeUed to leave tbe
man, they may be permitted to enter the sicine, under the
notion that they cannot exist except as imited to material
bodies.
There is a gap here in our connexion of the facts. Did
Christ really participate in the opinions of the demoniac, or
was it only subsequently inferred* from the fact that the swiue
iTjshed down, that Christ had allowed the evil spirits to take
possession of them ? It is certain, at any rate, that they
did cast themselves over the precipice into the sea, as
if driven by an invisible power, and that many of them
perished.
One thing is very clear, a man in such a state could not
have been cured by Christ's merely humouring his whims, and
by a single coincidence like that of the herd's throwing them
selves over the precipice. Nay, he could not have made the
request that he did, nor have beheved that the evil spirits had
abandoned him at Christ's command, had not Chiist, by tbe
* Strikingly as this graphic narrative bears the marks of truth, this is
BtiU its obscure point. Some have attempted to clear it up by the suppo
sition that the demoniac threw himself upon the herd after Christ spoke to
him. But this is inconsistent with the facts. It is not probable that a
paroxysm like this could have seized him after the impression which Christ
had made upon him. Moreover, this explanation aflbrds no ground for
the notion of the demoniac that the spirits had abandoned him for the
swine, but would rather convince him of the continuance of their power
over him. In order to beheve the former, he must have stood as a quiet
spectator while the herd was violently driven into the sea by an invisible
power. The analogy of the notions of the time favours this. In the
reference to Josephus, before made (p. 160), the exorcist bids the demon
leave the sufferer and enter a vessel of water that stood by ; and his obe
dience is proved by the fall of the vcbsel of its own accord. So the swine
must have rushed down of their own accord, to afford any proof that the
devils had left the man and entered them. Finally, an attack of the
swine, on the part of the demoniac, could have been no matter of surprise
to the swineherds. (Matt. viii. 37.)
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power of his spirit, made a mighty impression upon him befuiv.
What followed shows, however, more clearly that Chri.st used
higher infiuences to restore lus shattered soul to its pristme
soundness.
Although no detailed account is left of what immediately
followed, we may yet conclude, from the residt, that many
things occurred between Christ and the demoniac after the
preparatory -""'ork above related. His heart had been made
susceptible of farther spiritual influences. The presence and
words of Cbidst produced additional effects, as we find the man
sitting clothed, and in his right mind, at the feet of Jesus,
listening to him with eager devotion. So moved is he, that
he -wdshes to attach himseh to Christ and follow hun eveiy-
where.
But Christ (who had reserved for a subsequent period the
conversion of the heathen) tells the restored man to " go Jiome
to his //-ieuds."^ We see in this, as in many other examples,
how Christ's conduct varied with circumstances, and how care
fully we should guard against deducing general principles from
his procedure in isolated cases. While he calls upon some to
leave home and family to follow him, he bids this man to follow
first the jjurely human feelings which had been reinstated in
tbeir natural lights within him ; to return, sane and calm, to
the famdy^ whieb he had abandoned as a maniac; and to glorify
God among them, by telhng them how Christ had wrought
the mighty change, and giving them a hving proof of it in his
own person. He tells some on whom he had wrought miracles
not to say too much about what he had done ; but this one he
commands to publish everywhere among his friends what great
things God had wrought for him. In this case it was lieatlmii
(not Jews) that were concerned.
The way in which Christ gave peace and harmony to this
distracted and lacerated soul affords an image of the whole
work of redemption. The first emotion of the uncultivated and
(chiefly) heathen peo])le aroutid was fea/r; not the feehng then
best adapted to render them susceptible of his teaclung. But
the simple story of the restored man's experience was adapted
to lead them to contemplate Christ, no longer on the side of
his power, but of his love and hohness.^
" Mark v. 19.
'' llie narrative does not say whether this foundation of Divire Know-
let'ge w.os ever built upon among them.
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� 133.�Christ Returns to the west side of Genesareth.�IlcaUng of
the Issue of Blood."^
Wlien Christ returned to the western shore of the lake, he
found a rnidtitude of people awaiting his arrival. One of the
rulers of the .syuag(ig-ue, named t/�;VMs, Avhose daughter of twelve
years'' lay so ill that her death was hourly expected, pressed
through the throng to the Saviour, aud besought him to go to
his house. He arose to grant the sorrov\dng father's praA er,
but the crowd detained them.
A woman who had suffered A\dth an issue for twelve years,
and had sought aid in vain from physicians, approached him
tlu'ough the press from behind. She d^d not venture to address
liim directly, but ha\dng formed the idea in her o^Yn. way, she
thought that a sort of magical healing jjower streamed forth
from his j)erson, and that she might be relieved of her malady
simply by touching his garment. Her believing confidence,
although blended with erroneous conceptions, was not disap
pointed.
Christ felt that some one had touched his robe,y and inquired
who it was. Peter, forward as usual, spoke for the disciples,
and said (very candidly, doubtless, as he probably did not
observe the woman's movement), " How canst thou be sur
prised, in the midst of such a throng, that the people approach
and touch thee V But Christ repeated his question, and the
woman, who had not before ventui'ed a word, expecting to be
discovered, fell trembling at his feet, and proclaimed before all
what had happened to her. Jesus, kindly encouraging the
trembling heart, said to her, " Be of good clieer, thy faith Jiath
sa/ved tliee; go in peace." ^
" Matt. ix. 18-26 ; Marie v. 21 ; Luke viii. 40.
* Strauss says that this age of
" twelve " was a mere fiction, in imitation
of the twelve years of the issue of blood. There is not a shadow of reason
to suppose that Luke's statements are not literally correct in both in
stances ; but even if they were not, if a round number only is meant, and
the one period modelled after the other, the veracity of the narrative
would be in nowise impeached.
y Luke's account could have been given by none but an eye-witness in
such lively and minute detail ; e. g. Christ's question, Peter's answer, the
repetition of the question, &c. Moreover, Luke makes the cure inune
diate upon the touching of the garment ; in Matthew it follows the words
of Christ in the usual way. Luke's eye-witness had the conception of the
mode of cure that the woman herself had, and so interpreted Christ's
words (viii. 46).
' The narrati-ve does not decide whether the approach of the wouwH
P
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� 134.�Raising of Juiniis Daughter.�And of the Widow's Son
at Xaiu,
In the mean time a message came from the house of Janus
that his daughter was dead, and that, as nothing couhl be done,
the ]Master need be troubled no further.^ But Christ, not hin
dered by the news, said to the father, " Be not a/raid; only
believe, aiid she sJutll be made whole."
"What right had he to hold out this hope to the parent, and
in what sense did he do it 1 Did he know, from tbe reported
symptoms, that the death was only apparent, and that he was
going to cure a fainting-fit by remedies in his possession 1 Had
this been the case, he surely would have guarded against ex
citing hopes that might be disappointed; he would have said,
in A\-oi-ds, that his expectations were founded only on the sup
position that the girl was in a trance ; and as natural signs
alone could give no unerring certainty of cure, he would, in
mere prudence, have spoken conditionally, telling the father,
perhaps, to trust in God, but yet, at the same time, to resign
himself to the Divine will. In a word, he could only have
spoken as he did, from a Divine confidence that he could, by
the power of God within him, restore life to the dead body.
At the door of the" hou.se the mother comes to meet them.
A throng of curious persons at the door desire to enter, but he
adndts only the parents, "with three of his most intimate disci
ples. In the chamber of death he finds already gathered the
minstrels and mourners. " Weej) not," said he to them; " sJie
is not dead, but sleepeth."
These woixls might have been used, it is true, if he meant (as
some suppose) to state her condition according to the symptoms,
was known to Christ, and he healed her intentionally, or whether the cure
was a Divine operation, independently of him (a jilnixleal cause being laid
out of the ca^e), caused by the woman's faith, and thus serving to. glorify
her trust in Christ.
'�^ Tlie discrep.ancy between Luke's account (viii. 49) and Matthew's
(ix. IS, seq.) has been made a ground of objection. It has been supposeil
that the second message is a mere filling up of Luke's. A similar dis
crepancy, as to the sending of a message, occurs in the case of the
centurion. Matt. viii. 5-10 ; Luke vii. G. ( irant that the two cases were
entirely alike, it would not follow that tlu-ie had been an intentional
invention. But the dissimilarity of the two is greater than their similarity.
In both cases, indeed, the message is, tli.at Christ need not come; but the
reason assigned in the one is, that he can helii villiout coming, and in the
other, that it is too late for him to help ai all. What, then, is unlikely in
either �? especially as Luke's stateineiits, derived from eye-vdtnesseB, ato
full, while those of r^latthew are abridged reports.
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and to make this a gi-ound of consolation ; as if he had said,
"she is only in a trance resembling sleep." But they were
equaUy appropriate, if, without any reference to natural
symptoms and consequences, he meant only to say that this
condition would be, f(yr her, only sleep, as he was able to raise
her out of it. The character in which Christ acted, as well as
the whole connexion of the narrative, compel the conclusion
that he spoke with reference to the res^dt rather than to the
nature of the condition in which the maiden lay ; even though
the circumstances might make it probable that this condition
was a trance.
["And he put them all out."] In stillness must such a work
be wrought !
Wlien the noisy mommers were gone, and he was alone with
the few that had accompanied him into the chamber of death,
he spoke to the maiden the life-inspiring words. He theu
" charged them to teU no man what had been done." It has
been said that he did this to prevent their giving him the false
reputation of having done a miracle in the case ; false, because
he had restored the maiden, iu an entirely natural way, from a
death that was only apparent. Had this been the case, he
certainly would have explained himself more definitely. He
would have told them, in that case, how to report the matter ;
not that they should not report it at all. But he could not
have wished that the event should be otherwise resjarded than
as a work of Divine power; and the prohibition was doubtless
made in view of circumstances, especially iu view of the dispo
sitions of the people.
To this period of Christ's ministry, probaldy, belongs also a
miracle akin to the raising of Jairus's daughter, which is
reported only by Luke.^
On a journey, accompanied by his disciples, and by many
others who had joined him on the road, he arrives before the
little town of Nain,^ in the vicinity of Mount Tabor, and not
far from the well-known Endor. Near the gate he meets ;i
ftmeral procession; and in the sad hne a widow, mourning for
her oidy son. In compassion"^ to her grief, he exclaims, " Weep
Luke vii. 11.
' Now a little village, Ndn, inhabited by a few families.�Robimon, iii.
460 [Am. ed- iii. 218, 226].
^ OlslMuscn thinks that, although Christ only made liis compassion for
the mother prominent in this miracle, he still had regard to the salvation
of the son; for, as he well remarks, the life of one hunvan being cannot bo
nsed merely as means for another's peace or welfare. But, although we
p2
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not.
' Had lie not Ihh'u conscious of power to remove tlie
cause of i^vvA. l>v "ivintj; back her sou, he would have tried to
soothe her sorrow, instead of exciting a vain hope, only to
plunge her deeper into anguish.
� 13.^.�Dmihu of John the Uttjilisl in his Imprisonment .'� ///�.�,� }fis.-i(ii/e to
Christ, unci its III suit. Christ's Tislimonij concerning Him.�JJisricW
of the r( lotion hetwien the Old and New Di.-.jn nsatlons.
John the Baptist had now laiiguislied iu prison for several
inonths in the fortress JMaeluvrus. He was not wholly inter-
dieted from intercouise with his disciples ; for the fear of ])oli-
tieal disturbance from bim was, as we have seen,*^ the ostensible,
not the real reasim of bis iniprisoiinient.
In tlu' testimony which be ga\(; to Cbrist, just befon^ his
imprisonment,!? he li;ul declared his exjiectation that he would
soon be obscured liy the }mbhc manifestation of Jesus as
Messiadi, aird by his reeognitiori at tbe bands of the worthy
ineinbers of tbe Theecratic nation. What he heard in prison
of Christ's mighty works only made him look more hnpatiently
lor the founding of his v isible IMessianic kingdom. The delay
of this event might mtv naturally cause doubts to spring up in
his mind.'' But, as bis faith in the Divine calling of Jesus
remained unshaken, he looked for a dehnite decision of the
question from his own lijis, and sent two of his discijiles with
the iii([uiiy, " Ai't thou He tliat sliould come, or do we look for
another i " '
Iu this reply Christ gives them, as jiroof of his Messiahship,
tbe miracles that he had wrought, both upon matter and .spiriti
cannot decide that Christ had reference at the time to the inunner in which
tlie youth's resurrection would tend tn his personal welfare, he must have
been satisfied that, in the wisdom of GoD, it was destined to secure it. As
the organ (>f GoD, he must have been conscious of a harmony between�
not merely his whole manifestation, but also�all his individual actions
and the Divine plan for the government of the world. A physician may
sjiN C a man's life by natural means without knowing, at the time, what
use the man will make of it ; but, if he is a believer, he must be satisfied
that t^on would not allow it, if the restoration were not for the best, in
regard to his individual well-being. The same relation would subsist if
the means emploved v^eie suuernatural.
� M:itt. xi. 2-15 ; Luke vii. 19-30. ' Cf p. 190.
K Cf p. 190.
^ Cf p. GO.
' ^Ve have before shown tbat this presupposes rather than contradicts
tfii previous baptism and recognition of Jesus by the Baptist. It illus-
tnites, however, the method in which the synoptical Gospels were com
piled : the author of this stateiiient, if he had known of that previous
recoi,rniti(in, could hardly havj failed to notice it.
1 It by no mearis follows, li om the narrative, that Christ wrought all
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He first combines the two classes, applying the material as a
type or image of the spiritual ; and then makes the spiritual
especially prominent. " Tim blind receive tlieir sigld " (both
physical and spiritual), " the lame walk} the lepers are cleanseij,
tlie deaf hear, tlie dead are raised} tlie poor have tlie Gospel
preached unto tliem."^^^
Thus he presents himself as the Messiah, selecting the sphere
of his labours among the poor in goods and in spirit, displaying
his relieving and redeeming power to those who feel their need
of it j the self-revealing, yet self-conceahng IMessiah, who does
not offer himself as Theocratic king visibly before men's senses,
as the Jews expected�an expectation which perplexed even
the Baptist's own mind. And, therefore, he closes with the
pregnant words of warning, "And blessed is he whosoever shall
not be offended in me.'" (Happy is he who is satisfied, by these
signs, to admit my Messiahship, and who is not oli'euded
because it does not precisely meet his expectations.)
After the disciples of John had departed, Jesus said to the
multitude around him, "What went ye out into the wilderness"^ to
see ? A reed shaken with the wind on tbe shore of Jordan ? "
To see a fickle, changeful man, the sport of outward infliiences 1
(He thus intends to represent John as a prophet, faithful and
true to his convictions, and to vindicate him from any charge
of instability on the ground that this question, sent by bis
disciples, was in conflict with his earher testimonies.) " But
these miracles in presence of John's messengers. They could hear of them
anywhere, and see their effects. Nor is a chronological connexion betv/een
the resuiTection of the widow's son and this message of John's to be
inferred from the juxtaposition in which Luke places them ; he may have
been led to this by Christ's mention of "the raising of the dead."
There is an obvious allusion here to Isa. xxxv. 5 ; Ixi. 1 ; yet it is
not absolutely necessary so to consider it. Nor are we bound to square
the words of Christ by the quotation, and to infer that all which deviates
from it has been added b^' another hand. A close connexion is ob^'ious ii^
the text.
' This is to be understood especially of spiritual death and resurrection,
a sense which joins bet er to the following clause, since it is precisely by
the " preaching of the Gospel
" that the spiritually dead are raised.
� The word "poor" may be taken in the spiritual as well as the natural
sense here ; both, indeed, are connected, as it is among the poor in worldly
goods that most of the spiritually poor are to be found, i. e. such as fi^el
their inward wants and crave a supply for them.
" It is possible that these words had no higher meaning, and were only
used to impress the single thought negatively, thus : " Ye must have gone
to the wilderness to seek something more than the wilderness itself could
afford to you." But as all that follows refers antithetically to John, wi>
infer that these words also had such a reference.
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perhaps ye went out to see a man iu suft aud sphnidid ganueut.s 1
Such men ye find not in deserts, but iu tlie jialaces of kings."
A striking contrast between the iireaelier of rei)ei.tance, the
Austere censor of morals, and the luxurious courtiers who wait
ujDon the smiles of prmces.�
After these negative traits, Cbrist designates the stand
point of John positively. He calls him a
" jiropbet," and
"more than a prophet," aud points him out as the Forerunner,
the })reacher of repentance predictetl in Malachi (in. 1), who
was to go l iefore, in the spirit of Ehas, and prepare the way for
tbe Messiah. He declares that none, in all time before, had
lield a. higher position in the develojunent of the kingdom of
God than John ; that none had enjoyed a higher di'gree of
religious illumination.P Yet, said he, the least in the mani
fested kingdom of GoD (/. e., in the Cburcli founded by Christ
as liedeemer), the least among truly enlightened Christians is
gi-eater than John.
These words have a double importance, as they define not
only Christ's view of the stand-point of John tbe Baptist, but
also of the Old Dispensation in general, in regard to Chris
tianity.
In I'cgard to the first, we must distinguish wherein John
was behmd Christianity, and wherein he towered above the
prophets. He Avas behind Christianity, because he was yet
prejudiced by his conception of the Theocracy as external;
because he did not clearly know that Messiah was to found liis
kingdom by sufferings, and not by miraculously triumphuig
over his foes ; because he did not conceive that this kingdom
was to show itself from the first, not in \dsible appearing, but
as a Di\iue power, to develop itself siiiritually from within
� Unless the words have this meaning, they appear to have none ; with
it, they imply that John's conduct had given occasion for such compari
sons ; and perhaps this may have contributed to his imprisonment.
P We cannot, in ]\Iatt. xi. 11, supply -fnKjiiiTijQ after jid'^Mv ; the last
clause of the verse forbids it. It probably was not in Christ's original
words ; and if it be not a gloss in Luke (vii. 28), it is only an explanatory
addition in the statement it.self The "superiority" does not refer to
subjective moral worth, in which, C(;rtainly, (Jhrist could not intend tj
place the "least" in the Clul-tian Church above this man of Gon; but
lefers to advantages for apprehending the nature and progress of the
hingdom of Gon. It is in this sense tli.i t the greaU;st of the old, pre
paratory stage were less than the least of the new. Since the propltels,
who form the point of transition between the two dispensation.s, occupied
the highest stand-T>oint in the n ligious 'I'-veiopnient of antiquity, tbe sens*
3f the passage is the same, with or without the \\ ord TrpoOljTijg,
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outward, and thus gradually to overcome and take possession
of the world. The least among those who understand the
nature aud process of development of the Diviue kingdom, in
connexion with Christ's redemption, is in tliis respect greater
than the Baptist, who stood upon the dividing line of the two
spiritual eras. But John was above the prophets (aud Christ
BO declared), because he conceived of the IMessiah and bis
kingdom in a higher and more spiritual sense than thev had
done, and because he directly pointed men to Christ, and re
cogiuzed Him as the manifested IMessiah.
In regard to the second, \dz., the relation of the Old Dispen
sation in general to Christianity, the fact that Christ jilaces the
Baptist above the prophets, who were the very culminating
point of the Old Covenant, and yet so far beloiv the members
of the new development of the kingdom, exlubits in the most
striking way possible his view of the chstance between the old
preparatory Testament and the New. The authority of Cbidst
himself, therefore, is contrachcted by those who exjiect to find
the truth revealed by him, already developed in the Old Testa
ment. If in John we are to distingoush the fundamental truth
which he held, and which pointed to the New Testament, from
the hmited and sensuous form in which he held it, much more,
according to Christ's words, are we bound to do this in the
Old Testament generally, and in its IMessianic elements espe
cially. FoUoAving this intimation, we must, in studying the
prophets, discriminate the historical from the ideal sense, the
conscious from the unconscious prophecies.
The testimony which Christ added in regard to the effects
of John's labours corresponds precisely with the above view of
his stand-point. " From the days of John the Baptist until noici
the kingdom of Jieaven suffereth violence, and tlie violent take it by
force." (That is, "the longing for the kingdom, excited by
�i These words (Matt. xi. 12) obviously presuppose that John's labours
had ceased, and, of course, that he had lost his liberty. This is enough
to refute the hypothesis of Schkierinacher, that he sent the message before
his imprisonment. The whole tenor of the passage implies th.at John's
era was at an end. It has also been inferred from the words cl�o twv
Tjntpair 'luidvvov, that the passage was a later inteii)olation, improperly
put into Christ's mouth. If this were true, it would only affect the /or?//.,
not the substance of the passage, and we should have to follow Luke xvi.
16 (where, however, the words are obviously out of place). But it is not
true.
These words are expressly chosen to denote the earnest will, the
2!truggle, and the entire devotion of soul which are requisite to enter into
the kingdom of heaven. All the powers of the spirit, its submission, itsi
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Jolin's pro'vcliing, has spread among men ; tliey jiress fonvard,
strivmg te secure it, aud those who strive w ith tlieir whole
souls obtain a share in it."") " A)/d if ye vill ircrire it, this is
Elias, irliich. V'Cis for to come." (John is the Ehas who was to
come to prejiare the way for IMessiah
�if you will only under
stand it�sj)iritually, not corjioreally.)
� 136.�Clirkt shows the Rhition <>/ his Contemporaries to the Jla/illst and
to Hinisi If. ^�The L\u<i/ YoJce and the Light Burden.�Jt wish Legalism
contrasted with Christian Lllicrfi/.
The discom-se which Cbrist continued to the groups around
him is especially important, as unfokhng the relation in which
he stood to the Jews.
"The// arelike children sitfinf/in the market-place, etnd seti/ing,
We hare piped tmto you, am I ye have 'not danced ; ve hare
mourned unto you, and ye have not wept." The merry music
aud tbe mournful are alike displeasing ; they will neither
dance nor be sad So it was wdth J(diu and tbe Sou of J\lan
on the one hand, to the peojile of that time on the otber. The
ascetic of the desert, ])reacliing repentance with fasting and
austerity, was laughed at as a madman ; the Son of iMan,
)uingliug in the intercoui'se of men, and sharing in tbeir human
joys, was "a f.afton^ and a ivine-hihher" Yet "]\ isdom was
jnstified of her children." was recognized by those who really
belonged to her. (While the multitude, sunk in worldly-
mindedness and self-conceit, arrd de.af to tbe voice of Divine
wisdom, took offence, for opposite reasons, at both these mes
sengers of God, the biunble and susceptible disciples of the
wisdom of God, on the other hand, could understand the dif
ferent staird-points of John and Jesus, and a|�pr(;ciate the
reasons for their different modes of life and action.)
The discourse concluded with an exhortation to tbe gathered
multitude, in which Christ, witb the greatest tendenu'ss, in-
vit(;d the susceptible souls among tbem (the children of
Wisdom) to "come unto him,"^ and find, in his fellowship, a
efforts, are necessary at all times, to secure tlie kingdom amid tlie reaclioris
of the natural man, the carnal mind, its selfishness, its worldliness of
spirit ; but at that time it was es])ceially the worldly notions of the Mes
siahship that had to be s^ni'_,fL;l ;d again.st. The nature of the case shows
that /3ia,'fii' is to be thus figuratively taken ; the ium.s- Icx/nendi does not
contradict it ; and it suits the natural connexion of the pa.ssage.
^ :Matt. xi. 17.
' These incomparable words, preserved fir us by ^Matthew alone
(xi. 28-30), fitly conclude the discourse ; the interposed passage (20-27)
was probably taken from some other of Christ'."? addresses by the editor of
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Bupply for all tlieir wants. He contrasts himself, as the
Redeemer of "heavy-laden" souls, with the rigid teacliei-s of
the law, who, while they burdened men's consciences with their
multiplied statutes, imparted no power to perform them, and
repelled, in haughtiness, the conscience-stricken sinner, instead
of afforcUng him peace and consolation. The contrast, perhaps,
was iutended to apply not only to the Pharisees, but to the
Baptist, who also occupied the stand-point of the law.
The " friend of publicans and sinners
" thus invites all who
feel their wretchedness to enter liis communion ; and announces
himself as the " meek and lowly
"
one, repelling none because
of their misery, condescending to the necessities of all, taking
off the load from the weary soul instead of imposhig new
burdens, and giving them joy and rest in his feUowship. He
makes no extravagant, impracticable demands. Obedience,
indeed (" the easy yoke "), he does require ; but an obedience
winch (although it embraces more than the righteousness of the
law) is easy and pleasant, flowing spontaneously from the
Divine life within, and rendered in the spirit of love. " Come
unto me (says he), all ye that labour and are heavy laden (all
that sigh under the legal yoke and the sense of sin, like the
'
poor in spirit
' of the Sermon on the Mount), and I will free
you from your burdens, and give you the peace for which you
sigh. Enter the feUowship of my disciples, and you will find
me no hard master, but a kind and gentle one ; you shall
obtain rest for your souls, for my yoke is mUd, and the burden
which I shall lay upon you light."''
Our inference, from Christ's own words, in respect to the
relation in which he stood at that time to the Jewish people,
is : That the majority of them were dissatisfied with him, as
they had before been with the Baptist ; but that a smaller
number of those who had recognized the Divine calling of John,
acknowledged also that of Christ, and passed over, in sub
mission to the guidance of Divine wisdom, from the former to
the latter.
It is clear that a strong opposition was already formed
against Christ, and the chief point on which it supported itself
vvas precisely that which distinguished the stand-point of the
our Matthew (see hereafter), and placed here because of its affinity to the
context.
" Here is the germ of Paul's entire doctrine, not only of the contrast.
between law and Gospel, but also of the Gospel itself as a vo/xoq -n-'icTtoiQ,
Tvevfiarog,
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Saviour from that of the Old Testament, and also from tbe
pecuhar one of John the Baptist. It was the spirit of libcrt ,-
�with wluch, in Christianity, the Divdne hfe takes hold of and
appropriates to itself the relations of the world and society, in
contrast �with the spirit of ascetic op2")osition to the woild.
The Jews could see nothing of the holy iirojdiet in a man who
shared �with his disciples in the pleasures of social life, and
sanctified them by his jireseuce; in a man who did not hesitate
to partake of the entertainments of pubhcans and sinners.
Striking, indeed, must have been the contrast between the
comparatively unrestrained mode of life adojited by Christ's
disciples, and the austere asceticism of the ])upils whom the
Baptist was training to be preachers of repentance, or of the
neojrhytes of the Pharisaic schools. No schools of spiritual lite,
indeed, before that time, had trained their pupds as Christ did
his. We can easily imagine the amazement of the Pharisees !
� 137.�Chi-ist's Conversation irith the Pharisees in regard to the Mode of
Life indulged by his Disciples."�Tfie Morality of Fasting.
It is not strange, therefore, that on a certain occasion the
Pharisees came to Christ, and expressed their surprise at the
free and social mode of life in which he indulged his disciples.
They did not confine their appeal to the example of their own.
school, but intentionally added that of the Baptist's disciples,
beheving that the latter would be the more to their ])urpose,
as Christ had recognized John for an enhghtened teacher.
It may be asked whether the Pharisees, in putting this
question, sought oidy for instruction, and wished to obtain from
Christ himself the principles on which a course so inexplicable
to them was founded, or whether they meant to reproach lum
personally for sitting at the banquets of publicans and sinners,
and only made use of their question about the disciples for a
crafty blind to their attack 1 The gentle and instructive tone
of Christ's reply seems (although it certainly is not proof) to
favour the first view.^ Would he have said so much to justify
his conduct �without a word in reproof of their question, if he
' Matt. ix. 11-17 ; Mark ii. 15-22 ; Luke v. 33-39.
* The collocation of Luke v. 33 and 34, if it be the original chronological
order, opposes this view. In that case, after Christ had caused the ques
tion of the Pharisees to recoil upon themselves, they returned with i' '.n a
more concealed form. But it is probable [that different classes of Phari
sees were concerned in the two cases], and that, this distinction being IohI
sight of, tie occurrence in question was connected with one of the real
machinations of that party in general against Christ.
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had to deal with crafty opponents, utterly unsusceptible of in
struction 1^
Be that as it may, some of them came to him Avdth the
question, " Why do tlie disciples of John fast often, and make
prayers,y and likewise those of the Pharisees; hut thine eat and
drink ? " Christ replies : " Can you make the companions of
the bridegroom fast while the bridegroom is yet with them 1
JJoes fasting harmonize with the festal joy of a wedding 1 The
time of fasting, indeed, �will come of its ovra accord, when the
bridegroom is gone, and the festal days are over."
So privations, suited to the time of mourning, would have
been out of keeping -^v-ith the joyous life in common of the dis
ciples and their Lord�with those happy days when the object
of their desire was yet present in their nddst. Fasting would
have been as foreign to their state of mind�as outward and
* We follow Luke v. 33 ; Mark ii. 18, wbich have more internal proba
bility than Matt. ix. 14. It is, indeed, possible that those disciples of
John who adhered only one-sidedly to the �views of their master may have
taken offence, and expressed it, just as the Pharisees did. Probably, too,
at a later period, there grew up a gradual opposition between the Chris
tians and part of John's disciples ; and the Jewish sect of riixepoSaTrTiaraL
may have been no other than these (Hegesipp. in Euseb. iv. 22. Cf the
Clementines, Hom. ii. 23, 'Iwdvvrig r]p.tpn�aTrTi(TTr]Q.) But it is by no
means as probable that they joined themselves with the Pharisees, their
bitter enemies ; they could have had no tendency to associate with men
whom they could consider as ha^ving had a hand, at least, in the sacrifice
of their master. The fact that the scribes had quoted the example of
John's disciples may easily have passed into the report that the latter had
come to Christ with the same question. This -view is adopted, also, by
Schleiei'macher. De Wette's objections are sufficiently refuted by what has
been said.
y De Wette considers the mention of " prayer
" (Luke v. 33) as out of
place, and argues from it that Luke had departed from the original tra
dition. But certainly it was natural enough for the Pharisees thus to
characterize the (to them) strikingly worldly life of the disciples ; for the
former made a show of sanctity, not only by fasting, but by repeated
prayers ; and, moreover, John had prescribed a form of prayer for his
disciples (Luke xi. 1), which Christ as yet had not done. As the words
" eating and drinking " are used in the question to designate the profiine
and carnal life, so "fasting and prayer" denote its opposite� the strict
spiritual life. Now, had the word " prayers
"
originally existed in the
passage, and been afterward lost in transmission, we might easily account
for it : because it might be thought that Christ's reply does not allude to
"prayer," that such a depreciation of prayer (mistakenly imagined) would
be a stumbling-block, and, besides, contradictory to Christ's oyk^i teaching
in other places. But to account for its interpolation is quite different
matter. As for Christ's not alluding to prayer in his reply, he had no caL
to do it ; it was the spirit of outward and ascetic piety, as a whole, that
bo rebukes.
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ES forced�as to the giiests at a wedding. But as the days of
the feast are followed by others when fasting is in ])laci' ; so,
when the joy of happy intercourse with Christ shall give jilaoo
to mourning at separation from Him who is their all in all, in
those sad days, indeed, the disciples Avill need no outward
biddins: to fast. Their mode of hfe will naturally chauirc with
their state of feehng ; fasting will then be but the spontaneou.s
token of their souls' grief
Taken in this sense, it is clear tbat the words coidd not have
been intended to apply to tbe irlajle liji' of the disciples after
Christ should have been removed fi'om them. The sad feeliiii;.s
here described were not intended to be permanent; the tran
sitory pain of personal separation Avas to be foUowed by a more
perfect joy in the consciousness of spiritual communiim Avith
Christ. Applying the passage, then, to this transition jieriod
of grief, we infer from it, as the rule of Christian ethics in re
gard to fasting, that it is neither enjoined nor recommeuded,
but only justified, as the natural expression of certain states of
feehng analogous to those of the disciples in the time of .sad
ness referred to; e. g. the .sense of separation from Christ,
which may precede an experience of the most blissful com
munion with Him. In such states of the interiu- life, all out
ward signs of peace and joy, all pai-ticipation in social inter
course and jdeasure are unnatural and rejiuguant; although,
when Christ is present in the soul, these social joys are sancti
fied and transfigured by the inward c(uninunion Avith Him.
The interior life and the outward expression should be in
entire harmony with each other. Anothcu- glance at this sub
ject, however, after examining what follows, will atl'ord us
another view of it.
� 138.�The Parable of the New Patch on the Old Garment, cmd of tlie
New Wine in Old Bottles."
Christ added another iUustration in the form of a parable.
"No man jmtteth a piece of a new garment nixm an aid; >]
otherwise, then both the nev) maketh a rent, and tlie pieo' that �teas
taken out of tlie new agreeth not with the old. And mi man
jndteth new vnne into old bottles (skins), else the new vine vnU
hurst tlie hottles and he spilled, cmd the bottles slmll perish. J'nd
new wine must he put into new hottles, and both are preherved"
The old nature cannot be renewed by the imposition froia
without of the exercises of fasting and pra\ ( i-; no outw ard and
compulsory asceticism can change it. Individual points of
� Matt. ix. 16 ; Mark ii. 21 ; Luke v. 36.
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character are significant only so far as they are connected "with
the tendency of the whole hfe ; a reformation in these, indeed,
may be enforced, and the stamp and spirit of the life remain
unchanged. A fragment of the higher spiritual life, thu8
broken off from its living connexion (destroyed in the fracture),
aud forced upon tlie nature of the old man, would not really
improve it ; but, on the other hand, by its utter want of adap
tation, would worsen the rent in the old nature�would tear
it rudely away from its natui'al course of development. A mere
renewal from without is at best an artificial, hypocritical thing.
The new cloth is torn, and a patch laid upon the old that does
not fit it. The new -svine is lost, and the old skius perish.^
The premature imposition, therefore, of such exercises upon
the disciples, instead of developing the new life "within them,
would have hindered it, by mutilating and crippling what they
had,'' Separate branches of the spuitual life, apart from their
� We deviate from the ordinary interpretation of this parable. Our
explanation is not only adapted to the preceding context (Luke v. 33-35),
but also fits the minute details of the comparison, which the one commonly
given does not. According to the latter, the substance of the parable is,
that the outward religious exercises of Judaism are not adapted to the
higher stage, Christianity, for which the disciples were training. But
Christ admits (verse 35) that fasting may be a good thing at the right
time; which, he said, had not then come, but would come. Instead of
taking up this point, and unfolding it in the parable in another aspect, as
one might expect, the common interpretation introduces a new and entirely
different thought, viz. that such exercises were unsuitable (not to their
condition at that time, but) to Christianity at any time. Again, one would
naturally think, from v, 34, 35, that the "new wine" and the "new cloth"
of the parable were intended to represent the fasting, &c. of which Christ
was speaking, \'iz. that fasting which the Apostles were to practise at a
later period. But the usual interpretation, on the other hand, supposes
fasting to be something difoctive in itself, and as belonging to that form of
life which is represented by the "old garment." The sense thus obtained
contains a thought not true in itself ; for, in the case of the Apostles, the
new wine of Christianity was put into the old bottle of Judaism, and was
intended to break it to pieces. If the prescribed fasting was to be disre
garded by the Apostles as belonging to Jewish legalism, so also, on the
same principle, the whole Jewish legalism would have to be done away by
them, as foreign to the new spirit introduced by Christ.
It is remarkable that this obviously false interpretation should have
kept so long in the back-ground the true one developed by Chrysostom,
Hom. in Matt. xxx. � 4. Independently of my exposition, Wilke has
recently declared himself (in his tlrevangelisten) in favour of the view here
given. De Wette styles it " forced ;" but how the term can apply to an
interpretation so accurately fitting the details of the parable, I cannot
imagine. I should be very glad to see the attention of interpreters directed
to the views which I have set forth.
^ Sincerum est nisi vas, quodcunque infundis, acescit.
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connexion witli the whole, cannot he grafted upon the stem of
the old nature ; that nature must be i-eue\\ed from within in
order to become a vessel of the Sjiii it. (In the case of the
Apostles, the way was prepared for this by tbeir jiersonal in
tercourse with the Sa\doiu'.) The icliole, garment had to be
new; the wine reqmred new bottles. The new Spirit had of
itself to create a new form of life.
Glancing back from. this point to the words before spoken
on fasting, we may refer them to the priv ations that lay before
the Apostles in their com-se of duty�privations which tlay
would joyously go to meet under the impulse of the new Sjarit
that was to ammate them.
But although no outward impulses (no patches upon the old
garment) might be needed wdien the interior life should freely
guide, it might yet naturally be the case that " Ao man, hnv 'uig
also draiik old trhte, straightway desireth new; for, lie saith, the
old is better.'"'^ The disciples had to be weaned gradually from
the old hfe and trained for the new�a law applicable in all
ages of the Church, and which, if faithfully observed, might
have saved her from many errors in Christian life and morals.''
This example affords another illustration of tbe truth that
individual parts of Christ's teaching cannot be rightly under
stood apart from their connexion with his v\ hole system of
truth.
� 139.�Forms of Prayer.�The LoreSs Prayer ; its Oecaslon and Lmport.'�
Ermourayemeuts to Prayer ; God gives no Stone fir Bread.
We take up now a subject akin to that of which we hav o
just treated, without implying (what, indeed, is of no impoit-
ance) a chronological connexion between them.
We have seen that one tlung which surprised the I'harisees
was that Christ did not lay stress upon outward jiraj-ers. lie
had not, hke John the Baptist, prescribed forms of jirayer for
his disciples. In this respect, as well as others, their ifbgious
life was to develop itself from witlun. From intercourse with
Christ, and intuition of his life, they were to h'ai n how to jiray.
The mind which he imparted was to make prayer indispensable
to them, and to teach them how to pi'ay aright.
On a certaia occasion, the desire arose in tluir hearts, from
' It is a proof of tlie originality and faithfulness of Luke's narrative,
that this passage, so indubitably stamped with origin.ility, and yet so
closely connected with the context, is recorded by him alone.
^ Pope Innocent III. understood and applied this jiassage correctly, ia
reference to the establishment of a mission in Prussia; "Cum veierea
uteres vix novum vinum contineant." Epip. 1. xv. 148. ' Luke xl.
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bell jlding bim pray, to be able to pray as be did ; and one of
tbem asked, "Lord, teach us how to pray, as John also taught
his disciples."^
Cbrist replied that the} were not, in their prayers, to use
"many words,"' and to repeat details to God, who knew all
their wants before they coidd be uttered. And then, in a
prayer framed in the spuit of this iujunction, he gave them a
vi\id illustration of the nature of Cliristian prayer, as referring
to the one thing needful, and incorporating everything else
with that. As prayer is no isolated thing in Christianity, but
springs from the ground of the whole spiritual life, so this
prayer, wluch forms a complete and organic whole, compre
hends within itself the entire peculiar essence of Christianity.
" Our FatJier loho art in Heavenr^ The form of the invo
cation corresponds to the nature of the Christian stand-point ;
our Fatlier, because Christ has made us his children. We
address God thus, not as individuals, but, iu the fellowship of
Christ, as members of a community which He has placed in
this relation to the common Father. Side by side with this
consciousness of communion as children, goes that of our dis
tance as creatures ; the God that dweUs in his children is the
God aboce the world (so that Christianity is equally far from
' We follow Luke xi. The passage in Matt. vi. 7-16, appears foreign
to the original organism of the Sermon on the Moimt, in which prayer,
fasting, &c. were treated especially in contrast with the hypocrisy of tJie
Pharisees. As that longer discourse was made a repertory for Christ's
sayings, in which they were arranged according to their afi&nities, so per
haps it was with this. We may certainly conclude that Christ would not
have sketched such a prayer for the disciples without a special occasion for
it ; for the wish to lay down forms of prayer was, as we have seen, i^mote
from his spirit and object. But we cannot think it possible [with some]
that Christ uttered this prayer as appropriate for himself, and that the
disciples adopted it for that reason ; it had no fitness to his position : he,
at least, could not have prayed for the pardon of his sins. The occasion
given by Luke was a very appropriate one ; the form was drawn out by
Christ at the request of the disciples. It was probable, moreover, from
the nature of the case, that Christ, who did not wish to prescribe standing
forms of prayer, would make use of such an occasion to explain further the
nature of prayer itself [as he does in Luke xi. 5-13]. In the Sermon on
the ]Mount, also (^latt. vii. 7), a passage similar [to Luke xi. 9] is found ;
and Matt. vi. 7, perhaps contains the beginning of Christ's reply to his
disciples' request on the subject.
? In the shorter form of the prayer given in Luke, the words ypuiv and
6 f.v ToTg ovpavolc are omitted. It is probable that the original form
of tho prayer is that given by Matthew. Luke is more accurate in giving
the chronological aud historical connexion of Christ's discourses, but
Matthew gives the discourses themselves more in full.
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Pantlieism and Deism). "Our Father�in heaven"� that the
soul may soar in prayer from eaith to hca\'en, witli the living
and abiding consciousness that earth aud heaven are no more
kept asunder. To tlus, indeed, the substance of the whole
prayer tends.
"Hallowed be thy name ; thy ki)ii/dom come ; th// icdl be done
on earth as it is done in heaven." While the Christian, dwelling
on earth, where sin reigns, prays to the Fatlier in heaven, he longs
that earth may be completely reconciled to heaven, and be
come whollv an organ of its revelations. And this is nothinfr
else but the coming of the kingdom of Cod, to which, as the
centre of all Christian hfe, and the object of all Christian
desire, the three positive prayers first given du-cctly rcl'er.
The special prayer, " 17iy kingdom come" is guarded against
the possibly carnal aud worldly interpretation (to which the
disciples were at that time inclined) by the one a\ hich precedes
{^"Hallowed be thy namie"), and the one which follows {"Thy
vnll be done"). The Holy One is to be acknowledged and
worshipped by all, according to His holy nature and His holv
name not by a nakedly abstract knowledge and confession
thereof, but hy a life alhed to Him. This '' hallowing" of the
name of Cod implies the "coming of his kingdom," and this
last is further developed in the prayer that " his will may he
realized on earth, as it is in the communion of perfect spuits."
The Idngdom v:dl have come when the will of men is made
perfectly at one wdth the will of God, and to accomplish this
is the very aim of the atonement. Among all rational intelh-
gences, the one common essence of the kingdom of God is the
doing his wdl, and thus halloAving his name.
" Give us, day by day, our daily bread." The positive jirayera
for the supply of Divine wants are followed by one (and only
one) for the supply of human wants ; in regard to which, also,
the disciple of Christ must cherish an abiding consciousness of
dependence on the Heavenly Father. It is not the tendency
of Christianity to stifle or suppress the wants of our earthly
nature, but to halloA\' them by referring them to God ; at the
same time keeping them in their proper sj)here of suboi'dinatiou
to the higher interests of the souk
In Hebrew and Hellenistic usage, the name expresses the outward
self-revelation of the thing ; the image of the thing, as such, or in some
defined relation. Where the Occidentalist would use tho idea, the Ori
entalist, in his vividly intuitive language, puts the name. The sense then
is, " God is to be hallowed as God, the common Father."
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"And forgive los our sins, foi' we also forgive eveiy one that is
indebted to us." The first negative prayers correspond to the
first positive ones. Conscious of a manifold sinfulness, Avhich.
so long as it remains, hinders the full development of the
kingdom of God wdthiu them, the disciples of Christ pray fur
forgiveness of past sins, originating in the reaction of the old
evil nature. But they cannot pray for tlus, with conscious
need of pardon, -without a disposition, at the same time, to
foi'give the wrongs which others have done to themselves ;
only thus can their prayer be sincere, only thus can they
expect it to be ansAvered. The Christian's constant sense ot'
the need of God's pardoning grace for himself necessarily gives
tone to his conduct toAvards his felloAvs.
"And lead us not into temptation, hut deliver us from evil.''''
The prayer for pardon of past sins is foUoAved by one for
dehverance in the future. The Avord "temptation" has a
twofold meaning in Scripture, expressing either outward trials
of Christian faith and virtue, or an i)iward point of contact for
outward incitements, caused by the strife of the sinful prin
ciple with the hfe of God in the soul ; and the question may
be asked, which of the tAvo� the objectiAe or subjective
temptation�is referi'ed to in the prayer. Certainly Christ
could not have intended that his disciples should pray for
exemption from external coirfiicts and sufferings ; for these are
inseparable from the calling of soldiers of the kingdom in tbis
world, and essential for the confirmation of Christian faith and
\drtue, and for culture in the Chidstian hfe ; and He himself
told them that such trials would become the salt of tbeir
interior hfe. But, on the other hand, the prayer cannot be
confined to purely subjective temptations ; for Christ could
not have presupposed that God Avould do anything so contr-a-
dictory to His own holiness as to lead men into temptation in
tiiis sense. A combination of the tAvo appears to be tlie true
idea of the prayer :
" Lead us not into such situations as avUI
form for us, in our Aveakness, incitements to sin thus lading
it doAvn as a rule of life for Christians not to put themselves,
self-confidently, in .such situations, but to avoid them as far as
duty will allow. But everything depends upon deliA'crance
from the internal incitement to sin ; and hence, necessarily, the
concluding clause of the petition, "Deliver us from iuAvard
temptation by the power of the Ea^I One." Confiding, in the
struggle with oauI, upon the power of God, avc need not fear
such outward temptations as are unavoidable.
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Thus the prayer accurately ilofiu<>s the relation of the Chris
tian to God. The disciple of Christ, ever called to struggle
against evil, which duds a point of contact in his iuM-ard
natirre, cannot fight this battle in his ovm strength, but alwavs
stands in need of the assistance of the Holy Sjiirit The
prayer holds the fundamental truths of Christian faith before
the rehgious consciousness, in their essential connexion with
each other�God, revealed in Christ, Avho redeems juan, formed
after his image, yet estranged from him by sin ; who imparts
to him that Divine life whicli is to be led on by him to its
consummation througli manifold strifes against the I'uwer of
Evil.
It ajipears, therefore, that Christ did not intend by "the
Lord's Prayer" to prescribe a standing form of inayer to his
disciples, but to set vividly before tbeir minds the pecuhar
nature of Christian prayer, in opposition to heathen ; and,
accordingly, he followed it up by urging them to present their
wants to their Heavenly Father with the most undoubting
confidence (Luke xi. 5-13). By a comparison drawn b-om the
ordinary relations of hfe, he teaches that if our prayei s should
not appear to be immediately answered, we must only jicrse-
vere the more earnestly (v. 5-8) ; and then imjires.ses the
thought that God cannot deny the anxious longings of his
children (9, 10).
Here, also, the internal character of Christian prayer is
strongly contrasted with the pagan outward conception of the
exercise. Even the " seeking," the longing of the soul, that
turns with a deep sense of need to God, is prayer already;
indeed, there is no Christian prayer without such a feehng.
The comparison that follows (v. 11-13) glances (like the
Lord's Prayer) from tbe relation of child and parent on earth
to that of the cliildren of God to their bather in heaven�a
comparison opposed, in the highest conceivable degrees, to al
Pantheistical and Deistical notions of the relations between
God and creation. "If a son shall ask bread of any ofyou thai
is a father, vnll he give him a stone (in shape r<;senibling the
loaf)? or, if he ask a fish, vnll lie give him a seryent i or, if hi
ask an egg, vnll lie offer a scorpion ? And how should your
Heavenly Father,' of whose perfect love all human al!'e�tion is
but a darkened image, mock th*; necessities of his children by
withholding from their longing hearts the Holy Chost, which
' Tlie words " ttutiio b i'i obpavou," Luke xi. 13, plainly point ti tha
invocati m in the Lord's Vriynr.
THE MAGDALEX.
alone can satisfy tlie hunger of their spirits Here, again, as
m the Lord's Prayer, the maui objects of Cluistiau prayer are
.shown to be spiritual ; the giving of the Holy Ghost, the one
chief good of the Chi-istian, includes all other gifts.J
� 140.�Christ forgives the Magdalen at the House of Simon ilie Pharisee.^�
The reciprocal action of Love and Faith in the Forgiveness of Sins.
It was Christ's free mode of life with his disciples, his inter
course with classes of people despised by the Pharisees, his
seeking the society even of the degraded, in order to save them,
Avhich first drew upon him the assaults of that haughty and
conceited sect.
On one occasion he was in\ited to dine A\ith one of the
Pharisees, named Simon, a man certainly incapable of appre
ciating the Sa\iour. Either from his natural temper, or from
his peculiar disposition towards Christ, he gave him but a cool
receptiom While the Saviour was there, a woman came in
who had previously led a notoriously vicious hfe, but who now,
con-vinced of sin and groaning under it, sought consolation
from Christ, from whom she had doubtless previously received
DivLue impressions. She threw herself at his feet, moistened
them with her tears, wiped them with her hair, and anointed
them with ointment. With what power must He have at
tracted the burdened soul, when a woman, goaded by con
science, could come to him with so sure a hope of obtaining
balm for her wounded heart !
The Phaiisee was astonished that He should have anything
to do with her. " Were tliis man," thought he, " possessed of
the prophet's glance, piercing the thoughts of men, he could
not be so deceived." Christ, noticing his amazement, gave an
explanation of the principle on which he acted, that must have
shamed and humbled Simon ; contrasting his cold hospitahty
with the heartfelt love which the woman, though oppressed
with grief and sin, had manifested for him. Looking at the
disposition of the heart, he prefers the woman�guilty, indeed,
before, but, even for that reason, now longing the more ear
nestly for salvation, and penetrated with holy love�to the
cold, haughty, self-righteous Pharisee, who, with all his out
ward show of observing the law, was destitute of quickening
love, the essential princijile of a genuine Divine hfe. " Her
J Cf. the indefinite ayaQd, in Matt. vii. 11, generalized from the c6ij.ara
dyaQd in the finst clause of the verse. The "Holy Ghost" answers defi
nitely to the point of comparison� the nourishment of the soul, as bread
* to the body. ^ Luke vii. 3'j, se j.
o 2
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6im" said he, " icJiick are mamj, arc all forgiven, fur she lured.
rn/ach ; hut to ivhoni little is forgiven, he loveth little.''
It is love, according to Jesus, wluch gives to rehgion and
morahty their true import. The faith of the woman proved
itself geniune, because it sprang from, and liegat love ; the
love from the faitli, the faith from tlie k)ve. Her grief for
her sins was founded in her love to the Holy (JoD, to w hom,
conscious of her estrangement, she now felt herself drawn.
Her desire for salvation led her to Jesus ; her lo-,'e aided her
in finding a Saviour iu him ; with warm love slie endiraccd
him as sucb, c^�en hefore he pronounced tho pardon other sins.
Therefore Christ said (/her, " Her many sins are forgi\en, he-
cause she has loved much and to her, " Thy faith hath saved
thee, go in peace;" thus exhibiting the reciprocal relations of
the two�the faith prov ing itsidf true by the love. The Pha-
l isee, whose feelings were ossified, bound up iu the mechanism
of the oirtwai-d law, was especially lacking in the lo\ e wluch
could lead to faith ; and therefore, iu speakmg to him, the
woman's love, and not her faith, was made pronuneut by
Cbrist.
The very \dces of the woman made her conviction more
profound, her desire for salvation more ardent, her love for
the Redeemer, who pronounced her sins forgiven, more decj)
and heartfelt. But she had not, even in the midst of her
transgressions, been further removed from the true, inwai-d
hohness that springs from the Divine life, than w as the Pha
risee in his best estate. He separated himself from God as
effectually, by that unfeehng selfishiu'ss which often coexists
Avith what is called morality, and with a conspicuous san( tity
of good works, as if he had ydelded, hke the woman, to the
power of evil passions. He was none the better because his
colder nature offered no salient points for such temptation?.
Christ's standard of morahty was different from that which
the world, deceived by appearances, is wont to apply. The
Pharisee had succeeded in avoiding these glaring sins, and in
keeping a fair show of obedience to the law ; but all tlus only
propped up his self-deceiving egotism, which delighted in the
illusion of self-righteousne.ss. In such a man, the sense of
ahenation from God, the consciousness of sin, as an abyss
between him and the Holy One, without which there can be
no true repentance, could find no place.
Nay, the abject woman, in her course of vice, may have been
nearer to the kingdom than tlu' haughty and self-righteouj!
CALLING OF MATTHEW.
man ; even then, there may have been a spark of love, stifled,
indeed, by sensuahty, but still existing in her heart, which
needed only the touch of a liigher power to kindle into flanie.
In her case, what was in itself bad may have been a nujaus of
good ; good, however, which certainly might have been arrived
at by another road. The 2)augs of repentance made her sus
ceptible of Divine impressions, the DiAune love that met her
kindled the spark in her own heart ; and she rose, by the
living faith of love, above the Pharisee, who, in his arrogant
selfishness, was hardened against Divine impressions, and did
not recognize the love of God, even when he saw it mani
fested.'
� 141.�MattJiew the Publican called from the Custom-house.�Familiar
Intercourse of Christ with tlie Publicans at the Banquet.�The Pharisees
blame the Discijiles, and Christ justifies them.�" Tlie Sick need thjt
Physician."
What surprise and offence must the Pharisees have felt
when they saw Christ admit even a publican into the
immediate cii'cle of his disciples."^
' The simplicity of this narrative, and the stamp of Christ's spirit which
it bears, are sufficient proofs of its originality and truth. But I find no
ground for believing it to be identical with the anointing of Christ by
Mary at Bethany, which also, according to Matt. (xxvi. 6), occurred in the
house of a Simon. The resemblances are accidental; such thmgs could
occur again and again amid Oriental customs. That a woman, in order
to show her reverential love for the Saviour, might serve him like a slave,
wash his feet, not with Avater, but with the costliest material in her pos
session, &c. ; all this could easily have occurred twice, and both times,
too, in the house of a man named Simon, which was a very common name
among the Jews ; although it is possible that the name may have been
transferred from the one account to the other. But while the resem
blances are accidental, the differences are substantial. In the one the
woman is an awakened sinner ; in the other, one who had always led a
devout life, and was, at the time, seized with additional gratitude at
the saving of a beloved brother's life. In the one, the different relations
in which a self-righteous Pharisee and an awakened sinner stand to Christj
who rejects no repentant sinner, are set forth ; in the other, a heartfelt
love, which knows no measure, is contrasted with the common mind,
incapable of comprehending such love. In the one it is Christ that is
blamed and justified ; in the other, the woman.
� There are discrepancies in the narrative of the calling of Matthew,
not, however, affecting the credibility of the account, which comes from
several independent sources, and bears no marks of exaggeration. In
Matthew's Gospel, ix. 9, the person here spoken of is called Matthew, and
in X. 3, Matthew the publican is me'itioned among the Apostles ; but in
Luke V. 27 ; IMark ii. 14, he is called Levi. Mark appears to be more
definite than the others, calling him the son of Alpheus, which does rot
look like a fanciful designation. The difficulty might be overcome by
supposing (what was not imcommon among the Jews) that the same niiWJ
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As lie was walking one Jay along tlie shore of the lake," ho
isaw a pubhcan sitting in his toll-booth, named INIatthew; a
man who had doubtless, like Peter, received many impressions
from Christ before, and was thereby prepared to renounce the
world at his bidding. Jesus, with a voice that could not be
vesisted, said unto him, " Follow me." IVIatthew understood
the call, and did not hesitate to follow, at any cost, Hun who
had so powerfully attracted lus heart. He left lus business,
rejoicing that Christ was willing to take him into his closer
fellowship. This decisive event was celebrated by a great
entertaininent,� intended also, perhaps, as a farewell feast to
his old business associates. Christ, in whose honour the en
tertainment was given, did not disdain tliis token of gratefid
love, but took his place at the feast with a set of men who
w ere regarded as the scum of the people, but to whom his
saving influences were to be brought nigh.
Shortly after, some of the Pharisees took tbe disciples to
task for their free and (as they thought) unspiritual mode of
life, in eating and drinking with degraded sinners and tax-
gatherers. It is evident that the attack was intended for
Christ, though they hesitated, as yet, to assault him openly.
He, therefore, took the matter up personally, and justified has
conduct by saying, They that a/re whole need not a physkim,
but they that are sick." Indicating that he sought, rather than
avoided, degraded sinners, because they, precisely, stood most
was designated in the one case by the name, in the other by the surname.
An objection to this (though not decisive) is the fact that in tbe list of
Apostles given in Matt. x. 3, he is called merely Mattliew the publican,
with no surname, and in the lists given by Mark and Luke, Matthew,
simply, with no surname ; and, further, that an old tradition existed,
which discriminated Matthew and Levi, and named the latter, in addition,
among the prominent heralds of the Gospel. (Heracleon, in Clem. Alex.
Strom. 1. iv. c. xi.) On this ground we might admit, with Sieffert, that
the names of two persons, i. e. of the Apostle Matthew, and some other
who had been admitted, at least, among the Seventy, had been confounded
together. But as Matthew himself was the original source of the materials
of the Gaspel which bears his name (materials arranged, perhaps, hy
another hand), we cannot attribute the confusion to this Gospel. It is, at
the same time, possible that the giver of the feast (Luke v. 29), Levi, was
another rich pubhcan, a friend of the publican Matthew, who afterward
also attached himself to Jesus ; especially as nothii.g is said in Matt. ix. 10,
about a great feast being given at the house of Matthew ; and that thus
the name of Matthew, whose call to the ministry occasioned the feast, and
that of Levi, the host, in whose life it made an epoch, and who afterwaid
became known as a preacher of the Gospel, were confounded together.
" Mark ii. 13. � Luke v. 29.
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in need of liis healing aid, and were most likely, from a senso
of need, to receive it willingly.
But he certaiuly did not mean to say that he came to save
cmly those who were sunken in vice. He was far, also, from
meaning, that though all have need of him, all have not the
same need of him; that any were excluded from the number
of the " sick," who needed him as a " physician." But he taught
that as he had come as a physician for tlie sick, he could help
only those who, as sick persons, sought heahng at his hands.
He sought the tax-gatherers rather than the Pharisees, because
the latter, deeming themselves spiritually sound, had no dispo
sition to receive that which he came to impart. Undoubtedly,
he did not mean to grant that they were sound, or less diseased
than the pubhcans.
Indeed, he pointed out their peculiar disease by saying to
them, " Go ye, and learn what that meaneth, ' / loUl ha/ve mercy,
and not sacrifice.'' "'^ On the one hand, by this quotation, he
pointed out the feehng that inspired his own conduct, the love
which is the fulfiUing of the law ; and, on the other, he inch-
cated theu- fundamental error of making religion an outward
thing, whUe they totally lacked the soul of genuine piety.
This was to convince them that they themselves were sick and
needed the physician. Dropping tbe figure, he gave them the
same thought in plain terms: "/ came not to call the righteous,
but sinners to repentance."
� 142.�Christ's different Modes of Reply to those who questioned his Conduct
in consorting with Sinners.�The Value of a Soul.�Parable of the Prodi
gal Son.�Of the Pharisee and the Publican.
There is a difference in one respect in Christ's rephes at dif
ferent times to those who found fault with his kindness to
pubhcans and degraded sinners. In some cases he stopped
short after vividly exhibiting the mercy of God to aU truly
repentant sinners; in others, he not only justified his own con
duct, but took the offensive against those who had attacked him,
and showed them their own deficiencies in true righteousness,
and their inferiority to the sincerely repentant pubhcans. The
former course was probably taken with those who were more
sincerely striving after rigbteousness, and who took offence at
him on purer grounds. It is necessary to note this distinction
in order to apprehend Christ's words rightly, and to derive,
from comparing his discourses together, a connected system of
doctrine.
r Matt, ix 13 ; Hos. vi. 3,
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Under the first clas.s may be phiced the j)arables which are
recorded m the fifteenth chapter of Luke. In verses 3-10 wo
Jiave a \dv id illustration of the v alue which GoD attaches to the
salvation of one soul, shown by the great joy which tbe i-epent-
ance of a sinner causes in a world of spirits, allied in theii-
sympathies to Him. This is the one point which is to l)e made
prominent and emphatic in interpretuig the passage; we should
err in pressing the separate points of comparison further.
To the same class, also, belongs the parable of the Froi/ii/nl
Son.l The elder son, who remains at home and .serves his
father faithfully, represents a Pharisee'" of the better class, who
sincerely strives to keep the law and is free from glaring sins,
but still occupies a strictly legal stand-point. The younger sou
represents one who seeks his highest good in the world, threws
oft' the restraints of the law, and gives full play to his passions.
But experience shows him the emptiness of such a life;
estranged from God, he becomes conscious of wi-etchedness,
and returns, sincerely penitent, to seek forgiveness in the
Father's love.
Christ does not go fai', in this parable, in illustrating tin;
deficiencies of the Pharisee. His legal righteousness goes
without specific rebuke, but bis envy (v. 28), and his want of
love ("the fulfilling of the law"), show clearly the emptiness of
his morality. It may have been tbe Saviour's intention to lead
the person here represented to discover, of himself, his total
want of the substance of religion.
The one chief point of the parable is to illustrate, under the
figure of relations drawn from human life, the manner in which
the paternal love of God meets the vilest of sinners when he
returns sincerely penitent. How strikingly does this picture
of the Father's love, ever ready to pardon sin, rebuke not merely
the Jeunsh exclusiveuess, but all those limitations of Cod's
purposes for the salvation of the human race, whether 1 lefore or
after Christ, which the arbitrary creeds of men have attributed
to tbe Divine decrees! The parable clearly implies that the
love of the Father contemplates the salvation of uV his fallea
children, among all generations of men. Yet it by no means
excludes, although it does not expressly declare, the necessity
1 Luke XV. 11-32. 9
' This must be tlie case, on the supposition that Luke xv. 2 expresses
the precise occasion of this parable, but we cannot positively assert thi-*.
It is possiljle that one of the disciples who had not fully imbibed the spirii
of Christ may have given the occasioO for it.
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of the mediatorial work of Christ ; we must not expect to hnd
the whole circle of Christian doctrine in every parable. Indeed,
the mediation of Christ itself is the precise way in which the
paternal love of God goes out to meet and welcome all his fallen
children when they retu.rn in repentance The parable images
the conchtion of fallen man iu general, as well as of that class
of gross sinners to which, from the occasion on wluch Christ
uttererl it, it necessarily gives special prominence.
The line of distinction between the Pharisee and the pub
hcan is stdl more closely drawn in the parable contained in
Ijuke xviii. 9-1 b.^ The publican humbles himself before God,
deeply sensible of sin, and only seeking forgiveness, and is
therefore represented as having the dispositions necessary for
pardon aud justification. The Pharisee, trusting in his sup
posed righteousness, exalts himself above the notorious sinner,
and is therefore destitute of the conditions of pardon, though
he needs it as much as the other. Christ himself deduces from
the example this general truth : '"Ever)/ one that exalteth himself
shall he uhased, and lie that humhleth himself shall he exalted."
That is, he who sets up great pretensions before God on
account of his self-acquired virtue or wisdom, will be disap
pointed ; his arrogant assumption of a worth which is nothing
but vileuess v\dll exclude him from that true dignity which the
grace of God alone can bestow ; which dignity will be bestowed,
on the other hand, upon tl le .sinner who truly humbles himself
before God from a conscious sense of moral unworthiness.
In this parable we find the germ of Paul's doctrine ; even of
some of his weighty expressions on this subject. The doctrine
is the s-ame as that wluch Christ taught iu pronouncing the
"
poor in spirit
" blessed.
CHAPTER VIII.
Christ's second journey to Jerusalem.-
� 143.�2V(c Miracle at the Pool of Bethesda.�Tlie Words of Christ in
the Temple to the Man that v:as healed. (John v. 1-14.)
Christ, havdng spent the winter in Galdee, was called again
to Jerusalem by the feast of the Passover. His stay in the
' 'iTiis parable is one (cf. p. Ill) in which a truth relating to the king
dom of God is illustrated b}' an assumed fact ; but the fact is one taken
from the same sphere of life as that which it intended to depict. More
over, the relation which must exist, in all time, between the self-righteous
saint hy wods and the httmbl/ penitent sinner is illustrated by an example
such as once constantly occurred in real life�in Pharisees and publicans.
' John V. 1. The chronoJcivy of the life of Christ depends a good dtsal
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city at that feast forms a marked period in his history; for a
cure wrought upon a certain Sabl)ath in that time was the
occasion, if not the cause, of a more violent display of tha
opposition of the Pharisees than had yet been made against
him.
A certain spring at Jerusalem was believed by the people to
possess remarkable healing powers at particular seasons, when
its waters were moved by (what they supposed to be) a super
natural cause." It is unimportant whether this beuef was an old
upon the question whetlier the feast mentioned John v. 1, was or was not
tiie Passover. The indefiniteness of tlie word "feast" in this passage, and
the mention of the Passover itself in John vi. 4, might leatl us to infer
that the feast of Pun'm was meant, wliich occurred a few weeks before the
Passover ; but evei-ything else is against this inference. The Purim
feast did not require of the pious Jew dvaiaiveiv ti'e 'lepoaoXvua ; had
this lafct, herefore, been in question, we might expect in John v. 1, a
statement of Christ's reason for going up to it, instead of waiting for the
Passover. The most ancient interpretation favours the Passover (Iren.
ii. 22), which feast was attended by most of the foreign Jews, and required
the dva�aiveiv. The omission of the definite article in the text is not bo
important as some suppose. The text says t/v eoprri�"it was feast"�
further defined by dri-^ii, showing that the chief feast is intended. Even
in German [or English] we might say, loosely, "it was feast," omitting the
article, as in the Greek. It is unlikely, too, that Christ, who had already
roused the prejudices of the Pharisees against him, should have gone to
the Purim feast, where he would have had to contend with them alone in
Jerusalem, instead of continuing his labours undisturbed in Galilee until
Passover. John's omission to say more of Christ's ministry up to the time
of the next Passover (vi. 4) may be accounted for on the ground that it
was not his purpose to recount his labours in Galilee, which were preserved
in the circle of the ordinary traditions. The two first verses of chap. v.
show how summary his account is. Only in chap. vii. 1, is an occasion
oflfered for assigning the reason for Christ's stay in Galilee ; we can the
more readily account for the surprise of the brothers (vii. 3, seq.) if he
spent the whole year and a half in Galilee.
" Against the credibility of this account, Bretschneider and StravM
adduce the silence of Josephus and the Rabbins in regard to such a healing
spring ; but this argument�like every argumentum e silentio, unsupported
by special circumstances� is destitute of force. These very authorities tell
us that there were many mineral springs in Palestine. Eusehius, in his
work, "jrtpt rSiv tottikwv ovofidnov tS)v tv ry ^tiqi ypatpy" (Onomasticon),
says, imder the word "Bt]Za9d"� "Kai vuv ctiKwrai iv raig avroOi
Xifivaiq SidviioiQ, Civ (Karkpa fiiv Ik tujv /car' trog vtrwv TrXripovTai,
^aTfpa Sk TrapaCoKtog WKpoiviy fikvov Scivvai to vdiop, Ixvog, aig tpaai,
(pkpovaa tu>v irdXai KaOaipOfikvuiv itptitav. Trap' o icai TrpoCart/c^ icaXtirat
cid rd ^vfioTa." (Hieron. 0pp. ed. Vallars, tom. iii. pt. i. p. 181.) The
old tradition, that the waters had become " red," from tlie washing of the
sacrifices in them in old times, leads to the conclusion that it contained
peculiar components. The legend of the angel (in v. 4, which, according
to the best criticism, does not belong to John, but is a later gloss) could
not have arisen unless the spring and its phenoiaeiia really existed
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one, or was called forth at a later period by actual occurrences,
of which, as was common, too much was made. The healing
spring itself, or the covered colonnade connected with it, was
called BetJiesda" (" place of mercy ").
At this fountain Christ found, on the Sabbath day, a man
who had been lame for thirty-eight years, and had long waited
for the moving of the waters in hope of rehef, but had never
been able to a ail himself of it for want of a kind hand vo help
him into the water at the auspicious moment. It is probable
that many pressed to the spring in haste to catch the passing
instant, when its healing powers were active. But the sick
man was to find help from a far different source. [Jesus saith
unto him, Arise, take up thy bed and ivalk, and immediately tlie
man was made whole.]
The restored man lost sight of the Saviour iu the throng,
but afterward Christ found him in the Temple, where he had
probably first gone in order to thank God for his recovery.
The favourable moment was seized by the Saviour to direct his
mind from the heahng of his body to that of his soul. His
words, " Sin no more, lest a worse thing come unto thee" maybe
considered either as implying that the sickness, in this parti
cular case, was caused by sin, or as referring to the general
connexion between sin and physical evil, in virtue of which the
Vxtter is a memorial of the former as its source. In either view,
'iiiiey were intended to remind him of his spiritual necessities,
and to point out the only way in which they could be reheved.
� 144.�The Pharisees accuse Christ of Saibath-hreaking and Blasphemy.�
His Justification. (John v. 10, 17-19.)
This occuiTonce gave the Pharisees the first occasion (so far
as we know) to accuse Christ of breaking the Sabbath and of
blaspheming against God. The first accusation was made in
their contracted sense of the Sabbatical law, and of its viola
tion ; tbe latter arose from their legal Monotheism, and their
narrow idea of the Messianic ofiice.
In his justification, Christ struck at the root of the first
error, viz., the carnal notion that the sanctity of the Sabbath
was founded solely upon God's resting after the work of
creation, as if his creative labours were then commenced and
ended; and points out, on the other hand, the ever-continuing
Robinson (Palestine, ii. 137, 156) thinks that he found in the irregular
movement of the water in the " Fountain of the Virgin " phenomena,
similar to those recorded of the Pool of Bethesda, and contributing to
explaiu them. ^ tpn and ma.
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activity of God as the ground of all being�my Fatlier wrhik
hitlierto, and I work}'' (" As He never ceases to work, so do I
�work unceasingly for the salvation of men.") He rejects the
narrow hmits which their contracted view of the law of the
Sabbath would assign to his healiug labours, which were to go
on uninterruptedly. Nor did be lower his tone in regard to
the relations wdnch he sustained to his Heavenly Father
because his opponents charged him with claiming, by his
words. Divine dignity aud authority. On the contrary, he
strengthened his assertions, taking eare only to guard against
their being perverted into a depreciation of the Father's dignity,
by declarmg that he laboured in mrit}^ with the Father, aud in
dependence upon him. " 2Vie iSon," said he, " can do nothhujof
himself, hut u:luit lie seetli ihe Father do." (He would have to
deny himself as the Son of God, befoi-e he could act contrary to
the will and example of the Father.)
� 145.�The Discourse continued : Christ intimates his future greater
Works.�His Judgment, and the Resurrection. (John v. 20-29.)
Christ proceeds to declare (v. 20) that the Father will sluno
him greater works than these, i. e., tban reviving the dead limbs
of the paralytic. And what were these " greater works?"
Without doubt, tliat work which Christ always describes as
his greatest�as the aim of his whole life�the awakening,
namely, of Divine hfe in the spiritually dead humanity ; a
work which nothing but the creative efficiency of God could
accomphsh. " Tliat ye may marvel ;" for those who then would
not recognize the Son of God in tbe bumble garb of the Son of
Man would indeed, at a later ]ieiiod, be amazed to see works
(wrought by one whom they believed to be dead) which must
be acknowledged to be great irr their moral effects, even if
their intrinsic nature could not be imderstood.
He describes these greater works more exactly, and points
out, at the same time, the perfect power which he would have
to do them in the words : " For aS tlie Father raisetli up tlie
dmd, a/nd quickeneth them, eve7i so tlie Son quickeneth wliom lie
toill." The raising to life is as real in tbe latter clause as in
" John V. 17. This is not out of place, nor borrowed from Philo, as
some suppose, nor a mere metaphysical proposition, but one lieloiiginn;
immediately to the religious consciousness. It is said, moreover, that
Christ's transition (in verses 17, 19, seq.) from the Sabbath controversy to
an exposition of his higher dignity is out of keeping with his character .and
mode of teaching, as exhibited in the first three (iospels. AN'hat would be
said, then, if a transitien like that recorded in JNlatthew xii. 0, wero
recorded in John's Gospel ?
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the former. It depends upon His will, indeed ; but his is no
arbitrary ; and it follows that submission to his will is
requisite before man can receive this Divine hfe. This, like
that other passage�the wind hioweth loliere it listeth�breaks
down the barriers within which Judaism inclosed the Theocracy
aud the Messianic calling.
And because it depends upon the Son to give light to whom
He will, the whole judgment of mankind is intrusted to his
hands. "For tlie Father judgeth no man, hit hath committed all
judgment unto the Soil" The negative is joined to the positive.
The judgment is brought about hymen's bearing towards Him
from whom alone they can receive life : " That all men should
honoiir the Son, even as also they honour the Fatlier.'" He that
wUl not recognize the Di\ ine ndssion of the Son chshonom's the
I'ather tbat sent liim.
The truth thus enunciated in general terms, Christ pre
sented still more vividly, by applying it to his work then
beginning, and which was to be carried on through aU ages,
until the final judgment and the consummation of the kingdom
of God. He that heareth my word, and helieveth on him that
sent me, hath everlasting life, and shall not come into judgment,
hut is passed froni death into life (the true, everlasting. Divine
life). The Jionr is coming, and now is, v-hen the (spiritually)
dead shall hear the voice of tlie Son ef God, and they that hear
slicdl live ; for as tlie Father liatli (the Source of Divine) life in
himself, so hath he given, to the Son tu heive (Divine) life in him
self (If the Source of life, which is in God, had not been com
municated to the human nature in him, then communion with
him could not communicate the Divine life to others.) And
hath given him authority to execute jwlgnient also, hecause he is
the Son ofMan (as man he is to judge men)."
His hearers, who saw him before their eyes in human form,
were startled, doubtless, by these declarations. They looked
for 3Iessiah to establish a visible kingdom, with unearthly
splendours, expecting it to be attended by an outward judg
ment ; and Christ's announcement of a sp'vr'dued agency, tbat
was to be coeval with the world's history, was beyond their
apprehension. He referred them, therefore, to the final aim
of the course which he was laying out for the human race, the
final jNIessianic work of the Judgment and the general Resur
rection ; a work in itself, indeed, more familiar to them, but
which, as ascribed to him, must have still more raised their
wonder. " Marvel not at this ; for the liour is coaming in which
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oM that are in the graves shall hear his voice, and shall :vmr.
forth : they tlmt Imve done good, to tlie resurrection of life ; and
they that liave done evil, unto tlie resurrection of damnation."
� 146.�The Discourse continued: CItrist appeals to the Testimony </
his Wc/rks. (John v. 30-37.)
Having thus unfolded his whole IMessianic agency, em
bracing both the present and the future, Cbrist returns (v. 30)
to the general proposition with which he had commenced (in
V. 1 9). As he had applied his unity of action wdth the Father
to his whole course, so now he appUes it specifically to lus
judgment, which must, therefore, be just aud true : " / can oj
mine oum self do nothing ; as I hear, I judge, and my judgment
is just.'"
His decision against his opponents must, therefore, be just
and true also. They need not say (lie told them) that his
testimony was not trustworthy, because given of himself (v. 31).
It was another that bore witness of him, whose testimony he
knew to be unimpeachable (v. 32). He did not allude to John,
whose hght, which had been to them, as to children, a source
of transitory'' pleasure, they had not followed to the point
whither it ought to have guided them ; he did not allude to
John's, nor, indeed, to any man's testimony, but to a greater,
viz., the works themselves, which the Father had given him to
accomphsh, and which formed the objective testimony to the
Divinity of his labours : " Tlie same works tliat I do, bear witness
of me tlmt tlie Father hath sent me; and tlie Father himself,
which hath sent me, hath borne vntness ofme""! (v. 36, 37).
^ The words of John v. 35, imply that the ministry of the Ba]iti-t
belonged to the past, and they may have been spoken after his dcatli ;
although the only necessary inference is, that he had ceased his i)ublic
labours.
I cannot agree with those who (like Liicke, Comm. John v. 37) refer
the first clause of verse 37 to the testimony of the Father, as given in the
Old Testament. The connexion demands a climax. But how could the
tostimony of God in the Scriptures be more direct than in the Divine
Agency of Christ itself? There could be no revelation more direct or
powerful than this. The present tense ("the works bear witness") is used
in verse 36, because Christ's agency was stiU going on, and to continue.
But because part of it was already past, and a subject of contemplation,
the perfect tense is used in ver.se 37 ("the Father Aa<A Jorne witness").
The 37th ver,>e looks back to the 36th, the 6 Trcpxpag pt referring to the on
c Trarrip pt d-n-'taraKKt. The climax consists in the transfer of what has
been said of the wmks, as testifying of God, to God himself, as testifying
through the works. 'Then Christ shows why the Jews do not perceive
this testimony, but always demand new proofs. They ask a testimony
that can be heard and perceived by the carnal senses ; and there is noun
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� 147.�The Discourse continued : Incapaciti/ of the Jews to Understand
the Testimony of God as given in the Scriptures. (John v. 37-47.)
It was precisely through the works, Christ told them, that
the Father had testified to him. " But," coutinued he, in efiect,
" it is no wonder that you ask another testimony of me, seeing
that you are destitute of the spiritual capacity which is neces
sary to perceive this one. It caimot be perceived wdth the
senses ;^ you have never heard with yotrr ears the voice of the
Father, nor seen wdth your eyes his form. God does not reveal
himself to the fieshly sense ; and in you no other sense is de
veloped. And for this reason, too, you camiot understand the
testimony of the Scriptm-es. The word of God, which you
ought to have received within you from the Scriptures, dweUs
not in you ; it has remained for you simply outward. Hence
your
' searching of the Scriptures' is a lifeless thing. Thinking
that, in the letter of the word, you have eternal life, you will
not come unto Him who alone imparts that hfe, and to whom
the Scriptures were only intended to lead ; your dispositions
and mine are directly contrary. I am concerned only for the
honom* of God ; you for your own. Witn &ach a disposition,
you cannot possibly beheve in me. If another shoidd come, iu
feehng hke yourselves, and seek, in his own name, to lord it
among you, him you wUl receive.^ Moses himself, for whose
honour you are zealous, but Avhose law you violate whenever it
clashes with your selfish interests, will appear as your accuser.
Did you truly believe ]\Ioses�not according to the letter
merely, but also to the spirit�^you would also beheve in me."'^
Had the Pharisees bee^^ truly sincere in observing the law,
the law would have been to them a Trai^aywyoc �<c Xpi/rrov (a
such to be had. God reveals himself only in a spiritual way, to the
indwelling Sense for the Divine. Tlus last they have not ; and the reve
lation of the Old Testament has always been to them a dead letter ; the
word of God has not penetrated their inner being. To this very naturally
follows verse 39, " Ye search the Scriptures, for in them ye think ye have
eternal life;" which life '�nly Christ '-.an impart. In opposition to the
most recent commentators, I must tiunk this 2ie true connexion of the
passage.
^ W� may remember how the Jews were inclined to look for Thcopha-
ties (visible appearances of the Deity).
� Cf the predictions, in the synoptical Gospels, of false prophets that
riiould deceive the people.
For INIoses' highest calling was to prepare the way for Jlessiah. Both
fcy the whole stage which he occupied in the development of the Divine
K Dgdom, and by individual prophetic intimations (hke Deut. xviii. 15
l.iea. iii. 15^ in their spiritual meaning), he had pointed out the Messiah,
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schoolmaster to lead to Christ), and they -\vovdd ha\e (hscoverod
the element of prophecy even in the Pentateuch its<df Their
adherence to the letter made them blind to the jMessiah ; but
their carnal mind caused their adherence to the letter. Justly.
then, could Chnst say to them, " Ye strive for the luuiour of
Moses, yet, in fact, you seek your own honour more than his,
and, therefore, do not helieve him ; how, theu, can yon beheve
my words, which must appear altogether strange and new?"
From this time the riding Pharisaic party persecuted Christ
as a most dangerous enemy, who exposed their sentiments with
a power of truth not to be controverted.
" Sabbath-breaking
and blasphemy" were the pretexts on which they sought hih
C(jndemnation.
CHAPTER IX.
SECOXD COURSE OF EXTENDED LAUOURS IN GALILEE.
Such was the af&liation of parti(^s tlu-oughout Judea, that
the opposition which the Pharisees stirred up against Christ at
Jerusalem, soon made itself felt throughout the country. A
new epoch of his ministry theretbre began.
The charge of heresy and blasphemy having spread into
Galilee, Cbrist was led to unfold, in a connected discourse, the
relation which existed between the old stand-point of the law
and the new era of the kingdom of God introduced by himself.
His exposition was adapted to the capacities of his hearers at
the time, and, therefore, did not include the circle of truths
which was afterward to be revealed, through the Holy Spirit,
in the progress of the kingdom. This discourse was the
SER.MOX ON THE MOUNT.
I.VTRODCCTION.
� lis.�(1.) Place and Circuiiist(iiir(ji of the Delicci-j/ of tlie Sermon;
(2.) Its Subject-matter, viz. : tlie Kiin/dom of God as the Aim of the Obi
Dispensation; (3.) The Tieo lulitiona, viz. Matthew's and Luke's;
(1.) Its Pervading Rebuke of Carnal Conceptions of tlie Messiahship.
In the course of the summer, as Jesus was returning from
one of his extensive preacliing-tours in Galilee, nudtitudes fol
lowed him, attracted by his words and works. Toward even
ing they came near Capernaum, and a few of the company
hastened thither in advance, while the greater number re
mained, in order to enter the city in company with the Master.
The multitude stopped at the foot of a mountain near tho
town; but Jesus, seeking solitude, went higher up the ascent.
The next morning he took his place u])on tbe decli\ ity of th�>
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mountain, and, drawing his twelve disciples into a narrower
circle about bim,<= delivered tbe discourse. It was intended for
all such as felt di-awn to follow him ; to teach them what they
had to expect, and what would be expected of them, in be
coming his disciples ; and to expose the false representations
that had been made upon both these points.
The connected system of truths unfolded in the discourse
was intended to exhibit to the people the kingdom of God as
the aim of the Old Dispensation ; as the consumm.ation for which
that dispensation prepared the way. The Sermon on the
Mount, therefore, forms the point of transition from the Law
to the Gospel ; Christianity is exhibited in it as Judaism spi-
rituahzed and transfigiu-ed. The idea of the kingdom of God is
the prominent one ; the person of the Theocratic king is subor
dinate thereto. The discourse is made up of many sententious
passages, calculated, separately, to impress the memory of the
hearers, and remain as fruitful germs in their hearts; but, on
the other hand, bound together as parts of an organic whole.
This was admirably adapted to preserve the discourse, in its
essential features, uncorrupted in transmission.
(3.)
Accordingly, we find the two editions (Matt. v. vi. vii. ; and
Luke vi. 20-29), each giving the body of the discourse, with
beginning, middle, and end ; although they certainly originated
in difierent traditions and from difierent hearers.
Comparing the two copies, we find Matthew's to be more
full, as weU as more accurate in the details; it also gives
obvious indications of its Hebrew origin. But the original
document of ^Matthew passed through the hands of the Greek
editor, who has inserted other expressions of Christ alhed to
those in the organic connexion of the discourse, but spoken on
other occasions. Assuming that what is common to Matthew
and Luke forms the body of the sermon, we have a standard
for deciding what passages do, and what do not, belong to it
as a connected whole.
(4.)
There runs through the whole discourse, imphed where it is
' If Luke vi. 13 is intended to recite the choosing of the Apostles, it is
clear that it is done only incidentally, and not in chronological connexion,
Luke does not say that the discourse was specially directed to the Apostles.
nor is there a trace of internal evidence to that effect. The discourses of
Christ that were specially intended to teach the Apostles the duties of theii
caUing have a very different tone.
R
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not directly expressed, a rebuke of tlie carnal tendency of the
Jewisb mind, as displayed in its notions of the Messianic king
dom, and of tbe requisites f(u- participating thereiu ; the hitter,
indeed, depending entirely upon the former. It was most
important to convince men that mectness for the kuigdom
depended not upon alliance to the Jewdsh stem, but upon
alliance of the heart to God. Their mode of tlnnking had to
be modified accordingly. A direct attack ujiou the usual con
ceptions of the nature and manifestation of the kingdom would
have been repelled by those who were unprepared for it; but
to show what dispositions of licart it reqiured, was to strike
at the root of error. In his mode of expression, indeed, Christ
adhered to the Jewish forms (e. g. in stating the beatitudes) ;
but his words were carefully adapted and varied, so as to guard
agauist sensuous interpretations. The truth was clearly to be
seen through the ved.
I. THE BEATITUDES.
� 149.�Moral Requisites for Enterhu/ the Kinf/dom of God: (1.) Poverty of
Spirit; (2.) Meekness; (3.) Hungering and Thirsting after RiglUeousness.
Glancing at the poor, who jirobably comprised most of lus
congregation, Christ says, "Blessed are tlie poor in spirit, for
theirs is tlie kindom of heaven. Happy are they who feel the
spudtual wretchedness of the Theocratic nation ; who long after
the true riches of the kingdom ; who have not stifled the
higher cravings of their souls by worldly delights, by confidence
in their Jewish descent, by the pride of Pharisaic righteousness
and wisdom ; but are conscious of their spiritual poverty, of
tlieir lack of the true riches of the Spiiit and the kingdom."*'
" "Poverty of spirit" includes all that we have here expressed. Be
Wette (in Heidelb. Studien, vol. iii. pt. 2, in his Comment, de morte Jesu
Christi expialoria, in his Christi iel e lAtteidehre, pt. i. p. 246, and in his
Commentary, in loc.) has d >ne much to develop the idea genetically. He
has rightly called attention to the derivation of the j)hrase from the OM
Testament views. "The humble citizen of the fallen Theocracy, deeply
foeling the misery of the Theocratic nation, brui.sed in spirit, and hoping
only in GOD, is 'pom- in spirit,' in contrast with the haughty blasphemer,
who has no such feeling : p'li^, in contract with riin ; Isa. Ixi. 1."
Applying this spiritually, with reference to the inner life, we naturally
infer that tlie tttioxoi rt^ Trvtiipiri .are " those who feel th(;ir want of that
which alone can satisfy and enrich the Spirit," and so all the rest that we
have intimated. The difference in these explanation-�easily harmonized
�consists only in the reference of the idea to its genetic historical deve
lopment in the one, and to the o!)jeetive Christian meaning, which holda
good for all ages. Conf. James (i. 'J, 10), whose epistle accords in many
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Such are they Lo whoui the kingdom of God belongs ; " theirs}^
says Christ, " is tlie kingdom of heaven f as, in certain respects
a present possession.
As the pride of the Pharisee is joined Muth sternness, st>
p>werty of spirit is attended by meekness and hvnuliiy. In the
Sermon, blessed are tlie poor in s/nrit" is followed b\-^ " blessed
are tJie meek, for they shall inherit tlie earth.'" A remarkable
contrast . Domimon is ^jromised to that pi'ecise disposition of
heart wluch is most avei'se to it. A contrast, too, which serves
to point out the peculiar kind of world-donuiiion ju-cmiised, as
distingiusbed from the j^revaUing Jewish ideas on the subject.
Accorchng to the latter, the scepti'e of the Messianic reign over
the heathen nations was to be a sceptre of iron ; according to
the former, the " gentle-spirited " are to obtain possession of the
eartL
It is true, the expression, " shall inherit the earth," is in
cluded (hke the other beatitudes) in tbe more general one,
"theirs is the kingdom of heaven;" it is doubtless true, also,
that the phrase was not uncommon among tbe Jews; but we
are not, therefore, obliged to conclude that the thought in
volved in it is only the general one of " the blessedness of the
kingdom of God." The expression has a significance of its
own. The '�inheritance of the earth" is that world-dondnion
which Chiistians, as organs of the Spirit of Christ, are ever
more and more to obtain, as the kingdom of God shall win
increasing sway over mankind and the relations of society,
until, iu its final consummation, the whole earth shall own its
dominion ; and the Power which is to gain this world-domimon
is Meekln'ess; the quiet might of gentleness it is with which
God's kingdom is to subjugate the world.
Christ, then, further develops the characteristics of poverty
of spirit in the beatitude : " Blessed a/re tliey that mourn (that
are conscious of inward woe),yor they sh/dl be comforted." That
this mourning is not grief for mere outward affiictions, aj)pearf
from the next : " Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst
after righteousness, for they sliall befilled" (shah find their wants
6up2)hed in the communion of the kingdom of God).
points with the Sennon on the Mount, and follows its stand-point in the
development of Cliristianity.
' In the order of the Beatitudes, I follow the text of Lachmarm, which
givos them in a connexion not only logical, but corresponding with their
aim as instruction.
b2
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� 150.�Mor(d RiSidt of Enkrinq tlte Kiur/dom if God, vi:. : Tlte "Pure in
Heart see G>d."
The preceding beatitudes point out tbe moi al requisites for
entering into the kingdom of God; but it must not be inferred
tbat they are demanded o/ili/ ou entrauee into it, and no kmger.
Ratl'.er. as our appro}udatiou of the kingdcuu v.ui ne\ (n' Ite a
.iuislu';! act while we remain on earth, must its moral requisites
continue, nay, continually grow in streng-th. A\'e can discern
already, in tlieir connexion, the peculiar essence of ( 'bristiaiiity.
Tbe Cliristian is conscious of no moral or sjiiiitual ability of his
own, needing only to be rightly applied to gain tlii' v\ ishcd-for
end: on the ciuitrary, he feels tbat he has, of hiinse/f nothini,'
but w ant and weakness, insufKciency and w reti bedness. Al-
read}' (Jhrist announces redemption as his ow n peculiar work.
Pi'esiqiposing, then, that tho.se who are endowed wdth these
requisites will enter his kingdom, satisfy tbeir spiritual need,
aud share iu lus sa\dng power, Chiist describes them, in conse
quence, as prire in heart" (pure, however, not according to
the stanrlard of legal piety). And to tho.se vvho ]iossess this
purity he promises .that ''they shall see God." Tbey shall have
]>er/'ect communion with Him, and that complete and intuitive
knowledge of his nature which, founded iu such comnmnion,
forms the bliss of everlasting life.
Tbis ])romise refers, it is true, to that full communion with
God which shall be realized in eternal life, or iu the cimsuni-
matiou of the kingdom of God only. But this by no means
exchules its application to that participation in the kingdoiu
which begins during our earthly hfe; just as the precediiif,'
promises were to be gradually' and progTcssively fulhlled until
tbeir consummation. The prominent connexion of thought is,
that the kntnvledge of Divine things must spring from the life,
from that purity of heart wdiich fits men for communion with
God ; that in our life on earth we are to lie prepared, by puri
fication of heart, for complete Divine knowledge. For the rest,
this promise leads over to those which relate to the future
everla.sting life (the consummation of the kingdom).
� 151.�Moral Releilie/ivt of the Memh'-rs of tlic K'nuiditin to their Felloiemen :
viz. They are " Peace-raukers," and " Pei:seeu.ted."
Christ next describes certain relations in which the menibei's
of his kingdom stand to others. In.sjiired by lo\c and meek
ness, they seek peace witb all men. But as tbex- s�'rve a holy
kingdom, and do battle with the prevalent wickedne.ss of men,
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they oanuot escape persecutions. Here, again, Christ dis.sipates
the hopes with wliich the Jews, expecting a Messiah, are wont
to flatter themselves. Instead of promising to his followers a
kingdom of earthly glory and prosperity, he predicts for them
manifold persecutions, such as the prophets of old had suffered
for the cau.se of God.
They shall suffer " for righteousness'
" sake ; but he then
passes over, from the general idea of the kingdom (righteous
ness�holiness) to his own person : " Blessed are ye tvhrn men
shall revile you, &c. for jiv sake." Their very relations to Him
were to draw upon them all manner of slanders aud calumnies ,
thus presupposing that the prevading Jevvish opinions would
be opposed by his disciples.^
The accompan\dug beatitudes are also full of meaning.
'' Blessed are the peace-makers, for they shall be calleds the
children ofGod," that is, shaU be invested with the dignity and
the rights of cliildren of God. This promise refers partly to
the present life, and partly, in its highest meaning, to the
future."^ " Blessed are they which are persecuted, for theirs is
the kingdom of heaven." " For great is your reward in
heaven."
The " reward " may be understood, even apart from what
Christ has said elsewhere, from the connexion of this discourse
itself' The first beatitudes show that we have no claim to
the kingdom but our humble wants and susceptible hearts ;
the idea of merit, therefore, claiming a reward as its due, is
wholly out of the question. The reward is a gracious gift.
But when grace has admitted us into the kingdom, our parti
cipation in its " blessedness
"
depends upon our bearing in the
struggles to which our membership in the kingdom exposes
us on earth. The " reward," therefore, designates the relation
between the Divine gifts and our subjective worth ; the gifts
are proportioned to the work which the members of tho
f This agrees very well with the point of time to which we have referred
the Sermon on the IMount, i. e. the period when the Pharisees began to
persecute Christ and his disciples. Moreover, his foresight at that time of
the hatred he would excite, and the persecutions his followers would suffer.
combined with the fact that throughout the discourse there is not the
slightest hint of a purpose to triumph over his foes by an overwhelming
miraculous power�nay, that the whole spirit of the discourse is opposed
to such a purijose�agrees very well with his anticipating, at the time, that
he should lie iu fulfiUing his calling.
s The name is the outward sign of the thing� its manifestation and cou-
firmation. Indicated in K\i]QriaovTai, especially.
' C� Be Wette'3 excellent remarks on Matt. v. 12.
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kingdom, as such, have to doJ It is obvious, then, that nj
external reward is meant�no acting with a view to such�
for these ideas are foreign to the nature of the kingdom of
God itself
What, then, is tho "reward 1" It is, tbat tlie wants of our
higher nature shall be satisfied ; that we shall enjoy perfect
communion with God, and, in consequence, perfect know ledge
of him ; that we shall hace, and exercise, the perfect ])rivilege of
sons of God. It is nothing but the perfect reahzatiou of what
is imphed in " the kingdom," " the children of God," " the
Divine life." In our struggles for the kingdom, we must
direct our eye to the goal of the consummation ; must feel
that we struggle for no vain ideal. The two exjiressions
" reward in lieaven" and " inherit the earth" mutually illus
trate each other ; the latter is to be a spiritual, and not a
carnal, Jewisb, world-dominion ; the former does not betoken
a locality, but a perfected communion of life with God, i. e. a
Divine life brought to perfection.
II. INFLUENCE OP THE MEMBERS OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD IN RENEWING THE
WORLD.
� \52.�The Disciples of Christ the "Light" and " Salt" of the Eardi.
Christ then points out to his discijiles the regenerating
influence which the qualities before described must exert
when exhibited to the world. His followers are " the ligid
of tlie world," which, where it exists, cannot be hid, but must
�shine forth. They are to become " the salt
" of mankind. As
salt preserves from decay and corruption everything to which
it is applied, so Christians are to incite mankind to live ac
cording to their high destiny ; are to imjiart freshness to hu
manity, and to preserve it from the corruption into which it
naturally pa,sses, by the power of their higher princiiile of hfe.
The course of the human race, apart irom Christianity, is
always dowmward; all its civihzation ends in barbarism. It is
for Christians to preserve tbe .spiritual life of mankind fresh
and undecayed.
But if tlie salt lose its saltness�becomes stab; and worthless
� wherewith sliall it be salted] Wherewith .shall the Di\dne
life be preserved in those to whom Christianity, the; source of
the leanimating, freshening power, has bf^ni dead? In tha:
case, those that should stand upon the highest jioint of human
development will sink to the lowest ; it is goodfor nothing, bui
1 Cf. Nitzch's striking observations on tbe Divine Justice .and Eewarda.
System der Christlichen Lehre, p. 115, 2nd eu.
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to be cast out and trodden underfoot ofmen. Christ knew that-
the new element of hfe wliich, through him, was given to hu
manity, had power to keep it ever fresh and hving; but he
knew also the impure influences to which it would be hable.
These words of his declare the fate of Christianity, whenever
it degenerates into dead forms and outward show. History
afibrds the fullest and saddest commentary upon this projihetio
passage.
m. THE LAW OF CHEISTIAX LIFE THE FULFILMENT OF THE OLD LAW.
� 153.�Fulfilluuj of the Law and the Prophets : (1.) General View ; (2.) Par
ticular Exposition ; (3.) Demand for a Higher Obedience than that of the
Pharisees. (INlatt. v. 17-20.)
a-)
After commanding his disciples to become the "salt" of the
earth, and to " let their light so shine before men that they
might see their good works, aud glorify their Father in heaven,"
it remained for him to set vi\ddly before them, by specific illus
trations, the mode in wluch they were to let their hght shine
through theu actions; wluch would distingiusb them palpably
from those who then passed for holy men among the Jews.
This gave him occasion to refute the charge spread abroad
by the Pharisees, that he aimed to subvert the authority of the
law. But, instead of confining himself to a mere refutation, he
took a coiuse conforming with the dignity of his character, and
justified himself in a positive way, by unfolding the relation in
wliich his New Creation stood to the stand-point of the Old
Covenant. He incorporated tlus, moreover, very closely with
the practical purpose of the whole discourse (v. 17, seq.). He
characterizes the new law of life by distinct and separate traits.
He proclaims the new law as the fulfihnent of the old. For
since the old law proceeds from the commandment "to love
God above all things, and our neighbour as ourselves," it con
tains the eternal law of the kingdom of God ; and only where
love rules the whole life can we secure this object, which the
whole reli<dous law of the Old Testament aimed at, but could
not reahze. " On these two commandments (says Christ, JMatt.
xxu. 40) /wing all the laio and the prophets" i. e. the whole Old
Testament. They could not be fulfilled from the Old Testa
ment stand-point, because men needed, in order to fulfil them,
a new life, proceeding from the spirit of love ; and this Christ
tame to impart. He presupposes its existence in those for
Vhom he communicates the new law^
Moreover, although the everlasting Theocratic law could bu
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derivea from the two commandments specified, yet its spirii,
tied down to the stand-point ot' the political Theoeiacy, and
cribbed in its contracted forms, could not attain its free and ftiU
development. But Christ, by freeing it from this bondage of
forms, brought it into com])lete (bn elopment, not only in the
consciousness, but in the practical hfe. In this resjiect, then,
he fulfilled the law ; and this was the object for which he aj)-
peared.'^
(2-).
Christ begins, therefore, by saying. Think not that I am come
to destroy the law and tlie propliets; I am not come to destroy,
hut to fuljiU By this we are to understand the whole of the
Old Testament rehgion ; he came to annul neither of its chief
divdsions, as his general mission was (last clause of v. 17�) " not
k Cf. pp. 94, 95.
' ^jfrorer asserts {^'Heilige Sage," ii. 84, seq.) that these words were not
Christ's, but were more liliel v put into his mouth by the later Judaists
in their controversies with Paul ; an opinion adopted also by Dr. Roeth
(Epist. ad Hehr. non ad Hebrceos, sed ad Christianos genere gentiles scriptam
esse, Francof 1836, p. 214). The former writer thinks that these striking
words, had they existed, would have been used against Paul by the
strenuous advocates of the continued validity of the Mosaic law ; which,
he infers, they did not do, from the silence of Paul's epistles on the subject.
We are compelled directly to contradict this assertion ; it is refuted -eufS-
ciently by the close connexion of the words with the current of thought in
the context. Paul understood their import too well to find any embar
rassment fi-om them in his controversies with the Judaists. If they were
quoted against him, he refuted the false use made of them by his develop
ment of the whole doctrine, rather than by separate and detailed quotation,
as was his custom in controversy.
De Wette, in explaining the 17th verse, attempts to 5�.rove, from Matt.
vii. 12, and xxii. 40, that the "law and prophets" were conceived, also, as
the source of the moral law, and deems that the words are here to be taken
only in that sense, with no reference at all to the prophetic element of the
Old Testament. I cannot agree with him. Even the passages which he
adduces do not refer exclusively to the moral contents of the Old Testa
ment, but to the Old Testament in its whole nature and extent. Christ
designates�as the end and aim to which the whole Old Testament tends
�only the quintessence of the whole Theocracy, religious as well as moral,
viz. : the spirit of love; as also the end and aim of Redemption is to make
love the ruling principle of man's nature. De Wette argues that "no one
of his hearers could have imagined that Christ wished to be re(;eived ac
Messiah in opposition to all the prophecies of the Propliets ; so he speaks
afterward only of the fulfilling of the law." Now the question is, was
Christ speaking against a misunderstanding of his disciples, or against an
accusation of his enemies? If the latter, as we suppose, he had gnnd call
to prove that his ministry was opposed neither to the " law
"
nor to the
"prophets," and that he would show himself to be Messi.ah by fiilfilling
both. His subsequently making one part (the law) particularly prominent
k no proof that he had not both in his mind before. Moreover, (^ven Di
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io destroy, but to fulfil." He adds, in a stUl stronger aver
ment (v. 18), tbat not one jot or tittle of tbe law shoiad lose
its validity, but tbat aU have its fulfilment, until the consum
mation of the kingdom of God." This last will be the great
" fulfilment," for which aU previous stages of the kingdom were
but preparatory
Here, again, it is shown that, in tliis sense, " destroying"
and "fulfiUiug" are correlative ideas. The consummation of
the kingdom wUl be the "fulfilling'" of all which was contained,
in germ, in the preparatory stand-point; it wUl, on the other
hand, be the " destroying" of all that was, in itself only prepa
ratory. In j)ointing to this consummation of the kingdom of
God as the final " fidfiUing" of all, Christ at the same time
fixes the final end for the fulfilment of all the promises con
nected with the beatitudes. Thus the connexion with the
words spoken before is closely preserved."
(3.)
Passing from the Old Testament in general to the " law" in
particular, and applying to it the general proposition that he
had advanced, Chiist commands his disciples (v. 19, 20) to
fulfil the law in a far higher sense than those did who were at
that time considered patterns of righteousness. In proportion
as each fulfiUed the law, was he to have a higher or a lower
place in the development of the kingdom (v. 19). The prin
ciple of life which they all possessed in common (the essential
requisite for fulfilhng o,ny of the demands of the sermon) by no
means precluded difierences of degree ; it might penetrate one
more thoroughly tban another, and display itself in a more (or
less) complete fiilfiUing of the law. Christ Ulustrates *;he same
doctrine in the parable of the Sower.
Such, then, and so superior is the fulfilhng of the law which
Christ reqiures of all who would belong to his kmgdom .
Except your righteousness shall exceed the righteousness of tJiAi
scribes and Pliarisees, ye shall in no case enter into the Idngdom
of Heaven.'P
Wette has to admit that the prophetic element is alluded to in v. 1 8. We
infer, therefore, that both " law" and " prophets" are referred to from the
beginning. " Cf Tholuck on y. IS.
" By assuming this relation to the law and the prophets, Christ gave
himself out as ]\iessiah. How untenable, then, is Strauss's assertion that
at that time Jesus had not decidedly presented himself as Messiah ! We
have shown that the passage is too closely bound up with the organism of
the whole sermon to be considered an interpolation.
The yap in verse 20 obviously introduces a confirmation of the pre-
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� 15i.�" Fulfilling of the Law" in the Higher Sense.�General Contrast
bctwetn the Juridical and Morad Stand-points.
In verses 22-48 Christ ilhistrates, in a number of sj^ecial
examples, the sense in which the law was, not " destroycil,"
but " fulfiUed" through him ; also the sense in which tho
members of Ids kingdom were to signahze themselves by zeal
in fidhUing the law ; aud also (but here suborchuately) the
difference between tJbeir righteousness�answering to their
position in the new development of the Divine kingdom�and
the seeming righteousness of the Pharisees.
In these illustrations he contrasts the eternal Theocratic law
with the political Theocratic law ; the absolute law with the
particular law of Moses. Although the former lay at the
foundation of the latter, it coidd not, in that limited aud con
tracted system, unfold and chsplay itself; and it coidd not be
fully developed until the shell, the restraining form, whicli had
cribbed aud confined the spirit, was broken and destroyed.!
ceding verse ; and this opposes Olshausen s view of the connexion, altliough
he has well marked the distinction between verses 19 and 20.
1 I agree with the Greelc and Socinian interpreters in thinking that
Christ means here not merely the Pharisaic interpretations of the law, but
also the legal stand-point in general. This follows necessarily, (1) from
the connexion as we have unfolded it ; (2) from the fact that he quotes the
commandments in their literal Old Testament form. (Even " thou shalt
hate thy enemy" (v. 43), though not found literally in tlie commandment,
is implied in the preceding positive commandment, as limited by the par
ticular Theocratic stand-point) ; (3) because tppiQr) toIq dpxaiinq (v. o3)
cannot well be interpreted otherwise than "it has been said to the men uf
old" (the fathers, hence during the Mosaic promulgation of the law). Hail
Christ referred to the statutes of the elders (which would not agree so well
with the whole form of the expression either), he would have used irpia-
ivrkpoig, as also He Wette acknowledges. Tholuck's argument, of an anti
thesis between a()x"""C point ; the connexion ddes
not require such an antithesis. The opposition is not in the subject of the
commandment, but in its conception. Christ recognized the voice of God
in the Old Testament, and Moses as sent of God ; but he wished to oppose
the fulfilling form of the new legi^latinn to the nairow and deficient fonn
of Old Testament legislation, which belong.-d to a temporary and prepara
tory epoch. Had Christ had the subject of the commandment in view,
Toig dpxaioiQ would naturally have preceded ipp'tOr) ; while the present
collocation of the words indicates that the opposition is instituted between
what was said in earlier times and what was then said hy him. The pro
minence that he assigns to the Pharisaical conception and appli(^ation of
the law connects very well with this opjxisition to the old law in g( neral ;
for the Pharisees especially refused to admit the spirii to pass from the old
law and find its ftdfilment in the new, but adhered to the letter in a one
sided .and exclusive way. Pharisaism, in a word, was the culmination uf
the old stand-point, adhering to the letter, and estranged from the spirit
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The opposition is between the law as bearing only upon the
overt act, and the law as bearing upon the heart, and fulfilled
in it ; between the juridical and the moral stand-point.
We infer, then, as a rule in interpreting the following sepa
rate precepts, that outward acts are to be taken as vivid
exhibitions of a required inward disposition, and are to be
understood literally only when they are the necessary expres
sion of such a state of heart.
� 165.�Fulfilling of the Law in the Higher Sense.�Particular Examples,
viz. [1.) Murder ; (2.) Adultery; (3.) Divorce; (4.) Perjury; (5.) i2e-
venge ; {&.) National Exclusiveuess.
(1.) The law condemns the murderer to death. But the
Gospel sentences even him wdio is angry^ with his brother.
The passion which, when full-blown, causes murder, is punished
in the bud of revengeful feehng, whether concealed in the
heaii; or shown in abusive words� (v. 22).
(2.) The law of the particular Theocracy condemns the
adulterer. But the law of Christ condemns the germ of evil
passion in the husband, as the source of adultery* (v. 27).
�� I mu.st agree with those who reject tiic?} (v. 22). Thxis to lessen the
force of the law certainly does not harmonize with the connexion.
* It seems to me that the words "oe o' dv tiny rt^ dSe\ip<^ avroxr paxA,
ivoyoQ tnrai rui avftcpiio " should be taken away from this passage.
Apart from these, the connexion is perfect and obvious. Kpi(7ig= judg
ment, condemnation, its common meaning in the New Testament ; and so
yUi'j'a, with another word. Degrees of violation of the Theocratic law
nowhere appear in this connexion ; on the contrary, it teaches that the
smallest violation, as well as the greatest, involves a disposition of heart
opposed to the kingdom of God, which demands holiness of heart. Reviling
is purposely put side by side with murder, because the disposition that
inspires the former leads, when further expanded, to the latter ; the revUer
is a murderer before that bar which looks only at the heart. A gradation
between patcd and peopog violates both the aim and connexion of the dis
course, and seems entirely unbecoming its dignity. Moreover, we shotUd
then have to look for a gradation in the punishment, which, again, is
inconsistent with the connexion. The " Sanfiedrim " brings us before the
Jewish civil jurisdiction�the politico-Theocratical stand-point�the very
thing to which Christ opposes himself throughout the discourse. And how
is yktrva, in that case, to be distinguished from Kpiaig 1 In what relation
does the mention of the Sanhedrim stand to Kpiaig and yktuva ? Things
entirely incompatible are here brought together. All attempts to solve
the difficulty lead to forced and untenable interpretation. The fact that
paKu means just the same thing as pojpk, confirms the .supposition that the
clause in question was introduced by the Greek translator as another
version of the following, and original, clause in Matthew's Hebrew.
' Verses 23-26 are among those expressions of Christ which we suppose
to have been uttered elsewhere, and transferred to this connexion from
kheii affinity of subject. (Cf. v. 25, 26, with Luke xii. 58, 59 ) So of
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(3.) As Christ thus ah-eady considers marriage as the imion,
in part, of two persons of diifcreut sexes, he takes oreasion to
develop still further Ids opposition to the sland-j)ouit of the
Mosaic law in regard to this relation."
The ^Mosaic law, intended for a rude peo]ile, who w(u-e to be
cultivated by degrees, allowed divorce ; seeking to place .some
restraints, at least, upon unlinuted wilfulness. Political h'gisla-
tion must adapt itself to the material on which it has to act.*
But the law of Christ sets forth the moral itlea of marriao;e in
its full strictness, and demands that its communion of lite shall
be indissoluble. Nothing but the actual adultery of one of the
parties can dissolve the tie, and leave the innocent one at
liberty to marry."'
(4.) The Mosaic law prohibits perjury, aud maintains the
sanctity of oaths. But the law of Christ demands that yex and
no shall take the place of all other confirmation. W/uitsoever
is more tlian tJiese^ cometh of evil, i. e. testifies to a want of that
V. 29, 30 ; Christ is treating of the mere legislation, not of the element of
self-discipline as such.
^ Polygamy was not yet wholly forbidden among the Jews, as appears
from Josephus. Speaking in reference to the jielynamy of Herod, he says :
"
TTCirpiov ydp Iv tuvti^ nXdoaiv I'lfilv ovvoikuv." (AreliiBol. xviii. 1, 2.)
And Justin casts up to the Jewish doctors that, even in his time, " (iirirtc,
Kai fiixP'- ^'^'^ rer<japiiQ Kai ttevti f^ftv vpdg yvralKug fKfiTTov
(TvyxeopoLKn." (Dial. c. Tryph. Jud. ed. Colon. 363, E.) Still we may infer
that the Jewish schools in Christ's time recognized monogamy as the only
lawful marriage, from his saying nothing expressly on the subject, while
the precepts that he delivers presuppose it.
^ The (TK\T)poKapcia rov \aoi>. Matt. xix. 8.
" I cannot agree with those who would make this law an outward one
by legislation ; the discourse aims at the heart, and its jireeepts can be
fulfilled in the life only fi-om the heart. They hold good only for those
who recognize Christ as their Lord from free conviction, and are led \>) his
Spirit ; and who, therefore, find in them only the outward expression of
the inward Spirit. The state can no more realize these laws than it can
make Christians or create holiness. Its laws must be adapted to tlie
(TKXripoKapSia rov \aov. The attempt to accomplish, by legislative sanc
tion, what redemption alone can do, would create a sort of stunted, CHiine-e
life, but nothing better. Precisely because the JSerinon on the Mcmt ih
the Magna Charta of the kingdom of God, it is not fit for a state law. ( la
the other hand, I differ fi-om those who suppose that Christ alluded only
to the then existing form of Jewish divorce, which did not require lega)
investigation and decision. The moral idea which Christ developed h.ad a
more than temporary bearing.
^ The formulas in v. 34, 3.0, 36 (not properly oaths, as they do not take
God to witness) illustrate still more forcibly Christ's purpo.se to banish
from his kingdom every affirmation but ges and �o. Had he not mentioned
them, his hearers might have thought tb.at Ik; referred only to the imme-
iiate invxation of Jehovah to witness, which all pious Jews sought to
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dispositiou of heaxt whicli every member of his kingdom ought
to possess; a want of that thorough truthfulness which makes
every other affirmation superfluous, and of the mutual confi
dence that depends upon it.
(5.) The Mosaic law, moreover, corresponding to the civil
law, admits of retahation, like for like. But the law of Christ
so completely shuts out the desire of revenge, that it creates in
its subjects a disposition to suffer all mjury rather than to
return evil for evil (v. 39).
(6.) The old law enjoined the "love of one's neighbour;"
but none were regarded as " neighbours
" but members of the
Theocratic community, and, therefore, the law implied "hatred"
of the enemies of that community as enemies of the kingdom
of God. The law of Christ, on the contrary, enjoins love with
out hmit ;y a love that takes into its wide embrace enemies
and persecutors, yea, even those who, as enemies of the king
dom of God, persecute its members; a love which not only
impels us to do them good, but is so absolutely exclusive of
even the germ of hatred, as to urge us to j^ray for them. The
children of GoD are to be, hke their heavenly Father, perfect
in love (v. 45, 48). And the perfect love of God does not
avoid, and instead of which these very formulas, which helped those that
were disposed to gloss over a perjury, were, in fact, invented. This is
enough to refute what Guschel says (iiber den Bid, Berlin, 1837, pp. 118,
119), in order to prove that Christ's precept was not directed against oaths
in general. There was no necessity that he should define the proper sense
of an oath ; everybody understood it ; but it would have been by no
means so obvious to his hearers that he condemned also the common for
mulas, invented out of reverence for the Divine name. {Philo, De Special.
Legib. � 1.) He condemns them especially for the reason that it is incon
sistent with the condition of dependent creatures to appeal to the creature
in confirming an averment. There remained nothing but the true oath�
the appeal to Almighty God�and this, also, he forbade ; yes and no were
to suffice. Goschel says (p. 116), "As Christ came not to abolish, but to
fidfil the law, the law of the oath was not to be abolished, but fulfilled.''
True: just as the law, "Thou shalt not l-iU," is fulfilled by avoiding
emotions of hatred ; just as the law of the Sabbath is fulfilled in conse
crating every day to God. So yes and no are bonds as sacred for the
Christian as an oath to other men.
y The First Epistle to the Corinthians (as Riickert has remarked) con
tains many passages, the germs of which are to be found in the Sermon on
the Mount. Cf iv. 8-13 ; vi. 7 ; vii. 10. Paul may also have borrowed
from it these words of Christ, which were preserved for us only by big
means, Acts xx. 35, "It is more blessed to yive than to receive." This saying
expresses the disposition which, in Matt. v. 40-42, is set forth in outward
acts ; the very nature of love, happy in communicating. How beautifully
does this saying reveal the whole heart of Christ, whose whole aim was to
anpart to oiibers from the fulness of his heavenly riches !
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exclude His enemies. How perfect, iudecd, must His love be,
to seek tlie redemption even of His enemies l
rv. TRUE RELIGION CONTRASTED WITH THE MOCK PIETY OF THE PUARISEEH
� 156.�(1.) Alms, Prayer, Fastiny ; (2.) Rigiel Judginent uf S</f, Mild
Judgment of others ; (3.) Test of Sincerity in Seeling after Rigkteousnas.
(Matt. vi. 1-18 ; vii. 1-5.)
After setting forth the opiiosition between legal and inie
hohness, Christ passes on to contrast the latter with the fd.so
spiritual tendencies at that time existing; to contrast that
piety which attaches no importance either to its own works
or to the show of thein, with the mock religion of the Phari
sees, which did everything for show. It is the contrast, in a
word, between being aud seoning; aud no words could express
it more strikingly than " tchen thou doest thine (dins, let not thy
left Itand know what thy right hand doeth. So tiir from doing
good that others may see it, thou must not even think of it
as tliy own work; do it, in cluldish simphcity, from thy lovhig
spirit, as if thou couldst not do otherwdse." This principle
Christ apjilies to three separate acts, in which the I'hai-isees
were specially wont to make a pious display, viz. : Alms, iwaytr,
andfasting^ 1-18).
(�^�)
The sin wluch is nexf* condemned (vii. 1-5) springs from
the same root as the one just mentioned. The Phai i.sei s judged
others severely, birt were quite indulgent to themselves, aud,
indeed, never rightly examined themselves. He that knows
what true righteoirsness is, and feels lus own wimt of it, �will
be a rigid censor of his own life, but a mild and gentle judge
of others. [" And why beltoldest thou tlw, mote that is in thy
brothers eye, but considerest not tlie beam tlmt is in thine own f
Tlwu hypocrite ! first cast out tlie beam tlmt is in thine oum eye,
and then slmlt thou see clearly to cast tlie mote out of thy
hrotlier''s."]
' Since Clirist specifes these three, in order to apply to them the general
principle of v. 1 (r�/)' citcaiorrln'rii' jxi) ircith' i'ji�poaOev tCjv a lOpwvwv),
we infer that it was foreign to his ]nir|)ose to give an exjiosition of tbe
nature of pniyer here, which coiifinns (jur view tliat the "'Lord's Prayer"
is not here in its proper chronological coimexiun.
* Illatt. vii. 1 stands in a close lo;^ical connexion with vi. 18, .and the
preceding verses ; and is also given by Luke, proving that it belon^'s to
the original body of the discourse ; but ^d. 19-34 [not given by Luke in
this comiexion] appears as obviously not ao. So of i-ll, below.
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(8.)
The Savioiu- then^ gives (vii. 12) a criterio,i to distinguish
tme from Pharisaic righteousness. " Therefore, all things
voliatsoever ye would that men should do unto you, do ye also unto
them ; for this is tlte law and the prophets." (If you are striving
sincerely after the essence of righteousness, you will place
yourself in the condition of others, and act towards them as
you would wish them, in such ease, to have acted towards
you.)
It was certainly not Christ's purpose here to set up a rule
of morals contradictory to the ^\dlole spirit of the rest of the
sermon, which places the seat of true morahty in the Jwart.
Mei'e outward action, according to this rule, might spring from
diverse disjiositions, e. g. the mere prudence of selfishness ndglit
lead us to observe it, in order to get like for like. But, placing
it in connexion with what has gone before, and making love the
mainspring of our actions, the nile affords a touchstone of their
character. And when our actions stand tins test, Christ says
that "tlie law and the propliets (i. e., the life and essence of piety
to which they point) are fulfdled ;" for, as he elsewhere says,
'� love is tlie fidflling of the law."
V. EXHORTATIONS AXD WARNINGS TO THE CHILDREN OF THE KINGDOM.
� 157.�Exhortation to Self-denial.�Caution against Seducers.
(Matt. vii. 13-24.)
Christ had now pointed out the moral requisites for entrance
into his kingdom, and the moral quahties which must mark its
members. He now Avams them (v. lZ) against the delusion
of expecting to secure its blessings in au}' easier way than he
had pointed out, or hoping to avoid struggle and self-derd.J
Tlie ovv in verse 12, as well as the com-se of thought, connect it
with V. 5.
Matt. vii. 13-14, describe the difficulties of the way, and join closely
to what precedes. The figure of the " gate," &c. is more aptly introduced
in Luke xiii. 24, 25. and it might be supposed that the author of the
Greek Matthew had transferred the passage to this connexion from the
actual one in which Christ uttered it. But so obvious a figure as the
"gate" and the " way
"
may have been used repeatedly by Christ ; and
in these two places, moreover, there is a difference in its application. In
Luke, the "gate" is to be entered before the Master has closed it; in
Matt, it is " the wide gate and the broad way, which many see ; the nar
row gate and the narrow way, which few find." In the fonner the thought" that few are willing to undergo the necessary labours and struggles
to enter the kingdom;" in the latter, "the majority deceive themselve'^
08 the difficulties of the task," &c.
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and cautious them against false teachers, who would lead them
into such delusions, and draw them out of the riglit way.
First, he gives a warning against such as shall falsely pretend
to a Di\dne call as teachers and giudes, inspired hy self-seeking
alone. '-Wolves in sheeji's clothing.'^ their evil fruits, proofs
of their evil hearts, distinguish them from genuine prophets of
God" (v. lo. 20). This warning was strikingly api)licable at
that time of out-breaking battle with the hieraichical and
Pharisaic pai-ty.
The general proposition, that tbe state of tbe lusart must be
shown by the "frvuts," is then applied to all believers (v. 21-23).
Not every one who honours Jesus as JMessiah and Tlieocratic
King, and makes a zealous confession thereof, is thereby fitted
to share in the kingdom ; the Imirt must be show u to accord
with the confession, by a faithful performance of tbe wiU of
GoD.^ \" Not ereri/ one tlmt saith unto me, Lord, Lord, slmll
enter into tlie kiitgdom ofln-aven; but he that doeth the to ill of nu/
Father which is in heaven."]
VI. TRUE AND FALSE DISCIPLES CONTRASTED.
� 15S.�Test of LlscipMiip. (M.att. vii. 24--27.)
Christ concludes tbe whole discourse with a contrast between
true and false disciples ; between those who take care to apply
to their life aud practice the truths which he had laid down,
and those v.dro do not. He thus makes prominent, in the
conclusion, the great truth announced in the beginning, and
carried through the discourse, viz. that a right disposition of
heart is essential in all things. According to their right appli
cation of his woi'ds, his bearers were to .judge themselves, and
find their destiny described (v. 24-27). [" Therefore, v/iosoerer
heareth these sayings of mine, a/nd doeth tJiem, I wdl Ukenhnii
unto a icise man, which built his house n/ion a rock: and tlie
rain descended,, ami tlie floods came, ami the winds blew, and beat
upon that lumse, and it fell not ; for it ivas fon,nded upon a rock.
And every one tlmt heareth tliese sayings of mine, and doeth them
not, slmll be likened unto a foolish man, vdiicli bnilt his house
upon the sand: and tlie rain descended, and tlie floods came, ami
the ivi/ids blew, and beat v.jion that liouse, and it fell; and great
was tlie fall of it."]
Cf. John X. 1-5.
* Ch. vii. 24, connects closely with v. 21. On the relatior in v. 22, 23,
to the rest of the passage, we shall si^ak iiereafter.
THE LEPER HEALED. 257
These words of wanung, at the end of the discoui-se, harmo
nize well with its beginnirig.
END OP THE SEEMON ON THE MOUNT.
� 159.�Healing of the Leper on the Road to Capernaum.^
After Clirist had concluded his deeply impressive discourse,
he dismissed the multitude and came down from the mountain
with his disciples. Hosts of people attended him to Caper
naum. A leper, who had probably heard of his miracles, and
learned that he would pass that way, had planted himself by
the road-side. Full of faith, he threw himself at the Sa-vdour'a
feet and said, "Lord, if thou wilt, thou canst make me clean."
After Christ had granted his petition, he bade him (as was his
wont in such cases) first to do what the laAv�which He had
came to " destroy
"
only by " fulfilhng
"
�demanded,? viz. to
show himself to the priests and offer the prescribed sacrifice, iu
order to readniission into the Theocratic community, from
which he had been excluded as unclean.
� 160.�Healing of the Heathen Centurion's Slave at Capernaum.^�I7ie
Deputation of Elders.�Faith of the Centwrion.
As soon as Christ arrived at Capernaum, his aid was sought
in behalf of another sufferer. The elders of the synagogue
came to liim wdth a petition in the name of a centurion. He
was a heathen ; but, like many other heathens of that age,
imsatisfied wdth the old and languishing popular religion, and
impressed, by the moral and rehgious spirit of the Jewish
Theism, he has been led to beheve in Jehovah as the Almighty.
Whether a proselyte of the gate^ or not, he had proved his faith
by building a Jewish synagogue at his oavu expense.
His love and care for a faithful slave-J shows how his piety
* Matt. viii. 1. I follow Mitthew's account, whicli suits the chronology,
in preference to Luke's (v. 12), which says nothing about the locality of
the event. It was not customary, under the Mosaic law, for lepers to
reside within the cities. Cf Joseph, c. Apion, i. xxxi. ; Archasol. iii.
11, � 3. s Levit. xiv. 1.
Matt. viii. 5 ; Luke vii. 2. The chronological agreement of the
accounts, derived from separate sources, is proof of their veracity. We
follow Luke's, as the more original.
' The relation in which he appears to stand to Judaism and the Jews
would make it prol)able that he was a proselji;e of the gate. But, on the
other hand, if he had been, the Jewish elders would probably have men
tioned it in their recommendation of him ; he would have had the usual
designation, atf^ofifvoQ, (poSovptvog rbv (3t6u.
J The word used in Matthew is jralg, "i?: ; which may, indeed, mean
slave, but seems to be intended by him for " son," as he uses the article
S
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had influenced his character. During Christ's ahsonce, tins
slave bocame severely ill ; and, just when he was ready to die,
the centurion heard, to his great joy, of the Sa\dour's return.
Placing his only hopes in Him, he hastened to ask his assistance.
But he had been accustomed to look upon the Jews alone as
consecrated to the worship of the Most High ; and Christ yet
appeared to belong only to that people. He did not venture,
therefore, as a heathen, to apply to him directly, but sought
the mediation of the elders, whom he had laid under obh-
gation.''
The centurion heard that Christ, in comphance Mdth the
request of the elders, was approaching his house. But then
the thought arose, " Hast thou not gone too far in asking the
Son of God, who has spirits at his command, to come to thy
house? Hast thou not lo\\'ered him, by presuming that his
corporeal presence is necessary to the healing of thy slave?
Coidd he not have emplo3'ed one of his hosts of ministering
spirits to accomplish it?" \^'' Say, in a lonrd, and my servant
shall he liealed. For T also . . . say unto one,
' Come' and he
cometh; and to anotlier, ^ Go^ and, lie goeth."^] Although his
throughout the narrative (6 ttoTc). Tliis, however, may be exjihiined mi
the ground that either the centurion had but one slave, or that he valued
this one particularly. If "son
"
were intended, it might be accounted for
from the ambiguity of the word both in Hebrew and Greek ; the high
degree of love which the centurion displayed, also, w as more likely to be
felt for a son than a slave, and this may have led to the use of the word.
Luke's account, on its face, shows that it was taken fi oiii life ; but
Stravss .'with whom De Wette agrees) thinks it bears the marks of a later
hand, working over Matthew's purer and more original st-itenient. Ac
cording to Strauss, the humility with which the centurion /t?;/i.sY;^/ addressed
Clirist (Matt. viii. 8) gave rise to the conclusion that a heathen, w ho had
had so low an opinion of himself could not possibly have applied to Christ
except through Jewish mediation ; and then it was necessary to invent
such an embassy, in order to assign a proper motive for Clirist's iiiimediatp
compliance with the request of the heathen. Grant, for a nioiiii;nt, that
it were in itself reasonable and in harmony with the simplicity of our
Evangelists; still, we should expect such an interpolation rather in liluttliew.
whose narrative is suppo-sed to be derived from a Palestine Jewish-
Ctristian tradition, than in iMke, who belonged more to the tyjie of Paul.
True, the conduct of the centurion, as stated by Luke, is jirecisely suited
to his character, as shown in his words recorded by Matthew; to his mode
of thought in legard to the person of Christ and the relation between Jews
and heathen. But must the very naturalness and proliability of the state
ment itself be made a ground to bus]}ect it as an invention ? As for
Matthew's statement, that the centurion hiaiself ajiplied to Clirist, it may
uaturally and e<tijily be explained on the supposition of an abbreviation of
the narrative, oi obliteration of individual features of the occurrence.
' AVe cannot admit Dr. Strauss's assertion, that the prayer seut by the
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hesitation, doubtless, arose in pai-t from his unwilhngness, as a
beathen, to summon the Sa\dour to his house, lus words imply
that it arose far more from his conscious unworthiness in com
parison with Christ's greatness. He conceived Christ to be
the Sou of God iu a sense natural to one who had, from pa-
gaiusm, become a believer in Theism.
The centuiion illustrates a state of heart which, in all ages
of Christianity, belongs to those who are susceptible of ad
mitting and embracing Christ : tiie consciousness, uamelj', of
His loftmess aud our own unworthiness. Here was the deep
import of his signs of faith; and here the ground of these
striking words of Christ addressed to the attendant multitudes :
" / have not found so great faitli, no, not in Israel." He bad,
indeed, found access to the peojde ; he had, indeed, found faith,
but not such faith as that of this j)agan. The faith of tbe
Jews, prejudiced by their jiecuhar notions of the Messiahship,
could not, as yet, raise itself to a just intuition of the super
human greatness of Christ. But the pagan, viewing Christ as
Lord of the World of Spirits, had reached a point which the
Apostles themselves were onl}' to attain at a later period. And
here we have a sign that the true and lugh intuition of the
person of Christ was to come rather from the stand-j)oint of
pagani fm than of Judaism.
� 161.� Healing of ihe Deaf and Dumb Demoniac.�The Charge of a League
with Deelzebub: a Visible Sign demanded.�The Charge refuted.
The constantly increasing influence of Christ naturally
heightened the wrath of the Pharisees. A movement which
they could not check was in progress agamst the spirit and the
interests of their party. But a powerf'ul impression, wrought
by a single miracle, gave the signal for a new and more artful
attack. This occasion was the heahng a man of imbecile mind,
or a melancholy idiot, who went about appearing neither- to
see nor to hear anything that passed around him."" The peopk
received the cure as a sign of Christ's Messianic power.
elders (Luke vii. 3) is inconsistent with the second message (v. 6), and
that, therefore, the connexion which in Matthew is natural is unnatural
m Luke. Had Luke's account been a fiction, instead of making the cen
turion take back his prayer sent by the elders, it would have given the
prayer a difiFerent character from the beginning. Considermg it as a
nar
rative of fact, it bears precisely the stamp of real life ; tin, centurion, at
first, absorbed in his anxiety, sends for Christ to come to mm ; afterward,
when he finds the fulfilment of bis desire at hand, the sense of his unwor
thiness in comparison with the greatness of Christ becomes prominent,
and
with it a sense of the impropriety of his request.
� Luke xi. 14 : Matt. xii. 22. This view of the ^se is founded upon
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It was necessary for the Pharisees to remove tliis impression
from their mhids. But how was it to be dime? Tlic. /net
could neither be denied nor attributed to natural agencies.
In this dilemma, they had recourse to falsehood, and accused
liim of emplo\dng an evil magic, a belief in which still propa-
j;a1ed ilsidf among tbe tra.ditions" of Jewish fiinaticisni. The
I'rince of E\dl Sjiirits, they said, in order to secure favom
among tbe people for the false prophet who was laboming for
Satan's kingdom, had given him power to exorcise inferior
spirits from men ; thus sacriticiug a less object for a greater."
Others, again, whose hostihty to Ckrist and to truth was not
so decided (although they were not susceptible of Divine im
pressions), only refused to acknowledge the ndracle as a suffi
cient sign of Messiahship, and demandeil an mimediate token
from God�a voice from heaven, or a celestial appearance.?
(Jhrist first replied to tbe most decided opponents, and, to
.show the absurdity of their accusation, reasoned as foUows :
" It is a contraditjtion in terms to suppose that good can be
directly wrought by eviljl that evil should be conquered by
tlie fact that the man's dumlixss is ascribed (whicli is not done in other
c:\s;is) to his being possessed with demons, and his subse(|uent ability to
Lear and speak to their expulsion. Matthew adds hlimlness, which har
monizes well with our view. We infer, from the impression produced by
the miracle, tbat the case differed from ordinary possessions. It is possible,
ho'A ever, that the case is confounded in INIatthew with other cures of blind
men ; cf Matt. ix. 27-34. This last passage, v. 32-34, seems to be but an
abridged account of tbe very case under discussion.
" C'elsus took a hint from these. � Matt. xii. 24-26.
P liow strongly expectations of this kind were cherished by the Jews is
shown by the fact that Philo's Hellenic-Alexandrian culture could not free
him from them, although the expectation of a persimal Messiah is not
prominent in him. He believes that, when the purification of the scat
tered Jews is accomplished, they will be drawn together from all nations,
hy a celestial phenomenon, to one definite place: " l^tvuyuvptvoi vpoQ
Tivog ^einrfoag rj icara ^uaiv dvOfi.oirii'rjv u-^twQ, dci/Xoi) piv tripoig,
[loi'diQ oe role dvaaMZ,opivoig tp(pavovQ."�De Exeeral. � 9.
�i There is, indeed a sense in which the kingdom of evil is always at war
with itself; but in evil, as sMc/i, as opposed to good, there is always a
definite relative unity. If this unity was destroyed, if Satan were to
accomplisli the same good as that wrought by the pow er of God, it would
be a contradictio in adjecto ; the kingdom of evil would be ipso facto sub
verted. Evil may, and indeed must, indirectly subserve good ; but it
cannot directly do good so long as its nature, as evil, remains. A kingdom,
or a fam.ily, may continue to e.xist as such, with an internal discord in its
bosom that is the germ of its dissolution ; but the rclaliee unity must
rema:n. Tbis truth admitted the further application�whicx Christ dii
not express, but left to the Pharisees to make�that Satan could not s��k
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evil ; that one should be freed from the power of the Evil One
hy the power of the Evil One. Could evil thus do the works
of good, it would be no more evil." He then apphes an arju-
rmntum ad homiiiem to the Pharisees [If I hy Beelzehuh cast
out devils, by whom do your sons cast them out ? there/ore shall
they he your judges]. If a charge of the sort, he tells them,
were brought against their exorcists, they would soon pro
nounce it untenable. It follows, then, that tlus Di\-iue act
the delivery of a human soid from the evil spirit that had
crushed its self-conscious activity�was wrought by the power
and Spu-it of God alone.
"But,'' he continues, � if I cast out devils by tlie Spirit of God,
timi th� kingdom of God is come unto you." This single victory
proves that a power has come among men wliich is able to
conquer e^dl�the power, namely, of the kingdom of God,
which ever propagates itself iu strugghng with e\dl ; the nega
tive presupposes the positive. The similitude that follows
iUustrates the same tnith : " fVIien a strong man, armed, keepeth
his palace, his goods are in peace; but when a stron^ger than he
shall come upon him, and overcome him, lie taketh from him all
his armour wherein he trusted, and divideth his spoils." So, had
not the power of itself been subdued by a higher power,
such individual manifestations of it as the evil spuit in the-
demoniac could not have been conquered."^
� 162.�The Conjurations of the Jewish Exorcists. (Luke xi. 23-26.)
It followed, from the foregoing words of Christ in reply to
the Pharisees, that aU cures of demoniacs wrought on any other
principles must be entirely apparent and deceptive.� It was of
no avail to remove individual symptoms while the cause, viz. the
dominion of the evil principle, remained unshaken. The very
agency that removed the former for a time would only
to secure access to the hearts of men for one whose whole nature and
labours were opposed to the kingdom of evil.
" Satan, casting out Satan,"
would be no more Satan. The difficulties, therefore, which Be Wette finds
in the passage are overcome. The truth of Christ's proposition does not
lie upon the surface.
' Christ here indicates that the so-called demoniacal possessions were
nothing else but individual phenomena of Satan's kingdom manifested
among men.
' As a physician, who treats the symptoms of disease, but neglects the
cause, strengthens the latter by the very medicines which palliate the
former. A vivid illustration of the pregnant truth here unfolded by Christ
in reference to the i ures of the demoniacs.
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strengthen the latter, to break forth again with increased
power.
Therefore, although Christ, speaking kcit ui Bi>o>woi', presup
posed that the JeAvish exoi'cists could heal demoniacs, he could
not recognise their cures as geniune. So he says (Luke xi. 23),
" Wlwsoever is not vnth me (works not iu communiou with me
in the power of the Holy Ghost) is agdiiist me (oppos(>s in his
works the kingdom of God) ; ajul he tluit gatherfth not with me
(does not, in coramunion with me. gather souls for the kin;.;-
dom) scattereth xbroad^ (leads tbem asti'ay, and thus real/i/
works for the kingdom of Satan, against wliich he np/xireiitfi/
contends)." The exorcists pretended, in casting out devils, to
fight against Satan; but, in fact, by their arts of deciit, wciv
striving against the kingdom of God. How cutting a contrast
to the assertion of the I'liarisees that devils might be cast out
by the aid of Satan !
The same truth is illustrated in parabolic form in verses
24�26; unless a radical cure of the demoniac is made by the
redeeming power of the Divine Spirit, his soul remains es
tranged from God, the apparently cured disease seizes it with
' Tliis text is put in the same connexion in Matt. (.xii. 30). But the
^(d TovTo of V. 31 does not naturally join with v. 30 ; there is no such
casual relation as is implied by the phrase, nor does it join any more
closely v;ith what follows ; indeed, it apjiears rather to belong at the end
of all the proofs adduced against the Pliarisees. The right arrangement
is doubtless that of Luke (xii. '2'.j-'2ii) ; and the more profound order of the
thought, as Luke presents it, is not the work of clia.nce, but a proof of the
originality of the account. I must differ, therefore, from Professor L'linrt,
who, in his ingenious dis.sertation {Stud, der Geisil. Wurteiu. ix. i. 18;!6),
denies that Luke xi. 23 has reference to the verses immediately preceding.
Understanding the parable more in the sense of Matthew (although he
admits Luke's originality also), he connects this passage with it, and con
siders it as directed against the indecision of the multitude, who, after
moments of enthusiastic excitement in Chi'i.st's favour, suffered themselves
to be so easily led astray. But we ought not to seek new combinations
when the original connexion of a passage, lying before us, offers a good
sense. Even apart from this, however, Prof E.'s explanation does not
suit the latter clause of v. 23 at all�" He that gathereth not witli me, scat
tereth," which is obviously not directed against an inward disposition, but
outward acts ; viz. acts which pretend to be done in favour of Christ's
kingdom, but, in reality, operate .against it. Prof E. himself admits
(p. 180) that the words quoted, if taken .strictly in their connexion, dc nut
favour his view ; but thinks he is justified, by their approaching to tne
character of a proverb, in departing from the strict construction. There
is no proof, however, that Christ made use here of an existing proverb ;
but this is immaterial to the interpretation of the passage. On the whole,
my view corresponds with that of SrhleicruKir/icr, in loc. The relation j'
Luke xi. 23 to ix. 50, will be examined in its place hereafter.
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new force, the ungodly spirit finds his old haimt�his former
dv/elling is completely prepared for his reception."
� 163.�Blasphemy against the Holy Ghost and against the Son of
Man. (Matt. xii. 32.)
Christ, having thus shown to the Pharisees the emptiness
of then- charge, and the absurdity of the assumption wh'ivh
formed its basis, then assumed the ofteusive, and pointed out
to them the grourul of their coming to utter such a self-refuting
accusation. It was because the disposition of their hearts ruled
and swayed their decision ; what aggravated their guUt was,
that they suppressed the consciousness of God and of truth,
to whose stri\dngs in their minds their very accusation bore
testimony. " Because you cannot really believe that I work
with the power of the Spuit of EvU, but, on the other hand,
could readily have satisfied yourselves that I could do such
works only by the power of the Holy Ghost, tlierefore, 1 say
unto you, it is one thing with those who stumble at the human
form of my manifestation, and are unable to recognise the Son
of God in the veil of flesh, with those who, through prejudice
or ignorance, blaspheme the Son of Man because he does not
appear, as they expected the Messiah would, in earthly splen-
doiu';'' and quite anotlier thing with ijou, who unll not receive
" Luke xi. 24-25. In Matt. xii. 43-45, tlie passage is introduced in a
different connexion, and must be differently interpreted ; it was applied
to illustrate the truth, viz. that that generation, refusing to obey the call
to repentance, should therefore fall into worse and more incurable cor
ruption. This corresponds perfectly to the sense of the parable ; and the
thought which it contains finds a rich and manifold illustration in histoiy,
both on a large and small scale ; in all those cas.es, namely, in which a
temporary and apparent reformation, without a radical cure of funda
mental evil, has been followed by a stronger reaction. This application
of the passage implies that signs of an apparent amendment had shown
themselves in " that generation ;
" and, moreover, it requires that the
passage itself should be referred to the impressions, great, but not perma
nent, which Christ's works, now and again, produced npon the multitude.
But it is clear that the nearer and stricter application of the passage ia
that given in Luke, viz. to the apparent healing of the demoniacs. One
thing is evident from Matthew's use of it, viz. that it was well understood
fi'om the beginning that the passage was not to be taken literally, but
figuratively, which, indeed, is obvious enough fi-om the whole fonn of dis
course. It would have been contrary to all analogy for the men of that
time, disposed as they were to take everything in a literal sense, to attach
a spiritual meaning to these words, if it had not been obvious that he spoke
them entirely by way of parable. This is written�quite superfluously�
solely against Strauss; for the sense in which Christ used the parable is
plainly obvious fi-om the connexion.
' jQiere were some such among the Jews, led away by prejudice auJ
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the revelation of the Holy Ghost that comes towards }ou, who
suppress the conscious truth within you, declaring that to be
the Evil Spirit's work which you feel yoirrsehes imjielled to
I'ecognise as the work of the Holy Ghost" (v. 31-.")3).
Where the root in the heart is uot corruptetl, where the
sense of truth is not stifled�as in the case of those who bltuj-
pheme the Son of Man not knoLcn as sac/i�there Christ flnds
a stai"tmg-point for repentance, and access for lbrgi\eness,
But, AN'here the Spirit of Lies has taken fidl possession, says he,
there can be no room for repeutairce, and, consecpiently, no
forgiveni'ss. It is not clear, however', whether he meant to
charge upon the very individuals in rprestion this total sup
pression of truth aird submission to the Spirit of Lies, thus
utterly excluding them from repentance and pardon; or
whether, by drawirrg this distinct line of demarcation, he
wished to show them how jiieearious a footing they held, far
from the first class, aud near to the sectuid. In fact, tbe Spirit
of Lies, which peiTnits no impressions of the Good and the
True, held a high degree of donduion ox'cr these Pharisees.
Chri.st further told the Pharisees (in close connexiorr with
his exposure of their evil disposition of heart) tbat, iu their
moral condition, they could not speak otherwise than they had
done : '� 0 (jcueratioa of vij>ers ! how can ye, being ecil, speak
good things Their decision upon his act bore the impress of
their ungodly nature. " For out of tJie abanda/tce of t/oe Iteart
the mouth S2)eaketh;'" and therefore it is�because the evil nature
can exjiress itself outwardly in words as well as deeds�that
Christ attaches so much import to their words. The judgment
of God, winch looks only at the heard,, vsdll visit words no less
than works : " / say unto you, that every idle word t/uit men
sJuill speak, tliey shall give account .thereof in tlie day ofjudynmd;
for by thy words thou slmlt be justified, and by thy words sJudt
tliou be condemned."'''
ignorance, ratlier than by evil dispositions, to blaspheme w hat they did
not understand. These were not beyond tlie reach of Divine impressions
and convictions, if presented at more favourable periods. jM;uiy who then
stumbled at the Son of Man in the form of a servant were afterward more
readily led to believe by the operations of tbe S|jirit proceeding from the
glorified Son of Man. But what clearness and freedom of mind, what
elevation above all personal influences, did Christ di^j)I,iy in thu^ distin
guishing, in the very heat of the battle, the d'dierent classes of his (;.i( iiiies.'
The distinction thus drawn by Christ is applicable to the ditferent opp j-
neiits of Christianity in all .ages.
* This aimouncement was directly oppos(^d to the Pharisees' doctrine,
according to which morality wasjudged by tbe standard of quatUdg.
Christ's relatives in a spiritual sense. 2G5
� IQL�Purpose of Christ's Relatives to confine him as a Lunatic�He
declares who are his Relatives in the Spiritual Sense."
While Christ was thus exposing the machinations of the
Pharisees and the evil spirit that inspired them, lie was in
formed that Ids mother and his brothers, who coidd not
approach on account of the throng, were seeking bim.y As the
scene that was going on threatened bad results to the Pharisaic
party by uuiking a strong impression upon the people, the
Pharisees had sought to break it up, by persuading his relativesthat he had lost his senses.^ His severe discourses, doubtless,
appeared to many a bigoted scribe as the words of a madman
(John x. 20), and the Pharisees probably made use of them in
imposing upon his relatives. The apparent contrarieties in
Christ's discourses and actions could only be harmonized by a
complete and tme intuition of his personahty; to his brothers
he was always an enigma and a paradox, and they could,
therefore, the more easily, in an unhappy moment, be perplexed
by the cratty Pharisees. It is difficult, however, to imagine
that Jlary could have been thus deceived; she may have
foUowed them from anxiety of a different kind about her son.
But Christ, surrounded by a host of anxious seekers for
salvation, heard the announcement undisturbed. To show, 6y
this striking case, that blood relationship did not imply affinity
^ Matt. xii. 46-50 ; Mark iii. 31, seq. ; Luke viii. 19, seq.
y By �^ai (in Matthew and Mark) we are, perhaps, to understand " out
side of the throne/," or, outside of an enclosure. It is not necessary (nor,
indeed, suitable) to assume that the assembly was gathered in a house.
^ Mark iii. 21. This does not look [as some would have it] like a wilful
colouring, added to the facts by tradition, or by Mark himself ; but rather
indicates, as do slight characteristic touches in other passages given by
Mark alone, that tliis Evangelist made use of authorities peculiarly hia
own. Such an invention, or perversion of tradition, would have been
utterly inconsistent with the tone of thought and feeling generally preva
lent in regard to Christ : who, in those days, would have believed that
Chi-ist's own brothers could listen to such a blasphemy against him ! It has
been supposed, again, that the statement in Mark originated in a misun
derstanding of the accusation brought against Christ by the Pharisees ;
but this is impossible ; who could suppose the accusation to mean that
" he cast out devils, being himself a demoniac ?
" On the other hand,
different members of the Pharisaic party, or the same persons with different
objects in view, might have originated both slanders ; one moment
charging him with the Satanic league, and at another with being a de-
�noniac himself
' It is worthy of note that John (vii. 5-7) mentions, precisely with
reference to this same point of time, that Christ's brothers did not believo
in his Divine calling, but wished to put him to the proof ; and that he
then described them as belonging to the world.
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for his Spirit, he asked, " Who is my mother, and wlio are my
brothers V Pointing to the seeking souls around him, and to
lus nearer spiritual kindred�the disciples�he said, "Behold
my mother and my brotliers! For wJiosoever shall do tlie unll of
my Father which is in lieaven, tlie same is my brotlier, and sister,
andmother." ^
� 165.�Tlie Demand of a Sign from Heaven answered only hy tlie Sign
of the Propliet Jonah. (Luke xi. 16, 29-36.)
We stated, on p. 260, that the less violent of Christ's oppo
nents demanded of him " a sign from heaven." In answering
these, he showed that their ungodly disposition of heart was at
once the ground of their unbehef and the secret motive of their
demand.
[^i n evU and adulterous generation seeketh after a sign ; ana
tliere shall no sign be given to it, but the sign of the Prophet
Jcmali. For as Jonah was a sign to the Ninevites, so, also, sliall
tlie Son of JIan be to this generation.] " In vain did they ask
a new sign; such a one as they asked they should not obtain.
No other sign should they have but that of the Prophet
Jonah, i. e. the whole manifestation of Christ,'^ by which the
Jews were to be caUed to repent and escape the threatened
judgment." He was to be a sign, shining for all mankind ;
^ Tiiese words are given by Luke (viii. 21) in a different connexion ;
one in wliich, indeed, Christ might very well h.ave uttered them, altHough
the occasion for tbem does not appear so obvious as in Matthew and Mark.
In connexion with the account of the healing of the deaf and dumb de
moniac given by Luke, we have a different passage (xi. 27, 28) from the
one now under discussion, but which yet contains something of a similar
import, viz. : a contrast between a mere outward love of Christ's person
and true reverence for him. This affinity of meaning may have caused
the two passages to change places with each other. We presupposed this
in our use of Luke xi. 28, on p. 202. And the affinity of the two expres
sions may have also caused the two accounts in Matthew and Jlark to be
chronologically connected together.
See above, p. 144.
^ In Matt. xii. 40, the reference is made to bear upon the resurrection
of Christ, which is quite foreign to the original sense and connexion of the
passage. It was Christ's whole manifestation, then developing itself before
the eyes of tlieni that heard him, that was in question ; the resurrection was
witnessed only by persons who were already believers, for whom it was a
sign to reanimate their faith. For those who persisted in unbelief, not-
imthstcmding the sign of his whole manifestation, the resurrection was a
sign of reproof, a testimony that the work of God had triumphed over all
their machinations. A special application of the type in this way would
have drawn the attention of the hearers away from the main point o(
comparison. For these reasons we think the vei-se in question is a com
mentary by a later hand.
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and this candle, once hghted, was not to he put in a secret place,
neither under a bushel, but on a candlestick, that all who should
enter the house might see the light (v. 33). So was He to be a
hght unuo all men. But in order to receive the light, the eije
must be sound. Aud what the eye is to the body, the inner
hght of Divine consciousness, originally implanted in our
nature, is to the soul. Where this light has become darkness;
where the Di\ inity in man, the consciousness of God, has been
subjugated and stifled by the world, all that is witliin is full of
darkness, and no hght from without can illumine it. The
organ wherewdth to receive Divine revelations is wanting
(v. 34-36).
Thus it was, because of the inner darkness of their souls,
that these men could not undeistand '� the sign
"
given by
Chiist's whole manifestation; and for this reason it was that,
in spite of all the signs that lay before their eyes, they ever
asked for more.
� 166.�Discourse pronomiced at a Feast against the Hypocrisy of the
Pharisees and the Lawyers. [Luke xi. 37-52.)
\Mule Christ was engaged in the conversation just referred
to, a certain Phaiisee, who did not display his hostile dispo
sition so openly as the rest, but masked it under the garb of
courtesy, came and iii\dted him to breakfast, probably with a
view to catch up something in his words or actions that might
point a charge of heresy, or serve to cast suspicion upon him
at a subsequent period.
In this spirit, he found it r|uite a matter of offence that
Christ sat down to table without washing his hands. The
Saviour took occasion from this to expose the hypocrisy of the
sect; and availed himself, for the purpose, cf illustrations
drawn from the objects around him at the feast. " You
Pharisees make the cups and dishes clean outside, but leave
them full of dirt within. So you are careful to preserve an
outward show of purity, but inwardly you are full of avarice
and wickedness.^ Ye fools, are not the inward aud the out-
" It is a question wliether Matt, xxiii. 25, or Luke xi. 39, contains the
original form of these words. In the latter, the second member of the
iUustration is wanting ; Christ passes over from the illustration (the
vessels) to the thing illustrated (the Pharisees). Tlie two members are
more complete in Matthew : " Ye make clean the outside of the cups and
platters, but inwardly they are full of extortion and wickedness," i. e. their
contents were obtained by avarice and oppression. But neither is this
precisely apt, nor does it seem likely that Christ would have reproached
the Pharisee exactly ir this foi-rn. In Luke the last member of the illm-
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ward made by the same Creator, inseparabb> ? From I'-Uhiu
must true morahty proceed; from tlie heart must the es.scnee
of piety be developed."
From this he takes occasion (v. 41-44) to exjiose the mock
piety of the Pharisees, displayed in tbeir satisfyuig tlu'Diselves,
not merely in religion, but also in morality, with outward and
empty show.^ They maiufested tbeir hypocrisy (v. 4i') in
tration (the cups are dirty within) and tlie JirM memher of the n/ipllcatltin
{je are careful for outward purity) are wanting. In the above interpreta
tion of Matthew we follow the reading dciKtag ; it would not ajiply if v.e
take that of the led. reeej)t. viz. dicoanuir ; which is not witliout good
authority. This re:i.:linu- recommends itself as the more difficult : itise.'\-y
to conceive, as De Wet/u remarks, how the others could have grown out of
it.
' Luke xi. 41, pre-ients a difficulty. On any interpretation, it seems to nie
that TU ti'iii'Ta corres])onds to tenoOcT, as contrasted with t 'tioOtp, v. "!), and
must therefore be applied to the heart. This being admitted, the only
question, is whether the words were or were not spoken ironically. If they
were not, it must seem strange that Cln-ist, whose design was to aim at the
disposition of the heart, should have laid down anytliing so e:isily perverted
into opus operatuin. It may be said that, in ;i.eeonl,Mice with a mode of
teaching which he frequently adopted, viz. to give a specific instead of a
general precept,�to command an outward act, as a sign of the disi)nsition,
instead of enjoining the disposi'tion itself; he here enjoins almsgivin',;- as
proof, in act, of the possession of that love which iiiij)arts to others. This
appears to be confirmed by tbe verse following, in which justice and love
are mentioned as virtues wliolly neglected by the Pharisees ; inij)lying that
their alms-giving, i)reviously menii(med, being destitute of the proper dis
position, was valueless. P>ut, on the other hand, where tHii ist einplo s
this mode of teaching, the peculiar Iciud of special injunction tbat lie gives
is always determined by the character of his hearers ; and aluis-gir'nu)
would have be' n an inapt injunction to Pliarisees, wbo, as we ]^:arn i'roni
the Sermon on the Mount, made great show and dispL-iy thereof Still,
the injunction may have been given in view of tbe character of the imli-
vidua! Pharisees before him, who may have been known as avaricious men ;
and Christ may have known that to part with their money would be a te-t
of love which they could not stand. If it be supposed that the words are
not accurately reported, and that the special injunction is due to the irriter,
and not to Christ, still the connexion sufficiently guards even the writer
from the charge of setting forth the opjus operafum.
All difficulties would disappear if we could assume that Christ intended
only to point out the prevailing- spirit in which the Pbarisees .-leted, and
the sophisms with which they satisfied their consciences. "As to your
inward parts, all you have to do is to give alms, and lo ! all is clean for
you 1" (You think that alms-giving is to cleanse your life and atone for
your sins.) Although this view does not apjiear perfectly simple and
natural, I cannot share in the decisive sentence which modern writers, and
even De Wette, have pronounced against it. It may be connecte<l u ith
verse 42, as follows : " You cannot with this mock piety satisfy the law of
God, and escape his judgment-;; but Woe unto you!" He then adds
aiiother ill-�istratijr.�their "tithing ofmint," &c. as corresponding to thcit
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giving "tithes" of the most trifling products (mint, cummlu,
&c.), and entirely neglecting the more essential duties of
righteousness and love. Their vanity and haughtiness were
shown (v. 43) in their claiming to lord it over eveiy body.
They were (v. 44) hke tombs, so beautifully painted, that no
one would suppose tbem tc be graves ; but whose fair exterior
concealed nothing but puti-efaction.
At this point, a laici/er= who was present asked Christ
whether he meant to apply these censures to the class to which
he belonged, also. From this the Saviour took occasion, in the
remainder of the chscourse (v. 4-5-52), to expose the crimes that
were pecuhar to the lawyers.
� 167.�Christ vxtrns his Disciples against tJie Pharisees.� The Power of
Dieine Truth. (Luke xi. 52 ; xii. 3.)
It is probable that the conversation, commenced at the
breakfast-table, was continued in the open dlr;^ the irritated
kind of alms-giving- ; and contrasts both forms of h}'pocrisy (last clause of
V. 42) with the true righteousness and love of which they were destitute.
8 There appears to have been a marked distinction between these
vofiiKulg and the Pharisees proper. They probably applied themselves
more to the Scriptures than to the traditions ; not. however, wholly reject
ing the authority of the latter. (Perhaps they formed a transition sect to
the later Karaites.) This might account for their expecting Christ to
express himself more favourably of them than of the Pharisees, but did not
save them from his reproach. They could derive a lifeless and unspiritual
system from the letter of the Scripjtares as well as from traditions ; could
be as severe as the Pharisees in judging others, and as indulgent towards
themselves. Tliis distinction between the vapinai and the others confimis
the originality of Luke. Strauss and De Wette think that these interlocu
tions of other persons, giving occasion to new turns of the discourse�a
sort of table-talk�belong merely to the peculiar dresswhich Luke gives to
the account ; but it appears to me, on the contrary, that their apt adapta
tion to the several speakers is a strong- proof of the originality of the
narrative. They belong to the very character of table com ersation ; and
their faithful and accurate transmission may be easily accounted for ; they
were probably again and again repeated, and finally, in aid of memory,
committed to -wi-iting. Any argument against the verisimilitude of these
accounts, drawn from the modern etiquette of the table, is totally out of
place, and valueless.
V\e see from Luke xi. 53, compared with xii. 1, that the conversation
was continued. The trajsition is not managed with the art that we should.
look for in & fictitious narrative ; had Luke invented the dialogue, he would
oardly have joined so awkwardly, without any connecting link, the tablo
conversation with the discourse afterward delivered to the multitude. But
our assertion that Luke, in describing the table-talk with what preceded
iind followed, has actually given us a real scene from the life of Christ,
does not imply there is nothing in the statement that belongs in another
place. Things are repeated here which we find often in both Matthew and
Luke. The case was probably as follows : an origin.al body of discourse.
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Pharisees interrogated him anew, seeking, by oajitious ques
tions, to find some handle by wluch to gratify their malice and
secure the vengeance wliich they hoped to w reak ujxm him.
A multitude of other persons gathered; groups were formed
around Christ; and the Pharisees finally withdrew. The
Saviour then addressed himself to the immediate cirele of his
disciples, and gave them warnings aud cautions, iiroliaMy occa
sioned by the recent machinations of the Pharisees. '� /Irware
of tfie leaven of (lie Pliarisees, lohich is hypocrisy ;" a leaven
wliich impregnates all that comes from them, and poisons all
who come in contact with them. They w(ire to be on theii-
guard; to trust no apiiearances ; the hostde aim was there,
even when carefully concealed. All tlieir acts alike were
poisoned by hypocrisy; against them all it vv'ould be necessary
to watch.'
e. g. the Sermon on the Mount, a conversation on some special occasion,
at table or elsewhere, was handed down .and written, subsequently, in
particular memoirs. Other separate expressions, not specifically con
nected with them, were also handed down, and were incorjiorated in
suitable places in the larger discourses, the more effectually to secure their
preservation and transmission. Sucli may have been the case in tha
passage before us ; e. g. xi. 49, for example, which is given, in its original
form, in Christ's last anti-Pharisaic discourse. Matt, xxiii. 34.
' We do not know how far the leaven of the Pharisees did succeed in
poisoning the heart of an Iscariot. Tlie caution in the text was obviously
occasioned by the pretended friendship of the Pharisee who invited Christ
to breakfast, and by the captious questions, put to him under pretence of
securing his o]>inions on important points. We do not find the passage in
as original a form in Matt. xvi. 6 ; the Phari.soes are connected (<as is often
done in Matt.) with the Sadducees ; a connexion, as we have rein<arked
before, not natural or probable. It is difficult to conceive iiow Christ
could have connected the doctrine of the Pharisees with that of the Sad
ducees ; or how he could have warned his disciples again.st the influence ol
the latter, to which, from their own religious stand-point, and the circle of
society in which they moved, they certainly were not exposed. Sclmcckcn-
bwrger (Stud. d. Geist. Wurtemb. vi. 1, 48), indeed, .say.s that the doctrine
of the Pharisees could not have been alluded to either, because Christ
recommends the latter himself (M.att. xxiii. 3). But we cannot agree with
him ; Christ's object, in the jia-ss.age quoted, is to contrast the rigid preccpU
of the Pharisees with their practice. It was the example of their life that
the disciples were to guard against ; but as their righteousness was to
exceed that of the Pharisees, they were enjoined to live uji i veti to the
strict precepts of that sect, so that none mi ^bt be able to accuse theni of
violating the law. But surely there was nothing in this inconsi.stent with
opposition, on Christ's part, to the doctrines of tho i^harisees in other
respects ; and proofs of such oppo.sition abound in the Evan '-eli.sts. It is
possible, from the connexion in Matt, that Christ m.ay b.-i've given his
warning in view of Pharisaic ideas of the kingdom of (;od and of tbe sigiih
of its appearance, and that the figure of the leaven m.ay bave been intended
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After this note of warning, which prol)ah]\' perturbed tlieii-
minds, he allowed them, for tbeir comfort, to catch a ghmpse
of the coming triumphs of the kingdom of God, and of the
\dctories which his truth should aciueve. Tlie craft of men,
he told them, should not check its progress; it should mako
its way by the power of God. His truth, as yet \eiled and
covered, was to be brought to the knowledge of all men. "For
there is nothing covered that shedl ,wt be revealed; and hid, tluit
shall not be known. What I tell you in darkness, that speak ye
in light: and what ye Ivear in the ear, that preach ye upon the
lumse-tops (the tiat roofs of Eascern dwellings). "J And with
this promise, too, is connected an exhortation to firmness and
steadfastness in their struggles for the truth : "Be not afraid
of them tlmt kill tlie body,"^ itc.
� 168.�Christ Heals a Paralytic at Capernaum, and the Pharisees accuse
him of Blaspliemy.�The Accusation Repelled. (Matt. ix. 1; Marli ii.
1 ; Luke v. 17.)
The attack made upon Christ at Jerusalem involved, as we
have seen, two charges, \dz. tbat he violated the law, and that
he assumed a power and dignity to which no man could have
a right. The Pharisees continued their persecutions, ou the
same grounds, in Gahlee also, where his labours offered them
to apply to thi.s ; but yet it is more natural to explain it as alluding (in
Luke's sense) to the hypociisy of the sect, which Christ had just before
condemned. In !Mark viii. 15, indeed, no other sense is admissible ; the
disciples might be warned against the hypocrisy of Herod Antipas. but not
against his doctrine. It may, indeed be said that Luke's version is the
original one ; that Matthew, as was usual with him, added Sadducees to
Pharisees ; and that Mark, finding this unsuitable, substituted Hei-od. In
answer to this, Christ ma v' have emjiloyed the phrase more than once. In
the case of Herod, the caution was not uncalled for ; the disciples might
have been deceived by his wish to see Jesus, although he wi.shed it with no
good intentions. Mark probably employed a different and original
account ; and, in the nature of the case, the substitution of the Sadducees
for Herod was unlikely : it is not known that Herod was a Phari.see.
J In Matt. X. 26, 27, these words are incorporated into the discourse at
the mission of tbe Apo.stles, in which several other passages are out of place.
Tl\eir form is probably more accurately given in Matt, tlian in Luke ; in
the fonner, it is what they hear that is to be proclaimed ; in the latter,
what they s/)ea^ ; for at that time the disciples themselves did not fully
undei'stand and utter the truth among themselves. It was only to become
plain to them at a later period.
Other things are added, after Luke xii. 5, probably out of their proper
connexion ; especially the "blasphemy against the Holy Ghost," of which
we have spoken before (p. 263). I cannot adopt tbe interpretation o{
Schleiermacher, which is adapted to the passage as if this were its proper
place
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many points of assault. But against all such attacks his Di-
\'ine gi-eatness only disjilayed itself the more conspicuously.
On one occasion, he returned to Capernaum fi-orn one of his
preaching tours, and, when his arrival was known, many ga
thered around lum. Some sought him to hear the words of
life from his dps; to obtain help for their bodies or their souls;
others, doubtless, with hostile intent, to \n\t captious questions,
and act as spies upon his words and actions; and curiosity, too,
had done its jmi-t; so that the door of the house was beset
with, people. The Saviour was interru])ted in his teacliiug by
a great noise Avithout. A man ])alsied in all his limbs, tor
mented by pain of body and anguish of heart, had caused him
self to be carried thither. His disease may have been caused
by sinful excesses; or it may have so awakened his sense of
giult, as that he felt it to be a punishment for his sins; but, be
this as it may, the disease of his body and the distress of his
soul seem to bave been closely connected, and to have reacted
upon each other.' Both required to be healed, in order to a
radical cure. Though the bodily ailment was a real one, and
not due to a psychical cause, still, sucb was the ri ciprocal
action of spuit and body, that tbe sjjivitual anguish bad first
to be remedied. And, on the other hand, as the disease seemed
to be a punishment for sin, he neetled, for the healing of his
soul, a sensible pledge of the pardon of his sins; aud such a
pledge he ^\ as to find in the cure of his palsy.
Four men carried the couch on which the sick man lay ; but
the throng was so great that they could not make their way
through. The palsied man was anxious to see the Sa,viour, by
whom he hoped to be relieved. Entrance by the door was
impossible ; but the Oriental mode of building afforded a
means of access, to which they at once had recourse. Passing
up the stairs, which led from the outside to the flat ro(,f of tho
house,� they made an o];ening by removing part of the tUes,
and let the couch down into an upper chamber.
' Schleiermacher concluded, from the great pains that were taken, and
the unusual means that were resorted to to bring the sick man to Christ,
that the Saviour was about to depart immediately from the i ity. But
Mark's account shows that he had just returned, and that a vast crowd had
gathered about him. A mementary exacerbation of the sick man's suffer
ings may have caused the haste ; but we do not know enough about his
case to decide this.
The accounts of Mark and Luke bear throughout the vivid stamp of
eye-witnesses. The unusual feature of the event is related in the simplest
possible way, without a trace of exa;,'i4eiation ; and it is all in perfec*
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Christ's first words to the sick man, addressed to his longing
and faith, were, "Son, thy sim be forcjiven thee;" and this balm,
poured into the wounded spirit, prepared the way for the heal
ing of his corporeal malady.
The Pharisees, always on the watch, seized upon this oppor
tunity to renew their accusations ; he had claimed a fulness ol
power which belonged to God alone ; the power, namely, to
forgive sins. Percei\ing their ii-ritation, he appealed to a fact
which could not be denied, as proof that he claimed no power
which he could not fuhy exercise. [" Wliether is it easier to say,
Thy sins be forgi ven thee; w to say, Arise ami walk i But that
ye may know that tlie Son ofMan liath power on earth to forgive
sins^ (tlien saith he to tlie sick of the palsy), Arise, take up thy bed,
and go unto thy lumse. And he arose and departed to his house."]
"It is easy to say, Thy sins be forgiven theej for if these words
really produce any result, it could not be perceptible to tu^
keepingwith Oriental life. Strauss assumes, without the slightest gro�iou.
that these accounts are exaggerated copies of Matthew's (ix. 1), wht(i'� l~,
much the most simple. We have far more reason to take it the other way,
and consider Matthew's as an abridged statement, the main object of which
was to reportwhat Christ said, and not to give a full detail of the circum
stances. Strauss says, further, that the words "when he saw their faith,"
gave occasion for the invention of the story of the letting down of the bier
through the roof, &c. Let us look at this. If Jesus set so high a value
upon the faith of the men, he did it, either because he saw their faith by
that glance of his which searched men's hearts, or because they gave some
outward sign of it. [Strav^sswould not be likely to admit the first, and the
second] is precisely met by the statement of Luke. ^Moreover, an inven
tion of this kind would have been utterly inconsistent with the spirit of
early Christianity, which had too high a conception of Christ's powci to
pierce the thoughts of men to suppose that he needed any outward sign of
a really existing faith. Again, if it be agreed that admittance could be
had by a door in the roof, it may be questioned whether such a doorwould
be large enough to admit a couch. But, probably, no such door existed in
Eastern houses. Joseph. Archseol. 1. xiv. xv. � 12, confirms this. Herod I.
had taken a village, in which there were many of the enemy's soldiers :
part of them were taken on the roofe, and then, it is said, " rovg opoipovg
T&v o'lKLov KaraaKairrioi/, tjiTrXia rd Karw roiv arpariMTthv tupa udpowg
aTreiWrjp^ivwv." Even those who suppose Mark's account to be an
imitation of Luke's, or of the aTropvrijxovtvpa which Luke followed, must
still admit that it implies an intimate acquaintance with the construction
of Eastern houses. Had there been a way of getting through the roof
otherwise, he wotdd not have said that they broke it. As I have said
before, Mark's details, in many places, imply that he used a separate
authority ; although I caimot believe, with some, that his Gospel was the
m-iginai bas s ofMatthew and Luke.
"God forgives the sins in heaven, but Christ, as Man, announces the
Divine forgiveness. " Son of Man" and "inearth" are correlative cou-
ceptioiu).
T
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senses, and, for that reason, the lack of the result could not
convict an impostor;" but he who says, Arise aud walk muse
really possess the power which his words claim, or his uutnitli
wdll be immediately exposed."
And the fact that the Di^iue iiower of his words revivified
the dead limbs of the paralytic proved that be had the power,
by granting forgiveness of sins, to awaken the dead soid to a
new spiritual life. In tliis case the two A\ ere bound together.
� 1C9.�y/te Walnred Hand healed on (he Sahbath.�The Objections of
the Pharisees anticipated and refnted. (Mark iii. 1-6 ; Luke vi. (J-S ;
Matt. xii. 10.)
A man Avitli a A\dthered baud appeared in the synagogue ou
a certain Sabliath Avhile Christ was teaching, probably at Ca
pernaum. The Pharisees, perhaps, had brought him there, as
they stood by and watched eageily to see m hat Christ would
do; but tbe latter saw their purpose, aud acted with his cha
racteristic calmness and confidence. Takuig no notice whatever
of his crafty foes until he had called the sufferer forth into the
midst of the synagogue, he then, by putting an unavoidable
dilemma to tbe Pharisees, anticipated all that they could say :
" Is it lawful to do goorl on tJie Sabbath t/az/.s, or to do evil; to
save Ufe, or to kill V This question did not offer a choice be
tween doing or not doing a specific good, but between doing
the good or its opposite evil ; aud even the Pharisees could not
pretend to hesitate as to the reply. It was precisely for this
reason that Christ so put it.
But was he justified in this? Let us see. The point as
sumed was, that a sin of omission is also a sin of commission.
Whoever omits to do a good act which he has the power and,
therefore, the calling to do, is responsible for all the evil that
may flow from lus omission ; e. g. if he can save a neighbour's
life, he ought; and if he does not, he is guUty of his death.P
So Avith the case of this lame man; there he was; Christ could
cure lum ; Christ ought to cure him ; and, if he did not, would
be responsible for the continuance of his impotency.
* That it
was a duty to save life on the Saliljatb was taught even by the
Pharisees themselves; and, as the sjririt of the law required,
Christ extended the principle further. The exception allowed
� It was only in this sense, and not with reference to the act of power
in itself, that Christ said, " / it easier," &c.
P Wilke's objections {Urevanijeli.Hten, p. 191) to the word uTroKTHvai are
not decisive. A strong word would naturally be used by Christ to give
emphasis to the declaration that, in such i i;ase, not to save life, is to kiil
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by tbe Pbarisees sbowed that the law couhl uot, unconcUtiou-
ally, be hteraUy fulfiUed.
After putting his question, he looked around to see if any
of them would venture a reply. All were sUent. Then, Avith
Divine word of power, he said to the lame man, "Stretch forth
tJiirie Jiand;" and it was done.^
� 170.�Cure of the Infirm Woman on the Sabbath; the Pharisees discon
certed. (Luke xiii. 10.)�Of the Dropsical Man. (Lulie xiv.)
On another Sabbath, while Christ was teaching in the syna
gogue, his attention A\ as arrested by a woman, who had gone
for eighteen years bowed together and unable to erect herself.
He called her to him, and laid his hands upon herj she wa.-
healed, and thanked God.
The ruler of the synagogue, not venturing to attack Christ
directly, turned and reproached the people with, Tliere are sic
days in which men ought to tcorh; in tliem, tlierefore. come, and
he healed, and not on the Sahhatli day. Christ saw that the re-
jiroach was intended for himself j and exposed to the man (wbo
only Ulustrated the spirit of his whole party) the hypocrisy of
his language, and the contrast between Pharisaic actions and a
Pharisaic show of zeal for the law, by the question, Doth not
each of you, rni tlie Sahhath, loose his ox or his ass from the stall,
and lead him away to icatering ? And shall not this daughter of
Ahralmm, whom Satan hath hound, lo! these eighteen years, It
loosed from this hand on the Sahhath dayP
1 It is obvious that the accounts of this event in Matthew, Mark, and
Luke werewritten independently of each other, from independent sources ;
and this seems to confii-m their truth. Immediate originality, and the
vivacity of an eye-witness, .are strikingly exhibited in Lidce's account ; e. g.
before the Pharisees open their lips, Christ anticipates them both by word
and deed, which is much more characteristic than Matthew's statement.
And as for Christ's words, as given by Luke, being due to a later revision
of the original, it is the less likely, because the striking a[jplication of
which they admit does not lie upon the surface at all. The clause in Matt.
xii. 12, 'iZfari rdlg '2d��aai KaXCjQ Tvoitli', gives a hint of the thought
more fully developed in Luke, As to Matt. xii. 11, it mag be out of
place ; and, in that case, may be the same as Luke xiv. 5, in a different
form, the latter being supposed to give the true occasion on which the
words were u ':^ered. But it is just as possible that Christ uttered the same
thought on two occasions ; or that he appended both illustrations to his
answer to the question given in Luke vi. 9.
The expression " whom Satan hath bound" may imply a demoniacal
possession, a state, perhaps, of melancholy imbecility ; and the words
TTveiina doQtveLag appear to confirm this. But they may also be referrej
to the connexion between sin and evil in general, or in this particular
case ; and so a demoniacal possession, in the full sense, need not be pro
T 2
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Often the hidden aims of the Pharisees were veiled ia the
garb of friendliness ; but the Sa\iour anticipated their attacks
before they were uttered, and thu.s vi'tvu prevented their utter-
auce at all. An illustration of this is to be found in the ac
count given by Luke (xiv.) of a meal taken at the house of
a Pharisee, by whom he had been invited on the Sabbath.
Wliether by aeeident, or by the contri\ auce of the Pharisees, a
dropsical man was there, seeking to be healed. Jesus first
turned and asked them, Is -it hur/nl to heal on the Sabbath day i
^Vheu they made no reply, he touched the man and cured lum.
When be had left the bouse, the Saviour saw that the Phari
sees were disjiosed to put an ill construction on what he had
i?.ono ; and appealed, as be had done before, to the testimony
of their own eouduct : Which of you shall have an ox or an ass
fnVen into a ]iit, and vnll not straightivay pull him out on tJie
Sabbath day ?
S 171.�The Strife for Precedence at Feasts.�The Pom; not the Rich, tu be
invited.�Parable of tlie Great Supper. (Luke xiv.)
Wlien the time of sitting down to the meal arrived, there
was a strife tin- precedence among the Pharisees, forming an
ajrt display of their vanity and pride of rank ; and illustrating,
in the lower sphere of hfe, the arrogant and evil disposition
which they carried into the higher, and which totally unfitted
tbem for the kingdom of Gon. Christ took the occasion to
contrast this haughty spirit of theirs with spiritual prudence,
the trae wisdom of the kingdom, by giving them, in a para
bolic form, a rale of pradence for the lower sphere of hfe.
This rule was, that, instead of appropriating the highest
seat, and thus exposing one's self to the shame of being bidden
to leave it, one should rather seek the lowest place, and thus
have the chance of being honoured, before all the guests, by an
invitation to a higher. It is obvious enough, on the face of
this, that Christ did not intend it merely as a mle of social
courtesy; he himself (v. 11) sets forth the pronoinent thought
illustrated, viz. : that, to be exalted by God, we nni -t humble
ourselves; that all self-exaltation can only depiive us of that
humility which constitutes true elevation.
During the repast, the Saviour turned to the host and at
tacked the prevading selfishness that mled all the conduct of
the Pharisees. He illustrated this by contrasting that sehSsb
supposed. The terms may have been used in view of prevalent opinionR,
� T because of the peculiar form in which Christ wished to express himaell
in this case.
THE SABBATH.
hospitality which looks to a recompense with the genuine
love that does good and asks no return. The heart that is fit
for the kingdom of Heaven looks to no earthly reward, but
will receive, in their stead, the heavenly riches (v. 12 14) of
that kingdom.
One of the guests, probably wishmg to turn the conversa
tion from a disagreeable subject, seized upon the words uttered
by Christ, to allude to the blessedness of the kingdom of God.
"Blessed," said he, "is he that slwdl eat bread in the king loin of
God." He may have borrowed the figure from the scene
around him ; or, perhaps, employed it from a tendency to Chi-
hastic ideas of heaven. On this, Christ took occasion to show
the Pharisees, who deemed themselves secure of a share in the
Messianic kingdom, how utterly destitute they were of its
moral requisites, and how far those whom they most despised
were superior to them in this respect. He demanded a dispo
sition of heart ready to appreciate the true nature of the king
dom of God as manifested and proclaimed, and Avilhng to for
sake all things else in order to lay hold of it.
To set this vividly before their minds, he made use of the
figm-e of a sv/pper, suggested, doubtless, by the circumstances
around him. The f/rst invited� those to whom the servant is
sent to say, "Come, for aM things are now ready"�are the Pha
risees, who, on account of their hfe-long devotion to the study
of the law, and their legal piety, deemed themselves cei-taiu of
a call to share in the Divine kingdom. They are not accused,
in the parable, of decided hostihty, but of indifference to that
which ought to be their highest interest. Not knowing how
to value the invitation, they excuse themselves from accepting
it imder various pretexts. The character of aU persons, indeed,
who are too busy to give heed to Christ's words, is here ihus-
trated.
When the invited guests refused to come, a call was sent
forth for " the poor, tlie maimed, the lialt, and the blind;" gues- s
uninvited, indeed, and not expecting such an honour. P>y
these we understand the despised ones, the publicans and
einners, whom Christ took to his embrace.
StiU there is room ; the highways must be rangacked ; that
is, the lieatlien, strangers to the Theocratic kingdom, are to be
Bimimoned to Christ's kingdom.
� 172.�Tlie Pharisees attack the Disciples for plucking Corn on the SabbatL
�Christ defends them. (Luke vi. 1 ; Matt. xii. 18.)
Dming the first or second year of Christ's labours in Gahlee
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lie walked, ovi tlie first Salibatli after tlie Passdver," through a
corn-field with his disciples. The corn was npe; and the
disciples, m-ged by hunger, plucked a few ear.s, rubbed them in
their hands,' and ate them. Some of the Pharisees (always ou
the alert) reproached them f tr doing such a thing on the Sab
bath day. As the charge was, in fact, meant for Christ him
self, he replied to and refuted it; and not content �\\dth bare
refutation, he intimated .a higher truth, �svluch could not be
brought out clearly and fully until a later period.
First, he showed to the Pharisees, ou their oavu ground, the
falsity of their slavish adherence to the letter of the law.
Da\'id, he told them, violated their principle in satisfying his
liur,gcr with the sacred bread, when no other could be had."
The iNIosaic law itself opposed it, inasmuch as the priests were
necessarily compelled, in the Temple service, to infringe upon
the Sabbath rest; clearly showing that not all labour was
inconsistent -with that rest, so that the true aim of the law
was kept in view. But (be proceeded, intimufinii the higher
truth) if a deviation from the letter of the law was justifiable
iu the priests, because engaged in the Temjile-service, hoAV much
more in men who were engaged iu the service of tluit lohich
VMS greater than the Temple, the highest manifestation that had
been made to mankind.^
Having thus vindicated the disciples, he opposed Hoseavi. G,
to that idea of religion which rests in outward forms and lacks
the inward life ; which, in this as in other ca.ses, was the root
of error from wluch the conduct of the Pharisees iirocecded.
Had they known that love is greater than all ceremonial sei-
A ice, they would not have been so forward to condemn the
innocent."' For innocent the discij)les were, wdio had acted as
they did for the sake of the Son of Man, who is greater than
the Sabbath, and who, as Lord over all things, is Lord also" of
the Sabbath, y The Sabbath was only a means of religious
" IdQ^arov Otv-tpoirptorov, Luke vi. 1. Meaning, if tiie reading be
correct, the first Sabbath after the second Easter-day, when the first sheaf
of corn was presented in the Temple.
' A customary way of appeasing hunger in those lands, even to this day ;
cf Robinson, Palestine, ii. 419 and 430.
" 1 Sam. xxi. � Cf. p. 92.
" The -yap in Matt. xii. 8, may refer either to v. 7 or v. 6 ; in either
jase it has a connexion of thought with v. 6.
The Kai, in Luke vi. 5, agrees well with this.
^ Mark ii. 27, joins well to this. The "man" of v. 27 refers to "Son
ofMan" in V. 28 ; a reference that cannot be conceived as the work of a
Later hand.
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development up to a certain period. That period had arrived
in the manifestat it)n of the Son of INIan, the aim of all pre
paratory things, iu whom the original dignity of man was
restored, the ideal of humanity reahzed, and the interior hfe of
man made independent of time and place. ^
� 173.�Chrhfs Discourse against the mcrehj outward CJeanUvcs-^ of tht
Pharisees.�He explains the Discourse to his Disriples. (IMatt. xv. 1-20.)
The free mode of hfe pursued by Christ's disciples was
always an object of scrutiny to the Pharisees, who were con
stantly looking for signs of heresy. It could not foil to give
them oppoiiuuities of fixing suspicion on the ^Master himself
Once, when he was surrounded by inqmring throngs, they put
the t][uestion, involving, also, an accusation, why his disciples
so despised the ancient trachtions as to neglect the ordinary
ablutions before eating.
His reply was, in fact, an accusation against their v.-hole
sy.stem. He told them, in eff'ect, that all their i)iety was out
ward and hypocritical ; that they jitstified, by their own
arbitrary statutes, their actual Adolation of God's holy law, and
thought to escape its observance by their sophistical casuistry.
Having thtts repulsed the Pharisees, he turned to themultitude,
and warned them against the Pharisaical tendency so destruc
tive to Jewish piety, the tendency to smother true religion
nnder a mass of outward forms. " Hear and understand ; not
that which goeth into ilie mouth dejileth a man; hut that which
cometh out of the mouth, this defUeth a man." Here Christ dis
plays the same conscious, lofty superioiity so often manifested
in his disputes with the Pharisees (as recorded in John, as well
as in the synoptical Gospels) ; instead of softening down the
ofiensive doctrine, he presents it more and more forcibly ui
proportion as they take ofience. The words just quoted might
be mterpreted as an attack upon the jVIosaical law in respect
to food, &c., and thus could afibrd the Pharisees a clear oppor
tunity to fix a charge of heresy upon him.
When the disciples called his attention to the otTence which
the Pharisees had taken, he gave them to understand that this
caused him no uneasiness: Every plant which my lieavenly
Fatlier hath not planted shall he rooted up; let them alone; they
he hlind leaders of the hlind; hoth shallfall into tlie ditch. ("AU
merely human growths�every thing not planted by God�
' I consider myself justified in finding all this in the pass.age, by taking
the words in their full meaning, and comparing tbem with other expres-
Hons of Christ's.
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must fall; the whole Pluuisaie system sh.all ecuiie to the ground
Let not their talk trouble you; blind are tbey, and those that
follow them ; both leaders and led are going on to (.lestruc
tion.")
The disciples probably expected a different explanation ;
they were still too much ruled by Jewisb a lews to apprehend
correctly the full force of Christ's hgurati\ e language. The
form of expression was simple enough in itself; it was the
strange ilwugld which made it difficult. It a\ as only at a later
period that e\'en Peter could learn, and that, iw, by the illu
mination of the Holy Ghost, that every thing is pure, for nu n,
which comes jmre from the Creator's baud. In the case before
us, Peter, as s}i(jkesmau for the disciples, asked an exjilanatiou
of the obscure point. In reply, Christ fir.st expressed his
surprise that, alter having so long enjoyed his society and
teaching, they had made so little luogress in religious know
ledge; tbat such a saying should awake tliclr scru]il(^s as well
as the Phaiisces'. " Do ye not yet understand," said he, "that
what enters a man's mouth from without cannot defile tlu;
interior life % It is the product of the Itmrt, it is that which
c(jiiies from vnlliiii that makes a man unclean."�This truth
was then immechately apphed only to the case in point, viz. :
t'ating Avith unwashed hands ; th(; wider appUcation of which
it was capable could uot be unfolded to them untU a much
later j^eriod.^
� 174.�Tnal Mission of tlie Apostles in Galilee. (Luke ix. ; Matt, x.)
(1.) Objects of the Mission.�Powers of the Missionaries.
The extended period of time which Cbrist spent in Galilee
was employed, also, in the education of the men who were to
carry on his work upon earth. The disciples, at first, accoiu-
panied him as witnesses of his ministry; but, in order to
accustom them to independent labours, and to test their quali-
lieatiiuis for the work, he sent them forth on a trial mission.
An additional object was to spread, by their agency, through
all the towns and villages of Galilee, tbe announcement that
the kingdom of God had appeared. He by no means sent
them to proclaim the whole truth of salvation; they were as
\ et incapable of this; and it was at a later period only that he
promised the gift of the Spirit to qualify them for it. So long
as He remained upon the earth, He was th(' sole teacher.
floey were only to proclaim everywhere that the kingdom of
� Cf p. 90.
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God, the object of all men's desire, had come; to point out to
the people of Gahlee the great grace of God in calling the
Founder of that kingdom from their midst. Tbeir present
work was to be a type of their future one, when the great
work vnthin them should be accomplished. As they were to
become bearers of the word, the Spirit, and the powers of
Christ, so preparation was already to be made for this, though
as yet incompletely.
" Then he called his twelve disciples together, and gave them
power and autliority over all devils, and to cure diseases. And
he sent tliem to proclaim tlie kingdom of God, and to heal tlie
sick." We see that Christ could communicate certain of tbe
supernatural powers that dwelt in him to those who devoted
themselves to serve him as organs. But as these powers ema
nated fi'om the source of Divine life in him, so we conclude
that the degree in which they were imparted to others de
pended upon the degree in which they had imbibed that life
from him.
(2.) Instructions to the Missionaries. Reasons for the Exclusion of the
Samaritans and Heathen. (Matt. x. 5-6 ; Luke ix. 1, &c.
The disciples thus sent forth were to confirm the truth of
their announcement by miraculous acts, pointing to Him who
gave the power to perform them. At first, the general atten
tion of the people was only to be called to the great epoch that
had dawned; the development of the doctrine of the kingdom
was to be left to Christ's own teaching, and to the subsequent
operations of his Spirit. This explains why he did not further
direct the Apostles as to what they should teach. Their
mission was to Galilee alone ; and the exclusion of the Samari
tans and heathen^ is, therefore, not at aU inconsistent with
what we have said of Christ's plan for the universal estabhsh
ment of his kingdom. All the difficulties that have been
found in this restriction flow from considering it apart from
the proper period of Christ's life to which it belongs. During
his hfe on earth, His ministry was to be confined to the Jews.
Before the kingdom ofGod could be planted among the heathen
by the proclamation of his truth in this new form, it was ne
cessary that the knowledge of it should be fuUy developed in
>> Matthew evidently connects many things with the instructions given
to the Apostles in view of their first journey, which, chronologically, belong
later, viz. : to those given at the mission of the Seventy, which he omits.
But it is likely that Luke :x. 1, seq. gives but an abridgment, and we may
fiU it out from Matthew.
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tlie disciji cs ; and tins conld only he done, after his dopartun>,
hy the enlightening ])0wer of the higher Spirit that was to lie
imparted to them. The links of the chain ef internal and
external progress, by which tbis last great event was to bt^
brought aVmut, were closely bound to each other ; a prematm'e
development would oiily hinder instead of hastening the resiilt.
Before the Apostles could teach tbe heathen, or hnd access to
tbeir hearts, they bad to learn the peculiarities of the (iospel
itself, as well as its relations to the religion of the Old 'I'lvsta-
luent. Even bad they siu'cccded iu reaching the numl of (lie
heathen wdth their defective ap])rebension of Christ's docrriue,
aud tbus making Jews of them, it would only ba\ e been the
more difficult afterward to eradicate the laboriously-planted
errors, and impart a pure form of Christianity. But this
knowledge was among the things of which Christ bimself said
to lus disciples, " Ye aiiinot bear them nun:;" it was liouiid up
with many truths that were as yet veiled from them. Nor
could be, con.sistently with his plan, as we lia\ e al)o\ (; unfolded
it,'= imjiaii; these truths as separate and rauhi-maie , tbe fruit
of knowledge had to grow uj) in tbeir religious consciousness
from the seeds of knowdedge sown there by the Spirit of Cod.
Tbe direction, therefore, given to the Apo.stles, not to go to
the heathen in Galilee and on the border, necessarily followed
from the jdan of Jesus. " But," it may be asked, " -why did he
not explain to them the grounds of this restriction V It might
be enough to reply to this, that it is not likely that the full
instructions, with the reasons in detail, are pi-eser\ed to ils,
but only an extract containing the most essential features.
But, a}>art from this, Christ covld not at that time have given
them all his reasons; for, in that case, he must have imparted
to them wdiat they could not as yet comprehend. Tbey wc re
tlien unconscious organs for the execution of his commands.
But their relation to the Jews was quite a different thing.
To the latter they were to impart no entirely new doctrine;
and there was, therefore, no fear, as in the ense of tbe heathen,
that they would plant seeds of error whi(di would have to be
uprooted afterward. The Apostles were to take hold of e.v-
pectations already cherished among the Jew.s, and to proclaim
that the object of desire had come. The errors which yet
biassed their oavu minds were stared by tbe Jews as a body ;
errors from which nothing but the spirit of the (Jospel could
fi'ee either them or the Jews. And, besides, they must havo
' Book iv. pt. i. cliap. ii.
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received many seeds of the higlier life from the society aud
teaching of Cluist; and, in scattering these, they could aid in
preparing the ground for subsequent cultuie.
Perhaps, also, the SaAuour, in pointing out "the lost slieep of
the house of Israel" as the first objects of their tod, had in view,
also, "other sheep, not of this fold"^ belonging to those whom
he had come to collect into one flock, under one shepherd.
There was sufficient ground, moreover, for excluding Samaria
from the sphere of this trial-mission, in the brief duration
to wliich it had to be limited; apart from the fact that the
Apostles did not stand in tbe same relation to the Samaritans
as to the Cahlean Jews. They were not prepared to adapt
them^selves to the feelhigs of the Samaritans, nor to meet tbe
controversies into wdiich they must inevitably be led among
them; the way in which the two sons of Zebedee treated that
people at a later period is proof of this. There was no danger,
however, that the disciples would so misunderstand Christ as
to infer that the Samaritans were to be excluded from the
kingdom of God; what they had seen of his personal inter
course with that people, and of the love which he cherished for
them, sufiiciently guarded against that.
And so, too, they could not but infer that the exclusion of
the heathen must not be extended too far. Besides, the Jews
themselves^ admitted that the heathen were to obtain a certain
share in the Idngdom of God, on condition of observing the
Jewish law ; and the disciples could hardly think less would be
granted bv tlieir Master, whose words and actions breathed so
very chfferent a spirit.
(3.) Tlie Instructions continued : the Apostles enjoined to rely on
Providence.
Christ sought to train his ministers to perform the duties of
their caUing without anxious care for the future. Tie bade
them make no provision for their journey,*' but to trust in
God, who would not see them want while faithfully doing their
duty ; to be content with what was offered them ; to abide in
the first house that was hospitably opened to them ; and thus,
having made one family their home, to extend their labours
around it as a centre. The issue satisfied them that their
Master had precUcted rightly ; they found, as he had promised,
aU their wants supphed.s At that time the fame of Christ's
"� John X. 16. ' Cf. pp. 90, 91.
� This is the essential part o^'the instruction ; differences of detail r.re of
00 moment. ^ Luke xxii. 35.
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miracles had rendered the disjiositions of the Galileans favour
able ; they had to hght no battles Avith fanatical enemies.
Moreover, the substance of tbeir teaching was not as yet so
inconsistent wdth the prevailing modes of thought as to excite
hatred and opposition.
� 175.� Variuus Opinions entertained of Jesus. (Luke ix. 7-9.)
In the meantime Christ's fame was spreading tbrougb all
the land, and various opinions existed in regard to tbe charac
ter of the i�owers which could not be denied. A A cry small
minority of the people recognised bun as the ^iessiah; but the
gi-eater number expected that when ^Messiah slionlil eome, he
would prove himself such by founding an earthly kingdom in
visible glory; and that his power would be displayed, not in a
corner of Galilee, but in the Theocratic metropolis. But those
who had been impressed liy tbe labours of John tbe Baptist
30uld hardly realize his total disappearance; and such, seeing
greater works done so soon after his death, explained them
thus: "lie is risen from the dettd, and titerfore inighty trorlcs do
sJww forth tliem.selves in him" (IMutt. xiv. 2). Others .said that
Ehas, or one of the ancient prophets, had re-appeared, to pre
pare the way for jNIessiab's kingdom.
It is ob\dous that the impression produced by Christ's works
caused him to be generally regarded as higher than John�as
the highest, indeed, next to Messiah ; but not as IMessiah him
self on account of the false expectation above mentioned. It
is no matter of surprise that there should bave been incon
sistent and contradictory opinions at a time so disturbed and
uneasy.
� 176.�Retwn of the Apostles.�Mirandous Feeding of the Five Thousand.
(Matt. xiv. ; Markvi. ; Lukeix.)�Object and Significance of tlie Miracle.
�Its Effect upon the Multitude.
Christ had now spent a whole year in Gahlee. The time of
the Passover approached, and the Apostles returned from their
missionary journey. Multitudes still thronged about him,
seeking aid for soul and body; the caravans, gathering to the
Passover, increased the press. The Sa\'iour did not wish at
once to expose himself to the dangers that threatened him at
Jerusalem ; moreover, he desired, for a time, to prolong both
his ministry in Gahlee, and his intercourse with the Apostles,
whose training for the work was now his first object. He
sought a season of undisturbed society with them; to receive
the report of their first iridependent labours, and to give them
advice and instruction for the future (Mark vi. 3U, 31). For
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this purpose, he departed, with tlie disciples, from the neigh
bourhood of Capernaum, on the western shore of Genesareth,
to a mountain on the eastern shore, at the head of the lake,
near Betlisaida Jtdias.^ But the multitude took care to see
wliither he accompanied his disciples, and immediately hastened
after him.'
And here followed the feeding of tlie five thomand. Tliis
miracle formed the very acme of Christ's miraculous power ;J
in it creative agency was most strikingly prominent, although
it was not purely creation out of nothing, but a multiphcation
of an existing substance, or a strengthening of its properties.
For this very reason, there is more excuse iu regard to this
than some other of the miracles for incpuring whether the sub
jective element of the account can be so separated from the
objective as to offer a different view of the nature of the act.
A theory has accordingly been constructed to do away with
the miracidous character of the act, and explain it as a result
of Christ's sphitual agency, brought about in a natural way.
It amounts to this : the feeding of the vast multitude -with five
loaves and two fishes was accomplished by the example and
moral infiuence of Christ, which induced the better-provided
to share their food A\ith the rest, Christ's spirit of love bring
ing rich and poor to an equality, as it has often done in later
Christian times. So, then, the result was rightly judged to
have been brought about by the Spirit of Christ ; but the spi
ritual influence was translated iuto a material one ; Christ's
power over men's hearts into a power exerted by him over
nature; and the intermediate hnk in the chain was thus
omitted.
Now, although it is possible that an account of the miracle
might have originated in some such way as this�examples of
>� Luke ix. 10. The tetrarch Philip, who raised the village ot Bethsaida
(on the east side) to the dignity of a city, distinguished it from the village
of the same name on the west side, by adding the name Julias, from the
emperor's daughter (Joseph. Archaeol. xviii. 2, � 1). It is not strange that
the name m-i-.n^n (meaning a _pZace offish, a. fishing-town), should be applied
to two places on different sides of a lake abounding in fish.�Robinson's
Palestine, vol. iii. p. 566.
' It appears possible, from John vi. 5, that Christ only withdrew to the
east shore after spending a great jiart of the day with the multitude on
the west side. In this case it would be natural for Christ to express, hrst,
a care for their corporeal wants, wl en he saw them, after spending nearly
the whole day without food, foUow him at a late hour. Wliat was dono
upon the two shores, therefore, may perhaps have been blended together m
the synoptical accounts.
' Cf. p. 162.
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the like are not wanting in the INIiddle Ages�the details oi
the narrative, in all the different versions of it, are irreconcile
able with the hypothesis. Had part of the people been sup
plied with provisions, the disciples must have known itj on
the contrary, according to the narrative, they had no sucli
thought; nothing remained for them but to " sei/d tlic multitude
away into the villages to buy victuals." Had they supposed that
the caravans were paitly sujiplied vvitli food for their journey to
Jerusalem, it would have been most natural for them to say
to Christ, "Thou who canst so control the hearts of men,
speak the word, that tbey may share wdth the needy." But
there is no plausibility in the hypothesis that there were jrro-
visions on the ground; the multitudes bad uot come from a
great distance ; and there were \dllages at hand where food
could be bought ; so that there was no inducement to carry it
with tbem. Moreover, had Christ seen such a misunderstand
ing of his act arise, he would, instead of turning tlie self-decep
tion of tbe people to his own adAantage, have takiai occasion,
by setting the case truly before tlieni, to illustrate, by so
striking an illustration, what the sjiirit of love could do.
Finally, the narrative, as given by John (vi. 15), puts tliif
theory wholly out of the question. So powerfully were the
multitude impressed by what Christ had done, that they wished
to take Jesus as Messiah, and make him king. The act must
have been extraordinary indeed that could produce such an
effect as this upon a people under the dominion of the senses,
and not at all susceptible of any immediately spiritual agency
which Christ might have employed.
The miracle was not wrought without I'cason ; the circum
stances which demanded it may be thus stated : A multitude
of persons, travelling to Jerusalem for the Passover, followed
Christ from the western to the eastern shore ; he bad spoken
the words of life to them, and healed the sick. They were
chained the whole day to his presence, and ev ening came upon
them. The sick who had just been healed were Avitliout food ;
they could not go, fasting, to the villages to obtain it.'' Here,
'' John's Gospel, however, differs from others in this point (vi. 5), in
stating that Clirist himself asked the question, " Whence shall we buy
hi-ead V &c. before anything else was done. We find, therefore, by com
parison with the other Gospels, that John has omitted part of the details.
Christ would not make this the first question, when a multitude stood
before him in want of spiritual as well as bodily relief ; nor is it likely that
he meant to prepare the way for the miracle from tbe beginning. From
John vi. 17, also, we gather that the event took place towarcts evening',
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hhen. was a call for his assisting love ; and, natura. sustenance
fading, his miracle-working power must supply the lack.
The effect of the miracle illustrates for us the mode of
Christ's working in all ages ; both iu temporal and spiritual
things, the s])iiit that proceeds from bun makes the greatest
results possible to the smallest means; that wluch appears, as
to quantity, most tritliug, multiplies itself, by his Divine power,
so as to supply the wants of thousands. The physical miracle
is for us a type of the spiritual one which the power of his
words works iu the life of niaiddnd in all time.'
leaving room for the inference [apart from the accounts in the other
Gospels] that the multitude had been about Christ some time. In this
statement, then, John plunges at once into the midst of the account,
without the vi%ddness of detail which usually marks his Gospel. On the
other hand (cf Matt. xv. 32), it is not likely that Christ waited for an
intimation from the disciples before manifesting his ever-watchful love and
compassion ; nor was it his custom to work a miracle suddenly, but in a
naturally-suggested and prepared way. All dithculties disappear if we
adopt ti:e view of noie p. 285.
' The question arises, whether the miracle recorded in Matt. xv. 32,
seq. and Mark viii. 1-8, is different from the one of which we have just
treated, or whether it is the same, differently stated. The fact that the
narratives are substantially alike, and differ in matters comparatively unim
portant, may be urged in favour of the latter view ; but the relative differ
ences ofmeasure (4,000 instead of 5,000, with seven loaves instead of five,
and tlie multitude spending three days with Christ) favour the former. The
resemblances may be ascribed to the one account's having been modelled
after the other. Matt. xvi. 9, 10, would not prove them different ; that
passage may have been modified at a later period, when the facts were
pre-supposed to be different, without affecting its veracity. The localities
might help to decide the question. The first miracle took place, as we
have said, on the eastern side of Genesareth, near a mountain. The locality
which we assign to the second will depend upon our answer to a question
still debated, viz. where Maydcda, to which Christ passed over (Matt. xvi.
39), was situated. According to the Talmudical accounts {Lirjhtfoot,
Chorograph. c. 76 ; Wetstein, in loc), it was near Gadara, consequently,
on the eastern side of the sea. If this be so, the second miracle must have
been wrought upon a mountain on the western shore ; thus assigiung a
locahty to�it different from that of the first. But, on the other hand,
there is shown to this day, south of Capernaum, on the road to Tiberi.os, a
village called el-Mejdel (Robinson), a name corresponding to the ancient
Magdala (Bmckhardt, Germ, trans, ii. 559 ; cf Rosenmuller, Handbuch
der BibU.schen Alterthumskunde, ii. 73). This agrees with the Talmudic
accounts that place the site near Tiberias ; but not so well with the one
quoted above, namely, that it was near Gadara; but cannot the Migdal
Gadar, therein mentioned, be otherwise explained ? Cf Gesenius's remark
on the passage cited ; Burckhardt ii. 1056 ; Robinson iii. 529 ;
M.ntt. xvi. i.
(Pharisees meeting Christ), agrees better with the supposition of the western
shore. If, then, Magdala was on the western shore, the second miracle,
like the first, must have occurred on the eastern; the direction of their
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Up to this time Christ had oiJy impressed the midtitudo
wdth the behef that he was a nuglity I'rophet, w hose appear
ance was preparatory to the Messianic era. But this climax of
his miracle-worldng power produced one, also, in their opinions.
" He that can do such a ndracle can be no other than JNlessiah;
we must do homage to him as Theocratic king, and urge him
to estabhsh his kingdom among us." Plans of this sort Christ
nad to evade; and he returned alone to the mountain.
� 177.�Christ walks upon the Waters. (John vi. 16 ; Matt. xiv. 22;
Mark vi. 45.)
Dismissing the disciples at evening, he commanded them to
sail across to the western shore, in the direction of Bethsaida
and Capernaum. They deported, but sailed for a while slowly
along the shore, expecting Christ to come to them after he had
dismissed the multitude ; but they waited in vain. It was now
dark ; they became aware that their expectations would not
be fulfilled, and took tbeir way for the other shore. But the
wind was against them ; they had to contend with storm and
vN'aves. After struggling with the elements in great anxiety
for more than an hour and a half in the open sea, they strove
again to reach the shore which they had left. While they
were toiling to accomplish this, suddenly, between three and
six in the morning, Christ appeared to them walking on the
waters, and approaching the vessel.� Bewildered with fear,
subsequent passage across tlie lake would agree pretty well. Then the
general geographical course (indicated in Matt. xvi. 13) would accord very
well with Matt. xv. 21 ; and all this favours the opiiuon that we have two
reports of one and the same miracle. There is an important difference
t)etween Matt. xv. 39, and xiv. 22 ; the latter stating that Christ seia his
<lisciples away first by ship ; the former, that he went immediately him
self; but this might have arisen from an omission in the former passage;
just as we find Luke, also, saying nothing of it. Tlie probability of the
miracle having been wrought twice is lessened by the view that we have
taken of it as constituting the climax of his miraculous works. We recog
nise in Matt. xv. 29 ; xvi. 12, a break in the historical and local connexion ;
and, in fact, we frequently find in this document, although an original and
evangelical one, the .same expressions and events narrated more than once ;
sometimes in longer, sometimes in shorter forms.
" If it were even grammatically possible to translate �7ri rrjg SaXanaqc
" along the sea," and i-n-i ti'iv ^dXaaaav " towards the sea," although the
connexion be unnatural (thus supposing that Christ had gone in a hal/
circle to the other side of the shore, and so reached the discijdes, who had
slowly toiled cdong the shore) ; if this, I say, were grammatically possible,
such a construction is directly opposed to the tenor and intention of the
narrative. This ismost obvious in John's account, which is the most direct
and simple, and has least of the miraculous about it. Suppose the discipleti
to bave sailed 25 or 30 furlongs, not across, but along the sea, and then.
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tbey ilid not recognise the Saviour amid the storm and dark
ness, but thought they saw " a spiriC^ But Christ called to
them, "It is T; be not afraid." The well-known voice turned
then- fear iuto joy. They sought, longingly, to take lum into
the vessel ; but. before the}' coidd succeed in it, they were
wafted to the shore by a favourable wind. This, too, was full
of import to them ; as soon as Christ made himself knov a,
everything took a joyful turn."
� 17s.�ChrUt in tlie Synagogue at Capernaum. (John vi.)
(1.) The Carnal Mind of the Multitude rebuked.
Chi-ist met certain of the eye--witnesses of the miraculous
feeding of the five thousand in the sjmagogue at Capernaum,
either on the Sabbath, or on some other day.P They wei-e
surprised, and, therefore, the more gratified, at his sudden
appearance, since they had left him on the eastern shore ; and
theu- pleasure was shared by others whom they had told of the
miracle. Doubtless they were full of expectation that he
would work new wonders to confirm his Messiahship, and
gratify their carnal longings. But the higher their hopes of
this kind were, the deeper was their disappointment, and the
greater their rage, when he offered them something entirely
different from what they sought. The miracle could produce
no faith in those who were destitute of a spiiitual mindj their
enthusiasm, carnaUy excited, was soon to pass over into oppo
sition. A process of sifting was to take place, and the discourse
which Christ uttered was intended to bring it on.
They questioned him ; but, instead of rejilying, he entered
at once upon a rebuke of their carnal temper : " Ye seek Tne,
not hecause ye saw tlie miracles, hut hecause ye did eat of tlie
loaves, and were filled. Lahour not for the meat which pxirishetli,
but for tliat meat which endureth unto everlasting life, which tlie
seeing Jesus on the shore, to have taken him in ; how -will this agree witb
John's statement (vi. 21), "immediately tlie ship was at the land, whither
they leentf If they saw Jesus, then, on the shore, it must have been the
western shore ; and what meaning could there be, in that case, in their
taking him into the vessel ? Cf. Liielce's excellent remarks, in loc.
� Not a likely thought, if Jesus was walking on the shore ; it could liave
been nothing strange, especially towards Easter, when so many were tra
velling towards Jerusalem, to see a man walking on the lake-side towardt.
morning.
� I follow John's account, as most naturally explaining; itself
' Part of what occurred would have been a violation of the Sabbath ; ill
later times there were assemblies in the synagogue on he second and fifUi
(lays of the week ( Winer, Realworterbuoh, 2iid ed. vol. ii. p. 637).
U
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Son of Man sliall give unto you; for hiai hath God tlie Fatliet
sealed." " Ye seek me, uot because tbe cigu of my Divine
working, wliicb ye saw, lias led you to me as tbe Son of God,
wbo alone can supply your s}>iritual wants; but only Ix'causo
I bave ap])eased your bodily appetite; and so you look to nie
only for sensible gifts, wbicb I come not to bestow {i.e. such
was tbe carnal line of tbeir expectations of -Messiah). Strive
not for jierishable, but eternal food, imparting eternal hfe,
which tbe Son of Man will bestow; God has sealed him ttj
ibis by miracles wrought before your eyes, in attestation of his
Divine calling."
Upon this, the purer-mmded among them asked him, "Whai
must we do, then, to become worthy of the Di\ine favour]"
They expected him to prescribe new religious duties; but,
instead of this, he led them back to the one work : " Beliem o?
him whom God hath sent." With this faith everything is
given.
(2.) A greater Sign demanded.�^The Answer: " Christ the Bread of Life."
Then others^ came out; either eye-witnesses of the miracle,
who (according to the nature of the unspiritual mind), still
unsatisfied, and seeking greater signs, were hable, from their
want of faith, to be soon perplexed even in regard to what
tbey bad already experienced ;�" or persons wdio bad only heard
of the miracle from others, and who had decided from the first
to see for themselves before they would believe. These de
manded of Christ (v. 30) a new miraculous attestation;* and,
as the Messiah was to be a Moses with new powers, they askc'
that he shoidd give them bread from heaven�celestial manna
�angels' food, accorchng to their fancies of the millennial bliss.
Christ took the opportunity (v. .'52-42) thus naturally offered
to lead them from tbe material to the si)iritual and Divine,
and declared hirnsejf to be the true bread from heaven, at the
same time seeking to awaken in them a desire for it. But
their carnal feelings were susceptible of no such desu-e ; and,
�* It IS part of John's manner not to distinguish individuals or classes
closely in his narrations.
For the miracle in the miracle, the Supernatural, as such, can only be
apprehended by the Sense for the Supernatural. Tlie re.iction of the senses
on the critical understanding can soon uproot a conviction growing only in
the soil of the senses. One reasons away what he thinks he has .secnj "it
could not have happened so."
" It is to be noted, in comparing the accounts of the two instances in
which the multitude were miraculously fed, that the second is followed
Matt. xvi. 1) by a demand made upon Christ for a si<jn J'roin heaven.
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Btill regarding only the earthly appearance, they took offence
that the carpenters son shovdd say, "I came chwn from heaven."
He did not attempt to reason them out of their scruples, but
laid bare the source of them, i. e. their dispositions of heart
and mind ; of these they had first to be rid, before they could
recognise the Di\dnity in his human manifestation (v. 43-47).
"Murmur not among yourselves ; no man can come unto me,
except the FatJier, rvhich hath sent me, draw him." Seek ivithin
you, not -svithout you, for the cause of your surprise ; it lies iu
this : you came to me carnally, with no sense of spiritual need ;
and, therefore, have not the drawing of the Father, which all
must follow who would come unto me aright. It is among the
prophecies that are to be fulfilled in the Messianic age that
"they shall all he taught ofGod;"^ and so, every one that fol
lows the Father's caU, comes to me. (The voice of God, which
testifies of the Redeemer iu all needy souls and calls them, will
be heard everywhere.) But this must not be understood as if
any one could know the Father, or be united with him, except
through the Son; the Son alone, derived from the Father,
knows him perfectly, and can impart this knowledge to others
["iVo< that any man hath seen the Father, save he which is of
God; he hath seen the Father"^ This preventing operation of
the Holy Spirit was only intended to lead them to the Son, as
their Redeemer : "He that helieveth on me hath everlasting life."
Again (v. 48-51) he repeats the assertion, "/ am that hread oJ
life from lieaven" confirmed by the proof that none could at
tain a share in the Di\dne hfe, or communion with the Father,
except through him; and describes himself as the true manna
from heaven.
He then proceeds to tell them (v. 51) that he would give
them a bread which was to impart life to the world ; hence,
that the bread which he was ahout to give was, in a certain
sense, different from the bread which he was; different, that
is, fi'om his whole self-communication. "And the hread which
I wUl give is my flesh." This bread was to be the self-sacrifice
of his bodily life for the salvation of mankind." The hfe-giving
� John vi. 45. This cannot be imderstood of the subsequent teaching of
all by the bestowing of the Holy Ghost, or of the general teaching of
Christianity ; the thing in view in the passage was, the Divine voice m
men, preceding faith, to lead them to Christ as Saviour, which was not to
be restrained by any human statutes.
� Lachmann's text omits the words f/v tyti ^wtw in v. 51, a reading
which is supported by considerable authority. Omitting these words, only
the genera' idea (the adpl to be devoted for the salvation of men) wo'jJi
U 2
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power, as such, was his Divine-human existence ; the life-giving
power, in its special act, was his self-sacrifice. The two are in
separable ; the latter being the essential means of realizing the
former; only by liis self-sacrifice could his Divine-human life
become the bread of Hfe for men.^
(3.) E.ntiiij Christ's Flesh and Drinking his Blood.�His own Explanation
of this. (John vi. 53, seq.)
The Jews wilfully perverted these words of Christ (v. 52)
into a carnal meaning ; and therefore he repeated and strength
ened tbem. "Excejit ye eat the Jlesh of the Son of Man
" <Scc.
(v. 53-58). "Except ye receive my Divine-human life within
you, make it as your own fiesli aud blood, and become tho
roughly penetrated by the Divine principle of life, which
Christ has imparted to human nature and himself realized in
it, ye cannot partake of eternal life."
To make the sense of his figurative expressions perfectly
clear, he chauged the figure again to the "bread from heaven;"
as the living Father hath sent me, and I live hy the FatJier ; so
he that eateth me,''" even he shall lice hy me^ TJiis is tJie hread
tJiat came down from heaven. But most of his disciples still
lacked the capacity to unders.and how his words mutually
explained each other. Adhering to the outward and material
sense, they seized upon those expressions which were* most
striking, without catching their connexion, or taking the
trouble to understand his figures by comparing them with each
other and with the unfigurative expressions; a process which
could not have been difiicult even to those among them who
were incapable of profound thought, accustomed as tbey were
to the figurative style of Oriental language, and to Christ's
peculiar manner of speaking. Fastening only upon the ex
pression, " eating his flesh and drinking his blood," in this
be made prominent in the passage ; not, however, to the exclusion of his
i:�lf-sacrifice as the culminating point of his life devoted to tied and to man's
falvation. But the omission would make the passage harsh, and unlike
John's style : the words may have slipped out of some of the MSS. from
their similarity to the preceding ov tyw oiSnruj.
" I am well aware of what Kling says against Liicl-e (Stud. u. Krit.
183G, 1) in regard to this division of the discourse, but my views remain
unaffected. I cannot find in the words of Christ the Lutheran Ilealvsm, so
called.
" To "eat him" and "to eat his flesh and blood" h.ave the 8.ame
meaning.
^ Tlie way in which Christ himself explams his meatiing by changing
his words is enough to show how far removed these words are from any
reference to a communication of the body of Christ in the Lord's Supper
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seixse, they found it "a hard saying, which they could n6t
bear" (v. 60).
And this was true not merely of the mass of hearers in the
synagogue, but also of many who had become his followers
during his protracted labours in Gahlee, without, howev er, ia
heart and spirit, really belonging to the circle of disciples.
The foreign elements had to be separated from the kindred
ones; and the very same impressions which served to attach
reaUy kindred souls more closely to the person of Christ were
now to drive off others, who, though previously^ attracted, were
not decided witlun themselves as to their relations to him
(v. 61-66).
When he had left the .synagogue, and was standing among
persons who, up to that time, had been his constant attend
ants, he said, in view of the state of feeling above described,
" I have spoken to you of eating my flesh ; doth this offend
you 1 What, then, will you say, when the Son of IMan will
ascend into heaven % You will then see me no more wdth y^our
bodily eyes ; but yet it will be necessary for you to eat my
flesh and drink my blood, which then, in a carnal sense, Avill
be plainly impossible." It is obvious, therefore, that Christ
meant no material participation in lus flesh and blood, but
one which would have its fullest import and extent at the
time specifiecL
He then naturally passes on to explain the spiritual import
of his life-streaming words: "It is t/ie Spirit that quickemth, the
Jlesh projiteth nothing ; trie words that I speak unto you, they a/re
spirit and they are life. It is the Spirit that giveth life; the
flesh is nothing ; hence I could not have meant a sensible eat
ing of my flesh and blood, but the appropriation of my Spirit,
as the life-giving principle, as this communicates itself through
my manifestation in flesh and blood. As my words are only
the medium through which the Spirit of life that gushes forth
from me is imparted, they can be rightly understood only so
far as the Spirit is perceived in them." But this was precisely
what those who misunderstood him were deficient in; and,
"therefore," said he, "I said unto ycno, that no man, can come
unto me, except it were given unto him ofmy Fatlier. Only those
that hear His call, and come with a susceptibihty for Divine
f Tho removal of Christ's bodily presence from the earth, and his ex.alta-
tion to heaven, are united together by him. Unbelievers see only the
negative side, the removal ; the eye of faith, in seeing the one, sees th*�
other.
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tilings, can apprehend my words and obtain faith in me. As i
said unto you, your carnal sense is the source of your nusuu-
derstanding and unbehef"
(4.) Sifting (if the Disciples.�Peter's Coiifessidii.
Then followed a sifting of the disciples. [/Vo�i tliat thm
vxany of his disciples ivent back, and aydkcd uo iiiont mitli hiiit.'\
As this was tbe natural result of his relations to them, lie
rather furthered than cheeked it; it was time that the ci isis that
had been preparing in their hearts should manil'est itself out
wardly. And the departure of the unworthy was to test the
genuine disciples, and make them c(Uiseious of the Inu' relation
iu which they stood to Cbrist. He wished them, therefore, in
that critical moment, to prove their own seh es; for tluu-(.' was
one among them already upon the j)oint of turning away, who
might yet, by heeding Christ's injunction, have saved himself
froin the destruction that awaited him.
He said to the twelve, "Will ye also go anvi//?" reter,
speaking, as usual, for tbe rest, bore testinumy to their expe
rience in bis fellowship: "Lord, to irhom can ivr tp> and cou-
firmed Christ's words by bis own con.scioiisness, in \\ hose (lei)ths
he bad felt the flow of their life-giving fountain : " Than hnd
the words of eternal life." And, therefore, he was able to con
fess in the name of all the rest, from a conviction founded iu
])ersonal knowleilge and experience, that Je.sus was Messiah
(v. 69). But Christ wariu'd them that tliere was one among
them who did not share tbis conviction, although included iu
Peter's confe.s.sion. He had chosen tluuu�drawn theiu to
bimself�he said, and yet one of them had tbe heart of an
enemy. These words, showing to Judas that his inmost
thoughts lay bare before Christ, might, had he been ;it all
open to impression, have brought him to rejxuit and open his
heart to the Saviour, .seeking forgiveness. Failing this, they
could only strengthen his enmity.
CHAPTER X.
/ESUS IN NORTH GALILEE, AND ON TIIE WAY TO CESAREA PHILIPPL
� 179.� llfu-finu for ttie Jounicii.
We bave said that Christ desired to obtain an opj)ortunity
for private intercourse with the disciples, in order to hear the
report of their mis.sion journey, and to prepare their minds for
tbe .stormy times that were approaching. As it .seemed im
possible to secure this in the neighbourhood of Tiberias, ho
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ietenniiieJ to go to some distance from that region of country,
a purpose whicli other cu-cunistauces soon hastened.
Herod Antipas, who then reigned in Galilee, hearing of the
fame of Jesus, became personally desirous to see him. This
wish was probably dictated by mere curiosity, or by a desire
to test Chiist's power to work miracles;^ certainly it arose
from no sense of spiritual need. As such a meeting could lead
to no good result, Christ must have desired to avoid it. This
formed an adthtional motive for withdrawing himself into
North Galilee ; and perhaps beyond, into Faneas, or Cesarea
Philippi, the domain of the Tetrarch Philip.^' The first stage
of the journey took bim to Bethsaida Julias, on the west side
of the Sea of Genesareth.
� 180.�Cure of the Blind Man at Bethsaida.�Peter's Second Confession.�
Hie Power of the Keys. (IMark viii. ; Matt, xvi.)
At Bethsaida a blind man was brought to Christ, who took-
lum out of the town to avoid pubhc notice; and then per
formed on him the cure whose successive steps are so gi-aphi-
cally described by Mark. He then forbade him for the time
being to tell of what had been done, as notoriety would have
been inconsistent with his purpose above mentioned.''
When leffe alone with the disciples, he questioned them
about their travels, and concerning the opinions generally pre
valent in regard to himself Peter renewed, in a different
form, the confession which he had before made ou a similar
occasion." In contrast with those wdio saw in Jesus only a
Prophet, he said, "Thou art tbe IMessiah;" certaiuly implying
more than was included in the ordinary .1ewish sense ; although
he must have /' It more than he could unfold in definite thought
when he added, " t/ie Son of the living God."
Thus bad Peter, on two distinct occasions, given utterance
to the same confession, drawn from the depths of his inward
' Cf. Luke xxiii. 8. In view of the character of Herod, there is more
internal probability in Luke ix. 7, than Matt. xiv. 1, 2.
" We infer the direction which Cbrist took with his disciples from com
paring Matt. XV. 21 ; xvi. 13 ; Mark vii. 21 ; viii. 27 ; Luke ix. 10-18.
This suits well with the point of time here assigned to it.
' In all the Gospels this event is clo.sely connected with the miraculous
feeding, which confirms our view of the historical connexion of the facts.
True, it is possible that Peter's confession, as recorded by John, is the same
as that recorded by Matthew, and nothing essential would be lost if it were
80. But we may certainly suppose that, at so critical a period. Chrint
could have questioned his disciples thus closely on two different occasioi..!
in regard to their personal convictions, which were soon to undergo m
Dbvere a trial.
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exi">eiienco ; in the first instance, in opposition to those whoso
hearts were wholly estranged from Christ; and in the second,
to those who had t>btained only an iid'erior intuition of the
person of Christ. The Saviour, llieret'ore, tliimght him worthy
of the follo%ving high praise : " Illcssccl art tlioa, for jlcsh and
blood liath not revcided it unto thee, bnt mi/ Father whieli is in
heaven." Peter's conviction was the residt of no human teach
ing, no sensible impres.siou or outward authority; but of an
inward revelation from GoD, whose drawing he had idways
followed�a Divine fact, which comes not to men from with
out ; wliich no education or science, how lofty soever, can either
make or stand in stead of
In view of this conviction of Peter, thus twice confessed, in
rejjard to that trreat fact and truth which forms the unchange-
able and immoveable basis of the eternal kingdom of God,
Christ called him by the name which at an early period, with
prophetic glance, he bad applied to him (John i. 42), the man
of rock, on whom he declared that he would build his Church,
that should triumph over all the powers of death,'' and stand
to all eternity.
This promise was not made to Peter as a person, but as a
faitliful organ of the Spirit of Christ, and bis steadfast witness.
Christ might Xvxxa said the same to any one, who, at such a
moment, and in such a sense, had made the same confession;
although Peter's uttering it in the name of all the twelve ac
corded with his peculiar ^�pto-/ja, which conditioned the po.st
that Christ assigned to him.
In the same sense he confided to Peter the " keys of the
kingdom of Heaven," which was to be revealed and spread
abroad among men by the community founded by him; inas
much as men were to gain admittance into tbat kingchun by
appropriating the truth to w^bich he had first testified, and
which he was afterward to proclaim. This was to be the key
by which the kingdom was to be ojiened to all men. And
with it was intrusted to him the power, on earth, "to bind
and loose" for heaven; since he was called to announce for-
<� Cf. p. 147.
' Tlie " Gates of Hades," in Matt. xvi. 18 (cf Isa. xxxviii. 10 ; 1 Cor.
XV. 55), designate rather the kingdom df death than of Satan. In this
view the passage means, that
" the Church should stand for ever, and that
its members, partakers of the Divine life, should fear death no more"�of
course implying, however, that she should be victorious over all hostilt
powers.
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giveness of sins to all wlio should rightly receiver the Gospel
he was to proclaim, and the announcement of pai'don to .such
as received the offered grace had necessarily to be accompanied
by the condemnation of those who rejected it.^
� 181.�Tlie Dhciplcs prohibited to reveal Christ's J/essianic Bigniti/.�2'he
Weakness of Peter rebuked. (Matt. xvi. 'lO-'lS ; Mark vii'i. 30.)
Thus Christ confirmed the Apostles in their confession of
his Messianic dignity. But he knew, at the same time, that
their minds were still tinctured with the ordinary ideas and
expectations of a visible kingdom to be founded by i\[essiah;
and he therefore gradually taught them that it was by his own
suffcnngs that the kingdom of God was to be established.
Yfhm charged he his discijiles that they should tell no nutn that
he vas Jesus the CJirist. From that time Ite began to show to
his disciples how that he miist go to Jenisedem and safer uiany
things, c'^r.j
The jjrohibition was doubtless given witb a view to prevent
them from diffusing the expectations of ^Messiah which they
tlien entertained, and thus leading the people to political un
dertakings, and the like, in opposition to the objects of Christ.
The words that immediately follow the prohibition confirm
this Auew of it. But Christ's declarations that siifferings lay
before lum was too far op})osed to the disciples' opinions and
wishes to find easy entrance to their minds. "Be it fur from
thee, Lord" said Peter; an exclamation inspired, indeed, by
love, but a love attaching itself rather to the earthly manifes
tation of Christ's person, than to its higher one; a love in
which natural and human feelings wei'e not as yet made suffi
ciently subordinate to God and his kingdom. And as the
Saviour had just before exalted Peter so highly, when he tes
tified to that which had not been revealed to him by fiesh and
blood, but by the Father in heaven ; so now he reproved him
as severely for an utterance inspired by a love too much de
based by fiesh and blood. Human considerations were more
to him than the cause of God; he sought, by jiresenting them,
as far as in lum lay, to prevent Christ from offering the sacri-
' This view of the "bmding and loosing" power is sustained by John
IX. 23. The same thing is expressed in other words in Matt. x. 13 ;
2 Cor. ii. 15, 16. The difference between the figure of "the keys" and
that of " binding and loosing" need cause no difficulty ; they refer to dif
ferent conceptions ; the former, to reception into, and exclusion fi-om, tha
kingdom of Heaven ; the latter, to the means of reception and exclusion^
viz. the pardon of sin and the withholding of pardon.
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tice wliicli his Divine calling dcinaiKh^d ;S and his disj usition
was vehuked with holy indignation.'^
Chiist then turned to his discijiles, and ga\e them a Ii'smih
directly opposed to Peters weak unwillingness to sacritice
evervtlung to the one holy interest. He imjiresscd u]ion them
a truth pre-eminently necessary to the fidhlment of their call
ing, viz. that none hut those who were prepaied for every
species of self-denial' could beconu' his discijiles. and enter into
the kingdom of Cod. whose foundations he was alxmt to lay.
Finally, he announced to them that nuiny among them would
live t(^ see the kingdom of God come firth in glorious victory
over all its foes. It is true, they were not at that tinu> able
fully to compreliend this; only at a later period, by the illu
mination of the Holy Ghost, and by tbe course of events, the
best commentary on jiropbecy, were tbey to be brought com
pletely to understand it.
� 18'2.�Miniltiinis (if Christ to the Apostles in regard to Prudence in their
Ministry.�(1.) The Wisdom (f Serpents and Jfarnde.'isvess of D.res.
(Matt. X. 16.)� (i.) The Parable of the Uiijn.-<t Sieieanl. (Luke xvi.
1-13.)�(3.) " Make *o yourselves Friends of the Mauunon of Unrighteous
ness," &c.
(1-)
To this period, in which Cliiust conversed with his discijiles
in regard to their first missionary tour, aud gave them cautions
for their future and moi-e difficult labours, doubtless belong
many ;idvices of the same tenor, found in different jilaces in
the Gosjiels. We, therefore, join together sev eral sayings of
this kind here ; if not chronologically, at least according to the
substantial connexion.
K The alternations in Peter's feelings, and his conse(|uent desert of praise
or blame from the Master, within so short a time, are .so easily explained
from the st.nnd-point which he then occupied, that I cannot find anything
strange in Chri.st's expressing himself thus oppositely to him, .as Srhlrier-
macher does (Werke, ii. 107). And, therefore, I see no intt^-nal ground
for believing that the passage is not properly connected with the narrative
here.
This helps to fix the riglit point of view for understanding Christ's pre
vious declaration and pnjniise to Peter ; and the two addresses to him,
taken together, attest the fidelity of the narrative as uncorrupted by a later
ecclesiastical interest.
' It was naturally neces.sary for Christ to impress this truth freouently
upon the di.sciples; Matt. xvi. 24 ; Mark viii. 34, 3o ; Luke ix. 23, 24 ;
and, therefore, the occurrence of similar passages, e.g. Matt. x. 38 ; John
xii. 25, 2(>, proves nothing against the originality of the discourses there
recorded ; although it is possible that his s.ayings to tbis effect on one
occasion may have been combined with those uttered on another to ths
same tenor
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As he sent the chsciples forth hke defenceless sheep among
wolves, he bade them, in the struggles through which they
must pass, to combine cluldUke innocence and purity of heart,
symbohzed by the harmless dove, vvdtli prudence and sagacity,
whose symbol was the serpentJ They wer(\ indeed, to labour
as organs of the Divine Spirit, aud to be furnished wdth
Divine powers for their ministry ; but he did not wish them,
on that account, to neglect all proper human means for over
coming the difficulties they shoukl meet with, but rather to
apply that vyisilom which knows how to use circumstances pru
dently. No such rule would have been given had he expected
his kingdom soon to be established by a sudden interference of
Omnijiotence ; it was prescribed in view of a gradual develop
ment by the use of means provided in the general course of
nature.
Yet f ie attempt to exercise prudence for the kingdom of
God m ght (he taught) easily beguile them from purity and
simplicity of heart. The wisdom of the serpent was, therefore,
hmited by the innocence of the dove ; tbeir prudence was to
be defined by purity. They were to use none but pure and
truthful means for the advancement of the holy objects of the
kingdom. On tbe other hand, the combination of wisdom with
innocence showed that the childlike simplicity of discipleship
was perfectly consistent with the culture and use of the under-
stanchng, and with a judicious share in the manifold and diver
sified relations of hfe ; the one thing needful was, that purity
should inspire their wisdom. Here, as always, Christ brings
into their higher unity things which elsewhere oppose and
contradict each other.
(2.)
The parable of the Unjust Steward illustrates this conibina-
tion of simphcity with prudence.^ We find the main point of
comparison not," as some do, in the proper management of
earthly possessions, but in the words emphasized by Christ
himself: "The children of this world are wiser in their genera-
J Paul, who frequently alludes to Christ's sayings, does so several times
to this one, Rom. xvi. 19 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 20. I place the pas.sage m this
connexion as better adapted to it than to the first ApostoUcal missionary
journey.
*� It is to be noted that this parable, according to Luke xvi. 1, wap
addressed to the disdples, even though we apply the word to the larger
circle of disciples, and not specifically to the Apostles. We need not
suppose, from v. 11, that it was directed against the avarice of the
Pharisees.
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tion than the children of light" (v. 8). Tlie cliildreii of tho
world, using more wdsdom than the children of light, often
succeed in carrying out theu- purposes against the latter; as,
on the other hand, the children of hght fail of ends connected
with the Divine kingdom, because they lack wisdom iu the
choice of the means. That wisdom, tbcri't'ore, which charac
terizes the chddreu of the world is to be recoinmended to the
children of hght. This is the main thought; the proper use
of earthly goods, subordinating everything to tbe kingdom of
God, is a minor one. Keeping this in -sdew, the dithculties of
the parable vanish ; the sjiecial feature in it a\ Inch forms a
stumbhng-block to some will be found ])recisely adaj)ted to
this thought, and necessary to its illustration.
The example of the unjust stewai'd is to be imitated, not in
regard to the disposition that impelled him, but to his undi
vided attention to everything which could sevxe as a means to
his ends. As the children of the world aim steadily it their
selfish objects, and, with ever-watchful prudence, seize upon all
the means necessary to secure tbem, so the children of light
are to keep constantly before their eyes the relations of hfe to
the Divine kingdom, and to press (iverytbiiig into their service
in its behalf It is, indeed, a difficult ta.sk t(j combine the
singleness of aim and simplicity of heart which the; Gospel re
quires with that shrewd sagacity wlucli can bend all earthly
tilings to its holy purposes. Yet if the aim to serve God's
kingdom be the ruhng power of one's life, and all tbe manifold
interests of life are made subordinate tberet(j; if the holy deci
sion be once made and never swerved from, it will bring forth,
as one of its necessary fruits, this tnie sagacity aud moral pre
sence of mind. It is precisely this connexion of prudence with
a single, steadfast aim, though a bad one, that is illustrated in
the conduct of the unjust steward. A bail man was nec(;ssarily
chosen for the example; its very object was to show how much
the children of light might do for the kingdom of God, if they
would, in this respect, imitate the children of the world.
The subordinate point of the pai'able is the special applica
tion of this prudence to the use of earthly goods. We mu.st
take care, in interpreting the verses which follow, not to lose
sight of the parable itself. As the unjust steward secures the
favour of the debtors by gratuities, in order to make sure of a
home for himself when bis office is taken away ; so the childrcr.
of Ught, by the right u.se of earthly possessi(jns, are to make
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for themselves friends who a\-i11 receive them into everia.stino
mansions when they are called away from this life.
It is plain that charities to the pious are meant here, as
none can
'� receive into everlasting habitations" unless they
themselves dwell there. But it woidd be inconsistent vnth
Christ's general teaching to suppose that he meant to say that
pious souls in heaven would have the power to receive those
who had done kindness to them on eartb into a share of their
blessedness; or that the merely outward act of alms-giving to
the pious could atone for past sins and secure eternal joy. The
persons addressed are presupposed as already " children of
hght;" and they are reqiured to manifest their inward feelings
in outward acts. The active love of Christians is to show itself
such, in the use of eaithl}' goods, by sharing them with fellow-
Christians. " Fit yourselves, by your labours of love, to be
come fellow-inmates of the heavenly mansions with those
whose wants you have wilhngly alleviated during their earthly
wayfaring." The form of expression is adapted to the parable ;
there the debtors of the rich man were made friends by the
unjust steward to secure a home on earth ; liere the pious poor
are made friends by the Christian to secure an eternal mansion
in heaven.
Christ annexes to this application of the parable certain
directions for the use of property by the children of God. He
designates worldly goods (.lafip-wvaQ tFjc luiKiar, aoitcor ^o^/iwrac;
because they are usually unjustly obtained, and employed in
the service of the devil, who is, and will be, the ruler of this
world (and thus called Kovjuok-pdriop) untU the consummation of
the kingdom of God. And tbis evil mammon is contrasted
with the true riches, which cannot be possessed except by the
children of light.' The wealth of this world belongs to the
children of this world, who devote it to the service of Evil ; it
is arwtlier mans, and not the Christian's own ; while he dwells
in a world of strangers, he knows of higher riches, of which
the worldling is totally ignorant.�
' The antithesis of ucikov and a\r]9n'oi', in v. 11, might Ie<id us to
interpret the first as " what is, in itself, not good but the phrase pap'
uwvdc Trjg dSiKiag, and the implied allusion to the parable, favour the
sense given in the text.
Here is illustrated the difference between the Ebionitish idea of
worldly goods and the true Christian view. According to the first, Satan
is Lord and Master of this world in a physical sense ; and the possession
of property, beyond the bare necessaries, is considered as sinfiil in itself, as
sharing in a domain which ought to be left exclusively to the servants X
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The summaiy, then, of precejits annexed to the parable by
Christ, and illustrating its import, is as follows (v. 10-13): "Be
faithful in managing your earthly jirojierty, that you may be
found worthy to be intrusted wdth the higher riches. ' He that
is faithful iu the least, is faithful also in nuich;' the fidelity
which is proved by the right use of wealth may be trusted
Nvith the riches of the kingdom. The latter w ill be granted
in proportion to the former. 'But he that is mijust in tlie
least, will be imjust also in much.' Who will trust you with
the true riebes, if you raisajiply the unrighteous mammon ?
'And if ye have not Ijceu faithful iu that which is another s,
who shall give you that which is your own '?' Who will give
you that which properly belongs to your higher nature, if you
mismanaged what was not your own, Imt only intrusted to
you ]"
The concluding thought is : " No ser\ ant can serve two
masters at once, the servant, in the strictest sens(>, hemg
wholly dependent upon the master-, and, iu fact, lus instru
ment; so no man can have two masters sj)iritually ; the one
only who rules the whole hfe is tlie master." No man's life
can depend, at the same time, upon both (ioD and ]\lammon.
To find oire's trrre good in Mammon, and to serve (JoD as
Master, these tlungs are incomjiatible. The true child of Cod
apphes his eai-thly wealth to his service, and therein jiroves
himself a faithful servant; regarding it uot as a good in ilseJf,
but only in its bearmg ujion the kingdom of (ioD�the highest
good.
It is clear that this passage (placed out of its connexion in
]Matt. vi. 24) stands properly here, closely joined to the parable;
and, indeed, reqrusite to set the idea of the par-able in its pro
per hght. The prmcijial scope of tbe latter-, as we haA'c seen,
is to show the connexion between tvisi/oni aud a steiu/fasl aim
of life; and the passage iu ipiestion (v. l."5) contains precisely
Satan. According to tlie latter, earthly goods are not the true riclies,
which the Christian alone can possess, and shall jiossess for ever, in greater
and greater fulness ; they belong to Satan in the same sense as the whole
world belongs to him. But as the world, from a kingdom of Satan, is to
become the kingdom of God, so worldly goods are to be empl(j} ed by the
children of light to advance the latter, with a wisdom (illustrated in the
parable) not to be surpassed by the wisdom of the world. It is to be
remarked that Christ, instead of presenting the principle in its abstract
generality, applied it specifically to acts of benevolence ; the disciples at
that period, had no opportunity of employing their property to further tha
other objects of the kingdom of GOD, such as have been abundantly fur-
niahed in the later course of its development. Cf l>e Wette, Matt. xix. 21
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the same thought ; as it teaches that we cannot rightly use
our earthly goods unless we make our choice decidedly between
God and the world, and then, with undivided aim, refer all
things to the one ^Master to whom we have consecrated our
whole hfe.
Thus the parable illustrates the precept, " Be ivise as serpents,
and harmless as doves." It exhibits the unjust steward as a
model of serpent wisdom, which, imitated by Christians, be
comes the Avdsdom of innocence. The concluding words of
Chiist, above explained (v. 13), teach that the true simphcicy,
i. e. singleness of aim, generates that controlling presence of
mind which is the element of wisdom. What, at a later period,
was the cluef source of Paul's Apostolical wisdom but this,
that his heart was not di\dded between God and the world ;
that he had but one aim, and served but one jMaster 1
� 183.�Caution against Imprudent Zeal in Preaching the Gospel.
Akin to the wisdom thus recommended to the Apostles, is
the rule of preaching the truth, given in IMatt. vii. 6, Give not
tluit which is lu)ly unto the dogs, neitlier cast ye your pearls before
swine, lest they trample ilwm under tlieir feet, and turn again and
rend you.
" Valuable as pearls are to men, they would only
enrage hungiy swine, who would trample them, and rush upon
him that had so deceived their hunger." Under this vivid
illustration, Chiist enjoined his disciples to guard against
hastily offering the sacred truths of the kingdom to minds car
nally unfit for them, and destitute of a sense of spuitual need ;
the holy pearls would be valueless in the eyes of such. To
meet them on their own ground, and yet offer them nothing
to satisfy their carnal desires, would only rouse their evil pas
sions, and expose valuable hves, which ought to be preserved
for the kingdom of God, without doing any good. The witness
for the truth must needs be zealous and courageous, but he
need not be imprudent or indiscreet.
The Apostles, then, were cautioned against the error into
which some later missionaries have fallen, of offering the Gos
pel, under the impulse of inconsiderate zeal, without regard to
the pi'oprieties of time and place. StiU, it by no means fol
lowed that they were not to preach under circumstances in
which the Word might prove a stone of offence to some, whilo
it pricked others to the heart ; the Word was destined, of ne
cessity, to sifi the various classes of men that should hear it.
Nor was the caution neglected by Christ himself, when he re-
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fu.s(-(l to allow the rage of carnal and naiTow-mindcd hearei-a
tl) hmder him from uttering his truths boldly, and wdthout
regard to consequences, re\"ealing a spiritual jiower that delied
all opposition ; or when he j)tinished their obdiu-acy by ceasing
to condescend to their weakiuss aud prejudice, aud by otii'ring
the truth in its sharp and miked outlines, r'Nen although it
excited the wrath of smne, while it led others to reflection.
The ajiopbtbegm tbat we have just considiuvd was in itself
a judgment aud a pi-edietion. The more immediate applica
tion of such sayings depended ujxui the circumstances under
which they were trttered; to interpret tbem, it is not sutiieient
to baA e their hiler only, but also the life-gi\ ing Spirit which
originally inspired them.
An ancient and widespread tradition ascribes to Christ the
foUowdng saying: " �yiyefrth Tfxnrt^'irdi 061:11.101 : become ajijiroved
im)/te>/-ch(i,ii(/ers." This expressi(.in bears tbe stamp of Christ's
Hgurative manner of speech; and the e.xtci-nal and internal
c\ideuce is in favour of its genuineness." If tbis expression
be deemed akin to tlu^ parable of the Titk'ufs, its sense could
be gi\'en thus : " 7ie like ociite money-changers ; adding daily to
the ca/jitid infrnsted to you." But the principal figure in the
parable of tbe talents is not the money-changer, but tbe person
wbo puts money at interest with him; and, besides, the money
changers did not gain money with borrowed cajiital, but with
tbeir own. We nmst, therefore, look for an inter]actat ion
more in accordance with the business of the broker. Eccle
siastical autifiuity, which perhaps first received these words of
Christ in connexion with others that exjilained tbem, affords
us sucb an interpretation. It was part of the business of the
money-changei' to distinguish genuine from counterfeit coin.
So Christ nnght have given this nrle, capable of numifold ap-
phcation in the laborrrs of the A])ostles; to imply a carebil
circumspection in order to distinguish tbe true from tbe ajipa-
rent, the genuine from the counterfeit, the ])rrie from the
alloyed; not to condemn hastily, but, on the otlier hand, not
to trust lightly.
" See Fahrleii, Cod. Apocri/ph. N. T. i. 330 ; iii. 52 1. We find tliia
sajang in apocrypiial writings, b ith licrctical and Catliolic ; and manj
imitations of it seem to liave been made by tbe ecclesiastical teachers o,
the first century, which could not have happened at that time, bad it not
been uttered by Christ or one of the Apostles. Paul (whose writings con
tained many allusions to Christ's words, and sentiments taking their hue
from them) perhaps had this saying in mind in 1 Thess. v. 21, as harf been
supposed by Hansel, with whose view of the apophthegm I agree.�{Stud,
u. Krit. 183G. I.)
THE SYR(J-PHa:XICJAN WOMAX
I 184.�The Syi-o-Phoenician Woman. (Miit.t. xv. 21 ; Mark vii. 24 )�
(1.) Her Prayer.� (2.) Ha- Repulse.�{Z.) Her Faith.�{i.) The Rmilt
Chnst, having passed beyond the northern border of Gahlee.
reached a place Avhere he wished to remain nnknowm. But
the fame of his miracles had preceded his arrival. A heathen
woman of the neighbourhood (a Cauaanite or Phoeniciau),
whose daughter was a demoniac, hastened to seek help from
the Saviour. As he went out with tbe diseiples, she ran and
cried to him, "Have mercij on me, 0 Lord! tliou Son ofDavid;
my daugliier is grievously vexed witli a deviV
"But Iw, answered and said, I am not sent hut unto tlie lost
slieep of tlie house of Israel It is not meet to take tlie chil
dren's hread and to cast it to dogs!" Taking this reply alone,
apart from the circumstances under which Christ uttered it,
it appears mysterious indeed, that he should so emphatically
restrict his mission to the Jews, that he should speak of the
heathen in such a tone of contempt, and repel the prayer of
the woman with so much severity. But although we may not
be able, from the close and abridged narrative, to obtain a clear
view of the matter, we can yet remove its difficulties to a great
extent by considering it in its proper historical connexion. �
We have before said, that the restriction of Christ's mission
to the lost sheep of the house of Israel was not inconsistent
with his purpose of establishing a universal kingdom. Tbis
restriction referred to his personal agency, which in fact be
longed to the Jewish people; not, however (jcS he himself said),
but that he had " other sheep not belonging to this fold," which
were at some time to be brought into the same fold, and under
the same shepherd, "with the lost sheep of the house of Israel.
But in other cases, also (as we have seen), lie afforded his per
sonal assistance to individual heathens. We must, therefore,
seek the reasons of Christ's conduct in the peculiar circum
stances of the case, and of the time at which it occurred.
In the first place, it is clear that he wished, at that juncture,
t<� remain hidden, and therefore to avoid public labours (Mark
vii. 24). In the previous cases in which he had assisted indi-
" The attempt to remove these difRculties by the theory that Christ
altered his plan at different periods cannot be made to harmonize with
the attendant circumstances of this case, as related by Mark as well as
Matthew ; for these circumstances (the journey into North Galilee, &c.)
prove that this case must be placed chronologically after other cases in
which Christ had assisted individual heathens.
Z
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vidual pagans, no further ccuisequences were likely to follow,
but his agency in this case was likely to draw multitudes
around him, and to extend his mimst ry among the heathen, in
opposition to his general plan. His action, therefore, wa.s
directed only to the Apostles and to the woman ; tbi' latter he
wished to relieve after she had proved her faith and poured
out her whole heart before him ; to the former tbe case afforded
an example of ])agau faith tbat might shame the Jews, and
teach the Apostles that the heathen would yet Ixdieve in him,
and share, through their faith, iu the blessings of his kingdom.
It may be a question whether this was Christ's intention from
the beginning, or whether the woman's fervent jrrayer and
believing importunity overcame his first purpose to send her
away. There is nothing in the latter supposition inconsistent
witli the character of Jesus, since, in his purely human being,
he was differently determined by different circumstances.
And again, hard as the words �' one ought not to cast the
childrens bread to the dogs" may sound to us, we must remem
ber that it was a figurative expi'ession, meaning nothing more
than that the mercies destined for the Theocratic people could
not as yet be extended to a people at that time far from the
kingdom of God, and by no means excluding the ex])ectation
that this relation should be so changed as that all should be
come "children."
(3.)
The woman doubtless felt that these words, severe as they
w:;re, came from a heart overflowing with love, and she con
tinued her prayer with trustful importunity, herself entering
into the words of Christ, aud acknowledging their truth. " Yes,
Lord; yet the dogs eat of the crumbs which fall from their mas
ters table."
Now, if this total abasement before a man of another nation
be regarded merely as an outward and human submission for
the sake of a bodily blessing, it must appear abject indeed;
nor could Christ have praised it, and granted the favour so
earnestly yet basely sought. But it was not of such a charac
ter; the pagan woman felt herself unworthy of the kingdom
of God, and therefore was not degraded by her sense of infe
riority to the Theocratic nation ; she humbled herself, not
before a man, but before one in whom (whatever conception
she had of his person) God revealed himself to her Iteart; it wa*
to a Divine power, not a human, that she gave so lowly a sub
mission. It is precisely this sense of imworthiness and uncon-
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ditional submission to God, v lieu revealed in bis omnipotence
aud mercy; it is precisely Faith, in this pecuharly Christian
(seuse, wluch is made, throughout the New Testament, the
condition of all manifestations of the grace of God. The act
of Christ in the case illustrated lus own sajdng, " He that hum
hleth himself slmll be exalted;" he answered the woman, com
mending her as he would not commend the Jews, " 0 woman,
great is thy faith; be it unto thee even as thou wilt." He set up
the beheving woman as a pattern of that faith which was to
become, among the pagans, the foundation of the kingdom of
God.
Thus, again and again, under the most varied circumstances,
did Christ set forth the value ia which he held a spirit of
hiunble, self-denying devotion to God and submission to his
revelation in Christ ; this spudt, so irreconcilably opposed to
the pride of natural Reason, wliich, in the ancient world, was
held to be man's liighest dignity, was made by Christ the
essential condition of participation in his kingdom. Idle,
indeed, and vain, therefore, must be all attempts to make
Christianity, in this sense, a rehgion of reason, or to make
Christian ethics a morality of reason.
The transaction affords another lesson also. The Christian
may comfort himself under the hardest trials and severest
struggles�nay, even when his most ardent prayers appear to
be unheard and unanswered�with the consoling behef that
behind the veil of harshness the Father's love conceals itself:
[Behind the frowning Providence
He hides a smiling face.]
� 185.�The Transfiguration of Chi-ist. (Luke ix. 29-36.)
Six daysP after the conversation in which Christ first un
folded to the Apostles the sufferings and the fate that awaited
him, lie tooh Peter, James, and Jolm up into a mountain apart,
and was transfigured before tliem.
The Transfiguration may be considered either (1) as an ob
jective fact, a real communication with the world of spirits ;
or (2) as a subjective psychological phenomenon. The accoimt
of Luke bears indubitable marks of origiuahty and historical
truth; the attempts that have been made to resolve it into a
P Luke says eight days, Matthew six, involving no discrepancy, now-
ever, for it is easy to show that they employed different modes of compu
tation. Statements of time thus agreeing in fact, but differing in fonn, are
among the surest signs of veracity in historical narratives.
Y 1
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mythical narrative are absurd. But it certainly aiipeara to
favour the second view above stated rather than the first.
If we adopt the first view, and a.ssunie that the nai-rative ia
intended to relate an objective fact, it aftbrds us a partial ex
hibition of the intercourse of Christ hi insrt/with the world of
sjiirits. It could not have been intended merely for the
A]iostles to witness; for, during its progress, they were "heanj
vjith sUep" and, therefore, unfit to apprehend it, or to transmit
an account of it as matter of fact. We caimot, however, deny
the possibility of such an occurrence, and of some unknown
object for it, in the connexion of a histoiy which is entirely
out of the ordinary course of events. Once admitting the
event as such, all that we should liaA e to do would be, to con
fess our ignorance, instead of losing ourselves in ai-bitrarj'
by])otlieses and speculative dreams.
But, on the other hand, by following the indications given
in Luke, we may arrive at the following \-iew of the narrative:
Jesus retired in the evening with three of his dearest disciples,
apart, into a mountain,^! to pray in their presence. We may
readily imagine that his prayer referred to the subjects on
which he had spoken so largely Avitli the disciides on tbe pre
ceding days, viz. the coming development of his kingdom, and
the confiicts he was to enter into at Jerusalem in its behalf
They were deeply impressed by his prayer; his countenance
beamed with radiance, and he appeared to them glorified and
transfigured with celestial light. At last, worn out with
fatigue, they fell asleep; and the impressions of the Saviour's
])rayer, and of their conversation with him, were reflected in a
vision'' thus : Beside Him, avIio was the end of the Law and the
Prophets, appeared Moses and Elias in celestial splendour; for
the glory that streamed forth from Him was reflected back
upon the Law, and the Prophets foretold the fate that awaited
him at Jerusalem. In the mean time they awoke, and, in a
half-waking conchtion,^ saw and heard what followed. Viewed
in this hght, the most striking feature of the event is the deep
impression which Christ's words had made upon them, and the
conflict between the new \dews thus received and their old
ideas, shoAving itself thus while they were in a state of un
consciousness.
1 We do not know whether this was Mount Herraon, or the mountain
froir. which Cesarea Philippi took the name Pawas. The old trailitioii,
whicli makes Mount Tabor the site of the transfiguration, cannot be relied
on. ' C� Matt. xvii. 9. � Cf Luke ix. 33, last clau,.i.
ELIAS A FOKKUUNXER OF MESSIAH.
Btill the difficulty remains, that the phenomena, if simply
psychological, should have appeared to all the three Apostles
[irecisely in the same form. It is, perhaps, not improbable,
that. the account came from the hps of Peter, who is the pro
minent figure in the narrative.*^
The disciples did not, at first, dwell upon this phenomenon.
The turn of Christ's conversations with them, and the pressure
of events, withdrew their attention from it imtil after the re
surrection, when, as the several traits of their later intercourse
wdth Christ were brought to mind, this transfiguration was
vi\ddly recalled, and assigned to its proper connexion in the
epoch which preceded and prepared the way for the sufferings
of the Saviour."
� 186.�Edias a Forerunner of Messiah. (Matt. xvii. 10-13.)
The relations of Elias to Christ at that time greatly occu
pied the minds of the chsciples, as is obvious from the portions
of one of their conversations with him that are preserved
to us.^
As we have seen platt. xvi. 21], he was at this period un
folding to his disciples his approaching appearance at Jerusa
lem as jMessiah, and his impending fate. They presented to
him in connexion with this, as a difficulty in their minds, the
prediction taught by the scribes, and the very one which they
arraved against the ^Messiahship of Jesus�that Elias mustfirst
' We have several times remarked that too much importance is not to
be attached to the omission of any event by John that is recorded by the
other Evangelists. Still his silence in regard to the transfiguration is re
markable, seeing that he himselfwas an eye-witness, and that the event itself,
if an objective reality, was calculated to display the grandeur of Christ in
a very high degree. Two reasons may be supposed for this : (1.) That he
did not deem himself prepared, from the circumstances of the event, to
give a distinct representation of it ; or, (2.) That he did not view it as an
objective reality, and, therefore, did not attach so much importance to it.
Dr. Sehnerbnihurger (Beitriigen zur Einleitung in das Neue Testament)
thinks that John omitted the transfiguration because of the Gnostics and
Docetics, who might have used it to support their views of the person of
Christ ; but to us it appears that this would have been, on the contrary, a
reason why he should mention it, to guard, by a full and clear statement,
against misinterpretation on that side.
" Luke ix. 36, is most simple : tliei/ Jcept it close, and told no man in
tiiose days any of those things wliich they had seen. Tbe statement in Mat
thew and Mark, that Christ forbade it, gives a reason for this silence, in
accordance more with the view that the event was purely objective.
' We think we are justified in considering Matt. xvii. 10-13, as one of
these ; the ovv with which the question commences shows that it has a
connexion elsewhere.
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appear, to introduce the jNIessiah among the Theocratic people.
He answered, that the scribes were right in saying tliat EUaa
must first come, and make smooth the way for the coming of
jMessiah ; but that they were -wvong in the carnal and hteral
seuse which they put upon the sa}dng, as if Elias were to ap
pear in person. Ehas, he told them, was spiritually represented
by John the Baptist ; he "is come already, and they hmai him not,
but have done unto him whatsoever they listed^'' Lihmise, also,
shall the Son ofMan suffer of them." The same selfish spirit,
the same adherence to the letter, which hindered them from
seeing Ehas in John, and induced them to get rid of so trouble
some a witness, would prevent them from recognizing Messiah
iu the Son of Man, and lead them to treat liim as they had
done the Baptist.
� IS 7.�Christ cures a Demoniacal Youth after the Diseiples had attempted
it in ruin. (Mark ix. 14 ; Matt. xvii. 14 ; Luke ix. 37.)�He reproves
the Unbelieving Multitude.
On descending from the mountain with Peter, James, and
John, Christ found the rest of the discii)les surrounded by a
multitude of persons, some well, and others ill disposed. A
man in great distress on account of a deeply-afflicted son'^ had
gone thither, attracted by the fame of Christ's agency in heal
ing similar cases. The youth appears to have been subject to
epileptic fits, with a state of imbecility or melancholy, in which
last condition he was incapable of utterance. He frequently
attempted to kill himself during these attacks, by throwing
himself into the fire or into the water. The unhappy father
had first met the disciples who remained at the foot of the
mountain, and these last attempted to make use, in this case,
of the powers of healing conveyed to them by Christ. But the
result satisfied them that they were yet far from being able to
ttct as organs for his Divine powers. They could not cure the
demoniac ; and some unfriendly scribes who were present took
advantage of the failure, and of the excitement which it caused
among the people, to question the disciples ; probably disputing
the miracles and the calhng of their Master.-^
' These words prove that Christ attributed John's fate to the machina
tions of the Pharisees.
^ Nothing could be a stronger proof of historical veracity than the three
Heparate but agreeing accounts of this event, all from different sources.
ISIark's narrative is obviously due to an eye-witness ; it is marked by
simplicity and naturalness, without a trace of the exaggeration which
Strauss would see in it.
y The presence of the scribes would fix the site rather at some mountain
of (jalilee than at Mount Hermon or I'aneas.
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111 the mean time Christ suddenly appeared amid the ijhroug,
to their great surprise.^ Part of the multitude were fuU of
hope that He would do what liis disciples had failed to accom
phsh ; others, doubtless, as anxiously hoped that his efforts
would be as impotent as theirs. In this, as in other cases, the
Saviour combined earnest reproof with condescending love.
He reproved them because his long labours had not yet satis
fied them; because they still felt no higher than corporeal
wants ; because their unbehef still demanded sensible miracles.
"0 faithless generation ! liow long sludl I he vnth you and suffer
you." ^
The demoniac was brought in; and, as usual in such cases,
the Divine manifestation appears to have produced a crisis,
attraction and repulsion. His convulsions came on with new
power. To prepare the mind of the father, Christ hstened
patiently to his history of the disease, which he closed, as if
oppressed by the sight of his suffering son, with the prayer,
"But if tlwu canst do anything, have compassion on us and help
us." Fervent as the ])rayer was, the words,
" If thou canst do
anything" implying a distant doubt, led Christ to reprove him
gently, and encourage liim to believe, not by saying, "Doubt
TWt, I can do all things" but by pointing out to him the defect
within himself: " Can / do anything 1 Know that, if thou canst
helieve, all things are 2)ossible to him that helieveth" (thou thyself
canst do all things, if thou only behevest; faith can do all)."^
The gentle reproof had its full efiect ; the father, full of feehng,
cried out in tears, " Yes, Lord, I believe (yet I feel as yet that I
do not believe sufficiently) ; help thou my unbelief" Christ then
spoke iu tones of confident command ; and the demoniac suf
fered a new and intense paroxysm, which exhausted all his
^ 'EleOaptiiQrj, Mark ix. 15, appears entirely natural ; anything but
exaggerated, as Strauss will have it.
' It by no means follows that Christ's exclamation refers to the disciples :
much more probably to all that luid preceded ; the spirit in which his aid
had been sought, and his miraculous power doubted. The word yivtd ia
too general for the Apostles ; nor would the Lord, who generally borewith
their weaknesses so benignantly, have so severely reproved them in this
case. Nor would they, in that case, have put the question in ver. 28.
^ I give a free translation of that very difficult passage, Mark ix. 23,
such as the connexion appears to me to demand. Et cvvarrat, in ver. 23,
I think, refers to the words spoken by the man, v. 22 : t6==" that,"
which had been said : irio-iixTai is wanting in Cod. Vatican, according to
Bentley's collation, and in Cod. Ephraem. Rescript, (see Tiscliendorfs
reprint) ; and I think it is a gloss. Knatchbidl considers it as middle, but
without ground.
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strength. He lay hke a cm-jjsc;; "but Jesus tooh him hy tho
hand and lifted him up, and lie arose."
� 188.�Christ tells the Disciples tlie Cause of tlieir Failure.�The Powei' of
Faith.�Prayer and Fasting. (Matt. xvii. 20, 21.)
After thLs experience, so important in view of the coming
independent labours of the disciples, they asked of Chrbst,
'� Why could not we cast him out ?" aud thus gave him occasion
to point out to them a twofold ground iu their own selves, viz.
(1) a want of perfectly confiding faith, and (2) a want of that
complete devotion to God and renunciation of the world which
is implied in prayer and fasting. The former presupposes the
latter, and the latter reacts upon the former. "Because of your
unbelief;'^ for verily I say unto you, If ye have faith as a grain
ofmustard seed,^ ye shall say unto this mountain, Remove lience
to yonder pba-c, cmd it shall remove,^ and nothing shall he impos
sible unto yonf Aud then he adds (probably after some inter
mediate sentences not reported in this brief but substantial
account) : " Such a power of the Evil Spirit as is in this form
of demoniacal disease can only be overcome by prayer and
fasting." That is, by that ardent prayer? which is offered in
humiliation before Gou, and abstraction from the world, in
still coUectedness of soul, undisturbed by corporeal feelings.
Doubtless, by this whole statement, Christ intended to satisfy
the disciples that they were not spiritually prepared fuUy to
discharge the duties of their ministry.''
I. e. want of lively confidence in the promises they had received of
Divine Power, through Christ, to work miracles, and in their Divine
calling and communion with GoD through Christ ; in general, a want of
relij,nous conviction and confidence, as practically displayed in subduing
all doubts and difRculties ; e. g. such as Paul's.
The same figure as in the parables of the kingdom of GOD, probably
intended to illustrate the growth of faith, once rooted in the heart, by the
hovvur of God that dwells in it, like the growth of the mighty tree fi-om
the diminutive seed-corn.
' In Oriental manner, Christ takes a concrete figure from the visible
creation before him, to set forth the general thought : "You will be able
to remove all difficulties ; apparent impo.ssibilities will become possible."
f The right limitation of this (not to extend it to an indefinite generality)
lies in its reference, in the context, to men vm-king as organs of tlie Sjdrit oj
God; it excludes, therefore, all self-will, refusing to submit to the Divine
order, which is, indeed, antagonistic to faith itself
8 The Jews and early Christians, in times of special pr<ayer, retired from
social intercourse and bodily enjoyments, restraining tlie bodily appetites :
and the mention of prayer and fasting together implies this state of entire
coUectedness and devotion.
There are some discrepancies in the Evangelists as to the collocatiofl
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� 189.�Ri turn to Capernaum.�Dispute among the Disciples for Precedence.
�The Child a Pattern.�Acting in the Name of Christ. (Luke ix. 46 �
Mark ix. 33 ; Matt, xviii.)
Wo have seen that on a certain occasion' Christ replied to
those who asked - Avliy his disciples did not fast," &c., that " the
time had not yet come." But a new epoch was now approach
ing ; and he himself gave his disciples another rule, aud taught
them what they lacked to fit them, by further abstraction from
the world and earnest coUectedness of heart, for their high
calling.
Although Christ had directly discountenanced, in his conver
sations after the return of the Apostles from their trial mission,
the seiisuous expectations which they entertained from his
Messiabsbiji, .still the idea.s, on which their hopes were founded
were too deeply rooted in tbeir hearts and minds to be readily-
eradicated. With these was connected, partly as cause and
partly as etfect, the sef-seeking which tinged their relations to
tlie kingdom of God. This same feeling Avas manifest in their
conversation on the way back to Capernaum from their north-
of the passages here referred to. The two verses in IMatt. (xvii. 20, 21,
harmonize well with each other and with the connexion. IBut in Mark
xi. 23, the saying of Christ in regard to the power ejf faith is given in a
connexion not homoi,'-eneous to it, especially the withering of the fig-tree,
which was not adapted to illustrate the positive efficiency of faith. In
Luke xvii. 6, a different figure is used, viz. the uprooting of a sycamore ;
and this passage was probaljly uttered in a different locality ; as it is most
likely that the Savdour, in view of his approaching separation fi-om the
disciples, took many occasions, and employed various figures, to encourage
and strengthen their believing confidence.
A more striking difference is, tbat in M.irk's account of Christ's reply to
the question of the disciples (ix. 28, 29), the first sentence (the power of
faith) is left out, and the second only (prayer and fasting) given. As this
last is given by both JNlatthew and IVlark, it is more certain that it was
spoken in that connexion. But then, again, Mark ix. 23, contains a
statement of the power of faith, addressed, not to the disciples, but to the
father of the demoniac ; in so natural a connexion, too, that it would be
impossible to deny the aptness of the collocation ; but in Matthew this is
entirely wanting. This last omission, and the mistaken interpretation put
upon yevtd d-rric^TOQ (IMatt. x-vii. 17), may have given occasion for referring
Old ti'iv d-n-iariav (v. 20) to that phrase in v. 17, and for here transferring
the passage on the power of faith to this place from some other. Yet it is
also possible that Christ uttered both expressions (viz. Mark ix. 23, and
Matt. xvii. 20), and that their similarity of thought induced each writer to
retain but one. In confirmation of this, Luke does not mention (x-vii. 5, 6)
the historical connexion in which the thought was uttered ; the disciples
would not have asked, "Lord, increase our faith," but for an experience of
their want of it ; and precisely such an experience is given in the accoutits
ofMatthew and Mark. ' Cf j). 218.
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ern tour; they disputed among tliemsehes on the journey
about their relative activity in the ser\ ice of their i\laster, aud
who among them should hold the first jilace in the kingdom of
GoD.j
After theu* arrival at Capernaum, Christ asked them the
subject on which they had disputed by the way, mtending that
the very shame of answering his question might make them
conscious how unworthy of disciples such a dispute had been.
This end being answered, he did not directly rej)rove them
further; but in a few words, made impressive by a vivid illus
tration, he set before them the worthlessness of their conten
tion, and its utter antagonism to the spirit which must rule in
the Idngdom of GoD. Taking a little child, be placed him in
their nddst, and said, '' Let this child, in its unassuming inge
nuousness, be your model ; he among you that is most child-hke
and rmassunnng, that thinks least of himself and his own
worth, he shall be greatest (shall be of most importance to the
kingdom of Gon)."'^ Then, embracing the child, he added,
"Whosoever shall receive one such little child in my name,
receiveth me; and whosoever receiveth me, receiveth him that
sent me."'
The truth herein expressed, though different from the other,
j This is not to be confounded with a later dispute of the same character ;
in the instance before us, the question referred to tbe prttient, not to tlie
future, who is the greatest in his personal qualities and performances i
Christ's reply was directed to this question ; not, as in tbe subsequent case
(Luke xxii. 24, &c.), to one concerning precedence in the Messianic king
dom. Matthew's account, therefore (xviii. i.), seems to be less original
than those of Luke ix. 46, Mark ix. 33. The former is less homogeneous ;
and, besides, in it the disciples propose the question ; in the others Christ
anticipates them, which seems the more likely, as they might readily feel
that their dispute was foreign to Christ's spirit, and, therefore, be ashamed
to put the question. It is also easier to explain the origin of Mattliew's
statement from this, as the original form, than that of the latter from the
former. It mu.st always be a debatable questicjii, so far as Luke ix. 46, is
concerned, whether the disciples only thought this, or expressed their
thoughts to each other.
Luke's report of the sayings of Christ upon this occasion, although
more simple and homogeneous than tho.se of Matthew and Mark, does not
seem to retain the oi-der of the two expressions so well. This is evident,
both from the yap in the last clause of v. 48, and from John's question in
V. 49, which was evidently occasioned by the words immediately before
spoken by Christ, but not by those in the last clause referred to.
' In Matt. X. 42, we find another saying to the s.ime efi'e(;t as that
which has been placed here in its connexion. " Even a drink of water
given to the most insignificant person as a disciple of C/n-i.st, and in hit
name, will not lose its reward." It is the dis[)osition to act in Christ's
name which gives value to the most unini]iortant .act. The form in which
the disposition shall reveal itself is cijuditioned by circumstance^ which aro
Christ's two sayings.
is yet akin to it ; and both rebuke the strife for precedence,the disposition to dwell upon one's own merits, and set a false
value upon actions as great or small. It is not merely wJiat a
man does that makes his action worthy, but the spirit in which
he does it. The deed m itself may be great or small ; its worth
depends upon its being done in the name of Christ, and for his
sake. And this sp.irit is pleasing to GrOD, for our actions can
only be referred to Hui by means of our relation to Christ.
The principle thus annoimced by Christ struck at the root
of the contention among the disciples. Their false emulation
could have no place, if their actions, whether great or small.
were ahke in value, if alike done in the name of Christ ; and
to magnify themselves, or their claims, would have been absurd
in view of such a rule of action.
� 190.�Christ's Two Sayings : " Ife thai is not against rjou is for you ;" and,
" He that is nat for me is argainst me." (Mark ix. 40.)
It is hardly probable that the disciples at once understood
the profound meaning of Christ's words on the occasion re
ferred to ui the preceding section; and thus it was that John
(Mark ix. 38) brought forward an instance which appeared to
lum inconsistent with the rule just laid down."'
It appears that the miracles of Christ, and those wrought by
the A[)Ostles by calling upon his name, had induced others, not
belonging to the immediate circle of the disciples, to call upon
the name of Jesus for the heahng of demoniacs." The disciples,
displeased that one out of their circle, and unauthorized by
Christ, should try in this way to make himself equal with
them, had forbidden liim to do so. Even here, selfish motives
appear to have intruded; only those who belonged to them
were to be allowed to make use of Christ's name. In view of
what Chiist now said, however, of the value of even the
smallest actions, if done in His name, John seems to have
thought within himself : " If everytliing that is done in His
name be so worthy, have we not done wrong in forbidding him
who was thus working in his name?"
not under tlie control of man ; but the disposition itself, which is stamped
as Christian from its reference to the name of Christ, is independently
rooted in the heart.
Strauss objects to Schleiermacher-'s view (which accords in substance
with mine), that "it presupposes a readiness of thought in the discijdes of
which they were by no means possessed." It is just the reverse ; it seems to
bave been precisely the want of clear apprehension at the time which led
John, without further thought upon the sense and bearing of Christ'4
remarks, to seize upon the words, " In my name."
" As (though with another motive) in Acts xix. 13*
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It is tme, Christ's words referred to tlie disi>ositioii of tlio
heart, and a mere external calling upon his name would not
necessarily involve all that he meant. And had the diseiples
fully understood his meaning, they would prohahly not have
alluded to such an instance. But the instance itself may have
been alhed to that which has the aim of ( "hi ist's words ; a man
who thought so highly of Christ's name as to lielie\ e that by
using it he could do such great works, e\"en tlu)ugh he enjoyed
no intimate relations with tbe Saviour, might lia\'e been <in the
way to higher attaiumeut.s, and, by obtainimj bightu' kiiowleilge
and a purer fiiitb, might have reached the stand-point desig
nated by Christ; and so lus outward calling upon the name
might have led the way to a true acting in that name. He,
therefore, rei)ro\ ed them; thej^ should let this staiid-])oint ])as3
as a preparatory one : ''Forbid hiia not ^/'or there is no man
which can do a miracle in niy name luhich can li(//d/i/ sjieidc eril
of 'mi'\: for he Unit is not aijoinst yon is for you." Tho expla
nation (iu brackets) is given by ]\birk, but not by Luke; it
aids the inter] iretation of the latter clause, but does not ex-
liaust its meaning.
These words of Chi ist allow us to suppose tbat the man in
question, perhaps, only used His name by way of conjuration,
and was far from him in heart ; but they imply, also, that the
very fact of bis giving credit to the Name for so great power
might lead him to inquire wbo aud what Christ was, and to
attach himself to him. His proc(.'(luie, also, might call the
attention of others to Christ's power, and bring tbem nearer
to his communion. Jesus here taught the di.sciples (and the
lesson was a most weighty one for their coming lab(airs) that
they were not to require a jtei feet faith and an immediate at
tachment to their communion from men at once; that they were
to recognize preparatory and intermediate st-agfss ; to drive
back no one whose face was turned in the right direction; to
hinder none who might wish to confess or glorify (Jhrist amoug
men in any way; in a word, to oppose no one wIkj, instead of
offering himself, in this sense, to them, sought the same end,
and thus advanced the object of their ministry, e\'en though
out of their own communion, and not seeking to glorify (Jhrist
precisely in the same sense and by the same uieihods :is them
selves.
Comparing this saying of Christ with the otber and oppositfl
one, to which we have before referred," viz. "JJe (hat is not f>t
o Cf. p. 2G1.
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me is against, me," we must, in order to harmonize them, seek
the precise objects which He had in -s iew in the two cases. In
the latter, an action was treated of wliich seemed to ayic-e per
fectly with Christ in its residts�the expulsion of e^dl spirits�
but yet not cbme in the Si)irit of Christ at all, but just the
opposite ; appai ently done Jbr the kingdom of God, but, in fact
against it ; outwardly like Christ's acts, but inwardly and
essentially^ antagonistic to them. In the former there was an
act, again, agreeing in result, and also in the mode, viz. by
calling upon tJie name of Christ; not, it is tnie. entirely in tbe
right way, but in a way preparatory to the right one, and
which might lead to it, if not disturbed by an impatient zeal.
In the former, the outward coincidences coucealecl an inward
and essential opj>'>sition., but in the latter an inward affinity,
which might possibly be ripened into fuU communion.
The common feature, therefore, of these two sayings is this :
Everything depends upon the relation in which the outward
act and its results stand to the spuit and the heart from which
they proceed.
� 191.� rAe Stater in tlie Fish. (JMatt, xvii. 27.)
Christ's previous visit to Capernaum probably took place at
the time set apart for collecting the Temple tribute of half an
ounce of sdver, i. e. the month Adar, corresponding nearly to
our March. It is hkely that the great commotion which we
have before described as occuriing just before his departure
had prevented him at that time from paying it. On his re
turn, the collectors came to Peter, who was regarded as the
spokesman of the little society, and asked A\ hy his ]Master did
not pay the tribute. Christ and his disciples were known to
perform all duties arising from the natural relations of life
faithfully; but this tribute belonged to tbe religious constitu
tion, and imphed a relation of dependence upon the Theocracy ;
and, as it became constantly more evident that he claimed to
be the Messiah, they perhaps doubted whether he would re
cognize its obhgation. Peter, as we have seen, was at that
time full of the idea of Messiah, wliich he saw realized in Jesus ;
and he might, therefore, naturally conclude tbat the latter, as
Head of the Theocracy, was not subject to the tribute. But,
on the other hand, he had just heard from the lips of J esus
that his kingdom was not to be an outward one, and that he
should mffer before his dominion could be seen ; and, in thia
view, he might be subject to the tax. With his usual prompt
ness, he answered the <]uestion in the affirmative, without
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knowing where the tribute was to come from ; for, jx^rhaps
because as they had just returned from a long jom-ney, tliey
were out of money, i'
Christ decided to pay tbe tax. and showed Peter that the
act formed part of tbe .self-abasement to which, conscious of his
own dignity, he submitted himself during Ids earthly lil'e. He
ihustrated this by a comparison drawn from human relations.
As kings do not tax their own children, so the ^Messiah, the
Sou of God, and Theocratic King, for whose aiipearance the
whole Temple discipline was but jireparatoi}', was not boimd
to pay this purely ecclesiastical tax ; his relations to tbe Theo
cracy were against it. Had the .lews known him for what he
was, viz. the Messiah, they would not have asked him to pay
it.i But since they did not, he wished to afford them no oc
casion, even from their own stand-point, to accuse him as a
violator of the law. He places himself on a footing with them,
as to the duties devohdug upon subordinate members of the
Theocracy. Nor did he work a miracle to in-ociire the tribute-
money, but directed Peter to make use of the means which his
trade supplied. In a place where hsliing was tbe common
trade of the people, it was not likely that the first fish caught
would be worth the whole sum needed; but an unusual bless
ing of Providence, as Christ well knew, atteiuled the effort.
Tbe very first fish caught was to sujijily the means ; a stater,
which it had swallowed, was found within it.
By his procedure in this case, Christ taught the Apostles
that they were not to claim all their rights, but to submit in
all cases where regard to the needs of others required it; and,
further, that they might look with confidence for the blessing
of God upon the means employed by them to comply with
such demands. It is worthy of note that tbis lesson was given
to Peter, iu whose name a course of conduct precisely opposed
to that which it conveyed was often practbsed in after ages.
P Tills account suits well to the historical connexion in which it oocurs,
Matt. xvii. 24 ; but then we cannot take the month .i4 dar strictly. If this
last cannot be allowed, we must place the occurrence immediately after the
feeding of the 5.000 ; as the miiltitude then wished to jiroclaim Jesus as
jNlessiah, the collectors might well doubt of his paying the tax. We cannot
think, with Wieseler, that the tax was due to the Empire, for the whole
import of the narrative turns upon its being a Temple tax, and not a
political one.
1 De Wette's remarks on the duty of obedience to magistrates, referring
to Rom. xiii. 6, are not applicable here ; the relation involved in this case
was the Theocratic-political relation, which was to be abolished by Christ,
with tlie whole form of that Tlie�cracy.
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CHAPTER XI.
Christ's journey to Jerusalem to attend the feast of
tabernacles.
� 192.�His Precautiom against the Persecutions of the Sanhednm.
(John vii.)
For nearly eighteen months Christ had been employed in
Bcattering the seed of the kingdom of God in Galilee, and in
training the Apostles for their calling. During all tlus time
he had kept away from the metropolis, to which he had before
been used to go at the time of the three chief feasts.
The Feast of Tabernacles occurred during tbe month of Oc
tober; and he determined to attend it. in order to confirm the
faith of such as had received Divine impressions from his for
mer labours in Jerusalem, and to avoid the imjiutation, hkely
otherwise to be cast on him, that he feared to give pubhc tes
timony to his Divine calling in presence of his enemies and the
Sanhedrim. It w^as liis rule of conduct to avoid, by prudent
choice of time and place, all such dangers as were not neces
sarily to be met in the course of duty ; he determined, there
fore, to appear suddenly in the city, after the body of visitors
to the feast had arrived, before the Sanhedrim could take
measures to seize upon liis person."^
The minds of his own brothers were not fully made up as to
his character.^ When they were about to set out for the feast,
they could not understand why he remamed behind. They
expressed their surprise that he kept his ministry so concealed.
If he wrought such great works' (they told bim), he should
not confine himself to such a corner as Galilee, but should
make Ins followers, gathered from different quarters to the
feast at Jerusalem, witnesses of lus miracles, aud accredit him
self as Messiah pubhcly, before the assembled nation. Imbued
Avith such sentiments, and incapable of ai)prehending the
reasons of Clirist's conduct, they did not deserve his confidence,
and needed to be made conscious that they did not. He there
fore only told them that his relations to tbe world were dif-
�� John vii. 8. The mention of this circumstance by John proves his
veracity as an eye-witness. A merely traditional or invented narrative
wouid have said nothing about it, as tending to lower the estimate ol
Christ's divinity and supernatural power.
� Cf p. 265.
' Little as John relates of Christ's labours in Galilee, he imphes them in
vii. 3, 4. This passage obviously alludes to a chasm filled up by the other
Evangelists.
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terent from theirs ; tliat his movements were not to he jnclgotl
by theirs; tbat his motives must be unknown to them, as fhcif
were engaged in no strusjsle with the world, aud had notliinf�
to fear at Jerusalem. He did not say, however, but that
there toould be, subsequently, a proper time for himself to go:
"J/y time is not yet come to show myself imblicly at Jerusalem ;
but you need not wait to choose the favourable moment, l"or
your time is always ready; you have nothing to fear; tlie irorkl
cannot hate you, for it looks upon yow as its own; hut me it
liateth, hecause I testify of it tlait the marks thereof are eril. Go
ye up unto tlus feast; I go not yet up, hecause my time is not yet
full come.""
He afterward set out unnoticed, and arriv ed at Jenisalem
about the middle of the eight-days' feast. Great anxiety for
his arrival had been felt, and the mo.st opposite opinions had
been expressed concerning him. AVe need not be surprised to
find the charge of Sabbath-breaking still fresh, though eighteen
months had elapsed ; for this was always the favourite starting-
point of the Pharisees in their accusations against him, both in
the city aud through their agents in Gahlee.
� 193.�lie e.rjiluins the Nature of his Doctrine as Divine Revelation.
(John vn. 16-19.)
Anew the power of Christ's words over the hearts of the
people displayed itself Even those who were prepossessed
against him had to wonder that one who had not been taught
in the schools of the scribes could thus expound the Scriptures;
yet they could not, from the force of prejudice, admit that his
knowledge was denved from any higher source. Their con
clusion was soon made up that nothing could be true that had
not been learned in the schools; and that one not educated in
them had no right to set up for a teacher. In view of this,
Christ said publicly, in the Temple, "Wonder not that I, all
uneducated in your schools, appear to teach you; my teaching
is not mine, hut his that sent me; not invented by me as a man,
but revealed by God. But for your lack of the right will, you
mislit be convinced of tliis.'^ Whoever in heart desires to do
o
" John vii. 17. Witli Schott and lAiche, I deviate from the old exegesis
which refers this passage to the testimony of inward experience, the testi
monium Spiritus Sancti. Not the will of God, as revealed by Christ, was
the aim of discourse here, but the will of God, as far as the Pharisees
themselves might have known it ; so that, "to do the will of God"= "to
make the glory of God the object of one's actions,'' as opposed to "following
one's own will, and seeking one's own honour." When Christ had to do
with such as did not fuUy believe, but were on the way to fiitb, he coulJ
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?he will of God, will, by means of that disposition, be able to
.lecide whether my teaching is Divine or human. Such a ono
may see that no human self-wiU is mixed up with my labours,
but that in them all I seek only to glorify Hdi that sent me.
But (v. 19) that ye lack the spirit essential to this, is shown
by your deeds ; pretending to zeal for the Mosaic law, and
using that pretence to persecute one who seeks only to honour
God, you care not, in reahty, to keep that law."
It astonished the people to find that Jesus could testify thus
openly against his opponents, and yet no hand be laid upon
him ; and they asked, " Can it be possible that the members of
the Sanhedrim know this man to be the Messiah f (v. 26).
But they continued, still held in the prejudice and bondage of
sense,
" How can it be so, when we know- him to be the sou
of the Nazerene carpenter? while the Messiah is to reveal
himself suddenly in all his glory, so that all nmst acknowledge
hun (v. 27). To expose the vanity of these expressions, Christ
said, " It is true, ye hoth know me, and ye know v^iience I am ,
and yet ye know not; for ye know not the heavenly Father
who hath ser.c me, and therefore ye cannot know me." Thu-
does he ever return to the principle that " only those wbo
know God, and belong to him in heart {i. e. who really endea
vour to do his will), can be in a condition to recognize the Sou.
of God in his self-manifestation, and to acknowledge tbat ht? tl!
from lieaven. Those who are estranged from God and slaves
io sense, tlank they know him, but in fact do not."
� 194.� Pharisees attenrpt to arrest Christ.�He warns them that they
should seek Him, but sliould not find Him. (.Tohn vii. 30, seq.)
The increasing influence of Christ's Avords and works natu
rally excited the fears and jealousy of the heads of tbe Phaii-
saical party ; their domination was in danger from a spiritual
power directly opposed to their spirit and statutes. He had so
say,
" Try only to follow the drawingwithin you, to submit to my teaching
and practise it, and aU your doubts will be practically solved. Your hearts
will feel the Divine power of my teaching, and this experience will remo^�e
the difficulties fro'ii which you cannot free yourselves." But the persons
to whom he was speaking in this instance were far removed from faith ;
and to such he had to point out objective tests by which they might judge
of the Divinity of his mission ; but, as they were destitute of the dispo
sitions requisite to apply these tests properly, he had to show them dis
tinctly that they lacked the will to be convinced, the earnest of which is
obedience to the will of God. He was justified in making this demand for
a proper disposition universal, as without it all argument and proof must
oe in vaiu.
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often, both m Jerusalem ami Gahlee, overcome their machui,v
tions by the power of truth, aud frustx'ated their charges of
heresy by his words aud works, that uo course was left but to
\\ ithdraw him from his sphere of labour by aetual force.
They sought, t!ierefort>, to lay hohl of his person; but Christ,
perceiving their plans, declared in words of prophetic warning,
" Yet a little trliile I an with i/oa, aud then will I go back unto
him tbat sent me. Ye shaH seek me, and sludl not jiml me; and
where I am, thither ye eannot come." He thus warned the Jew.s,
that if they did uot use the time that was ra])idly jtassing, they
would not be able to escape the distress that was to come upon
them by their own fault. In that time of trouble tbey would
long the more earnestly for the Deliverer aud the jMessiah�
vvhoni tbey might have k'uown�but in A idn ; they could then
hnd no Redeemer, nor obtain the fellowship of Him who would
have been raised into heaven. The Jews maliciously inter
preted this dark saying to mean that he intended to go forth
as a teacher of the heathen (v. 35) ; a i)oint worthy of note,
from the inference it allow.s, tbat theu* an.xiety to make him a
heretic was founded upon a dawning ])resentiment that his
teaching was destined to be a universal one.
� 195.�Christ a Spring of Liriin; Water, avd the Light of iJie World.
(John vii. 38, seq.)�The Validili/ of Uis Testimony of Hi instlf. (John
viii. 13, seq.)�lie foretels the subsequent Relations of tlie Jews to Him.
(Jolin viii. 21.)
It was tbe last chief feast of the last y(.'<ar of Clrri.st's labours
upon earth; and he could not let it pass without, at its con
clusion, giving a special message to the nudtitudes wdio were
soon to be scattered through the country, and many of whom
would never see bim more. Under various figures he repre
sented himself to them as the source of true riches and unfad
ing contentment, and thus stimulated their longing for lum.
Thus did he cry out to the congregation in the Temple (pro
bably alluding to the ceremony in which the jiriests, in great
jiomp, brought water from tbe spring of Siloa to the altar),
"Here is the true spring of living water; if any man thirst, let
him come unto me and drirdc. Whosoever beheveth on me,
his inward life shall become a well-spring, whence shall flow
strea,ms of li\dng water." '' And in another figm-e (viii. 12) he
' These words were not uttered by Christ as <a prediction, but as a decla
ration of the power of faith in developing the Divine life. Cut as it was
not fidly realized until the outpouring of the Holy (ihost, that stream of
living water which flows witliout ceasing tluough the communion of
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declared that he wa.s to be in the sjjiritual world what the sun
is in the material. �'/ am the light of tlie world; he that follow-
eth me sludl uot walk in darkness, but shall Juive the light which
beams forth from life and leads to life."^
The Pharisees objected (viib 13) that Christ's testimcny was
worthless, because it was given of himself. Christ, in reply,
admitted that self-mtness is not generally valid, but declared
that in his case it was, because he testified of lumself with tbe
confidence and cleaiuess of a consciousness founded in Divinity.
" T/umgh I bear icitness ofmyself my testimony is true; for I
hu)W wJierwe I came and whitJter I go" (a higher self-conscious
ness, transcenchng, in its confidence, all doubt and self-decep
tion ; the eternal Light beaming through the human conscious
ness). Judging merely by outward appearance, and incapable
of apprehending the Divine in him, they were deceived (v. 15).
But his testimony and judgment were true, because not given
by himself as a man of liimself, but by him with the Father
(v. 19). Thus there were two witnesses: his own subjective
testimony, infallible because of liis communion with the Father;
and the objective testimony of the Father himself, given in his
manifestation and mhiistry as a whole.
But these carnal-minded men, unsusceptible for this spiritual
revelation of the Father in the manifestation and works of his
Son, still asked, " Where is tlus witness ? let us hear the Fa
ther's voice, and behold his appearance." He showed them, in
turn, that the knowledge of H im and of the Fatlier were inter
dependent ; that they could not know him as he was, because
they knew not the Father; and that they could not know the
Father, because they knew not the Son in whom he revealed
himself
Again, vdth reference to the continued persecutious of the
Sardiediim, Christ repeated the saying, " / go, and you unit
seek me;" adding, also, the reason why they should seek in
believers in all ages, John justly applied them to this (v. 39), as illustrated
in the progress of the Church before his eyes when he wrote.
" Cf. these words, "the light of life, the light which giveth ;i7e,"with "the
bread of life," p. 290. Tlie "light" precedes; as Christ enlightens the
darkened world, and thus leads it from death unto Ufe. He appears first
to the dark soul as the enlightening teacher of truth, in order to raise it
to communion with himself, and so to partake of the Divine life. The
relation of "light" and "life "is not outward and indirect, but inward
and direct. The light and the life are from the same Giver ; sometimes
the one is made more prominent, sometimes the other, according to the
bearings in which he is spoken of; the life as light (John i. 4), or tha
light o/lifi
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vain (v 21), "Because ye will not believe in the lieilci iner,
but cbe in your sins, and tb<u'ctore be excluded Ironi heaven :"
because (as he lumself explained it, v. 2o) there was an impas
sable gulf between those that beUaig to this world and Him
who fhd not. But the prophetic vords in v. 2cS were not
spoken with refei'ence to these, but to others: When ye huce
hjLeil up tli� Sou ofMan, tlien shall ye kmnr that I am Ih \ and
that I do nothing ofmyself; but as my Father haih tangld me, I
speak these tilings.'" This was spoken of such as then mistook
the Son of Man in his human appeaiaiice (who might ha^c
fallen into the pardonable sin of blaspheniy against the Son of
]\lan, JMatt. xii. 32), but w ho, still posses.sing a doi'inant suseep-
t;l>ility kept down by prejudice, vvoidd be led to believe, by
the iu\ isible workings of his Divine Sjdiit, when they shauld
see that work which was believed to be sup})i-essed by his
death, spreading abroad with irresistible })ower.
g 19ii.�The Coiinc.cioii between SteadfiesI nesx, Trutli, and Fnedom. (,Iolin
viii. 3U-o2.)�Freeduin and Servkude ; their ti/jdcal MiauiiKj (33-3b).
The Divine superiority with Avbich Christ silenced his oppo
nents, c(jmpleted the impressions of bis previous ministry in
the minds of many of the jieople : ''As he sjxike, these munis,
�idan.y believed on him" But he did not sutler liim.self to be
carried away by the enthusiasm of the multitude. He says
tiiat many of them lacked true, s])iritual faith, and knew that
they would easily be turned aside, if he should not, as JMessiah,
satisfy their expectations. In ordei-, therelore, to })oint out
the reciuisites of tnie discipleship," and to sh(jw wbat they might,
hiid what they might not, expect of bim, be said (v. 31, 32),
" Only by holding fast my doctrine can ye be my discijiles
intked; and then only (when you shall have incorjiorated the
truth with your life) will you k/iow the truth (the knowledge,
thi;refore, springing from the life), and the power of the
truth, thus rightly known, shall mak(; you partakers oi' true
Ireedom."
Judas of Gamala and the Zelotists had incited the people to
f xpect in JMessiaii a deh\ en!r from the temporal yoke of the
Romans. In the words above cited, Christ ( (jutrastcd his osvu
aims with such as these. Those who were inclined to look
upon him as a temporal Messiah were to be taught tliat the true
fre('(lom, without which there can be no other, is inward and
.spiritual; and that this alone was the freed(jiii which he had
come to bestow, a hberty uot to bt.' comnuuucateil from with-
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out, but to spriug up from witbin, through the interpenetra-
tiou of His truth with the practical hfe. The fact tbat his
words were perverted or misuuderstood (v. 33), even if not by
those who had attached themselves to him with some degree
of susceptibihty, gave him occasion to develop their imjiurt
still further.
The s(M)ie persons who were wont to sigh under the Roman
yoke as a disgraceful servitude, now felt their Theocratic ]jiide
offended because Christ described them as " servants, who had
to be made free," a disgr^ice for descendants ofAbraham (v. 33).
In view of this pride of the Theocratic people, and the carnal
confidence which thef indulged in their outward dignity, a
dignity unaccompanied by proper dispositions, Jesus said,
" Whosoever committeth sin is the servant of sin. The servant
abideth not in the house for ever ; he may be expelled for his
faults ; but the Son of the house abideth in it ever. And the
Son of the house may obtain liberty for the servant, and make
him a free member of the household. Think not, therefore,
that ye have an inahenable claim to the kingdom of God ; you
may, for your unfaithfulness, like disobedient servants, be ex
cluded from it. Only when the Son of God, who guides the
Theocracy in the name of the Father, shall make you free, will
you be free indeed ; no more as servants of the kingdom ofGod,
Imt as free membeis thereof, as children."
They boasted wdthout reason, he told them, of being Abra
ham's children. By attempting the life of one who was offer
ing them the truth, and thus acting as enemies to the truth,
they showed themselves children of Satan ^ rather than of
Abraham ; their disposition and actions savoured more of the
b ather of Ues than the Father of the faithful (v. 37-44). The
cause of their unbehef, therefore, was precisely this, that their
disposition of heart was the reverse of Abraham's. Him, whom
Abraham longed for, they sought to destroy. He employed
thus the misunderstanding of the Jews to bring anew before
them the idea of Messiah as Son of God in the higher sense,
an idea always a stumbling-block y to those who entertained
carnal conceptions of Messiah. This excited their rage anew,
and drew upon him the accusation of blasphemy.^
- Cf. p. 157. ' Cf p. 290.
* As interpreters have often remarked on John viii. 57, the expressio;;
of the Jews was not inconsistent with the fact of Christ's being just thirty
years old.
" 17i(Xk art not yet fifty, and hast thou seen Abraham, who lived
BO many centuries ..go?" (Christ was at the beginning of the middle
period of life, ending with fifty, in which year the Levites were freed from
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� 197.� V(i!n Attempts of ihe Sanludriiz. a'lalnut Christ. (.Tohn vii. 10-,'^3.I
�Dispute ill the Saniicdi-im.�First Decision U'/ainst Christ.
Christ continued liis labours in Jeru.saleni for a time .after
the close of the feast. The iSanhedrim gradually assumed u
more hostile attitude, ami would have taken \"it>lent measures
at once, bad not a division ensued between the fanatical zealots
who held that any means were justiliable, and those who,
with various degrees of hostility, w ere more nuxlerate in their
opinions and feelings. Even during tbe continuance of the
feast they had sought to seize his person, l)ut part of the mul
titude were on his side ; and even the olbcers of the Sanhedrim
tbat wer�! sent to take him, unable to fesist tbe im]ues.sion of
bis ajipearance and words, retiumed with the exclamation,
''Never man spake like this man."
The dominant party s(jught to secure the immediate con
demnation cf -Tesus as a violator of the law and a blasphemer ;
Vjut there were others who felt the power of his woi'ds and
w(u-ks more than tbey openly confessed; as, for instance, Nico
demus, wbo said, "Doth our law jml'je miy man before it Iiear
him?" Tbis had to be admitted even by the rest; but, as is
usual in such cases, the more moderate party incurred the sus
picion of the zealots. And when the latter found that they
could not succeed in condemning Christ personally, they pro-
jjosed, to lessen his influence at least in some degi ee, that every
one who acknowledged him as Messiah should lie excommuni
cated. In this they presupposed that the Sanhedrim was the
highest legislative and executive authority in religious affairs;
and that no recognition but its own, of any Divine calling, and
especially of tbe highest, the J\[essiah.ship, would be valid. The
result was, that, although no decisive judgment was jironouiiced
against the person of Christ, it was made jiunisbable for any
one to recognise him apart from the authority of the San
hedrim. This, then, was the fmst decree pronounced against
Christ. (John ix. 22).
� 198.�A Man, born Blind, healed on the Sabbath.�Christ's Conversation
at tlie Time.�Individual Sufferings not in be judged as Punishment for
Silts. �Christ the Light of the World. (John ix.)
If the charge of heresy brought against Christ, on account
of the pretended violation of the Sabbath, produced such
the regular .service of the Temple, (Xumb. iv. 3 ; viii. 2;').) Nothing but
wilfulness could lead Weisse and Gfbrer to conclude, in contradiction to all
fhe accounts and to internal probability, that Jesus was nmch older than
i5 gener.ally supposed when he entered on his public ministry. On the
tradition that Jesus was nearly fifty, which arose from a misimderstanding
of theise words, cf mv Geschickte d-es Apostol. Zeitedters, 3rd ed. vol. ii. p. 53s*.
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stiiking results, lie gave a new stimulus to the rage, and, ai
the same time, to the jealousy, of the hierarchical party, by a
miraculous cure performed on the Sabbath.
As the disciples were leaving the Temple with their JMaster,
his attention was drawn, in pa.ssing, to a beggar who had been
blind from his birth. Their lirst thought, suggested by their
contracted Jewish ideas of the government of (Jod,^ was. bow
far the necessary connexion between siu and evil might be
supposed in the case: "Master, who did sin, this man or his
parents, t/iat he was born blind V An untenable theorv drove
them to this dilemma; even if, as it is hardly to be supjiosed
that the pre-existence of souls was presupposed by the ques
tioner, he either had no definite idea in referring to "tliis man,"
or did not know certainly at the time that he was born blirul.
Christ, not admitting such a precise connexion between specitd
sins and special evils, rephed, at first, concisely, " Neither hath
this man sinned, nor his parents;^ but iliat tlie works of God
should be made manifest in him;" that his sufierings might
seem the higher objects of God's love both to himself and
others, and God's works of saving power and mercy be dis
played in him. And for himself, apart from others, the cui-e
of his physical blindness was to lead to that of his spiritual
darkness; and then his experience was to become, also, the
means of saving others. Passing over directly to the remaik
that through himself the works of God were revealed, Christ
said, "Imust work the works of him tliat sent me while it is day ;'
tlie night cometh, when the work of the day cannot be done.'^
As long as I am in the world, I am tlie light of tlie world." ^
The cure for which he thus prepared them was probablv
� Cf. p. 151, 152.
An .apocryphal writer would have made Christ contradict this view
more fully.
' The day, the time for Idbowr; its fleeting hours must be improved.
�'I cannot let the opportunity pass without doing what I only upon earth
can do. My stay here will soon end. Nothing, therefore, must hinder
me from that which I (as the shining Sun) have now to work upon the
earth."
The day=ihe time allotted to Christ's ministry on earth; the nifa,
therefore, = the approaching end of his earthly labours.
* So long as Christ remained on earth, he must remain, according to bis
nature, the Sun of the world ; so long, therefore, he must shed ligiu
around him, dispense bodily and spiritual blessings ; no opportunity oi
doing this must pass. The cure of this blind man, bodily and spiritu.iUy,
was part of his work as "light of the world." Not, indeed, that he h,as
ever ceased to be " the light of the world ;
" but his personal and visibki
manifestation was here iu question ; the Sun of the world, visible upon tlio
earth itsel�
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gradual (as iu llie case meutioned p. 21*5); the patient, [ler-
liajis, began to see �when Christ anointed his eyes, ani, alter
bathing in Siluain,^ was conrjiletcly hcalcd.s
i 199.�Attnnjit.i of the SniiJaJfim to corrupt avd cdarm ihe restored Blind
Man.�Christ's Conversation with him.�The Sight <f the Blind, and the
Bliudn<_ss of tlie Seeing.
A groat sensation must have ensued among the multitude
at sight of a man so well known as the blind beggar walking
aljout completely restored. John gives a grajibic description
(ch. ix.) of the arts employed by the Sanhedrim to deny or ex
plain away a fact which so publicly testified to the jiower et
(Jlui.st. Their craft was used in vain. Nothing could be ex
torted from the lips of tbe man or of his ])arents to further
their designs. The beggar's incorruptible love; of truth was
shown in Ids indignation at tbeir attempts to ex[)]ain away hia
own experience, and force him to a lie. Their s[)iritual arro
gance A\'as wounded by his firmness, aud their rage soon turned
against himself
' Would any one liave invented this, which tends to diminish, instead of
raagnifying the miracle? "lUit it was invented for the suke of the niy.s-
tical allusion to Siloam." Were this so, a longer explanation than the
sentence, " u-liieh is, by interpretation, 'sent'
"
(v. 7), woulil have luen
uiven. If b ioprjvevtTai uTttaTa\pinog is genuine, and a mystical meaning
is assumed, it is needless to insist strictly upon grammatical accuracy in
the translator, especially as the word niriL', sending out, could be ajiplied
liy metonpiiy to one of the canals from the spring of Siloam; and the
iiinii nj-c; (Neb. iii. 15) comes, in fact, near to this translation. As has
been said, a later writer, intending to give a mystical interpretation, would
have coloured it more deeply. But, on the otber hand, if we do not arbi-
ti arily assume that the operations of the Holy Ghost rudely tore a.sunder
peculiarities that were rooted in the culture of the jienple and the times,
we may readily imagine that John, who eagerly caught at all allusions to
the object of his love, would be inclined to find a mystical and higher
meaning in the sending of tbe blind man to wash in the pool, and that the
more, because tbe act in itself was comparatively unimportant; and that
he thus made Siloam the syniliol of the heavenly uTrogroXoQ, by whom the
diseased man was to be healed.
. I ohn's omission to mention expressly that the cure was gradual does
not militate against our view. If it were not gradual, we should have to
supjiiy .some other points omitted by the narrative, e. g. th.at some one led
the blind man to the pool, or, that he was so accustomed to the wa ' as to
need no guidance. Such omis.sions as this are no proof that the account
wa.s not due to an eye-witness ; especially as, on the theory tb.-it tlie
account was an invcniion, it would be imp.ossible to account satisfactorily
for the mention of the subsidiary features at all. In all the rest of the
narrative�the conduct of tbe blind man and of the Pharisees�the stamp
c'' eye-witness is indubitable ; and the want of minuteness in the detail of
the fact itself w,-is probably caused by the narrator's hastening from tht
miracle itself to that in which he was most intereated, viz. its result.
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His heart was prejxared by this conflict with the foes of
Cluist to receive from the latter a revelation of his character
This was given (v. 35-37) probably at some public place where
Jesus found him; and since he was already convinced that the
man who had ci\red him was endowed \\dth Diviue power, he
could the uiore readily recognize bim as ]\[essiah, when an
nounced by himself as such.
The conduct of this poor man on the one hand, aud the
Pharisees on the other, represented the tendencies of two op
posite classes ofmankind; and Christ set this opposition forth
vi\idlythus: "For judgment I am come into this world, that
tliey which see not might see; and tliat they which see might be
made blind. The spiritual was here figured by the corporeal;
the bhnd man had been made to see, while the Pharisees, who
would not see the fact before them, became bhnd with their
eyes open. The same thing occurred in a spiritual sense; the
beggar, spiritually blinded by involuntaiy ignorance, but con
scious of it, humbly accepted the spiritual light that was
offered him, and became a seeing man. The Pharisees, on the
other hand, had knowledge enough, but would not use it ; and,
in their pride of knowledge, shutting out the Divine light, they
became more culpaldy blind.
And this judgment avails for all ages. Wherever the Spiiit
of Cbrist operates among men, the blind are made to see, the
seeing become blind. The work of Christ, in enlightening and
blessing mankind, ccmnot be accomplished without this " sift
ing ;" it flows necessarily from the opposite moral tendencies
of men. The grace and the condemnation go hand in hand ;
the offer of the one involves the infliction of the other.
The Pharisees who stood around knew well that these words
were directed against themselves, and asked him, in offended
pride, "Are we, then, blind also?" Christ had not said that
they were bhnd, but that they would become so by their own
guilt; and he replied: "If ye ivere blind, ye sliould luive no sin;
but now ye say, we see; therefore your sin remainetli." (Ignorance
would have excused them, as in the case of the sin against the
Sou of IMan. But their boast of knowledge was a witness
against themselves. Able to see, but not willing, their blind
ness was their guilt.)
� 200.�Parable of the Good Shepherd.�The Parable extended.�Christ
the Boor.�Intimation of Mercy to the Heathen. (John x.)
Christ proceeded to characterize the Pharisees, with just
severit}', as false guides of the people ; doubtless having in viev/
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at the time the conduct of the tyrannical hierarchs toAvards the
poor bhnd man, and liis bearing, in turn, towards tliem. He
first describes himself, in contrast with the Pliari.sei's, as tin
genuine and divinely-called leader of the people. The blind
man whom he had healed was the rcpresentatiye of all such
oppressed souls as were repelled by the selfish judges, and
drawn to Christ. It may have been tlu> case; (although the
supposition is not necessary) that tbe sight of a flock of sliecj;
at hand suggested the jiarabolic'^ illustration that be em
ployed.
The thief who leaps over the wall, instead of entering the
fold by the door, represents those who become teachers and
guides of the people of tbeir own mere �will. The Sbejiherd,
entering iu at the door, represents Christ, who offers himself,
ch^yinely called, to guide seeking souls to the kingdom of God.
His voice harmonizes -with the Divine draw ing within them ;
they know it, and admit him ; he knows them all, and all their
wants. He goes before them, and leails the way to the pasture
where their wants can be satisfied. But the voice of the selfish
leaders is strange to them, and they flee with repugnance;
knowing well that such guides have other aims than the salva
tion of the souls of those that hear tbem.
To present the thought still more strikingly, he extended
the figure, adding several new traits.' The first outline of the
parable simply contrasted a lawful with an unlawful entering
into the fold ; in the extended form of it, the door assumes a
new significance. He himself is not only the good shejjherd,
but also the door of the fold, inasmuch as through him alone
can longing souls find entrance into the kingdom of God. Tliis
very fact, that he is at once both sbejdierd and door, distin
guishes him from all other shepherds; it is the peculiar feature
of Christ's teaching, as distinct from all teachers, that he is
himself the revealer, and all his revelations refer back to him
self; he can point out no other door to the kingdom but him
self He represents himself as the door both for the sheep and
the shepherds; the latter more prominently here. In the
simple outhne of the parable he had contrasted lumself, as
shepherd, �with the thieves; he now further contrasts other
ehepherds �with the thieves. All who sought to gather followers
Cf. on the parables of John, p. 116.
' Examples of the same mode of extending a parable are to l>e found i.n
ie Synoptical Go.spels.
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and fomi parties in the Theocratic coinnaunit)', and, instead of
turning men's hearts to Messiah, turned them rather to them
selves, were thieves and robbers ; but such could find no access
to hearts really seekmg salvation. But those she])lierds that
enter in by him as the door bave nothing to fear; they can go
iu and out, and find pasture for the shee}i. The true teacher,
who leads souls to Cludst, will not only be saved himself, but
will be able to satisfy the ^ ants of the souls intrusted to bis
care.
In this form of the parable Christ contrasts himself (as the
shepherd who alone seeks the welfare of the sheej)) not only
with the tliieves, but also with the hirelings. These two classes
corresponded to two different classes of Pharisees, viz. those
who sacrihced the welfare of the people to their wholly selfish
aims; and those who, with better feelings, had not love enough,
and therefore not courage enough, to risk everything for the
good of souls. The latter, afraid of the power of the former.
gave the poor people up to the power of the Evil One (the
wolf, V. 12), to scatter and chvide. Standing between Christ
and the Sanhedi-im, this party, with aU their good intentions.
had neither the steadiness of purpose nor the self-sacrificing
love which were needed in such a position. In contrast with
such, Christ declares, "I am the good shepherd, and know my
elieep, and ann knovm ofmine (thus betokening the inward sym
pathy between himself and those that belonged to him by the
Divine di-awing within them), amd I lay down my life for the
slieep."
With this view of his coming self-sacrifice for the salvation
of men before him, his eye glances forward to the greater de
velopment of his work that was to follow that sacrifice, and
there he sees "other sheep, not of this fold"�souls ready for the
kingdom among other nations, who were also to have their
place before its consummation: "Them, also, I must bring, cmd
tliey sliall liear my voice; and there shall be one fold, and one
shepherd."
� 201.�Divisions among die People.�Christ's return into Galilee.
The worldly-minded and fanatical portion of the people
were incapable of understanding these words ofChrist ; instead
of inspiration they saw nothing but extravagance. But others
were irresistibly attracted; words^ such as no other could utter,
neemed to them in perfect harmony with works, such as no
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other could do. New divisions arose, and the power of the
Sanhedrim, of course, was upon the side of Christ's enemies.
The life of Jesus was more and more endangered e\ (>ry day
at Jerusalem, and his uuuistry more and more disturbed. He,
therefore, withdrew from the metrojiolis, and returned to Ca-
2)ernaum, now, indeed, for the last time.'^
From the statements of John, taken alone, we should infor that Christ
did not leave the city immediately after the Feast of Tahernaeles, but
remained until that of the Dedication. It is true that John docs not
expressly say (x. 22) that he remained, which deviation from tlie ordinary
rule we might expect him to have mentioned ; but tbis omission < an be
explained more readily than the omission of the journey back to (iidilee.
Moreover, it would be easier to trace the connexion of the history by sup-
jxising the previous journev to have been the last, tli.an by admitting the
one adopted in our text (chap. xi.). Tlie course of preparation for his
death to which he subjected his disciples (as already related) would suit
much better to this hypotliesi.s, as taking place just before the /tw< journey
than before the next to the last.
Thus far we agree with �. Jacohi (Dissertation on the Chronology of
the Life of Jesus, before cited). l!ut we learn from Luke ix. 51, that
Jesus made his last journey throuyh Samaria; that he travelled slowly, in
order to scatter the seeds of the kingdom in the towns and villages as he
passed, and to make wliolesome impressions upon the peojile. Ai^ainst
John's tistimony such an authority as this would not avail ; and it may be
admitted, too, that the accounts of tico journeys are blended together in it,
with other foreign matter. Cf Luke xiii. 22 ; xvii. 11, in which passages
a beginning is made towards accounts of two journeys, though tbey, per
haps, refer to the same one. But it is clear, in any case, that many things
recited here must belong to a Zas< journey ; for instance, xiii. 31-i!.i. Now
it cannot be for a moment supposed that this journey, so described, was
the one that Christ took in order to attend the I'east of Taliernacles
(John viii. 2, seq.) ; for John tells us that in that case he remained behind
the rest, and, avoiding all publicity, came into the city unexpectedly after
the feast had gone on for some days ; all utterly in conflict with Luke's
account of the journey through Samaria. Nor is it internally probable
that Christ would have remained in the city after the feast at a time when
his labours must have suffered so many hiuderances from the persecutions
of the Pharisees; the last period of his stay on earth was to ])e more
actively employed. Nor does this view of the case contradict John's
statements ; it only presupposes a blank necessary to be filled.
We have thus drawn attention to the arguments advanced on both sides ;
not intending, however, to preclude further inquiry of our own. Cannot
John's statement, that Jesus went up to the fe.-ist "not openly, but, us it
wei-e, in sea'ct" (vii. 10), be explained by supposing that he did not take
the usual caravan road, nor journey with a caravan, but took an unusual
route through Samaria, a province tbat held no connexion whatever with
Judea ? May not his late arrival at Jerusalem, in the middle of the feast,
be explained on the ground that he intentionally took the longer route I
Admitting this, it will be easy (as Kralbe and Wieseler allow ) to ri;concilti
John's account with Luke's.
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CHAPTER XII.
Christ's return from capernaum to Jerusalem through
SAMARLV.
� 202.�Reasons for the Journey through Samaria. (Luke ix. 51, seq.)
After a short abode at Capernaum, Christ determined tc
take a final leave of tbat place, so long the centre of his labours.
He wished to Aisit Jerusalem again at the Feast of the Dedi
cation, wliich occurred towards the end of December. Many
had believed on him during his last stay in the city, and he
had been compelled to leave them to the arts of the hierarchy ;
it was now necessary to strengthen and confirm theu* faith by
liis personal presence. He chose to make this journey by way
of Samaria, rather than through Perjea, in order to scatter the
seed of truth as �widely as possible among the towns and vil
lages on the road. A longer time than ordinary was, there
fore, required for the journey; and he left Capernaum sooner
than was absolutely necessary had he intended to go directly
to Jerusalem.
� 203.�Choice of ihe Seventy. (Luke x.)�Import of the Number
''Seventy."
The prospect of the spread of the Gospel among all nations,
after lus own sutFerings should have prepared its way, lay
before him as he left Capernaum never to return ; and he said
to his disciples, in vdew of so vast a work, in which, as yet,
there were so few labourers, "The harvest, truly, is great, but
tlie labourers are few; 'prety ye, tlierefore, tlie Lord of the Imrvest
tlmt lie icould send forth labourers iuto his harvest.''' He then
chose a number of his followers as his special and devoted
organs for proclaiming the kingdom, and sent them before to
announce and explain his coming, and prepare the minds of
the people, that the short time of his \dsits among them might
be more successfully employed.
Some definite number of disciples had to be selected, and he
chose (as in the selection of the Twelve, p. 121) a number at
that time iu common currency. The round number seventy
may have had general reference either to the seventy elders,
or to the seventy members of the Great Sanhedrim ; or it may
have had .special reference to the opinion prevalent among the
Jewish theologians that there were seventy languages and
nations upon the face of the earth. If tliis last were the case.
It was an instance of formal accommodation. Without con
firming tins opinion, Christ might have employed seventy tu
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indicate s^nnbolicany that his organs were r.ot to reach tho
Jewish people only, but all tbe nations ot the cai th.'
�204.�Instructions to tl(c Si rent)/ on t/u ir Mission. (Luke x.) 2'he ]V"e
to the I'nhdieriuij Cities.
The Spirit of Christ, aud of tbe comnnuuou which he
founded and inspin'd, demanded tbat his organs should not
labomr as isolated instruments, but in union witb each othc;-,
reciprocally assisting t'ach other: just as he jiroinised, " IlVtere
two or three are gathered togetJier iu my uaiiw, tliere am I iu the
midst of tliem." Therefore, in sending out his di.seijdes in
various directions before him, he sent them notsinL;ly, but two
and two.
' The fact that Luke alone nientions the choice of the Seventy is no
reason for questioning the account. We attach no import.ance to the
narratives in regard to the Seventy current in the first centuries (as in the
account (mixed up with legends) of the conversion of King Abgarus,
written in Syri.ac, and kept in the archives at I'ide.ssa (Eus. I'acI. Hist.
i. 13) ; and in the fifth book of the Hypotyjxise.s of Clement of Alexandria
(Eus. i. 12), which also contains evident falsehoods) as confinnatory of
Luke's statement. But its perfect aptness in the histoi-ical connexion, and
the entire and characteristic coherency of everything spoken hy Clirist,
according to Luke, witb the circumstances (.so sujicrior to the collocation
in Matthew), strengthen the argument in its favour. How appropriate is
the language of Luke x. 2, in view of the approaching ticw development
of the kingdom of God; whereas in M.atthew (ix. 37, 3S) the same words
are connected with the account of the preaching in ti.ililee .and the clioice
of the Twelve Apostles. So, in Matt. x. the continuation of Christ's dis
course to the Seventy (as given in Luke x.) is connected with the Twelve,
with many passages that must have been addressed to the Apostles at a
later and more hostile period. In Luke, the instructions to the Seventy
are distinguished from those to tbe Twelve in this, th.at tlie former contain
allusions to the difficulties in which the missionaries would be involved ;
but no definite references to the subsequent mission of the di.sciples to tlie
heathen. The rebukes of Chorazim, Cajiernaum, &c. suit exactly to the
time when Christ was taking his final leave of the neighbourhood which
had been the centre of his labours, and so Luke assigns them ; but in
Matt. xi. they are given in connexion with the reply to John Baptist's
messengers.
It is clear that Chri-st called upon others than the Twelve to join them
selves closely to him ; and we find that, after be left the earth, others did
belong to the narrower circle of the disciples. All this indicates that such
a circle was formed by himself ; for the whole number of disciples must
have amounted not only to 120 (Acts i. 15), but to 500 (1 Cor. xv. G).
But it may be said [as it has been] that this story of the definite number
seventy was invented at a later period. Even if this were so, it would not
discredit Luke's statement, so precisely fitting to the history, of the way
in which the circle w.as formed. But there is no reason to doubt that
Christ, who was accustomed to adopt and use existing forms, .should not
have appropriated such a one as this in forming the second narrower circle
jf disciples.
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The mstructions given to them were similar to those which
he iiact previously impressed upon the Twelve;"" but, as the
opposition of the Pharisees had greatly increased in violence.
he foretold that they would meet with many enemies: "I s&wi
you forth as lambs among wolves!" This may either im])ly that
they were to go forth defenceless among the most fierce and
crael foes; or because the Pharisees, as selfish leaders who
sacrificed the welfare of their flocks, were wolves in slheefs
clothing, the disciples were contrasted with them as Icvmbs in
innocence of heart and gentleness. Or both thoughts together
may have been intended. But unfavourable as was the field
of their labour, he bade tbem take no uneasy care for the
future, and to trust confidently that all their wants would be
supphed. They were told, as tbe Apostles had been (ix. 3),
to "carry neiUier purse, nor scrip, nor shoes;" but with the
view, in addition to the trust in Providence, which the rule
imphed in both cases, to expechte their journey, as its imme
diate objects required haste : [^'Salute no mem by the way."]
After declaring to them (v. 5-12) that tbe destiny of the
towns into which they entered would be fixed by the reception
they gave to the preaching of the kingdom of God, Christ
pronounced a woe upon tho.se towns of Galilee" which had been
so greatly favoured by his labours, and had (the httle fiock of
behevers excepted) given them so unworthy a reception.
"Had such miracles � been %vrought in Tyre and Sidon, they
had a long while ago repented. And thou, Capernaum, which
art exalted to heaven, shalt be cast down to Hades. "P The
Tliat is, indeed, an arrogant and presumptuous criticism which de
cides that the whole account of the mission of the Seventy is a mere
imitation of that of the Twelve, simply because the two sets of instructions
are not accurately distinguished from each other.
" Many miracles are here presupposed as wrought in Western Bethsaida
and in the neighbouring and obscure village, Chorazin) which have not
been transmitted to us.
" Such sayings from Christ's own lips prove that he himself was con
scious of performing acts out of the ordinary course of the material world.
by which even the dullest might have been awakened had they possessed
proper religious susceptibilities ; as, indeed, without these, the stimulus
ofmiracles could have been but transient.
P The word vi\jwQtiaa (v. 15) may be understood objectively or subjec
tively. In the first sense, it would imply that the town was exalted by
the lot which had fallen to it ; certainly not in reference to worldly wealth,
although it was a prosperous place ; but to the presence and the ministry
of Christ which it had enjoyed. Taken subjectively, it would refer to the
arrogance of the city, as preventing it fi-om rightly appreciating the grace
which had been bestowed upon it. Tlic connexion favours the first.
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higlier one may rise hy riglitly using tlie grace Lest owed uiioii
him, the deejier will be his fall if lie uegUx'ts it. He wbo wa.-.
the humblest of men here betokciuHl himself as one whose
ministry in a city could exalt it to liea\ eu ; and in the mouth
of any otlier the expression would have been tlie height ot'
arrogance. Vainly, indeed, do some attempt to tlatten down
this language of Christ's iuto Orientul InjjM'rholt' ; an attempt,
too, Avdiich is utterly unjustifiable in n^gard to Itis language, in
which the figrrres of the East were so imbued with the sobriety
of the West as to stamp them with fitness for ail times and all
countries.
� 205.�ExuUai'um of the Disciples on their RiJurn.�The Oeerlhroio if
ScUan's Kinijdoin.�Christ warns the Disciples against Vanily. (Luke .\.
17-20.)
When the disciples, at a later period, returned from tlanr
mission to meet Christ, they related to him, witb cbild-lik(!
joy,l the great things they had achieved iu bis name: " Erea
the devih are subject to us in thy oiaine."
As Christ bad jireviously designated the cure of demoniacs
wi-ought by bimself as a sign that the kingdom of ( Jod had
come upon the earth,'" so now he considered what the diseiples
reported as a token of the conquering power of tbat kingdom,
before wluch every evil thing must yield: "7 behe.Ul* Sntnn as
lightning fcdl from heaven; i. e. from the jiiiinacle of jiowcr
which he had thus far held among men. B(dbre the intuitive
glance of his spirit lay open the results which were to flow
from his redemptive work after his ascension into lieaAcn; he
1 This does not seem to me to justify De Weill's conclusion that Christ
had not as yet conferred on them the same powers as on the A]iostles.
Even in possession of this power, they might have been surprised, con
scious of what they were, to find such great things done by tliem ; just as
in other cases, a man who, while conscious of his own weakness, serves as
an organ for trie objectively Divine, may be surprised at what he does, in
comparison with what he is. ' Cf p. IGO.
^ Beholding in the spirit is here undoubtedly meant ; Christ designates
by a symbolical figure what the glance of his Spirit foresaw in the progress
of the future. There is no reason to suppose here a vision like that of the
prophets, in v/hich the truth was presented in a symbolical veil or coveniii,'.
Nowhere in tho history of Christ do we find an intuition in the form of a
vision; indeed, such seem to have been precluded by the proper iniwelliiii;
of God in Him, distinguishing,'- Him from all projiliets to wlioin a trausiev.t
Divine illumination is imparted; in Him the Divine and the Human were
completely one ; in Him was shown the calmness, clearness, and steadinea^
of a mind bearing within itself the source of Divine light ; in His unbrokeT
consciousness as God-Man, we dare uot distinguish moments of 'ight anii
moments of daikness.
THE KINGDOM OF GOD. 3.37
Baw, in spii-it, the kingdom of God advancing in triumph over
the kingdom of Satan. He does not say "I see now," but
" / saw." He saw it before the disciples brought the report
of their accomplished wonders. "While they were doing these
isolated wurk-s, he saw the one great work�of which theirs
were only particular and individual signs�the victory over
the mighty power of evil which had ruled mankind,* com
pletely achieved. And, therefore (v. 19), he promised, iu
consequence of this general victory, that in their coming
labours they should do still greater things. They were to
trample the power of the enemy under foot ; they were to
walk unharmed over every obstacle that opposed the kingdonr
of God.
But at the same time he warned them against a tendency,
dangerous to their ministry, which nnght possibly attach to
then- joy at its brilhant and extraordinary results. "Notvntlv-
standing, ia this rejoice not, that the spirits are subject unto you."
They were hable to vanity, glorying in the means, viz. the
individual brilhant results of their ministry, rather than in the
Divine end, the triumph of the kingdom, to which all single
results were but subsidiary elements j a vanity which might
deceive itself, and take the appearance for the reality. And
many great and successful labourers bave yielded to this temp
tation ; their very works becoming the means of corrupting
their interior life; and this having become impure, the im
purity passes over into their works also. " But rather rejoice
tliat your names are written in heaven." They were to do
wonderful works in the future; but these were not to be the
source of their joy; the kingdom of God, the aim of all their
labours, was to be the object of their rejoicing; and all else
subordinate to it. " Your great deeds are to be as nothing in
comparison to the grace given you, the pardon of your sins.
and hfe everlasting."
� 206.�The Kingdom of God revealed to Babes.�The Blessedness of the
Disciples im, beholding it. (Luke x. 21, 24.)
Thus piercing the future, and seeing that these simple,
child-hke men, who had nothing but what was given them,
were to be organs of the power of God to renovate humanity,
that by their preaching men were to leam what human wisdom
could never have discovered, he poured forth the holy joy of
his heart before God in fervent thankfulness : " / thrnik tfiee,
' Of. John xii. 31.
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0 Fatlier, Lord of lieaven and earth,^ that thou lutst hid tliese
things from tlie vnse a/nd po-udent, and liast revealed them unto
babes:" even so, Father, for so it seemed good in thy sight."" AU
things are delivered to me of my Father;^ and no man knoweth
who the Son isy (the true nature of the Son) but tlie Father;
and who tlie Fatlier is, but tlie So7i, and he to whom tlie Son vnll
reveal him."^
After he had thus poured out his soul before God, he turned
to his disciples, and pi-onounced them blessed, because their eyes
had beheld that which the prophets and the pious had waited
and louged for."
" The Omnipotent Creator, who manifests himself as Father in con
descending to the wants of men, and in his self- revealing love.
^ Tlie liiding from the wise and the revealing nnto babes are closely con
nected together ; it required child-like submission and devotion to receive
tbe communications of the higher source, and therefore none could receive
it but such as, like children, in need of higher light, yielded themselves
up to the Divine illumination ; and for the same reason, those whose
imagined wisdom satisfied them, because they were devoid of child-like
submission, could not receive the Divine communications.
� I think that t^ofioXoyoijfiai is not to be repeated after vai in v. 21 ;
the latter (like dfiriv) is a confirmation of the preceding passage, and a
reason is assigned�" so it seemed good in thy sight ;" a higher necessity,
viz. the pleasure of God, made it so. These words form the point of tran
sition to the following verse, which contains the ground of the preceding ;
viz. that the Son receives all by communication fi'om God, but none can
know the Son, except it be revealed to him by the Father.
^ Tliat is, according to the connexion, all power to carry on and develop
the kingdom of God victoriously, and to give eternal life to believers
(John xvii. 2). Christ had previously said that the Divine power given to
him should show itself in the efficiency of his organs in spreading the
kingdom of God.
y For this mighty power was granted to him in view of his original
relations to God.
^ This entire passage, which in Luke connects itself so naturally .and
closely with the narrative, is placed by Matthew (xi. 25-27) in connexion
with the woes pronounced upon the unbelieving towns of Galilee.
* The passage in v. 23, 24, forms an apt and fitting conclusion to what
had gone before, both in form and substance. The kut ISiav fits with the
supposition that the disciples, on their return, found Christ surrounded by
one of those groups that frequently gathered about him. Tlie same words
stand, also, in a clear connexion in Matt. (xiii. 16, 17), but not so close as
Luke's. Even the form of the words is closely adapted to the occasion
and the cor.text. It is a question whether the words "kings" or "righleout
men" (as Matt, gives it) were the original one. The exchange may have
taken place because "kings" appeared foreign ; or vice versd, because
"righteous men" appeared too indefinite. By the word " kings," then,
we must understand "the pious kings;" and the instance of a David
might have led Jesus to connect "kings "with "prophets." Thus the
apparently insignificant disciples are contrasted with men of thf highest
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The " seeing " and " hearing " are not to be taken, as Hugo
a St. Victor long ago remarked, in an outward sense, but
spiritually, with reference to the truth revealed to them, which
had been veiled and, to some extent, hidden from those who
occupied even the highest place iu the Old Dispensation. A
conscious or unconscious longing for the future revelation was
then' highest attainment.
� 207.�The Signs of Discipleship. (jNIatt. vii. 22.)�Requisites, viz. Self-
Denial and Resignation (Luke ix. 56, 62) : Talcing up the Cross. Luke
xiv. 25-35 ; Matt. x. 38 ; xvi. 24.)
If we were correct iu our remarks upon the Sermon on the
Mount, p. 257, we must assign to this period the following
words ot Christ (Matt. vii. 22) : " 2Iany vM say to me in that
day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name 1 and in
thy name have cast out devils? and in thy name done many
womkrful works ? And then vnll I profess unto them, I never
knew you; depart from me, ye that loork iniquity."^ Woriis
refening to that period in which Christ had already imparted
miraculous powers to the disciples, and had to warn them
against the danger of losing sight of the sole object of theii-
works, in the splendour and notoriety of the works themselves.
Christ, then, with his piercing glance into the future, announces
that not the doing great works in his name, but holy chspo-
sitions and'aims alone, would be an infallible sign of disciple
ship. He, who recognized as his own such as gave a cup of
cold water to the least in his name, repulsed, as aliens, those
who pretended to do great works in his name; the disposition
shown in their lives made it manifest that, although his name
was upon their lips, it was not in their hearts. To such, also,
might be apphed his saying, "He tliat is not with me is against
me."
An attempt at a nearer definition of the relation in which
such persons and their works stood to Christ may be made as
follows : They were perhaps really, at first, in communion with
importance in the development of the Theocracy. There is no difficulty
in supposing that Christ passed over from " prophets" to " righteous men,"
and then the adjective "many" (Matt. xiii. 17) would be the more
applicable.
" There is internal proof that this passage was not (as some suppose)
ascribed to Christ as a post factum prediction. Those who suppose this
must conceive that the passage was invented to oppose the heretics, who
boasted ofmiraculous powers. But in that case false doctrine would have
been made jnore prominent than lad actions ; and even the appearance uf
recognizing their works as real miracles would have been avoided.
z2
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him, and thus participated in the Divine hfe from which these
miraculous powers went forth; but afterward�^rejoicing more
that they were able to cast out devils than that their name**
were written in the Book of Life�their very works became a
snare to desti'oy them, and their higher life was lost in out
ward appearance. After the principle of life was gone, single
and separate impulses may yet have remained. Isolated efforts
may continue after the prime cause is destroyed ; there may be
life-hke convidsions when hfe has departed for ever. Compare
what Paid says in 1 Cor. xiii. 1-3, about such separate good
deeds when uninspired by the life of love.
It may be objected, however, that Christ betokens these as
persons whom he had never knovm as his own. As such, we
must beheve that the new birth had never been fully realized
in them ; that they had been predominantly selfish from the
fu'st ; that none but isolated impulses of the higher life, mere
exaltations of the natural feelings or imagination, had ever
found place in them. "We must remember well that stimulated
natural powers may do many things apparently resembhng the
work of Divdne power, but, in fact, very different from it.
Many persons, in the places to which Christ came, were so
powerfully affected by his preaching, as to wish earnestly to
attach themselves to him for ever; but he did not receive all.
Some, carried away by transient emotions, felt willing to ju-o-
mise more than they could perform; and he took pains to lay
before such the sufferings and struggles they must undergo as
his followers, the sacrifices and self-denial which devotion to
him must cost.
One of these, who probably went with him a little distance
from a village where he had stayed a short time,'= said unto
him, "Lord, I willfollow tJhee whithersoever thou goest." Christ
bade him reflect wed before taking such a step: "Foxes luive
Imles, and the birds of tlte air lia/oe nests, but the Son ofMan
hath not where to lay his head;" expressing the privations and
necessities to which all who followed him thereafter would ex
pose themselves. Another whom he invited to foUow him, as
he was about departing, said, " Suffer me frst to go and bury
my father^ Under other circumstances Christ would not have
hindered the indulgence of such a fllial love; but he made use
of this case to show, by a striking example, that those who
If stress is to be laid upon Lidie i.x. 56, 57, the.se little narrative?,
which fit so aptly to this part of the history, stand in a much clearer
chronological and pragmatical connexion in Luke ix. than in Matt. viii.
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Bought to follow him must deny natural feeliugs that were
otherAvdse entirely sacred, when the interests of the kingdom
of God required it. "Let the dead hury their dead, but go tiuju
and preach tlie kingdom of God." (Let those who are them
selves dead, who know nothing of the higher interests of the
kingdom of God or the Divine life, attend to the lifeless clay.
But thou, upon whom the Divine hfe, which conquers all death,
IS opened, &iou must devote thyself wholly to propagate it by
preaching the Gospel. It is for the dead to care for the dead ;
the hving for the living.) So in answer to another, who said,
"Let me first go and bid them farewell which are at home at my
home," Christ expressed a similar thought : "No one luiving put
his hand to the plough, and looking back, is fit for the kingdom of
God " ^ (no one can become a proper organ of the kingdom who
does not give himself up to it with undivided soid, sutfering no
earthly cares to distract him).
At a certain point of this journey, whole hosts of people,
attracted by Christ's appearance and preaching, followed after
him (Luke xiv. 25). He took pains to impress upon the minds
of tbis multitude the necessary conditions of fellowship mtli
him ; that they were not to expect the appearance of Messiah's
kingdom iu its glory upon the earth, aud, therefore, to look for
nothing but ease and enjoyment in his communion; nay, on
the other hand, said he, "If any man come to me, and hate not
his father and motlier, &c. yea, and his own life also, lie cannot
be my disciple." (The nearest and dearest earthly ties must not
stand in the way of the kingdom ofGod.) "And whosoever doth
not bear his cross, and come after me, cannot be my discijyle."^
* Wetstein adduces, in illustration of this passage, the beautiful Py
thagorean sentiment of Simplicius, in his Commentary on Epictetus : lig
TO 'itpov cnripxopc^oQ firj tTnaTpi^ov.
' It is involved in the very idea of following Christ, that he who does it
decides to "bear his own cross." The sense of this phrase is well illus
trated in Plutarch (de Sera Numinis Vindicta, c. ix.), who says, that "As
wickedness bears its- own punishment along with it, so the wicked man
bears his own cross." Kai Tip fikv awfiari tS>v KoXaKofitvMV sVacrroc
KaKovpymv tKiptpei rbv avrov uravpov' i) Se KUKia tojv KoXaerrrjpiwv icp'
iavTTiv tKaurov avTrjg rtKraivtrai, Stivrj rig ovaa jiiov li)p,i.ovpybQ
oiKTpov Kai (Tvv aiaxvvy (l>6�ovc; rt iroXXovg Kai ndOrj \aXtTra Kal pem-
fiiXtiag Kai rapaxdg diravarovg txovrog. This passage shows that Christ
might have employed the phrase without any known reference to his
death ; the form of the expression is, therefore, no proof that the passage
was modified after his death upon the cross. But John tells us that Christ
did allude to his impending death upon the cross in the use of the word
vif/oijv (iii. 32) ; and this may have been, and probably was, before his
Bomd, in connexion with his being delivered over to ihe heathen, when ho
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(As Clirist, condemned to death upon the cross, must himself
carry the instrument of his suffeidngs and ignominy, so his true
followers must be prepared to undei'go, of tlieir own accord, all
sufferings and shame.)
� 20%.�Self-Denial and Silf-Sacrifice further illnstrated.�Parable of the
buildinq of the Toiver.�Of the Warring King. (Luke xiv. 28-33.)�The
Saa-ificial Sedt. (Marlt ix. 49, 50.)�The Treasure hid in the Field.�
The Pearl of Great Price. (Matt. xiii. 44-46.)
Cluist then made use of various comparisons to set still
more clearly before his hearers the necessity of counting the
cost, of fairly contemplating the sacrifices and self-denial v\iiich
his service required, before entering upon it. Those who heed
lessly neglected this, and are afterward disgraced by shrinking
from the sacrifices demanded of them, are compared to a man
that sets about building a tower without calculating the ex-
iiense, and is laughed at when his inability to finish it is mani
fested. Or to a king, who rashly goes to war with another of
superior power. And then, again, he repeated the main
thought : " None of you, that forsaketh not all that he hath, can
he my discijyle. Salt is good, hut if the salt have lost its sa vour,
vJieremth shall it he seasoned?" The disciples of Cbrist. the
salt of mankind, become lifeless�a mere appearance�without
self-sacrifice; the salt becomes stale and worthless.^
Kindred to this is the passage in Mark ix. 49, .00, which,
considered as an isolated saying, is quite obscure. But it pro
bably formed part of one of Christ's exhortations to his disciples
during this latter period of his stay with them. The thought
which it contains appears to me to be this. The persecutions,
struggles, and sufferings of the disciples were to be as salt to
preserve and freshen the Divine life in them ; to make them
more and more fit sacrifices to be consecrated to Gon. . But
(v. 50) no external influences could thus operate, unless the
element of the inner hfe, in truth, exists; the salt must be
there, the spirit of self-sacrifice, springing from the Divine hfe
within, before outward trials can serve to purify the heart.
The disciples were, therefore, exhorted to keep it within them,
and, as an aid thereto, to strengthen each other in the Divine
life by fellowship of heart. "Have salt in yourselves, and have
�peace one unth another."
used the phrase in John. Tlie passage in Matthew therefore, ma> ne
taken as affording a similar sense ; and thus John and the Synoptical
Gospels agree in stating that Christ intimate-el the mode of Lis death.
' Cf p. 246.
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The same thought, viz. that his followers must be prepared
to sacrifice everything to the kingdom of God, as their highest
good, was also illustrated by the parables of the treasure hid in
the field, and the pearl of great price.
The single aim of the first parable is to show that whoever
will obtain this treasure must give up all that he has in order
to secure it, and must consider all otber possessions valueless
in comparison with tlus, his highest good. All the rest is the
colouring of the picture, to give impresciveness to this one
thought. The same thought is presented, under another figure,
in the parable of the costly pearl. It is probable, however,
that these varying forms of illustration were used to describe
the different ways by which men reach the kingdom of God ;
the accidental finder of the treasure in the field corresponding
to those to whom the proclamation of the kingdom comes un
sought and unexpected ; but whom, nevertheless, it finds ready
to receive it, and to sacrifice everything when its revealed glory
rouses the slumbering Divine consciousness within them. On
the other hand, as the merchant seeks for precious pearls, and,
after repeated search, finds one of surpassing beauty and value ;
so some, impelled by anxious longings, pursue the kingdom of
God with restless earnestness, and find in it at last, to the joy
of their hearts, that precious treasure which transcends all
others, however valuable, iu a lower sense, they may be.
� 209.�Christ refuses to interfere in Civil Disputes. (Luke xii. 13-1 5.)�
His Decision in the Case of the A dulteress.
It was natural that there should be some, among the num
ber who came under the powerful influence of Christ, to seek
from his authority the decision of questions foreign to hi" call
mg. In such cases he refused to interfere ; his kingdom Avas
to rule the hearts of men; not to estabhsh outward law or
equity. On a certain occasion, oneS of the listening crowd
asked him to decide a dispute between himself and his brother
in regard to an inheritance. The Saviour repelled him, de
clining to fix the hmits of civil property and decide ui ques
tions of civil right; so important did he consider it to avoid
e I cannot agree in Schleiermacher's opinion, tliat this was one of those
whom Christ had asked to follow him. Had it been so, Christ would
doubtless have replied to him, as he did to others, that his followers must
be preparea to renounce all earthly possessions. It was not at all wonder
ful that a man who recognized in Jesus a teacher of Divme authority,
eliould ask him to arbitrate a dispute between himself and his brother, who
may havfl also admitted Christ's authority.
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even tlie appearance of intermeddling with the affairs of humau
law and government. And in the hght of his ecmduct in this
case, we see that Christianity is not directly to order the rela
tions of civil society ; this outwcurd Divine authority is foreign
to its calling. Christ worked only in his own sphere, the
spliei'e of men's hearts; although, indeed, by operating upon
the heart, he meant to operate upon everything else; for all
human relations grow out of it. He made usp i)i this oppor
tunity (v. 15) to rebuke covetousness, the source of such con
tentions ; to show the vanity of earthly wealth ; and to point
out the heavenly treasures as the only object worth men's
striving after.
The case wluch follows undoubtedly belongs, chronologically,
to an earlier period, not precisely determinable; but we jilace
it here because of its affinity, in a certain sense, with that just
mentioned, inasmuch as it involved a question of outward
law.ii
At a period before the open and decided manifestation of
hostility on the part of the Pharisees, while they were seeking
jirivately to attach suspicion to Christ as the friend of publi
cans and sinners, they brought to liim a woman taken in adul
tery, and asked whether she ought not to suffer the penalty of
death prescribed by the Mosaic law. Had he ventured to
l)ronounce her free, as they perhaps expected from his well-
known gentleness to sinners, their object would have been
gained ; they might have involved him in a chspute with the
law of Moses. As the question was foreign to his sphere, he
at first paid no attention, but stooped, and wrote upon the
ground. They pressed the point, however, and he then drew
the question out of the sphere of law into that of morality,
^ [There has been much dispute about the authenticity of the account of
the adulterous woman ; John viii. 1-11.] We think, both from internal
and external grounds, that it does not belong to John's Gospel (see Liicke
on the passage) ; perhaps its insertion there was suggested by viii. 15.
But in all essential features it bears the stamp of truth and originality.
If invented at all, it must have been by the Marcionites ; but in that case
it would have been coloured more highly with opposition to the Mosaic
law ; nor could an invention of theirs have found such general currency in
the Catholic Church. The diflBculties consist more in the form than in the
wbstance of the narrative ; and even these can be readily overcome As
to the account in Erang. ad Hebrceos (Eus. iii. 39) of a woman accii-cd of
many sins before the Saviour, we know too little about it to decide whether
it was true and original, or a mere exaggeration either of the one before us
in John, or of the other account of the sinful woman who anointed tl;r>
feet of Jesus (p. 227); cr whether it arose from a blending of the two
together.
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which was properly his own. Looking round upon them with
all his majesty of mien, he said, "He that is imthout sin among
you, let him first cast a stone at her."
It is true, that from the stand-point of law the moral cha
racter of the judge is of no account ; it is the law alone that
judges. But from the stand-point of morality, he that con
demns another (i. e. the sinner, not merely the sin) while
conscious of siu himself, though of another kind, pronounces
his own condemnation (Rom. ii. 1). His own conscience
bears witness against him. In this case, therefore, Christ ap
pealed to the consciences of the accusers, not only to dispose
them to leiuency, but also to awaken in them a common sense
of sin, and need of pardon and redemption. To the woman,
who was bowed down under the burden of sin, he said, "Nei
ther do I condemn thee;" cautioning her, at the same time, to
guard against falling again into transgression.
� 210.� Christ's Iatiraations of the Futv/re.
The discourses of Christ in the course of this journey reveal
to us the topic on which his thoughts were chiefly occupied at
this critical period. In the spiritual results of bis preaching,
he saw the earnest of that new creation which was to follow
his death. Knowing all that lay before him at Jerusalem, he
went on to meet his death in conflict with the representatives
of the depraved spirit of the world at Jerusalem ; yet contem
plating with joy the progress of his kingdom, for which this
self-sacrifice was to pave the way. At the same time com
menced those vehement emotions of soul which afterward,
imder various and painful excitements from without, grew
stronger and stronger, untd liis final and triumphant
" It is
finislied !"
� 211.�Parahles of the Mustard Seed and of the Leaven. (Luke xiii.
18-21.)�Points of Agreement and Difference.�Gompa/red unth the Parable
of the Ripening Grain. (Mark iv. 26.)
Christ recognized iu the little circle that gathered around
him the germ of a community which was to embrace all na
tions. Piercing the veil which obscured the future from
ordinary eyes, he saw the spiritual life of mankind m all its
relations revolutionized by the power of his word. A total
change in the disciples' mode of thmking was in preparation;
the truth they had received was to be freed from the many
foreign elements that yet encumbered it. Thus the Divine
word was to work both extensively and intensively. These forms
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of its operation he illustrated by the parables of the vmstard
seed and tlie leawenS
The point in which the two parables agi-ee is, the designatini;
of the power with which the kingdom of God, where the tiiith
has once been received, develops itself outwardly from within ;
the greatest residts proceeding from apparently the most in
significant beginnings. The point in which they differ is, that
the development illustrated in the jiarable of the mustard seed
is more extensive, in that of the leaven more intensive; in the
former is shown the power with which the Church, so feeble
in its beginning, spreads over all the earth; in the latter, the
principle of Divine life iu Christianity renews human nature,
in all its parts and powers, after its own image, to become its
own organ; thus illustrating the growth of religion, not only
in the I'ace, but also in individual men.
Here we notice, also, a parable^ preserved to us by Mark
alone (iv. 26). "So is the kingdom of God, as if a man should
cast seed into the ground; and should sleep, and rise night and
day, and the seed should spring and grow up, he knoiceth rwt
how. For tlie earth bringeth forthfruit of herself; first the blade,
then tlie ear, after that the full corn in the ear. But when the
grain is ripe, immediately lie putteth in the sickle, because tlie
harvest is come." Christ obviously intended by this parable to
impress upon the disciples that their duty was to preach the
word [not to make it fi-uitful] ; that where the truth was once
implanted in the heart, its growth was independent of human
agency; unfolding itself by its own inherent Divine power, it
would gradually accomplish the transformation of human
nature into that perfection for which God designed it [ihe full
corn in the ear]. The preachers of truth are instruments of a
power whose effects they cannot measure. If they only preach
the word, and do nothing further to it, it will by its own
efficacy produce in men a new creation, which they must be-
' Luke gives tiiese parables in the connexion we have assigned to them.
In Matthew they are placed along with others of a very different character,
only agreeing in the one point of general bearing upon the kingdom of
God. On the arrangement of the parables, cf p. 113.
> This parable bears the undeniable stamp of originality, both in its
matter and form ; so that we cannot consider it as a variation of one of the
other parables of the growing seed. It is worthy of note that, just as in
the different narratives of the same discourse given in the first three Gos
pels, one Evangelist preserves one portion, and another another ; so in
regard to these parables illustrative of the intctuke operation of the kingdom
of God, Mark alone has preserved the one of the ripening com, uinitting
the leaven; while IMatthew and Luke give the latter, omitting the former.
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noid witli amazement (v. 27). No words could have more
pointedly opposed the prevalent carnal notions of the Jews in
regard to the natirre of Messiah's kingdom, or have more effec
tually rebuked the tendency to ascribe too much to human
agencies, and too httle to the substantive power of the word
itself
� 212.�The Fire to he kindled.� The Baptism of Sufferings.�Christianity
not Peace, but a Swm-d. (Luke xii. 49-53.)
"/ am come to send jire upon the earth; and wliat will '
(more), if it he edreeidy kindled V As he had compared the per
vading and rencAving power of the word of truth to tbe leaven,
so here, as that word sends forth a holy flame, which is to seize
upon human nature and bum out all its dross and impurity�
inextinguishable until it has enveloped aU mankind�he com
pares it to a fire kindled by himself, whose unquenchable
flames he already sees bursting forth. "Wliat will I moraV
says he ; "the object of my ministry on earth is so far accom
plished."
But after speaking thus of what had been already done, he
passed on to what remained for the fulfihnent of his work, Adz.
the sufferings that Avere awaiting him. These he betokens by
a baptism which he must undergo ; partly, perhaps, in view of
the multitude of afflictions that were to overwhelm him,''
and partly in view of baptism as a religious symbob and of the
baptism of suffering as his last and perfect consecration as
Messiah and Redeemer; just as John's baptism was the first
and preparatory one. "/ have yet a baptism [of suffering] to
he haptized unth, and how sorely am I pained until it he accom
plished."^
^ To "immerse himself in sufferings."
' The common interpretation of these two verses (which is certainly a
possible one) considers" the two members as co-ordinate
�rt SsXw as cor
responding to TTojc crvvixop-ai ; and u fjOr] avri<p9r] to cmq ov TsXcffO^; "1
3.m come to send a fire on the earth, and how do I wish it were already
kmdled ! but I have still the baptism of suffering to undergo, and how am
I pained until it be fulfilled." This places the whole in the future. And,
in a certain sense, indeed, Christ might have said that the fire which he
came to light among men was not as yet kindled ; for the great crisis
which Christianity was to produce in humanity had not as yet come. In
this sense of the passage, it expresses Christ's longing for this crisis; for
the accomplishment of his work as Saviour by the consecration of his
sufferings. But we think, in view of the parables of the mustard seed,
the leaven, and the ripening com, that he alluded in the first clause to
what had been done ; the fire burned already, though but glimmering m
secret, in the hearts of those that rec-eived his preaching as the word of
eternal life. The words ti ^eXw are thus interpreted more naturally i
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In this saying, also, Chri.st contradicted the prevailing idea
that the Messiah was to work an outward re\oluti<)u. The
preached word itself was the mighty tlame w hich was to pro
duce such wonderful effects among mankind. He was n(>t to
end his labours by commg forward to subdue his foes aud glo
rify his reign by miraculous power; his victory consisted in
his being overcome by suffering and death. And he warned
lus disciples, in addition (v. 51, 52), not to imagine that he
would leave them to enjoy outward peace; far from it; the
tiTith of God was to be a separating jtowcr. to cause the
sharpest strifes in nations and in families. The dearest natural
ties were to be sundered by his true disciples (v. 53), for the
sake of the kingdom of God.� The higher unity of Christian
ity was to shape itself out of the midst of discords and contra
dictions. So clearly had Christ at that time before his eyes
the effects subsequently produced everysvhere by Christianity
in the life of nations and of families.
� 213.�The Kinr/dom of God cometh not with Observation. (Luke xvii. 20.)
Wlien the Pharisees demanded of him when tbe kingdom of
God should appear, he assured them, " IVie hiii;/doiti of God
cometh not with wMward show" (cannot be outwardly seen by
human eyes);"^ "neither shall they say, Lo here! or, Lo there!
tor, beJiold, tJie kingdom of God is among you."�
though, as we have said, the other rendering is not impossible (Matt. vii.
14, cannot decide the question, as the reading of that passage is doubtful).
The 06 in v. 50 is adversative, according to our view, which, by the way,
was adopted (among the ancients) by Euthymius Zigabenus. The word
avvkxojxai, thus apprehended, was Christ's first expression of his struggles
ol soul in view of the approach of death. Cf IMatt. x. 31, seq.
" The antithesis is, that it reveals itself invisibly, so as to be seen only
by the eye of faith.
� The words (vrbg vfiSiv may, indeed, mean "within you," as they are
commonly interpreted ; but this would not suit the persons addre.ssed, for
they were as yet strangers to the kingdom of God, the foundation of faith
not having been laid in their hearts The passage, thus understood, would
have been applicable only to believers. Christ would not have expressed
himself in a way so liable to misconstruction and perversion on the part of
the Pharisees. Had he meant to tell them that the kingdom of God must
be prepared within their heart.s, he would have warned them, instead of
looking for its outward appearance, to strive to fit themselves for it by
laying the only basis of which it admitted, in the dispositions of their
hearts. Everything is clear and natural, if we take the w(jrds in the sense
that we have assigned to them : " The kingdom of ( ^od is in your midst, if
you will only recognize it. You must not seek at a distmce what is already
near ; the kingdom of God hcLS come in my ministry : and all that believe
on me belong to it." This agrees aL>o with his usual mode of treating ths
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8 2li.�The Personal Retwrn of Christ to tlie Earth, and ihe Day of Judg
ment. (Luke xvii. 22-37.)
Having thus poiuted out that the kingdom of God was
manifested iu his own appearance, Christ tuimed directly to
the disciples, and told them (v. 22) that the time would come
when they should look back longingly upon the days of their
personal intercourse with him, and wish, though in vain, to
have him even for one day in their midst. But (v. 23, 24) as
this longing might lay them open to deception (as, in fact, at a
later period, their anxious yearnings did lead them to expect
his personal return too soon), he warned them against this
danger. " Do not suffer yourselves to be deceived by false
reports of my return ; when it comes, it will be as the lightning
that flashes suddenly from one end of the sky to another,
dazzhng all men's eyes ; none need point it out to others ;
none can fad to see it, or deny its approach."?
To obviate all carnal expectations, he then told them (v. 25)
that "He must first suffer many things, and he rejected of this
generationf and that, when tbe glorified Son of Man should
appear to judge a coriupt world (v. 26-32), in that day of
trial and sifting that was to precede the consummation of the
kingdom, he woidd take men unawares, and surprise sinners in
their lusts. He presented the whole in one view before them,
without distinguishing the separate moments. i His object
was to guard them against both premature expectations and
ai"bitrary calculations upon the character of the final decision ;
to impress them with the importance of being always prepared,
both in heart and in life, by that self-demal and renunciation
of the world (v. 33) which he always made the necessary con
dition of entering into his kingdom. He then pointed out
(v. 34-36) the fanning process by which the distinctive charac
ters of men in the same relations of life would be revealed ;
"
one shall be taken (saved and received into the kingdom)
and another left" (to the judgment of God; not removed from
it). As this last expression (though intelhgible enough from
Pliarisees ; he always pointed out to them the true meaning of his appear
ance. Cf Matt. xii. 28 ; and p. 261, seq.
P Christ here declares that his actual comingwould not follow the analogy
of earthly manifestations ; and this ought to have been enough to hinder
believing dogmatists from seeking to define its character too accurately,
and frorn adhering too closely to the letter of some of the expressions of the
Apostles, who could themselves as yet have had no adequate intuition of
its precise nature.
See below, where we speak of Christ's last discourses.
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the connexion) was somewhat obscure, the disciples asked him,
"Left? where. Lord?" He rephed, "Wheresoever tJie carcase
is, thither vnll the eagles be gathered together"'^ (condemnatiou
will fall upon those that have deserved it).
� 215.�Exhortation to Wateh for Chi-ist's Com!n{! (Luke xii. 0*5-48) to
Confidence in tlte Divine Justice.�Tlie Importuncde Widow. (Luke, xviii. 1.)
On another occasion, when surrounded by a larger circle of
disciples, Christ exhorted the faithful to watch for tbe time
when he would return from his glory in heaven and demand
an account of their stewardship. How earnestly he sought
to guard them against all attempts to deternune the precise
time of his coming, is manifest from his declaring that it was
just as uncertain as the moment wdien a thief would break
into the house at night. It might be deferred, he told them,
until the night was far spent�even to the third watcli.^ Very
naturally Peter (conscious of his position and th.at of the other
Apostles) here interrupted Jesus with the question, whether
the parable was spoken in reference to the narrower circle of
disciples in particular, or to all that were jiresent. The rejjly
of Cbrist (v. 47, 48) was, in effect, that the greater one's know
ledge, the greater his guilt, if that knowledge be not improved.
On this principle the Apostles could decide for themselves the
relation in which they stood to othei-s.
Christ exhorted his followers, in all their struggles with the
sins of mankind, to trust in the justice of theu- heavenly
Father, who would judge between them and a persecuting
world (Luke xvhi 1, seq.); and to seek support and encourage
ment in prayer. If a judge to whom nothing is sacred does
justice to the persevering widow, simply to get rid of her
importunity, how could God leave unheard the continued
prayers of his chosen ones invoking his justice? Though His
forbearance may seem like delay, his justice will not fail; "He
will avenge them speedily.'"^ The decision of the Divine justice
between the degenerate Theocratic nation and the new and
�� Luke xvii. 37, give.s the natural connexion of these words ; in jMatt.
xxiv. 28, they are placed with many other similar passages referring to this
last crisis.
* It is clear that Paul had these words of Christ in view in 1 Thess. v. 1 .
' We cannot see a clear correspondence between Luke xviii. 1, and what
follows. The whole passage exhorts to confidence in God's justice, no
matterwhat wrong we may see done ; not to praying always ; for constant
prayer has another aim and object. It is presupposed that those who are
addressed pray, like children, to their heavenly Father ; but they are
exhorted not to waver, if the answer to their prayers be delayed.
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genuine congregation of God was, indeed, to prepare its course
liiore and more rapidly.
To long for a revelation of Divuie justice before all tbe
world, and for tbe time wben He shall judge between the
good and the bad, is not at all inconsistent with prayer for the
salvation of the enemies of his kingdom, as enjoined both bv
Christ's teaching and example. The combination of the two
is a thoroughly Christian one.
The Saviour finally put the question whether, under the
delays of Divine justice, all that beheved on him would hold
fast their integrity ; whether the Son of Man would find faith
remaining in them all when he should reveal himself to his
Church a second time.^
� 216.�Call to entire Devotion.�The Strait Gate and tlie Narrow Way.�
Heatlien admitted to the Kingdom of Heaven. (Luke xiii. 24-28.)
The hosts that gathered about the Saviour at this period
were exhorted to make good use of the short time remaining
to them to repent and believe, in order to escape the Divine
judgments that w^ere so soon to break upon the Jewish people.
Such as were not hostile, and even rejoiced in his society, were
told not to rest upon his personal presence (v. 26), or upon
their superficial uiterest in 1dm. AU this would do no good
(he told them) unless his word were truly received and
apphed; unless they sought earnestly, by self-denial and self-
sacrifice, to enter the kingdom to which no road leads but this
narrow and toilsome way.^ "Many will seek to enter in, and
shall not he able." Not those who seek aright ; but those who
seek, without the heart or the will, to fulfil the essential con
dition of entire self-denial.
Thus the one truth proclaimed by Christ presents opposite
aspects under opposite circumstances. To oppressed and weary
souls, groaning under the heavy burdens imposed by the Pha-
" Luke xviii. 8. This was probably the sense of the words in this con
nexion ; we must remember the various applications of which the phrase
" the coming of the Son of Man" admits, and in the intentional indefinite
ness in which it was left. It may be applied either to his spiritual or his
personal self-manifestation in the progress of human affairs and of the
Church. At all events, we find no ground to suppose (as some do) that
the passage was modified at a later period, when men were running to and
fro in perplexity of opinion about the second advent of Christ. The pro
phetic description of the last days given by Paul presupposes that intima
tions of the same had been thrown out by Jesus. It is more likely that
the words were transferred from some other connexion in which Christ
really spoke of his second advent, than that they were thus modified at an
after poriod.
" ^f- P 255.
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risees, he describes his yoke as mild and easy�easy to tbose
that love�in comparison with the yoke of the law ; ^ while to
those who are yet ia bondage to the world of sense, and expect
to find his service easy, he represents it as painful and labo
rious. Everytlung depends upon the heart and the motives ;
what is hard to one is easy to another.
In further contrast with the disposition to look merely at
outward relations, he announced prophetically (v. 28), that
while many who gloried in their personal intercourse with him
might be excluded from the kingdom for want of fellowship of
spirit with him, many, on the other hand, from all quarters of
the world, should be called to enter in.
� 217.�The Signs of the Times. (Luke xii. 54.)
Others, again, were referred by Christ to the signs of tJte
times to learn the import of lus appearance, and what awaited
them if they neglected it. As they could know from a cloud
in the west that a storm was approaching, and from the blow
ing of the south vind that there would be heat ; so (he told
them), if tbey would observe the signs of history as carefidly
as those of nature, they could discern the approaching judg
ments of God from the phenomena of the times. But tins
was precisely their guilt (v. 56), that in their heedless folly
they gave no thought to these indications of the evil that was
nigh. He called them hypocrites, either because they afiected
to plead ignorance while the means of knowledge were within
their reach, and lacked the disposition to see, not the abihty;
or because, while the present was serious, and the future threat
eiung, they were utterly unconscious of the value of intercourse
with him, from their folly in neglecting the signs of the times,
and now sought liim under the imijulse of a merely transient
excitement.^
" Cf. p. 218.
^ Cf. Matt. xvi. 1. In a very similar discourse the Pharisees demanded
a sign from heaven, to accredit his calling ; he told them severely, that if
they would only consider the sign of his whole manifestation, in connexion
with the signs given by God in the events of the times, they would make no
such demand. They could foretell the weather from the clouds and sky ;
but would not see in the events around them the signs of the coming crisis,
the approach of the kingdom and judgment of God. "This fallen gene
ration seeks a sign from heaven, but no sign shall be given to it but the
sign of the prophet Jonah ; the whole appearance of Christ, which annouces
to them, as Jonah did to the Ninevites, the Divine judgments over their
corrupt city, calling them to repent." His manifestation was above all
other signs of the times, and they might discern what was coming from it.
He calls them hypocrites because, for want of a right spirit, they would not
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*' Tea, tmd why even of ijourselves jnJeje ye tiot lohat is right fy
When thou goest tvith thine adversary" &c. (v. 58). (Wliy must
anotlier point out to tliem VN liat they ought to know tLem-
pelves, viz. that they .should agree with the Messiah v. hile he
was yet with them on earth? since he would otherwdse become
their accuser before God,^ and make it impossible to escape the
penalty they so justly deserved-'�an allusion to the terrible
lot which the JoAvdsb people procured for themselves.)
� 21S.�The ContrartedJeieish Theodicy Rejected. (Lukf xiii. 1-5.)
Certain sad events of the times were employed ly Christ as
types and warnings of the future. It was reported to him
that Pilate had caused se\ eral Galileans to be slam while
offering sacrihces in the Temple. The details of the case are
unknowai to us ; whether it A\-as carelessly reported by persons
who did not know its connexion with the whole sad and
terrible course of events into wdiich the guilt of the nation
was hurrying it; or whether they considered, according to the
contracted notions of the � Jews in regard to the avenging
justice of God, that these Galileans deserved this wi-etched
fate.'' In answering them, Chri-^t declared that guilt was
common to the whole people, and that unless they became
con\duced of it and repented, they might all expect destruction.
A tower, also, had fiilleu upon several persons in Jerusalem
and killed them; but this, he told them, did not prove any
marked giult on the part of the unfortunate sufferers, but was
see the signs before tlieir eyes ; which very fact was the cause of their
seeking a sign from heaven. This is very similar to tbe discourse in Luke,
and Clii i.-t miuht very well have uttered both in separate but similar con
nexions. The connexion is entirely apt in both Evangelists, though not
so obvious in Luke. To be sure, the one in Matthew follows immediately
after the unhistorical second feeding of 4,000, but tbe question in xvi. 1,
afforded a very suitable occasion for it ; whether the occasion was the same
as that mentioned on p. 266", or a different one. It is very possible that
the question and answer occurred twice.
y It is true that v. 57 will eidinit of Schleiermacher s interpretation, viz.
"That which they might know of themselves fi-om within in contrast to
the siuns of the times without." But does not what follows pre-suppose
that tliey had already learned from the signs of the times the true import
ofChrist's appearance, and iJienfore could easily decide for themselves what
line of conduct to pursue in order to escape the impending judgments of
God.
^ In so far, namely, that their guilt lay in their conduct towaids him.
' Tiie parabohc comparison in its complete form is given in Luke xii.
58, �9, and in its proper connexion, but not in Matt. v. -2o, 26. Cf p. 251.
It is obvious that the passage bas no reference, as has Ijeen erroneously
supposed, to the state of man after death. " See p. 327.
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rather a sign of the universal wu-etchedness wlueh the guilt of
the whole people w.vs to bring upon them.
� 219.�The Parable of Dives and Lazarus. (Luke xvi. 19-31.)
The worldly spirit, suppressing all sense of higher interests,
was the chief cause of the unbelief or inattention of the eye
witnesses of Christ's labours. In the parable of Dives and
Lazarus, Christ showed that no miracles or revelations could
lead a thor mghly worldly mind to repentance and faith; that
change of nature was indispensably necessary. Impressions
made upon such minds from without coidd be but transient
and superficial. The disposition with which a given grace is
used is the one important element; and their bearing towards
Christ's revelations ought to correspond to the regard which
they professed to entertain for those of the Old Testament.
The prominent thoirght in the jrarable is this : "He that
could not be awakened to repentance by INIoses and the pro
phets could not be by the re-appearance of the dead.'''= The
subordinate point is the contrast between the rich man and
Lazarus ; the former, representing those w^ho seek their highest
good in the pleasures of the world, and arc thereby excluded
from the kingdom of GoD, forming the principal figure. Laza
rus serves as a foil to the worldly rich man ; but it must yet
be remembered that the kingdom found the hearts of rich niei,
far less accessible than those of the hundjly poor like Lazarus ;
for the very reason that their feelings aud disjrositions were
precisely those of the Dives of the parable.
Tliere is no allusion in Luke xvi. 31, to Christ's resurrection ; a proof
that it has been transmitted pure, especially as such a bearing could easily
have been given to it, as was done in Matthew on the " Sign of the
Prophet Jonah." De PFeifebas remarked this. Still the passage contains
a reason for Christ's non-appearance after his resurrection to those who
could not be brought to believe on him during the period of his pubhc
ministry on earth.
^ The assertion has been made (especially by Strauss) that this parable
does not treat at all of the dispositions of the heart, and of their conse
quences in another world, but only of the opposite conditions of human
life, poverty and wealth ; and of the removal of such inequalities in the
next life. It is pretended that the parable is founded on the Ebionitisli
doctrine, th<at wealth is intrinsically sinful, anil poverty intrinsically meri
torious ; and, accordingly, that the conditions of men in the future life will be
inversely as tbeir conditions hero. In support of tbis view, it is remarked
that the parable says nothing of the spirit in which Lazarus bore his
sufferings ; that it does not ascribe a sinful life to the rich man, and tha;
the rebuke of the latter says, not that he deserved to suffer for his sins, bu'.
that it was now his turn to suffer, because he had enjoyed bis good thingi
in this life. But (1.) Is not tbe desciiption of Lazarus, sick and starvin({,
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� 220.�Persecutions of Herod Antipas. (Luke xiii. 31.)
Before Christ had passed the border of Galilee, certain
Pharisees came and advised him, with pretended anxiety for
his safety, to leave that region as quickly as possible, because
the king, Herod Antipas, had resolved to slay him. It is a
question whether this were really the case, or a\ hether it was
a mere invention of the Pharisees to rid themselves of Christ'.*^
troublesome presence. The latter would have been perfectly
in keeping with their character. Herod's i)re\dous conduct
certainly afforded no substantial ground for suspicion ; at first
he seems to have been actuated by mere curiosity to see a man
of whose deeds so much was said, and to witness one of his
mu-acles (Luke ix. 9) ; and at a later period, he was rejoiced
at finding an opj)ortunity of the kind (Luke xxiu. 8). But,
on the other hand, had the Pharisees invented the stoiy, Jesus
woidd have levelled his reproof at them, and not against
Herod. It would not have been in harmony with his character
to rebuke them over Herod's shoulders by calling him a crafty
" fox," when the epithet was intended for themselves, instead
of telling them dii-ectly that he knew their cunning aim to
waiting at the rich man's door for a morsel from his table, and receiving
from dogs the tendance which man refused�is not this the strongest ]ios-
sible indictment of Dives's selfishness and want of love ? JMisery lay at
his door, but instead of sympathizing with it, he sated himselfwith sensual
enjoyments. (2.) The sentence, " Thou in thy lifetime hadst thy good things,
and now . . thou and tormented," implies the cause of his torment ; he had
sought his highest good in earthly things and stifled all the higher wants
of his soul ; and noic, when torn from his illusion.s, the sense of want, the
thirst for what alone could refresh his spirit, arose of necessity more power
fully within him. Tlie figures, as figures, are not accidental ; they contain
the truth in a symbolical form, although we must not look for it in all the
subordinate details of the picture ; and although it is altogether foreign to
the scope of the parable to give a clue to tbe nature of the future life. (3.)
The very expression of a desire on the part of Dives to send Lazarus to
warn his brothers by describing his sufferings to them, implies that be
drew those sufferings upon himself, and might have escaped them by a
change of heart and life. Moses and the prophets would not have taught
them to throw away riches as sinful in themselves ; the expression could
only apply to the rich man's pursuit of pleasure, and want of love for his
neighbour. (4.) It is true, nothing is said of Lazarus's state of heart ; but
then be is only a foil to the rich man, not the chief fig-ure. Moreover, the
coiitrasi that is drawn between him and Dives, and the relation in which
he is made to stand to Abraham, indicate that he was intended to represent
pious man, suffering during his life on earth, and bearing his afflictions
with religious resignation. Perhaps, in the original form of the parable,
several points were more prominently brought out than they are iu tlt#
account of it which has been transmitted to us.
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drive him out of the couutiy. Nor is it to he sup|)OS('d tliat
the i'oelings aud dispositions of a man like Herod Antipas
would uot fluctuate under ditierent iulhienees. The jirotracted
travels of Christ iu Galilee, and the striking elVeels of his
labours, might A'eiy uaturally exciti; tbe fears and suspicions of
Herod, especially iu view of the relation in which Christ stood
to John the Baptist Evcui if be did not really intend to kill
him, he may \\sl\c circulated such a r(>port, aud thus sought to
gain his end by getting bim out of Galilee. This would lia\e
been characteristic of tbe "fox," as Jesus styled bim.
But since Herod's relatii)ns -with tbe Pbarisees were not the
most friendly, and since he must have known tbeir hostility to
Jesus, it is not likely that they were /t/.v instruments in ap-
proaching the Saviour. Tbey probably acted i'rom moti\'es of
their own; whether tbey belongcMl to the less hostile party,
and gave him the warning in good fixith, or wlielher, without
inventing the report, they usetl it to got rid of one A\ hi) so
troubled them by his reproofs, and threatened to injure theii
authority with tbe ])eo])le so seriously.
� 221.� C/(/'/,s7',s' Words of his Ih'.ath.
i iirist answei'ed the Pharisees that there ^\'as no occasion
for such craft and stratagem ; be should stay in (bdilee a few
days, but would uot leave it sooner; be had nothing to fear
during the time fixed by God for his laboui-s tlier('; at Jcrn-
niilem was bis career to terminate, and tbitb(;r he .should go to
meet bis fate. " Go tell that fox, bifohl, I cast out di-rlls; and. I do
cures to-d,aii and to-morrouj (i. e. but a shoi t time), and tlm third
day (shortly) / sJiall he perfected (find the end of my labours).
Kevertheless, T must go on vnth niy lidmnrs'^ lo-doy ami lo-
morrov) ;^ and the day foilonnng I go ateuy.for tl cannot he tluU
a propliet perish out of Jerusalem.''
' To give a complete sense to v. 'l^i, we must (with the PisrJdlo) in.sert
Ipyd'^euOai, or some like word, after avpwv.
' This is by no means a mere repetition ; the preceding' verse s.iys what
is done ; this, what must be done : i ti jxi� implying a ruling Providence.
" Do not think that any humai] power can sho7-ten my ministi-y ; it is the
Divine will that 1 work here a short time, and then go to end my earthly
career at Jerusalem."
if The verses following (34, 3.5) are found, also, in Matt, xxiii. Zl-'u*.
The question is, to which place do they oriqinnlhi bdong / Both the place
and time given by IMattbew appear entirely suitalili-, and the connexion
between verses 34, 35 (Luke), appears to prove that the woids wi-re
spoken at Jerusalem. It may be said that /) o?(,-iir i<ju7iv does not ti^'ccs-
sarily designate the Temple ; and hence tbat .Jesus mi^lit li.ive us(-.<l the
v/ords when leaving Galilee; but, in fiict, he was 'not leaving iliat ccuLt/y,
IXHOSPITAHTY OF CERTAI>< SAJIARITAXS. 3o7
Tbe f'xtent of tbis hist declaration may appear strange, a.s
John the Baptist, whom Christ called the greatest of prophets,
Sd perish out of Jerusalem. But obviously be did uot uu^an
to express a general and inevitable law, but only to cbaracterize
strikingly the persecutuig spirit of the hierarchical party iu
the metropohs, to which the A\dtuesses of the truth must always
fall victims. And although Jerusalem itself was not the seat
of John's labours, still the city� i. e. the riding jiartv there�
was the cause of his death.
� 2"22.�Journcii continued throwjh Samaria. (Luke xvii. 11, seq.)�
Irdiospitality of certain Samaritecns.�Displeasure of the Diseiphs. (Luke
ix. 54.)�Ingratitude of Nine Jeivish lepers that were Ileulea.�Gratitude
of the Samantan Leper. (Luke xvii. 15, 16.)
Christ determined, in this his last journey, to pass through
Samaria,' as he had done ou his first return from the Feast of
Passover. The seventy disciples prepared his way amoug the
Samaritans. A few of them met ^\\th. a bad reception at a
sertain jilace; the people refused to entertain them and their
Master because they were going to the Feast at Jerusalem.
James and John, the sons of Zebedee, with a zeal not yet suffi
ciently tempered by love�probably relying on the miraculous
powers intrusted to them by Christ�said to him, "Lord, icUt
thou that we command Jire from heaven and consume tJiem, even
as Elias didV But he rebuked them with the question,
" Know ye not with what temper of mindJ ye ought, as repre
sentatives of my spirit, to be actuated?" And they went to
another village.
but said expressly that he would remain a little time longer. On the
whole, therefore, we adopt the connexion in Matthew as the original one.
The affinity between verses 33 and 34 in Luke may have led to the inser
tion of the passage in this place. Cf p. 190.
' As all that is found in this part of Luke's Gospel does not refer to one
journey, it is possible that Luke ix. 52, belongs to a separate one. We
place it in this later period from tbe " messengers" (v. 52), which we take
to allude to the Seventy, and from the confidence of tbe Apostles in the
efficacy of their prayer (v. 54), which implies that they were at that time
organs ofmiraculous power. The mention, in verse 52, of the sending out
of messengers, without express allusion to the Seventy, taken in connexion
with the fact that this is a fi-agmentary account, separate fi'om the narra
tive of the mission of the Seventy, serves to confirm the veracity of tbe
latter.
j Namely, not to call judgments down upon the enemies of the kingdom,
but to seek their salvation ; the spirit of love and mercy, sympathizing
with those that en- from nustaken zeal ; as Jesus himself had distinguished
the sin against the Son of Man from that against the Holy Ghost. Cf
p. 245, 263. They should have known that his miraccles were designed to
bless, not to punish. Cf p. 141,
OuS UETUIiX T]UtOL'<.;{I S.UI.VKt.V.
In the case just mentioned the Sumarlfdns were iu fault,
aud their conduct tended to strengthen tlie Jewish prejudice
of the disciples against theiii.'^ But another soon occurred in
�which Samaritan gratitude was made use of by the Sav iour to
counteract that prejuchce.'
On the outskirts of a village ten lepers met him, nine of
whom were Jews, and the tenth a Samaritan. Shut out in
common from the fellowship of men, they forgot their national
hatred in theu* sutferiuiis, aud banded together. Not darinff,
as lepers, to approach the Saviour, they stood afar off and
called for help. They were healed, but not immediately ;
Christ telling them to show themselves to the jiriests for m-
spection. Of all the ten, only tbe Samaritan came ba(.k to
thank Christ, and in him God, for the grace of healing.'"
The Saviour drew the attention of the disciples to the sus-
ceptilile mind of the thankful Samaritan, in contrast \vith the
dulness of heart shown by the Jews. This simple example
was, in fact, a type of the conduct of multitudes."
* The absence of any allusion here to Christ's fonner reception among
the Samaritans proves nothing against the veracity of the narrative ; it
only illustrates the manner in which tbe synoptical Gospels were compiled.
' Of course we do not pretend to jirorc that this event (Luke xvii. 11)
necessarily falls in the chronological place in which we give it.
There are several obscurities in the narrative. At what point did the
Samaritan turn hack (v. 15) ? Schlcii'rnuiclicr supposes that it was not until
after the lepers had been declared to be healed by the priest, and had
brought the usual sacrifices ; that the Jews might have expected to meet
Christ at the feast in Jerusalem and thank him there ; but the other, fol
lowing the Samaritan sense of the Mosaic law, went to the Temple of
Gerizim, and therefore could not expect to meet him again. Had this
been the case, Christ would not have praised him to the disadv.antage of
tbe others, merely because his gratitude, without being 'jre.ater, was sooner
expresse l. This being inadmissible, let us suppose the case thus : the
Samaritan, from intercourse with Jews, had imbibed .Jewish opinions,
and admitted the authority of their prophets, so far, at least, as to apply
the law in their sense ; in fact, it appears from the account that all the ten
went together. But his ardent gratitude could not wait for Christ's arrival
at Jerusalem ; and as soon as he had the priest's certificate, he hurried
back to meet Jesus�who travelled slowly�on the way, and express his
Ihanks. But the sense which naturally flows from Luke's words is also
the most probable in itself; the lepers found themsel v(-s heabtd soon after
leaving the village, and the Samaritan, full of gratitude, hastened back to
give utterance to it.
" In the narrative the miracle holds a subordinate place ; the prominent
feature is the contrast between the thankfulness of the Samaritan and the
ingratitude of the Jews ; and this fact alone testifies to its ve^racity in
respect to the miracle itself. The attempts that have been made to iniyiugn
it, or to show that it v/as originally a parable, are futile ; it bears no mark
PROOF OF HIS MESSIAHSHIP.
CHAPTER XIII.
Christ's stay at Jerusalem during the feast of the
dedication.
I 22Z.�His Statement of the Proof of His Messiahship.�His Oneness with
tlte Fathei:�He defends his Words frorn the Old Testament. (John x.
�22-39.)
In the montli of December Christ arrived at Jerusalem to
atteud the Feast of the Dedication. As he had not always
ahke openly declared himself to be Messiah, he was asked,
while walking in Solomon's Porch, by certain Jews, "Hovj long
wilt thou hold us in suspense? If thou he the Christ, tell us
plainly." ^Ve do not know by whom, or in what spirit, this
question was asked. In view of the prevalent notions of the
Jews in respect to the nature of Messiah's kingdom, we may
readily imagine that persons not entirely hostile might com
plain of the uncertainty in which they were held. Probably,
however, among those who put the question were some that
had no other object than to use his answer to his disadvantage.
Whoever they were, it is clear that they had no just ideas of
Christ's ministry or of Ids relations to mankind ; and, there
fore, no further explanation than that wluch his words and
deeds had already afforded could have been of use to tbem.
He, therefore, rephed, " I told you, and ye believed not.
What use to repeat it 1 There is no need of telling you in
express terms. You might have known it from the (objective)
testimony of my works, had you been so disposed. The works
that I do in my Father's name, they bear witness of me. But
you lack faith ; and you lack it because you are not of my
sheep (your spirit excludes you from my fellowship). Jly
sheep � hear my�voice, and I know them, and they follow me ;
of improbability, and its position in the historical account of the journey is
perfectly natural. A narrator of events naturally gives prominence to
those points in which his own mind is most interested, and throws others
comparatively into the background ; so that many things may appear
wanting in his statements to readers who wish to form for themselves a
perfect image of the transactions. But this certainly is no ground for
supposing all the rest to be mere invention. This much against Hase, who
expresses himself, however, with uncertainty, and op])oses St.yiuss.
� If this alludes to the parable of the Good Shepherd, and the words
KoOujQ tlirov vjxiv (v. 26) are genuine, it might be inferred that this con
versation took place shortly after the other, and, therefore, that the
journey to Galilee and back could not have occurred betv/een them. But
it would not be at all decisive to that effect ; Christ may have alluded to
the parable frequently, and thus kept it freib in the memory of his
hearero.
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and I gi'ant unto them eternal life ; aud thev shall never
perish, neitlier shall any man pluck them out of my hand (('. c.
my protecting eare, under \vhi(;h thev v.dll reaiii, iu safetv, the
full enjoyment of eternal life). 31y Father, who gave them
to me, is the Almighty; aud no jrower ot the world can ])luek
them from the hand of Oinnipoteuee. Through me. thev are
united wdth the Almighty Father; / and the Father are one"
We understand by the " onen(\ss" here s[)(dven of the oneness
of Christ with the Father in "will and works, in ^ irttie ofwlueh
his work is the work of tbe Father; but this was founded on
the consciousness of his original and essential oneness with the
Father, as is clear from his testimonies iu other places as to his
relations to Gon. In and of it.self the language oi' Cbrist con
tained notlung that might not have been said from the stand
point of the Jewish idea of the IMessiah. But tbe hostile
spirits gladly seized the occasion to accuse him of blasphemy,
and preparations were made to stone him.
The rigid, legal Monotheism of the Jews placed an inftnite
and impassable gulf between God and the creature; and they,
therefore, took offence at Christ's words, espeeiahy at the
higher sense in which he was accustomed to call himself the
Son of God. He then sought to prove to them, on their own
ground, that Messiah might call himself in that higlier sense
the Son of God, and appropriate the titles founded thereon,
without the slightest j)rejudice to the honour of God. " If,"
said he, " in your own law (Ps. Ixxxii. 6) persons who, in spe
cific relations, represent God (e. g. judges and kings), are calk;!
gods (�'r'''t^); how much more, and in how fiir higher a sense,
is the highest Theocratic King entitled to call himself the Son
of God." The Jews had not directly taken offence at his
calling himself the Son of God, but at his saying, " I a>n one
vdth t/ie Father;" but Christ considered the latter claim as a
necessary resrdt of the former.P He concluded by saying, tbat,
P I cannot agree with the view.s of this argument which Strauss
Aufl. i. 536) has adopted from Kern (Tubinger Zeitschrift, 183(i, ii. ;
"Jesus used tliis line of argument to prove his right to style himself the
Son of God to persons who did not adiidt his Messialisliip, ;ind who could
not be convinced by passages in whicli Miss'iulc was so called, that In had a
right to apply the title to him.self" This is totally foreign to the con
nexion in which the argument is handed down to us. The Jews were not
offended because Christ had appropriated a title to which none but Mes
siah had a riglit, but because they believed him to claim more than any
creature could. It was not his Mctssiahsbip that was in question, but
whether any human being could place hiniself in such relations to(iod
without prejudice to the Divine honour. Christ's concluding sentence
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if they would not believe Ms words, they might, from his works,
know and behove that He was in the Father, and the Father
iu Him.
CHAPTER XIV.
JESUS IN PERyKA (bethabara).
� 224.�His Decision on the Question of Divorce.�Celibacy. (^Litt. xix.
2-12 ; Mark x. 3-12.)
As Jesus could remain no longer at Jerusalem with safety,
he retired for a while into the vicinity of Bethabara. in Pertea,*!
where he had first appeared publicly, and where he bad always
found, iu the results of the Baptist's labours, a point of depar
ture for his own. Many in that neighbourhood were prepared
to recognize Jesus as higher than John, because the latter had
done no such Divine works as the former daily performed.
In view of his admitted authority, weighty questions in
theology�at least some which were much debated iii the
schools of the time�were proposed to him for solution. These
questions were put either to test his vdsdom, or because of the
confidence men had already acquired in his illumination as a
prophet. One of them concerned the interpretation of the
Mosaic law of divorce, and was chiefly disputed between the
schools of Hillel and of Schammai. Both scbools erred in
confound'ig the political and juridical wdth the moral elements
of the q ,estion.i- x^e school of Hillel held that the
morcd law
of marriage was satisfied in the Theocratico-political law of
Moses; that of Schammai understood the demands ofmorality
better, but erred in interpreting the Mosaic law, and in their
idea of the stand-point from which it was given.
When the question was presented to Christ for decision, he
separated the two stand-points�the moral and the legal
�
which had been confounded by the schools ; in substance, how-
{V 36) implied that if any one could appropriate such a title, it was much
more the privilege of one hallowed by God, and sent by him into tho world,
i. e. of the Messiah ; thus pre-supposing his own Messiahship. The argu
ment is. therefore, rather a concludo a minori ad majus than, as Kern
thinks, an apagogic one, � T\/r �
1 John X. 40. This brief stay in Peraea is mtmiated also m Matt. xix.
1 ; for whatever sense is put upon the words tig rd opia T7]Q'\ovSaiac
it
is expressly said that Cbrist went ir'.pav rov �lopSdvov. What is said
in
Mark X 1 i. e. that he went through Peraea to Judea, appears to conflict
with the original account of the journey, as given m Luke. Comparing
Matt. xix. 1, seq. and Mark x. 1, seq. we infer that what
is here related
took pkce partly during Christ's stay in Persea, and partly
when he had
retired from Jerusalem into Judea.
� Cf MichaeUs on the Law of Moses, ii. � 120.
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ever, in the notion of marriage itself, h(^ agreed most wdth tho
school of Schammai. He declared (as he had iHdbre done in
the Sermon on the ]Mount^) that marriage is, accordmg to its
idea, an indissoluble union, by which man and wife arc joined
into one Avholo, constituting but one life ["the// firtiiri are om
Jiesh"^. As it was his work everywhere to lead back all human
relations to their oiifidnal intention, so he decided that theCD
idea of marriage represented in ( icnesis. as oi iginally the basis
of its institution by God, should be realized in life.
This idea of marriage is not an isolated thing, separate from
the system of life that emanated from Christ, but belongs to
its organism as a whole. As Cluist b;x.s I'cstored in human
nature tbe image of God in its totahty, so the two-fold gromul-
form for its exhibition, denoted by the opj�osite sexes, nuist be
reinstated in its rights�its ideal must be realhed. It is
essential to this that these two ground-forms fulfil their des
tiny, and become mutually complementary to each other in a
higher unity of life, binding two personalities together, and
this is marrietge. It was by Cbrist, therefore, that the true
import of this relation had to be unfolded.
Having derived from Gen. ii. 21, tbe higher unity into
which two persons of different sexes should be joined by mar
riage, he drew the following conclusion : " Wltat, therefore, God
(by the original institution of marriage, by the inward i-elation
of the two })ersons to each other, and hy the leadings through
which he makes them conscious of it) Jadh joined togetlier, let
not man put asunderT Ujiou this they asked, "How, then,
does this bear upon the Mosaic law, w hich admits of divorce %
"
He replied. "Moses, hecause of tlie liardnens of your hearts (your
rude and carnal condition), svffered you to put away your wives
(as state laws do not aim to reahze moral ideas oi' to create a
Juoral sense, but to bring about outward civilization, the laws
being adapted to tbe stand-point of the nature) ; hut fram tlie
beginning it was not so."
But Clrristiardty, from its very natirre, can make no such
condescensions. It is her problem everywhere to realize the
ideals of the creation; a ta,sk which the new life imparted by
God makes possible to her. In fact, Christ's decision iu this
particular case illustrates the entire relation of Judaism to
Christianity; there, condescension to a rude condition (jf the
natural man, which could not be removed by outward means;
liere, the restoration of that wducli ivas in the heejinning. Ju-
� Cf. p. 252.
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daism, in a word, stood midway between tbe origmal and the
renewal (Gal. iii. 19).
Tbis bigb idea of marriage was at tbat time beyond tbe
reach of the disciples ; its indissolubility appeared so hard, and
the responsibihty (if every separation were adultery) so great,
that they said, in alarm, " If the case be so, it is better not to
marry at all."
Nov/ it is not to be imagined that Christ would rejily to
this only by prai.sing those who were incapable of realizing the
Christian idea of marriage and exalting the superiority (even
though a conditional one) of a single life. AVe should have
expected, in accordance vdth his usual mode of teaching, that
he would point out the ground of their alarm in the state of
their hearts, and show that what appeared so difficult would
be made easy by the power of the Divdne life. JMoreover, if
he intended to answer them only by recommending celibacy,
he omitted precisely that which the occasion demanded, viz.
the mention of cehbacy arising from conscious inability to
come up to the moral standard of marriage. This sudden leap,
from a lofty definition of the idea of marriage to a laudation of
celibacy, appears certainly unaccountable ; we must, therefore,
suppose that some intermediate ]jart of the conversation has
been omitted. The disciples might have inferreo, from his
placing marriage so high, that it was to be indispensable, under
the new covenant, to the manifestation of the kingdom of God.
In tliis respect, however, Christ stood directly opposed to the
Jewish stand-point, which absolutely required marriage; he
was far from prescribing an unconditional form, binding under
aU the manifold and diversified circumstances of life ; the
kingdom of God could be served under various relations and
conditions, and all was to bend to tbis object.
"VVe must presume, therefore, either that (as is often the
case in IMattbew's Gospel) the passage has been transferred
from some other connexion to this ; or, if it really belongs
here, that the intermediate portions of the conversation have
not been transmitted to us.
Christ's doctrine on cehbacy here is, that, if it aim at the
glory of God, it must, hke true marriage, be connected with
the power of controlling nature. Such celibacy, and such only,
does he recognize, as implies the sacrifice of human feehngs
from love to the kingdom of God, and for the sake of render
ing it more efficient service. Only in this sense could he have
Bpoken of celibacy "for tlie kingdom of Heaven's sake;" he
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never used this ex]>i-cssi()n to denote fitting one's ^;(�lf for tht>
kingdom by a contemplative life, A'c, but ahvays to (Uuiote a
holy activity in its service. He coudennis those who bury
their talents in order to ])icserve tbem. But at a ^ime when
the outward spread of tbt> kingdom of Hod was the <hief
object of religious effort, celibacv, for its sake especially, niight
find place.
It is to be carefully noted tbat Christ by no nutans says,
"Blessed are tbose who abstain from nuirria<je i'ov tbe sake of
the kingdom," tVc. as if thi.s, in itself, was ju'i'-eniiuently excel
lent; but simply describes an existing state of fixcts : " T/icre
are some eunuchs" Sec. ; distinguishing such as adopt this mode
of hfe for the sake of the kingd(un from those that either have
no choice in tbe matter, or are actuated by other motiws.
His decision, therefore, was oj>posed not only to tbe old He
brew notion that celibacy was jn-r se ignominious, but also to
the ascetic doctrine which made it per ,se a su])erior condition
of life; a doctrine so widely diffused in lat(u- times. It involves
his great principle, tbat tbe heart aud disposition nmst be
devoted to the interests of the kingdom of CoD, and fu' it
must voluntarily modify all the relations of life as nc^ces.sity
may require.
� 225 �The Blessing of Liiile Children. (Luke xviii. 15-17 ; Matt, xix
13-15 ; Mark x. 13-1(J.)
As the Saviour was leaving a certain place in Peru'a, where
he had deeply impressed the people, they brought tbeir little
children to receive his blessing. The clisci])les, unwilling to
have him annoyed, turned them away. But Je.sus called them
back, and said, " Suffer tlie Uttle cliildren to come unto vie, and
^orhid them not; for ef such is the klnijdom of llenren." lb; then
took them up in his. arms, laid his hand upon tbem, and blessed
them; adding, " Whosoever sludl not reeeire the kingdom of God
as a Idtle child, sludl not enter therein." The.se woi ds were op
posed partly to the idea still entertained by the disciples
(manifested in their deeming the approach of the children in
consistent with his dignity), that the glory of JMessiah and his
kingdom would be outward; and j)artly to tbe self-willed and
self-seeking spirit which debased their religious com;eptions;
a spirit strikingly exhibited iu niany of their exjire.-sious
during this last period of Clirist's labour's.
In fact, this single saying expressed the whole nature of the
Gospel proclaimed by Chri.st. It im{)lied tbat be A icwed the
kingdom of God as an invisible and spiritual one, to enter
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which a certain disposition of lieart was essential, \dz. a child-
hke spirit, free from pride and self-will, receiving Divdne im
pressions in humble submission and conscious dependence : in
a word, all the qualities of the child, suffering itself to be
guided by the developed reason of the adult, are to be illus
trated in the relations between man and God} Without thia
child-like spirit there can be no religious faith, no religious
Ihe. Ou the one hand, Christ rebuked that self-confidence
which expects a share in the kingdom on the ground of intel
lectual or moral worth ; " but on the other, by making children
a model, he recognized m them not only the vmdeveloped spirit
of self, but also the undeveloped consciousness of God, striving
after its original. The whole transaction illustrates tbe love
Avith which Chiist goes to meet the dawning sense of GoD in
human nature.
� 226.�Christ's Conversation with the Rich Ruler of the Synagogue (young
�Man i) (Matt. xix. 16-24 ; Mark x. 17, seq. ; Luke xviii. 18, seq.)
Christ was followed from the place above mentioned by a
ruler ^' of the .synagogue, whose mind bad been impressed by
his words, and who came to ask wdiat remained for bim to do
that he might inherit eternal life. It is clear that be was one
of the self-rigbteous, and had as yet no just sense of his legal
deficiencies and need of redemption. He probably expected
to hear from tbe lips of the great Teacher himself that he had
already done all that was reqidsite to secure eternal life; or
merely that some additional exercises of piety were necessary;
he lumself being all the time perfectly content with his own
moral condition. And in tlus spirit be asked the question,
"Good Master, lohat shall I do to inherit eternal life ?
' Precisely the same spirit as was demanded in the sayings of Christ
alluded to on p. 242, seq.
" The belief that reason is self-sufficient would utterly unhinge the
Christian world, and cause its life to assume forms directly the reverse ol
those which Christian principles have created. It would, indeed, cause a
contest of life and death.
' According. to Luke an apxtov, which might also mean "a member of
the Sanhedrim ;" but as Christ was at Peraea, it was more probably
"
a
ruler of the synagogue." According to Matthew, he was a "young man,"
which does not suit verywell with his arrogant language�"All these have
I kept from my vouth up." It is true, the words t/c vtbrriTOQ jxov are
wanting in Cod. Vatic, but the authorities for retaining them preponderate ;
their oniission may bave been caused by the very discrepancy to which we
allude. Although it cannot be said to be entirely improbable that he was
a youth, yet the whole tone of discourse ajipears to imply tbat he was
advanced in years, and had a self-righteous confidence founded ob a hfe
blameless from his youth up.
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Christ replied. " Wlin aiUi'^t Oion mo. goodP" none is good mre
one, tJmt is, God." The diificuUy which ap])ears lo he in tiieso
words, when compared with other declarations of Christ in
regard to his person, will vanish if we keep in view the general
sense in which the antithesis is exi)re.ssed. ( Jod is good in a
sense which can he prethcated of no crco/nre. He alone is the
primal source aud cause of all good in lational heings, who are
created to be free organs of bis revelations of liinisi'lf (It is
the high import of true morality tbat tbe glory of Cod, the
only good aud holy one, is reviniled iu it.) Christ W(mld iu>t
have exhibited, in his character as man, a model of jxa-fect
humility, had he not traced back to God all the good that was
in him. But in the instance before us he doubtless had a
special reason for answering thus; in any otber case be might
have allowed tbe title to be applied to bim without incurring
the chai-ge of se'f-deitication. We iufer tbis fronr the fact of
the answer itself ami also from the conduct of the cjuestioner.
The Sa\ iour, looking into his heart, saw' that be was A ainly
trusting in his own morality, and was most of all lacking iu
humility ; and it was precisely these defects wduch Christ sug
gested to him, by declining for hiuisrJf e])itbet " good."
In regard to the subsequent words of Christ, t^\�o sup])osi-
tions are ])ossible. (1.) The fust would run as follows: Jesus
did not at once answer the ruler's qiu'stion, but put to him
another, viz. whether he had kept the commandments, i. e.
in their hteral aud outward .sense,-'' without special rt;fereuce
to the law of love. He could not, of c(uirse, mean tbat this
would secrrre eternal life ; tbe Sermon on the i\Tount had
already demanded a higher and purer obedience. Thus far he
only described the lower stand-point�tbat oi -.i jiistAtid civdis;
with the inteiUiuu to follow it up vvith the declaration (con-
" Lachmann reads, ri fit IpwrdQ Trtpt rnu ciyoddv : tlr trrr/v o uynOoc.
Even if this be tbe true readinLC, De Wette's explanation, which scorns to
me to conflict with the whole teaching of Christ, by no means f'olhjws from
it. It may be thus interpreted : " Why do you ask ine about what i-
gooJ ? There is one wbo is good, and to him thou must go to learn what
is good; and he bas, in fact, revealed it to thee." {.V niter, Lehre v. d.
Sunde, p. 80, gives, as the thought ex|)resse(I in the jiassage, " that only
from communion with him who alone is 'j^onA can the created sjiirit receive
the good ;" thus m.aking the sense about the same as in the common
reading.) "Thou could.st then answer the question for thyself But .since
ihou askest me, then know," &c. But Lachmann's reading of tlie reply
nas not the air of originality ; it was, jjerbajis, invented because Chriat'i
declirung the epithet "good" was a stumbling-block.
* As qroted, Luke xviii. 20.
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tained in v 22) that such a fulfilment would uot sufiiee to gain
eternal life ; that one thing higher was still lacking. (2.) The
second interpretation, and the one to which our own opiiuons
incline, is as follows: Christ answers (Matt. xix. 17), "If thou
wilt enter into Ife, keep the commandments;" impljdng, doubt
less, a true fulfilment of the law as representing the hohness of
God, and, therefore, presupposing the existence of the all-
essential love in the specific duties mentioned (v. 18, 19). But
it is clear that Chiist did not presuppose that the ruler liad
kept the commandments in this sense ; on the contrary, seemg
his wdlfiil self-righteousness, he adapted his answers thereto, to
make him conscious how far he was from that true obedience
which is recpiisite for inheriting the kingdom. He thus giv es
the man occasion himself to exjrress his self-righteousness: "All
tliese Imve I kept from my youth iip." When he adds " What
lack I yet 1
" Jesus tells him the one thing necessarj^ : y " Ex
change thine earthly wealth for heavenly treasure (the highest
treasure, a share in the kingdom of God, wliich none can secure
but those who hold all other treasures as valueless in compa
rison w ith it) ; give thy goods to tlie poor, and come and follow
me.
Christ commands him to follow, just as he was, without de
laying to care for his possessions; expressing, in this particular
command, the general thought : " The one thing which thou
lackest, and Avitliout which none can enter into eternal life, is
the denial of thyself and of the world, making everything subor
dinate to tbe interests of the Divine kingdom." He chose the
particular form, instead of the general rule, in order to con
vince the rich man of his lack the more strikingly, by pointing
out his weakest side ; for he clung to his wealth with his whole
y It is a question whether .he form given hy Lulce is not that which
most accurately expresses Christ's meaning. Matthew has it, "If thou
wilt be perfect ;" but even here could not be intended a perfection superior
to the fulfilment of the law ; for, according to the Sermon on the Mount,
there can be no higher perfection ; and, moreover, the subsequent expres
sions of the disciples show that they understood Christ to specify a state of
heart which all must possess in order to secure eternal life. A misunder
standing of this conversation of Christ gave rise to a distinction between
the fulfilment of tbe law, i. e. the perfwmam.ce of duty, and moral perfection;
which has been a fruitfid source of error ever since the first ages of
Christianity. Clement of Alexandria understood and explained tbe passage
more correctly ; not so much in his beautiful treatise
" Quis Dives Salv."
as in his Strom, iii. 449. He says on Matt. xix. 21 : tXtyxn tov Kavxto-
utvovtTTi rdi Trdaag tuq LvtoXus Ik viorrirog Ttrriprjdvat, ov^ ydp TrtirXt)-
puKti TO' dyaTTTjaeic rbv TfXricriov wg lavTov' rort Si vnb roi Kvpiov
vvvrtXeiotjptvoc, ictluaKtro ci dydwrjv iitraSdovai.
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heart ; to teach him, from liis owm experience of liis love of tlie
world, how fir he ^^'as from possessing that love which is tlie
essence of obedience to the law.^
� 221.�Tlie Danyerof Wealth. CNIatt. xix. 22, seq. ; Mark x. 22, seq. ;
Luke xviii. 2L!, seq.)
The rich man, incapable of the sacrifice demanded of him,
went away in perplexity; and Christ said to tbe disei]iles, "By
this example you may see how hard it is for the rich to enlei
the kingdom of Heaven ;" and then he employed a figiu'e by
which, indeed, it appears to be impos.siblc: is easier J]})- a
camel" etc. Nor is this to be interpreted as a hyperbole; the
words of V. 2G, " With men tliis is im/ius.^ihle (i. e. to unassisted
humau nature); hut icith God <dl lliini/s are possible," sliow tbat
Christ meant to say that it is impos-sililo to the unaid(>d ])0M'ers
of man, before he has partaken of tbat higher life wbi(b ;done
can destroy the love of self and of the world. Some of tlie
hearers were amazed at Christ's sayuig, and e.\elainie(l, in
alarm, " ilVw, linn, can be savetl
If this exclamation were made l>y any of the .Apostles, it
must appear strange; tlieij\\zA no wealth to absorb their atfec-
tious; aud had, in fact, made the very saeiitiee d<'nian(le(l.
But if we siijrpose that they did make it, tliey pi'ol)ably took
Christ's words in a general sense�in which they would be as
applicable to tbe poor as to the rich�as implying total renun
ciation of earthly things. Yet Peter's tpu^stion, ^�. '11 , does not
accord very well with this supposition. It is also very possible
^ If we compare with tbis narrative, as given in our Gosj)els, tliat fonn
of it which appears in tbe Evany, ad Uehi a-MS, we can see tbat the latter is
a later revi.-ion, from the way in wliich some points are contracted and
others unhistorically dilated ; e. y. Cbrist, instead of tlinjwin:^'- out a single
thought to excite the man's mind, gives him at once a full exiiL-uiation
(though a coiTect one). "Dixit ad eum alter diriliim (whether .scrr/vt/ ri(;h
men were mentioned in the original tradition, or tbis was a ee of inven
tion) liiaijister, quid bonum faciens vivam ? i )ixit ei : li(Jiiio, hues et
prophetas fac (an imitation of Christ's snying tbat 'in love b.ith the Law
and the ])ropliets are fulfilled'). Jle.sjxnnlit ad eum : fi i-i. Jli.ril ti : vaile,
veude oiu/iia quce possidr:;, et dirlde jxiu/pirllnis et rrui, xerjurre me. (Jrr/,it
autem dives sealjiere caput suum (clearly enough a little cohmring ni.Ttt'.r
thrown in ; although such graphic fi-atures are not alv,aj,s a in.ark of >|)j-
riousness ; their cnaracterwill generally decide tlie pnint. In this inst.-mee
the fancj' is apparent). Et duit ad eum Damlims : Qu'iuioilo i/ici.i,- In/eui
Jeci et projiiietas, quonium scriptum est iu bye: itdiiji-s /ini.iintuiu tuum sleul
teipsum,etecce, multi fratrts tui,filii Abralup, amiett sunt sOreore, w.oriiiitcs
preefame et domus tua pieua est mullis bonis et nun lyredttur innaiiw uiiqtdd
ex ca ixd cos."
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tliat the persons referred to in the passage did not belong to
the number of the Apostles.*
"Hie things" said Christ, "�which are impossible with men
are possible with God." AVhat man cannot do by his unaided
powers he can accomplish by the power of God. By enun
ciating this truth as the result of his whole course of remark,
he showed its point of departure and its aim. While the rest
stood, as it were, stupified, Peter ventured to say, " Does wdiat
you have said apply to us 1 Lo, we have left all and followed
tJies."'^ Then uttered the Saviour those words, so full of con
soling promise : " Tliere is no man that hath left home, orparents,
or brethren, or vife, or children for the kingdom of GoaHs sake,
wlw sliall root receive manifold more in this present time, and in
the world to come life everlasting." The first part of the promise
(referring to this life) was enough to show even those whose
minds were filled vdth carnal and Chiliastic expectations, that
the whole was to be taken, not hteraUy, but spirituaUy; Chris
tians wei'e to receive back all that they had sacrificed, increased
and glorified, in the communion of the higher life on earth.
The second part expressed the common inheritance of behevers
�everlasting life in heaven.
� 228.�Believers are to Reign with Christ.
Matthew mentions iu tbis connexion (xix. 28) the promise
of Christ to his disciples, that, when the Son of Man should
appear with dominion corresponding to his glory in the renewed
and glorified world, they should "sit upon twelve thrones, j'udging
the twelve tribes of Israel." The word "judging" includes the
idea of " governing," according to its ancient acceptation. The
coUocation of this passage may be one of those instances in which
Matthew arranges his matter more according to the connexion
of thought than of time ; but there is no reason to question its
originality. The idea of a participation of believers with
Christ tn the government and judgment of the future world is
bound up with the whole mode of representing the kingdom of
God in the ISTew Testament ;"= our duty must be to separate
the idea from its symbolical form derived from the old Theo
cratic mode of thought, and to recognize the new Spirit that
^ Luke xviii. 20, supports this.
^ The form of the question of Peter given by Matthew (xix. 27) imphes
a looking for reivard on his part. But had this been his object in putting
it, Christ would have more emphatically reproved it.
Cf p. 243. Various passages of Paul (1 Cor. vi. 2, &c.) pre-supposo
Ruch sayings of Christ.
2 B
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was to be developed from it Tbe jiassage (like the other pnv
inises iu the coutext) recognizes degrees iu tbe sbare of goveru-
luent and judgment allotted to believers. Not only the Head,
but also all the organs of the kingdom of God are to share ui
its dominion; because its dominion is to be umvereal. Tliis
is an important idea for Christian ethics. There are to be
''judges" and "judged," "rulers" and "ruled"�but tu an
exalted sense�in the new form of the Theocracy as well as in
the old.
CHAPTER XY
JESUS IN BETHANY.
� 229.�The Family of Lazarus.� ilfarlJia and Mary; their different
Tendencies. (Luke x. 38, seq.)
A PRESSING call induced Christ to leave Peraea, where he
found so susceptible a soil, perhaps sooner than he would
otherwise have done.
About a mile and a half from Jerusalem, at the foot ot tho
Alount of Olives, lay the village of Bethany, where dwelt a
family, two sisters and a brother, wdth whom Christ had
formed, during his repeated and protracted visits to the city,
a close and affectionate intimacy. Luke bas left us a descrip
tion of this family agreeing perfectly (without design or con
cert) with that given by John'^ (xi. l-;5). On one occasion,
when Christ was partaking of tlieir hospitality, one of the
sisters, Martha, showed more anxiety to provide? for the bodily
comforts of her exalted guest, and to give him a worthy re-
^ The passage in John probably refers to the earlier period of this
intimacy. It is true, Luke (x. 33) does not mention the name of the
village ; the account tran.smitted to him probably did not contain it, and
here, as in other cases, he would not insert the name merely for the sake of
givingdefiniteness to the narrative. Theevent itself, as avery significant one,
had been faithfully kept and transmitted ; the locality, being unimporbant
to the interest of the event, was probably forgotten. It i.> true, the
position of the passage in the account of Christ's last journey to .Terusalem,
might lead to the inference that the place was at some distance from the
city ; but, as we have .already said, the account itself mingles two journeys
together, as is especially evident in the single case before us. i)e Wette
has remarked this. Luke simply adhered to the account he hail received,
which gave him no information about the locality ; this last we must leam
from John. The probabilities, in regard to time, are favourable to our
supposition. The undesigned coincidence, therefore, of John with Luke,
in the description cf the family, Sec. is a strong proof ef credibility.
Strauss, hov/ever, adduces Luke's silence in reg;ird to Lazarus as invali
dating John's credibility, but without the slightest reason ; I;uke's object
was to make prominent the relation of the tv;o sisters to Chnst, and thu
ti'oacioLi of Lazarus was_ therefox-, not at all nectiasjary.
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ception, than to secure the blessings for her soul which his
presence so richly offered ; while her more spiritual sister,
Mary, gave herselfwholly t( > listening to the words of life from
the lips of the Saviour. jMaitba, finding all the cares of thb
femily thrown upon her, complained to Jesus thereof ; and he
made use of the occasion to impress upon her mind tbe general
tnith which he so often, and under so many diversified forms,
taught to his hearers : "Martha, thou art carefal and troubled
ahout many thhigs, but one thing is needful;^ and Mary liath
chosen that good part (that wluch is good in itself ; the only
worthy aim of human effort), which shall not be taken from her
(a possession that shall be e\ erlasting, not perishable, hke
these worldly tlungs)."
It is wholly contrary to the sense of history to interpret this
narrative [as some do] so as to make Martha represent the
practical and Alary the contemplative tendency, and thence to
uifer that Christ ascribes superiority to the latter. The anti
thesis is between that tmm of mind which forgets, in a multi-
phcity of objects, the one fundamental aim; and that, on the
other hand, which devotes itself solely to the one object from
which all others shordd proceed. Christ demands of his fol
lowers constant activity in his service, and therefore could not
have approved an entirely contemplative spirit. What he
honours in Mary is the spirit which ought to be the centre
and animating principle of all activity. It is true, Martha is
more practical and worldly; Alaiy more contemplative and
spuitual ; but these manifestations do not necessarily indicate
oharacter ; although in this instance (and, indeed, commonly)
the manifestation corresponds to the character. It was not
necessary that Martha's multiphed cares should distract her
from the one thing needful ; Christ blamed her, not for her
cares, but for not making them subordinate�for so surrender
ing herself to them as to put the greater interest iu the back
ground.
� 230.�T7te Sickness of Lazarus ; Christ's Reply to the Messengers who
informed him of it. (John xi. 1-4.)
While Christ was in Persea, about a day's journey from
Bethany, Laz.arus, the brother ofMartha and Mary, was taken
� This clause is wanting in Cod. Cantab, and other Latin authorities ;
but nothing would be lost to the .sense even if it were left out ; tor
that
good part which cannot be lost
" is the " one thing' to which life should
be supremely devoted, in contr.ast with the "many thmgs
whicu wa.sie
and dissi-^'ate a divided mind.
2 B 2
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sick, and the sisters sent to inform the Saviour of it, doubtless
m the hope of obtaining his assistance. His reply gi\e thii
consolation, at least, to the sisters�that their brother should
uot be separ<Ued from them by death; although its true import
was not obvious until afterward: "Thi.s sickness is nut nnto
death, hut for tlie glory of God, that tlie Son of God might be glo
rified thereby."
Now, as Lazarus actually tiled, these words a]ipear to need
explanation. Did Christ, in view of the symptoms that were
re}x>rted to him, really think that Lazarnis would not die? and
was the object of his message simply to console the sisters with
the assurance that the mercy and power of God would be glo
rified in tbeniselves and their brother, by saving the latter
from death? Was the latter part of the message, "That the
Son might be glorified," added by the Evangelist lumself, in
corporating his own explanation with Christ's words'?
Certainly we shall not assert that Christ coidd not but fore
know, infallibly, in the exercise of his superhuman knowledge,
the result of the disease; it may bave been tbe case that he
described it, in view of the symptoms at the time, as not neces-
s^.rily fatal, although it afterward took another turn. But if
ail this were granted, there is something else to be considered.
(Jhrist could not, consistently with his character, have giv cm so
positive a pi'ediction on the deceptive evddence of mere symp
toms; he could not have mocked his friends with baseless
hopes, so soon to be scattered. We must take it for granted,
therefore, tbat his confidence was founded on a far surer basis;
it was the Divine nature, dwelling iu him, that illumin;ited liis
human mind. To be sure, it is possible that bis cruifident con
viction that Lazarus would be saved may have been coupleil
with uncertauity as to whether he should be sa\ed ivom sick
ness, or from death; but the laiigTiage of bis reply, although it
might admit this con.struction, is not at all inconsistent with
absolute certainty on his part that Lazarus would die. The
rejDly Avas intended to comfort the sisters, and to them it coidd
make no difference whether their brother was saved from ap
parent or real death, in case the latter were of short duration ;
and Christ may, therefore, have wished to a\oid present
ing the naked idea of death in his words. And the partial
ambiguity of his language may also have been designed to test
the faith of i-he sisters. It is possible tbat with this view he
uttered the words " o-to rijr ceir}c rod ^lav" and strj)[ied there,
the rest being (pos.sibly) added by the Evangei v..
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I 231 �The Death of Lazarus; Christ's Conversation with tlte Disciples in
regard to it. (John xi. 11, seq.)
The affhction of Lazarus determined Jesus to leave Persea.
where his labours had been so fruitful. Still, he remained
there two days (v. 6), continuing his ministry. ]>ut nil bough
his course was thus decided by circumstances, he \ ery well
knew that the result would produce the happiest religiouB
effects upon the sisters.
It was probably on the very evening of the return of the
messengers that Lazarus died. What comfort could Christ's
encouraging language now afford them ! The word of })i-()mise
seemed to be broken ; his word, whom they bad always known
as the Faithful and True ; his word, wbicb they had never
seen come to naught. W^hat conflicting feelings must have
struggled for the mastery in their hearts ! Either they sent a
second messenger to the Sa\dour,^ or the latter became aware
of the event by his own supernatural knowledge. When he
announced to his disciples tbat Lazarus "slept," they thought
at fii-st that he had heard it in some way, and took it as a sign
of recovery.? Thereupon he said to them in express terms,
"Laza/rus is dead; and I am gladfor your sakes tlmt I ivas not
tliere, to the intent ye may helieve" (still further). Not, however,
by any means asserting that he had purposely stayed away,
that Lazarus might die and theu* faith be confirmed by bis
resurrection ; but, m fact, implying that although his delay
had been caused by other reasons, he rejoiced at the means it
would afford of strengthening their faith at a time when such
rude shocks were at hand. His words imply, also, that if he
had been in Bethany, he would not have suffered the family to
reach such a pitch of anguish merely for the sake of relieving
them, and displaying the highest degree of miraculous power
f John's not mentioning a second messenger (v. 11) does not prove that
none was sent. Moreover, when John is giving any mstance of the
exercise of Christ's supernatural knowledge, he generally mtnnates it m
some way ; here he gives no such intimation, men Christ told the dis
ciples that Lazarus " slept," they understood his words ma natural sense ;
and it appears most probable that they thought he had received a message
from the sisters. Be the case decided as it may, Johns language is not
such as would be used by a man who wished to give special prominence to
The'dSdpfes knew, at least, that persons believed to be dead had been
restored by Christ ; they knew, also, that "sleep" was
a common image
of death : yet their misunderstanding is by no means inexphcab
e as some
suppose ; nor does it throw the
least shade upon the credibility of the
Evangelist.
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aftei'ward; in compassion to tlieir grief lie would not have suf
fered the sick man to die. Just as a merciful man euiplo}-ii
natural means to relieve suffering acconhng to the circum
stances, so Christ made use of his w^;i^'r-natui'al power; with
this difference, however, that the aims of his Divine calliiif
were always kej^t in vdew in the exercise of those powers. For
this reason, too, he did not cure all the sick around him.
His decision to go to Bethany astonished and alarmed the
discijdes to such an extent, that they lost sight of their liigher
expectations from him as Messiah, and of their higher view of
his person. It was characteristic of Thomas, who was more in
bondage to sense than the others, to give utterance to his
anxiety more jirominently (v. 16); and, in fact, this anxiety
must have ajipeared out of place to the disciples had they kept
in view their ordinary conceptions of Messiah.
The Saviour now set himself to dispel the clouds which their
fears had created ; to rcAuve their higher intuition of his person
and their just sense of communion with him ; and to remind
them tbat, in the few remaining days in wluch they were to
enjoy his personal guidance, they should submit to it imphcitly
and trustfully. They were accustomed to hear him compare
lumself with the natural sun, shedding its beam.s upon the
earth during certain fixed hours ; ^ and it was, perhaps, in allu
sion to this symbol that he now said,' "Are there not twelve
hours in t/ie day ? If any man icalk in the day lie stumhleth
not, hecause he seeth tlie light of this world." So the discijiles, so
long as they had the Sun of the sjiiritual world to giude them
with his hfrht, were to follow him without fear or care. "Bvt
ifa man walk in the night lie stuTuhleth, hecause tliere is no ligld
in him." So, in the time then rapidly aj)proaching, when they
should lose this light, they were to choose their way with
caution, lest they should stumble. Yet, in the mean time, the
lugher hfe was to become independent within them, so far that
they shoidd not need this sensible guidance ; inward communion
with the Light of the World was to supply the place of his
visible presence, as Christ afterward told them in his last dis
courses. In this spiritual sense, it is always true that Christ
IS THE Light of the World.
h John ix. 5 ; cf. p. 323, 327. A similar figure, Luke xi. 33 : The light
that cannot but shine. Cf p. 246, 267.
' The words are enigmatical without this allusion; with if, they ara
plain.
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� 232.�The Death of Lazarus.�Christ's Conversation 7n'th 3fa,iJia (John
xi. 21-28) and with Mary (v. 33, Zi).~Jesus Weeps (v. 35).
The intelUgence of Christ's approach to Bethany reached
Martha sooner than her less practical sister. Mary, lost in
grief, gave no heed to the husy world about her. The former
went out to meet the Saviour; and when she saw him who
had done so many mighty works, and whom she beheved to be
Messiah, a ray of hope beamed into her soul, but she hardlv
dared to cheidsh it. "Lord, hadst thou been her , 7n>/ brotlier
had not died; but I know that even now, whatsoever tliou unit
ask of God, God unll give it tliee." Jesus replied, " Thy brother
shall rise again;" referring directly to her own words, and not
to the future resurrection ; for had he wished to give her that
consolation, he would not have done it in such bare and naked
terms. He wished to confirm her hope, but yet did it in
rather indefinite lang-uage, either designedly, or because her
impatience interrupted him. His lai\guage was too general to
satisfy her feehngs ; she wished a definite assurance that Laza
rus should be raised ; and, therefore, said, " / knoio that he shall
rise again in the resurrection of tlie last day;" intimating what
she did not venture to express, viz. her wish first mentioned.
Christ made use of her misunderstanding (as was lus wont) to
lead her mind to the gi-eat central truth of religion�the
ground of aU the believer's hopes�as the source of a new hope
in her brother's case. He points to himself as the true Ufe,
the som-ce of aU life, the author of aU resun-ection: "I am tlie
resurrection and the life; lie that believetli in me, though lie were
dead, yet sludl lie live; and whosoever liveth and believetli in me
shall never die." He then asked her the direct question, "Be-
lievest thou this?" He intended t* teach her that the faith of
Lazarus had been rewarded by a hfe beyond the power of
death ; and that He, the author of the resurrection and of a
life which death could not even interrupt, could now also call
her dead brother back again to life.
Although she did not fuUy comprehend his words, they gave
her new hopes; and, after expressmg anew her faith in him as
the Messiah�which included for her all things else�she
hastened away to caU her broken-hearted sister, who had not
even yet heard of the Saviour's approach. Nothuig could
rouse her from her profound and passive grief but her love for
Him to whose words of Ufe she had so often surrendered her-
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self, as passively and humbly. She hastened toward Jesus.
The Jews that were condoling with her in the liouse, fearing
that she was going to her brother's grave to give up to an
excess of sorrow, followed after. She saw Jesus, but offered
no such request as her sister had done ; falling at his feet, she
only cried, " Lord, if tliou hadst been liere, my brother had not
died." Tears choked her further utterance ; nor, indeed, was
it her wont to anticipate Him whom her soul so revered and
loved. The Jews around, sympathizing in her sorrow, could
not refrain from tears.
And Jesus wept in the depth of his compassion. It has
been inferred from tins, that although he hoped to restore
Lazarus, he was not as yet sure of it ; had he been so (it is said),
the consciousness that he was soon to turn the mourning into
joy would have banished all grief from his mind. But surely
the expressions of bitter lamentation, the tears and agony of
all around, were enough to stir the compassionate heart of
Him who sympathized so deeply with all human feelings, even
though he knew that he should soon remove the cause of grief
itself A physician (though the analogy is utterly inadequate),
standing by the bedside of a patient surrounded by weeping
friends, may well be affected by their grief, though be may be
sure, so far as human skill can give surety, that he will heal
the disease. And we must bear in mind, too, that Christ wa.s
Man as well as God ; and that the blending of the Godhead
and the manhood, the Divine infalhbihty with the human
hesitancy, must, in the very nature of the case, offer many
enigmas for our contemplation.
The Evangelist gives a graphic description of the effects
iiroduced upon the Jews around by the sight of the tears of
Jesus. The better disposed, saw in them only a manifestation
of his love for Lazarus. Others affected to doubt the truth of
his miracles; he loved Lazarus and his family; why did he not
save him ? "Could not this man, which opened the eyes of the
blindji have caused that even this man should not hawe died?"
> St7'auss finds a contramction liere betvk'een John .and the otner iiivan-
o-elists : "The Jews quote only the cnriuf/ of the blind; why did they not
quote the raising of tlie dead, of which the other Evangelists give several
instances?" But how do we know that these Jews at the city weie
acquainted with what had occu. ved in Galilee ? AVas it not natural for
them to recur to the miraculous act performed by (lirist in the city itself
so short a time before, and which had excited such virulent opposition
against him ? If .John's Gospel were an invention, the inventor must havo
heard other narratives of Christ's raising the dead ; and had he wished, an
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� 2ZZ.�The Resmi-ection oj Lazarus.�Tlte Prayer of Chrkt. (Jolm ii.
38-44.)
When the stone was about to be hfted from the gra. o,Martha k whose heart fluctuated between hope and fear, gave
new utterance to lier doubts: "Lord, hy tliis time he stinketh;^
for he hath been deadfour days" Jesus said unto her, ' Said I
Tiot unto tliee, that if thou tvouldst believe, thou shouldst see the
glory of God I (see God glorify himself in the effects of his
Almighty mercy).
Then looking down into the gi-ave, and assured that Lazarus
would rise, as though the miracle were already wrought, he
offers first his thanksgiving to the Father : " Father, I thank
thee that thou hast heard me; and I knew that tliou liearest me
always; hut because of tlie people which stand by, I said it, that
they may believe that tliou hast sent me." Meaning that his
utterance of thanks did not imply that he only then became
conscious of power to raise up Lazarus. Prayer and thanks-
gi\dng were not isolated fragments of Christ's hfe ; his whole
hfe was one prayer and one thanksgiving ; for he knew that
the heavenly Father heard him in aU things, and always
granted the powers needful to his calhng. He made this
public, individual thanksgiving, to testify to those around that
he chd this, like all his other acts, as the messenger of the
Father, and considered it, as all things else, his Father's gift.
This prayer has led some to distinguish this miracle from
others as one not accomplished by Christ's indwelling Di"vdne
power, but by God for him ; to class it, in fact, among answers
to prayer. But as Christ's whole life was one prayer, in the
sense just mentioned, as he always acted in uiuty with God, in
the form of dependence, he could have exjiressed himself in
must have been the case, to invent a stronger example than any of those
recorded, he would surely have alluded to them. The question, then, is
just as applicable if the narrative be fictitious as if it be true.
^ The conduct of Martha and Mary is in entire harmony with their
characters ; the former doubt.s, and expresses her doubt ; the latter looks
on in silence.
' We must grant that those are right who say that this expression of
Martha's is no proof that corruption had commenced in the corpse.
The reference of the words b\\ju rgv Oolav too Saov is doubtfiil.
Some refer them to the reply to the messengers, John xi. 4. In tbat reply
nothing is said of " believing," but faith is silently pre-supposed. Others
refer them to Christ's words addressed directly to Martha (v. 25), in which
faith is expressly required. It is true, the words
" oi//f i," &c. are not given
in that verse expressly, but it contains, as we have already remarked, tho
oasis of a promise of the kind, only not announced.
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the same terms in regard to any of his miracles. And althoughLazarus did not rise untd the voice of Jesus called him forth,
he could thank God for it as an act achieved, in his certainty
of at once accomphshing it ; and, in so doing, testify that the
power to do it was from God.�
� 234.�Measures taken against Christ by the Sanhedrim. (John xi. 47, seq.)
The raising of Lazaius exerted an important influence iu
bringmg ahout the final catastrophe of Christ's life. On tho
one hand, it led many to helieve in his DiA ine calling, and, on
the other, it decided the ruling Pharisaic party to adopt more
violent measures against him. They were now satisfied that
their sentence of excommunication � had not counteracted the
impressions which his ministry had made u])on the minds of
the people; and feared that, if they let him alone, all men
would believe on him as Messiah. In view of the threatened
danger, a council of the Sanhedrim was summoned. Mcti who
were in the habit of sacrificing the peace of the state to their
own passions now made it a plea for vigorous steps against
� The omission of the raising of Lazarus in the first three Gospels has
been adduced as an argument against its credibility. Were it not that
other events are omitted in the same way, and were we not able to account
for it by the peculiar character, origin, and aims of John's Gospel, the
argument might have more weight. To seek a special reason for the omis
sion in this case could lead to nothing but arbitrary hypotheses. But it is
sufficiently explained by the general reason, viz. that the former Gospels
contain only traditions of the ministry of Christ at Jeru.salem, followed by
an account of his last stay in that city. In this outline there is no point
at which the raising of Lazarus would naturally and necessarily be joined.
It has been said that the intention to exaggerate is obvious in Johu's
Gospel, which always sets forth the miracles which it records as the highest
possible, e. g. the cure of the palsy of 38 years' standing ; of the man that
was born blind ; the raising of Lazarus, &c. In reply to this, we might
admit that John, having an apologetic object, only selected, firom the
abundant materials furnished by the Evangelical history, a few events
illustrating in the highest degree the co^a of Christ ; but tbis admission
would not affect the veracity of his narrative in the slightest degree. But
the healing of the lepers, one of the most marked displays of miraculous
power, is omitted by John ; while the feeding of the five thousand, the very
highest of them all, is given by the other Evangelists as well as by him.
A. high degree of miraculous power, therefore, was not the sole ground oa
which John selected the miracles thathe recorded ; he had regard, also, partly
to their connexion with Christ's discoiu'ses, and partly to their comiexion
�Tdth the course of the facts in his history. This last holds good especially
of the narrative in question�that of the raising of Lazarus. It connects
with the course of his life the triumphal entry into Jerusalem, and the
enthusiasm of the people in his favour ; and it also explains the resolution
soon taken by the Sanhedrim to put him out of the way. And this, iu
turn, confirms the veracity of the narrative itself � Cf p. 326.
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Christ. If the thing is allowed to go on, all will believe on
him. The people wiU proclaim him king; and the Romans
wdll come and take away w bat power and nationality they
have left us." Caiajdias, the high-priest, adopting the view
thus presented, said, - It is, at any rate, better that one should
die for aU, than that the whole nation should perish." And
wdthout any legal investigation of the criminality of Jesus, it
was resolved, on pretext of the safety of the state, by tbe ma
jority (against wdiose vehemence a few more moderate men.bers
could do nothing), that he must die. The mode of his death
was to be subsequently decided on, accorchng to circumstances.
An order was issued for the seizure of his ])erson, in case he
should attend the Feast of the Passover at Jerusalem.
CHAPTER XVI.
JESUS IX EPHRAIM.
� 235.�The Necessity for Christ's Death.
To avoid the snares of his enemies, and secure a short season
of undisturbed intercourse with the disciples before the close
of his career on earth, Jesus retired into tbe obscure village of
Ephraim,^ in the desert of Judea, several miles 9 north of Jeru
salem. He knew that in travelhng to the Passover at the
city he should be overcome by the maclunations of the Phari
sees, and be put to death. The question may be asked, Why,
then, did he not keep lumself concealed still longer? He
might then have carried on tbe still defective religious training
of his disciples, and might, also, have prepared a greater num
ber of agents to chssemdnate his truth.
So, indeed, it might be said if he had been a mere teacher of
truth, like other men. Even though at last he had to fall a
\dctim to the hierarchical party, he might thus have gained
some time, at least, for the training of his followers ; a work of
the highest possible importance, as everything, in the develop
ment of liis v/ork, depended upon the way in which they appre
hended his doctrine. But the doctrine of Jesus was not a
system of general conceptions ; it was founded upon a fact,
\iz. that in Him had been manifested the end to which all
previous revelations to the Jewish people had been but pre-
liaratoiy; that He was the aim of the prophecies of tiie Old
Testament ; that in Him the kingdom of God was realized.
Of this fact, to which his whole previous ministry had borne
t Joha xi. 54 According to Jerome, 20 Eoman rnileB.
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v/itness, he had now to testify .openly before the fice of lils
enemies. ^Moreover, his labours in Calilee, aird the raising of
Lazarus at Bethany, had raised the expectations of tbe ])eoplo
to the highest pitch (Jolm xi. 5G); and many who bad gone
up to the city before the Bussover to purify themselves wei-e
anxious to know whether he wmdd venture to come in spite
of the hostile intentions of the Sanhedrim. To stay away l/u-n,
would have been to lose the most favourable juncture; and to
manifest both fear of his enemies aud distrust of his own Divine
calhng to the Alessiahship. Now was the time, when tlie ra^^e
of the Pharisees was at its highest, in the face of their seiitenco
and their threats, to bear witness to himself openly as Messiah.
He did not seek death, but went to meet it in the execution of
his calling, in obedience to the Divine will, and with a love to
God and man that was ready for any sacrifice.'' And he was
assured that precisely by his death was the grt>at object, to
which in boh' love he had devoted his whole life, to be fully
realized.
As for the imperfect training of his disciples, it must have
caused him uneasiness had he not been able to rely (as no
human teacher could do) upon his own continued operation,
and that of the Diviue Spirit, iu their hearts aud minds, to
complete their culture. With this presupposition he could not
but be confident that his separation from them would further
their independent development, as he himself told them after
ward in his closing conversations with them.
CHAPTER XVIL
Christ's last passover journey to Jerusalem.
� 236.�Journey to Jericho.�The Healiny of Blind Bartimeus. (Matt. xx.
30, seq. ; Luke xviii. 35, seq. ; Mark x. 46, seq.)
Christ did not go directly from Ejihraim to Jerusalem, but
passed first eastwardly towards the Jordan, to the \dcinity of
Jericho, a small town about six hours ^ distant from the metro
polis. Here he could meet the caravan coming from Galilee
to the feast.* Various reasons may be assigned for this course
' Tliere must be a right conception of Christ's self-.sacrifice as a moral
act, in connexion with his whole calling, in order to an}- just doctrinal
view of his sufferings.
� According to Josephus, 150 stadia.
' Perhaps, also, he took his way through Jericho in order to extend hi."
ministry in Judea. As the raising of Lazarus is not mentioned by the
three first Evangelists, so the retirement into Ephraim, nearly connectei
with the former event, is only to be found in John. Apart from the latter.
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rm the itart of Christ : a wish not to fall at once into the hands
of the Sanhedrim; or to meet the Galilean multitudes on
whom his ministry had produced such powerful effects; or, by
means of the festal caravans, to carry out his plan of a solemn
]\[essianic entry into Jerusalem. And as this last might excite
false hopes in the disciples, it was the more necessary to im
press upon them anew the fact that his kingdom was to be
glorified by his svfferings, and not to be established in earthly
and visible splendour.^
As the Saviour entered Jericho attended by the festal cara
vans, honouring lum as Theocratic king, there sat, not far from
the gate of the towm, a blind beggar named Bartimeus," who
heard the noise of the procession, and inquiring its cause, was
told that Jesus of Nazareth was ] .assing by. He then cried to
the Messiah for mercy. Tbe rebukes of many, who did not
wish him to disturb the Theocratic king wdth his clamour, had
no effect upon him. Jesus stood, and told bim to come near.
Then the people, knowdng that the Savioiu- called none whom
he did not mean to help, said to the bhnd man, "Be of good
comfort; lie calhth tlwe" He cast off bis garment to run the
faster, and hastened towards Jesns. He was healed, and fol
lowed the procession, joining in the general Hosannah!
we should be led to suppose that he passed through Jei'icbo on his direct
way from Galilee to Jerusalem.
" The departure from Ephraim connects itself naturally with Luke xviii.
31 ; why, otherwise, should it be saiil there that ^^e/ore they came to Jericho
he "took his disciples apart, and said unto them" ? &c.
' According to Luke, Christ met the blind man on entering the town ;
according to IMattbew and Mark, on learhin it ; and Matthew, besides,
speaks of two blind men. It is easy to conceive how these different repre
sentations of the same event could" arise ; the only question is, which has
the more internal probability ? IMark not only gives the name of the blmd
man, but his whole account is so graphic and circumstantial, that it must
have been derived from the report of an eye witness. But in Luke tho
connexion of events is so close thatwe cannot drop a single link ; tlie entry,
the blind man's joining the procession, its pa-sage tbrougb the town, its-
halt at the house of Zaccheus ; all hang together and bear tbe evident
stamp of truth. In this particular, then, we follow Luke. The account
used by Mark, perhaps, stated that the blind man joined the procession at
the gate and went forth with it ; and this might naturally lead to the sup
position that the event occurred on the passa-e out. The
statement of
Matthew, that tieo were cured, is more difficult. It may be explained
either on the ground tbat two accounts were blended together,
or that
two blind men were cured, one at the entrance, the other at the outlet, of
the towm. (It was a common thing for blind begg;.rs to sit
at the gates.
This supposition, and a subsequent blending of the two narratives,
would
account not only for Matthew's mentioning two blind men,
but also for th�,
discrepancy in Mark and Ltrke as to the spot oi the cure.
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� 237.�Christ Lodges with Zaccheus. (Luke xix. 2, seq.)
The heahng of the bhnd man heightened the rejoicing of
the multitude But Jesus went with them no further; per
haps the caravan wished to reach Jerusalem on the same day.*
Jn the suburbs of Jericho lived a rich publican, named Zac
cheus, who probably knew Christ by the reports of other pub
hcans. Being of short stature, he climbed a tree, in order to
see Christ when the procession jiassed by. Ever ready to wel
come the dawning of better feelings in the hearts of sinners,
the Saviour looked up, aud said, " Zaccheus,'^ make haste and
come down, for to-day I must abide at thy house" The love
with which Christ met his desire affected him more deeply
than anything else could ha^�e done ; his heai-t was won ; and
iu the fulness of his joy he vowed to prove his repentance by
divichng half of his property among the poor, and remunerating
four-fold all whom he had overreached. It surjirised many
that He, who was recognized as Theocratic king, should go. to
"be guest with a man that was a sinner." With reference to
this feeling Christ said, "This dcvy is salvation^' come to this
house, forasmuch as he cdso is a son ofAbraham; for the Son of
Man is come to seek and to save that which was lost."'^ And tins
was only an application to a jiarticular case of the general
ti-uth, that it was his mission to restore again the image of
God that had been defaced in humanity.
� 238.�The JRcquest of Salome.�The Amhition of the Disciples rchuked.
(Matt. XX. 20-2S ; Mark x. 35-45.)
The worldly views of Christ's Messiahsliip, wluch had been
revived in the minds of the disciples by the reception he had
met with from the festal caravan, could hardly fail to be
" It was but a short distance from Jericlio to Jerusalem ; and we know
neither at what point Christ joined the caravan, nor how far it had jour
neyed that day, nor what time of the day it was
^ Whether he had known Zaccheus before, or w.as informed of his name
by the bystanders, is of no moment. The Evangelist does not intunate
that he made use of his supernatural knowledge in calling the man by
n.ame.
y He had become convinced of sin, and received the bringer of salvation.
w ith repentance and love.
Schleiermacher thinks (ii. 174) that this occurred on the second day,
after the affair had become gener.ally known. \\'e see no sufficient ground
for this supposition. It appears from the whole naiTative th.at the mur
murs of the people, and the words of Zaccheus, arese fi-om an immediate
impression. The word rrrjptpov (Luke xix. 9), and its relation to aiipepov
yv. 5), spe.aks in favour of our "view. Schleiermucher .seems to lay too much
stress on dKovetrrwr (v. 11).
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Btretigtheuod by wluit occurred in Jericbo. His o,<n tcacbiiigs
had uot yet fully convinced them ; aud these impressions upon
theii- senses was stronuer, for the moment, than those which
he had made ujkui their souls.
The sons of Salome. James aud John, eiyiiyed Christ's closest
intimacy; the latter, indeed, always sat at liis right hand. In
view of this intimate relation, and not without tbe knowledge
of her sons,-� she came to ChrLst, and prayed him, that when
Messiah ^ kingdom should be outwardly realized, her two sons
might sit. the one on Ids right hand, the other on his left.
As usual, Cbrist did not combat these ideas of his kingdom
directly and at length; he wished to destroy the root in the
hearts of his followers. He taught them anew that they were
to share with liim, not places of honour, but pains and suffer
ings. �� }'j know /tot ichat ye ask. Can i/e drink of tlie cup (of
sufiering) that I shall drink cf/" To this they rephed, pro
bably without didy weigldng the import of his words, " We are
able." And he answered : " I can, indeed, impart to you the
fellowship of my sutieriugs ; but rank in the kingdom of God
depends not upon my will, but upon the allotment of the
Father" (it was not to be an arbitraiy allotment, but the
highest neces^ity of Divine wisdom and justice).
The disciples were indignant at the ambition of James and
John; but Christ called them all about him, and showed them
how inconsistent such strifes were wdth their relations to each
other and the spiidt that ought to animate them. There could
not be (he told them) amoug them such relations of superiority
and subordination as existed in civdl communities; the com
munion of the Divine kiug'hjm could know of none such. They
were to emulate each other only in sei-\ing each other with
self-sacrificing love ; hke their Lord and ^Master, who had come,
not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and to .sacrifice his
hfe for the ransom of many. Whosoever Wdx* greatest in this
was the greatest among them.^
' According to Mark, the brothers presented the request directly to
Christ ; according to Matthew (which seems the more likely), they did it
through their mother. Christ's address to them (Matt. xx. 22) pre
supposes that really diey made the request.
Luke does not give this narrative, but mentions (xxii. 24) a simikr
dispute for rank among the disciples, and recites these similar expressions
of our Lord. It is probably out of place, as such a contention could hardly
Iwve arisen at the k.st meab after the institution of tbe Sacrament. The
collocation may have arisen from the fact that the .symtjolical washing of
feet, so striking a rebuke of this ambitious spirit, was connected with the
Ust ni-^aL.
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� 239.�Parable of ihe Pormds. (Luke xix. 11, seq.)
Christ made use of several parables during this last period
of his life, while his disciples were still expectin g that he would
establish a vis'ble kingdom, to give them purer ideas of the
process by which it was to be founded and developed. Among
these is the parable of tbe Founds, which was given, according
to Luke, ju.^t as t]:ey left Jericho, expressly because "he was
nigh to Jerusalem, and they thought that the kingdom of GoD
should immediately appear."
There were three ]>oints on wdnch he speciaUy sought to fix
their attention, viz. tbe opposition he was to encounter at Je
rusalem ; his depai tui e fioin them, and return at a later period
to subdue his foes and establish his kingdom in tidumph; and
finally, their duty to labour actively in the interval, and not to
await in indolence tlie achie\ enient of victory by other means,
without tbeir co-operation. He particularly aimed to show
them that the position they should occupy in the development
of the kingdom of God would depend upon their zeal and
activity in the use of the means entrusted to them. This he
illustrated under the figure of a cajiital, loaned on interest;
the same amount, viz. one mina, is committed to each of ten
servants, and in proportion to the gain of this, whether more
or less, is the station assigned to them by their master. One
only is wholly rejected�he that guards carefully the sum
committed to him and loses nothing, but gains nothing. The
apology which he makes assists us to determine the particular
character vdiich Christ has in view. He excuses himself on
the ground of fear; the lord is a hard master. He represents
those, thereiore, whose mistaken apprehensions of the account
they will have to render keep them in inactivity, and who
retire from the active labours of the world in order to avoid
contamination from its unholy atmosphere. In many of the
disciples, indeed, the prospect of the ajiproaching struggle with
the world may have suggested tbe thought of such a retire
ment.
And not without reason is the capital which the unfaithful
servant failed to employ appropriated to him who made the
most of his. Indeed, the key to the whole parable is given by
Christ himself in that memorable saying, repeated so often and
in such various connexions : "Unto every one tJiat hath (i. e.
hath as real and productive capital) shedl (more, and ever more)
<= Cf. pp. 109, 202.
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he given (and most to lum that gaiueth most): ami fro n him
that Jutth not {{. e. does not truly jxisscss what he has, but buries
it) slud^ be taken an-ay ereii that which he hatii. '
In this parable, in Auew of tho i'ircumstauees mider which it
was uttered, and of the approaehing catastrojihe, s]>( I'ial Luti-
matious are given of Christ's departure frour the e:u-th, of bis
ascension, and retium to judge the rebellious Theocratic nation,
and consummate bis dominion. It describes a great man. who
travels ro the thstant court of the mighty em}Hn-or, to receive
from him authority over his countiymeu, antl to return with
royal power. So Christ was nor immediately recogiuzed in his
kingly othce, but first had to depai't from the earth and leave
his agents to advance his kingdom, to ascend iuto heaven and
be appointed Theocratic I\Iug. and return again to exercise his
contested power.
� 240.�Parahh: of the Lahourers in tic Yincmrd. (Matt. xx. 1-16.)
Here, al-o, belongs the parable cif tbe labourers in tlie vine
yard, Avhich opposes all assertion of one's own merits, and all
anxietv for rank and rewards amou;,'' tbe servants of the king-
dom of God. Tliis paralde admits of many and various apph-
catious ; but. in order to understand it coii'ectly, we must
consider it by itself^ apart from the introductory and con
cluding pas'-aues.'l
^ The words �� The las' shall he firsf. and the first last" (v. 16), cannot
])ossibly dencte the punctam scdiens of the parable ; in it the last are not
prrf rr-yl tc rl.e Erst : tii; latter .simply fail to receive more than the former,
as they had expected. Xor do they complain of receiving their wages last,
but only that they do not i:>; t more than the others. It is something
merely accidental, necessary only for the consistency of the representation,
andari-ing merely from its fonn, that the turn of the first comes last ; they
had to 5e= the last receive equally as much as themselves before they could
complain of it, and tbu- give occasion for the utterance of the truth which
it is the main object of tlie parable to set forth. In Luke xiii. 30, the
.same words occur ("there ire last," &c.), but in a totally different sense.
Here the "last" are those who are wholly shut out from the kingdom of
God ; and the passage teaches that many from among the nations, estranged
from Go t, shouLl be called to sliare in liis king. lorn ; while, on the other
nand, many shoulii be excluded from it who had held high places among
the ancient p-ople. Taken in this sense, these words would be fjreign to
the scope of the para.ble. The l;i.tter clause of the verse,
"
many are called,
but few chosen," means (according to T^Iatt. xxii. 11) tliat many are out
wardly calleo, and belong, by profession, to the kingdom of God. Nor is
this relevant to the parable ; which draws no contrast between the few and
tlie many, the called and the chosen ; and, iu fact, makes no mention at
all of such as are entirely excluded from the kingdom. We therefore
cannot but suppo.se that this parable, so faithfully presei-verl, and bearing
to indubit.ably the stamp o*" Cjirist, is joined to the words that precede and
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The prominent idea of the parable is, that all who faithfully
obey their call, who are truly converted, and labour diligently
after their conversion, whetlier it occur at an earlier or later
period, whether the term of their new life is long or short., are
made partakers of the same blessedness in the kingdom of God.
The question is, not what they were before their conversion,
but what they become after it. Ail who have reached this
point have the same thing in common; for all receive the
principle of the higher life, with which, where it really exists,
is also presupposed the entire new moral creation that proceeds
from it; although this latter may yet be far from complete,
and can only be fully reahzed in the future. No one is en
titled to ask more than his fellow receives; there being no
human merit in the case, all that is given is of God's free grace
and mercy in redemption. And it apphes not only to the
relations of nations (e. g. the later caUed heathen, to the Jews),
but also of individuals.
But how important a thing it is for us that a parable exhi
biting the doctrine of free and unmerited grace, so strongly
put forth by Paul, has been preserved to us ! Taken in con
nexion with that of the talents (pounds), it forms a complete
whole (the two parables being mutually complementary to each
other) of Christ's truth ; on the one hand, that the gifts of
grace are equally bestowed, and are to be received by aU alike
in humility of heart ; and, on the other, that there are various
stages of Christian progress, depending upon the use that is
made of the grace given : on the one hand, the humble re
ceiving of grace is contrasted with the asserting of one's own
merits ; and, on the other, a self-active zeal is opposed to sloth�
ful inactivity.
follow by a merely accidental link of connexion. (In tbis supposition,
wbicb, indeed, has long been a certainty with me, I agree with Strauss and
De Wette.) The most elaborate efforts to harmonize the passages in ques
tion with the parable, only result in destroying its sense, so pregnant with
characteristic Christian truth. Among these elaborate attempts must be
reckoned the interpretation recently given by Wilke (Urevangelist, s. 372).
The collocation of the parable in Matthew may afford a clue to its inter
pretation. Peter appears (xix. 27 ; although we prefer Luke xviii. 28) to
have a passion for rewards, and the parable bears upon such a disposition,
which, by the way, prevailed at that time. In this connexion, also, tho
words " M<any that are last shall be first," &c. might bear against measur
ing by merit, judging by appearance, &c. Christ may, perhaps, have
spoken the words in this sense ; though, as we have seen, he gave them
another ; but they cannot be made to fit the parable.
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� --il-� Pass ion /or Pacards ribid-cd. (Luke xvii. 7.)
Akin to tlie foregoing pai-abk^ though not clirouologically
connected with it. is the following fragment ot' a cou\ ersation^
m which Christ rebuked the prevalent longmg of lus disciples
for ease and reward. '� Which o/i/cru., having a servant plougli^
ing, or feeding cattle, icill sa// tmto him, ichen he is come from
tha jidd, Come and si' dou-n to meat ^ and n-ill not rather say
unto him, Make ready u-Jiereicdh I vniy sujy, ami gird thyself,
and serve nie, till I have eaten and drunken; and afterward thou
shalt eat and drinks Dvtli he thank that servant for having do-ne
ihe tilings that were commanded him? I trow not. So Ukcwise
ye, when ye shall have done a!' those things that are commanded
you, say, We are unprofitable servants; we luxve done tluit which
was our duty to do."
Two thoughts are here presented : First, the disciples were
not to expect at once in the kingdom of God, for whose ap
pearance they were looking, a rewai-d for their efforts to do
Chiist's wdU. Their Jlaster was fii'st to enter into his glory,
and they were to remain uj)on eanh and labour for him. Then
for them, too, would come the time of rest and refreshment.
Secondly, the ser^-ant who only fulfils his master's commands
has no reason to boast, and no claim to his master's thanks ;
he has only rendered the duty owed by a servant to his lord.
It is only when he C;'oes beyond express commands, and does
all that his master's advantage demands, out of pure love, that
he can look for thanks ; he acts then, not as the servant, but
as the friend. So the Apostles, acting simjily as servants to
Christ, were to call themselves unprofitable servants after they
had ftdfilled his express commands; they lacked as yet the ali-
prevaUing love that would of itself, without such commands,
impel them to everv service which his cause required. This
disposition obtained, thev would be no more servant.s, but
fiiends; and all disputes for rank, all mercenary longing for
rewards, would fall away. They A-.^ould then never think tbat
they had done enough for the Master. To this spirit, thf-
essence of genuine Christianity, they were to be exalted.^
^ Luke xvii. 7, shortly before the account of the last journey to Jem
salem. It is plain that the 17th chapter begins with portions of unoou-
nected conversations. We have already seen that v. 5, 6 belong to the
period now before us.
' I\Iy view of the moral import of this passage agrees with that ofmy
dear friend Julius Miiller (Von der Siinde, 2'� Aufl. i. 48), although he
gives it a somewhat different turn. I differ from him, however, in regard
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� 242.�Christ Anointed hy Mary in, Bethany. (John xii. 1, seq.)
After Clirist had thus prejiared the minds of the disciple*
for the great events that were approaching, he departed,
accompanied by them only, from Jericho on the Friday. The
journey thence to Bethany could easily he accomph.shed before
the Sabbath, which he iutended to spend in the latter place
with the family of Lazarus.
He sat at the Sabbath-meal wdth the man whom he had
raised from the dead. Again did the two sisters manifest their
differences of character iu their way of evincing their love and
gratitude to the Saviour.? The industrious Martha waited
upon bin: at table ; but Mary, indulging her feelings, and
laying aside all ordinary calculations, anointed the feet ol
Jesus with costly balsam of spikenard, and Aviped them with
the hair of her head.'^ The disciples knew that Jesus rather
to the bearing of the passage ; he applies it to the Pharisees, rather than to
the Apostles.
B The narrative of this remarkable incident is not only given by John,
but preserved also by Matthew and Mark, though with variations. Luke
alone says nothing atiout it ; but then he mentions nothing of Christ's stay
in Bethany at this interval. Even if [as some suppose] the account which
he gives (vii. 38, seq.) of the anointing at the house of Simon (cf p. 227,
seq.) gave occasion fbr the omission of this, it would not foUow that both
accounts record but one and the same fact. JNlatthew and Mark differ
from John in fixing the time at two days before Easter, instead of six ;
and in placing its scene, not in the house of Lazarus, but of Simon the
leper. But since Matthew and ]Mark omit entirely the history of Lazarus,
and connect the narrative directly from Jericho to Jerusalem, it is easy to
explain their placing this anointing where they do, seeing that its nature
was such as to secure its preservation, and its reference to Christ's approach
ing death necessarily assigned its chronological position. John introduces
it in the connexion of facts. We see in his account the occasion of the
festive meal, and of Mary's demonstration of love. Whether the transfer
of the scene to the house of Simon (in Matthew and Mark) was occasione l
by blending this narrative with that of the other banquet that took place
'at Simon's house, or by some other cause, cannot be decided; nor has it
any bearing whatever upon the veracity of their narratives.
In the other Gospels the "washing of the head" is mentioned ; that
of the feet accords more with Eastern usages. It was customary for ser
vants to bring water to wash the feet of the guests ; but Mary bathed then
herself, not with water, but with a costly unguent. Strauss thinks it inex
plicable that the name should have been lost in the other Gospels if the
woman was so eminent in Gospel history, and especially as Christ said the
jncident should be kept in memorial of her wherever his Gospel was
pr-ea<jhed (Matt. xxvi. 13) ; and, on the other hand, he supposes that " this
very saying of Christ might have occasioned the ascribing of the act to a
�definite person." To be sure, it is as possible that the tradition itself gave
uame to the unknown person at a later period, that Ihe uame originally
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declined than sought demonstrations of honour for his person;and perhaps Judas, who could not \uulerstaud or appreciate
Mary's feelings, meant to enter into his ^dew^s iu this respec^when he sjiid, "WJii/ icas uot this ointment sold for three hundrcrJt
pence, and given to the poor 1" '^
But Clu-ist, w-ho looks only at the heart, saw in Mary's act
an exhibition of that overflowing love wduch is the spriufr and
som-ce of true hohaiess, and rebuked the Audgar tendency that
wished to measiue ev erythiug by its own standard. " Lei
her ahne; against the day ofmy burying hath site hept this (she
has preserved it for my embaluung) ; she has shown me the
last tokens of honour and affection, not to be measiued by
vulgar standards ; she knows that 3-ou will soon have me no
more among you, while the poor ye shaU have always."
given should be lost. But that the one is more probable than the other
cannot be proved in any way. Omitting Lazarus's history, they had no
occasion to mention Mary. The commonness of the name (it belonged to
several noted women in the Xew Testament) may have led to the omTssion.
So in Ltike x. 3s, as we have seen, the description of ]\Iartha and Mary
in their femily circumstances, the place of their abode, &c. is omitted,
although the very gist of the anecdote turns upon their marked differences
of charac-^jcr. But the connexion of the narrative now before us, with the
approaching death of Jesus, also tended to preserve the locality. And as
Johnmentions the name, -without the promise given byMatthew (xxvi. 13),
it is themore evident that the latter did not cause him to invent the former.
His graphic description is that of an eye--witness ; and it would even be
easier to beheve that Matt, xx-vi. 13, was itself a later invention than that
John was led by it to invent the name.
' Xone of the Evangelists but John mention the name of Judas. Strauss
thinks that "if Judas had really been named in the original tradition, the
name would not liave been lost ;" and, on the other hand, that " his bad
character would ea.-ily lead to the ascription of this bad trait to him." But
care for the poor was not a likely trait to ascribe to Judas, and John
expressly assigns a motive of his c.� for his language (v. 6) ; and the very
inaptness of this plea to Judas may have caused its transfer toothers. A\'e
certainly cannot suppose that all, or many, of the Apostles made use of it,
but the one who said it may have expressed the thought of others ; though
Christ's words do not necessarily presuppose this. Little as we may be
Burprised Ijv various defects in their ^ lews and feelings at that time, there
are two points of view in th: s plea that can hardly be conceived as used by
any other than Judas : (1 . ) If their minds were then full of anticipations of
Christ's glory, the anointing, as a demonstration of reverence for his person,
could not appear improper to them ; (2.) Or if their thoughts were turned
to his approaching sufferings (which is not so probable), they could still
less disapprove an expression of love for him whom they were so soon to
lose. Xeither of these remarks would apply to Judas.
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PAET II.
FROM THE TEIUMPHAL ENTEY INTO JEEUSALEM TO
THE A.SCENSION.
CHAPTER I.
FROM THE TRIUMPHAL ENTRY TO THE LAST SUPPER.
� 243.�The Entry into Jerusalem.^
The fame of Clirist's acts had. been diffused among tho
thousands of Jews'' that had gathered from all quarters for
the Passover. The resurrection of Lazarus, in particular, had
created a great sensation. As soon as the Sabbath law
allowed,' they flocked in crowds to Bethany to see Jesus, and
especially to convince themselves of the resurrection of Lazarus
by ocular evidence and inquiry on the spot. Perhaps on
Sunday moriung, too, before Christ went to Jerusalem, many
had gone out."'
3 We must here account for the chronology that we adopt. We set out
with the presupposition (for which reasons will be given hereafter) that
the beginning of the Passover, 14th Nisan, occurred in that year on a
Friday. Now John xii. 1, gives a fixed mark�Christ's arrival at Bethany
six days before the Passover ; which six days may include that which forms
the terminus a quo, and also the terminus ad quem. If he included the
first, Christ reached Bethany on the Sabbath ; not very likely, as he was
wont to avoid the charge of violating the Mosaic law, except in cases of
urgent necessity. If he included both days, Christ reached Bethany on the
Jirst day of the week. But then the Passover caravan must have reached
Jericho on Sabbath, or on Friday, remaining there on Sabbath, which is
not probable, fi-om the general tenor of the separate accounts. The only
supposition that avoids these difficulties is that John included neither of
the two days, and that Christ arrived in Bethany on Friday. (Cf. note,
p. 307.) E. Jacobi supposes that Christ arrived so late on Friday that tho
Sabbath had begun, and John, therefore, regarded Friday as past ; thia
supposition would remove the difficulty, -without altering the chronology.
By a census taken under Nero, 2,700,000 men gathered at Jerusalem
to the Passover. Joseph. B. J. vi. 9, � 3.
' The Sabbath-day's journey allowed by the law was 1,000 paces ; but
Bethany was t-wice that far fi-om Jerusalem. The habit was to walk the
first 1,000 on Sabbath before sunset ; the others afterward.
John xii. 9, 13. According to the other Evangelists, Jesus came on
the same day with the multitude fi-om Jericho. The difficulty is not wholly
inexplicable ; nor does it aflTect the substance of the narrative. It is pos
sible to distinguish (as Schleiermacher and others do) two entries of Christ
into the city ; the first being described in the first three Gospels, the second
in John. According to this view, he entered first with the caravan towards
tvening, and a great sensation was produced ; thence he went immediatelY
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Tlie question may arise, whether the triumi^ial entry int.>Jerusalem was part of Chrisfs plan, or uot. It is certainly
possiiile, from the circumstances just mentioned, that it Avas
unsouglit on lus part. Lut had such ivally been the ca.se, he
woidd have avoiiled the multitude, and entered the city quietlyand privately, as he c^add easily have d.me. Had he uot had
higher iuterosts ul^dew, be must have avoided a mode of entrywluch confirmed tlie oiiiuion tbat he cIiuukhI to be more than
a mere teacher, and which would afibrd so excellent a handle
to his enemies. e do not, indeed, look upon it as brought
about by any management on his }iart, but as a natural result
of the circumstances, as a final and necessary link in a chain ot
consecutive events. We regard it, therefore, as foreseen and
embraced in his plan ; and Iris plan was nothing else but the
will of his Father, wluch he fuliilled as a free organ. He
wished to yield to the enthusiasm of the people, transient as
he knew it would be in most of tl em, and thus to testify, in
the firce of the nation and of mankind, that the kingdom of
God had come, and that he was the promised Theocratic King.
And tlus was the result of his previous labours, brought about
by the Divine guidance. If he had not before, in the same
direct and pubhc way, proclaimed himself ]\Iessiah, he now did
it before the eyes of all, most pubhcly and strikingly. This
tritunphant entry was the reply to many questions ; a reply
which shut out all doubt ; it was, tu a word, a world-lustorical
event.''
to Bethany, and on the next morning (according to our view, the second
day after) returned to the city, the feme of his works having, in the mean
time, been still more widely bruited among the people ; the second entry,
expected and prepared for, catrsLng much greater excitement than the first
imannounced and unexpected one.
'
But in this case we should have to
admit that the two narratives had been blended ; parts that belonged to
the second, as given by John, being transfeiTed to the first. As the other
Gospels (Mark especially) relate that he arrived late in the evening at the
city, and went directly thence to Bethany, there appears good ground for
the supposition. The statement of the other Evangelists (his going to
Bethany) suits exactly John's account of his relations with the femily C;f
Lazarus.
But yet, if our mode of viewing the Gospels be correct, it may very well
have been inferred�the narrative of the entry being separately transmitted,
and the supposition naturally arising that he came directlywith the caravan
fi'om Jericho�that the Messianic entry took place immediately on his
arrival.
" It may be matter of question what features of the entry belonged ftj
Christ's plan, and what were brougitt about entirely by the circumstances.
To admit that any of them belonged to the latter class would not deprive
them of uignificance ; the development of the circumstances themselves,
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Attended by bis disciples and tbe host that had gathered
into Bethany, Christ set out for Jerusalem. Many more
idvanced to meet him from the city, and were hailed by those
who had been with Christ with the assurance that Lazarus
had indeed been raised from the dead. In the uicreasiag
throng, Christ mounted an ass which he found at hand, for liis
own convenience, and that the people might see him. And thus
the natural course of circumstances aptly symbolized the peace
able character of the kingdom of God, and its total rejection
of worldly pomp and display, as tj'pified by the Prophet
Zachariah (ix. 9). With joyous songs and shoutings he was
introduced into the city as Messiah, while on all sides was
heard the loud acclaim, " Hosanna ! Jehovah prosper him !
Blessed is he that cometh in the name of Jehovah " (Ps. cxvih.
25, 26). Some Pharisees among the multitude, who were
perhaps not fully decided in their opinions, though recognizing
Jesus as a great teacher, were displeased that he was thus
proclaimed Messiah on entering the city, and asked him to
silence his followers. He answered, " / tell you, if these should
hold their peace, the stones would cry out." � An event had
apart from Christ's immediate intention, or in connexion therewith, might
adapt them to symbolize the appearance of the kingdom of God. From
John xii. 14, we leam that Christ, finding the throng so great, seated
himself upon an ass found just at hand, which act was subsequently referred
to, Zach. ix. 9, and the narrative somewhat modified accordingly, as,
indeed, is seen in Matthew (xxi. 2-7), where two beasts are mentioned,
from a misapprehension of the passage in Zachariah, following the Alex
andrian version. It is to be carefully observed that John xii. 16, makes a
clear distinction between the view of this event taken by the disciples at
the time, from that in which they regarded it at a later period, when all
had been fulfilled, and they had seen Jesus as the glorified Messiah ;
showing that what at first appeared to be only accidental, afterward gained
a higher significance. None but an eye-witness would have made such a
distinction at the time when this Gospel was written. If this should be
taken as implying that the ass was accidentally there (though it by no
means necessarily implies this), the use of the animal is not thereby ren
dered the less significant, or a less apt fulfilment of the Messianic pro
phecy. But, on the other hand, the other Gospels represent the act as
intentional on Christ's part ; not, however, as Strams will have it, rrdra-
cidous. It is not at all impossible to harmonize John's account with tliat
of the other Evangelists ; the word eiipiov, in v. 14, does not of necessity
define the way in which Christ obtained the ass ; and John states many
points very concisely. In the mean time, it is a question which account is
the most simple.
� Luke xix. 39. If we suppose there were t2co entries (whicli this pas
sage appears, though not necessarily, to favour), these words would refei
to the first ; and the Pharisees probably accompanied the Passover caravan
from Galilee.
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occurred, so lofty aud so pvoguaut with th(> best iuterefts of
mankiud, that it might rou>.' even the dullest to rejoiee. Iu
the mouth of any other, even the greatest oi men, tliese words
would have been an unjustihablc self-exaltation; uttered by
Eim, they show the Aveighty iui])ort which he ga\ e to hia
manifestation. Christ's conduet in this n>speet, moreover,
shows that such an entry into Jerusalem fcirmed part of his
plan.
� 244,�Sadihss </ Ckri'^t at Sight of Jcrusalon. (Ltike xix, 41-44,)
"With what sorrow must that heart, so fuU of love, so over-
flowing with pity for the misery of men, have been wrung as
he approached for the last tiuie the City whose people he had
so often summoned in vain to repeut, the metropohs of the
earthly Theocracy�soon to be lott to deserved destruction,
from which he could not save it, iK^cause His voice was not
lisroiied to ! "With tears he cried, " I/tliou hadst hnoicn, even
thou, at least in this thy da i/. tlie tJiiu/fS which belong unto thy
peace! h'd now tliey a r^: hid from thine eyes." Aud then he
uttered a prophecy (v. 4.3, 41) which the destruction of Jeru
salem afterward abundantly veiified.
Although Christ, doubtless, went immediately on his entry
to the Temple to thank God. it does not follow that we must
place here the expulsion of the buyers and seUers.P
During tbe few remaining days of his ministry on earth, he
made use of the favourable tem^per of the people to impre.ss
their minds with Ms teaching. In the mornings he taught in
the Temple ; the rest of the day was given to the chsciple.s,
with whom, iu the evening, he was wont to retire to Bethany.
� 245.�Tlie Fig-tree Cursed. (Matt. xxi. 18 ; Mark xi. 12.)�Parable of
the Fig-tree. (Luke xiii. 6-9.)
A remarkable occurrence in this part of the history must
now be examined somewhat closely. Christ, returning with
his disciples iu the morning from Bethany to Jeru.salem, be
came hungry, and saw at a chstance a fig-tree in full leaf At
that season of the year such a tree nnght be expected, in full
P According to Matt. xxi. 15, 16, the displeasure of the priests was
kindled when�the children cried " Hosanna !" in the Temple. Jesus said
to them, " Have ye never read. Out of the mouths of babes and sucklings
hast thou ordained praise ?" (Ps. viii. 3). This incident might be con
founded with the one before quoted from Luke ; but it has features
essentially different. The haughty scribes are here offended because
childv .1 rejoice, and Christ replies, in effect,
" The glory of God is revealed
to ciiiidren, while the chiefs of the hierarchy, in the pride of their imagined
wisdom, receive no impressions into their cold and unsusceptible hearts."
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foliage, to bear fruit ;i and be walked towards it, to [thick oif
the figs. Finding none, he said, " iVo matt eat fruit <f the
Iiereafter for ever." On the second morning,"' the disci])l(;s,
coming the same way, were astonished to hnd the tig-tree
withered.
In what light is this fact to be regarded ? Shall we see in
it the immediate result of Christ's words ; in fact, a miracle,
as JMatthe'w's statement appears to imjtly '? All his other
miracles were acts of love, acts of giving and creation ; this
would be a punitive and destroying miracle, falling, too, ujjon
a natural object, to which no guilt coidd chng. It would
certainly be at variance wdth all other peculiar operations of
Christ, who came, in every respect, " not to destroy, but to
fulfil." Shall we conceive tbat the coincidence with Christ's
words was merely accidental�a view which suits Mark's
statement better than Matthew's ? If so, we shall find it
impossible to extract from Christ's words, t^^ ist them as we
may, a sense worthy of him.
The proper medium is to be found in tbe symbolical mean
ing of the act. If the miracles generally have a symbolical
import (and we have shown that in some it is particularly
prominent), we have in this case one that is entirely symbohcal.
The fig-tree, rich in foliage, but destitute of fruit, represents
the Jewish people, so abundant in outward shows of piety, but
destitute of its reality. Their \dtal sap was squandered upon
leaves. And as the fruitless tree, failing to reahze the aim of
its being, was destroyed ; so the Theocratic nation, for the
same reason, was to be overtaken, after long forbearance, by
the judgments of God, and shut out from his kingdom.
The prophets were accustomed to convey both instructions
and warnings by symbolical acts ; and the purport of this act,
as both warning and prechction, was precisely suited to the
time. But to understand Christ's act aright, we must not
conceive that he at once caused a sound tree to wither. This
would not, as we have said, be in harmony with the gciu'ral
aim of his miracles ; nor would it correspond to the idea which
he designed to set vividly before the disciples. A sound tree,
suddenly destroyed, would certainly be no fitting type of the
' See article " Feige," in Winer's Realworterbucli. The remark in
Mark xi. 13, "The time of figs was not yet," presents a difficulty ; tha
v/hole significance of the narrative lies in the fact that the tree might bo
expected to bear fruit, but was destitute of it.
' I follow here Mark's statement, which seems to me to be the mos4
sdginal in this particular.
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Jewish people. We must rather believe that the same cause
which made the tree barren had already prepai'ed the way for
its destruction, and that Christ only hastened a crisis which
had to come in the course of nature. In tbis vdew it would
correspond precisely to the great event in the world's history
which it was designed to prefigure : the moral character of the
Jewish nation had long been fitting it for destruction ; and
the Di\dne government of the world only brought on the
crisis.
It is true, no explanation on the part of Christ is added in
the account of the event above related, although we may
readily beheve that the disciples were not so capable of
apprehending his meaning or so inchned to do it, as to stand
in need of no explanation. But we find such an explanation
in the parable of the barren Jig-tree (Luke xiii. 6-9), which
evidently corresponds to the fact that we just unfolded. As
the fact is wanting in Luke, and the 2^�''>'cible in Matthew and
Mark, we have additional reason to infer such a correspon
dence. We cannot conclude, with some, that the narrative of
the fact was merely framed from an embodiment of the
parable ; nor that the fact itself, so definitely related, was
purely ideal ; but we find in the correspondence of the two an
intimation that idea and history go here together ; and that,
according to the prevailing tendencies of the persons who
transmitted the accounts, the one or the other was thrown
into the back-ground.
It may be a question whether the words of Christ (Matt.
xxi 21; Mark xi. 23) on the power of faith to " remove
mountains " really belong in this connexion. Against it is the
fact that the miracle proper was really subordinate, and that
the faith of the disciples was to show its power in modes very
diflTerent from that illustrated by the fact. But if the words
a/re to be taken in this connexion, we must suppose that, after
the attention of the disciples had been drawn to the subordi
nate feature (the withering of the tree), Christ made use of
their astonishment for a purpose very important in this last
period of his stay with them, viz., to incite them to act of
themselves by the power of God ; not to be so amazed at
what Re wrought with that power, but to remember that in
communion with him tJieij would be able to do the same,
and even greater things. The sense of his words then
would be : " You need not wonder at a result like this ;
the result was the least of it; you shall do still greater things
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by the power of God, if you only possess the great essential,
Faith."
If we adopted this view, we should be disposed to consider
Luke xvii. 6, as the original form of Christ's language w ith
rcgai'd to the fig-tree; and to suppose that in ^latthew and
Mark difierent expressions, conveying similar thoughts, had
been blended together. Yet it cannot be asserted that the
view itself is altogether well supported. IVnliajis it may have
been the case that the original form of Christ's words in ex
planation of the miracle was lost ; its symbohcal impovt, Avhicb
is really its chief import, was made subordinate to the miracle
itself; and another expression of Chiist, better ada})ted to this
conception of the fact, was brought into connexion with it.
� 246.�Maclcinations of the Pharisees.
The sensation created by the raising of Lazarus had, as we
have seen, quickened the resolution to which the more hasty
portion of the Sanhedrim had long been inclined, to put Jesus
out of the way. The time and mode of its execution dejiended
upon the fact and the manner of his entering the city; and
men of aU classes waited anxiously to see whether he would
dare openly to face his enemies. Before his arrival, the San
hedrim ordered that any one who should ascertain his place of
abode should inform them of it, that measures might be taken
for his arrest.^
The triumphant Messianic entry of Christ, amid the shouts
of the enthusiastic multitude, was an unexpected blow to the
hierarchical party. " See," said they in anger, " how ye prevail
nothing I behold, the world is gone after him!"* They nov/
determined to make use of craft. We cannot decide, from the
brief intimations of the Evangelists, whether they first in
tended to make use of the Sicarvi,^ who at that time were
employed frequently by the unprincipled heads of parties ; or
whether it was their plan from the beginning to get him into
their power by stratagem, and then have him condemned under
the forms of law. This last would be more in consonance
with their usual hypocrisy. .Doubtless the pleas and accusa
tions to be employed were all ready ; abundant material had
been gathered from Christ's labours both in Galilee and Jeru
salem. Still, they must have welcomed any new developments
which might serve to justify his condemnation on the ground
' John xi. 56, 57. ' Ibid. xii. 19.
" Matt. xxvi. 4. It cannot be well decided whether diroKTUvtiv refers
to assassination or to legal murder.
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of Jewish law, or to present him to the Roman authorities ag
a culprit.'^
g 247.�Comiination of the Pharisees and Herodians.�Christ's Decision on
paying Tribute to Ccesar.
Besides the Pharisaical party, there was another among the
Jews at that time, the Herodians, a political rather th oi reh
gious party, whose greatest care was to preserve the pv;l )1 i . ,uiet,
and avoid all occasions of offence to the Romans. Tliere two
parties now combined against Christ not the first or the last
instance in history in wdnch priests have made use of politicians,
even otherwdse ojiposed to them, to crush a reformer whose
zeal might be mimical to both.
A question was proposed to Christ, apparently out of respect
to his authority, but reallywith a ^dew to cb-aw such an answer
from him as w^ould offend either the hierarchs or politicians :
"Master. v:e Irnoic that thou art true; for thou regardest not the
person of men, hut teachest the loay of God in truth: is it lawful
to give tribute to Ccesar, or not A denial of the obhgation
" In order to obtain an exact view of the events that preceded and con
tributed to the death of Clirist, we must compare the synoptical accounts
with that of John. The former, however, collecting into the space of a
few days events which, according to John, occurred at various points of
time, leave many gaps and oljscurities. Pharisaical plots and schemes
that were, perhaps, going on for years, are all transferred to this period.
Accordinar to the synoptical accounts, the Sanhedrim sent a deputation to
Clirist whde he taught pubhcly in the Temple, asking his authority for so
doing. Christ, seeing that they only meant to ensnare him, replied by a
question that was rather dangerous for them: "The baptism of John,
whence was it ? from heaven, or of men ?" (Matt. xxi. 2.5). Their interests
would be prejudiced by admitting it to be
" from heaven ;" their fear of
alienating the people, who revered John as a prophet, forbade them to say
it was " ofmen." They therefore evaded the question, and Christ declared
himself to be thereby justified in refusing to answer theirs. In this state
ment itself there is nothing improbable ; the only possible doubt is as to
its chronological connexion. Could the Sanhedrim have sent such a depu
tation to Christ at a time when matters had gone so far as John's account
represents them ? The question proposed cannot but remind us of that
offered to Christ (John ii. 18) at the beginning of his ministi-y ; the answer
reminds us, also, of Christ's appeal, at an earlier period, to the testimony
of John the Baptist. Without venturing to decide the point, we may
suggest that the cbronoloirv is at fault. And, at any rate, the obscurity
in the connexion of events in the synoptical Gospels, arising fi-om the
omission of Christ's previous labours in Jerusalem, makes it necessary for
us to fill them up from John's definite, historical outline.
Matt. xxi. 46,
recalls forcibly John's statements of similar facts before occurring m the
*^*" 'Mark iii. 6, perhaps implies that this union was fonned at an earlier
period.
' ^^^'�^ �'^'-
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would subject him to accusation before tlie Roman authorities
as a man pohtically dangerous, and a ringleader of rebellion.
To acknowledge it, might lay him open to the charge of de
grading the dignity of the Theocratic nation. Asking for a
Roman denarius, he inqmred, " Whose is this image and super
scription 1
" " Caesar's." The very currency of the coin imphed
an acknowledgment of the political dependence of the nation
upon the Roman Empire, and of the obligations that fiowed
ft-om such dependence. This conclusion he uttered in veiy lew
words: "Render unto Caesar tlie things that are Cwsafs, and
to God the things that are God 's."
These words imply that it was not Christ's calling to alter
the relations and duties of civil society. Had he meant to
represent himself as Messiah in the sense of Messiahshiji held
by the Pharisees, he must have given a different rej)l}' ; but his
answer taught them that then obligations to Cse-sar were not
inconsistent with their duties to God; on the contrary, that
the latter constituted the basis of the former. At the same
time, it reminded them of a duty to �which they were most
unfaithful, viz. to give truly to God what is God's; as man, bear
ing the sta/mp ofhis image, belongs to him, and sliould be dedicated
to him. And the "giving to God what is God's" not only
affords the basis, but also fixes the just limitations of the civil
obligations groAving out of relations brought about by Divine
Providence.
� 248.�Christ's Reply to the Sadducees about the Resurrection. (Matt. xxii.
23, seq. ; Mark xii. 18 ; Luke xx. 27.)
Between the spirit of Christ and that of the Sadducees there
was, as we have already seen,y nothing in common. But al
though that party generally jiaid little heed to popular religious
movements, and had as yet hardly noticed Christ, their atten
tion, and even their favour, was drawn to him by the opposition
of the Pharisees. His happy defeat of the schemes of the latter
induced the Sadducees to temjit him with a question in regard
to marriage in the resurrection, which might, perhaps, embarrass
him on the ground that he occupied. But with them, as with
the Pharisees, he struck at the root, and traced their errors to
ignorance of the Scriptures and of the omnipotence of God.
Had they known the Scriptures, he showed them (even the
law, which they acknowledged, for he quoted out of Exodus),
not only iu the letter, but the spirit, they could not I'ail to se�
r Cf. p. 36.
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R necessary connexion between tbe faith revealed there and thi
doctrine of an eternal individual life for man (v. 31, 32). Had
they known the omnipotence of God, they would not have sup
posed that the forms and relations of the present hfe must be
preserved in the future ; God could bestow the new existence
m a far difierent, nay, in a glorified form (v. 29, 30).
He thus refuted the Sadducees, both negatively and posi
tively. Negatively, by showing that their question went on
the false hypothesis that the forms and relations of the present
sensible hfe would be transferred to the future spiritual one ;
and positively, by showing the essential import of the declara
tion in the Pentateuch, "/ am the God ofAbraham, and the God
of Isaac, and the God of Jacob." How could God place himself
tn so near a relation to individual men, and ascribe to them so
high a chgnity, if they were mere perishable appearances; if
they had not an essence akin to his own, and destined for im
mortality 1
We must bear in mmd here the emphatic sense in which
Christ contrasts the "dead" and the "living;" a sense which is
evident (apart from John's Gospel) in the passage, "Let the dead
bury their dead."'^ It is in this emjjhatic sense that he says,
"God is not the God of tlie dead, hat of the living"^ (v. 32). The
hving God can only be conceived as the God of the Hving.
And this argument, deiived from the Theocratic basis of the
Old Testament, is founded upon a more general one, viz. the
connexion between the consciousness of God and that of im
mortality. ]Man could not become conscious of God as his God,
if he wei'e not a personal spirit, divinely allied, and destined
for eternity, an eternal object (as an individual) of God; and
thereby far above all natural and perishable beings, whose per
petuity is that of the species, not the individual.
It is worthy of remark, that Christ does not enter further
into the faith of immortahty as defined in the belief of the re
surrection ; his opponents could not appreciate the latter until
they had been made to feel the need of the former.
� "49 Christ's Exposition of the First and Gi-eai Commandment.
/Mark xii. 28-34.)
The promptness with which Christ silenced the Pharisees
and Sadducees mchned towards him many of the better-
^ Cf. p. 341. , . ,
� Tlie quibbles of the Eabbinical writers on this passage, compared wiiH
Chri-fs profound saying, illustrate the proverb, "Duo cum dicimtidem,
lu/n est idem."
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minded.'' One of these, wlio felt himself compelled to acknow
ledge Jesus as a witness of truth, if not as Messiah, put a
question to him in good faith, in order to make known hia
agreement of sentiment with him:'' "W/iich is the Jirst com-
mandtnent of all?" And when Christ rephed that all the
commandments were implied in two, " the supreme love of
CrOD, and the love of one's neighbour as one's self," he assented
with all Ids heart, declaring that tbis was, indeed, more than
" all burut-otlerings and sacritices." .Jesns, whose loving
heart always welcomed the germs of truth and goodness,
])raised the spirit of the man's rc[)ly, saying, " TJlou art not far
from the kiagdoin of God." And in this he intended no more
and no less than the words themselves conveyed. Had he con-
fsidered an earnest moral striving, such as tbis man expressed,
to be sufficient, he would ba-\'e acknowledged him as not only
near, but in the kingdom of God. He tells him, however, that
he is on the way to it, because he was freed from the Pharisaic
delusion of the righteousness of works, and knew the nature of
genuine piety ; and could, therefore, more readily be convinced
of what he still lacked of the spirit of the law, which he so well
understood. The conscious need of redemption, thus awakened,
would lead him to the only source whence his wants could be
supplied.
� 2.'0.�Tlie Parable of the Good Samaritan. (Luke x. 25, seq.)
We here deviate a moment from chronological order, to in
troduce a similitude germane to the conversation just set forth.
Xt is remarkable that liuke omits that couA ersation, and gives
the ] )arable of tlie good Samaritan,'^ which is obviously aldn to
it in import, and is, in turn, omitted by the other Evangelists.
I'erhaps in this, as in other cases already mentioned,* the Evan
gelists di^dded the matter among them, m view of tins very
�^;ongeniality of meaning.
�> So, at the council of Costnitz, when JoHX Huss, the witness for Christ
and truth, was condemned by a majority of scribes and priests, there were
yet T. few among the multitude of better spirit, who were moved by the
power of truth in his replies and conduct, and m.anifested their symp.athy.
' ^Ve follow Mark rather than Matthew, who represents the qirestion as
put m a hostile spirit. M.ark's description coincides with Luke xx. 39,
where certain of the scribes are represented as expressing their assent to
the Saviour's answers.
This parable, like that mentioned p. 233, note, is peculiar in this, thai
the truth of the higher sphere is not illustrated by a fact from the lower,
but the general truth, by a special case from the same sphere, which may
in itself have been matter of fact. ' Cf p. 346, note, and p. 395.
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The parable introduces a man asking Christ what he nmst
do to iuherit eternal life. We might infer from Luke's state
ment that his motives were bad ; but the narrative does not
confirm this view, although Christ's reply does not place him
beside the man who was " near" the kingdom of God. He waa
one of the l OfiiKoi (lawy^ers), who, as we have said (p. 269, note),
diflered from the Pharisees iu occupying themselves more with
the original writings of Scripture than with the traditions. In
this respect they stood nearer to Chiist than the Pharisees.
The SaAiour does not prescribe, as the lawyer, perhaps, ex
pected, any new and special command, but refers him to the
law itself, which he had made his particular study : " What is
written in tlie laicl How readest thou?" The lawyer quoted
ia reply (as did the scribe referred to in the last section) the
all-embracing commandment to love God and one's neighbour.
"Do this" said Christ, '-and thou shalt live;" implyiup^, what,
indeed, is the doctiine of the whole New Testament, that if a
man were really capable of a life wholly pervaded by this love,
he would lack nothing to justify him before God.
The lawyer was probably ill-disposed to dwell upon the
requisites of this perfect law; and Christ, therefore, sets
vividly before him in the parable the natm-e of a genuine and
yractical love, shown in the Samaritan, in contrast with that
obechence to the law wliich goes no further than the lips,
illustrated by the priest and the Levite. And in conclusion,
he told bim, " Go thou and do likeioise, and thou shalt fulfil
the law." The contrast between true and pretended love is
thus macle prominent in the parable in opposition (1) to the
hypocrisy, and (2) to the narrow exclusiveuess of the
Pharisees.^
� 251.�Christ's Interpretation of Psalm ex. 1. (Mark xii. 35-37.)
We return now to the order of the narrative. We are
informed by the Evaugehsts that, in the course of these con
troversieswith his opponents, Christ put to them the question,
how it could be that Messiah was to be the Son of Duvid, and
' It has been supposed, since Christ's reply is not precisely an answer to
the question m v. 29, that the parable may have been separately trans
mitted, and at a later period put into this connexion, a connexion
imitated
from Mark xii. 28, seq. ; the two verses of this passage (29-31) being
transferred in Luke from Christ's mouth to the lawyer s. But even
if we
admit that the connecting link in the dialogue is not fully given in Luke
X. 29, the historical order is so obvious, that we
are throw-n upon no sucf
forced explanations.
2 D
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yet tliat David called Idui " Lord
"
(Ps. ex. 1). We are noc
precisely told wdtli what Adew he proposed the question;
though it might, ])erhaps, be inferred from ]\bitthew's state
ment, that after he had so answered their ca[)tious cpieries as
to put them to shame, he sought in turn to embarrass them.
But was it consistent with tlie dignity of his character to put
questions merely for such a purpo.se J Nothing like it, at all
events, is to be found in his words or actii)iis. Nor can we
well imagine that the shrewd Pharisees could lia\ e been much
embarrassed by such an interrogatory. Their N'iews would
naturally have suggested tbe reply that Messiah was alluded
to in respect to his bodily descent, when called tbe " Son of
David;" and to his Divine authority as Theocratic King when
called "Lord." In tbis case, then, as in a recent one, we
follow in preference the statement of Mark; according to
which, Christ put the question whde teaching in the Temple,
perhaps in answer to something said in hostility to him.s
But for what purpose of instruction did be quote the Psalm 1
Shutting out every thing but what Mark says, we should have
to suppose that he used it to combat the opiiuon that Messiah
must come of the line of David ; in order, perhaps, to make
good his claim to the ^Messiahship against those who questioned
his own descent from David (Jolm \di, 4.'^). But Paul coidd
not have presupposed it as a settled fact'' that Christ was of
the seed of David, had He ever expressed himself according to
the supposition just given. Nor would his argument, in this
case, be as striking as we commonly see in his disputes; for,
as we have said, he might be David's Lor(l in one sense, and
his Son in another. Oar \dew, then, is that Chiist quotc<l the
rsalui in order to unfold the higher idea of the Messiah as
the Son of God, and to oppo.se, not the idea that he was to be
Son ofDavid, but a one-sided adherence to tliis, at the expense
of the other and higher one. Perhaps offence had been taken
at the higher titles which he assumed to himself; and he may
have been thereby led to adopt this course of argument. A s
he had before used Ps, Ixxxii 6,' to convince the Jews on their
own ground that it was no blasphemy for him to claim the
title " Son of God" in the highest sense ; so now he used
Ps. ex. to convince them that the two elements were blended
together in the Messianic idea.j Stdl, the passage may only
s Tire word aTroKpiOdg fevours this conclusion.
Cf. p, ir, and Heb. vii. 11.
: Cf. p. 360.
We see Leie a mark of that higher unity in which the hueamenta J
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have presem^ed to us the head or btginuiug of a fuller
exposition.
Even though it be proved that David was not the author of
thePsalm quoted,Christ's argument is not invahdated thereby.
Its principal point is precisely that of the Psalm ; the idea of
the Theocratic Iving, King and Priest at once, the one founded
uuon the other, raised up to God, and looking, v.dth calm
assurance, for tlio end of the conliict with .bis foes, and tho
triumphant establishment of his Idngdom. This idea coiild
never be realized in any man: it was a prophecy of Christ,
and in Him it was fulfilled. Tlus idea went forth necessarily
from the spirit of the Old Dispensation, and from the organic
connexion of events in the old Theocracy; it was tbe blossom
of a history and a rehgion that were, in their very essence,
prophetical. In this regard it is matter of no moment whether
David uttered the Psalm or not. Plistory and interpretation,
perhaps, iluxv show that he did not. But wdiether it was a
conscious prediction of the royal poet, or whether some other,
in poetic but holy inspiration, seized upon this idea, the natural
blossom and ofT-shoot of Judaism, and assigned it to an earthly
monarch, although in its true sense it could never take shape
and form in such a one�still it was the idea by which the
Spirit, of which the inspired seer, whoever he may have been,
was but the organ, pointed to Jesvs, The only difference is
that between conscious and unconscious prophecy. And if
Christ really- named David as the author of the Psalm, we are
not reduced to the alternative of detracting from lus infalli-
bdity and unconditional truthfiilness, or else of admitting that
David really wi'ote it. The question of the authorship was
immaterial to his purpose ; it was no part of his Divine caUing
to enter into such investigations ; his teachings and bis reve
lation lay in a very different sphere. Here [as often elsewhere]
he doubtless employed the ordinary title of the Psalm�the
one to which his hearers were accustomed.
Whsit we have said in another place'' m regard to the place
assigned by Christ to the Old Testament and to the prophecies
Christ's pictm-e, as given bv the first three Gospel.s, harmonize with those
given by John. Although at a later period tbe view whicu conceiveo
Christ, as to his c-iUing, person, and authority, wholly or mamly as "the
Son of David," was opposed by another equally one-sided theory which
-t^co-nized him only as "Son of God," and thrust out the Son of
DavTd" entirely : it would be a most arbitrary procedure, indeed, to infer
as gome have done] that the prevalence cf the latter doctrine alone gave
rise 10 the invention of this passage.
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is enough, vre think, to show tliat he regarded it as a revelation
not fully developed, but a eiled ; not 1 irouglit out entirely into
clear consciousness, but containing also a circle of unconscious
prophecies. Let us be careful that Ave are not again brought
iuto bondage to a Rabbinical theology of the letter, than Avhich
notlimg can be more at A ariance A\dth the spirit of Christ.
� '2o\L.�Tlie Widow's Mite. (Luke xxi. 1- t ; Mark xii. 41-44.)
Christ had warned the disciples ag.dnst the mockdioliness
of the Pharisees. A poor widow cast tAvo mites, aU her
AA^eaith, into the treasury of the Tem])le. He made use of
this incident to impress them again Avith the truth, so often
and so variously illustrated by him, that it is the heart Avluch
fixes the character of pious actions ; that the greatest gifts are
valueless Avithout pure motiA'es; the smallest, worthy, Avith
them. The same principle was set forth in his saying that
great and small acts were alike in moral worth, if done in hiz
name.^
� 253.�Cliristpredict)! the Divine Judgments upon Jerusalem. (Matt, xxiii.)
Before leaA'iug the Temple, Christ delivered a discourse�
fuU of scA^erity against the heads of the hierarchy, through
Avhom destruction Avas soon to be brought upon the nation.
He theu announced the judgments of Cod, in a series of pro
phecies that were afterward fulfilled in the destniction of
Jerusalem. Regarding himself as already removed from the
earth, he says nothing further of what Avas to befall his own
person, but predicts that the agents by whose labours his
v.'ork Avas to be extended would be persecuted, like the
A\itnesses for the truth of old ; and that the Jews, thus par-
tiiking of the Avicked spirit of their fathers, would fill up the
measure of their sins, and bring upon themselves the wrath
Avluch the accumulated guUt of ages bad been gathering.
Glancing Avith Divine confidence at the development of his
Avork, he says : " Behold ! I send unto you projduds, and wise
men, and scribes;'^ and some of them ye aliall scourge in your
� Cf. p. 315.
This discourse, as given in Matt, xxiii. contains many pas.sageis uttered
on other occasions.
" The appHcation of these Old Testament designations to C'hrist's organs
iy not strange ; he intended hy it an analogy to the Theocratic develop-
iiient. There were prophets in the early Cliristian Church ; and the term
" sa-ihes" is applied, in Matt. xiii. 52, to teachers in the "kingdom of
heaven" on earth. As this last discourse, as given by Matthew, contains
various passages given by Luke in the table conversation (ch. xi.), so Luke
inserts there this prophetic announcement, whose [ .uper position is found
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synagogues, and persecute them from cdy to city; and some ofthem ye shall kill and crucify." He concludes with a mournful
allusion to the catastrophe which was to be so big withinterest to the kingdom of God, to the judgment over Jera-
salem, and to his second advent to judge the earth and com
plete his work. " 0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killcst tlie
prophets, and stonest them which are sent unto thee, liow often
would I have gathered thy children together, even as a hen
gathereth lier chickens under lier wings, and ye woidd not.^
Behold ! yoUr house is left unto you desolate;^ for I say unto
you, that ye shall not see me henceforth, till ye shall say, Blessed
is he that cometh in the name of the Lord." He obviously, in
this last clause, betokens his second and triumphal advent as
Theocratic King. Other persons, however, are imphed than
those to whom the discourse was dkected: they were least
likely ever to welcome liim with praises, aud the words denote
a willing, not a forced submission. We take them as referrmg
to the Jews in general, as the previous verse refers to tho
inhabitants of Jerusalem in general ; the particular generation
intended being left undefined.
� 25t.�Christ's Prediction of tlie Coming of the Kingdom, of God, and of
his Second A dvent. (Mark xiii. ; Matt, xxiv.)
Christ had left the Temple with the disciples. They were
admiring the external splendour of the edifice, and he, stUl
full of prophecy, took advantage of it to tell tliem that all this
in Matthew. In opposition to Dr. Schneckenlmrger (Stud. d. Evang.
Geistl. WiLrtemb. vi. 1, p. 35), I must think that the form of Christ's
words given by Luke is tlie less original. It shows the traces of Christian
language. In Luke xi. 49, this prophecy is introduced as coming from
"the wisdom of God" (cf. Wisdom of Solomon, \\\. 27). The origin of
this form of citation is accounted for very naturally by my dear colleague
and friend. Dr. Twesten, on the ground that so notable a prediction coidd
readily be transmitted as a separate one ; that it was so transmitted as an
utterance of the Divine wisdom manifested in Christ ; and that Luke,
receiving it in this form, so incorporated it in his collection.
� We bave already remarked that these words necessarily presuppose
previous and repeated labours of Christ at Jerusalem. Cf pp. 165, 356,
note.
P He withdraws from them his blessing, saving presence, and "leaves'*
them, since they will not be saved, to the desolation and destruction they
have brought upon themselves. By the word "house" we need not
necessarily understand "temple" (cf De Wette, in loc.) ; but it is yet a
question whether Christ did not really mean the Temple, which he wa,-:
iust leaving. If so, he calls it "their" house, not the house of God,
because their depravity had desecrated the holy place. His leaving itv/3/3
a. sign that God's presence should dwell in it no more.
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magnificence sliould he swept away in tlie geueral ruin of the
city. These intimations kindled an anxious curio.dty in their
minds, and when they were alone with him, upon the Mount
of Olives, they questioned him closely as to the signs l)y which
the apjiroacliing catastroj)lie could be known, and tbe time
when it should take place.
It was certainly far from Christ's intention to give them a
complete view of the course of development of the kingdom
of God up to its final consummation. He imprtrt ed only so
much as was necessary to guard them against deci-jition, to
.stimulate their watchfulness, and confirm their confidence
that the end would come at last. Much, indeed, ^^�as at that
time beyond tbeir comprehension, aud could only be made
clear by the enlightening influence of the Spirit, and by the
progress of events. Indeed, if tbey had fully understood the
intimations he bad previously given, they might have spared
t'nemselves many questions. It was ahvays Christ's method
to cast into their minds the seeds of truth, that were only to
spring up into full consciousness at a later period. Tlus was
especially the case in his prophecies of the future jtrogress and
pv;:>s})ects of the kingdom of God. A clear and connected
l:nowledge on that point was not essential to the preachers of
bis Gospel. Many predictions had necessaiily to remain ob
scure until the time of tbeir fulfilment. He himself says
(Matt. xxiv. 36; Mark xiii. 32) tbat the day and hour of the
final decision are known only to the counsels of the Father;
and, as it Av^ould be trifling to refer this to ti e precise " day
aud hour," rather than to the time iu general, it could not
have been liis purpose to give definite information on the
subject. To know the time, presupposed .a knowledge of the
hidden causes of events, of the acti<jns and reactions of free
beings�a prescience which none but the Father could have;
unless we suppose, what Christ ex]iressly denies, that Tie had
received it by a special Divine revelation. Not tb.at be could
eiT, but that lus knowledge was conscious of its limits;
although he knew the progi-ess of evcmts, and saw the slow
course of their development,i as no mortal could.
When, therefore, Christ speaks in tins disconl�^c of the gieat
import of his coming for the histoiy of tbe vvorld, of his
triumphant self-manifestation, and of the beginning of his
kingdom, he betokens thereby partly his triumph iu the
1 Cf. p. 80, on the Plan d Jesus, and 200, seq., on the Parabhis of t!i�
Kingdom of God,
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destmction of the visible Theocracy, and its results in the
freer and wider diffusion of his kiugclom, and partly his second
advent for its consummation. The judgment over the dege
nerate Theocracy, and the final judgment of the world; the
first free^ development of the kingdom of God, and its final
and glorious consummation, correspond to each other : the
former, in each case, prefiguring the latter. And so, in general,
all great epochs of tbe world's history, in which CioD reveals
lumself as J udge, condemning a creation ripe for destruction,
and caUing a uew one into being; aU critical and creative
epochs of the world's history correspond to each other, and
coUectively prefigure the last judgment and the last creation�
the consummation of the kingdom of God.
If Christ had been but a propliet, we might indeed suppose
that the image of the glorious future which unveUed itself to
his seeing glance in moments of inspu-ation, was involuntarily
blended in his mmd with the reahties of the present ; and
that events, sepai-ated by long inteiwals of time, presented
themselves as closely joined together. But we must here
distinguish between the conscious truth and the defective
forms in Avhich it was apprehended; between the revelation of
the Divine Sjiirit m itself, and the hues which it took from
the narrowness of human apprehension, Jind the forms of the
time in which it va^s delivered. In Christ, however, we can
recognize no blending of truth with error, no alloy of tbe
truth as it appeared to his oavu mind.'' Wliat Ave have ali'eady
said is enough to show that this could not coexist A\-it]) the
expositions giA^en by him of the kingdom of God. Biit it is
easy to explain how points of time which he kept ajiart,
although he presented them as counterparts of each otber,
Avithout assigning any express duration to either, Avere blended
together in the apprebensiou of his hearers, or in their subse
quent repetitions of his language.^
' Cf. p. 81.
� It was peculiar, as we have seen, to the editor of our Greek Matthew,
to arrange together congenial sayings of Christ, though uttered ;it different
times and in different relations; and we have rem.arked this ([>. 350, note ')
in reference to the discourse in Matt. xxiv. We need not, therefoi-e,
wonder if we find it impossible to draw the lines of distinction in this dis
course with entire accuracy; nor need such a result lead us to forced
interpretations, inconsistent with truth and with the love of truth. It ia
much easier to make such distinctions in Luke's account (ch. xxi.), though
even that is not without its difHculties. In comparing IMattbew and Luka
together, however, we can trace the origin of most of these difficulties tvj
the blending of different portions together, when the discourses cf Christ
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� 255.T-Paralle of the Marriage Feast of the King's Son. (Matt, xx ii, 114.^
Mattliew assigns to this period several parables in which
Christ Ulustrated the coiu-se of development of the kingdom
of God. Some of them are alhed to those mentioned by us
before in following Luke's account. But their affinity does
not justify us in concluding, wdth some modern writer.s, that
they were originally one and the same, and that the variations
in their form are due to their more oi' less faithful transmission.
"We hope to be able to show, as we have done in other cases,
that the allied parables are alike original, and were alike
uttered by Christ himself
We take up first the parable of the Marriage of the King's
Son (Matt. xxii). The kingdom of Cod is here represented
under the figure of a marriage feast given by the I^g (God)
to his Son (Christ). The gniests invited are the members of
the old Theocratic nation. When the banquet is prepared
(i. e. wdien the kingdom ofGoD is to be estabhshed upon earth),
the king sends liis servants out at different times to call in the
guests that were before bidden. Some follow their business,
without the least regard to the invitation ; corresponding to
those men who are wholly devoted to earthly things, and in
different to the Divine. Others, going still further, seize,
abuse, and finally kill the servants ; representing men deci
dedly hostile to the Gospel, and persecutors of its preachers.
It is not strange that Christ does not in this, as in another
parable, add another point of gradation, by sending out the
son to be maltreated also; it would nob harmonize with the
plan of the parable for the king's son, in whose honour the feast
was given, to go about like a servant and in\'ite liis guests.
Moreover, the parable refers to Christ's agents, not to himself;
as he speaks of a time when he shall no more be present on the
earth.
When the king learns what has passed, he sends his armies,
were arranged in collections. It is true, Strauss and De Wette assert that
the form of the discourses in Matthew is much more original than in Luke ;
that the latter bears marks of a date subsequent to the destruction of Jeru
salem; and, therefore, that it was remodelled after the event had given its
light to the prediction, and shown the falsity of some of the expectations
entertained by the disciples. But does the character of the discourse con
firm this hypothesis? Would the nanator, in such a case, have left such
passages unaltered as xxi. 10, also 18, compared with 16 and 28? It is
impossible to carry tho hypothesis through consistently with itself ; and
the natural conclusion is, that Luke has, as usual, given us Christ's dis
courses in the most faithful and original way.
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seizes the murderers, and burns their city ; corresponding to the
prophecy of the judgment over the Jews and the destruction
of Jerusalem. As the city is destroyed, new guests cannot be
invited from thence ; the king sends his servants out into the
highways, frequented bymany travellers, with orders to invite
every body to the wedding ; a prophetic intimation, obviously,
that, after the destruction of Jerusalem and of the old Theo
cratic nation, the doors of the kingdom would be thrown wide
open, and all the heathen nations be invited to come in. The
servants, in execution of the command, bring in all whom they
meet, both good and bad.
A second prominent feature of the parable now appears :
the sifting of the guests. Those who have a just sense of the
honour done them by the invitation, and come in a wedding-
garment, represent such as fit themselves for membership of
the kingdom of God by proper dispositions of heart; whUe
those who come in the garb in which the invitation happens
to find them correspond to such as accept the calls of the
Gospel without any change of heart. Christ himself gives
prominence to this feature of the parable in the words, "Many
are called, hut few are chosen;" distinguishing the great mass
of outward professors who obey the external call from the fev/
who are " chosen," because their hearts are right.*
This parable is certainly similar to that in Luke xiv. 16-24,
before treated oi-f^ but the new and difierent features which
* Many interpreters tliink the case should be conceived thus : The caftan,
or wedding-dress, was offered to the guests, according to Oriental custom,
by the king himseff, and their disrespect was shown in refiising to accept
it at his hands; thus representing justification by faith as the offered gift
of Divine grace. This conception would help us to explain how the guests
taken upon the road might have secured the wedding-garment, had they
chosen to do so; nor is it a sufficient objection to it to say that such a
usao-e cannot be proved to have prevailed in amcient times ; for the suni-
larity ofmodem to ancient customs in the East is so great, that we can
infer fi-om such as exist now, or at late periods, that like ones prevailed in
the earliest ages. But if a thought so important to the whole parable had
been intended, Christ would not have failed to express it definitely ; ho
would have expressly reprimanded the dehnquent guests with, "The gar
ment was offered as a gift, and ye would not accept it ; so much the greater
your guilt." In short, if this conception be the right one, we must mfer
either that the parable has not been faithfiilly transmitted, or that the
usage referred to was so general in the East that no particular reference
to it was necessary. At aU events, the mode by which the wedding-dresa
could be obtained was not important to Christ's purpose ; and the absence
of any allusion to it does not justify Strauss's conclusion that there is a
forei4 trait in the parable, or that it is composed of several heterogeneous
parts!
" P- 276.
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it presents indicate tbat it was uttered at a different ]ieri()d.
In Luke's parable tbe bostilitj of tbe invited guests is iu>i so
decided ; tbey offer excuses for not condng. Tbe contrast, in
fact, is limited to tbe Jewdsh nation; tbe poor and despised
Jewish people being opposed to the Pharisi^es. And as no
general JcAvish enmity is alluded to, so tbe destniction of J e
nisalem is not mentioned at all, and the calling of tbe heatlien
only 'oy tbe way.
� 256.�Parable of the WkJccd Husbandman. (Matt. xxi. 33-44 ;
M.ark xii. 1-12 ; Luke xx. 9-18.)
The gradations of giiUt in the conduct of the Jews towards
the Divine messengers, and, finally, towards the Son himself,
are set forth more prominently in the jnu'able of the vinri/aril
and the wicked vine-dressers (Matt. xxi. o-!). The cnjoijinent of
the kingdom of God is the point contemplated in tbe parable
of the marriage of the king's son; the labunr done for it is that
of the parable now before us. The former l eiireseuts the king
dom in its consummation in the lellowslup of the redceuud;
the latter, in its gradual development on eartb, demanding the
activity of men for its advancement. Tbe lord of the vineyard
had done everything necessary for its cultivation; so had (JoD
ordained aU things wisely for the prosjierity of his kingdom
among the Jews; all that was wanting was that they should
rightly use the means instituted by him. The L^rd of the vine
yard had a right to demand of his tenants a due jn'oportion of
fruit at the vintage; so God required of the Jews, to whom he
had intrusted the Theocracy to be cultivated, the fiaiits of a
corresponding hfe. When the earher messengers sent to call
them to repentance had been evdly entreated and sl;un, he
sends his Son, the destined heir of the vineyard, the King of
the Theocracy. But as they show like dishonour to him, and
kill him to secure themselves entu'e independence�to turii the
kingdom of God into anarchy�his judgments break forth;
the Theocratic relation is broken, and tbe kingdom is tnans-
ferred to other nations that shall bring forth fruits corres})ond-
ing to it.^
� 2o1 .�Parable of the Talents (Matt. xxv. 14-30) compared with that of die
Pounds. (Luke xix. 12.)
The parable of the talents (Matt, xxv.) is evidently allied to
that of the pounds'^ (Luke xix. 12); but there are }ioints of
' It js to be observed that the judgment of the Jewish nation is here
represented as a "coming of the Lord ;" intimating that we are to see in
that judgment a "coming" of his in a spiritual sense, " Cf p. 384.
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difference too striking to be ascribed to alterations in trans
mission. In tbe latter, each of the servants receives the same
sum, one pound, and their position in the kingdom is assigned
according to theu: gains. In the former, different sums are
entrusted to the servants in proportion to their abUity, and
those vvho briug gains in the same proportion are rewarded
accordingly. The aim, therefore, of Luke's parable is to repre
sent different degrees of zeal iu the management of one and the
same thiug, granted to all ahke; of Matthew's, to show that
one's acceptance does not depend upon his powers, or the
extent of his sphere of labour, but upon faithfulness of heart,
which is independent of both. If the different number of
talents iu the latter parable represents different spheres of
labotir, greater or less, corresponding to different measures
of power, then the one pound iu the former must represent the
one common endowment of Clrristians�the one Divine hfe or
the one Divine tnith received into the life iu all behevers�the
one Divine power, proving itself by its fniits in aU who par
take of it�^but yet admittiug of different degrees of fruitful
ness, according to the completeness with which it is willingly
received and appropriated. These points of difference in the
two parables presuppose that they had different objects. That
of the talents aimed to intimate that the reward depends upon
the motives, not upon the amount of one's labours, except so
fer as this might be affected by the disposition of the heart;
and perhaps, also, to rebuke ambition and jealousy among the
disciples themselves. That of tbe pound, on the other hand,
was designed to stimulate the zeal of the Apostles in their
labours for the kingdom of God, and encourage them to a holy
emulation.
In both parables the servant who makes no use of the capital
entrusted to him is condemned. But in Matthew this servant
is precisely the one to whom only orae, talent is given; repre
senting, perhaps, those who, with inferior powers, have in.suffi-
cient confidence, and make the smallness of their gifts and the
narrowness of their sphere of labour a plea for inactivity; such
as say, comparing their talents and opportunities with those of
others, "What can be expected of me, to whom so httle baa
been (dven?" Here again, then, faithfulness and zeal, not the
measiu^ of gifts, are made prominent. In the parable of the
pounds, the one pound is taken away from the negligent ser
vant, and given to him that gained most; in harmony with
the scope of the parable, that which the negligent one never
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truly possessed (because be never used it) is transferred to bun
who proved himself wortliy of the trust, by guiniug vh>st.. It
is not so in the parable of the talents; here equahty in motive
and disposition is the main point, so that the quantitative dif
ferences disappear, and he who wdth five talents gains other
five deserves no pre-eminence on that account. The feature,
therefore, given iu Matt. xxv. 28, is u^t so appropriate to his
parable as to Luke's; at all events, it belongs only to the filhng
up of the picture in the former, while in the latter it is a prc�-
minent feature.
� 258.�Parable of tlie Wise and Foolish Virgins. (j\Iatt. xxv. 1-13.)
The parable of the virgins was designed to set vividly before
the disciples the necessity of constant preparation for the un
certain time of Christ's second advent, v ithout at all clearing
up the uncertainty of the time itself; thus harmonizing exactly
Avith all his teachings on the subject. It is certainly, also, the
representation (so often made by Christ) of the idea of Chris
tian virtue uuder the form of prudence; and illustrates the
connexion between Chiistian prudence and tbat ever-v-igilant
presence of mind wdiich springs from one constant and predo-
minent aim of life. But we must distinguish between the
fundamental thought of the parable and its supplementary
features. It may be that one of these latter is the fruitless
application of the foolish virgins to the wise for a supjily v\ luch
they might have secured for themselves by a<le({uate caie and
forethought; yet, perhaps, Christ, piercing the recesses of the
human heart, and seeing its tendency to trust in the atcarious
services and merits of others, may have intended, by this
feature of the parable, to warn his chsciples against such a
fatal error.
� 259.�Christ teaches that Faith must prove itself by Works,
(Matt. xxv. 31-46.)
At the close of the twenty-fifth chapter of IMaitbew there
is given a representation of the final judgment. There has
been, and may be, much debate as to both the form and the
substance of this representation. In regaid to the latter it
may be asked, "What judgment is alluded to, and who are to
be judged?" One reply is, that the judgment of unbelievers
alone is meant;'' because, according to Christ's oavti words
(John iii. 18), behevers are freed from judgment; and because
* Advocated particularly by Eeil (Opusoula) and OWcamen (Com-
nientar.).
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tlie objects of tbe judgment are designated by the term idvri,
='13, a term apphed exclusively to tbst portion of mankind
which does not belong to the kmgdom of God.
It is true, the Scriptures teach (Rom. ii. 12, seq.) that even
among these nations there are degrees of moral character
which will certaiuly be recognized by the just judge; but the
distinctions drawn by the judge in the passage before us are
not of this character. Further, the theory alluded to wdl not
explain why svmipatby and assistance rendered to behevers are
made the sole standard, and all other moral tests thrown out,
AU that it can offer is one or the other of the following sup
positions : either that this sympathy is a general love for man
kind, and its manifestation to proclaimers of the Gospel merely
an accidental feature ; or that it springs from a direct interest
in the cause of Christ and the Gospel itself But the first sup
position would make the ascription of special value to these
acts inconsistent with the standard set up by Christ himself;
for the acts are (accoi ding to the hypothesis) outward and ac
cidental. Tbe second does, indeed, afford a ground for prefer
ence in the motive, viz. love of Christ's cause; but, then, it
does away the theory itself, for the development of such a
sentiment in the minds of those who entertain it would inevi
tably make them Chiistians.
This theoiy, tbereiea'c, is untenable on either side. It is
further refuted by the lact that, in the passage, Christ bestows
upon those to whom he awards his praise the very titles
which belong exclusively to behevers: as the "righteous;" the
" blessed of tlie Father, for udiom the kingdom was preparedfrom
the foundation of the v:orld." "We conclude, therefore, that the
judgment will include the trial and sifting of professors of the
faith themsebv-es. As before that final decision the faith of
the Go-p;.l "wUl have been spread among all nations, so all
nations are represented as brought to the bar; but, among
these, genuine behevers wiU be separated from those whose
fidehty has not been proved by their lives. Indeed, we have
already treated of several parables which presuppose such a
final sifting of behevers; nor is it at all inconsistent with the
conscious assurance of tbe trdthful that they are free from
judgment through the redemption of Christ.
It is everywhere taught by bim that brotherly love is a
pectdiar fruit of faith, the very test of its genuineness; and we
cannot wonder, therefore, to find it made so prominent in tlus
passage. The pious are represented in it as loUowing the im-
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jailses of a true brotlierly love, founded upon love to Christy
and as manifesting this love in kind acts to their brethren
without respect to persons. Yet they attach no merit to their
W'orks, and are amazed to find -the Lord value them so liighly
as to consider them done unto himself. But those whose faith
is lifeless and loveless, and \\ ho rely upon tluir outward con
fessions of the Lord for them acceptance, are amazed, on the
other hand, at their rejection. Never conscious of the intimate
connexion between faith and love, or of geimine Cliristian
feelings referring everything to Christ, and seeing him in all
things, tlioy cannot understand why he interprets their lack of
love for the brethren into lack of love for lumself The mere
fact that faith is not expressly mentioned in connexion with
the judgment does not affect our view; it is taken I'oi' granted
that all bave already professed the faith, and the genuine be
hevers are to be separated from the sjmrious.
On the whole, then, we are not to look upon this re})rcscn-
tatiou as a picture of the final judgment. Its aim is to set
forth, most vividly and impressively, the great and fundamcntixl
truth, that no faith but that which proves itself by works can
secure a title to the kingdom of Heaven. "We cannot fiul to
see in the " throne," the " right hand,
' the " left baud," A:c.,
a figurative di-apeiy, attending and setting off" the one funda
mental thought. Moreover, it was not Christ's usage to s])eak
of himself directly uuder the title of " King." The form of the
description, then, we suppose to have been parabobcal; and
its character in this respect was probably still more obvious
when Christ delivered it.
� 260.�The Heatliens with Christ. (John xii. 20, seq.)
Among the hosts of visiters at the feast there were not a
few heathens who had come to the knowledge of Jehovah as
the true God, and were accustomed to worship statedly at
Jerusalem ; perhaps proselytes of the gate.y Christ's triumphal
entry ^ and ministry attracted theu- attention, and aU that
y This may be inferred from the use of ava^aivnvrojv (v. 20).
^ There appears to be a discrepancy betv/een John and the other Evan
gelists, if the tacts related by him in xii. 20, seq. took place after Christ's
entry, on the same day, and if CJirist retired from the public immediately
after bis last warning to the Jews. On this supposition time could not
bave been afforded for the transactions we b;ive already introduced in this
interval from the synoptical Onspels. Eut it is evident from John's own
n.arrative that Chri-.t found many followers just after his entry, and tluU
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.tliey licarJ found a point of contact in their awakened reli^oiu
longings. Not A-euturing to address him personally, they
sought the mediatiou of one of lus disciples.^ Seeing in these
individual cases a prefiguriug of the great results, iu the moral
regeneration of mankind aud the thffusion of the Idngdom of
God, that were to flow from his own sufferings, he said, " The
hour Is come that the Sou ofMan should be glorfcd" (The
man .Jesus, exalted to glory in heaven by his sufl'eriugs; the
glontiod one, v. ho was to reveal liimself in lus influences upon
mankind ; especially in tbe invisible workings of his DiAine
power for the S}uead of the Divdne Idngdom.) The necessity
of his death is next set forth. The seed-corn " abideth alone "
unless it is thrown into the earth ; but when it dies, it brings
forth fruit : so the Di\dne life, so long as Jesus remained upon
earth in personal form, was confined to bimself; but when the
earthly shell was cast off, the way was open for the diffusion
of the Divine Ufe among aU mankind. As yet the chsciples
themselves were wholly dependent upon his persoiud appear
ance: and. therefore, he said that He alone, as tbe Son of
Man, was yet iu posses.sioii of this Divdne hfe. Aud as He
was to be glorified through sufierings, so he told his disciples
that the hapijiriess and glory destined for them was to be
secured only Ijy self-denial. " He that loveth his life (makes the
earthly hfe his chief good) shall lose it (the tme life) ; but lie
that fuitcih his Ufe in this world (i. e. deems it valueless in
comparison wdth the interests of His Idngdom), shall keep it
unto life eiernedr
this led even his enemies to be cautious. It may be inferred, therefore,
that Christ made use of the great impression produced by his appearance,
and did wo� immediatelv withdraw himself The chasm in John is well
fiUed by the other Gospels, and with matter precisely suited to the time.
John's main object was to give (as he alone could) the last discourses of
Jesus with his disciples ; aud for this reason, probably, he omitted several
features of Christ's public labours. Two hypotheses are possible: (1)
Christ's conversr.tioii with tbe Greeks took place several days _ after his
entry, and just before the end of his public labours ; thereby leaving ample
space for the transactions recorded in the synoptical Gospels ; (2) or it
took place on the day of his entiy, and was occasioned by the
sensation
oruduced by that event ; leaving a few days before his retirement
m which
interval the events recorded in the synoptical Gospels occun-ed. these
John did not mention ; but after giving a brief summary of Christ s fan.al
wamin- to the Jews, hastened on to his last discourses with the disciples.
" PhTlip does not take at once the bold step of presenting the heathen t^
Christ : he teUs Andrew, and then both together tell Jesus. Thus natu
rally does John relate it.
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� 261.�Christ's Struggles of Soul, and Submission io the Divine Will.�
TJie Voice frorn Heaven. (John xii. 27-29.)
^
At the same time that the great creation to proceed from
his sufferings was expanding before his eyes, the struggles of
soul to which we have before alluded w(u-e renewed within
him. The life of God in him did not exclude the uprising of
human feehngs, in view of the sufferings and death that lay
before him, but only kept them in then- proper hmits. Not
by unhumcmizing himself, but by subordinating the human to
tbe Divine, was he to realize the ideal of pm-e human virtue ;
he was to be a perfect example for men, even in the struggles
of human weakness.
"Now is my soul trouhledr But, sorely as the terrors, of
his dying struggle pressed upon him, they could not shake his
v/ill, strong in God, or disturb the steadfast calmness of his
mind. He does not, in obedience to the voice of nature, pray
to be exempted from the dying hour : " I cannot say, "Fatlier,
save m.e from this hour; for this cause have I been brought to
this hour, not to escape, but to suffer it,"'' In fuU conscious
ness he had looked forward to it from the beginning, as
essential to the fulfilment of his work. Therefore all lus
feelings and Avishes are concentrated upon the one central aim
of his v.diole hfe, that God may be glorified in mankind by lus
sufferings : " Father, glorify thy name ! "
As he uttered this fervent prayei', the very breathing of
unselfish hohness, there came a voice from heaven, heard by
�> John xii. 27. Cf. Kling, Stud. u. Krit. 1836, iii. 676.
' Some interpret tliis .account as a mythus, founded upon the Jewish
idea of the i?a</i-CoZ. But the difficulties in the account are not of a
nature to justify this view, or to impeach the veracity of the n.arrator. On
the contrary, tlie very point on which the mythical theory seizes, viz. that
in this case a natural phenomenon conveyed a .special import to the
religious consciousness, and the very difficulty itself of defining the relation
between the subjective and the objective, tend to confirm the narrative aa
a statement of fact. Would the writer have .said that the multitude heard
only the thunder, and not the words, if he meant to describe a voice
sounding in majesty amid the thunder, or a voice sounding with a
noise like thunder? Certainly he would have represented it as beard by
all, and thus have avoided the possible interpretation that the whole plie-
nomenon was merely subjective. Only on the supposition that it was a
real fact, related by an eye-witness, can we account for the clear distinction
made by the writer between his own experience in the case and that of
others, difficult as it may be for us to discover the common ground of these
diverse experiences.
It is supposed by some that the Baili-Col was nothing else but a .sub
jective interpretation of the Divine ,oic,e; in thunder, considered aa a.r.
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the beheving souls who stood by as witnessses, sayuur, " / have
both glorijied niy name m thee, and vill continue to^glorify it"
All his proAdous life, in wddeh human nature had been made
the organ of the perfect manifestation of God in the olorv of
His holy law, had glorijied the name of God; and now his
sufferings, and their results, were more and more to glorify-
that Name, in the establishment of his kingdom among men.
The Saviour liimself, however, needed no assurance that his
prayer was accepted: " This voice came not because ofme, but
for your sakes."
He interpreted the voice, and show-ed them how God was to
be glorified in him: "Now is the judgment of this loorld; now
shall the prince of this ivorld be cast out. A nd I, if I am lifted
up from the earth, iciU draw all men unto me." His sufierings
omen or Divine sign of ansvrer to prayer. Even if tliis theory he correct,
it is clear that Jolm did not mean to record such an omen and interpre
tation ; he really heard the words, and the natural phenomenon must have
only been a connecting link for the actual apprehension in his religious
consciousness. The matter would have to be thus conceived : The im
pression made upon John by Christ's words, and the natural phenomena
that attended them, conspired so to affect the susceptible by-standers,
that the word of God within them re-echoed the words of Christ. They
were assured that His prayer was answered ; receiving, in fact, the same
impression as that reported in the narrative, though in a different form.
And, as the natural phenomenon coincided with the inward operation of
the Divine Spirit�a word from the Omnipresent God, who works alike in
nature and in spirit�so Christ, who knew that His work was the Father's,
and always recognized God's omnipresent working, both in nature and in
the hearts of men, .vUowed it to be interpreted as a voice from Heaven.
But the conception of the Bath-Col, on which this whole interpretation
is founded, cannot be sustained. In the Rabbinical passages collected by
Meuschen and Titringa there are no traces of it : they interpret the Bath-
Col as a real voice, accompanied by thunder. In the Old Testament,
thunder often appears as a sign, indeed, but as a sign of God's anger or
majesty, not of his grace. Still there are difficulties in the way of sup
posing that in the case before us tbis voice was audible simply to the senses.
In every place in the New Testament in which such a voice is mentioned,
it can be traced back to an inward fact ; and, in the case in question, the
voice was heard only by a part, the susceptible minds. The hearing, then,
depended upon the spiritual condition of the hearer.
Two points are clearly obvious : (1) there was thunder, and this alone
nras heard by tbe unsu;-;ceptible multitude ; (2) there was a voice from God,
beard by the susceptible ; and these last, again, lost to outward and sen-
Bible impressions, did not hear the thunder. , , v . ,
In my view of this event, I agree for the most part (and gladly) with
my worthy friend /{ling; and I agree with him, also, tbat it is better to
acknowledge the existence of inexplicable difficulties, than to twist tha
text and history, in order to carry out some theory which may suit cm
own notions (Stud. u. Krit. be. cit. 676, 677).
" Cf. p. 377.
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are liis trir.mpli. He finishes his work in them ; .ind thev
form the sentence of condemnation to the ungodly world. The
baselessness of Satan's kingdom is laid bare. Tbe E\ il C)ne is
cast down from his throne among men. And Christ's triumph
vnll still go forward; the jiower of evil will be more and more
diminished; and the Glorified One avUI not only free his fol
lowers from that exil power, but wdll exalt them to communion
with lumself in heaven.
� 2G2.�Christ closes Jus Public Ministry.-�Final Words </ Warniny to
the Midtituilc.
The public ministry of Jesus was closed v.dth these warning
words addressed to the assembled multitude : " Yet a Uttle wldle
is the light ivllh yoit; imlk while ye Imve tlte light (receiA e it by
faitb, aud become, by communion with it, children of the light),
hsl diirhness come upon you (lest, lost in darkness, ye hasten
headlong to your owm destruction) ; /bi' he that walketh in dark
ness knoweth not lohlther he goeth."
� 263.�Machinations of Christ's Enemies.
The few hours that intervened between the end of Christ's
public ministry and his arrest were devoted to instructing and
comforting lus disciples in view of his approaclung departure,
aud the severe confiicts they w*ere to undergo. In these con
versations he displayed all his heavenly love and calmness of
soul; his loftiness aud his humility. In order tbat our con
tem -platiou of these sweet scenes may uot be interrupted, we
shall, before entering upon them, glance at the machinations
of his enemies wliich brought about his capture and his death.
As Ave have seen, the Sanhedrim had resolved upon his
death ; all that remained was to decide how and when it should
be brought about. The time of the feast itself would have
been unpropitious for the attempt ;�= it must be made, there-
^ Matt. xxvi. 5, implies that Jesus was arrested before the commence
ment of the Jewish Passover. I do not see the justice of Weisse's (i. 444)
assertion, that this view of the passage is opposed to its natural sense.
"fTie passage certainly implies (what is most important for my purjiose)
tliat he was TWt apprehended on the feast-day; whether before or after is
left undecided. But this information is not sutficient to show an inaccuracy
ill the chronology of the fir.st three Gospels. For we iiiiglit suppose that
tlie Sanhedrim were led, by the opportunity afforded by the treaeliery of
iSudas, to seize .Jc-^us quietly at night, abandoning their oi iainul design.
't would therefore follow, at any rate, that they bad not decided to effect
dieir purpose duriny the feast ; and they may have made up their minds
to v.-ait until its close, when the unexpected proposition of Judas led them
to :itte!n;)t it duriey the feaf't. But it is uot proljabls that th^y would
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fore, either before or after. The former was the safest, and
therefore the favourite plan. An unexpected and most fa
vourable opening was afforded, by the proposition of Judas
Iscanot, to deliver bum iuto their hands.^
� 264.�The Motives of Judas in hetraying Jesus.
It is difficidt to decide upon the motives that impelled Judas
to the outrage which he perpetrated. How could one that
had daUy enjoyed the influences of Christ's Divine life, had
been a witness of his mighty works, and received so many
proofs of liis love, have been driven to such a fatal step? It
cannot be supposed, as we have before remarked,? that he ori
ginally attached himself to Jesus for the purpose of betraying
him ; it rather appears that his motives were at first as pure
as those of the rest of the disciples. Had not Christ seen in
him capacities which, with proper cultivation, might have made
him an efficient Apostle, he would not have received him into
his narrower circle on the same footing with the others, and
sent him out along Avith them on the first trial mission.'^ ISTor
does this view deny either that the evil germ which, when fully
developed, led him to his gTcat crime, lay in liis heart at the
time ; or that Christ saw the evil as well as the good.^ But
allow Clirist, unmolested, to make use of the time of the feast to increase
his followers among the multitude. We shall see hereafter that there are
strong objections to the opinion that Christ was crucified on the first day
of the feast ; and these, if valid, will confirm our supposition that he was
arrested on the day before its commencement. Cf Gforer, iii. 198.
' Matt. xxvi. 14-16 ; Mark xiv. 10, 11 ; Luke xxii. 3-6. These pas
sages agree in showing that Judas made his bargain with the Sanhedririi
lefmx the night on which he consunamated his treachery. It might be
inferred fi-om John xiii. 26, that he only imbibed the Satanic thought on
rising fi-om the Last Supper ; but how could he have negotiated with the
Sanhedrim so late in the night, and just before the fatal act ? John him
self says (xiii. 2) that the devil had before put it in his heart to do it. ^Ve
conclude, therefore, that v. 26 refers to the last step�the execution of hi.s
evil purpose
- and this agrees very well with the supposition that he had
previously airanged all the preliminaries. A favourable moment only was
wanting - and this he found during that last interview with Jesus.
.Cf p. 124. Cf p. 280, seq.
i John vi. 64, teaches that Jesus knew at once the motives of all tha,
attached themselves to him. No mock faith, founded on carnal_ incli
nations, could deceive him, and therefore he knew at once the spiritual
character of the one that should betray him. The passage does not neces
sarily imply that he marked at first the person of the traitor;
but only
that he noticed in Judas, from the very beginning, the disposition of heart
that finaUv led him to become a traitor. But it need not appear strange
to us if John, after so many proofs of the superhuman prescience of Jesiis,
attributed to the indefinite intimations of Christ, given by him to Judaa
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the Saviour may have hoped to make the latter jireponderate
over the former.
Among the possible motives for the crime of Judas are,
(1.) His alleged avarice ; (2.) Jewish views of Christ's Messiah-
ship on hi ^ part. ; and (3.) A gradual growth of hostile feelings
in lus hear,. These we shaU now examine iu order.
"Was Judas impelled by avarice?
There are certain intimations in the Evangelists that appear
to favour the hypothesis that avarice was liis leading motive.
In John xii. 6, this vice is ascribed to him, and he is charged
vnth. embezzling money from the common purse, committed to
his ch.arge as treasurer. Moreover, according to the synoptical
Gospels, he bargained for a certain sum of money, as the price
of his treachery. It might be inferred, therefore, that a love
of money, which sought to gratify itself by any means, even
by the violation of a sacred tiiist, grew upon him to such an
extent as finally to induce the commission of his awful crime.
But there are many and strong objections to this view of
the case. If Judas's avarice were so intense, it is difiicult to
conceive how Christ, whose piercing glance penetrated the
recesses of men's hearts, could have received him into the
number of the disciples. Could He, who knew so well how to
adapt the special duties which he assigned his followers to their
individual peculiarities, have allowed precisely this most avoir
ricious disci] de to keep charge of tbe common purse? And,
bad he attributed Judas's reproof of Maryj (John xii. 5) to
this motive, would he not have noticed it in his reply?'' It
must be remembered, John's explanation (v. 6) was added after
Judas was known to have bargained to betray his Master for
money. Had such an accusation been made at an earlier
period, he would doubtless have been removed from the
ti'easurership. .n all Clirist's allusions to the character of
Judas that havn come down to us, there is not the slightest
indication that He thought it necessary to warn him against
\his sin. There may, indeed, have been indications in John's
inemoiy which he believed to atTord sufficient ground for such
charge?! aud, after attributing the treachery of Judas in
.u order to make him hiow hiu'.s':!/, more tlian was really expro-ssed by
Uiem at the time.
j Cf. p. 387.
Dr. G. Schollmeyer, a young out promising theologian, remarks this in
lis "Jesus and Judas," Luneber;;-, 1836,
' Strauss (iii. 4:^2, 3'- Aua.) thinks this is mconsistent with my funda-
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Iwtraying Clirist to avarice, lie might have been led to look for
traces of the same vice in his previous management of the
common funds.
Again, it is difficidt to understand, if the crime was com
mitted for the sake of money alone, how so small a sum as
thirty shekels'^ could have satisfied the traitor ^ Would not
the Sanhedrim, in view of the importance of getting hold of
Jesus quietly, before the feast began, freely have given Judas
more if he had asked it i True, that body may have relied
upon the surety of seizing him in some way, and upon the im
pression, gathered from his character, that he would cause no
rescue to be attempted; and, therefore, so far as their offer is
concerned, thii-ty pit ies is likely enough.
meutal principle, since i acknowledge the Apostle John as the author of
this Gospel ; just as if I accused the Apostle of a groundless slander. The
black deed of Judas justified John in ascribing this vice to him, as many
of his recollections seemed to indicate it. He certainly could not be
expected to exercise a cool impartiality towards the traitor. In the mean
time, I think I am justified in saying that John's allusions are not to be
taken unconditionally as proof. But the single trait of avarice suits well
the general character of Judas, in whom earthly aims were all-controlling.
" Between 25 and 26 rix dollars. Twenty shekels= 120 denarii, and
one denarius was at that time the ordinary wages for a day's laboiir
(Matt. XX. 2) ; so that the whole sum amounted to about four months'
wages of a day-labourer. (Cf. PawZiiS on Matt. xxvi. IG.) Thirty shekels,
it is to be noticed, was the value set upon a singL- slave, according to
Exod. xxi. 32.
� It is questioned, with some plausibility, by Strauss and De Wette,
whether the precise sum, thirty shekels, is correctly given. Their argu
ments are that Matthew alone mentions it (xxvi. 15), while in Mark and"
Luke only the general term dpyvQiov is given ; and that the tendency of
Matthew to find types of Christ's history in the Old Testament induced
him to fix this precise sum, in view of Zech. xi. 12 (c� Matt, xxvii. 9).
Without making any positive assertion, we nmst observe on this (1) that,
although Mark and Luke do not expressly mention the small sum, they
would not have iised the indefinite tei-m dpyvpiov, if the sum had been
known to be large ; (2) although there is a discrepancy between IMatt.
xxvii. 7, and Acts�i. 18, yet this discrepancy seems to presuppose that the
money was just suflScient to purchase a field, which certainly could not
have required a large sum ; (3) the passage in the Old Testament alone
would not have been enough to induce the assignment of so small a sum,
in the face of the probability, on the other side, that the Sanhedrim would
give a large amount to secure so important an end ; (4) it could not have
been invented to blacken the character of Judas still fiirther: his deed
must have been black enough at any price; (5) there is no great improba
bility in the Sanhedrim's offering so small a reward: people of this stamp
would give Judas no more than the lowest possible price for which ha
would do the deed ; and their fanatical hatred of Christ may have led them
to ofl'er exactly the price of a slave, in order to degrade the charactw of
Jesua.
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On tlie whole, thou, we conclude t'aat to gaiu so small a s.mi
of money could not have been Judas's vJihf iiiuti\e. Aiul,
even had the sum been a large one, it remains almost imjios-
sible to conceive that aAarice alone coidd lead him to deliver
Jesus over to liis foes, if he really were impressed wdth a souse
of his Divinity and Messiahship. It must be presupposed that
he had stood for some time in a s})iritual relation to Cbrist
different from that of the other Apostles; and when this is
once admitted, avarice is a superfluous motive.
Was Judas impelled by Jew ish a lews of Christ's Mossiah-
idiip %
Did Judas foresee and intend to bring about the result
Avhicli followed Christ's arrest? The answer to this question
A> ill obviously go a great way in fixing our opinion of his
character and motives. It is connected with another, viz. in
what Avay did the traitor himself die? If, accorchng to ]\Iat-
thew's account, he committed suicide immediately after Christ's
condemnation, we might infer tbat he did not intend tins
result, and was throAvn into dcs})air by^ it.
This inference has led some to the opinion" that Judas
expected Christ's arrest only to bring about the triumph of his
cause by compelling him to establish lus visible jMessianic
Idngdom. If this Avere the case, the traitor must have ex
pected either (1) that the enthusiastic multitude Avould rescue
Cluist by force and make him king; or (i*) that Christ himself,
by an exertion of his miraculous poAver, would overthrow his
tues and establish his kingdom. But the Jirst is utterly un
tenable; little as Judas may have loiown of Christ's S2)irit, he
'must have knoAvn that He would not make use of worldly
poAver to accomplish lus purposes ; nor could he himself have
supposed such power to be needed, if (according to the hypo
thesis) he acknoAvledged Jesus as Messiah.
The second Adew may be more fully stated thus : Holding
the same Messianic expectations as the other Apostles, he only
gave Avay more entirely to a Avilful impatience ; Christ delayed
too long for him; he planned the arrest to hasten his decision,
surely expecting a display of his miraculous power, and the
establishment of his visible kingdom. Terrible Avas his con
sternation when he saw the SaAdour, whom he lov ed, condemned
to death ! Not, however, that his act is in the slightest degree
justified. It was sinful Avilfidness to seek to control tha
0 See, especLally, Schollmeyer's Treatise, above citoo.
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BOtions of Him wliose Av-ise guidance, as Lord and JNiaster, lie
ought to have folloAved in all things. He sacrificed all other
considerations to his oavu arbitrarily-conceived idea, and acted
upon that Aule principle Avhich has given birth to the most
destructive deeds recorded in history�that the end sanctifies
the means. Still his decision of character and energy of will,
if sacrificed in obedience to Clmst's spirit, Avoidd have made
him a most efficient agent in propagating the Gospel, and prove
that Cbrist had good reasons for receiving him into the number
of the Apostles.
Such is the second hjqjothesis. But if Judas acted on such
principles, would Jesus have abandoned him to his delusion,
and aUoAved him to rush bhndly on destruction? The autho
rity of Christ as Prophet and Messiah (and, according to the
hj^Dothesis. Judas recognized him as such) could easily have
removed the scales from the eyes of the deluded Apostle.
Cotdd the Saviour possibly have uttered a word at the Last
Supper (John xiii. 27) that might be interpreted into an
/ipproval of bis undertaking?
The hypothesis, then, must at least be modified into the
view that Judas's faith Avavered because Christ Avas making no
preparations for a Aisible kiugdom; the result alone could
solve his doubts; and therefore he brought about the arrest,
reasoning on this Avise: "K Jesus is really ?dessiah, no power
of the AA orld can harm him, and all opposition A\ill only serve
to glorify him ; if, on the other hand, he succumbs, it must be
taken as a judgment of God against bum." His subsequent
repentance is not inconsistent with this vicAv; his conclusions
after the result, when, perhaps, the full power of Christ's
imao-e stood before him, may have been very difierent from
what he had expected. As a general thing, the impressions
made upon a man by the results of Hs actions testify but little
as to the character of his motives; none can tell hoAv an evil
deed, even Avhen deliberately planned and perpetrated, wdl
react upon the conscience.
(3.)
Was Judas impelled by a gradually developed hostihty?
The mode of Judas' death,P as we have seen, is not sufficient
P Matthew's account of the death of Judas stands in (at least) partial
contradiction to Acts i. 18, which states that Judas bought a field with
the money, and met his death by falling fi-om a height.
Thismay, indeed,
possibly mean suicide ; but it is doubtfiil. The
wild and fabulous narra-
tive oi PavioB (first published by Crcmtr, Catena m Acta &. Apost Oxou.
1838 p 12) presupposes that, Judas did not die by
Ins own hand. Mtya
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to prove tliat his purpose in delivering Cluist to the Sanho
drim. was not a decidedly hostile one.
The final Aiew before! mentioned maybe stated tbus: The
first feelings of Judsis, in attaebiug himself to Christ, were the
same as those of the other Apostles. He had a jiraetieal and
administrative talent, which caused him to be made troasuier;
and which may have been usefully employed in organizing the
first Christian congregations. But the element of carnal sel
fishness, although it afiected the other Ajiostles more or less,
was in him deeply rooted; the Sj)irit and love of Chri.st could
not gain the same power over him as over the otluu- more
spiritually-minded chsciples. As he gradually found that his
expectations were to be disappointed, his attachment turned
more and more into avei'siou. "When the manifestation of
Christ ceased to be attractive, it became repulsive ; and more
and more so every day. The miracles alone could not i-e\ i\ e
his faith, so long as he lacked the disposition to perceive
Divinity in them. If Christ showed striking proofs of Divine
power, so, also, he gave evident signs of human vN cakness; and
the sight of the latter could easily cause an estranged lieart to
doubt and hesitate in regard to the former. A man's view
even of facts depends upon the tendencies of his mind and
heart; these necessarily give their own hue to his interpreta
tions even of what his eyes behold.l Nor do we know how far
oi aat^iiaq viroStiyfia tv rovTo^y r(jJ KoafKi) TTtpitTTarrjatv 6 'lovi or' TTptja-
6tig iTTiToaovTov ti)v cdpica, ijcrrt prjCi onoOtv ufia^a CitpxtTui paSioji;
tKtivov SvvanOai rieXOeiV aXXa ftrjci avrbv fiovov tov TijQ Kt(pa\ris
oyKov avTov' rd fiiv yap j3\e.(papa tS>v btpBakp.iov avrov ipaal tooovtov
tc,oiSi)aai, it)Q avTov fiiv kuOoXov to fwg [irj (iXtTrtLV Tovr bipOaXfiovg ei
avTov jujjOf j'TTO iarpov iioTTTpaQ 6ip9i}vai SbvarrOar toitovtov j3d6og
cT-xov d-TTu Trig t^coOev tiricpaveiag' to Si a'lColov avTov Trdirrjg fiiv aaxT)-
fioalivrig drjSkarepo}' Kai fitli^ov (paiviaOaf (jyiperrOai ci cl ohrou t/c navTog
Toil (TiOfJiaTOQ avppiovTag i^wpag ti Kai aKwXTjKag tig cf-pii' oi' avTuiiv
fiovov Tuiv dvayKailov fiird TroXXaj tt ^aauvovr Kai Tifxuipiar, iv ICiio
ipaui x<^pi<{> TiXtvrrjuavTa' Kai tovto aTvo Trig booii tprnun' Kai ao((c/;roi'
TO xt^piov fiixP'- '"''C vuv yeviaOaf dXX' ov<:i fi^XP'- r^C rrrifitpov cvvaaOai
Tiva tKtTvov TOV TOTTov TtaptXBtlv, idv fJLi) rag pivug ralr xtpalr tTrnppaKf)'
ToaavTY} Old Trjg aapKoc avrov Kai tni y/jr Koi/rig ixwpiiatv." It is easy to
see how the expressions in Acts could give rise to this extravagant legend.
1 The following profound thought of Pascal, abundantly verified in
history, may be applied to the scientific treatment of the Life of (Christ,
and to those who boast a cold impartiality in regard to it : " volonto
est un des principaux organes de la creaiice, non qu'elle forme la creance,
mais parce que les choses paraissent \ ray(,'s ou frusses, seLm la fiee, jiarou
on les regarde. La volonte, qui se plaist ;i I'une plus (pTii I'aatre,
detourne I'esprit, de con.^iderer les qualitez de celle, <|irelle n'aiine pas, et
ainiii I'esDrit marchant d'tine piece avec la \uIonte. s'arre.ste ii reuiu-der la
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the crafty Pharisees understood Judas and tampered with him.
It was just at the tune of the sifting, before alluded to,^ among
the masses that had followed Christ, that the spuit of enmity
seems to have germinated in the heart of Judas, and Christ
noticed and intimated it (John Ai. 70) ; although it could not,
all at once, have become predominant iu him : there were,
doubtless, iuAvard struggles before the fatal tendency acquired
full sway.^
The life of man furnishes many analogies that may help to
clear up the enigmatical condiict of Judas. He who does not
foUoAv the impulses of good Avhich he receives from within and
without, but rather gives himself up to the selfish propensities
which those impulses are meant to counteract, becomes finally
and irrecoA'ero.bly enslaved to them ; all things that ought to
work together for his good serve for his harm; the healing
balm becomes for him a poison. This is the severe judgment
upon which om* free agency is concUtioned; and to it may we
apply the saying of our Lord, " From him that hath not sliall he
taken away even that which he Imth."
CHAPTER II.
THE LAST SUPPER OF JESUS WITH THE DISCIPLES.
� 265.�Object of Christ in the Last Supper.
Jesus looked forward without fear, nay, with confidence, to
the fate that awaited him. We need not necessarily presup
pose that he was supernaturally informed of it ; for it may be
said that his friends in the Sanhedrun (and he had such) m-
formed him of the negotiations of Judas. He foresaw that he
would have to leave his disciples before the proper Passover,*
face qu'elle aime, et en jugeant parce qu'il y voit, il regie insenslblement
sa creance suivant rinclination de la volonte." Pp. 293, 294.
� We do not Avish to be understood as attempting a full explanation ot
the conduct of Judas, so enigonatical in itself, and so little explained by
the accounts that are left to us. We have only sought to present the
theory Avhich seems to us most probable from the data before us.
' I presuppose, with IileUr, Liicke, Sieffert, De Wette and Bleek,
that the
Last Supper was held, not on the 14th Nisan, the holy
Passover eve, but
on the 13th, and that the Friday of his passion was that holy evening.
(a.) A candid interpretation of John's Gospel confirms this supposition.
We cannot infer much from xiii. 1, 2, although that passage seems to
imply th.at the supper occurred before the beginning
of the feast But
LvFii 28, tells us that the deputies of the S,anbedrim would not enter the
Prffitorium for fear of defilement, as they had to eat the Passover
on tha.
fvening The words 'iva <pdy<uct rb ndoxa must be apphed, accordmg
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and determined to give a peculiar import to liis last meal vvitli
tbem, to place it in a peculiar relation to the Jewisb Passe \ er,
to prevailing us.age, both among Jews and Christians, to the fcnst ol
Passover. It is objected tbat this care was needless, ,as, if a defilement
v.'ere thus incurred, it would not, on account of the Dv 713"^ last mail the
eixniiiff, i. e. until the beginning of the following day ; l)ut this is easily-
answered ; many things had to be done as prep.aratory to the least, whieh
would trench upon both days. In xix. 31, the day of the crucifixion is
treated as .an ordinary Friday. No scruples were entertained aliout the
crucifixion on that day, but only about leaving the bodies on the cross on
the Sabbath, wliich was a. /Lied feast-day. But how could the Fridaj', if it
Were the first day of the principal feast, be treated as an ordinary Friday ?
All difficulties are removed liy supposing that it nas only a common
Friday, and that the next day was at once the Sabbath and the first d.ay of
the Passover feast. Even if the S.anhedrim were compelled to expe(hti; the
ciTicifixion of Clirist, and were impelled, in their fan.atical hatred, to violate
the sanctity of the feast by it, yet is it likely that they would have waited
just to the holiest feast-day for the crucifixion of the niahfactors, or that
tbe pardon of a condemned criminal (gr.anted by the Romans in honour of
the feast) would have been delayed until the feast had begun ? But the
haste and the pardon would harmonize well with the view that the cruci-
fi.\iontook place before the feast, on the 13th Nisan. (b.) Liicke has called
attention to two passages in 1 Corinthians, though without deeming them
perfectly conclusive (Gbtting. Anzeig.): (1.) The first passage is 1 Cor.
v. 7, 8, in wbicb Paul seems to contrast the Christian with the Jewish
Passover as held at the same time (Christ, ,ns tbe spiritual Passover, as
sacrificed simultaneously with the Jewish Paschal lamb; (2.) 1 Cor. xi. 23,
.speaks indefinitely of the night of Christ's betrayal, not of his partakinic of
the Passover, (c.) It may, perhaps, be the case that in Matt. xxvi. 18,
the writer presupposed that Christ really partook of the Passover with his
<lisciples ; but may not the passage mean, "My time for leaving the world
is at b.and; and therefore I will celebrate the Passover ^o-cZaywith my dis
ciples, in anticipation ?" (d.) In Luke xxiii. 54, the day of the crucihxion
is mentioned as a common Friday (the day of preparation), a day on which
there could be no scruples about any kind of business; but would it have
been so mentioned if it had been the first day of Passover, the greatest
feast-day in all the year? (e.) The general (iiffiision of the belief that
Christ held a proper Passover with his disciples may be explained on the
gi-ound that Christ really did hold his last supper with reference and
illusion to the Passover supper and the ceremonies that <acconi]>anied it ;
tbat the first Christians, intent upon the substance, paid little heed to
chronological niceties; that the Jewish-Christians kept up the Jewish
usage of the Passover, giving it, bowever, a Christian import; while tha
purely Gentile converts kept no such festal seasons. Ilie interchange (ji
the first day of unleavened bread (as the day of Christ's passion) witli th.'*
first day of the Passover feast may also h.ave contributed to it. These
<.Tounds might suffice to explain the admission into the syiiojitical G(j,s]iels
>j'i the idea that the Passion occurred on i}ie first day of the I'assever; but
are utterly inconsistent with the by^iotbesis that tbe author oi John's Gos
pel (^vhether it be admitted as genuine or not) could have inserted and got
into chculation a statement invented by bimself, and conflicting with the
general stream of tradition. John's chronology, as we have said, is con*
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as tlie Christian eovenant-nieal was to take the place of that
of the Old Testament. Perhaps, as the Sanhedrim had deter
mined to carry out tlieir plans against him before the feast, he
spent Thursday, 13th Nisan, in Bethany, in order to employtbese last hours with the disciples undisturbed. In the morn
ing he sent Peter and Jolm into the city, to make the neces
sary preparations for the Passover supper. To preserve secrecy,
and avoid all hazard of surprise by the Sanhedrim, he desig
nated the house at which the supper was to be held by a sign
understood by its owner, without specifying the name of the
latter.^
Two prominent acts of Christ marked this last meal with
the disciples, viz. the icasJdng offeet and the institution of the
LmxVs Supper.''
sistent throughout ; but that of the synoptical Gospels presents discrepan
cies that appear irreconcilable.
Little us3 can be made of the ancient disputes about the Passover; from
such m.ere fi-agments we cannot decide how far the Evangelical accounts
were appealed to. The advocates of the occidental usage, Apollinaris of
Hierapolis, Clement of Alexandria, and Hippolytus, appealed to John's
Gospel ( if the fragments in Chronicon paschale Alexandrmum, ed. Niebuhr,
DiuJorf, i. 1-3, are genuine) to prove that the Last Supper was not a Pass
over proper. Polycrates, bishop of Ephesus (Eus. Hi.st. Eccl. v. 24)
appealed to "the Gospel" in behalf of the opposite usage ; but whether he
appealed, under the title " the Gospel," to one, or all of the Evangelists,
we cannot conceive how he could reconcile the declarations in John with
the Passover usages of Asia Minor (cf. Dr. Letthenjs Abhandl. rib. d.
Pasch.istreit, Ilgen's Zeitschrift fur Histor. Theol. ii. 2, 119). Wliat is
the meaning of the words of Polycrates, ayuv, Tijpnv ri)v ripipavl Not,
certainly, the keeping of the Paschal suppsr ; nor the Jewish Passovei,
assisted at by Christians; for the added words Travrors rrjv ypkpav yyayov
01 avyytvtig pov, 'orav tujv 'lovSa'nov 6 \aoQ -i'lpvve Tijv Zvpr}v, would
then be sheer tautology. He must have meant, then, "the day for com
memorating the passion of Christ." If, then, it is in this sense that Poly
crates savs of "all the bishops of Lesser Asia since the time of St. John,"
that they TrdrrtQ tr/'/pijffav Ty)v r'/pipav rrjQ TttjaaptaKaiencdTriQ roO
�jrdaxa Kara to cvayyeXiov, he obviously means that they "all celebrated
the 14th Nisan," on which the Jewish Passover began, in commemoration
of our Lord's Passion ; and for confutation of this he might very well
appeal to the Gospel of John.
We must also allude to a remarkable passage in Hippolytus (in his first
book upon the Feast of Passover, 1. c. p. 13;, there reported as coming
from the lips of Christ : ovKari (pdyopai to Trctuxa (surely Luke xxii. 16,
cannot be meant) ; as if Christ had predicted that he "would no more eat
of the Paschal lamb, and hence not live to see another Feast of Passover."
" I cannot see a miracle in this : it cannot be shown that Luke (xxii. 13)
means to narrate it as miraculous. , . . ,
' John does not describe the institution of the Eucharist: it was known
and commemorated in the Church regularly; but the washing of feet, not
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� 266.�Christ washes the Disciples' Fat. Conversation with Peter in
regard to it. (John xiii. 2-16.)
In wasliing the disciples' feet, Christ ohAdously intended to
impress \d\ddly and permanently upon their minds, by means
of a specific act, a general truth ; and to remoA e those carnal
expectations of a secular kingdom, and the seliisbness neces
sarily connected therewith, which were not yet w holly bamshcd
from their minds.'*^
Such an act, on the part of the Divine IMasier, must doubt
less have surprised more than one of the disciples. That He,
the object of their deepest reverence and lo\ e, should do for
them so lowly a service, may well have been a surprise and a
contradiction to their feeliugs. Yet that same rcA erenee pre
vented them from resisting his v ill. But the fierv and im
petuous Peter could not so command his feelings : " Lord, dost
thou wash my feef?" Even when Christ told him, in Aiew of
this reluctance, that he should know the imj^ort of the act
thereafter, he was not satisfied ; until, at last, the Saviour re
buked his self-will with the declaration, "Iflvtisli thee not,
thou hast no 2}art in me." And this Avas to be taken literally,
for this single case Avas a test of the state of heart essential for
tmion Avith Christ : it A\'as necessary for Peter to show forth a
complete renunciation of his oavu avIU, and absolute subjection
to that of Jesus. But the spiritual meaning afterAvard set
forth by Christ, Adz. that none could enter or remain in his
communion unless spiritually purihed through him, A\ as pro
bably imphed also in theso words. Peter, alarmed, cries out,
"Yea, if it be so. Lord, not 'iiiy feet alone, but also my hands ami
my head." To this Christ rephed, " That is too much : he that
is ivashed (bathed) needeth not save to wash his feet, bnt is clean
every tchit." (A figure taken from Eastern usage : he that is
ali-eady bathed need only, on coming in from the road, Avash
off the soil that may have gathered on his feet.) The spiritual
import, then, of the symbolical act, and of Christ's language in
regard to it, probably is. Whosoever, through faitb in me, has
received the purifying principle of life, who is pure in heart
preserved by any such commemoration, lie gives in detail, as an especially
marked incident.
�" Cf. p. 386, on Luke xxii. 26, 27. I cannot assert, witb Cf/irer, that
this passage is unmeaning, unless interpreted in view of the s\ mbolic act :
the Avord oiaKovilv, might apply to his u-lujle life, as devoted to the service
of others (cf Matt, xx. 2S). But the fonn of the pass:i;;e in Luke cer
tainly ajipears to imply an allusion to the syiiiliolic act wliich John recorda.
The thought contained in it is the same as that in John xiii. 13-16.
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and mctives, needs only thereafter continued purification from
sins cleaving to him outwardly; just as the Apostles, though
inspired by pure love to Christ, still stood in need of the
power of this animating love, to cleanse and purify their mode
of thought.
� 267.�The Words of Christ with and concerning his Betrayer. (John
xiii. 11, 21, seq.)
To the Apostles he said, in the seuse above defined, " Ye are
dean;" but. as this could not be applied to Judas, he added,
" yet not all" Intimations of this kind he threw out more and
more frequently, partly, as he himself said (v. 19), to prepare
them for th(^ act of treachery, that it might not take them un
awares, and lead them to infer that He, too, had been deceived ;
and partly, perhaps, in order to rouse, if possible, the conscience
of Judas liimself. But his foresight of the awful deed�that
one who had been a special object of liis love should disarm
him and become a tool of his enemies�and of the conflict vdth
depravity that he must go through, even up to his last hour,
moved him most deeply ; and he now spoke more plainly,
" Verily I say unto you, that one of you sliall betray me."
The disciples, not yet able to understand him, looked upon
each other, surprised and confounded. All were anxious to
know icliorn he alluded to; but Peter alone, as usuab gave ex
pression to the wish. Even he did not venture to ask aloud,
but beckoned to John, who was leaning upon the Saviour's
breast, as they surrounded the table, that he should put the
question. In answer to John, Chiist said, in a low tone, that
it was he Avhose turn it just then was to receive from his
hands the morsel of the lamb dipped in the sauce. And this
was Judas.''
This occurrence could not fail either to awaken the slumber
ing conscience of Judas, or to make him anxious to leave such a
fellowship and take the last step of his crime. When he arose,
Christ said to him, " That thou doest (hast resolved to do), do
auicldy." ISTot implying a command to commit the deed, but
ratlier calculated to move his conscience, bad it been still sus
ceptible of iixjpression. But he had decided upon the act: so
=^ According Matthew, Judas also asked, "Is it I?" and Jesus
answered in the aflfirmative. This incident would come in most naturally
at this point. Judas, noticing the alarmed countenances of the disciples,
seeino- Peter whisper to John, John to Jesus, and Jesus reply, felt that ha
was discovered, and was led to ask the question directly. This must cer
tainly hav- been done in an under tone, if Judas could have had a positioii
near enough.
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far as liis intentions could go, it was as good as done; and tliere
fore Christ asked Iniu to hasten the crisis.^
The departure of Judas to inform the Sanhedrim how tli^v
might most readily seize the ])crson of Jesus, decided his death;
and, in view of it, he said, "Xow is t^e Hon ofMan glorljieil (jn
reference to the sacritice of lus earthly lite, because tbe ideal of
holiness is realized in Him under the last struggles, because
human nature attains therein its liigli(^st moral jicrfection), aiul
God is glorified in hlni (as the moral glorifjdug of liunum nature
is the perfect glorifying of God in it ; the perfect manifestation
of God in lus holiness aud love). If God he glor Ifed in hun,
God sliall also glorlj'ij him in himself '- (.shall raise him to Him
self, and glorify lum), and shall straighttvay glorify hiin."^
� 268.�Tlie Instilulion of the Eucharist. (Luke xxii. 17-20.)''
The description of the institution of the Eucharist gi\ (>n by
Luke, harmonizing Avith that of Paul (1 Cor. xi. 113, see].),
y An allusion to the severer struggles that yet awaited Christ: not
expressly mentioned by John, but related by the other Evangelists.
^ The expressions tv aliroj and tv iaoriii (John xiii. 32) obviously cor
respond to each other. As tbe lirst betokens the glorifying of God in
Jesus, as the Son of iStan, so tbe second denotes the glorifying of the Son
of Man in God, by bis being raise<l up unto God in heaven.
We presunpose that Jesus wislied Judas to depart before he should
institute the Lord's Kuiiti :;r. As the words in Vv;rses 31, 32 were directly
connected with the departure of the betrayer, they too must have been
uttered before the institution.
^ As John does not give an accoimt of the institution of the Eucharist,
there is some ditiiculty in decidin;,^ precisely at what point of his narrative
(eh. xiii.) it slioidd be inserted. It was'stated in tbe last note that v. 31,
32, were connected iLirectly with the departure of Judas, and it seems to
us that the prsjper point of juncture for the account in qu(-sti(jn is between
V. 32 and 33. The words ivroXri innvlj, commencing v. 34, connect very
wall, it is true, with the objects of the institution; but still, if v. 33 w:is
uttered before the institution, it seems strange that Peter's question (v. �iQ),
obviously referriiig to v. 33, should have been put after the intervention
of that solemn act, which must have drawn the attention of the disciples
so strongly. We consider, then, that v. 3-3 was spoken after the institution.
Strauss {'o'-'^' Aufl. p. 449) objects to this collocation, as arbitrarily severing
the words tvOvg coi^aati avrov (v. 32) from tn piKpo.^ jxtO' i'pwv fipi
(v. 33). I cannot see the force of the objection. The pau-e after v. 02 is
natural; and then follows the solemn symbolical act, in whicli Christ sets
before the disciples his departure from the earth, and gi\ es tbem a pledge
of communion with him�a communion to endure after his ascension to his
glory. Then v. 33 opens a new beginning piecisely adapted to the import
of the .symbolical act.
The aptness with which the account the institution can be here fitted
to Joht;'s narrative, and its admirable adaptation to the last discourses of
Chri-.t, as recorded by Lin:, show s that was one of the linl-j, aud a most
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seems to afibrd us tbe most clear and natural vieAv of tbe tmns-
action. It is distinguisbed from those of Matthew and Mark;
in stating definitely that the giving of the bread was separated
by a certain interval from that of the wine ; the former occur
ring during the supper, the latter after it.
It is introduced by the following words of Christ : " / have
heartihj desired to eat this Passover with yoto hefore I svffer ;
for I say unto you, I will not any more eat thereofuntil it he
falfilled in the kingdom ofGod" {i.e. until, in the consummation
of the kingdom, he should celebrate with them the higher and
true Passover Supper). After these words of farewell, he
takes the cup of red wine, blesses it, sends it round, and
reminds them that he should no more drink of the fnut of
the Aune until he should partake with them of a higher wine in
the kingdom of God. After thus vividly impressing them
with his departure, and preparing them for the institution of
a lite in its commemoration, he breaks one of the loaves, and
divides it among them, showing them that the broken bread
was to represent his body, given up for them ; and this they
were to repeat in remembrance of him. Then, after the con
clusion of the meal, he sends round the cup again, and tells
them that the Avine is to represent his blood, about to be shed
important one, in the chain ot Christ's last acts. Gfrorer seeks to prove,
however, from John's omission to mention the institution, that although
Christ may have spoken at the Last Supper the words ascrihed to him,
they were words spoken by the way, and not intended to estabhsh such a
commemorative rite as that which was afterward founded upon them; just
as a deeper signification was found in other expressions of Christ after his
departure than was manifest before; and that, therefore, John omitted
them, as he did so many other things comparatively unimportant. This
hypothesis contradicts itself Even Gfrorer must presuppose that John
personally knew and partook of the Eucharist before writing his Gospel ;
and it must be presupposed just as certainly, tbat it was at that time con
nected with these words of Christ; and that John, who certainly was not
inclined to attribute a less meaning than others to Christ's sayings at tho
Last Supper, must have conceived the words to be so connected.
On
purely psychological grounds, therefore, John's omission cannot be ex
plained iri this way. In a word, no one having an intmtion
of Christ, and
conceiving bi's solemn state ofmind at that Last Supper, .an believe
thai
he uttered tho'^^ solemn words without a deeper andmore earnest me.aning.
As for the hypothesi.'^, recently revived, of an influence exerted hy Es>>cnyi^
upon Christiii culture, it is wholly destitute of historical foundation cf
p 39, seq.) ; the derivation of the Agapce from the common repasts
of the
Essei^es is wholly an invention of fancy. It is altogether unhistorical to
seek an external origin for a usage that can be naturally explained
froin
internal grounds, as'the origin of the celebration of the Eucharist from
an
imitation of Christ's Last Supper with his disciples.
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for them. Each of these acts, tlierefore�the giving of the
bread and the giving of the wine�denot(^s tbe same thing,
viz. the remembrance of the Last Sujiper. Each had its
signification sc]iarately ; but the rej^etition, during the meal
and after it, served to impress the synd)olieal meaning of the
act still more deejdy upon the nunds of the diseiples.
The giving of tlianks before the distribution of the bread
and wine corresponds to a similar act on the part of the head
of the family in the J ewish Passover feast, in which thanks
giving was offered for the gifts of nature, and also for the
dehverance of the fathers out ofEgypt and the founding of the
old covenant; we may infer, tbej'efore, that Christ's thanks
giving had reference partly to the creation of all material
things for man (bread and wine symbolizing all God's gifts in
nature) ; partly, and indeed chiefiy, to his own death, in order
to deliver men from the bondage of sin, and, by his redemptive
act, to establish the neu} covenant between God and man.''
As to the M'on/sused in the distribution, " This is my body;"
and " This is my blood," it is impossible that any of the reci
pients at that time could have supposed them to be literally
meant ; as he was then before them in his corporeal presence.
Had he intended to present so new and extraordinary a sense
to tbeir minds, he could not but have stated it more definitely;
and had they so understood him, tbe difficulty would assiu-edly
have led them to question him further. But as the whole
transaction�the institution, at the close of a farewell supper,
of a A isible sign of communion to endure after his departure�
had a symbolical character, they would have interpreted these
xoorcls also unnaturally, if they had understood them literally,
and not symbolically. " This is, for you, my body and hlood ;
i. e. represents to you my body and blood." The breaking of
the bread was a i.axuial symbol of the breaking of his body;
the pouring out of the red wine (the ordinary wine of Pales
tine) was a natural symbol of the pouring out of his blood,
" I offer up my life for y^our redemption ; and when, in re
membrance thereof, you meet again to paitake of this supper,
be assured that I shall then be with you as truly as now I am
with you, visibly and corporeally, in body and blood. The
bread and wine, which I now divide among you as symbols of
The gifts of nature and of redemption are inseparahle ; redemption
alone has re-established the original relation between man and nature.
Only when man is restored to communion with God is he assured that all
nature exists for his good, to be used by him for the glory of God.
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my body and blood, will then stand in stead of my corporeal
presence."
It may be added, that this symbol was not an entirely new
one to the disciples : it had been used substantially, in the
conversation before referred to (p. 292, seq.) between Christ
and the Jews, in the synagogue at Capernaum. To " eat his
flesh and didnk his blood" was an understood sign of the
closest spiritual communion with his Divine human nature.
And therefore he said, iu giving the wine, " This is my blood,
the seal of the new covenant, which is given for mcmy for the
remission of sins." ^
CHAPTER III.
Christ's last discourses with his disciples.
� 269.�Tlie New Commandment. (John xiii. 33-35.)
After Christ, in taking leave of his own, had given them
the symbol and pledge of continued communion, he said to
them, in the familiar style of a father to his family, " Little
children, yet a little while 1 am with ycm, and, as 1 said unto
the Jews, ' whither I go ye cannot come,' so now 1 say unto
you.^ A new commandment give I unto you, that ye love one
another; as I liave loved you, that ye also love one another. By
this shall all men know that ye are my disciples, if ye love one
a/nother." The commandment of love is here called a new one,
because it was the characteristic of the new covenant, in view
of wliich the Lord's Supper had just been instituted, and which
he was then about to seal with his sufierings. It is true, the
all-comprehending commandment, to "love God supremely,
^ It has been disputed whether the words "for the remission of sins "
were reaUy added by Christ. But the import of the words of consecration
is fully complete without them. The founding of the new covenant (which
none will deny to have been embraced in the words of consecration ; Paul
gives it so, as well as Luke, and they must have received them from ear-
witnesses) covers the whole ground. The "new covenant," founded upon
the self-offering of Christ, could only refer to the new relation between
man and God, secured by that self-sacrifice ; viz. the pardon of sin through
his suflferings, and the restoration of communion with God, which the old
covenant could not restore. The whole import of Christianity, in relation
to the old covenant, is clearly set forth in that of the Lord's Supper, as
given by Christ himseli.
* In a different sense, however, from that in which it was said to the
Jews : the latter were to remain separated from him in spirit and dispo-
rition, but to the disciples he had given a pledge of continued communion
�the Supper of the new covenant. He then proceeds to give them the
commandment of the new covenant, the law of love, embracing aU others,
by which the inward and spiritual coranunion was to bo outwardly
manifested.
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and one's neiglibour as one's self," was contained in tlie old
covenant; but it became a new oue, by its refereiiee to tho
sacrifice of Christ, which expressed its essence ; it demanded a
love, willing, after His example, to sacrifice everything for tbe
brethren�the spirit of love, in a word, which was to be the
soul of the new congi-egation of God, proc(>c(ling, of itself,
from communion wdth lum aud intuition of his image. It was
neio, also, \vith respect to the earher stages of the disciples'
association wdth him : it was only when his death was at hand
that he could set it vividly before them in this sense.
� 270.�Tlie Request of Peter.�Chrlsf predicts Peter's Denial of Uim.
(John xiii. 36-38.)
So strongly were the disciples wedded to their eailier id^as
and expectations, that it seemed impossible to make them
realize the ajiproacbing departure of Christ. Petei-, alarmed
at his words, inquired, " Lord, lohither goest thou 1
"
Jesus, in
reply, explained the sense of his words, at the same time inti
mating that Peter should be able, at a later period, though he
then was not, to follow the Master through suffering : " Wlidher
I go thou canst not follow me now, hut thou, slialt follow me after
ward." Peter, ever rash and self-confident, was not satisfied
to wait for the future: believing himself then able, he asked,
" Lord, why can I not follow tliee now 1 I will lay doivn my
Ufe for thy sake."
Christ than predicted his three-fold denial�the punishment
of his froward self-confidence : " Wilt thou lay doion thy life for
my sake ? TJie cock shall not crow till thou hast denied rm
thrice." ^
� 271.�Christ predicts the Danger of the Disciples in their new Relations to
the People. (Luke xxii. 35-38.).
Certain fragments of Christ's conversation at the table are
preserved to us in the first three Gospels, not given by John,
' Tlie agreement of three independent accounts�Matthew, Luke, and
John�in stating this remarkable incident, confirms its credibility. In
.John's Gospel, it is presented in an obvious connexion ; in the other two,
as an isolated fact.
e Gfrorer asserts (Heilig. Sage, i. 336) that this pass.T -e was of later
origin, and supports his assertion on the ground tbat t!ie connexion of
thought between verses 36 and 37 is false. Not so : ver.se 37 contains the
ground of the change in the disciples' condition, recited in v ;rse 3(i ; the
execution of Christ as a transgressor, making him an object of aversion and
disgust, was to leact upon the condition of his followers. It is s;iid,
further, that the passage was inserted here because men stumbled at
Peter's conduct, as recited in verse 50. But it would be a str.\nge way to
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wliose object was to record tbose profound and connected
discourses which so strikingly exhibited the loftiness of his
Divinity, his heavenly calmness and serenity ()f soul. Among
theso fragments are contained intimations, in a variety of forms,
of the great change in their condition that was at haad.
Reiteration and emphasis were necessary to break away their
stubborn prejudices.
Reminding them of the first trial mission on which he ha l
sent them, wdth express directions to provide nothing for their
journey, he asked whether they had then lacked anything;
and they said, Nothing. In that mission, they found the
people of Gahlee favourably disposed ; no open hostihty had
been excited against Jesus ; on the contrary, the fame of his
actions inclined the people to acknowledge lum, at least, as a
man endowed with Divine powers. But noio his own fate,
and the consequent change of popular feeling, was about to
react upon the disciples. Accordingly, he gave them�uot
rules for a new mode of life and conduct, but�a striking
illustration, in figurative terms, not only of liis own sufierings,
but of the dangers that awaited them, from the sudden reflux
of the popular feehng. The figures chosen were directly
antithetical to those employed on the former occasion. " If I
formerly bade you travel without purse, or scrip, or shoes
(without provisions for the journey, as your wants would all
be supphed) ; so now, on the contrary, I teU you that you shall
find men difierently disposed towards you. He that hath a
purse, let him take it, and likewise his scrip (all the necessaries
of travel) ; and he that hath no purse ' (money), let him sell
his garment and buy a sword
"
(or knife). As if he had said,
" You will hereafter need to care more for the safety of your
lives than of your garments; you wdU need, more than all
things else, means to carry you safely through the difficulties
that will surround you."
The whole connexion of these words taught the disciples
that they were to be taken, not hterally, but as the symbolical
veil of a general thought. And they coidd easily have gath
ered from Christ's example, from the spirit of his whole life,
and from his teaching, in the Sennon on the Mount and else
where (if they were not utterly thoughtless hearers), that li-!
get rid of tJm difficulty, to introduce a gi-eater one, viz. an advice on tlia
part of Jesus himself to his disciples, to provide swords above all thing.
h Cf p. 280, seq.
The attithesis is betWien o e^wx' ^akavriov and b fii) Ixuv,
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could not really intend to bid tbem furnish themselves with
swords.
From this change in the feelings of the world towards his
disciples, Christ naturally passed to his own fate, which was to
cause that change itself He told them that he w.as " to be
reckoned among transgressors" as an object of hatred and
abhorrence. Then said two of the disciples, " Behold, JiOrd !
two of us are already pro\dded with swords."' Language im
plying an utter misunderstanding of what he had said ; a mis-
understandhig hardly to be expected in men who had so long
enjoyed the Savioui-'s personal society. But, perhaps, in ju.stice
to the disciples, we ought to suppose that their words were
uttered in the confusion and distress of mind which his decla
rations occasioned. Perhaps Peter, the most hasty and head
long of tho Apostles, who carried a sword, was one of the
speakers. It was well that this misunderstanding was ex
pressed, to be checked and done away. "It is enough" said
Christ, plainly showing that he had not the slightest intention
to advise the use of weapons of defence, as two swords among
them would have been nothing for tbat purpose. Perhaps,
however, the phrase might be more correctly rendered, "enough
of it;" i. e. a sign to drop the subject ; as if a reproof of their
tendency to stick to the words and literal features of his lan
guage, rather than to its spirit and sense.
� 272.�Christ consoles the Disciples with the Promise of his Return.
(John xiv.)
The last connected discourses of Christ are given at length
in John's GospebJ In these he made use of a different turn of
' The word may he rendered
" knives and these were in common use
among travellers in those regions for a variety of purposes.
j It is charged by some that John could not possibly have remembered
these discourses thus amid the thousand painful and tunmltuous emotions
that must have immediately followed. Little do such objectors conceive
of the nature of the human soul, and of the might ofdeep imj^ressiens upon it.
Such impressions these discourses must have made upon a mind and heart
like John's, and what was once received thus into the depths of the soui
no concussions could cast out. Moreover, these emotions, how powerful
soever they may have been, lasted but for a few ckys, and were followed
by a reumon with Christ, by a new epoch of the interior life of the disciples
which developed itselfmore and more gloi iously. JIow, in these few days,
could John have forgotten discourses so weiglity in themselves, and affect
ing his ovvTi soul so powerfully ? And, when the s))iritual hfe of t!ie dis
ciples, sunken for a moment, emerged again rifter the resurrection of their
Maste^, how brilliantly must the image of these last discour.s(^s have shone
fjrth from the depths of their memories .and their hearts ! How precious
must each word have been to them ! XN'ith %vhat intense interest mufi
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tliougTit from that above referred to, to prepare the minds and
hearts of the disciples for the straggles that awaited them. In
view of their evident distress, whde yet sitting at the table, he
said, "Let not your hearts be troubled; trust in God, and
confide in Me." Even when his visible presence should be
removed, they were to trast in him as the Mediator of their
communion with God ; nor, iu grief for his departure, to think
that he had left them alone in the world. There would be
mansions for all, he told them, in his Father's house. He was
going before (it was the object of his redeeming sufferings and
of his ascension to heaven), to prepare a place for them ; just
as a friend goes before his friend to make his dwelliug ready.
And then he promises them, "If I go and prepare a place fov
you, I tmll come again and receive you unto myself; that where
I am, tliere ye may he also."
This might be understood of Christ's second advent, were it
not that he speaks of what was to happen immediately upon
his return to the Father, and that his design was to comfort
them iu \iew of the immediate pain of separation. Nor can it
be apphed to his Resurrection, because his "going to the
Father" was to foUmo the resurrection, and this, again, to be
foUowed by a separation.'^ The only remaining interpretation
they have turned them over and dwelt upon their import ! And how clear,
in the light of their experience of the fulfilment of his predictions, must
many things have appeared that were before obscure !
Equally futile is the objection that John wrote his Gospel at an advanced
age when some things must have escaped his memory, and others become
blended with his own thoughts. He must have repeated these discourses,
times without number, to others ; how, then, can it be said that he could
not commit them faithfiiUy to writing ? (we do not mean to say verhaUra et
literatim, cf mdex, sub voc. John). The remark of Irenaeus with regard
to what he had heard in his youth fi-om the Hps of Polycarp, will apply
with vastly greater force to John and Chrvi:
" MSXXoi; yap ra ron
SLaaunfiovivoj ru>v tvayxoQ yivoii'tvoyv al yap tK 7rada,v fiaOriTHgervvaiHovaai ry ^vxv ^^oivrai avr^." (Comp the entire passage,
Euseb. V. 20 ; it bears remarkably against human efi'orts to convert
a his
torical period into a mythicfa one.) .,,.�. 1- i. r X
John could not have been John had it been possible for him to forge.
such discourses of Christ. , , . j j v.
A fiirther proof of the originality of these discourses, as recorded by
John is the aptness with which many passages
are joined mto them which,
in the other Gospels, are presented in isolated forms, or m mapt
con
nexions - e. g. Luke xii. 11, 12; Matt. x. 17-20 ;
Mark xm. 11. The
paSage 'in John xvi. 32, is connected in Matt. xxvi. 31, Mark xiv. 27,
^f''^s':^-:Slon^:^^^^^ if we couM believe, w-ith L. KimM
(Stud. u. Krit. 1811, 3), that Christ, after leaving
the grave and appearing
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is to a]iply it to liis sjaritual coming, to Lis vm caling himself
iigain to tlium. as the gloritied one, in the eommunion of tho
Divine Hfe, Xot only were tlinj to follow Him to the heaveulv
"mansions,"' where he Mas to �� jiro^dde a place for them,'' hut
he himself was "again to come to them" that where He was,
thei^e they might be also, iu spirit, united with lum, never
again to be separated. But as they could not as }et fully
apprehend tbis sjiritual coming and communion, it was only
at a later period that these expressions, sufficiently witlun
their capacity to give them consolation at the time, were
miderstood in their full import.
� 273.�CovA-crsation ivitti Philip cmd Thoiuo.s.�Christ the Wuij.
(John xiv.)
The institution of the Eucharist also contained an allusion
to tbe promise that he would be Avith his disciples as truly
after his departiu-e as he had been during his corporeal pre
sence. And as he knew tbat their miuds were not yet entirely
free from carnal and unspiritual \dews, he gave occasion for
them to cx]iress themselves freelv, in order to give them
clearer ideas by means of their very misunderstandings.
" Whither I go" said he, "ye know; and tlie way ye know."
StUl, the death of Messiah was a hard conception for them ; a
miraculous removal from the earth would have accorded better
vdth their feelings. Thomas,'^ who seems to have remained in
bondage to sense more than any of the others, said to him,
"Lord, we know not ivhither tliOU goest; and how can we know
the. way 1" The Saviour, in his reply, inverts tbe order; if
they had known the "way" they would have known the
"whither:" "I am the way, the truth, and the life; no man
cometh unto the Father hut hy me. If ye had known me, ye
to Mary, ascended to heaven and only returned thence when he reappeared
to the (lir;ci[iles. But the words under consideration do not justify this
supposition. However we may conceive Clirist's reappearance after his
resurrection, they could not satisfy the promises, given in these discourses,
of a new <and higher spiritual connexion between him and his discijiles. In
view of this continued manifestation, this uninterrupted communion, his
bodily re-appearance was only preparatory and subordinate.
' Com2>are the analogy in the figure of the " everlasting man.sions,"
p. 301.
" The last promise, ;ilso, Matt, xxviii. 20, presupposes such fuller
explanations as tbose which we find recorded by John in these discourses.
" Thomas di.splays the same character here ji-s in his subsequent doubtu
coaceming Christ's resurrection. It is wholly incredible that the author
of John's Gospel, who obviously was little capable of assuming different
tharaeters, should have invented such a one.
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shmdd have known my Father also" (Had tliey better known.
Him, tbrongb whom tbe Fatber reveals and conimunicatea
himself, they would have known better all the rest.) The
three conceptions in this passage are closely connected together.
He designates himself not merely as the guide, but as the Way
itself ; and that because he is liimself, according to his nature
and life, the Truth; the truth springing from the Life; be
cause he is, in himself, the Source of the Divine Life among
men, as weU as the personal manifestation of the Divine Truth.
He is, therefore, the Way, inasmuch as mankind, by com
munion of Divine hfe with him, receive the truth, and are
brought by it into union wdth the Father. He that knows
him, therefore, knows the Father also. "Aiid from henceforth
ye know him, and have seen him;" i. e. after their long inter
course vdth Chi-ist, they were now, at least, to see and recognize
the Father in him.
But Phihp, still on the stand-point of sense, applied these
words to a sensible theophany, as a sign of the Messianic era :
"Lord, show u,s the Father, and it sufficeth us." This misunder
standing led Christ again to impress upon their minds the
same truth, that whoever obtained a just spiritual intuition of
Him saw the Father in Him ; the Father, with whom He
hved in inseparable communion, and who manifested himself
in His words and works (v. 9, 10, 11). But these works, and
the manifestation of God in them, were not to remain to the
disciples something merely external. Whoever believed on
bim was, through his fellowship, to become an organ of his
continued Divine working for the renewal of the life of man
kind ; the aim of his whole manifestation was to do yet greater
things than he had done� " Verily, verily, I say unto you, he
tJiat helieveth on me, the works that I do shall he do also; and
yet greater works tlwm these shall he do."^
And the source of aU this power was to be, in his own
words, "Because I go wnto my Father;" they were to gain it
precisely by that separation, the prospect of which then filled
them with grief and sorrow. When he should go to the
Father, aud remove from them the visible, human, and, there
fore, UniiteJ form of his manifestation, as a source of depen
dence, then would he, as the glorified one, work invisibly
from heaven in them, and among them, with Divine power.
And therefore it was that, through communion of the
o Cf. tlie excellent remarks of Kling, Stud. u. Krit. 1836, iii. 684.
t ci pp. 196, 395,
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Divine life with him, they were to "do yet greater things than
these."
� 27i.�Of Prayer in the Name of Christ. He promises tlie Spirit of Truth,
tht Comforter ; and His own Retwrn. (John xiv. 13-26.)
The disciples were to enter into new relations wdth Christ.
He, therefore, specially taught them to pray in his name. Aa
they had before, during bis bodily ])reseuce, expressed their
wants to him personally, so now, trusting in him, and conscious
of the new relations in which, through him, they stood to the
Father, they were to apply to the Father iu his name. "And
whatsoever ye slicdl ask of tlie Father in my name (i. c. through
his mediation), that will I do, tliat tlie Father may be glorified in
tlie Son" (by what the Son should work among men to tho
glory of the Father, by the spread of the kingdom of Cod
through him). At the same time, certain conditions were
essential on their part : "If ye love me, keep my cominaiul-
ments."
And this forms the transition to the promise which follows :
"And T willpray the Father, and lie slwdl give you anotlier Com
forter, that he may abide unth you for ever." Through bis me
diation, the Father would send them, instead of Him who bad,
up to that time, been their help in all things, anotlier Helper,
who should not leave them, as He was about to do. "Even
the Spint of Truth:" and he calls the Spirit so, because it alone
can unfold the meaning of his tnith, and because union with
the Holy Spirit can only be obtained by appropriating that
truth. This Spirit, he told them, the world could not receive,
because it was totally foreign to the world ; but tliey were to
know it, in the only way in which it could be known, by
inward and personal experience : "He dwelletli unth you, and
shall be in you."
His description of the Spirit makes it, in relation to bis own
previous per.sonal presence among them, something different
from himself This prepared them to aj)prehend, in a more
spiritual way than before, the announcement of his own return,
which he now repeated. With this Spirit it was tlmt lie himself
was to come to tliem: "I unll not leave you orphans; I will come
to you." He speaks now of himself, just as he had before
spoken of the Sjiirit : " Yet a little while, and tlie world seeth me
no more,but ye see me; because I live, and ye live; I reveal
myself, as the Living, to the living." The world, cut ofi' from
the Divine hfe, and therefore dead, knows nothing of Christ,
as the Living; it holds lum dead; but to those who are sus-
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cejitible of Divine communion of life with him, he will reveal
himself as the Living one.
He then tells them that only at the period when they should
reach tins higher communion with him, would they be able
fully to understand his relation to the Father and to them :
"At that day slwdl ye know tlmt I am in my Father, and ye in
me, and I in you." Throughout these final discourses, promises
alternate with duties; so now he points out an essential requi
site on their part�love, proved in keeping his commandments :
"He that liath (knows and preserves) my commandments, and
also kee2)eth (faitlifuUy observes) tliem, he it is tliat loveth me;
and he that loveth me shall he laved ofmy Father, and Iwill love
him (including an active demonstration of love), arid will mani
fest myself to him." One of the disciples, yet bhnded by carnal
expectations, said to him, "Lord, Iww is it that thou unit mani
fest thyself unto u^s, and not unto the world 1" This led Christ
to say that this manifestation spoken of would be made only
to those who should be spiritually susceptible of it, thereby
imphdng that it would be entirely a spiritual manifestation
(v. 23, 24).
Finally, he referred them again (v. 26) to the Holy Ghost,
to be sent through his mediation, who should teach them
rightly to understand his own (Christ's) doctrine ; and should
call back to their memories anything which might, through
misunderstanding, become darkened in their minds.
� 215.�Christ''3 Salutation of Peace ; its Import. (John xiv. 27, seq.)
When about to rise from the table, the Saviour pronounced
a blessing, as was usual at salutation and leave-taking : "Peace
I leave with you, my peace I give unto you." A fitting con
clusion to the promises of comfort was this farewell word of
peace. But, after all that he had prouiised, he could, even in
view of the approaching separation, and the conflicts and strifes
to which he was about to leave the disciples, promise them the
enjoyment of peace. And he told them that his salutation
implied another peace than that of the world: "Not as tlie
wm-ld giveth, give I unto you." This peace the world has not,
and therefore cannot give. It was peace in itself, a real peace,
that he left behind unto his own; a peace which none but
He
pos.sesses, and none can find but
m communion mth him No
room in them, therefore, for fear or disqmet: "Let owt your
heart be tn-cmbled, neither let it be afraid." . ^ ^. .
Again he recurs to his departure, and
remmds them of the
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proniLse wnich oiiglit to remove all tlie sting of separation:
" Ye have heard how I said unto yoa, I go away, and i-diiu: again
unto you. If ye loved m'\ ye 'icould rejoice hecause I said, I go
unto tlie Fatlier, for tlie Fatlier is greater than /."' He went;
but it was to return in greater glory. Tbey could not love
bim, if tbey did not rejoice at tbe glorious cbange; tbat be
was to leave the limits of his earthly and a isible human nature,
and ascend to the Father Almighty, in order to operate,
thenceforward, in union with Him, in the power of Cod, in
visible and infinite.^ He had foretold to them what woidd
happen, that their faith might not waver in the evil hour
(v. 29). He could speak but a few words more, as the Prince
of this World was coming (in his agents) ; though that Prince
had no power over him, and He could, if he chose, escape the
power of his foes (v. 30) ; but he did not choose. Voluntaiily
he would go to meet death, to prove, in the face of the world,
his love to the Father, by completing the work committed to
him by the Father (v. 31).
And then he called them to arise from table, and go with
him to the final confiict.
CHAPTER IV.
DISCOURSES OF CHRIST AFTER RISING FROM TABLE AT THE LAST
SUPPER.
� 276.�Similitude of tluiVine and Branches.�The Law of Love. (Johnxv.)
There were many thoughts which his mind and heart yet
laboured to pour forth. After leaving the table he began to
chscourse anew, and called their attention specially to two
thoughts: (1.) That the relation which had subsisted between
them was to remain, with this difference only, that, instead of
external dependence and connexion, they would be internally
alhed to and dependent on him ; (2.) That they must now be
come self-active agents for the spread of the kingdom of God,
but that they could only become such by continued communion
and fellowship with him.
To illustrate these points, he made use of the simihtude of a
Vine : God, the vine-dresser ; Christ, the vine ; his followers,
the branches. The fructifying sap flows from the vine-stock
thi-ough aU the branches, and without it they can produce no
As lAichc and Kling (loc. cit.) have remarked, this passjvge can only
be applied to the relation between God, as the Almighty, and Jesus, an
man, standing then before his disciples, in the narrow form of humanity.
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fruit ; so tlie followers of Christ can only obtain, by inward
and inseparable communion with him, the Divine life winch
can tit them to be productive labourers in the kingdom of Cod.
The branches -wither when torn from the vine and deprived of
its vital sap ; so, also, the disciples of Christ live and prosper only
ill continuous communion with him. But as the branches show,
by bearing fruit, that they have shared in the fructifying power
from the vine-stock; so the disciples of Christ must show their
participation iu the Divine hfe through communion with Him,
by abundant and fruitful labours in the kingdom of God. Tho
�vine-dresser cuts off aU useless branches, which, hke mere ex
crescences, consume the vital power of the "vine, without bear
ing fruit; so wdll aU those who do not manifest the Divine life
in fniitful works, proving, by this deficiency, that their com
munion with Chiist is not real, but apparent, be cut off from
the kingdom of God."" But even the productive branches stand
in constant need of the vine-dresser's care; all exuberant
growth must be trimmed ; all excrescences hindering thes
course of the -vital sap must be pared away ; so, also, the dis
ciples, even those who enjoy the Di-vine life in communion
with Christ, must be purified constantly from foreign elements,
that there may be no obstacles to the development of the Divine
life -witliin them, or of the outward activity corresponding to it.
It was only by this activity in communion with him that
they could prove themselves to be his genuine disciples (v. 8) ;*
by activity in observing aU his commandments;' and again he
condenses all "the commandments" into love (v. 9-14). Such
love they were to show to each other as he, laying down his
life, had shown to them. In thus commumcating to the dis
ciples the whole counsel of the Father in regard to the plan of
salvation through then- agency, and m calling upon them to
devote themselves to this service as organs of the Divine king
dom, -with clear consciousness and free self-deternunation, he
removes them from the stand-point of "servants" and takes
them up to that of "friends" (v. 16).�
' The same thought as " He who hath, to liun shall be given," &c.
^^'^ Mark the inner connexion between these discourses and those recorded
in the first three Gospels. The same demand is implied in the parables of
the talents and the pownd (pp. 384, 411) as in this similitude of the vine.
t Hence "the commandments" are not "the letter of the law ; whero
there is life rooted in communion with Christ, it cannot, according to its
verv essence, manifest itself otherwise except in works corresponding to
the law
"
P-
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TJnited to each other in love, they must also be hated iu
common by the world ; the world must feel to them as to their
Master. He predicts the persecutions that await them. He
sees before him the confiict of Christianity with all existing
institutions (v. 18-23).''
� 277.�Promise of the Holy Ghost.�CoiiclmJiuy Words of Comfort to tJve
Disciples. (John xvi. 7-33.)
But he further promises,^ that iu all their conflicts they
shall have the Holy Ghost for a helper.* The Holy Chost wa3
to accomplish, through them, all things necessary for the
spread of the Divine kingdom. The process he states as fol
lows: The Holy Ghost \ri\\ convince tbe world of sin, and
show that unbelief is the ground of sin ; and further, will con
vince the world that Christ did not die as a sinner, but, as the
Holy One, ascended to liis Father in heaven, most perfectly
manifesting His righteov^sness in his death, and in the exalta
tion to God which followed it; indeed, all that are convinced
of sin will recognize him as the Holy One, and the source of
all holiness in men. So he will gradually convince the world
oi judgment ; that Satan, so long ruler of the world, has been
judged, that e\dl has lost its sway, and therefore can cause no
fear to such as hold cojumunion with Christ. These, then, are
the three great elements of the process : the consciousness of
sin; of the rightecmsness of Christ, the Redeemer from sin; of
the impotency of evil {judgment) in opposition to the kingdom
of God. And to be conscious of sin ; to know Christ as the
Holy Redeemer ; and the kingdom of God as the conqueror of
evil, wluch shall finally subdue all things to itself: this is the
whole essence of Christianity.
Christ had many things to say of his doctrine which the dis
ciples were not tben in a condition to understand. But he
was just about to leave them; and therefore he pointed them
to the Spirit of Truth, wliich was to unfold all the truth he
had proclaimed. It was not to announce any neio doctrine;
but to open the truth of his doctrine; to glorify Him (v. 14)
in them, by developing the full sense of what He had taught
them. Again he passes from the giving of the Holy Ghost to
his own communion with them, repeating what he had before
' Not " peace," but a " sword," as in the synoptical Gospels ; cf. p. 347.
" Cf pp. 439, 440.
* Cf p. 122, on the two-fold relation of the disciples, (1.) As individual
witnesses of Christ's ministry ; (2.) As organs of the spirit, like behevers
in general.
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said, "A little while and ye sliall not see me, and again a little
while and ye shall see me, hecause I go to tlie Fatlier" (inasmuch
as his " going to the Father" was to be the ground of the new
spiritual communion).? And, again, some of them expressed
the surprise of their contracted minds at his words (v. 17).
Jesus, seeing their uncertainty, developed the thought still
firrther. He told them they should be sorrowful for a season,
but their sorrow would be turned into permanent joy. Their
transient pains, like those of a woman in travail, would be the
birth-tlu'oes of a new creation within them. "And ye now,
therefore, have sorrow; but I will see you again, and your
heart shall rejoice, and your joy no man taketh from you."
"And in tliat day ye shall ask me nothing;" they would no
more need Ids sensible presence to ask of him as they had been
"wont. " Whatsoever ye shall ask the Father in my name (in con
scious communion throughChrist'smediation), lie toill give it you."
(The father would reveal all things needful to them through
Christ's mediation; clearing up all obscurities, and supplying
tke place of his corporeal presence.) Hp to that time (v. 24),
not having yet obtained confidence of communion with the
Father through Christ, they had asked nothing of Him ; but
then they shoidd ask, and receive, that their joy might be full.
Then, too, would Christ no more speak unto them in figures or
parables, but would openly unveil all he had to say to them of
the Father. " But," says he, " I say not unto you that I will
pray the Father for you ;" in their conscious communion with
Him they would be sure of the Father's love, and in His name
would address themselves directly to the Father.
At last a ray of light beamed into the souls of the disciples.
They felt the impression of the high things which Christ, in
confident Divinity, had just announced to them. Yet, as theii
language shows'^ that they did not fuhy understand liim, it was
rather a feehng than a clearly developed consciousness. Christ
cautioned them agamst trusting it too far; that the hour was
at hand when a faith of this kind would give way to a power
ful impression of another nature ; that they should be scattered,
T But the promise certainly contains an allusion to his resurrection,
inasmuch as his re-appearance was to the disciples the pomt of transition
to the state of new spiritual communion. �, ^ , ,i, i, u\r.
^ It appears clear fi-om v. 29, 30 that they understood
the phrase, Ye
shall ask me nothing," in a sense diiferent from that which he intended.
It may readily be imagined that John's subsequent better comprehension
of Chrisfs meaning caused this misapprehension to appear remarkable, and
served to impress it the more upon his memory.
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and leave 1dm alone: "Yet not alone," said he, "because the Fo'
titer is ujith me."
The aim of the whole discourse liad been to impart to the
minds of the disciples a spring of Divdne comfort amid their
struggles with a hostile Avorld for the adA-ancemeut of the
kingdom of God. He closed it Avith a few Avords of fareA\ ell,
embracing its Avliole scope: "These fhiii'js have I spolrn to you,
that in (communion Avitli) me ye might have peace.^ In the toorld
ye shedl have tribulations ; be ofgood cheer; I have overcome tlie
world." ^
� 278.^�CJirtsfs Prayer as Iliyh-priest. (.Tolin xvii.)
"With a prayer Christ concludes tbis last interA iew A\'ith bis
disciples ; Avitb a prayer he prepares liim.self for tlie separation
aud the final conflict.
The import of the 2^r<iyer is the same as that of tbe dis
course. Conscious that his work (viz. to glorify God in man)
on earth is finished, he prays tbe Father to takt^ him to him
self, and glorily him Avith himself Not, lioAvever, Avitli a selfish
aim or selfrsb longings; it was to glorify the Father, and, aa bat
was inseparable therefrom, to impart the DiAune life to man
kind: "Glorify thy Son, that thy San also m nj glorify thee; as
thou hast given him power over all flesh, that he should give eter
nal life to as many as tliou hast given hini."'^ But as eternal
life is only to be obtained by knowing the true God, reveab^d
in Christ, he prays that tliis knoAvledge may be difiiised among
all men, and so eternal life be given to all.
Then, first, he prays for those who had already received this
knoAvledge, and were to become instruments of its diifusion
among men. As he is about to leave the world, and to lea\ e
the disciples alone in it, he commends them to the protecting
care of the Father, to whom they are consecrated through him;
that the Divine communion of hfe, which he had established,
might be preserved among them. He commends them to His
care, because the Avorld, in Avliose midst they are, Avill hate
them, since they are not of it. He does not ask their removal
from the world; that would subvert the very Avork he had
� Inward peace ; Divine calmness amid the strncr^lo with the world.
The relation is two-fold : (1.) The inward lile in commnnion with
Christ, who has overcome the Power of Evil, and gives his own to share ia
his victory; (2) The outward life in contact witii the world, ])r.ss;i,iy
harming, indeed, the outward man, but incapable of subduinc;', or disturb
ing the peace of, the inner man, rooted in Christ's fdlowsbip.
<^ He considers tbose, .and those only, as truly his own who follow the
inward Divine call, the "drawing" of the Father. Cf. p. H6.
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assigned them, the work of regenerating the world through
the knowledge of God in Christ ; he only prays that they may
be inv.ardly separated from the world and its evil powers, ami
sanctified tkrough the truth he had revealed; that his life,
sanctified to God, and given up for them, might become the
the ground of their sanctification.
He then extends his prayer to all that may be brought to
faith by their preaching (v. 20). He prays that they may be
united in the communion of hfe with God which be had esta
blished ; that by it they may testify of him ; that thereby they
might show forth the glory of the inner life given by him, and
bear witness of tliat love of God (v. 23) which they had expe
rienced through him. (The true communion of Christ's dis
ciples shows forth His glory, and the glory which He has
imparted to them ; the glory, namely, of their whole relation
to God as children, secm-ed for them by Him. The outward
appearance is the reflection of the glory within.'^) He then
prays (v. 24) that all those who are "given to him" (already
united with bim�his glory already revealed in them) may be
raised up to be where He is, to complete communion wdth him,
to the beholding of his Divine glory (and tins imphes a share in
that glory; for intuition and life coincide in the Divine).
TMs incomparable prayer of consecration for Ms ovm, and
for all mankind, is closed with the words, "0 Holy^ Father, tlie
world hath not knovm thee (lost in sin, it cannot know the Holy
One) ; hut I liave known thee (the Holy One knows the Holy
One) ; and these have known that thou hast sent me (they are,
therefore, separated from the world of sin, which is estranged
from the Holy God) ; and I have decla/red unto them thy name
(have revealed unto them Thee, as the Holy One, and not only
as the Holy God, but as the Holy Father, with whom tbey
stand in cMld-like conomunion), a^id vnll declare it further (all
that had been revealed was but the germ, as it were, of subse
quent developments) ; that tlie love wherewith thou hast loved me
may he in them, and I in them (that as they know Thee more
and more through the revelations of my Spuit, they may, m
commumon with me, learn more and more how thou lovest me
and those that belong to me)."
Thus tMs prayer embraces the wliole work
of Cbri;>t, up to
its final consummation; Ms work, upon the basis laid dosvn by
^ In all time the spread of Christianity is most advanced by the powe?
of the Christian life. , ti �� oa �; �? ia
' I translate liKaif, "holy ;" cf. xvllO ; 1 Jobn u. 2? , m. /, 10.
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himself, continually carried ou, until all that submit to him
shall be brought to a share in his glory�to a comjrletc com
munion of Divine life with. him. What is ex}iressed in the
'�Lord's Prayer" as the object of the jirayer of belicA ers, is here
presented as the object of his own prayer j'ur behevers.
CHAPTER V.
GETIISEMiVXE.
� 279.�Comparison of Johns Gospel u-itli ihe Si/nnpfical Gospels in rega/rd
to Jesus' Conjiici of Soul.� liistorical Credibility of ihe Synoptical
A ccount.
Full of celestial serenity, Jesus went forth with tbe dis
ciples, as was his wont, to the garden at the foot of the Moimb
of Ohves, to await the coming of his captors. Various alter
nations of feeling ensued in his soul; and in regard to tbem
there is an obvious difference between the synoptical Cosjiils
and John ; the former not mentioning them at all, the latter
giving a partial account of them. In modern times this dis
crepancy has been supposed by some to be irreconcilable; so
much so, that one side or the other must be maintained, ac
cording to the \iew which we take of the whole subject.
It is argued that we cannot imagine Christ, who had just
spoken with such Divine confidence, and had poured out his
soul before God in a prayer of heavenly calmness and assur
ance, as undergoing, immediately after, such struggles of soul aa
aie recorded in the synoptical Gospels. But, laying John's
Gospel out of the case, do we not find the same contrast in the
other Gospels 1 Was not all this heavenly elevation, serenity,
and conhdence, presupposed in the institution of the Eucharist,
accorchng to its deeper sense 1 Was not that act, the pledge
of his continuing communion with the Church, as recorded in
the first three Gospels, as great a proof of those high thoughts
on which his calmness was founded, as is contained in the final
chscourse and prayer given by John 1 Nay, even in these last,
can we not trace alternations of feeling; subordinate, howe\ er,
to the fundamental and Divine tone ]
As for these alternations of feeling themselves, may we not
conceive, that as in the life of believers, who repi (isent (im
perfectly indeed) the image of Christ on earth, calmness and
tumult, confidence and despondency, alternate with each other
uuder the obverse infiuence of the outward world,*^ so too there
/ Cf. John ihe Baptitt.
APPARENT DlSCREPA.NCli:s.
might be similar fluctuations (unconnected, however, with the
reactions of sin, which might exist in believers in the soul
of Him who, a\ ith all bis Divine elevation, was like unto man
in all things but sin, and sympathized, unutterably, with all
purely human feelings 1 ^
Even in Jo/uis account of the raising of Lazarus we find
such alternations in the prominency of the Divinity and the
humanity ofChrist ; Avould not, therefore, similarmanifestations
at the approach of death be in harmony with his image, as
depicted by John himself? Moreover, both John and Luke
alluded to the beginnings of this struggle of soul at difierent
tvmes before;^ momentary, however, and soon followed by the
accustomed confidence of DiAunity. In John xin. 21,j we find
Jesus "troubled in spirit" in contemplating Judas. It would
be contrary to aU analogy, then, that such moments should
TWt occur, even AAuth increased intensity, amid the ever-accu
mulating pangs both of soul and body that he endured up to
the moment of the final and triumphant exclamation. " But,"
it will perhaps be said, " accorchng to John's account, there
was no struggle of sotd at last." How, then, could John
record Christ's "trouble of soid" (xii. 27) in vieAv of tbe last
hour, and his wish'' (xui. 27) that the catastrophe might be
hastened 1
The account of the agony in the garden, taken from the
other Gospels, can be aptly inserted in John's narrative.
" But why, then, does John not record it 1" It is enough to
say, in reply to this, that his object was, not to give a com
plete biography, but to arrange a number of separate features
of the great picture, according to a peculiar point of vicAv. If
John, having intimated the beginnmgs of this struggle in the
soul of Jesus, preferred, instead of delineating all its subsequent
stages, to picture forth the Divine elevation ofChrist as shown
in his last discourses, can we infer any thing from this, except
� Cf. pp. 80, 83. -,-r ^ I. T f A
h Thus did that genuine disciple of Christ, JoHN Hu'^s, Avho had formed
his life upon the intuition of Christ's example, learn from the experience
of
his own last struggles how to comprehend these opposite manifestations
in
the Saviour's life! With reference to such alternations in his own expe
rience, he writes :
" Pro certo grave est, imperturbate gaudere, et omna
eaudium existiniare, in variis tentatiombus.
Leve est loqui et illud
fZne^e sed grav; implere. Siquidem patientissimus et fortissimusmX scien^ q^d die tertia esset resurrecturus, et per m.rte:. suam
vincens inimicos, post ccenam ultimam turbatus
est spiritu et c.x.t,-
tristis est anima, usque ad mortem/'
* Cf. pp. 345, 416. Cf. p.
429. Ct. p. 4do.
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that in bis dehneation certain features of Chri.st's picture are
more prominent than others? Througlmut, it is the metliod
of John's Gospel to present connected chains of Cluist's dis-
coirrses and acts, rather than isolated incidents, boweAer
characteristic, such as we find in the other Evangehsts.
Moreover, as an eye-witness of tbis last struggle, he -was not
in a state of mind to perceive, and subsequently to describe,
it as a whole. It must not be inferred, however, from this last
remark, that the discii)les could not have remembered, aud
faithfully recorded, indicidaal features that made a deep un
pression upon them.
Let us now dwell for a moment upon the crechbihty of the
synoptical account. It agrees entirely wdth Heb. v. 7, which
was founded upon direct Apostolical tradition. How can it
be conceived that such a description of Ch.-ist's agouy could
have arisen from an invented legend, intended to (jl'>i-'ij'ij lum %
Nor can it be sadd that it was made up by collecting and
})utting together the various types and prophecies of the Old
Testament that prefigured such an agony ; aftvj- the description
was extant, as history, it was natui-al that these should be
gathered up, and doctrinal reasons assigned for the agony
itself ; but before, its invention would have been utterly incon
sistent with the idea, generally prevalent, of the glory of
^Messiah. In the representations of the Evangehsts, particu
larly Matthew, we can detect no aim but an hbstorical one ; not
a trace of doctrinal motives can be discovered ; only at a later
period were such thrust upon them by that vrihuluess which
can find in a narrative anything it chooses.
It was easy, indeed, from a natural point of view, to find a
contradiction between such expressions of human weakness on
tbe part ofChrist, and his miracle-working power, lus conscious
dignity as Messiah or as the Son of God, his foreknowledge of
his resurrection, &c. Nor could such a contradiction ever have
naturally arisen from an idealizing invention. It was jirecisely
with a view to do it away as a ground of objection, that a
Docetic Christ was afterward conceived in place of tlie real
Christ; or, his human nature was sundered from tlie Divine.
The Divinity, the Divine Logos, was recogiuzed in tlu^ miracles
and lofty discourses; but it was feigned that tbis Logos, tbe
true Redeemer, withdrew from Christ during his sufferings.
Such a Christ, indeed, as the real Christ, was always a stone
of stumbhng for Jewish modes of thought. 1 low much, there-
fbre, must the author of the epistle to the Hebrews have been
THE AGOJfY.
concerned to remove tHs rock of offence, and to prove thatthese very struggles belonged necessarily to the Messianic
calling 1 To be sure, after the idea of Messiah had once been
modified according to the real, historical Christ, and the minds
of men had thereby received a new tendency, it was easy tofind the higher unity for all these contradictions, and combine
them all into the one idea. But we can by no means infer
from this possibihty its converse, viz. that the new idea, sud
denly arising like a Deus ex machinn, could have given birth
to such an historical representation of Christ.
� 280.�The Agony in ihe Garden. (Matt. xxvi. ; Marli xiv. ; Luke xxii.)
In prayer and retu-ement Christ had prepared himself for
the begmning of his pubhc ministry ; in prayer and retirement
he now prepared to close his calhng on earth. As then, so
now, before entering upon the outw^ard conflict, he passed
through it in the inward struggles of his soul. T/ien he had
in spirit gained the victory, before he appeared openly among
men a conqueror; now the conquest of sufifering was achieved
within, before the final, outward triumph.
Arrived at the garden, he took apart Peter, James, and
John, his three best-loved disciples, to be the honoured
witnesses of his prayer, and to pray with him. From the
nature of the case, we could not have so full an account of this
as of his prayer for his disciples (John xvii). In the pains of
sufiering that are pressing upon him he prays, " Father, ij it be
possible, let this cup pass from Tne." But this feehng could not
for a moment shake his submission to the Divine will. All
other feehngs are absorbed in the fundamental longing, " Thy
will he done." The Divinity is distinguished from the
Humanity; and by this distinction their unity, in the sub
ordination of the one to the other, was to be made prominent.
As a man, he might wish to be spared the sufierings that
awaited him, even though from a higher point of view he saw
their necessity; just as a Christian may be convinced that he
ought to make a certain sax;rifice in the service ofGod, and yet,
in darker moments, his purely human feelings may rise against
it, untU his conviction, and his will guided by his conviction,
at last prevail. It was not merely that Christ's physical vrsAuve
had to struggle with death, and sibch a death, but his sou^ had to
be moved to its depths by sympathy with the sufferings of
mankind on account of sin.i Thus the wish might arise wdthin
� By the "cup" we must understand not only his suffering of death, but
2 G 2
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him. as a man, to he spared that hitter cup; only on condition,
however, that the wdl of God could be done in some other way.
But the consdction that tbis coidd not be, immediately followed ;
he knew, from the beginning,� that, according to the plan oi
Divine wdsdom, the kingdom of God was to be founded through
his self-sacrifice in the struggle with the sins of the people ; and
he submitted to Avhat he knew was the a\ ill of God and the
work of his life."
As a proof how httle the higher calmness of his spirit was
disturbed by these uprisings of human feeling, we find him, a
moment after the first struggle, caring for his yet weak
di.sciples. Finding tbem o\ ercome with sleep, he roused tbem,
saying, Coull ye not u-dtcJi icith me one hnnr ? Watch and
pray, tliat ye enter not into tempfation- (that tbe outward temp
tation become not an in\\ ard oue �) ; for, though tlie spirit is
rciUine/ (as in their fulness of love, when danger was not
liressing upon them, tbey had declared themselves ready to
siilfer all things with him and for him), the flesh is weak."
(Tbe impressions of outward danger may atfect the flesh so
St n iugly as to bear doAvn the spirit ; there is need, therefore,
of DiA-ine power, gained by prayer, to strengthen the spirit
amid these fearful impressions, that it may triumph over the
weakness of the flesh.)
Again he bends in prayer. And now he does not say, "7/
it be possible, let� ;" but, penetrated by the conviction thai
the counsel of Di\dne Wisdom demands the sacriflce, " 0 my
Father, if this cap may not pass aioay from me except I drink
it, Thy will he done." And the third time he repeats tbe same
words. The \dctory of his soul was gained; the struggle was
over, untU the brief conflict of the final pang. Finding the
all that preceded and followed it : the treason of Judas, the rage of Christ's
enemies, the delusion of the multitude. It is not my object here to set
fei th the higher doctrinal and theological import of the death of Christ ;
vet I a'_;ree heartily in the following, from DeHinger's beautiful dissertation
on Christ's agsny (Tubing. Zeitschrift, 1S38, i. 95, tiO) : " While, on the
one hand, in a sinful natur �, the conviction that death is a judgment for
sin is blunted in proportion as the power of sin in tbe individual is greater,
and the sense of its gudt less ; in a word, in pro])ortion as the harmonic
unity of life is disturlied by sin, so much the more ])owerful, on the other
hand, in a siiile.^.i human nature, in which the unity of life's harmony is
undisturbed, must be the conviction that death is a judgment fir sin, a
dissolution and separation, not originally belonging to human nature, of
elements which in all stages of the development of life belong together."
I can make this agree, also, with the view of the connexion between sin
und death presertud in my "Apostol. Zeitalter," vol. ii.
Cf p. s4.
� Cf p. 379. 0 Cf. p. 225.
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disciples stUl asleep, he said to them, Sleep on now; / wUl P
rouse you no more to watch and pray with me; but your sleepshall be rudely disturbed; for behold, the hour of my sufferingis at hand. Already my captors are near."
� 231.�r^e Arrest of Christ.�Peter's Haste, and its Reproof.~The Power
of Darkness.
Judas approached with a band of armed servitors of the
Sanhedrun and a part of a Roman cohort from the garrison.
the latter as a guard agauist a disturbance from the sympathy
of the people. Probably the traitor alone knew who was to
be apprehended ;l as there was good reason (supposed, at
least) for secrecy in the procedure. Jesus did not wait for
Judas and the band to enter the garden. With majestic
calmness he went to meet them, and asked, " Whom seek ye ?
"
His sudden appearance iu calm majesty, associated with the
impressions of his life and the authority of his name as, at
least, a prophet, so deeply affected a part of the band (not the
Roman soldiers ^) that tbey recoiled and fell on the ground
before him. In their perplexity they then prepared to seize
the disciples, perhaps because they made show of defending
their Master. The rash Peter hastily gave way to impulse ;
without waitiug to know the Master's will, he made use of the
sword. Christ sharply rebuked his precipitancy: "All that
take the sword (uncalled, as here, in resistance to authority
P The words ro Xoiirov, in Matt. xxvi. 45, compel us to talce these
words as a warning, or reproof; otherwise the word KaOevStTS might be
talien as the indicative, with or without interrogation.
1 We may the more expect differences in the four accounts here, fi-om
the state ofmind in which the disciples must necessarily have been. Dis
crepancies, even if irreconcileable in points of detail, do not impeach the
veracity of the essential features of a narrative ; but in this case they are
not so irreconcileable as has been supposed. According to John, whom we
have followed, Judas and the band remained outside, and Jesus went out
and gave himself up : the other Evangelists report that Judas gave the
signal bf a kiss. But as John's account gives no reason at all for Judas's
coming, and as it could not have been to show the way to the garden, we
must suppose it was impelled by pure hatred, or by a desire to see the end
of the matter (this would suit the view that he did not betray Jesus with
hostile intent, and expected a miracle), or that he came to point out the
person to be seized, and this leads us directly to the statement of the other
Gospels. The sign agreed upon may have been omitted, or given at the
wrong moment, in the confiision of his mind, produced by a bad conscience
and a reverence that he could not get rid of ; so that the different accounts
may entirely harmonize. In any case, John's statement is the more
iimple, and we rely upon it. , , , ,
' Had these cared at all about the matte , they would not have served
AS instruments of the Jewish authorities.
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that is to be respected as the ordinance of God) sludl perish
hy the sword (as a judgment for rebellion against the order of
God ; a warning against the use of force to defend his cause
against the state) ; thinkest tliou that I cannot now pray to my
Fatlier, and lie sliall presently give me more tlian twelve ' legions
of angels ? (This he could only have done had the Divine wUl
been so.) The cup which uiy Father liath given me, shall I not
drink it (not the human choice, but the higher necessity,
must prevail.)"
Turning then to the band, he said to them, more than once,
'� I am he whom ye seek ; let these go their way." And this
saying�supported by that authority which had so impressed
them, that they would not have ventured to lay hands on him
had he not given himself up�this saying caused them to let
the disciples go, and to take no vengeance on Peter, exasperated
as they were by his resistance."
"When the person of Jesus was secured, he said, further,
" Are ye come out, as against a thief, with armed bands, to
take me % When I was daily wdth you in the Temple, ye
stretched forth no hands against me ; but this is your hour, and
the power of darkness."^ During Ids public teaching none
ventured to assail him. The power of darkness shuns the hght
of day. The Sanhediim found the night the fitting time to
execute their schemes; the policy that springs from darkness,
and serves it, must not show itself in open day. Perhaps the
words also allude to the brief duration of the power of evil.'"
" Instead of the Twelve Apostles, who made show of defending him.
' John xviii. 11, referring to the prayer in the garden. The preceding
words, omitted by John, are strongly characteristic of the Spirit of Christ.
" It is mentioned by all the Evangelists that Peter cut off the ear of the
high-priest's servant It cannot but appear surprising that this arbitrary
act produced no more serious consequences to the rash Apostle. The
healing of the ear, mentioned by Luke, might serve as an explanation ;
but John says nothing about it. His narrative, however, explafns all in
the way given by us in the text ; and its veracity, therefore, is confirmed
by comparison with the other Gospels.
^ Christ was always fain to point from the sensible to the spiritual ; and
as the time cho3.,n to execute the work of darkness here gave occasion for
such a connexion, we join the two together.
" In any event, this passage refers to the futile attempts before made to
secure the arrest of Christ of which John informs us ; it belongs, also, to
that class of passages which can only be clearly understood iu the light of
John's representation of the history (cl pp. 240, 322). John xviii. 20, is
certainly not so similar to the above passage as to justify the inference,
which some have drawn, that the one is but a vari.ation of the other.
True, in Luke xxii. 52, the words are addressed to tho chief priests, &c.,
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CHAPTER VI.
THE TRIAL AND CONDEMNATION.
� 282.�Night Examination hefore Annas.
In tlie meantime, the high-priest, Caiaphas, inforaied of
what had jiassed, had summoned a council of the Sanhedrim
at his palace for the trial of Jesus. As this could not be ac
comphshed until daybreak, Jesus was taken before Ananos, or
Annas, the former lugh-priest, father-iudaw of Caiaphas, for a
preliminary examination.^
Annas began with questions about his followers and his
doctrine. But Christ gave no satisfactory replies. And this
was fully consistent with his dignity; for he knew that the
questions Avere put, not to ehcit truth, but to extort something
that might be used against him ; that the decision was as good
wliich could not be literally true ; but we explain this on the ground that
they were addressed through the instruments to the real captors, the San
hedrim ; and not on the ground of an interchange with John xviii. 20.
^ In Luke xxii. 66, we find that sojne time elapsed between the arrest
and the meeting of the Council ; the latter occurring " as soon as it was
day." This accounts for the arraignment before Annas, mentioned only
by John (xviii. 13). As for the invention of such a fact as this, the idea is
absurd ; there could be no motive for it ; and John himself only relates it
by the way. The mention of such minute incidents, however, prove him
to have been an eye-witness.�(Note to ed. 4:th.) BleeVs review of Ebrard
has led me to re-examine this subject. I cannot think John would have
given such prominence to the arraignment before Caiaphas had he notmeant
to unfold this preparatoi-y trial fiirther ; and, therefore, cannot suppose that,
in xviii. 19-2:j, he records the ofiBcial examination before the Council. In
that case he certainly would have dwelt upon it more, and made more of
it. On the other hand, it is easy to understand that he omitted the latter
examination, because generally known by other traditions, and gave the
one which was least known. In fact, this is presupposed in the examina
tion before Pilate, as recorded by him, when comparedwith the account of
the trial before the Council in the other Evangelists. In xviii. 13, express
mention is made of Caiaphas as apxaptiiq "for that year," to distinguish
him fi-om Annas, who bore the same title. In v. 14 he cites the declara
tion of Caiaphas (notable as coming from the hps of the Head of Eccle
siastical afiairs during the year in which Christ suffered) in view of the
omission of the full trial before him. In v. 24, after the examination, it
is stated that Annas " sent him to Caiaphas, the actual high-priest."
Perhaps the leading out of Christ occasioned one of Annas's servants to
put the question (v. 25) which brought out Peter's second denial ; and,
perhaps, also, Luke xxii. 61, should be joined in immediately after. In
this case we should make the fore-court of the house of Annas the scene of
Peter's denials ; and might infer that, when this preparatory examination
before Annas was forgotten, or laid aside as unimportant, the denial of
Peter, which was preserved on account of its intrinsic importance, was laid
in the' court of Caiaphas, in connexion with the second examination.
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US made, and the investigation only intended to throw over it
the forms of justice. He referred Annas, there fore, to his
public discourses iu the Temple aud in the synagogues. One
of the servitors deemed his reply an insult to the high-priest's
dignity, and struck him in the face. The blow could not dis
turb his serenity of soul; he only asserted the justice of his
cause in saying, "If I have spoken evil, bear witness of the evil;
hut ifwell, why smitest thou me ?
"
� 2S3.�Morning.�Kvaminaiion hefore CaiajJnts.
In the examination before the Sanhedrim, over \\duch Caia
phas presided, Christ preserved the same silence as before
Annas, and ibr similar reasons. The couflictiug e\idcnce of
the vitnesses afforded no ground for the condemnation on
which the court had already decided. The high-priest insisted
on his defenchug himself against the witnesses ; but he still
held his peace. Finally, he called uj)on Jesus, in the name ot
the Living God, to declare whether or not he was " Messiah,
the Son of Cod." After answering in the affirmative, Christ
announced the great events then apjjroacldng, which were to
testify, more strongly than -words, that He was the promised
Theocratic King: "Ilereefter shall ye see th Son ofMan sitting
on the right hand ofpower (of God), aitd coming in the clouds of
heaven" (a figurative expression, implying, ''You shall see me
prove my Divine power in act, spreading my kingdom, and
subduing its foes in spite of all your machinations;" the actual
proof of his Messianic dignity, an announcement of the im
pending judgment of God). Then the high-priest rent his
robes, as a sign of horror at the blasphemy uttered by Christ,
sajdng, "From his own lips ye have heard it." He was then
condemned to death, either as a false prophet, and thereby in
curring the punishment ordained by the law of Moses, because
he had falsely proclaimed himself Messiah ; or as a blasphemer,
because he had attributed Divine honours to himself The
latter appears more probable from Matt. xxvi. G5, 6G; and,
indeed, they had often before accused him of blasjibemy.
After the condemnation he was given up, as one expelled
from the Theocratic nation, to the rude deii.sion and mocking
of the servanfs in the court.
y Christ's "coming," "coming in the clouds," &c. not only indicate his
second advent at a far-distant period, but also his spiritual, world-historical
manifestation.
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� 2Si.�Double Dealing of the Sanhedrim.
li is obvious, at first sigbt, tbat tbe procedure of the Sanhe
drim in condemning Christ was illegal and arbitraiy. It was
not a regular inqiury after the truth ; Christ stood in the way
of the hierarchy, and his case had been prejudged j Caiaphas
himself had, in fact, announced that Ids death was decided on.
A wicked pohcy demanded the Auctim. Moreover, the neces
sity of puttuig him to death before the feast caused the Sfcu-
sence to be hastened as rapidly as possible under the forms of
justice.
It must be borne in mind, that at that time the Sanhedriiu
had only subordinate authority to assign penalties for viola
tions of the rehgious law; it could not lawfully pronounce
sentence of death without the authority of the Roman gover
nor.^ It had, therefore, to seek, in Christ's case, some plausible
grounds for condemnation that would stand the scrutiny of
that officer. No accusation of heresy, blasphemy, or false as
sumption of the prophetic character would suffice. Some poli
tical charge must, therefore, be trumped up. But in this the
hierarchical party had to act in direct opposition to their own
convictions; Jesus had always refused to meddle with civil
afiairs. It is true, he had been attended into the city by an
enthusiastic multitude, acknowledgiug him as Mes,siah; but
his withdrawal from them, and, indeed, all his movements on
that occasion, abundantly proved that he had no intention to
make use of worldly means. This is shown sufficiently by the
fact that no attempt was made by the Sanhedrim to use the
triumphal entry as ground for a political charge. Had it been
at all suspicious iu that respect, the Roman governor would
have taken it up; as popular movements of the kind were
generally, and with good reason, looked upon with chstrust.
A charge of interference with the state, then, could not be
sustained, even according to the judgment of his enemies. ^ It
was clear that he had used no other infiuence over men's minds
� Joseph. ArchaeoL xx. 9, � 1. The high-priest, Ananus (Annas), had
taken advantage of the absence of the governor to inflict capital punish
ment, on the authority of the Sanhedrim. He was accused for the act
before the Prefect Albinus : ""Qc ovk i'ibv f/v 'Avdv(^ x^pk rgc eKiivoh
yvoiiiriQ KaQicai avvieowv ;" obviously showing that the consent of the
governor was essential in such cases. The misdemeanour
was deemed so
Irave that Ananus was removed from office. The leadmg o^ Syrdcellos,
kKtvvwv," would give an entirely different meaning ; but it i obviously
mcorrect.
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than the inward power of his words and works to move their
convictions ; and this was obviously beyond the sphere of civil
jurisdiction. But antiquity could not conceive of a holy sphere
of conscience and conviction beyond tlie reach of human tribu
nals. It was first opened to the Old-World consciousness by
the idea of the kingdom of God as brought to hght by Christ.
Before, either religion was subordinated to the state, or the
state to religion (the latter being the Theocracy in its political
form; the former being stcUe-religions). In the Jewdsh consti
tution (which, however, did not exist in its original form under
the Roman sway) the state was subordinate to rehgion. It
was the crime of the Sanhedrun that it decided, arbitrarily, to
retain this old stand-point, contrary to the judgment of God,
as shown in the signs of the times pointed out by Christ ; that
it would not give up its selfish interests, or bow before the
higher power which had come into the world to break down
the old landmarks. Even if it could not fully admit Christ's
claims, it was bound, on its owm stand-point, to investigate the
proofs which he ofiered in testimony of his Divine calling; and
when phenomena appeared which could not be explained ex
cept as the workings of the Spirit of God, at least to leave
them, as Gamahel did afterward, to the judgment of God as
history^ should unfold it. But the grounds of the incapacity
of the heads of the hierarchy to admit the proofs of Christ's
Divine calhng had often before been pointed out by himself;
the inability was a moral one, founded in their dispositions of
heart, and therefore it was guilty}^
As before remarked, the grounds on which the Sanhedrim
condemned Christ were not sufficient to induce Pilate, the
Roman procurator, to inflict capital punishment upon him.
Another charge was needed. To serve the purpose, recourse
was had to his claim of Mes.siahship, on which they had pro
fessed to found their own decision, with the addition of a poli
tical element : " He has claimed to be a king ;" and hence, " he
perverts the nation (contests the Roman authority), and for
bids to give tribute to Caesar."" An accusation of this sort
� To this judgment Moses refers, Deut. xviii. 20-22.
Cf pp. 321, 322.
' Luke xxiii. 3. This passage is obviously presupposed in John xviii.
33. John's aocount takes many things for granted that are recorded in
the other Gospels ; but the latter, in turn, must often find their supple
ment in the former, as is the case in this part of Luke. None but an eye
witness could have given the account in so exact a connexion as John's.
The simple reply to Pilate's question, cv XiytiQ, as given in I,uke xxiii. 3,
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could be tbe more readily admitted, as the Roman authorities
were well aware that the Jews felt themselves degraded and
disgi-aced by paying taxes to a heathen power.
� 2S5.�Jesus hefore Pilate.�Christ's Kingdom not "of this World."
The procurator, Pontius Pilate, a representative of the rich
and corrupt Romans of that age, acted throughout the case in
accordance with his well-known character. An enemy to the
Jews, he was glad of an opportunity to vex and mock them.
But, on the other hand, his admiuistration had been marked
by many acts of arbitrary injustice, and his evil conscience
feared an accusation from the Jews, such, indeed, as subse-
quentlj" wrought his downfall. Care for his own security,
therefore, led bim to avoid giving them any handle against
him on this occasion; and he was by no means inclined to sa
crifice his own interests to those of innocence and justice.
With all his disposition to save a man guiltless of political
crimes, and whose zeal he perhaps himself acknowledged to be
weU-meant, it was no part of his character to risk personal or
poUtical objects in such a cause.
The Sanhedrim, in dehvering Jesus up to Pilate as " a dis
turber of the public peace," expected that he would be satisfied
with their recogintion of the Roman authority, and lend his
power, without further inquiry, to the execution of their de
cree. But Pdate, seeing no grmmds for immediate acquiescence,
demanded a more particular accusation. As he had heard ot
no disturbance produced by Jesus, the statement made by the
deputies of the Sanhedrim appeared by no means credible
�
and, suspecting that rehgious disputes were at the bottom, he
wished to get rid of the whole afiau, and told them
" to take
him, and judge him according to their law." The deputies
understood his meanmg. But to treat the case as a purely
ecclesiastical one, and infiict only a correspondmg penalty on
Jesus was not what they desued. Theu- desue and wishes
were distinctly expressed in their reply: "It is ^rwt lawful for
us to put any man to death."
The procurator thought it necessary, therefore, to enter upon
the political accusation, although he beheved it to be un
founded; and said to Jesus, not without mockery, "Art thou
the king of ths JewsV To this question Christ could give
Matt, xxvii. 11, needs tlie further explanation given by John (xviii. 36 37)
to make it fully accord with the facts ; for he was not,
and did not claim
to ^ " Kin- of the Jews," in the Roman sense of the phrase : nor could
Pilat^ have pronounced him guiltless after such a dechiration.
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neither an expre-ss affirmative nor an express negative : in tho
rehgious sense, the answer must be "Yes;" in the pohtical,
"No." He, tlierefore, asked Pilate, "Sayest tlwu this tiling of
thyself {i. e. inqmring whether he asked the question in the
Roman sense, and thought, with reference to the rights of the
state, tbat Christ Avas hable to the accusation of claiming to
be "king"), or did others trJl it thee ofrucV Pdate .answered,
that he did nothing more than repeat the accusation brought
by the Joavs. And Jesus ansAvered, " Ily kingdom is not of this
world" (not Avorldly in its nature, its instruments, or its con
flicts). He proved its uuAvorldly character by the means he
used in founchng it : "If my kinf/dom were of this world, then
would my servants .fight," &c. ; " bnt now is my kingdom rwt
from lience."
The very words in Avhich Christ denied that he was king in
a Avorldly sense, implied that in another sense he certainly
claimed to be both a king and the founder of a kingdom. He
then defined more exactly the sense in a\ hich he was both :
"To this end wus I born, and for this cause came I into this
world, that I should bear vntness inifo the truth." It followed
that He could be recognized as King, aud the nature of bis
Icingdom be understood by those only AAdio were susee[)tible of
receiving tbe truth: "Every one that is of the truth heareth my
voice." This Avas, at the same time, a summons to the con
science of Pilate himself But the procurator�a type of the
educated Roman Avorld, especially of its higher classes, lost in
worldly-mind edness, and conscious of no higher wants than
those of this life�bad no such sense for truth. " What is
truth 1 " Avas his mocking question. " Truth is an empty name"
he meant to say.
� 2%6.�Jesus sent to lit rod.
PUate noAv looked upon Jesus simply as a religious enthu
siast, innocent of all political crimes, and told the deputies that
he "could find no fault in him at all." They then rephed
(Luke xxiii. 5) that his teaching had stirred up the people
everyAvhere, from Galilee to Jerusalem. As soon as Pilate
heard that Jesus was of Galilee, it occurred to him to lay the
case before Herod Antipas, tetrarch of Galilee and Judea, who
had just then come to the feast at Jerusalem.
Herod had for long Avished to see Jesus.'l The fame of the
nuracles inspked him Avitli curiosity to see what Christ could
do. But it was no part of the Saviour's calling to satisfy an
" Cf p. 85.5.
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idle curiosity. To describe bis doctrine fully to a man so
utterly worldly, would have been, in his own language, to
" cast pearls before swine. He, therefore, answered none of
Herod's questions. The disappointed king, having arrayed the
Saviour, in mockery, in a gorgeous purple robe, and exposed
him to the cruel sport and derision of the soldiers, sent him
back to the procurator. Doubtless the latter was confirmed
in his own views by the word which Herod sent him.
� 287.�Pilate's Fndtless Efforts to save Jesus.�TheDream ofPilate's Wife.
In honour of the Passover, and as a priAulege to the Jews,
pardon was granted every year to a criminal condemned to
death. Pilate endeavoured to make use of this priAulege in
favour of Jesus ; hoping thus at once to admit the vahdity of
the decree of the Sanhedrim, and yet leave it unexecuted. In
order to satisfy their hatred against Jesus to some extent, he
proposed, not to free Mm from aU punishment, but to mitigate
it iuto scourging. But the multitude, always open to the
impressions of the moment�the very multitude who, a few
days before, had welcomed Jesus, with shouts of enthusiasm,
as Theocratic King�were now, when their carnal expectations
were deceived, bhnd instruments of the Sanhedrim, and obe
dient to every fanatical impulse of the Pharisees. They
clamoured lor the pardon of a murderer rather than of the
false prophet (as they held him) who had deceived their hopes.
The procurator ordered Jesus to be scoiuged. It could not
have cost the feehngs of a Pilate much to inflict such violent
pain and deep disgrace upon an innocent man. He thought
that Jesus, as an enthusiast, who had already given so much
trouble, deserved scoiuging; and be probably expected to
appease the rage and excite
the sympathy of the multitude
by the infliction, and so, perhaps, to succeed in saving his life.
With the cruel marks upon Ms body, the Saviour was brought
out in the attire which the soldiers had put upon Mm hi
derision, and set before the people; when Pilate, having de
clared that he found no guilt in him, said, "Behold the man!
("Can it be beheved that he would wash to
make Mmself
kino-f) The sio-ht only stimulated their fanatical rage; and,
with unceasing clamours, they demanded his crucifixion. Full
of displeasure, Pilate said to them, "Take ye him,
and crucify
him for I find no fault in him." The Jews knew well how to
understand this; and, as their pohtical accusation had faded,
e Ct. p. 303.
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tliey had recourse again to the religious one : " We liave a law,
ami by our law (confirmed by the Eoman state) lie ought to die,
because lie made himself the SoJi of God."
Unsusceptible as Pilate was of all impressions from the
higher life, unable to recognize the inajcsty that dwelt in that
lowly form, he yet found in Christ's demeanour under his suf
ferings something peculiar and inex]ilicable. Moreover, his
wife,f troubled by fearfid dreams, sent hini a warning to "Have
Clothing to do with that just man." And now, in addition to
all this, he was told that Jesus had declared himself to be the
" Son of Cod," a title which he interju-eted according to tbe
pagan conceptions of the " Sons of the Gods."
� 2S8.�Last Conversation of Jesus with Pilate.�The Sentence.
The transition is easy from infidelity, springing fi-in.i world
liness and frivohty, to sudden emotions of superstition. So he
who but a moment before had mockingly asked Christ, " What
is truth?" went now, in a sudden access of superstitious fear,
and inquired, "Whence art tliou?" As the question was
prompted only by superstition and curiosity, and as the ques
tioner was incapable of apprehending Jesus as the S(m of God
in the only sense in which he wished to be acknowledged as
such, the Saviour made no rej)ly. Pilate, in astonishment,
renewed his questions: "Speakest thou not unto me ? Jvnowest
tliou not that I liave power to crucify thee, and have power to
release thee?" To this Jesus answered: "Thou couldst have no
power at all against me, except it were given tliee from above (if
God had not brought it to pass that I should be delivered to
thee by the Sanhedrim) ; therefore is the guilt of those ]>y
whom God hath dehvered me unto thee greater than thine."
Thus did Christ declare that no human A\dll limited his life,
but that his death took place in consequence of a higher nec('s-
sity ordained by God, for a higher end. Pilate thereujxjn
strove more earnestly to save him ; but the Jews alarmed bim
with the cry, so terrible at that time, of crimen majestatls : '� If
thou let this man go, thou art not Csesar's friend ; whosoever
maketh himself a king, revolts against the authority of tbe
emperor." To this storm of clamour the procurator at last,
though reluctantly, yielded . his conscience feared the charges
' According to the Apocrypiial Gospel of Nicejelcrnvs (c. ii.), and later
accounts (all of which, however, probably came from the same source), she
was a proseljiie of the gate, itoertQiir, and was named Proehi (Thilo, V'ed.
Apocryph. i. 520). Judaism had found its converts p.'u-ticularly among
the female sex.
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wMcli the Sanhedrim might prefer against lum at Eomc , and
his personal security was more to him than the life of an inno
cent man.
� 2S9.�Jesus led to Calvary.�Simon of Cyrene.�The Words of Christ to
the Weeping Women.
As was usual with condemned criminals, Jesus himself
carried the instrument of death to the place of execution. But
his severe struggles and sufferiugs, both of body and mind, had
so exhausted his strength that he sunk under the burden.
Even the rude soldiers, who had so lately mocked him, were
filled with compassion, and compelled a Jew, whom they met
on the way, Simon of Cyrene. to take his cross and bear it to
the place of death. ?
Amid all his sufierings he w;is moved with compassion for
the blinded people, over whose heads he saw impending the
judgments of God, called down by their long -accumulated gudt,
of which he had so often warned them. Seeing the women of
Jerusalem in tears,'^ he said to them, "Weep not for me, but
weep for yourselves and for your children." Then, after pre
dicting the woes of the siege and destruction of Jerusalem, he
said, "If they do these things in a green tree, wluit shall he done
in the dry ?"'�
e This account, given in the first three Gospels, carries the proof of its
veracity in itself It is nothing strange that Eoman soldiers, in the pubhc
service, could do, unresisted, so high-handed an act (cf. Rug's instructive
remarks on the narrative of Christ's passion, Zeitschrift fiir d. Geistl. d.
Erzbisthums Freiburg, 18-31, v. s. 12). Mark, whose account bears evi
dence in this, as in several other places, of peculiar sources of information,
oral or written, mentions (xv. 21) that this Simon was the father of two
men well known in the first Christian congregations. Notwithstanding
all that Strauss says to the contrary, John's statement, that Jesus was led
bearing his own cross, is not at variance with tbat given by the other
sources, viz. that he was afterward relieved of the load on account
of his
exhaustion. John passes lightly over some things in the _ narrative of
Christ's passion, and gives prominence to others not mentioned by the
other Evano-elists ; there is, therefore, no ground of surprise in his omis
sion of this particukr incident. If it be supposed that the Apostle John
did not writ� this Gospel, can it be imagined that its author knew nothing
of this account (for a doctrinal motive to intentional sdence is out of the
question) ? In what comer must he have written, to remain ignorant
of
an incident so closely interwoven with the traditional accounts of the
passion ? And how could a document issuing firom such
a corner be passed
off as the production of Jobn, the Apostle.
" Luke xxiii. 27-31.
. ^ ^ . , , , , ,
' " If the Holy One, entering among sinful men, is so entreated, wliat
must happen to those whose sufferings will be the iust penalty of
then own
accumulated guilt ?"
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CHAPTER VII.
THE CRUCIFIXION.
� 290.�Details of the Crucifixion.
When Jesus readied the place of execution, he was cffere^^l,
as was usual, a spiced wiue,j intended to stupify the mind and
deaden the pains of death. Oppressed Avith burning thirst, ho
tasted of the "wine; but when he perceived the stuidfying
drug, he refused to drink, that he might die in full conscious
ness. Stripped of nearly all his clothing,'^ he was lifted up to
the cross, bound, and then nailed to it by his hands and feet.'
(The chief pain of this cruel death, according to a writer who
INFatt. xxvii. 34. Mark describes it ex.actly (xv. 23) as oii'og ierpvp-
iKTfiii'og. Cf. Acta Fructunsi Tarraeoneisis, wlicre it is related of the
martyrs, " Cnin ntulti ex fratenia caritaie lis offereitt, uti conditi permi:rti
p-ieuluiii suriicrceif," Sic. (c. iii. Ituinart. Acta i\l .irtyriim, Amstel. 171",
220). The 'laerwn caiiditu/a was given by the Christians to the confes
sors tojK/iiam antidotuui , that, by means of it, they might be less sensible
of suffering (Tertull. de Jejuniis, c, xii.).
^ John's mention of the \iT<hj' uppafog is confirmed by the statement of
Isidore of I'elusium, that such garments were peculiar to Galilee. Such a
garment, though somewhat common in Galilee, and worn by the lower
classes, might have been a novelty to the Eoman soldiers, and, therefore,
an object of value in their eyes. Isidore says, "rig ci ciyvotT rgv irjTi-
\tiav Tijg tadl]Tog itctivrig, yntp oi Trreoxoi Ktxprjvrai twv TaXtXaiwr,
KaQ' dig icai naXicrra to toiovto <pCKi~i yivtaOai ifidriov, Ttxvy Tivi, (l)ga'i
(jTiiOobiapietg, uraKiiGi'Jwv l^il.aivofxivor."
' Tliere h;is been much dispute on this point, and many have given it
undue importance ; the result of the most candid inquiry is, that the feet
were nailed as well as the hands. The most striking confirmation is
afforded by the fact that the fathers, writing at a time when crucifixion
k. as in use, sperdv of the plercl'Dfj of Jesus's feet as a matter of course,
without laying any stress upon it as necessary to fulfil Ps. xxii. 17. We
cannot enter into the inquiry at length, but will only allude to the passage
in Tertullian so important in reference to this question (Adv. Marcion. iii.
19). After citing " foderunt ma.nus meets et pedes" from the I's.alni, he
undertakes to show tbat it was fulfilled in the crucifixion of Christ. 'I'li'-
words immediately following, " quee propi'ie atrocitwi cruris," can mean
nothing else than that it was the i>iercing of the hands .and fe;;t which, on
the whole, made this punishment of death so terrible. Ife then speaks of
the apices crucis as belonging to the cross in general, not Christ's in jjarti-
cular. Further, he says that the Psalm cannot be <a]]i)Iied to any other
that had died as a martyr among the Jews ; no man of God excejjt Christ
bad suffered this mode of death, " qui solus a ]jojiido tn:ii insif/jiiter cruei-
4zus est" (who suffered so marked a death by crucifixion�one otherwise
unknown in the Old Testament�defining him, before all others, and fixing
aim alone as the one to whom the words of the Psalm could be applied).
Cf. Huy's Dissertation, be^'? cited ; Dose's Lehen Jesu, � 143.
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lived^ wliile it was yet knoAvn and used, consisted in the
hanging of the body wldle the hands and feet were nailed.)
� 291.�Christ Prays for his Enemies.�The Two Thieves.
When he was fastened to the cross, amid the jeers ami
scoffs of the carnal multitude. He did not invoke the Divine
judgments upon the heads of those who had, returning e\il
for good, inflicted such terrible tortures upon him; ou tbe
contrary, with boundless love,� he commended his euendes to
the mercy of God, praying, " Father, forgive them, for the;/
know not ichat tJiey do" (the ignorance of delusion, though a
giulty one).
Two criminals, of widely opposite dispositions, were crucified
with him. Whde the one, hardened in sin, joined in mocking
Christ, the other rebuked him for so doing. Perbajis tbe
men's offences had been different ; the one may liaA c been a
common robber, the other a criminal led away by the political
jiassions that then excited the nation�hke the Sicarrif- the
tools of the liierarchy ; but on this question we liaA e no light.
At any rate, one of them, roused to a sense of sin and guiJt,
became susceptible of higher impressions. And the dee]>er
his consciousness that his own punishment was justly due lo
his crimes, the more deeply must he have been afiected by the
sufferings of the Holy One beside him. Who can reckon the
power of a Divine impression upon a contrite soul�a soul
freed from the bonds of sense by immediate sufierings ?
It is at once a proof as well of the Divine life manifested
by Christ in the very face of death, as of the religious suscep
tibility of the criminal himself, that he, who had perhaps
before seen none of the proofs of Christ's majesty, should have
anticipated the faith even of Apostles; and this he did in
trampling upon Jewish prejudices, and recognizing the IMessiah
in the sufferer. "Lord," said he, "remember me tchcn t/ioit
comest into thy kingdom." The answer of Christ � is lull of
import in more respects than one. In -view of the_ siimer's
faith, founded on genuine repentance, he promises him bliss ;
and in opposition to the expectation that His kingdom was
only to be founded in the future, he promises him immedicife
bliss : " Verily, I say unto thee, to-day shalt tlwu be tvith me in
Paradise."
"> Thus illustrating practically his precepts in the Sermon on the Momit,
� As Barabbas, Luke xxiii. 19. , � � tj�
� Its contradiction to ordinary Jewish notions proves its originality.
� A symbolical name for the regions of bliss.
2h
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� 292.�Christ's Exclamation : Psalm xxii.�His Last Words.
Wliat Divine confidence did Christ's words to the malefactor
display, even in the midst of his sufierings ! But he partook
of aU purely human feehngs, aud was therefore subject to the
alternations which the outward cii-cumstances tended to
produce. The first struggles of death may call forth in mcvn
the sense of personal sin; but He, the perfectly Holy, could
have no such sense. All that he could feel (and that he did
feel) was a consciousness that his sufferings were the result of
the sins of men, aud a deep sympathy with the sufierings
brought upon mankiud by sin. Under tbese pangs of soul
and body he sees before him the Holy Oue, persecuted,
raocked, proved in the bitterest sufferings, yet steadfastly
trusting in God, as described in the twenty-second Psalm:
and the idea, as delineated by the insiimed l^salniist, was
realized�not only in itself, but in the minutest traits of its
delineation also�in Him, who stood among men as the only
Holy One, not only exhibiting the ideal of holiness in confiict
and suffering, but triumphing through them.
At the acme of lus pangs, he cries aloud, " My God, my
God, why hast thou forsaken me V The form of the words,
"
my God" imphes the consciousness, in his inmost soul, of
inseparable union with God. The words must also be taken
as the expression of a single, subordinate moment, in connexion
with the whole state of soul expressed in the Psalm.
An enigma, indeed, must this exclamation appear to all who
isolate it from its connexion with the state of Christ's soul up
to the last expression of triumph, " It is finished !" an enigma,
indeed, to those who forget that Christ suffered and died for
mankind�for mankind laid up in his heart ; an enigma to
all, in a word, who are strangers to the Christian hfe. But
the Christian sees, in this feature of his Master's history, a
type of the life of individual behevers and of the whole
Church ; for both must be led, through aU stages of sufiering,
and even through moments of apparent abandonment by God,
to perfection and glorification.
Parched with inward heat, the Saviour asks, for the last
time, for a coohng drink. A sponge, filled with the acid drink
used by the soldiers,^ was placed to his lips. Dying, he
commends his mother to the care of that beloved disciple who
stood nearer to him than a brother. And then he utters the
�J Posca.
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word of triumph, the greatest and the weightiest that hasbeen uttered upon the earth : " It is finished !" and commends
nis soul, separating from his bodily beuag, to the Father in
Heaven.
� 293.�PAeno7?iewct accompanying the Death of Christ : the Earthquake ;the Darkness ; tlie Rending of the Temple-veil.
The wise men from the East were led to the Eedeemer bythe remarkable phenomena which attended his birth; and
similar wonders accompanied his death. As the rmity of the
world as a whole [the world of natm-e and of spirit], is seen in
natural signs accompanying epoch-making events in history,
so we need not marvel to find the greatest event of hbstory�
shown as such by its fruits in the spiritual renovation of
mankind even to those who cannot comprehend its internal
import�attended by similar manifestations. At the moment
of Christ's death there was an earthquake ; and at the same
time, and perhaps from the same cause, a darkness spread over
uhe sky, producing efiects hke those of an echpse of the sun.""
The ved. of the Holy of Hohes in the Temple was rent
asunder,^ signifying that the Holy of Hohes in heaven is
' Julius Africanus, the first Christian author of a world-historicalwork,
says that the heathen historian Thallus described this darkness as an
f k\�i4/i� tov r]\iov. Afiicanus rightly contradicts this, since no eclipse
could possibly have taken place at the time, and infers, justly, that the
darkness could only have occurred as a real miracle. (See the fragment in
Georg. Synced. Chronograph, ed. Nieubuhr, Dindorf, i. 610.) The Fathers
of the first century refer fi-equently to a statement made by Phlegon, the
author of a " Chronicle," under Hadrian. Eusebius quotes his words,
Chron. under the fourth year of 202nd Olymp. : " ikXei^I/iq r)\iov ptyiaTt]
tSjv iyvwc7pkvti)V Trponpov, Kai vvK a>pg.-'iKTy rijc Vfikpag tykvcTo, tacsTf.
Kai dartpag iv ovpavif (pavijvat." A great earthquake in Bithynia had
destroyed most part of Nicoea (1. c, p. 614.)
' By KaraTTtTaapa, Matt, xxvii. 51, it is most natural to understand
the curtain before the "Holy of Holies," for this was distinctively so
called ; the veil before the Sanctuary was called KaXyppa (Philo, De Vit.
Mos. iii. � 5) ; or vaog must mean the Sanctuary in the stricter sense,
which does not accord with the usage of Matthew. The latter view
destroys the peculiar import of the occurrence.
It has been questioned whether the fact of the rending of the veil is well
supported. It is true, it is not so well sustained as the other phenomena,
not being mentioned by Luke and John ; but there is no decisive ground
for doubting its credibility. It is true, that the account may have origi
nated fi-om the occurrence of some fact of the kind, which assumed this
particular form in the narrative, fi-om the idea, subsequently received, that
access to the "Holiest" was opened by Christ. Those who presuppose
this would call it a mythical element, blendedwith the historical. We use
the term "myfliical" purposely, having no superstitious fear of the word
when we wish to make use of the idea. Although we assert th**
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opened to all men through the finished woik of Christ; tlie
wall of partition between the Divine and the Human brokei:
down ; and a spiritual worsliip substituted for an outward and
sensible one.
CHAPTER VIII.
THE RESURRECTION.
� 294.�Did Christ predict his Rcsuirection 1
Before describing the Resm-rection, we must examine tho
question whether Christ foresaw and predicted that event as
well as his sufierings.
It is true, we cannot prove, d priori, that he must neces
saiily have foreknown the Resurrection. If he had had only
a confident certainty that the Holy Sjiirit would continue to
work in his discijiles, unfolding the truth He had taught them.
and completing the training He had commenced, he might
have left beliind lum his work on earth with calm assurance
of the future; He need not necessarily have concluded that
his corporeal reajipearance to his followers in so short a time
must form the liuk of connexion between his departure and
the renewal of spiritual communion with them. Notwith
standing all this, however, the close connexion of Christ's
Christianity is, in its essence, not a mythical, but a historical religion,
founded upon a chain of real historical facts ; and although we make a
broad distinction between myths and symbolical representations of facts ;
still we do not assert it to be impossible that, after religious intuition had
received a new direction from the extraordinary facts of Christianity,
certain mythical elements, attaching themselves to the facts, could have
crept into the Christian tradition. The mythical must pyreduniinaLe, in
order to make a narrative apocryphal.
But to admit this possibility, even in individual cases like the one before
us, is not to admit its reality. Although it is true that none bi;t a few
priests could possibly have witnessed the rending of the veil of
" tho Holy
of Holies," it was by no means impossible that it could be genenally known
afterward ; since, among other reasons, many priests afterward became
Christians. Nor is the argwmentum e silentio at all decisive in this case.
The .authors of the New Testament had so rich a treasure of proofs at
command that they did not need to run to every individual fact which they
might have used. Tliey drew from full sources (as the Apostolical epistles
show), and could afford to pass by many available things. In the Erang.
ad Hebrceos, it is related that a beam over the Temple-door broke in two
isxwperliminaretempli infinitce magnitudinis fractv/m esse aiijui divisum. St,
Hieron. in Matt, xxvii. 51 ; tom. vii. pt. 1, p. 336, ed. Vallars) ; which
might have been caused by the earthquake. Cf also, the statement cited
from the Qemara (in Hug's Dissertation abovp mentioned), that the folding
doors of the Temple, although locked, suddenly burst open about 40 years
before the destruction of Jerusalem. All these accounts hint .at some /act
lying at the bottom of them.
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resurrection with, his whole work as Redeemer must, in tho�
outset, make it appear altogether improbable that he should
not have foreknown it.
" But if he kicked forward to his resuiTection with full con
fidence, how can avo account for his conflicts at the apjjroach
of death ? " Here is the same enigma of the union of Divinity
and Humanity which pervades the whole life of Christ, and is
especially prominent at particular moments. Phenomena
somewhat analogous appear in the coexisting emotions of the
Divine and the natural life in behevers imbued with the
Spirit of Christ. The consciousness, in Him, that death was
but a passage to his glorification did not prevent the strivings
of nature wdth sufierings; nor could the assurance of speedy
resurrection save him from the struggle. All that we can do
is to distinguish the separate moments of his consciousness ;
remembering that faith is not one with intuition.* The
sacrifice of Christ lost as little of its moral import by the
assurance of resurrection as does the self-sacrifice of the
beUeverwho submits to the death-struggle in faith of a bhssful
life beyond.
But can it be proved that Christ predicted his resm-rection
to the disciples 1 May they not, at a later period, have attri
buted such an import to figurative expressions of his, hke those
in John, which, in reahty, only referred to his spiritual mani
festations to them ; as was done with Matt. xii. 40, and John
ii 19?
Even if we grant that this may have been the case with
some of Christ's expressions of the kind, it by no means fol
lows that all the intimations of the resurrection were apphed
in this way only at a later period. The very fact that some of
his sayings really did intimate it, may have led to the attri
buting of this meaning to others that did not. In John xx
8, 9, we see an indication that the chsciples, soon after his
death, began to call to mind what he had said concerning his
resurrection, and hope began to struggle with fear in their
souls. But John has preserved to us one of Christ's sayings,
which plainly points to his resurrection, viz. x. 17, 18. It is
obvious that the declaration, "/ have power to lay down my life,
and I have power to take it up again,' was meant to imply
something distinctive and peculiar to Christ; it is entirely
emasculated by being applied to that immortality which is
* Christ is represented, Heb. xii. 2, as leading the way for Idievm, bj
himself reaching his glory through a perfectly tried faith.
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common to all men ; nor can it be satisfied, except by reference
to his resurrection. There are passages in the synoptical Gos
pels (e. g. Matt. xvi. 21; Luke ix. 'I'l) in which Christ ex
pressly foretells his resurrection, along with his sufferings, spe
cifying the precise interval of three days; but it is marvellous
that these precise declarations should neither have been under
stood nor made the subject of direct inquiry, often as they
were repeated. This appears unhistorical ; indeed, it is a thing
to be looked for, that tradition would give to such expressions,
after the e\"ent, when their bearing was better understood, a
more precise form than they really had at first. In John's
Gospel, aU Christ's intimations are distant and indefinite, as is
usual in prophecy ; and this is one of the proofs of its genuine
Apostohc origin.
� 295.�Dejection of the Apostles immediately after Christ's Death.�Their
Joy and Activity at a later Period.�Tlie Reappearance of Christ necessary
to explain the Change.
The death of Christ annihilated at a stroke the Messianic
expectations of the Apostles. Their dejection was complete.
But if, of all that they had hoped, nothing was ever realized,
this dejection could not have passed away. It is true, we may
suppose it abstractly possible that, after the first consternatimi
was over, the deep, spiritual impressions which Christ had
made might have revived, and operated more powerfully, and
even more purely, now that they could no longer see him with
their bodily eyes. But tins view could not arise, except along
with the recognition of an historical Christ as the personal
ground and cause of such a new spiritual creation; without
the presupposition of such a Christ, there is no possible founda
tion on which to conceive of such after-workings.
And even with it, we cannot explain (not bare conceivable
possibilities, but) the actual state of the case, viz. the defection
()f the Apostles at first, and what they were and did afterwa/rd.
There must be some intermediate, historical fe,ct to explain the
transition; something must have occurred to revive, with new
power, the almost effaced impression; to bring back the flow
of their faith which had so far ebbed away. The reappearance,
then, of Christ among his disciples is a connecting link in tbe
chain of events which cannot possibly be spared. It acted
thus : Their sunken faith in his promises received a new im
pulse when these promises were repeated by Him, risen from
tha dead ; his reappearance formed the point of contact for a
new spiritual communion with him, never to be dissolved ; nay,
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thenceforward to be developed ever more and more. Accord
ing to their owm unvarying asseverations, it was the foimdatiou
of tbeir immoveable faith in his person, and in himself as Mes
siah and Son of God, as well as of their steadfast hope, in his
communiou, of a bhssful, everlasting life, triumphing over
death. ^Yithout it, they never could liave had that inspiring
assm'ance of faith Avith which they everyAvhere testified ofwhat
they had received, and joyfuUy submitted to tortm-es and to
death.
� 296.�Was the Reappearance of Christ a Vision ?
If, then, it be the task of history to connect the course of
events, the reappearance of Christ must be recognized as an
essential link iu the chain whicli brought about the spiritual
renovation of the life of humanity. Without it, the lustorical
inquirer wdll always have an inexphcable enigma to solve. But
reason, which demands this connexion of events, feels itself�
imtil it has obtained a higher hght by faith�repelled by a
supernatural event, not to be explained from the connexion
itself. And the inquirer who does not recognize (as we felt
ourselves compeUed to do at the outset) the whole manifesta
tion of Christ as supernatural, must set himself to the task of
finding some natural explanation of his reappearance, in the
connexion of cause and effect.
Those who attempt such an explanation on internal grounds
suppose Christ's reappearance to have been a vision. Now,
in
any vision (other than magical, and such are precluded by the
hypothesis of this inquiry, which goes upon natural and his
torical grounds) a psychological starting-point is necessarily
presupposed, even when the vision is said to be seen by one
individual, much more when it is repeatedly seen, in the same
way by different individuals. But no such starthag-pomt
can
be found in the mental condition of the Apostles, such as it
has been described. It is precisely m order to explam the
change in that condition that we need another
cause. How
is it possible to derive from the psychological development
itself a condition precisely its contrary? That were mdeed a
^MOT^vTr^the very natiue of the EvangeUcal narratives,
bearing, as t'hey do, the stamp of sensible reaUty, subverts such
a hypothesis. And to these must be added
the concurrent
testimony of a contemporary, who himself
came forward withm
a veiy few years as a witness
for the reahty of Christ s resur
rection whose personality Ues before us, m his letters, m aU
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the traits of undeniable historical reahty, and whose con\dc-
tions, founded on that resurrection, gave him power to en
counter cheeiduUy all perils, labours, and sufferings� the
Apostle Paul. And Paul bears Avitness that Christ appeared
to more than five hundred at one time."
� 297.� PFos Chist's a real Death ?
If the inquirer stUl perseveres in rejecting everything super
natural, he must have recourse to external gi-ounds for the
explanation of Christ's reappearance, and deem it a revival
Irom apparent death, brougbt about by the use of natural
means.
It may be admitted, inasmuch as crucifixion was not imme
diately fatal, that one who had endured its torture for several
hours might be restored by careful medical aid ; although it
certaiuly was not an easy thiug to do, as the examples men
tioned by Josephus^ testify. But let us, without inquiring for
otlier signs of deatb in the case of Jesus, notice the following
points. Before his crucifixion, he had endm'ed multiplied suf
ferings, both of soul and body ; he had been scourged ; he was
so worn out on the way to Golgotha that he could not carry
bis cross, and even the Roman soldiers had pity on him ; he
was nailed to the cross by his bands and feet ; he had remained
from noon till towards evening^*' in this painful position, under
the rays of a burning sun ; he took leave of the world in the
straggles of death; his side was pierced-^ by the lance of a Ro-
" 1 Cor. XV. 6.
In Ills autobiography, � 75. He had been sent, with a troop of Koman
horse, to the village ot Tekoah, four or five hours' distant, to reconnoitre,
Jerome, living in Bethlehem, writes of this village, "Thecoam viculum
esse in monte situm et duodecim millibus ab Jerosoljrmis separatum,
qmtidie oculk cernimiis" (t. iv. pt. i. p. 882). Returning from the vil
lage to Jerusalem, Josephus saw several prisoners hanging on crosses,
who must have been crucified in the interim, as he had not seen them in
going out. On arriving at camp, he begged of Titus the lives of three,
and had them at once taken down (after hanging, therefore, but a few
hours), and treated, medically, v/ith the utmost care ; yet but one out of
the three survived. (Cf Bretschneider s remarks on tbis account. Stud. u.
Krit, 1832, iii. ; also, lliuj, Freiburg. Zeitschrift, No. vii. 148.)
" A close computation of the hours cannot be arrived at from the Evan
gelical accounts. It is hardly to be supposed tbat even the disciples who
were eye-witnesses were able, under the circumstances, to note the precise
time.
^ I make the following remarks with reference to John xix. 31, to guard
against the interpolations placed in this passage by a profane vulgarity,
wliich reads John's Gospel as it would a police report. The suffringere
crura was indeed an ignominious punishment, particularly used as a capita]
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man soldier ; and, after all this, he remained two nights and a
day in a fresh grave. Yet, without medical aid or attendance,
ilie same man walks ahout, on a sudden, among his disciples,
apparently in sound health and full of vital power ! Had he
appeared among them sick and suffering, as he must have done
had he been restored by natural means from apparent death,
such a sight could not have revived their sunken faith, or be
come the foundation for all their hopes. A weak vian would
have reappeared, subject to death hke any other. But, on the
contrary, he seemed to them so much more like a glorified
being, that he had to give them sensible proofs of his humanity.
He appeared to them thenceforth as one over whom death had
no power ; and, tlierefore, became a pledge that the life of man
should conquer death, and enjoy for ever a glorified existence.
Even it all this could be made to agree wdth a restoration of
Christ by natural means from apparent death, we should have
further to suppose either that his hfe was subsequently pro~
leuged for some time, or that he died soon after, in consequence
of his wounds and sufferings. The former supposition is a
mere fancy; there is no possible ground for it in history; the
latter is contradicted by the facts of his reappearance ; there
punisliment for slaves ; but it certainly was not imniediately fatal. (After
the hands were cut oft, the legs broken, and tbe body maimed in various
ways, the criminals were thrust into a pit, still ahve : KoXo^i^aavrsQ Of
kJ cTvvToii^avreg rd (TKsX,,, ir,. l^^vraq Vppi^av tig riva raippov Polyb.
i c 80 S 13 ) The death-blow was afterward given m some
other way.
Hence '(Ammian. Marcellin. Hist. xiv. 9) it is expressly added
' fractis
cruribus, occiduntur." The soldiers, having completed the effractio
crm-wn
on the t^o malefactors that were crucified with Jesus, either gave them
the death-blow or permitted them, after being taken down to perish slowly
from their broken limbs. But, as no signs of hfe could be
seen in Jesus
they saw no necessity to execute the command,
which was given solely
2r the presupposition that crucifixion could not kill so soon. Nor wasS at aU Lanle ; all that was demanded was that the crucifixion shou d�ve done its woA effectually. They deemed it enough therefore, toSmst the lancelnto his side, either to Assure themselves that he was dead,S to dve hL^ the death-blow. It would have been a bad manceuvre,Leed^ Io do this as a mere pretence, with the intention to save him.
rtubard, lancm per latera perfm-ari (Acta
Sanct. Jun. t. iii. L 5/1).
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was no cause of death apparent. And the very feet of his
dying would have destroyed all the moral etl'eot of his resur
rection, which consisted solely in the conviction wrought hy it
that he, as JMessiah, had conquered death, and a\ as no more
subject to its power. Moreover, if it be true that Christ's suf
ferings caused his death, he is chargeable wdth grossly deceiving
the disciples to present his body to them in a lugher light, and
thereby gi^ e an impulse to their faith which it could not
otherwise have obtaiued. And so that great fact which formed
the immoveable basis of the disciples' faith in Christ's person
and work, and in his plan of salvation, on Avhich rests tbe
whole fabric of the Christian Church, must have gained its
high import from an actual deception on the part of Christ
himself, or at least from an intentional concealment of the
truth !
Had the Jewish opponents of the Gospel made use of this
hypothesis to invahdate the proof of Divinity which the dis
ciples derived from Christ's reappearance, aud circulated it
freely, it would neither be matter of surprise nor ground of
suspicion. But the fact that they did not make use of any
such hypothesis, but emj)loyed any and CA cry other means to
invahdate the Christian faith, is a powerful proof that there
was nothing in the circumstances of Christ's death to favour
Euch an explanation. Of a totally different cbaraoter Avas the
report, so easily diffused,y that the disciples had found means
to remove the body from the grave. The invention and cir
culation of such a report was most natural ; the empty grave
was a proof that must be invahdated. But, on the other hand,
there is not a vestige of proof that the Jews, presupposing the
accounts of Christ's reappearance to be true, ever reported that
he had been revived from a merely apparent death : on the
contrary, the truth of those accounts was the object of attack
from the very first. The opponents of Christianity declared
that the disciples either intentionally deceived others, or were
themselves deceived; e. g. Celsus, who made great use of the
attacks of the Jews upon Christianity, and the fables they
spread abroad concerning it. And in this connexion it was
that the accusation of steahng away the body was brought
against the disciples ; they did it, it was said, to nulhfy the
y Matt, xxviii. 15. We cannot mistalte the additions of tradition to tha
original facts. Dial. c. Tryph. Jud. f 335, ed. Colon, and the extracts by
Eiscnmenger, i. 192.
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evidence of tlie corpse against their pretence^ that Christ had
risen and reappeared to them. Paid did not find it necessary
to prove that Christ had really died; this was taken for
granted ; his task was to show that he had risen from the
dead (1 Cor. xv.).*
� 298.� The Resurrection intended only for Believers.
The manifestation of the risen Saviour was only designed
for those who had been brought to faith by his previous miuis-
try. It was not one of the miracles by which unbehevers
were to be convinced. Those whose dispositions of heart had
made them unsusceptible of impression from his whole minis
try would have received, for the same reason, but transient
impressions from his reappearance. If the living Jesus could
not lead them to repent, neither would they have been per
suaded by one risen from the dead.^
The reappearance of the risen one, therefore, was designed
to seal and confirm the faith of such as already beheved ; to
form the point of transition from their sensible communion
with the visible Christ to their spiritual fellowship with the
invisible, but ever-present Saviour. And as this was the reason
why Christ did not, iu his last promises recorded by John,
make express mention of his reappearance as a preparatory
moment, so we shall find in his conversations with the disciples
after the resurrection conspicuous allusions to the promises
made before. Here, too, we find the reason why he only ap
peared to them occasionally, and remained among them but a
short time ; they were not to accustom themselves anew to
^ L. C. Justin Mart. : " TrXavSxsi tovq av6p<i>irovQ XkyovTtQ iyrjykpOai."
a But T must believe, contrary to some of tbe latest interpreters, that
John (xix. 34), as an eye-witness, meant to prove that Christ was really
dead from the nature of the blood that flowed from the wound. Ver. 35
certainly refers to ver. 34, and not to ver. 36, 37. Although, John, m
these last verses, referred to the Old Testament prophecy, it does not
follow that he made it tbe seal of faith (v. 34), particularly /or his readers,
who were not such as to be led to faith from arguments founded m Judaism.
These verses are added, to show that what had taken place was conformed
to a higher necessity. It appears then, that John thought it necessary to
prove that Christ had really died. It does not foUow, however, that he
Lad in view any definite opponents who denied that fact. As he intended
to testify to the resun-ection, it was necessary that he should testi^ to the
death, especially for readers who were not believers ; m view of
the wel -
know^ fact that crucifixion, endured for a few hours was not m itself
alwavs fatal. If he had definite opponents in view, they were probably
(corresponding to John's sphere of labour) heathens, and
not Jews.l
I" Luke xvi. 31 ; cf. pp. 143, 354.
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cleave to Ms visible manifestation, but to leam tbat Ms reap
pearance was to mediate a bigber and everlasting umon.<=
� 299.�The Women, Peter, and John at the Grave.
We now proceed to a brief statement of tbe details of tlio
resurrection.
On Sunday mormug, the second day of Easter, Mnij of
Magdalene, with certain other women, came to the tomb, aud
found the stone removed. They began to fear that the body
had been taken away, and that they should see it no more.
Mary, in alarm, ran to seek for John and Peter; the other
women afterward went to other of the Apostles. Peter and
John hastened to the tomb. John, in anxious haste, antici
pated Peter. Looking down into the tomb, and seeing the
shroud decently disposed, but no corpse there, he started back
in consternation. Peter, taking courage, descended into the
tomb; John followed; and, now convinced that the body waa
not there, called to mind^ the intimations wMch Christ had
given ^ of his resurrection, and faith began to spring up in his
soul.
� 300.�Christ appears fo the Women at the Tomh ; to Mary ; t(> the Two
Disciples on the Way to Emmaus.
During the absence of the Apostles, Christ appeared first to
the two women who had gone away ; and they, filled with joy,
surprise, fear, and reverence, fell before Mm and embraced his
feet. But he spoke to them encouragingly : " Be not afraid."
All that he said was encouraging and cheering ; and, in bidding
I agree with De Wette, against lAxcke, that John xx. 30, does not refer
to other appearances of Christ after the resurrection not mentioned by
John, but that it is intended as a word of conclusion to his whole Gospel.
This is supported by the whole form of the expression, and by the use of
the words aripela �Koitlv, which cannot mean anything but "to work
miracles." The phrase 'ivoiiriov tS)v paOyriov proves nothing to the con
trary ; the Apostles were eye-witnesses of Christ's whole ministry ; and
John wrote his Gospel as one of these eye-witnesses.
The word tTr'idTtvaiv (John xx. 8) must be referred to a previous
foretelling of the resurrection by Christ himself, in accord<ance with John's
usage of the idea of
" belief," as Liiclce has admitted (Commentar, 2" Aufl.).
The sense of the passage is as follows : Tlie disciples needed such an out
ward sign to revive their faith in Christ's predictions of his resurrection ;
for they were not as yet penetrated by the conviction that .Tesus, as Mes
siah, had necessarily to rise in order to accomplish the Messianic work
according to the prophecies of Scripture. Had they been, they would
have needed no such external perception. (Cf Laches excellent remarki
on the passage.) � Cf p. 469.
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them announce his resurrection to the Apostles, he spoke ofthem as brethren.'"^
He then appeared to Mary, Avho had remained at the tomb
oppi-essed with anxiety and grief. Seemg him so unexpectedly,
m the morning twihght, she did not at first recognize hiiia.But when he called her by name, she knew at once the weil-
accustomed voice. With an exclamation of joy, she turnedand (probably) stretched out her hands towards him. But
Jesus bade her not to grasp him : " Touch me not, for I am not
yet ascended to my Fatlier; hut go to my brethren, and say untotdiem, ' / ascend^ unto my Father and your Father, to my Godand your GocV "s This obscure saying obviously refers to the
last discourses reported by John, and cannot be understood
apart from them. We know he had promised the disciples
that, after ascending to the Father, he would return and
remain wdth them for ever. Now he had returned j and they
might deem this to be the return which he had promised, and
expect him to remain with them thenceforth in the same
form.^ He cautioned them, against so misunderstanduig the
promise as to cleave to him in the form in wluch he then
appeared, because he had not "yet ascended to the Father."
After that event, when he should manifest himself as the
glorified one, were they to embrace him wholly ; obviously not
in a natural, but in a spiritual sense.^ His stay in his then
form was to be but transient; only after his ascension could
he remain permanently, and that in another form.i There
fore, he did not commission Mary to announce his sensible
coming, but his ascension to the Father, and his subsequent
revelation to them ; making no mention of tbe mtermediate
and brief manifestation that was only to prepare the way for
the higher and permanent one. The words " my brethren,
my Father, my God, your God," served to remind them of the
promise in his last discourses, viz. that they, through Him,
' Matt, xxviii. 10.
if The word aTrrtaQai (John xx. 17) means not only a momentary
touching, but to seize, to grasp. It can, also, be applied to the embracing
of an object that one intends to retain hold of; and of the beginning of a
continued occupation with any subject.
If the passage only meant, "Delay not here v/ith me, but go," wo
might expect ootto) yap avataivo) instead of oiiTrw yap avaStCrjica.
' It is clear that the passage contains no proof that Christ ascended to
heaven immediately after his conversation with Mary. Even with this
view (since it cannot be supposed that he would have brought from Jieaven
a body that coidd b�i physically touched) the uirTtuOai, after his reappear
ance from heaven, ./ould have to be taken in a higher sense.
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Bhould enter into a special relation to tlie Father, whom He,
in a sense peculiarly his own, could call " His Father " and
"His God;" that they should, in communion with Him,
recognize the Father also as " their Father " and " their God,"
and, therefore, have full confidence that He would come to
them with the Father.
Two disciples j (not of the number of the Apostles ^) were
going in the afternoon to the village of Emmaus, about a mile
from Jerusalem. They had heard that the body was not
found in the grave, and of what the women had seen before
Christ appeared to them ; but had not yet learned tbat he had
risen and appeared. As they walked, they conversed, in
sorrow, of what had occurred ; of the expectations they had
cherished that Jesus should be the Messiah to redeem tbe
people of God ; of the failure of their hopes, and their uncer
tainty as to the future. Absorbed in this conversation, they
were joined by Jesus. He took part in their conversation,
expounded the Scriptures relating to himself, and pointed out
the errors into which they had faUen. Under the power of
his words their hearts burned within them, and new antici
pations dawned upon their souls. But still they did not
recognize the speaker, either because the thoughts he uttered
withdrew their attention from his person; or because they
could not suppose that He should first appear to tJiem; or,
finally, because of a change in his person. Not until, as they
sat at meat, he pronounced the blessing, broke the bread, and
gave it to them, did they discern Him who had sat so often
with them at table. Although the lateness of their recognition
may appear strange, the time of it�just at the repetition of
an accustomed habit�is entirely natural. There is not even
a mystical feature about it, in itself considered ; although we
may perhaps trace, in the way in which he made himself
known, an allusion to the promise given at the Last Supper,
that he would always be as truly with them in their common
meals as he was on that occasion.
�301.�Christ appears to Peter; and to the r&d of the Apostles, except
Thomas.�Tim "Breathing" upon the Apostles.
T^^e two disciples, on returning to the city, found that Christ
had appeared in the mean time to the Apostle Peter.' In the
evening of the same day, the Apostles, Thomas excep.tod, were
J Luke xxiv. 13.
And, t^'^refore, Paul does not mention the occurrence.
� Imke xxiv. 33, 34 ; 1 Cor. xv. 5.
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assembled witb closed doors,� wben Cbrist suddenly appeared
in tbeir midst, witb tbe usual salutation, "Peace be unto you "
�a salutation wbicb, from his lips, bad a peculiar significance.'^
To ])rove tbat be was present in body, be sbowed them the
woiuuls in his hands, feet,o and side. In takiiig leave of them,
he said, " Peace be unto you. As my Fatlier Iwth sent me, even
so send I you." Thus, whUe announcing to them the peace of
feUowship with him, he consecrated them as messengers of
peace to all mankind.
He then " breathed " upon them�a symbol of the inspi
ration they were to receive from heaven, to fit them to preach
his Gospel and proclaim forgiveness of sins in his name.P
Here, again, he ob\dously intended to impress vividly upon
their minds the promises given in his last discourses.
Christ, having thus given a sign of the bestowing of the
Divine " breath "�the Divine Ufe proceeding from him.�
added, in explanation, " Receive ye the Holy Ghost." The
hearts of the disciples were prepared for this by tbe reap
pearance of Chiist and his words to them ; aud the s3niibolical
act, recalling the predictions of his last discourses in regard to
the imparting of the Spirit, must have impressed them
profoundly. The higher life received from Christ had before
been covered and dormant ; now, perhaps, a new consciousness
of it arose within them. StUl the fuU sense of the sign and
of the words was far from being realized. Not as yet w-ere
they the mighty organs of that Spirit for the difiiision of the
kingdom of God. The act, therefore, was in part prophetical.
But it was something more than a sign or symbol; a
Divine operation accompanied it. It formed a Unk of con-
"> Luke xxiv. 36 ; 1 Cor. xv. 5. Paul says he "was seen of the twelves-
hut this term might' be used even though one of the number were wanting ;
the point was, Christ's appearance to the Apostles as a body. The word
"twelve" was the common designation of the Apostles ; the number was a
subordinate point. Perhaps even Paul did not recur at the time to the
absence of one of the number.
" John xiv. 27. Cf p. 441.
_
" It may be the case that, in Luke's account, this scene is intermingled
with that which took place eight days later in presence of Thomas.
He relates the proof of corporeity given by Christ m tasting food with the
disciples, which John, who does not appear to give full details, may
have
omitted, or, perhaps, mentioned in another connexion, John xxi. 13.
But
these are unimportant points. , -r x �
p In Luke xxiv. 47, 48, we find a fiiller development-John gives it
more in a symbohcal form. " The promise ofmy Father (Luke xxiv. 49)
seems to allude to Joel iii. 1 ; but a comparison with Acts i.
4 leads us to
refer it to a promise given by Christ in tbe Father s name ;
hence to the
Ust discourses recorded by John. Cf Luke xu. 12 ; and p. 437.
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nexion between tbe promise of the Spirit and its fulfilment;
between the impressions which Christ's personal intercourse
had made upon the Apostles, and the great fact which we
designate as "the outpouring of the Holy Ghost." The
operation of the promised Spudt on the disciples must be
considered, it is true, as a progressive, gradually increasing
influence�a new inspiring principle of theu whole nature, in
all its powers and tendencies. But we must believe, according
to \he analogy of all religious historical devcloi)ment, that
there was a moment, forming an epoch, in which the con
sciousness of the common higher hfe, and of the new creation
of which Christ was the origin, broke forth with peculiar
power iu a general inspiration of the first Christian congre
gations. AU great rehgious movements set out from such
actual epoch-making moments; although, indeed, gradual
preparatory stages must always be presupposed.
� 302.�Christ appears to Five Hundred Believers ; to his Brother James ;
to the Apostles, Thomas included.�His Conversation with Thomas.
Christ next appeared to more than five hundred discijdes,
assembled in one place; and then to his brother James. i And
ou Sunday, eight days after his first appeai'ance among the
living, he again showed himself to the Apostles uu awares,
while they were assembled with closed doors. Thomas was
' 1 Cor. XV. 7. No specific description of "'James'' being given by
Paul in this passage, it was, in all probability, James the Just, as he was
called, the brother of our Lord. This appearance of Christ is mentioned
in the Evang. ad Hebrceos (translated by Jerome) ; but apparently as his
f.rst appearance ; for it goes on, "After Jesus had given the shroud to the
servant of the high priest, he went to James." Perhaps this arose partly
from the high rank assigned to James by the sect among whom this Gos
pel arose, and partly fi'om the fabulous circumstances that are given in the
account, of the following sort: "James had made a vow, after partaking
of the bread given by Christ at the Last Supper, that he would eat no
more until he had seen Jesus risen from the dead. Jesus, coming to him,
had a table with bread brought out, blessed the bread, and gave it to
James, with the words, " Eat thy bread now, my brother, since the Son
of Man has risen from the dead " (Hieron. de Viris Illust. c. ii). Mark
the contrast between the objective tone of the traditions that form the base
of the synoptical Gospels, and this tradition of a party that owed its origin
to an alloying, doctrinal element, remodelling the facts to serve a subjective
purpose. Another and striking contrast is, that our G<ispels (and Paul
foUowing them) make Christ appear only to believers, for reasons cxjjlained
in our text. Had they .aimed to make the testimony as strong as p(jssible,
without regard to truth, they would have represented him as ajfpearing
also to his opponents. The statement above cited from Evang. ad Hebr.
of his appearing to a servant of the high-priest, conflicts with the whole
import and object of his resurrection.
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now among them ; the same Thomas who on a former
occasion had displayed his pecuhar character in an expressionof doubt. Christ's appearance, and the way in which ho
veproached the doubting Thomas, impressed the latter witb
so powerful and overwhelming a sense of the Divinity thatbeamed forth in the manifestation of the risen Saviour, that
he addressed liim by a title which had been ascribed to him,
so far as we know, by none of the disciples : " My Lord and
my God." We are not justified in ascribing to Thomas, whose
immediate impressions impelled him to this exclamation, a
fully-formed theory of doctrine ; yet how mighty a cause must
have been at work to induce a man trained in the common
opinions of the Jews to use such a title !^
Christ then said to Thomas, '� Because tlwu hast seen me, thou
hast beUeved; blessed are they who have not seen, and yet liave
beUeved." We must endeavour to unfold the rich import of
these words. Chiist does not refuse the title given to him by
Thomas. He acknowledges lus exclamation as an expression
of the true faith. The words "beheved" and "believe" can
not be confined solely to Christ's resurrection ; they refer to
his person and work in general, and to the resurrection only
as one necessary element thereof But the words of Christ
also reproved Thomas for needing a visible sign in order to
believe. It was implied in them that the long personal inter
course of Thomas with Christ, and his faith in Jesus as the
Son of God and as superior to death, should have been enough
to overcome his doubts�and, on this foundation, he should
have found the statements of Chiist's reappearance, given him
by the others, anything but incredible.^ His faith should have
arisen from within, not waited for a summons from without.
And, on the other hand, Christ assigns a higher place to those
who are led to faith, -ftdtbout such visible proofs, by his spiritual
self-manifestation in the preaching of the Gospel�a faith
arising inwardly from impressions made upon a willing mind.*
' Or are we to suppose that John involuntarily remodelled the words
of Thomas, in accordance with his own views? Certainly not. Nowhere,
in John's accounts, do the disciples speak out of character. Least of all
could he have attributed to one like Thomas more than he uttered. On
the contrary, such an expression, coming from a Tlwmas, would, for that
very reason, impress itself more strikingly upon the minds of the disciples.
It is not difiBcult, therefore, to account for the precision with which John
records the expression. , i, ,
" Christ's reproof, jierhaps, referred .also to the intimations he had given
of his approaching resurrection.
' Cf p. 146, 147.
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His words implied that, in all after-time, faith woidd he im
possible, if there were no other way of passing from unbelief
to belief except by sensible signs of assurance. The passage
is strikingly illustrative of the process l)y which faith is de-
%�eloped. It contains the ground and reason why tlie Gospel
history had to be Juoided down 2')recisely in a fonn which could
not but give occasion for manifold doubts to tlu \uoian unaer-
standing, when it conducts its inquiries apart from the religious
consciousness and religious wants.
^ 303.�Christ's Appearances in Galilee; to the Seven on the Sea of Ge
nesareth.�The Draught of Fishes.�The Conversation with Peter.
We must now briefly compare the narrative of Matthew,
which reports Christ's appearances to the disciples in Calilee
alone, with that of the other Gospels.*^
As Matthew's Gospel records particularly the events of
Christ's ministry, of which Gahlee was the theati-e, it might
be imagined that, for that reason, the theatre of his appear
ances after the resurrection was also, in that Gospel, uninten
tionally transferred to Galilee ; this view would ascribe to the
ti'adition inaccuracy as to localities, but not as to the facts
themselves. But Matthew coincides most accurately, in this
particular, with the account appended to John's Gospel (ch.
xxi.); iu which it is stated that the disciples soon retired to
Gahlee, where Christ reapjieared to them. As tor intei'ual
jirobability, it is not hkely that they I'emained in the city, in
the midst of Christ's enemies, but rather that they returned
to their own land, where dwelt most of Christ's followers and
fi-iends. Nor is there anything impossible in JMatthew's state
ment that Christ bade them return for a season to Galilee,
where he could have quiet and undisturbed intercourse with
them. Their return thither being once admitted as natural in
itself, it would naturally follow that Christ should appear often,
in order to prevent them from forgetting their high calling
amid the cares of life; and, what was most important, to
repeat to them the promise (before given at Jenisalem) of the
gift of the Holy Ghost, to fit them for the duties of that
calling.
" "With regard to Paul's statements (1 Cor. xv.) it is probable that he
mentioned tbe appearances of Christ to the Apostles (as more extensively
known) up to a certain period, especially his first appearances at Jeru
salem, and stopped short ; it being unimportant for his purpose to give a
complete enumeration, adding only the manifestation which he himself
psceived. Another explanation, however, might be given.
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Seveu of the disciples^ were fishing in the Sea of Genesareth,
During the whole night they caught nothing. Early in the
morning. Jesus appeared, and asked them, kindly, as was his
wont, "Children, have ye any meat?" When they replied in
the negative, he bade tbem cast the net anew on tbe right side
of the vessel. John Avas tbe first to recognize the voice of
Jesus. The hasty Peter could not wait rmtiL the vessel reached
the shore, but swam over.
After the repast, Christ gentiy reminded Peter of his pro
mise, so precipitately made, and so soon broken: "Lervest thou
me more thait these?" Peter rephed, "Yea, Lord, thou knowest
Uiat I love thee." Then said Christ, "Feed my lambs""'" (prove
your love by acts). On Christ's third repetition of the ques
tion, Peter felt its force, and exclaimed, in grief, "Lord, thoti
knowest all things ; thou knowest tliat I love thee." The Saviour
again repeated the injunction, "Feed my lambs;" and added,
as a proof of confidence in Peter's fidehty, that at some future
time he would have to sacrifice his life in the faithful discharge
of his caUing.
I 304.�Chi-ist appears in Galilee for the last Time.�The Commission of
the Apostles.
In his final appearance among the disciples in Gahlee (Matt.
xxvUi. 18), Christ reminded them anew of their calUng, viz.
to preach the Gospel to all nations; and to admit the men of
all nations, by baptism, into his communion and discipleship.
And he assured them that aU power was given to him, in
heaven and in earth, to establish the kingdom of God vic
toriously; and that he would be with his own, even untU the
consummation of that kingdom.^
� John xxi The account in this chapter was, in all probability, re
ceived from John's own lips, and written down, after his death, by one of
his disciples. There is no ground to question its credibihty as a whole.
^ Referring either to the preaching of the Gospel m general, or m par
ticular to the superv-ision of the hrst congregations, masmucn as Peter,
especially, had the xapi'Jpa Kv�tpvii<Tewg. ^v, i, � ,1^
- The subsequent scrunles of the disciples to go among the heathen
do
not prove that they had not received this commission.
These scruples
turned upon the single point of admitting the heathen
<^ P//�
conversion to Judaism. Some suppose that the naming oif Father Son
and Holy Gnost" in connexion with baptism (v 19)
is foreign to the pas
sage, and was derived from later
ecclesiastical language But that ex
pression coming from the lips of Christ, was precisely fitted to betoken?heTc"lia^^^^^^^ �f communion and worship, with reference to
his earlier teaching, and especially to his last discourses P^esei^ed by
Tohn; tor everything there refers to the Father, as
reve.lod by the Sou;
2:2
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� 305.�Chrkt appears for the last Time near Jerusalem, on the MowiS
of Olives.
The tainds of the disciples were eagerly directed to the feast
in commemoration of the giving of the Law of the Old Cove
nant (Pentecost) ; the new relation established between God
and man naturally connected itself with tbe idea of the old.
It was a reasonable expectation that at this feast the promise
of the Holy Spirit, by which they were to be made j)owerful
organs of their Divine Master, would be fulfilled. They went
to Jerusalem a week before the time of the feast. As they
were walking to the Mount of 01i\ e.s, just forty days after
Christ's first appearance, they were joined by Christ, and he
repeated the promise for the last time.
Still cleaving to their worldly. Messianic hopes, they asked
tbe Saviour whether he intended then to found his kingdom
in its glory (Acts i. 6). In reply, he declared, as he had
always done during his life on earth, "It is notfor you to know
tlw times or the seasons, which the Father hath put in Itis own
power." It was enough (he told them) for them to know their
own calling in reference to the kingdom of God, and how they
were to obtain power to fulfil it, viz. by receiving tbe Holy
Ghost. With this last reply, and this last promise, he was
removed from their eyes.
CHAPTER IX.
the ascension.
� 306� Connexion of the Ascension with the Resurrection.
We come now to treat of the Ascension of Christ�a close
of Christ's ministry on earth corresponding to its beginning.
It must not be thought that the essential feature of the a.s-
to the Spirit, proceeding from the Father and imparted by the Son; to
communion with the Father, through the Son, in tlie Spirit of Divine
life imp.arted by him. It is possible that these words were not at first
considered as a formula to be adhered to rigidly in baptism, and that the
rite was performed (the essential being made prominent) with reference to
Christ's name alone; and that only at a later period it w.as tlinught th.at
the words constituted a literal and necessary form. It is undeniable that
this account does not bear so distinct a historical stamp as other narratives
of Christ's reappearance; it is possible that several occurrences, on separate
occasions, were taken together and transferred to Galilee. The fact that
Matthew represents Christ as reappearing to his disciples only in tialilee,
while Luke and Paul testify to the contrary, m.ay help us to decide upon
the synoptical accounts of Christ's ministry up to tbe time of his last
journey to Jerusalem, the theatre of %\ hich, also, they place in Galilee.
This is another testimony in favour of John's account.
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cension is vouched for only by Luke. It would rest on firm
grounds, even apart from the particular form in which it is
repj-esented in L\ike ; nay, even if there Avere not a word
about it either in his Gospel or in the Acts. That essential
feature is, that Christ did not pass from his earthly existence to
a higher tkrough natural death, but in a svjiernatural way; i.e
that he was removed from this globe, and from the conditions*
of eai-tbly life, to a higher region of existence iu a way not,
conformed to the ordinary laws of corporeal existence or to ba
explained by them. This fact is as certain as his resurrection;
both must stand or fall together. Either the resurrection
itself must be uenied; or it must be considered as a mere
natural recov ery from a transitory .suspension of the powers of
life (both Avhich hypotheses we have shown to be untenable) ;
or such a termination of his life on earth as we have just
defined, must be inevitably admitted.
Although obscurity rests,y to a great extent, upon the
nature of the existence of Christ on earth after his resurrection,
and upon the nature of the corporeal organism with which he
rose from the dead ; still, this much is certain, that the funda
mental conception, on which all the representations of the
New Testament are founded, exhibits the resurrection only as
the means of transition from the form of his earthly being,
Avhose close was his death, to a higher form of personal existence
superior to death; as the beginning of a new life Avhicli was
not to be, as the former, subject to the laws of a corporeal,
earthly organism, but was destined for an imj)erishable deve
lopment. When Paul declared (Rom. vi. 9, 10) that Christ,
risen from the dead, should die no more, because death had no
dominion over him ; when he opposed this resurrection (2 Cor.
xiii. 4) as the commencement of a hfe in Divine power, to his
earlier life in human weakness through which be was made
subject to death, he only gave utterance to a conviction that
was common to all the eye-witnesses of the resurrection. The
mode of Christ's reappearance had made the same impression
upon them all. And the resurrection had necessarily to be
considered as the restoration from death, in a higher fonn, of
y We deem it better to acknowledge a problem unsolved, tban to give
attempts at solution, on the one side or the other, which will not satisfy a
clear thinker. Certainly we over-estimate our knowledge of the laws of
the creation not a little, when we deem ourselves authorized to deny the
reality of a phenomenon, simply because we cannot explain it satisfactordy.
Tliere are more things hetween heaven and earth than our philosophy may
dream of.
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his personal existence (consisting of the union of hotly and
soul, uot subject thereafter to deatb, but destined for an un
broken eternity of life), in order to become the foundation of
belief in an eternal life of the glorified human jiersenalitv. to
spring out of death ; in order to be the fact on which this
faith (as a historically-grounded behef) could be estabhshed.
The restoration of an earthly life from death, afterA\ai-d to be
developed according to ordinary laws, and to terminate in
death, would, in this respect, have been of no value.
� 307.�Tlie Ascension necessary for the Conviction of the Apostles.
Moreover, the resurrection of Christ, considered as a his-
f-orical link in the psychological development of the Apostles
(which cannot be explained, as we have shoAvn, unless tho
resurrection is taken for granted), loses its true significance in
tbis regard, if Christ were removed from the earth in any
other than a supernatural way. How could his resurrection
bave formed, for the disciples, the basis for belief in an eternal
hfe, if it had been subsequently followed by death 1 Their
faith, raised by his reappearance, would have sunk with his
dissolution. Their belief in his Messiahship would have been
rudely shocked ; he would have been to them again an ordinary
man. And how could the conviction of his exaltation, which
we find every where outspoken in their writings wdth such
strength and confidence, ever have arisen 1 Although, there
fore, the visible fact of the ascension is only expressly
mentioned by Luke, yet all that John says of his going up
to his heavenly Father, and all that the Apostles preached
of his ele\'ation to God, presupposed their conviction that he
had been supernaturally removed from the ea.rth, to the utter
exclusion of the idea that he had departed in the ordinary
way of death. It was not necessary to make express mention
of the outward and visible fact, as they never entertained the
thought that Christ, in the form in which he appeared to them
after his resurrection, could be touched again by death. When
he took leave of them, and they saw him no moi-e, they never
thought of anything else but that he had been supernaturally
removed from human view to a nigher region of existence.
If it be said now that "it does not follow, because the
Apostles conceived the matter so, that it really v:as so ; and
that we must distinguish the fundamental fact from their
subjective conceptions," we have tbe reply ready. Their sub
jective conception was founded in a fact which it ]tresupj)()sed,
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viz. tho way in which Clirist showed himself to them after his
resurrection ; in the impression which he made upon them by
his higher and celestial appearance. And furtlujr, apart from
this necessaiy presupposition, if Christ led the Apostles to
form such a subjective conception merely by mysteriously
appearing and vanislung, by keeping silence as to bis abode
and as to the end towards wduch he advanced, he must have
planned a fraud, to form the basis of tbeir rehgious conviction
from that time on. As surely as we cannot attribute such a
fraud to the Holy One, who caUed bimself the " Truth," so
certaiuly must we take for granted an objective fact as the
source of the faith of the Apostles.
� 308.�Connexion of all the Supernatural Facts in Christ's ManifestcUicn.
We make the same remark upon the Ascension of Christ as
was before made upon his miraculous Conception.'^ In regard
to neither is prominence given to the special and SLctnalfact in
the Apostohc wiitiogs ; in regard to both such a fact is pre
supposed in the general conviction of the Apostles, and in tbe
connexion of Chiistian consciousness. Thus the end of Christ's
appearance on earth corresponds to its begiuning. No hnk in
its chain of supernatural facts can be lost, without taking away
its significance as a whole. Christianity rests upon these facts ;
stand�s or faUs with them. By faith in them has the Divuie
life been generated from the beginning ; by faith in them has
that hfe in aU ages regenerated mankind, raised them above
the Hmits of earthly hfe, changed them from glebm adscriptis
to citizens of heaven, and formed the stage of transition from
an existence chained to nature, to a free, celestial life, far
raised above it. Were this faith gone, there might, uideed,
remain many of the effects of what Christianity had been; but
as for Christianity ba the true sense, as for a Christian Churcl^
there could be none.
' Ct p. 17.
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Celibacy, 363.
Census, in time of Augustus, 22.
Centurion's slave healed, 257.
Children blessed, 364.
Christ, birth of, 19; descent from David,
21, 402 ; his brothers and sisters,
32 ;
among the doctors, 34 ; education of,
36; trade of ? 42 ; plan of, 80 ; as King,
89 ; observed Jewish law, 90 ; as
Pro
phet, 102; left no written document,
104; person of, 3, 71, 98, 169, 205, 376,
460; mode of life with disciples, 218.
231 ; Light of the World, 321 , 327, 37< ;
his struggles of soul, 345, 416, 4*7}
prayer as High-priest, 446; trial of,
455 ; crucifixion of, 464; last appear
ance of, 482 ; ascension of, 483.
Christian consciousness defined, 2.
Christianity, the aim of human progress,
128 ; not peace, but a sword, 347 ; work
of, 362 ; relations to civil society, 252,
344, 398 ; rests upon supernatural facts,
486.
Church, founding of the, 127; name of,
129.
Commandment, first and great, 399 ; the
new, 433.
Crucifixion of Christ, 464.
D.
Da^^d, Christ son of, 20, 402.
Death of Christ, intimated by himself,
356; necessity for, 379, 416, reality of,
472.
Demoniacal possession, 154, 159, 205, 259,
310.
De Wette, 219, 249, 269, 336, 366.
Disciples, sifting of, 294 ; faU to heal de
moniac, 310; ambition of, 313, 382;
choice of seventy, 333 ; warnings to,
435 ; consolation of, 436, 444.
Disciples of John, jealous of Christ, 189.
Discipleship, test of, 256, 339.
Diseases, miraculous healing of, 149.
Dives and Lazarus, 354.
Divine life, its communication the highest
miracle, 148; its supports, 443.
Divine nature in Christ, 3, 71, 9'8, 337, 36o,
372, 376, 407, 416, 450, 451, 469.
Divorce, 232, 36 1.
E.
Ebionites, 64, gi, 96, 101, 152, 301.
Ebionitish Gospel, 15, 50, 68, 72. 344, .109,
467, 482.
Elias, the forerunner of Christ, 309.
Emmaus, conversation on the way to,
478.
Ephraim, Christ at, 379.
Essenism, 38.
Eucharist, institution of, 430.
Evangel, ad Hebrasos. [See EbiomtuA
Gospel."]
Evil, origin of, 157. [See Sin.]
Exorcists, 141. 1 60. 261.
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F. �
Faith, presupposes the "ilrawmg of the
Fatlier," 110� 290; different stages of,
147, 17-4> 185, 480; the necessaiy condi
tion of aid from Christ, 210, 290, 312;
the centurion's, 259 ; power of, 312, 395,
480 ; faith and forgiveness, 228, 305.
Fasting, 218, 253.
Father, Christ's oneness with, 360, 439.
Feet, washing of, 423.
Fig-tree cursed, 393.
Fire to be liindled, 347.
Forgiveness of sins. 228-
G.
Gadarene demoniac, 205.
Galilee, theatre of Christ's labours, 163,
192, 198 ; second ministi-y in, 240 ; ap
pearances in, after resurrection, 481.
Gethsemane, 448.
God, as spirit, knowledge of, IQH, 399 ; the
only Good, 366.
Grace, unmerited, 386, 413.
H.
Hades, 296.
Heathen, 329, 351, 414.
Herod, 30; Antipas, 19O, 355, 46o.
Herodians, 397.
History, relation to miracles, 139; as com
mentary, 195, 247.
Holy Ghost, atChrist's baptism, 71 ; agent
of new birth, 186; blasphemy against,
263 ; breathed upon Apostles, 478. [See
Spirit.]
Huss, John, 400.
Hypocrisy rebuked, 278. [See Sermon on
the Mount.']
I.
Immortality, 399.
Inspiration, 8, 48, 62, 183.
Interpretation, 97, 104.
J.
Jairus's daughter, 209.
James, the brother of Christ, 32, 480.
James and John, sons of Zebedee, 174,
383.
Jericho, Christ at, 380.
Jerusalem, Christ's ministry frequently
exercised there, l64; his first labours
at, 178; second journey to, 233; last,
380 ; triumphal entry, 390 ; weeps over,
393 ; judgments predicted upon, 404.
Jesus, the name, 17.
Jewish people, their relations to Christ.
217 ; his ministry confined to them,
why, 281, 305.
John the Baptist, callmg of, 45 ; accounts
of, obscure, 46 ; mode of life, 49 ; rela
tion to Messiah, 54 ; possible wavering
in his convictions, 60, 212 ; his message
from prison, 62, 21^; he points out
Christ, 169; final testimony, I9D; Wt
position as defined by Christ, 214.
John the Evangelist, joins Christ, 170 ;
disposition and tendencies, 170, 187, 437.
John's Gospel, its croilibility and genuine
ness, 7, 177, 181, 191, 319; silent as to
miraculous conception, 17; objects of,
71, 100; compared witli synoptical, 115,
153, 379, 417; its omissions, 328.
Jonah the I'rophet, sign ol, 144, 2<i().
Josephus, as authority on John the Bap
tist, 49.
Judas Iscariot, 123, 270, 294, 369, 4i;i.
429, 453.
Judgment, intimated by Chnst, 236, 349,
407; in Matt. xxv. 412.
K.
Keys, power of the, 296
Kingdom of God, longed for under old
covenant, 339; longed for in Israel at
Christ's time, 24 ; also by the heathen,
26 ; the object of Christian longing, 338 ;
way prepared for by Baptist, 50, seq. ;
its twofold bearing, 88 ; relation of new
to old form, 90, 180; realized by Christ,
not as a worldly, but a spiritual king
dom, 76, 78, 82, seq., 224, 456, 458 ;
realized by him, also, for the heathen,
277, 281, 331, 352, 409; means employed
by Christ in founding it, 102; based on
his self-manifestation in word, ] (12, seq.,
460 ; in miracles, 133, seq.; in offerings,
85, 86, 347, seq., 451 ; its law of deve
lopment, UO; its growth and progress,
196, 203, 224, 345; the Sermon on the
Mount, its Magna CItartu, 240 ; its tri
umphs, 298, 337, 406 ; its nature illus
trated, 365, 408, 410, 460.
L.
Last Supper, 425.
Law, observed by Christ, 90, 247, 257, 318,
358 ; his
" destroying and fulfilling of,"
94, 248 [see Moral] ; law and gospel,
90, seq., 216, seq., 247, seq.
Lawyers, 269, 401.
Lazarus, family of, 370 ; death of, 373 ,
resurrection of, 377.
Legalism, Jewish, contrasted with Chris
tian liberty, 216, 367, 401.
Leper healed, 257 ; ten healed, 357.
Light of the Worid, Christ the, 217, 327,
374.
Logos, 64, 100.
Love, the quickening principle of Oivuio
life, 227; Christian law of, 253, 433.
M.
Magians, 29.
Mammon of unrighteousness, 301.
Marri..o'e, nm.
Martha, 370.
Mary Magdalene, 227.
Marv, sister of X,^arus, 370, 388, 477.
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Mary,mjther of Jesus, 14, 16, 21, 25, iTi.
Matthew, usage of, in quoting from Old
Testament, 108; his calling, 229; his
Gospel originally in Hebrew, 7; prin
ciple on which he arranges his matter
(connexion of fact and thought), 113,
216, 223, 241, 281, 340, 346.
Meekness, 243.
Merit, no place in kingdom of God, 386,
413.
Messiah, Old Testament idea of, 86, 401,
seq.; in Israel, 23; Simeon's, 26: hea
then longing for, 27 ; whether only re-
%ived by Jobn Baptist, 45, 55, 169, 212;
Nico<lemus,^ lg3;lyirist the conscious
Messi.ah, 3a ^S, (sa; declares himself
sich (froitf^?e|in5mg), 2l3j;/236, 237,
288, 296, 317, 359, 391, AiffTcaWal con
ceptions of Jews and disciples rebuked,
235, seq., 242. 289, 297, 313, 323, 359,
364, 382; desigrnations of, 98; Christ
recognized as, by John, 56, 69, 168.
Miracle of draught of fishes, 171 ; water
changed to wine, 1/5; storm subdued,
204 ; issue of blood, 209 ; Jairus's
daughter, 210; widow's son, 210; lame
man, 235; leper, 257; demoniac, 259,
310; paralytic, 271, 274; infirm woman,
275 ; feedbig of five thousand, 284 ;
walking on the water, 288 ; at Beth
saida, 295 ; man bom bhnd, 326 ; ten
lepers, 357; raising of Lazarus, 377;
blind Bartimeus, 381.
Miracles connected with Christ's teach
ing, 133 ; their relation to the course of
nature, 137; to Christ's manifestation,
138; to history, 139; object of, 141,
145, 175, 395 ; wtiiesses to Christ's
Messiahship, 140, 146; in regard to
supernatural agency, 148 ; wrought on
material nature, 162.
Moral stand-point distinguished from
legal, 249, 254, 361.
Moses, forerunner of Messiah, 240.
Mount, Sermon on, 240-
Muller, Daniel, 144.
Murder, Christian law of, 251.
Mysteries of the kingdom of God, 108.
Mythical theory refuted, 13, 21, 24, 27, 32,
417.
Mythology, difference from Theism, 19.
Mythus, aistinguished from parable. 1 U .
N.
Nain, miracle at, 210.
Name of Christ, acting ui the, 315;
prayer in the, 440, 445.
Nathanael, caUmg of, 171.
Nazareth, return to from Egypt, ;
Christ's first preaching at, 42, 199.
Neighbour, love of, 253.
New birth, 185.
Nicodemus, interview with Christ, ivi ,
in Sanhedrim, 32il.
O.
Oaths, 39, 252. _
Old and New Dispensations, relations ot,
�15.
Old Testament, use of passages fr( m by
Christ, 120, 359 362, 398, 401.
Olshauser 211.
P.
Parable, idea of. 111; use of by Christ,
105, 107.
Parables of the kingdom of God, 87 ;
order of in New Testament, 113; not
wanting in John, 116; parable of sower,
200 : drag-net, 203 ; wheat and tares,
203 : new wine in old bottles, 220 ;
prodigal son, 231 ; Pharisee and pub
lican, 233 : great Supper, 270 ; unjust
steward, 298 ; good Shepherd, 329 ;
tower, 342 ; salt, 342 ; precious pearl,
343 ; mustard seed, 345 ; Dives and
Lazarus, 354 ; pounds, 384 ; labourers
in vineyard, 385 ; fig-tree, 393 ; good
Samaritan, 400 ; wedding-feast, 408 ,
wicked husbandman, 410 ; talents, 410;
ten virgins, 412.
Paradise, 465.
Passover, but one in synoptical Gospels,
three in Jolm, l63; first, 178; second,
233 ; last, 380.
Paul, used written memoirs of Christ's
life, 7 ; silence as to miraculous con
ception, 17; assumes Christ's descent
from David, 20, 402; confirms the
account of the choice of the Apostles,
123 ; a witness of the resurrection, 472,
478; indirectly of the ascension, 484 ;
reports Christ's words, 93, 430 ; alludes
to them, 299 ; his position among the
Apostles, 125; "wise as serpent," &c.
303 ; his doctrine of the person of
Christ, 101; his teachings presuppose
Christ's as germs, 93, 95, 108, 199, 217,
233, 312, 386.
Peace, Christ's salutation of, 441.
Peraea, Christ at, 361.
Peter, his first meeting with Christ, 171 ;
his caU and character, 173, 280, 297,317,
369, 428, 434, 454, 482 ; his acknow
ledgments of Christ, 147, 294, 295; ob
tains power of keys, 296.
Pharisees, 36, 165, 184, I91, 218, 228,
235, 239, 259, 265, 267, 273. 276, 321,
329, 350, seq., 396.
Pharisaism, 97, 253, 401.
PhUip and Thomas, conversation with
Christ, 438.
Piiate. 459, seq.
Plan of Christ, 80 ; not altered, 84.
Prayer, forms of, 222; Lord's Prayer,
223 ; not Pharisaical, 253 ; in name ol
Christ, 440 ; of Christ as High-priest,
446 ; for his enemies, 465.
Prophecy, unconscious, 23.
Providence, 283.
Prudence, uimmistry, 299, 303 ; Christian,
412.
Publicans, Christ with, 229.
Punitive justice, 151.
R.
Rabbi, title of, as applied to Christ, 42.
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Raising: of the dead, l6l.
Reason, pride of, 307.
Reign with Christ. 369.
Relatives of Christ, 31, 260, 319.
Resurrection, intimated by Christ, 237,
375, 398 ; of Clirist, 468.
Revelation, stages of, 194 ; Christ's doc
trine as, 320.
Revenge, 253.
Reward in heaven, 246, 253 ; rewards,
passion for rebuked, 387.
Ruler, Christ's conversation with, 323.
S.
Sabbath, 235, 275, seq.
Sabbath-breaking, Christ accused of, 235,
275.
Sacraments. [See Eucharist and Bap
tism.']
Sacrifice of purification, 24.
Sadducees, 36, 51, 398.
Salome, 382.
Samaritan, good, parable of, 4i)n.
Samaritan woman, conversation ^vith,
93, 192.
Samaritans, 197; reasons for their ex
clusion fi'om first mission ofApostles,
281 ; leper cured, 357.
Sanhedrim, movements of against Christ,
326, 328, 378, 396, 418, 453, 457.
Satan, personality of, 79, 158, 262 ; king
dom of, 336.
Schleiermacher, 3, 14, 24, 93, 99, 128,
158, 172, 215, 272, 3J5, 343, 353, 358,
382.
Self-denial, 341.
Sermon on the Mount, 115, 240.
"Servants" distinguished from "friends,"
126.
Seventy disciples chosen, 333.
Shepherds, announcement to, 23.
Simeon, prophecy of, 26.
Sin and physical evil, relations of, 150,
152, 236, 327, 333.
Slavery, 39.
Son of God, title of, as applied to Christ,
98, 100.
Son of Man, 98 ; blasphemy against, 264.
Sower, parable of, 200.
Spirit, Holy, promise of, 440, 446. [See
Holy Ghost.]
Star of the wise men, 27.
Strauss, 4, 14, 181, 197, 234, 249, 258, 263,
269, 273, 315, 354, 370, 376, 388, 391, 407,
420, 463.
Sufferings of Christ, utlmated by him
self, 188. ig6, 416.
S)-noptical Gospels, their oridn, 7 ; difTe
rence between them and John, 114, l6j,
44S.
Syro-Phoenician woman, 305.
T.
Tabernacle, feast of, Chi ist attends, 313.
Talents, parable of, 41i).
Teaching, Chri-.t's nnxle of, 104 ; pre
sented seeds of thought, 106; L'lirist'a
not confiiitd to parables, 114.
Temple, Christ's manifestation greater
than, 92, 278 ; " destroy this," &c., 145,
180; purifying of the, 178.
Temptation, 225.
Temptation of Christ, 71 ; its import as a
whole, 77.
Theocracy ofOld Testament, connexion 0/
Christ's plan with it, 82, 369, 403 ; dis
tinguished from C hrist's by parables,
87 ; development iu New Testament,
247, 318.
Thomas, his doubts, 148; Christ's appear
ance to, 480.
Transfiguration of Christ, 308.
Transubstantiation, 292, 431.
Tribute to Caesar, Christ's decision o;i,
397.
Triumphal entry, 390.
Truth, 194; power of, 269, relation to
freedom, 324; spirit of, 440, 444.
U.
Unpardonable sin, 263.
V.
Vanity, warning against, 337.
Vine and branches, similitude of, 442.
W.
Water and the Spirit, birth of, 186.
Water of Life, 192, 322.
Way, Christ the, 438.
Wealth, right use of, 298 ; dangeri of,
368.
Weisse, 15, 20, 115, 418.
Widow, the importunate, 350.
Widow's mite, 404.
Worship in spirit and truth, 194.
Z.
Zaccheus, 382.
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OLD TESTAMENT.
Genesis.
ii. 24 . . . . Page 362
iii. 15 239
Exodus.
xiii. 2, 12 25
xxi. 32 422
Leviticus.
xii. 2 25
xiv. ) 257
Numbers.
iii. 45 25
iv. 3 44, 325
viii. 25 325
xi. 8 50
xviii 23
Deuterono-my.
VI. l6 75
\iii. 3 74
xviii. 15 239
xviii. 20, 22 458
1 Samuel.
xxi 278
Nehemiah.
iii. 15 328
Psalms.
u. 7 72
Viii. 3 393
xxii 420
xxii. 17 464
Lxxxu. 6 360, 402
xci. 11, 12 75
ex. 1 402, 403
cxviii. 25, 26 . . . . 392
Isaiae.
vi. 9 108
vii 14 16
xxxiii. 16 23
xxxv. 5 213
xxxviii. 10 296
liii Page 27, 169
Ivi. 7 179
Ixi. 1 .. .. 199,213,242
Jeremiah,
vii. 11 179
EZEKIEL.
xxxvi. 25 50
Daniel.
vii 93
HOSEA.
vi. 6 91, 231
Joel.
iii. 1 479
MlCAH.
V. 1 22
Zechariah.
ix. 9 391, 392
xi. 12 421
xiii 50
Malachi.
iii 50
iii. 1 214
Wisdom of Solo.mon.
vii. 27 405
NEW TESTAMENT.
Matthew.
1-17 .'9, 20
18-25 21
25 32
1 21, 22
1-23 26, 31
1-12 45, 54
.7 51, 52
11 17'
13-17 .. .. 53, 72
14 25
iv. 1-11 .. .. Page 73, 80
iv. 2-4 74
iv. 12 191
iv. 13, seq 171
iv. 18, 19 172
iv. 21 174
iv. 25 165
v.-vii 241, 257
V. 12 245
v. 1.3-16 84, 88
V. 17 94
V. 25, 26 35
V. 40, 42 253
vi. 1-18 254
vi. 7-15 223
vi. 21, 22 110
vi. 24 303
Vii. 1-5 254
vii. 6 240, 303
Vii. 7.11 .. .. 22.1,227
vii. 12 249
vii. 13-24 255
vii. 14 347
vii. 21 236
vii. 22 339
vii. 24-27 236
vii. 29 43
viii. 1-4 257
viii. 5-13 . . . . 101, 257
viii. 5, 9 101
viii. 5, 10 210
viii. 10 147
viii. 14-17 198
viii. iy-22 340
viii. 22 116
viii. 23-27 204
viii. 28-34 20.5
ix. 1-8 27)
ix. 2-5 154
ix. 8 99
ix. 9-13 229
ix. 10 230
ix. 11-17 218
ix. 13 231
ix. 14 . . . . . 126, 219
ix. 15 86, 197
ix. 16 22{'
ix. 18 183
ix. 18-26 .. .. 209, 210
ix. 27-31 260
ix. :17, 38 334
X 280,335
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xix. 1 . . . . .. ..361 , .. 4()4
.. ..361 . .. 75
Xi. 28-30 .. .. 216 xix. 8 . . . . .. ..252 468
xi. 30 . . . . .. .. 93 xix. 13-15 . . .. ..364 422-436
.. .. 75 xLx. 16-24 .. . . 365, seq.
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viii. 15 270
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viii. 30 297
viii. 31 470
viii. 34, 35 298
ix. 1-9 307-309
ix. 11-13 310
ix. 14-29 �� �� 310-312
Lx. 15 311
ix. 23 311, 312
ix. 28,29 312
ix. 33-41 313-315
li. 49 342
ix. 50 342
X. 1 361
X. 2-12 361-364
X. 13-36 364, seq.
X. 17, seq 365
X. 18 67,101
X. 22 368
X. 32-34 380
X. 35-45 382
X. 46-52 380
xi. 1-11 390-393
xi. 12 393
Xi. 15-19 .. �� 390-396
xi. 23 312,395
.xi. 27-33 397
xu. 1-12 410
xii. 13-34 .. .. 397-400
xii. 14, 15 397
xii. 18 400
xii. 28-34 .. .. 183, 399
xii. 33 91
xii. 35-37 �� 20, 101, 401
xii. 38-44 404
xiii 404-407
xiii. 11 437
xiii. 32 406
xiv. 1, 2 418
xiv. 3-9 388
xiv. 10, 11 .. ..419, seq.
xiv. 12-16 .. .. 425-427
xiv. 17-21 429
xiv. 22-25 .. ..430, seq.
xiv. 27 437
xiv. 32-42 .. ..451, seq.
xiv. 43-49 . . � � 453, seq.
xiv. 53, seq 435, seq.
xiv. 58 l&i
xiv. 59
XV. 1-15 459-462
XV. 16-46 . . . . 464-468
XV. 21 463
XV. 23 464
XV. 29 180
XV. 30 75
xvi 468-486
xvi. 9
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. . . . 68
19-22
24-31
. . . . 26
31.32
.. ..165
33-35
. . . . 34
49-54
.. .. 50
.. .. 52
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i. 26-38 ..
i. 32-35 ..
i. 36
ii. 1-20 ..
ii. 22-38. .
ii. 33
ii. 39 . .
ii. 4
ii. 41-52 . .
il. 44
iii. 1-17 ..
iii. 2
iii. 7
iii. 15 ..
iii. 17 55
iu. 19, 20 191
iii. 21,22 .. .. 54-73
iii. 23-38 21
iv. 1-13 73-80
iv. 16-30 .. ..199, seq.
iv. 17, seq 84
iv. 19 88
iv. 22, seq 16
iv. 38-41 198
V. 1-11 226
V. 1 163
V. 5 171
V. 12-14 237
V. 17-26 271
V. 20 152
V. 27-32 229
V. 29 230
V. 33 126, 219
V. 33-39 .. .. 218, 221
V. 35 197
V. 37 88, 220
vi. 1-5 277-278
vi. 1 163, 277
vi. 4 96
vi. 5 . . 90, seq. 98, 274
vi. 6-11 274
vi. 9 275
vi. 13 122, 241
vi. 17 165
vi. 20-49 241
vii. 1-10 257
vii. 2, seq 1*7
vii. 3 259
vii. 6 .. .. 101,210,2.39
vii. 9 '01
vu. 11-17 211
vii. 18-35 .. .. 212-216
Luke.
Ll'4
vii. 29, 30 51
vii. 36-50 227
viii. 2 161
viii. 4-15 200
viii. 9-18 202
viii. 10 107
viii. 18 1�9
viU. 19 265
viii. 21 32, 266
viii. 22-56 .. .. 204-212
viii. 26 16'
viii. 26-29 205
viii. 29 209
viii. 40 209
viu. 46-48 209
viii. 49 210
ix. 1.17.. Page 280-284
ix. 3 334
ix. 7 295
ix. 7-9 284
i.x. 9 355
ix. 10 285
ix. 10-18 295
ix. I8-27 .. .. 294-298
IX. 19 82
ix. 22 469
ix. 23, 24 298
ix. 28-36 307
ix. 33 308
ix. 36 309
ix. 37-43 . . . . 310, 312
ix. 46-50 . . . . 314, 316
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i. 610) 467
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Archaeol. xix. 1 47
Archaeol. xx. 9. 1 457
De Bell. Jud. ii. 8, 6 40
De Bell. Juc. vi. 9, 3 390
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